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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The Council of the American Institute of Accountants has approved the recommendation made by the special committee on administration of endowment that the work begun with the publication of the Accountant's Index in 1920 should be continued and supplements should be published from time to time.

The great importance of an accurate and complete list of literature dealing with accountancy and related subjects is recognized by the Institute, and although the publication of such volumes as the original index and its supplements may never be profitable, it is felt that the service to the profession is sufficiently valuable to justify an expenditure which will probably exceed the returns.

The first supplement was published in 1923 and brought the references up to the end of June of that year. The present supplement includes references from June, 1923 to the beginning of 1928.

Names of authors, subjects and titles are arranged in a single alphabet with information as to publisher, place of publication, date and number of pages. The directory at the end gives the addresses of publishers and periodicals.

To find the titles of books on a certain subject or of a certain author the reader should look for that subject or that author as in an encyclopedia.

The references which the present supplement contains do not duplicate those which appeared in the original index and in the supplement of 1923. It is important that all volumes in the series of indexes be available so that the entire field of accounting literature may be reached.

Helen M. Johnstone, Librarian.

135 Cedar Street, New York,
July, 1928.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


A B C of co-operative housing. Warbasse, Agnes D.

A. B. C. B. finances: a full and complete analytical survey of the so-called financial reports put out by the officers of the national association, for the past six years, with approximate comparisons, balances and comments. National bottlers' gazette, April 15, 1926, p. 67-70.

A. B. C. B. financial statements. National bottlers' gazette, April 15, 1926.


AAL, KARL

ABBOTT, A. B.

ABBOTT, ARTHUR L.

ABBOTT, R. D.

ABBREVIATIONS
See Degrees, etc.

ABELL, WESTCOTT
Ship and her work. London, Gee and company. 1923. 114p.

ABERLE, W. E.

ABNORMAL conditions in the film industry. Schlesinger, Max.


ACADEMIC histories of faculty members of the associated collegiate schools of business with bibliographies of their publications. Association of collegiate schools of business.


ACCEPTANCE; and installation of uniform methods of cost accounting. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


ACCEPTANCES
AMERICAN acceptance council. Practical problems in the development of bankers' acceptances; views of the American acceptance council on the points raised by the bankers' acceptance questionnaires of the Federal reserve board. New York, American acceptance council, 1920. 40p.


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Trade acceptances, bank acceptances. (In his Financial handbook. 1925. p. 131-42.)


TREMAN, ROBERT H. Trade acceptances, what they are and how they are used. New York, American acceptance council, 1919. 53p.

ACCEPTANCES; their importance as a means of increasing and simplifying domestic and foreign trade. American exchange national bank.

ACCIDENT costs reduced 1.56 per cent of gross earnings. Electric railway journal, Nov. 22, 1924, p. 880.

ACCIDENTS
ACCIDENT costs reduced 1.56 per cent of gross earnings. Electric railway journal, Nov. 22, 1924, p. 880.


GRAPHIC records of traffic accidents. American city, July 1926, p. 84-5.


HEINRICH, H. W. Incidental cost of industrial accidents is four times the direct loss. Manufacturing industries, Jan. 1927, p. 49-52.

PRICE, C. W. Macy's safety drive reduces accident cost sixty per cent in two months. Dry goods economy, Jan. 22, 1927, p. 15-16, 84.

TEXAS. Industrial accident board. Discount tables showing the present value of $1.00 per week due in any number of weeks from one to four hundred under the employers liability act at 6% per annum compound interest. Austin, 1924. 8p.


UNITED STATES. Labor statistics, Bureau of. Proceedings of the eleventh annual meeting of the International association of industrial accident boards and
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ACCOUNT classification and code symbol chart, state institutional accounting system. New Jersey. Institutions and agencies, Department of.

ACCOUNT experts pass applicants state rejected; committee named by Governor Preus reports findings. Minneapolis tribune, Dec. 24, 1924.

ACCOUNT receivable. Credit monthly, March 1927, p. 17.

ACCOUNTANCY

See also Accountants; Accountants' societies; Accounting.


ACCOUNTANCY laws in other countries; collection of letters. Typewritten.


ACCOUNTANCY profession not overcrowded. Australasian accountant and secretary, March 1927, p. 80.


ACCOUNTANCY took organized form only in Massachusetts. American accountant, June 1927, p. 28-31.


ACCOUNTING not a rut profession. Certified public accountant, July 1926, p. 222-3.

ACTION against accountants: distinction between accountancy and auditing: Moore, trustee of Mrs. Apfel (a bankrupt) versus Annan Dexter and company, Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1, 1927, p. 125-9.


AGE of opportunity. Haskins and Sells bulletin, April 1926, p. 25.

AMERICAN accountant—will it follow American capital? American accountant, April 1927, p. 5-9, 50-1.


AMERICAN Institute of accountants. What will you do after graduation? this booklet describes opportunities of profitable employment to qualified college graduates in a profession vital to modern business. Typewritten.


AS others see us. Accountants' journal (England), July 1924, p. 198-200.


COVINGTON, J. HARRY. Some professional obligations. Indian accountant, April 1924, p. 71-2.

ACCOUNTANCY—(Continued)
DAY, EDMUND E. Accountancy as a profession. The Certified public accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 286–90.
ETIQUETTE of the accountancy profession. Accountant, Jan. 2–9, 1926, p. 3–5, 35–7.
EVERY job a good job. Haskins and Sells bulletin, May 1927, p. 33.
EVOLUTION of accountancy. Accountant, April 5, 1924, p. 556.
FELLS, J. M. Accountancy as an aid to the solution of social problems. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925. p. 17–33.)
FOOTPRINTS. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1926, p. 47.
HIDALGO, ORLANDO LOPEZ. Un valioso cooperator de la expansion comercial; el contador publico. (English translation) Bulletin de la chambre d'commerce, industria y navegacion de la isla de Cuba, Nov. 1925, p. 183–5.
JACKSON, J. HUGH. Choosing a profession—accountancy; reprinted from the Journal of accountancy.
KEEPING up with the times. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Aug. 1926, p. 57.
KENNEDY, A. C. Relationship between the lawyer and the accountant; an address delivered before the eighth regional convention, Midwest district of American institute of accountants, Omaha, May 24, 1924. 4p.
ACCOUNTANCY—(Continued)

KORTJOHN, MARTIN. Professional accountant in the shoe factory on a yearly basis; from American shoemaking, May 19, 1926. Pace student, Aug. 1926.


LAWYER and the accountant. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1926, p. 113-4.


LEAKY. Accounting, Accounting Journal, April 1927, p. 312-23.


LITTLETON, A. C. Two pioners of accountancy.


PACE, HOMER S. Accountancy instructor and professional standards; from Journal of accountancy, Australian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1924, p. 334-8.

PACE, HOMER S. Relation of the accounting instructor to the developed cost accountant in the practice of accountancy. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1923, p. 38-43.)

PACE, HOMER S. Training for executive jobs; reprinted from New York sun by special permission. (In Pittsburgh accountant, Oct. 1, 1927, p. 1, 5-6.)


REGISTRATION of the accountant profession. Accountant, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 219.

RITCHEL, CHARLES. Requirements and opportunities of the accountant; address delivered before the graduating class, Pittsburgh school of accountancy. 7 typed pages. Respectable occupation. Pittsburgh accountant, Dec. 1, 1927, p. 1, 4.


SEES accountant as executive understudy, Kester's talk to actuaries, describes him as "rare bird" who interprets reports and tactfully suggests action. Eastern underwriter, Dec. 4, 1925.


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Natural business year and thirteen other themes. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1924. 276p.

SHOULD accountancy be a closed profession? Accountant, April 26, 1924, p. 697-700.


SLOAN, GEORGE S. Something further on accountant's services. Accounting and business quarterly, April 1924, p. 1.


SPICER, ERNEST EVAN. Accountancy profession, its comedies, tragedies and romance. Accountant, Aug. 19, 1923, p. 197-203.

ACCOUNTANCY—(Continued)


TEMPL, CYRIL II. Pupil to practitioner; a philosophical discourse concerning the accountancy profession. London, E. Marlborough & Company. 1924. 159 p.


VALUE of accountancy to the business community. Australasian accountant and secretary, Dec. 1923, p. 349.


WHAT is a certified public accountant? His profession defined—his function in the business world—his value in securing credit, cost finding, tax reports, and in locating and lessening defalcations. Watertown (New York) standard, Feb. 20, 1926.

WHAT is gold for our souls. Journal of accountancy, Nov. 1927, p. 262.


WILSON, GEORGE. Art of specialising. Associated accountants' journal, April 1924, p. 16-18.


Argentina

CONGRESO de doctores en ciencias economicas y contadores publicos y contadores publicos nacionales. Anales, Buenos Aires, 1926.


KELSO, WILLIAM. Registration of accountants, the position of Queensland. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, Sept. 1924, p. 20.

LEGISLATION for accountants. Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1924, p. 29.


MAGIC charter. Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1924, p. 29.


REGISTRATION of accountants. Australasian accountant and secretary, Aug. 1923, p. 211.


SHOULD the words "public accountant" be protected? Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1925, p. 8.


Austria

(DAS) preisum der buchh sachverständigen in Wien. 48p.

HANS, JOSEF. Legalising professional accountancy in Austria. Accountant, March 5, 1927, p. 343-4.


Boards

See State boards of accountancy.

Bulgaria

BULGARIA. Ministère des finances. Loi sur le budget, la comptabilité et les entreprises publiques (sanctionnée par décret no. 16 en date du 22 Mars 1921, publiée au journal officiel no. 287 du 24 Mars 1921) la présente loi entre en vigueur à partir du premier avril 1921, conformément à l'article 209 de la même loi. Sofia, 1921. 99p.

Canada


PONTIFEX, BRYAN. Accountancy profession in Canada. Accountant, April 9, 1927, p. 564-5.


Africa

ACCOUNTANCY—(Continued)

China
CHINESE chartered accountants association of Technical.

Colombia

Cuba
CUBA. Reglamento para los institutos de segunda enseñanza de la república en la parte que se contrae a la organizacion de las enseñanzas, establecidas en los mismos. Habana, Imprenta y Papeleria de Rambla, Bouza y Ca, 1925. 95p.

Denmark
DENMARK. Act of May 14, 1909, on authorized accountants royal decree of July 5, 1919; companies act of Sept. 29, 1917; companies bill. 1926. Typewritten.

Education
See Education.

England
CREW, ALBERT. Profession of an accountant, characteristics, etiquette, registration, recognition and some notes on the legal profession. London, Gee and company, 1925. 117p.
DERBYSHIRE, J. N. Direction; abstact. (In Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Dec. 20, 1923, p. 175–6.)

Ethics
See Professional ethics.

Europe

Fees
See Wages, fees, etc. Accountants.

Finland

France

Germany

History
AMERICAN institute of accountants. What will you do after graduation? this booklet describes opportunities of profitable employment to qualified college graduates in a profession vital to modern business. 72p.
ANCIENT accountancy system. Face student, July 1925, p. 13.

MILLER, R. F. Some reminiscences of pre-institute days. Accountant, Oct. 11, 1924, p. 507.
NELSON, C. HEWETSON. Accountant and public life. Incorporated accountants' journal, Nov. 1924, p. 35–42.
TEMPLE, CYRIL H. Pupil to practitioner; a philosophical discourse concerning the accounting profession. London, E. Marlborough & company, 1924. 83p.
WATANABE, YOSHI. Past and present of accountants in the United Kingdom and U. S. A. (Japanese).
ACCOUNTANCY—History—(Continued)


EARLY accounting done on wood. Pittsburgh acc.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY audit. Journal of ac-

FIFTEENTH-CENTURY cost-finding. Inland
printer, March 1924, p. 952.

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Historical defense of
bookkeeping. (In American association of university
instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings,
1923. p. 65–75. Journal of accounting, April 1924,

LITTLETON, A. C. Italian double entry in early

McMURTRIE, DOUGLAS C. Cost-finding system of
a French printer in the eighteenth century.

OLDCASTLE, HUGH and MILLIS, JOHN. Ac-

ORIGIN of records: reprinted from F. & B. news.

PROFESSIONAL. (In Accountants' handbook.
1923. p. 1323–57.)


Indian railway accountants' journal, May 1926, p.
101–4.

VOKE, ALBERT F. Accounting methods of colonial
merchants in Virginia. Journal of accounting, july 1926,
p. 1–11.

WHAT will you do after graduation? Journal of
accountancy, April 1926, p. 290–5.

WILKINSON, GEORGE. Organization of the pro-

Holland

GOUDEKET, I. Legal regulation of the accountants'
profession in Holland. (In International accountants'
congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926.
EG.)

VAN OSS, A. Public accounting in Holland. Journal
of accounting, June 1927, p. 434–43.

India

ACCOUNTANCY laws of India. Indian accountant,

DISTINCTION in the profession. Indian accountant,

INDIAN institute of professional accountants.
Prospectus. Nisbet road, Lahore, Punjab, India. 4p.

PROFESSIONAL accountants and income-tax prac-

SINGH, DALIP. Indian accountants and income-tax
with Indian income-tax act, 1922 and rules made

Ireland

ACCOUNTANCY in the Irish Free State. Account-
ant, March 5, 1927, p. 336.

IRISH FREE STATE—registration bill rejected
Certified accountants' journal, April 1927, p. 109–21.

PROFESSION in Ireland. Accountant, Jan. 22, 1927,

REGISTERED accountants' bill, 1927. Certified
accountants' journal, April 1927, p. 121–6.

REGISTRATION in the Irish Free State. Certified
accountants' journal, April 1927, p. 96–8.

Japan

NOMOTO, T. Public accountants bill of Japan.
Accountant, April 23, 1927, p. 607.

WATANABE, YOSHIO. Accounting in Japan. Ac-
countant, May 29, 1926, p. 761–2. Journal of ac-
countancy, May 1926, p. 330–3. Public accountant,

Law

See also Bulletin of the American institute of accoun-
tants.

ALEXANDER Hamilton institute. Digest of state
certified public accountant laws. (In its Preparation
for the accounting profession. 1919. p. 42–7.)

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report of
special committee on restrictive legislation. (In its
1924 yearbook. p. 197–8.)

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report of special
committee on state C. P. A. reciprocity. (In
American institute of accountants. Yearbook.
1923, p. 170–2.)

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report of the
committees on state legislation. (In its 1924 yearbook.
p. 171–84.)

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Committee on
federal legislation. Letter to members, March 28,
1927. 3p.

ATTEMPTS to set aside C. P. A. laws. Journal of
accountancy, April 1926, p. 281.

C. P. A. laws: citizenship and resident clauses, Sept.
1926. Typewritten.

C. P. A. laws, reciprocal certificate; abstracts from

1923, p. 198–9.

CERTIFIED public accountant laws—oral examina-

CLABOUGH, WILLIAM. Legislation of the future.
Certified public accountant, March—April 1923, p. 71–
12.

COMMITTEE activities. Committee on state legisla-
tion. Bulletin of the American institute of account-

COMMITTEE on activities affecting accountancy.

COURT pass on accountancy matters; supreme court
of the United States no. 170—October term 1923.
J. Harold Lehmann vs. state board of public ac-
countancy, et al.; Illinois court decision Edward E. Gore
vs. National association of certified public accoun-

DIFFERENCES of standards. Journal of account-

EXAMINATIONS, date and place; abstracts from the
law. 1926. Typewritten.

FISHER, LEWIS G. C. P. A. legislation: address
delivered at a regional meeting of the American
institute of accountants, Cleveland, Ohio, May 22,

FISHER, LEWIS G. Address on the profession for
accountancy. Bulletin of the American institute of ac-

GLOVER, P. W. R. Regulation of accountability by
law. Oct. 1926, 10p. Canadian chartered accoun-
tant, March 1927, p. 315–24. Journal of accountancy,

GOUDEKET, I. Legal regulation of the accountants'
profession in Holland. (In International accountants'
congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926.
EG.)

ILLINOIS, University of. Circular of information in
regard to the certificate of certified public accountant.
Urbana, University of Illinois, Dec. 4, 1925, 15p.

ILLINOIS, University of. Circular of information in
regard to the certificate of certified public accountant.
Urbana, University of Illinois, 1925, 50p.

INTERSTATE reciprocity. Journal of accountancy,
July 1923, p. 33.

INVESTIGATING the trend of opinion. Journal of
accountancy, Aug. 1924, p. 128.

IS there any reason for accountability statutes? Char-

LEGAL profession of accountants in other professions.
Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Sept. 11,

LEGISLATION proposed and proposed. Journal of

LEGISLATIVE clouds on the horizon. Journal of
ACCOUNTANCY—Law—(Continued)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Legislation of the profession; an address delivered at the International accountants’ congress held in Amsterdam, Holland, July 5-9, 1926 (resume). Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Aug. 15, 1926, p. 10.


RATTERMAN, L. F. When and to whom should a reciprocal C. P. A. certificate be issued? Certified public accountant, Feb.—March 1924, p. 41-2.


SCHWARTZ, GEORGE W. Plea for state regulation of all accountants. Certified public accountant, Feb.—March 1924, p. 45-9.


THREE court decisions. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 4-6, 27.


—

Alabama


THREE court decisions. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 4-6, 27.


—

Alaska

ALASKA. Chapter 44, an act to amend sections 2, 5 and 6 of chapter 93, of the session laws of Alaska of the year 1923, the same being an act entitled: An act establishing a territorial board of accountancy and defining its powers and providing a penalty for the unlawful use of titles and degrees and appropriating funds for the organization and maintenance of such board, approved May 31, 1923 and declaring an emergency; approved April 28, 1925. 3p.

ALASKA. Chapter 93; an act establishing a territorial board of accountancy and defining its powers and providing a penalty for the unlawful use of titles and degrees, and appropriating funds for the organization and maintenance of such board, approved May 3, 1923. 4p.

ALASKA. Territorial board of accountancy. Rules of the board; effective February 17, 1926. 4p.


—

Arkansas


—

Australia


—

Austria

SYSTEM of registered public accountants proposed in Austrian legislation. 1p.

—

California

AMERICAN society of certified public accountants. Letter to members of state board of accountancy and officers of state societies of C. P. A.'s dated April 25, 1925.

CALIFORNIA. Act to regulate the practice of public accounting and to prohibit the practice thereof by an authorized person. 4p.

CALIFORNIA. H. 334, an act to create a state board of accountancy and prescribe its duties and powers; to provide for the examination of and issuance of certificates to qualified applicants, with the designation of certified public accountant; and to provide the grade of penalty for violations of the provisions thereof; introduced Jan. 20, 1925. (not passed.)

CALIFORNIA. H. 769, an act to regulate the practice of public accounting in the state of California; to establish a state board of accountancy and to prescribe its powers and duties; to provide for the examination of and issuance of certificates to qualified applicants, with the designation of certified public accountant; and to provide the grade of penalty for violations of the provisions thereof; introduced Jan. 20, 1925. (not passed.)

—

United States
ACCOUNTANCY—Law—California—(Continued)

provide the grade of penalty for violations of the provisions thereof"; introduced Jan. 23, 1925. (not passed.)

CALIFORNIA. S. 547, an act to regulate the practice of public accounting in the state of California; to establish a state board of accountancy; introduced Jan. 23, 1925. (not passed.)

CALIFORNIA. S. F. no. 10,947 in the supreme court of the state of California, Ray L. Riley, as controller of the state of California, petitioner vs. John F. Forbes, Reynold E. Blight, H. Ivor Thomas, B. W. Bours and William Dolge, as members, and as the State Board of Accountancy, respondents. 97p.

CALIFORNIA. Senate bill no. 484, chapter 749; an act to amend section 563a of the penal code, relating to false entries (approved by the Governor May 25, 1927.) 1p.


CALIFORNIA. Rules and regulations 1925 amendment. 1 typewritten page.


COLORADO.

Accountants back bill for regulation. Denver (Colo.) post, Feb. 13, 1925.

COLORADO. Act to create a state board of accountancy and to regulate public accountants. 1907.

COLORADO. Rules of examination for C. P. A. certificate from Colorado section 1927 to 1903 revised statutes of Colorado, 1908. 1923. 1p.

COLORADO. S. 357, an act to regulate the practice of public accounting in the State of Colorado and to prohibit the practice thereof by unauthorized persons; introduced Jan. 21, 1925. (not passed.)

PUBLIC accountants favorable to regulation. Denver (Colo.) news, Feb. 13, 1925.

CONNECTICUT.


CONNECTICUT. State board of accountancy. Law relative to the board of accountancy and rules for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants, August 18, 1923.

CONNECTICUT. State board of accountancy. Law of the state of Connecticut relative to the board of accountancy and rules for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants, March 1924. 8p.

CONNECTICUT. State board of accountancy. Law of the state of Connecticut relative to the board of accountancy and rules for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants, June 1926. 8p.

CUBA.

Congress. Lombard labor bill as passed by the lower house, Nov. 11, 1925. 4p.

DELAWARE.

Law governing state board of accountancy of Delaware, as amended 1921. 4p.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.


DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Application of certificate. 4p.


DOLGE, H. Ely Goldsmith, certified public accountant of the state of New York, appellant vs. William Clabough, R. G. Rankin and John J. Miller, as members of a board constituting the Board of Accountancy. 7 typewritten pages.


ENGLAND.


FLORIDA.


FLORIDA. State board of accountancy. Senate bill no. 282; an act to amend sections 2507, 2508, 2510, 2512, 2513 and 5670 of the revised general statutes of Florida, to increase the powers of the state board of accountancy, and to empower the said board to promulgate and enforce rules and regulations for the practice of public accounting in Florida, to provide that the violation of certain rules or regulations promulgated by the said board be a misdemeanor, and to prescribing penalties therefore; approved by the governor, May 1, 1927. 9p.

FLORIDA'S state board of accountancy. Standards of professional conduct and rules defining ethical practice of public accountants as provided for in section 2510 of the act of May 4, 1925, 2507, 2508, 2510, 2512, 2513 and 5670 of the revised general statutes of Florida adopted Aug. 12, 1927. 2 typewritten pages.


FRANCE.


GEORGIA.

GEORGIA. Act to establish a board for the examination of accountants, to provide for the granting of certificates to accountants and to provide punishment for the violation of this act, Aug. 17, 1908. 1p.

GEORGIA. Bill no. 874, 1924, 12p. (Submitted, not passed.)

GEORGIA. House bill no. 450, gen. judy, 2; an act to alter, amend and revise, an act establishing a board for the examination of accountants, and to provide a punishment for the violation of this act, approved Aug. 17, 1908; to create a board of accountancy, and for other purposes by Mr. Russell of Barrow—by request; read 1st time July 26, 1923. (not passed.)

GEORGIA. Certified public accounting; an act to repeal the act approved Aug. 17, 1908 entitled "Certified public accountants—Board of examiners", and to re-enact the same in a manner to regulate and control the practice of public accounting in the state. 15p. (Introduced 1924—not signed.)

GEORGIA. S. 87; a bill to establish the Georgia state board of accountancy to grant the board the usual and necessary administrative powers; to define a public accountant; introduced July 8, 1925; not passed.

ACCOUNTANCY—Law—Georgia—(Continued)


Hawaii


Idaho

IDAHO. Laws and regulations governing the practice of certified public accountants in Idaho; compiled to Sept. 1, 1924. 6p.

IDAHO. Laws and regulations pertaining to certified public accountants; amendments to 1927. 6p.

IDAHO. S. 167, providing residential qualifications for certified public accountants and holders of accounting certificates from other states; introduced Feb. 17, 1925. (not passed).

Illinois


ILLINOIS. Act in relation to the practice of public accountancy, and to repeal a certain act therein named, 1925.

ILLINOIS. 1915; an making an appropriation to the department of registration and education for the public accountant examining committee, approved July 13, 1925. 1p.

ILLINOIS. L. 6, an act to amend section 60 of "an act in relation to the civil administration of state government, and to repeal certain acts therein named," approved March 7, 1917, as amended; approved July 13, 1925. 4p.

ILLINOIS. H. B. 617; an act in relation to the practice of public accountancy and to repeal a certain act therein named; approved July 13, 1925. 4p.

ILLINOIS. S. 232; an act to regulate the profession of public accountants; introduced March 19, 1925. (not passed.)


ILLINOIS accountant law is set aside. Journal of commerce, Feb. 20, 1926.


ILLINOIS. Registration and education, Department of. Public accountant law, 1927. Springfield. 10p.


ILLINOIS. University of. Circular of information in regard to the certificate of certified public accountant. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1925. 50p.

NEW act for accountants is valid, ruling; from Illinois state journal, Sept. 9, 1925. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1926. p. 20-1.

NEW experiment. Certified public accountant, Aug. 1925, p. 11.


THREE court decisions. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 24-6, 27.


Indiana

INDIANA. Act to create a state board of public accountants to prescribe its duties and administrative powers, to provide for the examination of, and issuance of certificates with the designation of certified public accountants to, persons who qualify under the provisions thereof, to define a public accountant and to provide the penalty for violation of the provisions thereof. 9p. 1924 not yet approved.

INDIANA. S. 197, an act dealing with the regulation and license of public accountants, introduced Feb. 4, 1925. (not passed.)


INDIANA. State board of certified accountants. Indiana C. P. A. law and rules and regulations governing the issuance of certificates. 1925. 21p.

INDIANA. State board of certified accountants. Indiana C. P. A. law and rules and regulations governing the issuance of certificates. 1925. 21p.


Iowa

IOWA. Act chapter 233 to amend, revise and codify chapter twenty-two (22) of title five (5) of the compiled code of Iowa, relating to certified public accountants, 1923.

IOWA. H. 21, an act to amend, revise, and codify section eighteen hundred eighty-six (1886) code, 1924, relating to the board of accountancy, Jan. 24, 1925. (not passed.)

IOWA. H. 25, a bill for an act to amend section nine hundred two (902) code, 1924 relating to the report of the state board of accountancy, introduced Jan. 24, 1925. (not passed.)

IOWA. State board of accountancy. Form of application for the registration of certificate. 1p.


ACCOUNTANCY—Law—(Continued)

Ireland


Kansas


KANSAS. H. 246; to regulate the practice of accountancy in the state of Kansas; introduced Feb. 20, 1925 (not passed.)

KANSAS. State board of accountancy. Letter dated Nov. 8, 1926.

KANSAS. University of. State law and the university rules for the examination of candidates for the certificate of certified public accountant. Topeka, April 1, 1927. 11p. (v. 8, no. 27.)

KANSAS. University of. State law and the university rules for the examination of candidates for the certificate of certified public accountant. Topeka, 1923. 8p.

Kentucky


KENTUCKY. Act creating a state board of accountancy, prescribing its powers and duties, providing for examinations and issuing certificates to qualified public accountants, and providing for penalties for violation of the provisions of this act. 1p.

KENTUCKY. In house regular session 1924, house bill no. 548, Tuesday, February 26, 1924. 1p.

KENTUCKY. State board of accountancy. Application for certificate of examination. 4p.


STATE work for C. P. A.'s. Certified public accountant, April 1924, p. 73.

Louisiana


LOUISIANA. Act no. 159, of the legislature of Louisiana, passed at the 1926 session and approved by the governor July 8, 1926; an act requiring every holder of a certificate from the state board of certified public accountants and every public accountant who continues in active practice, to renew his or her certificate of registration annually, and providing a fee therefor. 2p.

LOUISIANA. Act to regulate the profession of public accounting by establishing a state board of accountants, fixing its fees and enforcements; to prohibit the unlawful use of the words, letters or other means of identification for the practice of public accounting, by unauthorized persons, as certified public accountants or public accountants under this act, and to provide penalties for the violation of its provisions, approved Feb. 14, 1924. 1p.


Maine


Maryland


MARYLAND. An act to repeal and re-enact, with amendments, sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "Public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13 both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. House of delegates no. 236. February 15, 1924.

MARYLAND. Article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "public accountant", and the amendments of the section, and an amendment to chapter 585 of the acts of the general assembly of Maryland of 1924.

MARYLAND. Bill entitled an act to repeal and re-enact with amendments, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "public accountant", and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13 both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. MARYLAND. House bill no. 236; an act to repeal and re-enact with amendments, sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13 both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. MARYLAND. House bill no. 391; a bill entitled an act to repeal article 75-A of the code of public general laws of Maryland, title "Public Accountant", (Bagby's edition) and re-enact the same with amendments. 3p.

MARYLAND. Senate. Bill entitled an act to amend article 75-A of the code of public general laws of Maryland (Bagby's edition), title "Public Accountant," by the addition of a new section to be designated Section 5-A by the Senate, March 10, 1914. 1 sheet.


MARYLAND association of certified public accountants. Certified public accountants. Baltimore, July 1, 1925. 8p.


NORTH, RAYMOND E. First law restricting public practice to two classes of practitioners. American accountant, April 1927, p. 28-31.


REIK, RAYMOND C. New Maryland law establishes public accountancy as a profession under complete board control. Certified public accountant, May 1924, p. 454-5.

REIK, RAYMOND C. Public accountant in Maryland. 8 typewritten pages.

REIK, RAYMOND C. Public accountant in Maryland; address delivered before a meeting of public accountants and certified public accountants in Baltimore, Maryland, Dec. 8, 1925 (résomé). Bulletin
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Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS. Board of registration of certified public accountants. 1924 annual report. MASSACHUSETTS. State board of accounting. Rules and regulations 1926 amendment. 1 typewritten page.


Michigan

ACCOUNTANCY register is being distributed. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Oct. 25, 1926, p. 15.


MICHIGAN. Chapter 353, a bill to establish the Michigan state board of accounting, to grant the board the usual and necessary administrative powers, to define a public accountant, to define the status of a certified public accountant, to prescribe conditions under which firms and corporations may practice public accounting, to provide for the granting and issuance of certificates to accountants who qualify under the provisions of this act, to provide for revoking and cancelling certificates so issued, to provide an annual registration fee, to regulate the practice of public accounting, to prohibit the practice thereof by non-registered persons, to provide for the penalty for violations of its provisions, and to repeal all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions thereof, introduced March 24, 1925, approved by Governor May 28, 1925.

MICHIGAN, N. 233; an act to establish the Michigan state board of accounting, to grant the board the usual and necessary administrative powers, to define a public accountant, to define the status of a certified public accountant, to prescribe conditions under which firms and corporations may practice public accounting, to provide for the granting and issuance of certificates to accountants who qualify under the provisions of this act, to provide for revoking and cancelling certificates so issued, to provide an annual registration fee, to regulate the practice of public accounting, to prohibit the practice thereof by non-registered persons, to provide for the penalty for violations of its provisions, and to repeal all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions thereof, introduced March 24, 1925. (not passed.)


SPRINGER, DURAND W. Public accountant legislation explained. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, April 1926, p. 3.


Minnesota

ACCOUNT experts pass applicants state rejected; committee named by Governor Preus reports findings. Minneapolis tribune, Dec. 28, 1924.

ACCOUNTANTS approved; Preus committee reverses rejection of state board. St. Paul (Minn.) dispatch, Dec. 24, 1924.

ACCOUNTANTS win certificate fight; granted licenses after the board finds they passed examination. St. Paul (Minn.) news, Dec. 24, 1924.


MINNESOTA S. H. 1084; a bill for an act relating to the admission of certified accountants to practice in Minnesota; introduced March 14, 1925, (not passed.)


Mississippi


MISSISSIPPI. Application for certificate. 1p.

MISSISSIPPI. Rules, 1923. 1p.


Missouri


MISSOURI. S. 243, an act making certified public accountants incompetent to testify concerning any communication to him, by client, or information obtained from clients' books without the consent of the client; introduced Feb. 1926, (not passed.)

ACCOUNTANCY—Law—Missouri—(Continued)

MISSOURI. State board of accountancy. Rules of the board. (In its Law regulating the practice of public accountants and rules of the state board of accountancy, issued Feb. 15, 1926, p. 17–21.)


Nebraska

NEBRASKA. H. 252, an act to establish the Nebraska state board of accountancy, introduced 1924. (not passed.)

NEBRASKA. Board of examiners of public accountants. Ruling; letter dated April 14, 1926.

NEBRASKA. State board of accountancy. Compiled statutes of Nebraska—1922; chapter 57, public accountants. 1 typewritten page.

NEBRASKA. Governor's order of examiners of public accountants. Rules of the state board of examiners of public accountants of the state of Nebraska. 1p.

Nevada

NEVADA. State board of accountancy. Information in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, June 1925. Carson city, 1925. 6p.

NEVADA. State board of accountancy. Rules and regulations governing C. P. A. examinations. 1924. 1 typewritten page.


New Hampshire

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Registration of public accountants, chapter 270, public laws 1927. 1p.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Bank commissioner, Office of. Letter dated August 12, 1925, regarding regulations. 1 typewritten page.

New Jersey


New Mexico

NEW MEXICO. S. 84, an act to amend sections 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of chapter 181, session laws of 1921, concerning organization in state board of accountancy regulating the practice of public accountants, and providing penalties for the violation of same; introduced Feb. 27, 1925. (not passed.)

New York

ACCOUNTANCY bill to be offered next session, advocates plan. New York women's wear, April 14, 1925.

ACCOUNTANCY bill up; legislature expected to act on regulation measure this week. New York times, April 4, 1926.


ACCOUNTANTS' legislation conference. Letter dated March 9, 1926. 1 typewritten page.


ACCOUNTANTS protest. Wall street journal, March 24, 1924.

ACCOUNTANTS to discuss measures; New York society to introduce bill at Albany modifying present law. New York commercial, March 27, 1926.


APPROVE bill to license experienced accountants. New York women's social and political news, May 19, 1924.


BILL would bolster up accountancy law. New York commercial, April 22, 1926.


CERTIFIED accountants; objection is raised to legislation to modify requirements. New York times, Jan., 1925.

COURT passes on C. P. A. requirements. American accountant, April 1927, p. 48.


FAVOR licensing accountants. New York evening post, March 6, 1924.

GEDNEY-SHERIDAN accounting bill regulating the practice of public accounting endorsed by Dr. Augustus S. Downing, deputy commissioner of education of the University of the state of New York. The state department of education; synopsis of proposed legislation—what it will do; what it will not do. New York, Accountants' association of New York, inc. 1927. 24p.


LETTER from Joseph J. Klein, ex-Secretary of State of New York State. Augustus S. Downing circulated to members of the New York state society of certified public accountants, dated April 4, 1927. 6p.


NEW YORK accountants' bill does not pass. Australasian accountant and secretary, July 1925, p. 199.

NEW YORK accountants' legislative conference reports on recent activities. Certified public accountant, July 1926, p. 204–10.

NEW YORK act. Certified public accountant, May 1924, p. 103.


NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general busi-
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NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law in relation to public accountants, the regulation of the public practice of accountancy, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice, nos. 1097, 1599, int. 1033, Feb. 19, 1924. 17p.

NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, no. 1282, int. 1599, Feb. 19, 1924. 17p.

NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, no. 1097, int. 1033, Feb. 19, 1924. 17p.

NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, no. 1132, int. 1051, Feb. 20, 1924. 15p.

NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice. No. 1062, int. 1688, in assembly March 19, 1924. 12p.

NEW YORK (state). Act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, H. 882, rep. Feb. 11, 1925. (Not passed.) Same as S. 610. 12p.

NEW YORK (state). H. 907, int. 882, an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced Feb. 11, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). H. 1505, int. 1388, an act to amend the general business law, in relation to public accountants, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice; introduced March 3, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). H. 1627; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of persons to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced by Mr. Hutchinson, March 17, 1926. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). S. 638, int. 610, an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of persons to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones, introduced Feb. 10, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). S. 956, int. 907, an act to amend the general business law, in relation to public accountants, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice. Introduced Feb. 23, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). S. 1107, int. 1036, an act to regulate the practice of the profession of public accounting in New York and to prohibit the practice thereof by unauthorized persons; to establish a state board of public accounting and to prescribe its powers and duties; to provide for the admission to practice as and the licensing of certified public accountants and to prohibit the unlawful use of any words, letters, abbreviations, symbols or other means of identification by unauthorized persons indicating that they are certified public accountants or public accountants to; to provide for the employment of unlicensed persons by certified public accountants and public accountants; to provide penalties for the violation of its provisions; and to repeal section one, article eight of chapter twenty-five of the laws of nineteen hundred and nine, entitled "An act relating to the practice of public accountants, constituting chapter twenty of the consolidated laws," as amended; introduced Feb. 27, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). H. 1185, int. 1100, an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced March 4, 1925. (Not passed.) 15p.

NEW YORK (state). S. 1290; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced by Mr. Downing, March 22, 1926. (Not passed.) 15p.


NEW YORK (state). University. Certified public accountants, law, rules and information, June 1923. Albany, University of the state of New York. 31p. (Handbook 14.)

NEW YORK (state). University. Certified public accountants, law, rules and information, June 1924. 33p. (Handbook 14.)

NEW YORK (state). University. Certified public accountants, law, rules and information, June 1925. 33p. (Handbook 14.)


NEW YORK (state). Certified public accountants—P. A. requirements. (Accountancy and commerce journal, Jan. 1926, p. 31.)


PROTEST against assembly bill no. 1097 to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy filed with committees of the assembly and of the senate of the state of New York, March 9th, 1924.


SEIDMAN, M. L. McGinnies bill. 2p.

SILVIA, M. S. McGinnies bill. 2p.


STATE legislation, New York. Bulletin of the Ameri-
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USE of C. P. A. title. Pace student, April 1924, p. 78.

VETOES accountancy bill. New York times, May 19, 1924.

New Zealand


North Carolina

NORTH CAROLINA. Ch. 1099; an act to regulate the profession of public accounting in the state of North Carolina, and to prescribe its practice so as to afford protection to the public, and to repeal chapter 157 of the public laws of North Carolina, session of 1913, entitled “An act to create a state board of accounting and prescribe its duties and powers, to provide for the examination and issuance of certificates to qualified applicants, with the designation of certified public accountant, and to provide for the grade of penalty for the violation of the provisions hereof”: approved March 10, 1925.


NORTH CAROLINA. State board of accountancy. Information in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, Sept. 10, 1923. 15p.

NORTH CAROLINA. State board of accountancy. Information in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, May 1, 1925. 27p.


NORTH CAROLINA. State board of accountancy. Rules of the board. (In its information in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, May 29, 1925, p. 8).


North Dakota


NORTH DAKOTA. Accountancy regulations prescribed by board of administration of North Dakota. Approved May 16, 1922. 2 typewritten pages.

NORTH DAKOTA. Chapter 2, H. B. 149; an act to create a state board of accounting and prescribing its duties and powers; to provide for the examinations of and issuance of certificates to qualified accountants; with the designation of certified public accountants; to provide the penalty for violations of the provisions thereof, and to prescribe the fines. Pamphlet laws, 1924, session of first regular session, 450–51, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557 of the compiled laws of North Dakota for the year 1913, and all other acts or parts of acts in conflict therewith; approved May 7, 1925.

NORTH DAKOTA. Law creating board of accountancy, article 21, chapter 5 of North Dakota revised code 1913, as amended. 2 typewritten pages.

NORTH DAKOTA. State board of accountancy. North Dakota C. P. A. law and regulations of the board.


Ohio


Ohio society of certified public accountants. Directory of members, June 1, 1925 and Supplemental List, December 1, 1926.

Oklahoma


MOVE to license accountants is on again. Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune, Dec. 11, 1924.

OKLAHOMA. House bill no. 204, an act regulating the practice of auditing and accounting in the state of Oklahoma, creating a state board of accountancy and prescribing its powers and duties. Approved Jan. 16, 1924.

OKLAHOMA. In the supreme court of Oklahoma no. 14989. 23 typewritten pages.


OKLAHOMA. State board of accountancy. Rules and regulations, 1926. 3 typewritten pages.

OKLAHOMA. Supreme court from certified public accountant, A. C. L. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1925, p. 25–32.

Oregon

OREGON. H. 183, for an act to amend sections 7769, 7770, 7771, 7772, 7773, and 7776, Oregon laws, relating to the state board of accountancy and to define the public practice of accounting . . . introduced Jan. 30, 1925. (not passed.)

OREGON. State board of accountancy. Law regulating the practice of public accounting, passed by 27th legislative assembly 1913, rules governing examination of candidates and issuance of certificates to practice as certified public accountant. (1924.) 8p.

Pennsylvania


PENNSYLVANIA. H. 1600; an act to amend sections five, sixteen and twenty-five of the act, approved the fourteenth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three (Pamphlet laws, seven hundred and seventy-nine), entitled “An act for the registration and regulation of certain individuals and entities selling, offering for sale or delivery, soliciting subscriptions to or orders for, or undertaking to dispose of, inviting offers for or inquiries about, or dealing in any manner in securities defined herein, including the conferring powers and imposing duties on the Commissioner of banking, and otherwise providing for the administration of this act; prescribing penalties; and making an appropriation, by requiring the applicant for registration under this act to submit with the application a written report certified by to a certified public accountant who has registered with the commissioner of banking as herein directed; and by requiring additional reports, so certified, to be given subsequent to registration when requested by the commissioner of banking;” introduced March 25, 1923. (Not passed.)

PENNSYLVANIA. State board for the examination of public accountants. Information for candidates for C. P. A. examinations; issued October 1, 1926. Harrisburg. The board. 22p.


Philippine Islands

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. Act to amend certain sections of act 3105 and for other purposes. 1925. 6 typewritten pages.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. S. no. 181, act to amend certain sections of act number thirty-one hundred and five and for other purposes; approved Dec. 7, 1925. 1p.
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TENNESSEE. S. 358, to establish a state board of accountancy, introduced Feb. 3, 1925. (Not passed.)


ACCOUNTANCY law upheld. Waco-times-herald, March 12, 1924.

TWO accountancy bills before the legislature; regulating certification of accountants operating in Tennessee. Knoxville (Tenn.) sentinel, Feb. 10, 1925.

Texas

ACCOUNTANCY law upheld. Waco-times-herald, March 12, 1924.

APPEALS course upheld state accounting law. Houston (Texas) post, March 13, 1924.


CERTIFIED public accountant, April 1924, p. 61-6.


TENNESSEE. Court of criminal appeals. Horace C. Henry, appellant, et al. the state of Texas, appellee, appealed from the El Paso county court at law, supplemental brief of appellee. 9 typewritten pages.

TENNESSEE. Court of criminal appeals. Opinion—Horace C. Henry, appellant et al. State of Texas, Judge Morrow rendering decision March 12, 1924. 6 typewritten pages.

TENNESSEE. State board of accountancy. Application for certificate as certified public accountant; statutory requirements. (1924.) 4p.


TENNESSEE. Texas society of certified public accountants. Texas law relating to certified public accountants and a roster of those who are certified in Texas. 19p.

TENNESSEE. Texas society of certified public accountants. Texas law relating to certified public accountants and a roster of those who are certified in Texas. Fort Worth, Secretary, 1925. 25p.


CHARTERED accountant's designation (private act), 1927. (Union of South Africa.) Accountants' magazine, Aug. 1927, p. 542-44.


UTAH. State board of accountancy. Certified public accountants, 1923 amendment. 1 typewritten page.
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WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON. Licenses, Department of. Law governing license or registration as certified public accountants. 1924–1926. WASHINGTON. State board of accountancy. Rules of board, 1923 amendment. 1 typewritten page.

WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA. H. 350, regarding the examining and licensing of accountants, introduced Jan. 26, 1925. (Not passed.) WEST VIRGINIA. Association of certified public accountants. Law relating to the examination for certificate as certified public accountant and rules and regulations of the board of examiners. 9p.

WISCONSIN

WISCONSIN. State board of accountancy. 1925 rules and regulations. 1p.

WISCONSIN. State board of accountancy. Rules and regulations of the board 1923. 1 typewritten page.

Mexico


INSTITUTO de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico. Estatutos y reglamentos, Mexico, Antigua imprenta de Murgia, 1926. 30p.


New Zealand


As others see us; from the Mercantile gazette of New Zealand. Public accountant, Oct. 1923, p. 119–20.


HUNT, ERNEST W. Royal charter for the accountants of New Zealand. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 18, 1925, p. 291.


PROGRESS: the word "accountant". Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 242–3.

Indian accountants. March 1924, p. 44.


STATUS of public accountancy. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1924, p. 85–6.


Norway


NORWAY. Utaltelse av Kristiania autoriserte revisorer foreganger om den departementale lookomtiers indstilling om lov om revisor. Oslo, Det Malingske Boktrykkeri, 1925. 48p.

Panama
PANAMA. Ley 37 de 1917 (de 27 de Febrero) por la cual se modifica el codigo de comercio. 3 typewritten pages.

Philippine Islands
BOOKKEEPING act in Philippines works hardships on Chinese merchants. Pace student, June 1926, p. 16.


Porto Rico
PORTO RICO institute of accountants. Proyecto de ley para reglamentar la practica de la contabilidad publica; creando una junta insular de contabilidad; disponiendo la concesion de certificados de contador publico autorizado (certified public accountant) y otros fines.

Roumania
ROUMANIA. Law and regulations concerning the corps of authorised or 'expert' accountants in Roumania. 1924. 17 typewritten pages.

Salvador
SALVADOR. Codigo de comercio; arreglada por el Rafael B. Colindres. San Salvador, Tipografia La Vanguardia, 1923. 449p.

Spain
See also Organization
ASSOCIACIO de comptables de Catalunya. Ais comptables de Catalunya. 3p.

ASSOCIACIO de comptables de Catalunya. Estatutos, 1924, 14p.


Sweden


SWEDEN. Forslag till lag om handelsbocker och handelsrakningar (to be introduced in the 1927 Riksdag). 13p.

SWEDEN. Kungl. forordning ang. handelsbocker och handelsrakningar; with amendments.

Turkey
MILLER, W. B. Simplified bookkeeping. Contantinople, 1926.


TURKEY. Pamphlets on bookkeeping. Constantiniople. 5 pamphlets.

Union of South Africa

Accountants' magazine, Nov. 1926, p. 516–35.

United States
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ACCOUNTANCY questions of vital interest raised by Dean Madden. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 17-19.

ACCOUNTING not a rut profession. Certified public accountant, July 1926, p. 222-3.


AMERICAN Institute of accountants. What will you do after graduation? This booklet describes opportunities of profitable employment to qualified college graduates in a profession vital to modern business.

ANDREWS, T. COLEMAN. Profession of accountancy. Accounting and business quarterly, Sept. 1923, p. 3-5.


BLIGHT, REYNOLD E. Certified public accountant and his professional service; address before the Los Angeles chapter of the California society of certified public accountants, June 26, 1925 (résumé). Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Sept. 15, 1925, p. 10.


BUSINESS conditions not all alike. Journal of accountancy, Jan. 1927, p. 34-5.

CERTIFIED accountants. New York times, June 15, 1925.


COMPLICATION should be avoided. Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 401-2.


EARLY days of the profession. Journal of accountancy, Sept. 1927, p. 204-5.

ELECTION or appointment of auditors. Journal of accountancy, April 1925, p. 325-6.


MCCALLISTER, EDWARD A. A demand for, and responsibility of, the public accountant, with particular reference to prospective legislation in New York. 2 Rector street, New York, Jan. 1925. 8p.

MCKINSN, JAMES O. President's address: present trends in public and private accounting practice. (In American association of university instructors in accounting, papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 59-64.)


MORSE, PERLEY. What is a certified public accountant? Certified public accountant, April 1926, p. 119.


NELSON, HEWETSON. Accountant and public life. Incorporated accountants' journal, Nov. 1924, p. 35-42.

OPPORTUNITIES in accountancy. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 11-12.


PACE, HOMER S. Accountancy epochs. 1p.


PACE, HOMER S. Will accountancy become overcrowded? 1p.
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PACE, HOMER S. Will the profession of accountancy become overcrowded. 

PACE, HOMER S. Will the profession of accountancy become overcrowded. 

PRINCE, CECIL N. Accountancy in America. 

PRINCE, CECIL N. Accountancy in America. 

PROFESSIONAL life of chartered accountants in America. Accountancy’s magazine. 

REIK, RAYMOND C. Public accountant in Mary- 

REIK, RAYMOND C. Public accountant in Mary- 


RICK, JOHN Y. What is practice? con- 

RICK, JOHN Y. What is practice? con- 

ROSS, ADAM A. Profession of accountancy. 

ROSS, ADAM A. Profession of accountancy. 

ROSS, T. EDWARD. Early days of accountancy: 

ROSS, T. EDWARD. Early days of accountancy: 

SALMOND, C. W. Opportunities for the account- 

SALMOND, C. W. Opportunities for the account-


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Accountant of 1917; an 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Accountant of 1917; an 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Accounting profession: its 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Accounting profession: its 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Certified public account- 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Certified public account-

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Inaugural address; de- 

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Inaugural address; de-

SHERWOOD, W. H. Accountant in New Orleans. 

STONER, W. P. A. in private practice. 

STONER, W. P. A. in private practice. 

STURINO, WILLIAM M. and others. 

STURINO, WILLIAM M. and others. 

SUFFERN, EDWARD L. Accountant of today and 

SUFFERN, EDWARD L. Accountant of today and 

TELLS of public accountants. 

TELLS of public accountants. 

TERRY, U. LELAND E. Eliminating professional ambigui- 

TERRY, U. LELAND E. Eliminating professional ambigui-

Terry, Arthur R. Have professional account- 

Terry, Arthur R. Have professional account-

TUCKER, ARTHUR G. Have professional account- 

TUCKER, ARTHUR G. Have professional account-

UPLEGER, ARTHUR C. My classification; an 

UPLEGER, ARTHUR C. My classification; an 

VOKE, ALBERT E. Accounting methods of colonial 

VOKE, ALBERT E. Accounting methods of colonial 

WADE, FESTUS J. Modern accountancy. 

WADE, FESTUS J. Modern accountancy. 

WATANABE, YOSHIO. Past and present of ac- 
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WHAT is a certified public accountant? 


"WHAT is practice?" Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 400-1. 

WHEELER, HERBERT A. Public accountancy, 
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WILSON, JAMES J. Legal problems and profes- 
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ACCOUNTANCY. Dicksee, L. R. 

ACCOUNTANCY. Ernst, A. C. 

ACCOUNTANCY. Sherwood, J. F. 

ACCOUNTANCY a field of opportunity. 

ACCOUNTANCY and business management. 

ACCOUNTANCY and business terms. 

ACCOUNTANCY and its value. 

ACCOUNTANCY as a career; reprinted from "An Out-

ACCOUNTANCY as a profession. 

ACCOUNTANCY as a profession. 

ACCOUNTANCY as a profession; reprinted from "An Out-

ACCOUNTANCY as an aid to the solution of social 

ACCOUNTANCY bill to be offered next session, 

ACCOUNTANCY bill up; legislature expected to act on regulat- 

ACCOUNTANCY: common sense. 

ACCOUNTANCY definitions. 

ACCOUNTANCY DIPLOMA BOARD, BOMBAY 
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ACCOUNTANCY. Dicksee, L. R. 

ACCOUNTANCY. Ernst, A. C. 

ACCOUNTANCY. Sherwood, J. F. 

ACCOUNTANCY a field of opportunity. 

ACCOUNTANCY and business management. 

ACCOUNTANCY and business terms. 

ACCOUNTANCY and its value. 

ACCOUNTANCY as a career; reprinted from "An Out-

ACCOUNTANCY as a profession. 

ACCOUNTANCY as a profession; reprinted from "An Out-

ACCOUNTANCY as an aid to the solution of social 

ACCOUNTANCY bill to be offered next session, 

ACCOUNTANCY bill up; legislature expected to act on regulat-

ACCOUNTANCY: common sense. 

ACCOUNTANCY definitions. 

ACCOUNTANCY DIPLOMA BOARD, BOMBAY 

ACCOUNTANCY DIPLOMA BOARD, BOMBAY 

ACCOUNTANCY DIPLOMA BOARD, BOMBAY 

ACCOUNTANCY education. 

ACCOUNTANCY education. 

ACCOUNTANCY education. 

ACCOUNTANCY epochs. Pace, Homer S.


ACCOUNTANCY in America. Prince, Cecil N.

ACCOUNTANCY in Australia. Lorimer, George.


ACCOUNTANCY in government. Kauffman, J. H.

ACCOUNTANCY in Japan. Watanabe, Yoshio.


ACCOUNTANCY in relation to cost and market prices. Fells, John.

ACCOUNTANCY in the army. Accountant, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 808–12.

ACCOUNTANCY in the curriculum of a non-technical college. Barlow, Albert J.

ACCOUNTANCY in the curriculum of a non-technical college. Prickett, A. L.


ACCOUNTANCY law upheld. Waco-times-herald, March 12, 1924.

ACCOUNTANCY laws in other countries; collection of letters. Typewritten.


ACCOUNTANCY periods; provisions for outstanding items at the end of each year. Pollak v. Donald Campbell & co. Accountant, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 234.


ACCOUNTANCY profession in New Zealand. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1923, p. 117–8.

ACCOUNTANCY profession not overcrowded. Australasian accountant and secretary, March 1927, p. 80.

ACCOUNTANCY questions of vital interest raised by Dean Madden. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 17–19.

ACCOUNTANCY register is being distributed. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Oct. 23, 1926, p. 15.


ACCOUNTANCY simplified and your financial position seen at a glance. Purnell, Henry G.

ACCOUNTANCY, special course in accounting, theory and practice. Wright, H. Winfield.


ACCOUNTANT and his client. Woolley, Fred.


ACCOUNTANT and the banker. Mitchell, W. J.

ACCOUNTANT and the law. Covington, J. Harry.


ACCOUNTANT as seen by a factory foreman. Neilson, H. L.


ACCOUNTANT branch of the Royal air force. (Reprint of pamphlet issued by Air Ministry with regard to appointment of accountant officers in the Royal air force.) Associated accountant, Sept. 1927, p. 30–4.

ACCOUNTANT cites instances of commercial frauds which credit men plan to prosecute. Houston chronicle, Feb. 14, 1926.

ACCOUNTANT fifty years ago; extracts from the issue of April 8, 1876; income tax, depreciation. Accountant, April 10, 1926, p. 549.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ACCOUNTANT group discusses taxes. Nashville ( Tenn.) banner, Jan. 10, 1926.
ACCOUNTANT in New Orleans. Shields, Wilmer.
ACCOUNTANT must be human. Electrical world, July 28, 1923, p.166.
ACCOUNTANT of 1917. Sells, Elijah Watt.
ACCOUNTANT of today and yesterday. Sufferin, Edward L.
ACCOUNTANT's students' societies. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 314-5.
ACCOUNTANT's tax supplement. Accountant, Jan. 2, 1926.
ACCOUNTANT tells of "tax fixers". Washington herald, March 27, 1924.
ACCOUNTANT testified at trial of D. G. Dery. New York women's wear, June 13, 1924.
ACCOUNTANT vs. embezzler. St. John, E. A.

ACCOUNTANTS
See also American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings.
ACCOUNTANCY a field of opportunity. Pace student, Feb. 1924, p. 68.
ACCOUNTANT must be human. Electrical world, July 28, 1923, p. 166.
ACCOUNTANTS' aid sought by Canada. Montreal (Quebec) gazette, May 13, 1924.
ACCOUNTANTS and the bar. Accountant, March 26, 1927, p. 460.
ACCOUNTANTS in public service. Pace student, June 1926, p. 3.
ADVERTISING that is advertising. Haskins and Sells bulletin, April 1927, p. 31-2.
ANNUAIRE des praticiens de la comptabilité et annuaire des comptables (réuni), 1925; memento de fiscalité, jurisprudence commerciale, comptabilité, organisation des assurances, assurance, sciences industrielles et commerciale. Paris, Les questions comptables.
ASSOCIATION of college schools of business. Academic histories of faculty members of the associated collegiate schools of business with bibliographies of their publications. Bloomington, Indiana, 1925, 204p.
BÁCHRACH, M. D. Suggesting a title for the certified public accountant. Certified public accountant, April 1926, p. 100, 126.
BIRMINGHAM'S LORD MAYOR. Accountant, Feb. 16, 1924, p. 283-5.
BUFFALO accountant wins first prize in spelling contest. American accountant, October 1927, p. 30-1.
BUSINESS man and the certified public accountant. Pittsburgh accountant, March 1, 1927, p. 6-8.
CALDWELL, T. J. Relation between the certified public accountant and the banker. Certified public accountant, March 1927, p. 70-1.
CLAIM for professional services. Accountant, April 9, 1927, p. 560-1.
CLASSIFICATION act gives government accountants a new status. Pace student, Nov. 1924, p. 189.
COST accountants meet for technical discussion. American accountant, June 1927, p. 11.
ACCOUNTANTS—(Continued)


GOOD name. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 17.


GRIER, A. MONROE. Value of the accountant to the industry. (In National electric light association proceedings, 1923. v. 79, p. 421–3.)


ILLINOIS society of certified public accountants. Chicago, office of the secretary, 5p.


MILLER, MAHILON D. Certified public accountant and the industrial engineer. (In his Bank loans on statement letter, c.1927, p. 361–382.)


NORTH CAROLINA association of certified public accountants. Charlotte, Office of the secretary.


PACE, HOMER S. Why juniors remain clerks. 1p.

PACE, HOMER S. Will the accountant become the adviser of the business man? Pace student, March 1925, p. 53–5. Reprinted from Pace student. 4p.

PACE, HOMER S. More biographical sketches from the Pace student. New York, Pace institute, c.1925. 45p.


PUBLIC accountant and company promotion. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 30, 1927, p. 59–61.


STATE or governmental bodies—employment or practice of accountants, 1925. Typewritten.


TEXAS society of certified public accountants. Texas law relating to certified public accountants and a roster of those who are certified in Texas. Fort Worth, Secretary, 1925. 23p.


ACCOUNTANTS—(Continued)
WHAT is an "accountant." Indian accountant, Nov., 1924, p. 234.


WHO is who in the Detroit board of commerce; from the Detroit. 2p.

Canada


Duties and responsibilities
ACCOUNTANCY yesterday and today. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June, 1925, p. 81-4.


COMPANY meetings; Marconi's wireless telegraph company, review of financial position. London times, March 16, 1927.


PROFESSIONAL obligations. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June, 1925, p. 41.


Great Britain


Indemnity

ACCOUNTANT'S indemnity insurance. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1, 1927, p. 84-5.


Registration


States


APPROXIMATE summary of certified public accountants in the United States; compiled as of May 8, 1924. CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, alphabetical. Typewritten.

CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states. Typewritten.

CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states 1925. Typewritten.


CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states 1926. Typewritten.

TABLE showing state certificates under which certified public accountants are practicing; prepared Sept. 1, 1925. Certified public accountant, Dec., 1925, p. 164-5.

Alabama


California


Colorado

COLORADO. Certified public accountants of Colorado. 1924. 3p.

Connecticut

CONNECTICUT society of certified public accountants. Roster, revised to January 1, 1923.

Idaho

IDAHO. Official list of licensed members of the various professions; compiled to Jan. 1, 1924. 71p. IDAHO. Official list of the 14 licensed professions in Idaho; compiled to January 1, 1926. IDAHO. Official list of the 13 licensed professions in Idaho; compiled to January 1, 1925. 71p.

Illinois

ACCOUNTANTS—(Continued)

Indiana

Louisiana
SOCIETY of Louisiana certified public accountants. New Orleans, 1925. 8p.

Maryland
MARYLAND association of certified public accountants. Certified public accountants. Baltimore, July 1, 1925. 8p.

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Roster, Minnesota chapter, American institute of accountants; certified public accountants of Minnesota, 1925.

New Jersey

New York

Ohio
OHIO society of certified public accountants. Directory of members, June 1, 1925 and supplemental list, December 1, 1926.

Oregon
OREGON. State board of accountancy. List of those holding certificates to practice as certified public accountants under 1923 session laws, state of Oregon. Portland, State board of accountancy, 1925. 8p.

Pennsylvania

Philippine Islands

Tennessee
TENNESSEE institute of accountants. Yearbook, 1925. 18p.

Texas

Virginia
VIRGINIA society of public accountants. List of members, Oct. 9, 1926. 4p.

ACCOUNTANTS' aid sought by Canada. Montreal (Quebec) gazette, May 13, 1924.
ACCOUNTANTS and accounting: conducted in cooperation with the Typothetae cost accountants' association. See Typothetae bulletin.
ACCOUNTANTS and strikes. Askwith, George R.
ACCOUNTANTS and tax computations. Accountant (tax supplement), April 2, 1927, p. 173-5.
ACCOUNTANTS and taxation. Allen, A. S.
ACCOUNTANTS and the bar. Accountant, March 26, 1927, p. 460.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


ACCOUNTANTS' association of New York, inc. Proposed accountants' regulatory legislation; letter dated April 12, 1926. 2p.


ACCOUNTANTS bend efforts to solve problems in their field; meetings at the Cleveland convention. Electric railway journal, Oct. 8, 1927, p. 641-5.

ACCOUNTANTS' bible. Gluck, L.

ACCOUNTANTS' bible. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1926, p. 150-2.


ACCOUNTANTS' certificate in connection with the accountant's responsibility. Bünger, Friedrich.

ACCOUNTANTS' certificate in connection with the accountant's responsibility. Limberg, Th.

ACCOUNTANTS' certificate in connection with the accountant's responsibility. Plender, William.


ACCOUNTANTS' certificates. Fernando, Henry B.


ACCOUNTANTS' club of America gets under way. American accountant, Feb. 1927, p. 44.


ACCOUNTANTS' club of America, inc., Hotel Belmont, New York. 7p.


ACCOUNTANTS' committee meeting, American arbitration society; J. Pryse Goodwin re-elected chairman, plans to enlarge scope of activities, educational programs advocated. Pace student, Oct. 1926, p. 21-2.

ACCOUNTANTS' committee plan of organization of members and assignment of duties. Sept. 30, 1926. American arbitration association.


ACCOUNTANTS' day celebration—Sesqui-centennial exposition Philadelphia, Sept. 25, 1926. 2 type-written pages.

ACCOUNTANTS' designation. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 521.


ACCOUNTANTS' dispute as to goodwill. Incorporated accountants' journal, March 1926, p. 216.

ACCOUNTANTS draw attention to federal arbitration law. New York commercial, Dec. 31, 1925.


ACCOUNTANTS' duty to uncover questions of law. Greeley, Harold Dudley.


ACCOUNTANTS' fees for preparing income tax returns. Accountant, Nov. 24, 1923, p. 760.

ACCOUNTANTS' fees in India and abroad. Indian accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 173-5.

ACCOUNTANTS form a club. New York times, Dec. 8, 1926.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


ACCOUNTANTS hold regional meeting; discuss standards; restriction of members to state in-dorsement, higher education considered. Indianapolis (Ind.) star, Nov. 17, 1925.

ACCOUNTANTS hold revenue system still unsimplified. New York commercial, March 12, 1926.


ACCOUNTANTS' indemnity insurance. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Oct. 1, 1926, p. 135-6, June 1, 1927, p. 84-5.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX FINDING the source. Journal of accountancy, August 1923, p. 120.

WHAT the Index is. Journal of accountancy, August 1923, p. 120-1.


ACCOUNTANTS’ legislation conference. Letter dated March 9, 1926. 1 typewritten page.


ACCOUNTANTS’ liability; coverage written by Independence indemnity through Freeborn and company. Spectator, Feb. 4, 1926.


ACCOUNTANTS’ liability insurance. Freeborn and company.

ACCOUNTANTS’ library. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 231.


ACCOUNTANTS’ limitations. Montgomery, Robert H.


ACCOUNTANTS of state to wage bitter contest. Nashville (Tenn.) Tennessean, Feb. 2, 1925.

ACCOUNTANTS of the nation convene at Del Monte; American institute of accountants will discuss their problems. Magazine of western finance, Sept. 1927.

ACCOUNTANTS offer to aid Coolidge in oil inquiry. New York herald, March 18, 1924.

ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE


APPLICATION for employment. 4p.


PARTNERSHIP agreement; correspondence. Typewritten.

PRINCE, CECIL N. Accountancy in America. 4 parts. Norwich union chambers, Congreve street, Birmingham. (England.)


REDER, H. R. Organization of large accountants’ offices in connection with the accountants’ responsibility. (In International accountants’ congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 10E.)

SICK, LIEUTENANT. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 27, May 1926, p. 2.

STAFF manual as of June 1, 1925. 12 typewritten pages.


TAX record. 3 typewritten pages.

TEMPLE, CYRIL H. Pupil to practitioner; a philosophical discourse concerning the accountancy profession. London, E. Marbling & co. 1924. 83p.

TIME sheets. 2 pages.


Accounting

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ACCOUNTANTS' OFFICE—Accounting—(Continued)


Cost Accounting


ACCOUNTANT'S office organization. Lee, E. G.

ACCOUNTANTS open meeting at St. Louis. New York tribune, Sept. 17, 1924.


ACCOUNTANTS organize. National hotel review, April 9, 1927, p. 49.

ACCOUNTANT'S ownership of letters, work-sheets and memoranda, with copy of decision. Public accountant, Sept. 29, 1927, p. 86-92.


ACCOUNTANTS plan enlarged service; matters of national interest to members discussed here by institute council. New York commercial, April 14, 1926.

ACCOUNTANTS praise arbitration law; enactment makes possible quick and inexpensive settlement of controversies. Seattle (Wash.) times, Feb. 24, 1926.

ACCOUNTANTS, prepare for 'the appointed day.' Accountant, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 575, 577.

ACCOUNTANT'S problem. Edwards, H. M.


ACCOUNTANTS protest. Wall street journal, March 24, 1924.

ACCOUNTANTS' regional meeting. Pittsburgh accountant, Dec. 1926, p. 1, 4-5.


ACCOUNTANTS' reports. Bell, William H.

ACCOUNTANTS' reports. New York institute of accountancy and commerce.

ACCOUNTANTS' reports. New York state society of certified public accountants.

ACCOUNTANTS request credit men to refer complaints at once. Daily news record, New York, March 13, 1924.


ACCOUNTANTS' services to the retail trader. Accountants' magazine, Feb. 1925, p. 99-100.


ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES

See also Accountants' index supplement, 1921-1923.


ACCOUNTANT students' societies. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 314.


AMERICAN bookkeepers' association. See Bookkeepers' directory.


ILLINOIS chamber of commerce. Sources of information on accounting. 5p.


NATIONAL and international meetings. See Bulletin of the American institute of accountants.

NEW account students' societies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 291.


PROFESSIONAL. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 1523-57.)

PROFESSIONAL societies of accountants. (In Accountant's and secretary's yearbook. 1924-25. p. 5-68.)


REPORTS of fall meetings—state and national accountants' societies. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 12-16, 23.


WHAT advantage is gained by studying to qualify for membership of one of the recognised accountancy institutes? Australian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1924, p. 35.

Accountants' association of New York, inc.

ACCOUNTANTS' association of New York, inc. Proposed accountants' regulatory legislation; letter dated April 12, 1926. 2p.

Accountants' club of America, inc.


ACCOUNTANTS' club of America gets under way. American accountant, Feb. 1927, p. 44.

ACCOUNTANTS' club of America, inc., Hotel Belmont, New York, 7p.


ACCOUNTANTS form a club. New York times, Dec. 8, 1926.

ANNOUNCEMENT made of $50,000 gift to accountants' club; Haskins and Sells make noteworthy contribution as memorial to Elijah Watt Sells. American accountant, Dec. 1927, p. 11-12.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Northern Ohio chapter. 6p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Programme, annual meeting, 1923.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Questionnaire, April 1925. 1p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Referendum ballot; Oct. 3, 1925.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Referendum ballot; Oct. 17, 1925.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report submitted by a special committee to investigate policies offered by indemnity companies. 3p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Roster, Minnesota chapter, American institute of accountants; certified public accountants of Minnesota, 1925.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Rules of professional conduct; including amendments and additions prepared by the committee on professional ethics and approved by the council Sept. 17, 1923. 2p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. What will you do after graduation? This booklet describes opportunities open to qualified college graduates in a profession vital to modern business. 7p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants, annual meeting, 1926, Atlantic City, N. J. 20, 21, 22 & 23, 1926. 1p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants’ convention pictures.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Northern Ohio chapter. 6p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Programme, annual meeting, 1923.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Questionnaire, April 1925. 1p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Referendum ballot; Oct. 3, 1925.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Referendum ballot; Oct. 17, 1925.
ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—American Institute of Accountants—(Continued)


ANNUAL meeting, American institute of accountants. Pace student, Sept. 1925, p. 159.


ANNUAL meeting of accountants in Omaha. Omaha (Nebraska) bar, May 24, 1924.


ANNUAL meeting of the American institute of accountants, election of officers, council members and committee members of the national institute of accountants, Sept. 24, 1927, p. 1.


Big convention of accountants will meet here. Constitution, (Atlanta, Ga.), Nov. 24, 1925.

BILTMORE dinner planned to honor accountants' heads. Atlanta (Ga.) journal, Nov. 22, 1925.


CHAPTER formed by accountants. Cleveland (Ohio) Plain Dealer, April 1, 1924.


COMMITTEE activities, special committee on cooperation with bankers, July 15, 1926, p. 4-9.

COMPTON, William H. Losses from financial crime. Problems these crimes occur and what the American institute of accountants is doing to educate business interests in preventive measures. Trenton, N. J., Dec. 1924, p. 4-5.


COOPERATION by accountants is urged at meeting; regional session for delegates from southern states opens. New Orleans (La.) Times Picayune, Nov. 20, 1925.


DAVIES, W. SANDERS. Genesis, growth and aim of the institute; address delivered at a regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 12, 1926. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1926, p. 105-11.


DISCUSSION of reciprocal relations with the American institute. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 98-114.


DISCUSSION of reciprocal relations with the American institute. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 98-114.


GORE, EDWARD E. Remarks. 7p.


HISTORY of accountancy related by secretary of national institute. Clipping.

HURDMAN, FREDERICK H. Committee on cooperation with public accountants of the Robert Morris associates delivered at Cleveland, regional meeting, May 22, 1926. 14 typewritten pages.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—American Institute of Accountants—(Continued)


OLIVER, GEORGE S. Institute and public service; address delivered at regional meeting of the American institute of accountants at Cleveland, Ohio, May 22, 1926. 9 typewritten pages.


PROFESSIONAL. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923. p. 1923, Oct.)


REGIONAL meeting of American institute of accountants. Pace student, July 1925, p. 126.


REGIONAL meetings, American institute of accountants. Pace student, Jan. 1926, p. 31.


REPORTS of fall meetings—state and national accountants' societies. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 19-23, 25.


RESPONSIBILITY of auditors; reprinted from the Journal. Nov. 1925.

RICHARDSON, A. P. American institute of accountants. (Casualty actuarial society. Proceedings, 1924, p. 135-7.)

RICHARDSON, A. P. American institute of accountants. (In Fondiller, Richard, and Elston, James S. Actuarial, statistical and related organisations in the United States and abroad. p. 135-7.)


SIMPLICITY in Texas asked; objections to income tax law raised by accountants. Dallas (Texas) news, Jan. 3, 1925.


WEST will address accountants Saturday. New York commercial, April 14, 1926, p. 2.


American society of certified public accountants


AMERICAN society of certified public accountants' convention at Richmond, Virginia. Pace student, Oct. 1925, p. 175.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

Missouri

MISSOURI society of certified public accountants. Bank oil company, paper re meeting of stockholders Dec. 31, 1924.


Montana


New Jersey


New York


LETTER from Joseph J. Klein to Dr. Augustus S. Downing circulated to members of the New York state society of certified public accountants, dated April 4, 1927, 6p.


NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants. Letter dated April 8, 1927 regarding the compilation of the list of accountants available for service as arbitrators. 2p.


NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants. Report on legislation no. 6, the Cuviller bill. New York, April 17, 1926.

NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants. 30th anniversary dinner, April 25, 1927. 2p.


NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants; brief historical sketch of the first state organization of C. P. A.'s; objects of the society charter members, present development and scope of society's activities. Pace student, Oct. 1925, 6-9.


—


Michigan


Accountants' society—C. P. A.—(Continued)


SOCIETY of Louisiana certified public accountants. Quarterly meeting February 18th, 1926, 8 p.m. room E. Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, 4p.

SOCIETY of Louisiana certified public accountants. New Orleans, 1925. 8p.


Maine

MAINE society of certified public accountants. 1926. 1p.

Maryland

MARYLAND association of certified public accountants. Certified public accountants. Baltimore, July 1, 1925. 8p.

MARYLAND association of certified public accountants. Constitution and by-laws; approved April 10, 1900. Baltimore, the association, 1908. 12p.


Massachusetts


CHASE, HARVEY S. Massachusetts society of certified public accountants; an address at the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the society, April 27, 1925. Boston, Massachusetts society of certified public accountants, inc. 1925, 21p.

MASSACHUSETTS society of certified public accountants. Bulletin on Massachusetts certificate of condition; recommendations adopted by the society February 23, 1926, relative to the procedure to be followed in an audit for the purpose of signing the Massachusetts certificate of condition and history of the legislation and regulation leading to the certificate of condition required to be filed by the corporations under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Boston, 15p.


MASSACHUSETTS society of certified public accountants. Massachusetts corporate excise tax, immunities, etc. 1925, 2p.

MASSACHUSETTS society of certified public accountants, inc. Minutes of meeting, Sept. 26, 1927.


Massachusetts society of certified public accountants. Pace student, July 1925, p. 127.


RITTENBERG, CHARLES E. Massachusetts society of certified public accountants. Society discusses annual reports to commissioner of corporations. Certified public accountant, April 1926, p. 121.

Michigan


Minnesota

ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—C. P. A.—(Continued)

North Carolina


NORTH CAROLINA association of certified public accountants. Charlotte, Office of the secretary.

Ohio


Ohio society of certified public accountants. Directory of members, June 1, 1925, and supplemental list, December 1, 1926.

Oregon


Pennsylvania


ACCOUNTANTS' day celebration—sesqui-mentennial exposition, Philadelphia, September 25, 1926. 2 typewritten pages.


57-62.

PENNSYLVANIA institute of certified public accountants, 1925-26 officers, council and members, charter and by-laws, C. P. A. law. The institute. 34p.


Rhode Island


South Carolina

COLUMBIA selected by accountants; Burke named as association president. Columbia (South Carolina) state, Oct. 21, 1925.


Tennessee

TENNESSEE institute of accountants. Yearbook, 1925. 18p.

Texas


Utah

UTAH association of certified accountants. Constitution and by-laws. 3 typewritten pages.

Virginia


virginia society of public accountants. List of members, Oct. 9, 1926. 4p.

Washington


Wisconsin

WISCONSIN society of certified public accountants. Constitution and by-laws; adopted December 18th, 1922.

wISCONSIN society of certified public accountants. Message to the bankers of Wisconsin.

Wyoming


WYOMING society of certified public accountants. Constitution and by-laws; approved December 13, 1924. 11p.

Canadian society of cost accountants

CANADIAN society of cost accountants. See also Cost and management, the official journal.


cost accountants; Hamilton chapter of Canadian society is organized. Hamilton (Ontario) spectator, Jan. 28, 1925.


CRAIG, JOHN. Address; the Canadian society of cost accountants. Cost and management, Sept. 1926, p. 16-18.

PoYNTER, HUGH. Address; first annual convention of the Canadian society of cost accountants. Cost and management, Sept. 1926, p. 15-16.

Cape society of accountants and auditors

SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, August, 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1923. 79p.

SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, May, 1927; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1927. 70p.

Central association of accountants, ltd.


Chartered accountants students society of Edin- burgh


China accounting association

CONSTITUTION of the China accounting association. 1 typewritten page.

Chinese chartered accountants association of Shanghai

CHINESE chartered accountants association of Shanghai. Yearbook.

Commonwealth institute of accountants.

COMMONWEALTH institute of accountants. Annual report 1924.

Corporation of accountants limited, Glasgow

ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES—(Continued)

Cost accountants’ association of York
COST accountants’ banquet tomorrow. York (Pennsylvania) dispatch, Nov. 17, 1925.

Cost association of the paper industry
COST association of the paper industry. Report given by secretary-treasurer at 19th semi-annual meeting held at Detroit, Michigan, Oct. 21, 1927. 7 typed written pages.


District of Columbia institute of certified public accountants

Dominion association of chartered accountants
DISCUSSION of reciprocal relations with the American institute. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 98-114.

DOMINION association of chartered accountants. Twenty-third annual meeting to be held at Banff Springs hotel, September 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 1925.


DOMINION convention, 1923, Saskatoon, Sask. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 65-123.

DOMINION convention, 1924, Quebec, Quebec. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 129-68.


SUTHERLAND, JAMES B. President’s address. Dominion association of chartered accountants. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 130-6.


Federal institute of accountants of Australia.


Foreningen af autoriserede revisorer.

France

Glasgow chartered accountants’ society


Great Britain

Hotel accountants association.
FRED STERRY entertains hotel accountants association; many proprietors in attendance (October 21, 1927). 4 typewritten pages.


Illinois manufacturers’ costs association
See also Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin.

COSTS association, Southern division, benefit to many industrial concerns. Manufacturers news, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 87.


MANUFACTURERS plan costs program for 1924-5 Manufacturers news, Nov. 8, 1924, p. 15.

Illinois society of certified public accountants.

Incorporated accountants
INCORPORATED accountants conference at Manchester. Incorporated accountants’ journal, Nov. 1927, p. 3-5, 41-60.


Incorporated accountants students’ society of London
INCORPORATED accountants’ students society of London. Report and accounts, 1925.

Incorporated institute of accountants (New Zealand)
INCORPORATED institute of accountants. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1926, p. 85-6.

INCORPORATED institute of accountants; its future. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 31, 1927, p. 121-4.

Indian institute of professional accountants
INDIAN institute of professional accountants. Indian accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 1.

Institute of accountants in South Australia, Inc.

Institute of chartered accountants, inc. (California)
See also Chartered accountant, under the heading, “Periodicals and newspapers.” INSTITUTE of chartered accountants (California). Application for membership. 4p.

Institute of chartered accountants in England and Wales


MELLORS, T. G. Presidential address; abstract. Incorporated accountants journal, Nov. 1923, p. 5.


ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES—(Continued)

Institute of chartered accountants of Alberta

Institute of chartered accountants of Manitoba


Institute of chartered accountants of Ontario

Institute of costs and works accountants


FOURTH annual costing conference, London, May 1, 1925, May 1925, 15p-413.


THIRD annual dinner of the Manchester and district branch of the Institute of cost and works accountants. Cost accountant, Nov. 1926, p. 165-75.


Institute of public accountants of Mexico

Institute of railway accountants and auditors (In India)

Instituto de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico
INSTITUTO de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico. Estatutos y reglamentos, Mexico, Antigua imprenta de Murguia, 1926. 39p.

INSTITUTO de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico. List of members and extracts from the rules of professional conduct. March 1927.


International accountants’ congress


INTERNATIONAL accountants’ society incorporated, of Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Japan society of accounting
JAPAN. 1 typewritten page.

Japan society of public accountants

London association of accountants, limited

LONDON association of accountants, limited. Certified accountants’ yearbook, 1925.

Natal society of accountants
SOUTH AFRICAN accountants’ society. General examining board. Membership lists, Aug., 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants, Johannesburg, 1923-79.

SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, May 1927; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1927. 70p.

National association of certified public accountants


DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Court of appeals. No. 3870, National association of certified public accountants, a corporation, appellant, vs. The United States of America. June 4, 1923, 6 typewritten pages.


THREE court decisions. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 4-6, 27.
ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—(Continued)
National association of comptrollers and accounting officers
NATIONAL association of comptrollers and accounting officers. See also Comptroller; the official journal.

National association of cost accountants
CHAFFEE, ALLEN; Stuart C. McLeod, secretary of National association of cost accountants. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 4–5.
FRANKLIN, B. A. Address of welcome. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 17.)
KEMP, WILLIAM S. President's address, National association of cost accountants, Official publications, v. 6, no. 7.

Nederlandsche bond van accountants

Nederlandsche organisatie van accountants
NEDERLANDSCHE organisatie van accountants. Reglement van arbeid, examen-programme, reglement raad, van tucht, discipline en toezicht, ledenlijst.

New York society of accountants
NEW YORK society of accountants. Yearbook, 1925.

New Zealand accountants and auditors association
NEW ZEALAND accountants and auditors association. Report, 1924.

New Zealand society of accountants


SUMMARY of proceedings of the fifteenth annual meeting of members. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Sept., 1924, p. 65–79.

Nottingham chartered accountants students' society

Railway accounting officers association

Rhodesia society of accountants
SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists Aug. 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodes society of accountants in Johannesburg, 1923. SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, May, 1927; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodes society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1927. 70p.

Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state
SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, Aug., 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodes society of accountants in Johannesburg, 1923. SOUTH AFRICAN accountants societies. General examining board. Membership lists, May, 1927; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodes society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1927. 70p.

Society of incorporated accountants' and auditors'
KEENS, THOMAS. Address by the president; forty-second annual general meeting of the society of incorporated accountants' and auditors', May 19, 1927. 18p.
LEYSHON, RICHARD. Address, South Wales and Monmouthshire incorporated accountants. Incorporated accountants' journal, Dec. 1923, p. 65.
ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—(Continued)
PITT, GEORGE STANHOPE. Presidential address: incorporated accountants conference at Cardiff. 2p.
PITT, GEORGE STANHOPE. Presidential address: incorporated accountants conference at Cardiff. *Accountants' journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 29–32.
SOCIETY of incorporated accountants and auditors. Results of examinations held 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th, May 1924. 4p.
SOCIETY of incorporated accountants and auditors. Results of examinations held, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th, Nov. 1926.
SOCIETY of incorporated accountants and auditors. Summary of presidential address, May 19, 1927. 4p.

Socios de colegio de doctores en ciencias economicas y contadores publicos nacionales.
SOCIOS de colegio de doctores en ciencias economicas y contadores publicos nacionales. Members. 25p.

South Africa
CHARTERED accountants' designation act, 1927.

Sweden

Transvaal society of accountants
SOUTH AFRICAN accountants' societies. General examining board. Membership lists, August, 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants, Johannesburg, 1923. 79p.

SOUTH AFRICAN accountants' societies. General examining board. Membership lists, May, 1927; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants. Johannesburg, 1927. 70p.

Verband Deutscher bücherrevisoren

Washington society of certified public accountants

Wellington accountant students' society
HUNT, ERNEST W. President's address, Wellington accountant students' society. *Accountants' journal* (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 289–91.

ACCOUNTANTS' speakers. *Indianapolis star*, Nov. 13, 1925.

ACCOUNTANTS sued for alleged negligence. *Accountant*, July 10, 1926, p. 64.

ACCOUNTANT'S viewpoint of the bankruptcy situation. Berdon, David.
ACCOUNTANT'S will meet here Tuesday. *Chicago journal of commerce*, Nov. 11, 1925.
ACCOUNTANTS win appeal, need not pay brokers $2,000. *New York herald-tribune*, Feb. 21, 1925.
ACCOUNTANTS win certificate fight; granted licenses after the board finds they passed examination. *St. Paul (Minn.) news*, Dec. 24, 1924.
ACCOUNTANTS work to amend corporation excise tax law. *American accountant*, March 1927, p. 47.


ACCOUNTING
See also Accountants; Auditing and auditors; Bookkeeping; Cost and factory accounting; subdivision Accounting under various heading, e.g., Gas-Accounting; also names of various accounts.
ACCOUNTING from the business aspect; from Haskins and Sells bulletin. *Australian accountant and secretary*, July 1924, p. 220.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Accounting procedure. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1924. 85p. (Modern business report no. 6.)
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Special types of accounting systems. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1924. 85p. (Modern business report no. 27.)
ACCOUNTING

(Continued)

ALGER, FRANCIS R. Bliss and Alger bookkeeping and accounting complete: a text-book in bookkeeping and accounting for high schools, business schools and all institutions conducting commercial courses. Saginaw, Bliss publishing co. c1921, 1923. 177p.


AMERICAN management association. Functions of financial and accounting executives. New York, American management association, c1927. 58p. (Financial executives’ series no. 23.)


ARNAU, A. ALBERTO. Nociones de contabilidad mercantil; obra adaptada a los programas de las escuelas fiscales y cursos elementales de la enseñanza comercial en las escuelas nacionales de comercio. Buenos Aires, Casa editora Coni, 1925. 206p.


BOLLING, CUNLIFFE L. Book-keeping and accounts. (In his Commercial management, 1925, p. 369.)


BUSINESS conditions show improvement: this is proven by increasing demand for accounting services. Williamantic chronicle, Aug. 1923.


CONICK, M. C. Problems of management revealed by accounting. (Society of industrial engineers, Problems of management to-day. 1925. p. 128-34.)


DUTTON, R. HENRY F. Mechanism of accounting. (In his Business organization and management. 1926. p. 181-91.)


ELWELL, FAYETTE H. and TONER, JAMES V. Bookkeeping and accounting; complete course. Boston, Glenn and company, 1926. 465p.


GENERAL Electric company. Four years in business; a story illustrating the elements of accounting. Cleveland, Statistical department of National lamps works of General electric company, 1924. 46p.


GREENWOOD, G. W. Accounting simplified. Chicago, Brick and clay record. 48p.


GRIER, A. MONRO. Value of the accountant to the industry. Australasian accountant, June 9, 1923, p. 1345.

HALL, ROY. Accounting—the life of business; great service opportunity is broadening exhibits to particular phases, percentages and balance sheet. Manufacturers news, Dec. 15, 1922, p. 11-12.

HALL, ROY. Accounting, the life of business; preparation and presentation of statistical data; profits, real goal of industry, current and effective. Manufacturers’ news, Dec 8, 1923, p. 7-8.
ACCOUNTS—(Continued)


HILTON, W. P. Science of accounting; vocational talk delivered to the Norfolk rotary club, July 8, 1924. 12p.


HIMMELBLAU, DAVID ed. See Complete accounting course.

HIRAI, YASUTARO and YOSHIKO WATANABE. Keirishi—Yoran. (Handbook of accountants.) New York, 1924.

HOW accounting builds business; "theoretical vs. practical accounting, subject of realtors meeting. Allentown (Pa.) chronicle, Feb. 2, 1925.

ILLINOIS chamber of commerce. Sources of information in accounting. 1924.


JOHNSON, JOSEPH FRENCH. What accounting records should tell. (In his Organized business knowledge.) New York, 1924.


LA SALLE extension university. Higher accountancy, principles, practice and procedure; elements of bookkeeping. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1924.

LEACH, HUGH. Classifying reserve, surplus and fund in the general ledger. Bankers monthly, July 1926, p. 11.


MacFARLAND, GEORGE A. Accounting in the Wharton school. Accounting review, June 1927, p. 175.


PANAYOTOPULO, C. System of lessons of accounting; based on an original scientific and pedagogical method—combined with the respective knowledge of commercial economy—commercial mathematics as well as commercial legislation. Athens, P. D. Sakelarios, 1923. (Greek.)


PELOUBET, MAURICE E. Single-entry, the business man's language. Journal of accountancy, Sept
ACCOUNTING—(Continued)


PRINCE, CECIL N. Accountancy in America. 4 parts, Norwich union chambers, Congreve street, Birmingham. (England.)


PUBLIC accountants. Philadelphia public ledger, Apr. 21, 1924.


RUSSELL, FREDERICK C. and HURDMAN, FREDERICK H. Accounting principles. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, 1c1923. 326p. (Modern business v. 9.)


SHEAFFER, WILLIAM ADAM and MCIINTOSH, R. J. Common sense course in accounting; consists of text, blanks, chapter results, reading guide complete for home reading course. Chicago, Metropolitan textbook co., 1923. 740p.


SINGH, DALIP. Indian accountants and income-tax with Indian income-tax act, 1922 and rules made thereunder, as amended up to date. Lahore, Mercantile press, 1926. 374p.


STEELE, F. R. CARNEGIE. Resources of modern accounting and address delivered at the Societies of accountants of the industries of Massachusetts at Boston, October 20, 1926. The association, 23p.


THOMPSON, WILLIAM G. and RODNEY. Accounting systems, their design and installation. Chicago, La Salle extension university 1926. 743p.


ACCOUNTANTS (Continued)

WALTON school of commerce. Radio department lectures. 1924.
WATTERSON, R. Connection between costs and financial accounts. Cost accountant, July 1923, p. 463.


Encyclopaedias, dictionaries, etc.
See also Dictionaries.
MUNN, GLENN G. Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, and finance, organization, foreign exchange; trusts; investments; speculation; markets; and brokerage. New York, Bankers' publishing co. 1924. 586p.

International

Problems
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Special problems in advanced accounting. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1924. 29p. (Modern business series, no. 11.)

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Questions and problems. In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 649-777.)


FUNDAMENTS students' department; ed. by J. W. Alexander and A. E. Lenhart. See Bookkeeper and auditor.


KESTER, ROY B. Practice work. In his Accounting, theory and practice. c1925. p. 693-834.


NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS. Practice set to be used with costs accounts. 2 v. Washington, White press co. pt. 1. journals, pt. 2. ledgers.


POWELSON, JOHN A. Practice sets. In his Introduction to accounting. 1926. p. 627-711.


TERMINOLOGY
See Terminology.

UNIFORM CLASSIFICATIONS
See Standardization; also names of various industries and trades.

ACCOUNTING.
Baquer, Paul-Joseph.
ACCOUNTING.
Paton, W. A.

ACCOUNTING, a service to management. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Oct. 31, 1927, p. 114-7.

ACCOUNTING, an aid to the business executive. Jackson, J. Hugh.

ACCOUNTING and accountancy. 2 typewritten pages.


ACCOUNTING and auditing in China. Fischer, Emil S.

ACCOUNTING and business analysis for credit purposes. Andersen, Arthur.
ACCOUNTING and business methods for contractors. Dingman, Charles F.
ACCOUNTING and control of leased departments. Smith, Walter T.
ACCOUNTING and statistical requirements of the Interstate commerce commission. Cunningham, William J.
ACCOUNTING as a vocation for women. Hooper, Florence.
ACCOUNTING as an aid to the executive head. Evans, E. Earl.
ACCOUNTING as related to administration and proprietorship. Dunn, Homer A.
ACCOUNTING bulletin no. 3 relating to accounts, records, and reports for fixed capital with particular reference to report showing "Basia for determination of net investment." United States. Federal power commission.
ACCOUNTING circular number 6; subject, standard telephone accounts. American telephone and telegraph company.
ACCOUNTING control in college fraternal organizations. Hornberger, D. J.
ACCOUNTING control of materials purchased. Atkins, Paul M.
ACCOUNTING courses in universities. Lyon, Leverett S.
ACCOUNTING deals with value facts. Clients service bulletin, American appraisal company, March 1926, p. 2.
ACCOUNTING elements. McCarty, Wesley James.
ACCOUNTING for a staple-cotton plantation. Brown, Roy C.
ACCOUNTING for a taxi-cab transfer and storage business. Schlatter, Charles F.
ACCOUNTING for brick manufacturers. Herskowitz, Herrmann.
ACCOUNTING for building and loan association. Bennett, R. J.
ACCOUNTING for cleaners and dyers. Newberger, Samuel.
ACCOUNTING for construction companies, principles, procedure and special problems. Block, Milton D. and Allen, Leslie H. .
ACCOUNTING for depreciation. Sanders, T. H.
ACCOUNTING for film exchanges. Schlessinger, Max.
ACCOUNTING for fire insurance companies. Wiegand, William B.
ACCOUNTING for fraternal beneficiary societies. Boulay, J. A.
ACCOUNTING for general contractors. Savage, Austin.
ACCOUNTING for material. Friesel, George H.
ACCOUNTING for photographers. Hampson, R. F.
ACCOUNTING for public funds. Gore, E. E.
ACCOUNTING for retail and department stores, principles, procedure and special problems. Thompson, William R. and others.
ACCOUNTING for scrap. Ross, F. E.
ACCOUNTING for surplus. Pinkerton, Paul W.
ACCOUNTING for the fish-canning industry. Moore, Harry W.
ACCOUNTING for the petroleum industry. Merland, David F. and McKee, Raymond W.
ACCOUNTING for universities. Washburn, Earle L.
ACCOUNTING for value as well as original cost. Baldwin, H. G.
ACCOUNTING for values or dollars. DuBrul, Stephen.
ACCOUNTING from the business aspect; from Haskins and Sells bulletin. Australasian accountant and secretary, July 1924, p. 220.
ACCOUNTING from the engineer's viewpoint. Liversidge, H. F.
ACCOUNTING handbook; standard accounting system for Chrysler dealers, unit "A". Chrysler sales corporation.
ACCOUNTING handbook; standard accounting system for Chrysler distributors. Chrysler sales corporation.
ACCOUNTING handbook; standard accounting system for Maxwell-Chrysler unit "B." Chrysler sales corporation.
ACCOUNTING in relation to state regulation. Matthews, George C.


ACCOUNTING in the junior college. McNaughton, Floyd.


ACCOUNTING in the systematized plants. Typothetae bulletin, May 11, 1925, p. 98.


ACCOUNTING information for the executive. DuBrul, Ernest F.

ACCOUNTING, its principles and problems. Hatfield, Henry Rand.

ACCOUNTING laboratory manual. Krebs, William S.

ACCOUNTING machines, appliances and methods. Desborough, W.


ACCOUNTING methods and procedure for electric, gas, and water utilities. Hammond, W. M.


ACCOUNTING methods of colonial merchants in Virginia. Voke, Albert F.


ACCOUNTING number. Results, v. 10, no. 1.

ACCOUNTING numbers for ships and stations. United States Navy Department.


ACCOUNTING of public school expenditures in Wisconsin. Fowikes, John Guy.

ACCOUNTING, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, April 9th and 10th, 1926. National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies.

ACCOUNTING officers meet at San Francisco. Railway age, July 19, 1924, p. 113–22.

ACCOUNTING operations and public relations. Wagner, Herbert A.

ACCOUNTING—Order at session of Interstate commerce commission division 4, on 8th of January 1925 in matter of uniform system of accounts to be kept by telephone companies. United States. Interstate commerce commission.


ACCOUNTING principles. Russell, Frederick C. and Hardman, Frederick H.

ACCOUNTING principles and bookkeeping methods. Finney, H. A.

ACCOUNTING principles and practice. Smalls, R. G. H. and Walker, C. E.

ACCOUNTING principles underlying federal income taxes, 1924. Kohler, Eric L.

ACCOUNTING principles underlying federal income taxes, 1925. Kohler, Eric L.


ACCOUNTING problems: advanced. Rittenhouse, Charles F. and Percy, Atlee L.

ACCOUNTING problems: elementary. Rittenhouse, Charles F. and Percy, Atlee L.

ACCOUNTING problems of mercantile establishments. Hodge, A. C.

ACCOUNTING problems of the smaller store. National retail dry goods association.

ACCOUNTING procedure. Alexander Hamilton institute.

ACCOUNTING procedure for public utilities with special reference to electric light, gas, water and electric railway utility companies. Bailey, Warren G. and Knowles, D. E.


ACCOUNTING profession. Sells, Elijah Watt.


ACCOUNTING rut. Cahill, V. D.


ACCOUNTING simplified. Greenwood, G. W.


ACCOUNTING systems. Accountant, June 12, 1926, p. 814–16.


ACCOUNTING systems, principles and problems of installation. Bennett, George E.

ACCOUNTING techniques for standard costs. Maynard, Henry W.

ACCOUNTING, theory and practice. Kester, Roy B.

ACCOUNTING theory as affected by federal income taxation. Kohler, Eric L.

ACCOUNTS
See also names of various accounts.
KILDUFF, FREDERIC W. Accounts and accounting forms. (In his Auditing and accounting handbook. 1924, p. 436-50.)
KREBS, WILLIAM SAMUEL. Valuation accounts; reprinted from Washington university studies v. 10, Hematicic series no. 2, p. 325-69, 1921.
LOVITT, WILLIAM V. and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Averaging accounts. (In their Mathematics of business. 1926. p. 29-34.)

ACCOUNTS and audit department of Indian railways. Indian railway accountants' journal, March 1926, p. 50-1.
ACCOUNTS and audits. Sweet, Homer N.
"ACCOUNTS have been audited". Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 393-4.
ACCOUNTS of holding companies. Accountant, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 204-1.
ACCOUNTS of local authorities. Bethoux, L.
ACCOUNTS of local authorities. Meywald, Walter.
ACCOUNTS of local authorities. Verkey, H. A.
ACCOUNTS of local authorities. Whiteley, F. Ogden.
ACCOUNTS of local bodies. Indian railway accountants' journal, Oct. 1926, p. 216.
ACCOUNTS of the public accountant. Pasley, Robert S.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
McNEIL, JOHN C. Fit mechanical accounting to your business . . . two methods of handling accounts payable. Bookkeeper and auditor, Dec. 1927, p. 5-6, 16-17, 21.
McNEIL, JOHN C. How to use mechanical bookkeeping. Bookkeeper and auditor, April 1927, p. 5-7.
SAVING discounts on accounts payable. Bookkeeper and auditor, April 1927, p. 3-4.
THOMAS, WILLIAM. Accounts payable methods. (National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, con­ trrollers congress, June, 1915, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 149-51.)

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNT receivable. Credit monthly, March 1927, p. 17.

ACCURAL accounting and reserves in tax practice. May, George O.


ACCUMULATING the overhead. Bristol, Albert V.

ACCRUAL AND CURRENT relationship of discounts. Vierling, Frederick.

ACIDS
Costs

ACKERMAN, SAUL B.
Practice of workmen's compensation insurance; a treatise upon the necessity for and development of workmen's compensation insurance, together with much information as to its practice. New York, Spectator company, 1925. 196p.

AND NEUNER, JOHN J.

ACME tables of bond values showing net returns from 2% to 10% on bonds and other redeemable securities paying interest semi-annually, giving values accurate to the nearest cent on $1,000,000. Financial publishing co.

ACME wire and iron works: comparative statement of manuf acturing and trading for the years ended December 31, 1925 and 1926. Iron, bronze and wire works, March 1927, p. 31.


ACT creating a state board of accountancy, prescribing its powers and duties, providing for examinations and issuing certificates to qualified public accountants, and providing for penalties for violation of the provisions of this act. Kentucky.

ACT 3105 of the Philippine legislature relating to the practice of accountancy in Philippine Islands, by­ laws and rules and regulations of the board and other information for candidates for the C. P. A. examination. Philippine Islands. Board of accountancy.

ACT to regulate the practice of public accounting and to prohibit the practice thereof by an authorized person. California.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


ACTION against accountants; distinction between accounting and auditing: Moore, trustee of Mrs. Apel (a bankrupt) vs. Annan Dexter and company. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, August 1, 1927, p. 125-9.


ACTIVITIES beneficial to employees. Westinghouse electric and manufacturing company.


ACTUAL examples of the advantageous use of operating budgets. Bates, George H.

ACTUAL examples of the advantageous use of operating budgets. Frazer, George E.

ACTUARIAL problem. Frazer, Edward.

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE


FINNEY, H. A. Actuarial science. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923. ch. 33-7.)


ACTUARIAL statistical and related organizations in the United States and abroad. Fondiller, Richard, and Elston, James S.


ADAMS, C. WILLIS How we keep straight on 20,000 items of stock. System, Aug. 1925, p. 185-90, 232.

ADAMS, G. E. Rhode Island poultry pointers; poultry accounts and record. Kingston, Rhode Island state college, 1922. 4p. (Extension bulletin 18.)


ADAMS, R. L. Cost of producing market milk and butterfat on 246 California dairies. Berkeley, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station. 1924. (California agricultural experiment bulletin no. 372.)

Cost of work horses on California farms. Berkeley, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1926. 20p. (Bulletin 401.)

Results of a survey to determine the cost of producing beef in California. Berkeley, College of agriculture, University of California, 1924. (Agricultural experiment station circular no. 281.)

ADAMS, W. New accountancy; some notes and discussions. Indian accountant, April 1926, p. 15-19.


Public ownership and public control. Australasian accountant and secretary, Aug. 1924, p. 239-43.


ADAP-TABLE accrual and audit control plan. Bankers development corporation.

ADAP-TABLE system of accrual and audit control. Carhart, George E. Existing need for accrual accounting and audit control. Results, v. 9, no. 5, p. 5-6.

ADAPTATION of automatic tabulating machines to life insurance accounting. (Record, American institute of actuaries, Nov. 1919, p. 377-91.)

ADAPTATION of mechanical accounting control. Regner, Lawrence G.


ADDRESS by the president; forty-second annual general meeting of the Society of incorporated accountants and auditors, May 19, 1927. Keens, Thomas.

ADDRESS delivered before a regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1924. Weberg, Chester L.


ADEQUATE small store stock control system. Dry goods economist, June 12, 1926, p. 19.


ADJUSTING the books to the appraisal. Bairstow, C. W.

ADJUSTING the fiscal year to minimize peak loads. Farnham, Dwight T.


ADJUSTMENT of losses. Duane, Stanton W.


ILLINOIS manufacturers costs association. Proper analysis and distribution of commercial expenses. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association, c1924. 20p.


NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Administrative and selling costs. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 83-106.)

REITELL, CHARLES. Methods of 42 manufacturers in distributing expenses to product; selling and administrative expenses handled in four ways. Management and administration, Aug. 1925, p. 87-92.

SELLING and administrative costs, their definition, analysis and distribution. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924. p. 275.)


STEWART, ANDREW. Administrative and selling costs: their nature and distribution. Accountant, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 799-802.


ADMINISTRATION of budget. Millar, Edward B.

ADMINISTRATION of the British income tax law. May, George O.

ADMINISTRATION of the budget. Senour, Harry C.

ADMINISTRATION of the school budget. Slater, C. P. and Greene, Harry A.

ADMINISTRATIVE and selling costs. Castenholz, W. B.

ADMINISTRATIVE and selling costs, their nature and distribution. Higginbotham, W. H. and Stewart, Andrew.

ADMINISTRATIVE costs. Carswell, William.

ADMINISTRATORS.

See Executors and trustees.


ADULT education and the library, reading courses. American library association.

ADVANCED accounting. Tinen, John V.

ADVANCED accounting. 2 v. Walton school of commerce.


ADVANCED accounting, with an appendix on the law relating to accounts. J. E. G. Montimorancy, and Dicksee, Lawrence R.

ADVANCED accounts. Carter, R. N.

ADVANTAGES and disadvantages of the retail system. Kaskell, C. C.

ADVANTAGES and routine of a purchasing department for mutual insurance companies. Nicholson, T. O.

ADVANTAGES of a budget system. Schneider, Theodore I.

ADVANTAGES of better bookkeeping. Wood-worker, May 1925, p. 38.


ADVANTAGES of stock control and simplification. Bliss, Elmer J.

ADVANTAGES of the annual audit summarized; Metropolitan life issues informative leaflet, advantages stated by policyholders, federal reserve forms given. Pace student, June 1926, p. 19-21.

ADVANTAGES of the budget system to the manufacturing business. Allyn, S. C.

ADVANTAGES of uniform cost accounting to my company. Schmidt, N. J.

ADVANTAGES that have accrued to the newsprint industry from the establishment of uniform cost accounting. Wolf, R. B.


ADVERTISING See also Professional ethics.

ADVERTISING—(Continued)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ACCOUNTANTS professional services. Chartered accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 3.


BLISS, JAMES H. Intangible fixed investments. (In his Management through accounts, 1924. p. 343–55.)


COPELAND, MELVIN, THOMAS. Advertising. (In his Principles of merchandising, 1924. p. 254–88.)


JEFFERSON, BENJAMIN. Cutting cost of advertising accessories increases opportunity of advertising. Printers ink, Nov. 29, 1925, p. 17–20.


LEASON, L. E. Budgeting advertising appropriation. Class, July 1923, p. 76–82.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Business organization; functions of the advertising manager. New York, Policyholders' service bureau, Metropolis life insurance company, 1925.


SELLS, ELIHUAH WATT. Publicity of financial affairs of corporations; an address delivered before the convention of Associated advertising clubs of America, Boston, August 2, 1911. (In his National business year book: the other themes. 1924. p. 129–42.)


TEPERMAN, EDWARD C. Budget your advertising appropriation. Women's apparel merchant, May 1926, p. 10, 41.

UNITED STATES. Commerce, Department of. Co-operative retail advertising. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. (United States department of commerce, Trade information bulletin no. 302.)


WHITE, PERCIVAL and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Advertising campaign. (In their Marketing practice. 1924. p. 293–41.)


ADVERTISING AGENCIES

ACCOUNTANTS agencies. 1 typewritten page.

ACCOUNTING


AUDITING

GLUCK, L. Audit of an advertising agency. Certified public accountant, March 1925, p. 120–3.

ADVERTISING agency; procedure and practice. Keefer, Floyd Y. and Haase, Albert E.

ADVERTISING EXPENSES


DO these expenses belong in this advertising account? Printers ink, March 27, 1924, p. 41–2.

ERNST, A. C. How to charge advertising costs when more than one product is featured. Printers ink, July 15, 1925, p. 9–10.

WHAT should be charged to the advertising appropriation? Printers ink, July 15, 1926, p. 96.)

ADVERTISING pays. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1924, p. 41.

ADVERTISING professional services. Chartered accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 3.

ADVERTISING that is advertising. Haskins and Sells bulletin, April 1927, p. 31–2.


ADVISES surveys of physical properties. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, May 15, 1925, p. 3.

AEROPLANES


Cost accounting


Costs


BARBER, HORATIO. Proposed American air line. Aviation, May 18, 1925, p. 549.


BRANCKER, W. SEFTON. European air lines are losing money; abstract. Automotive industries, June 17, 1926, p. 1044.


AFFELDER, W. L.

Graphic charts enable mine heads and higher up to watch every factor in coal costs. *Coal age*, July 2, 1925, p. 13-17.


AFFELDER, WILLIAM M.
Contractors' accounting practice, with procedure, also for owners, architects and engineers. New York, Ronald press co. 1924. 386p.

AFFLECK, B. F.


AGENCIES
See also Advertising agencies, Social work.

Accounting
STONE, WILLIAM M. and others. Head-office accounting with branch offices and agencies. (In their *Accountants' and auditors' handbook*. 1925, p. 268-77.)

AGENDA for thirty-eighth annual meeting, Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Canada, June 8-11, 1926.

AGENDA for thirty-ninth annual meeting at Hotel Cosmopolitan, Denver, Colorado, June 7-10, 1927.

AGENT general for reparation payments. *Execution of the experts' plan, first annuity year, Sept. 1, 1924 to Aug. 31, 1925; reports of the agent general for reparation payments and the commissioners and trustees. Berlin, Office for reparation payments. *310p.*


AGENTS
Accounting
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Consignments; agency and branch accounting. (In his *Basic accounting*. 1925, p. 464-8.)

AGENT'S commission; when it is earned. *Accounting, accounting and insurance*, April 30, 1927, p. 17-19.

AGENTS' ledger, can it be dispensed with? Murrie, Robert.

AGG, T. R.
Highway transportation. *Iowa state highway commission service bulletin*, Oct.—Nov. 1924, p. 3-8.

Relation of cost of roads to the traffic. (In Purdue university, *Report tenth annual road school*. p. 63.)

AND CARTER, J. S.
Highway transportation costs. Ames, Iowa state college of agriculture and mechanic arts, Engineering experiment station, 1924. 32p. (Bulletin 69.)


AGNEW, A.


AGRICULTURAL cost accounts. Orwin, C. S.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Statistics


AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY TRADE
Accounting
WISCONSIN university starts a cost survey; in co-operation with Secretary R. G. Nuss, Prof. F. H. Elwell begins accounting study in retail farm equipment field. *Implement and tractor trade journal*, Feb. 7, 1925, p. 9, 22.

Costs
Wisconsin university starts a cost survey; in co-operation with Secretary R. G. Nuss, Prof. F. H. Elwell begins accounting study in retail farm equipment field. *Implement and tractor trade journal*, Feb. 7, 1925, p. 9, 22.

AGRICULTURE
See also Agricultural machinery; Creameries; Dairying; Fruit; Livestock; also names of special products e. g. Cotton.


CARPENTER, RAY W. Cutting production costs with farm machinery. College Park, University of Maryland, 1924. 13p. (Extension service bulletin no. 33.)


CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Proceedings regional agricultural conference of agricultural and other industrial representatives (Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia), Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 22-23, 1926.


LEHfeldt, R. A. Farming: organization and technical progress. (In his *Descriptive economics*. 1927, p. 9-28.)

SCHEDULE of farm income and expenses. See Revenue act and New York state income tax forms.

UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of. *Yearbook*, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925.


Accounting
ANDREWS, M. E. and GIBBENS, G. C. Know what your crop costs. Stillwater, 1924. 14p. (Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Circular no. 181, general series 28.)

AGRICULTURE—Accounting.—(Continued)

BUSINESS methods needed on farm as well as in the store. Farming, March 1924, p. 460–1.

CASE, H. C. M. and MOSHER, M. L. Increasing farm earnings by the use of simple farm accounts. Urbana, Ill., 1924. 182 p. (University of Illinois, Agricultural experiment station, Bulletin no. 252.)


DONALD, JOHN. Farm accounts made easier. Madison, Extension service of the college of agriculture, University of Wisconsin, 1925. (Circular 179.)


ELVEY, IAN S. Pencil taking over the work of the farm keeper. Banker-farmer, Dec. 1924, p. 15.


FARM accounts. Accountant, March 5, 1927, p. 335–6.

FARM records and accounts. Farming, Jan. 1924, p. 393.


GEOGRAPHY for farm accounts. United States department of agriculture, 1927. 34p. (Circular no. 96.)

GRIMES, W. E. Problem of interest and rent in cost determination. Journal of farm economics, April 1923, p. 79–85.

GUNN, R. Y. Farm account books distributed by banks. Banker-farmer, June 1923, p. 10–11.

HOPKINS, J. A. Double entry accounts for farmers. Ames, Iowa state college of agriculture and mechanic arts. Agricultural experiment station, 1924. 14p. (Circular no. 96.)


HUNGERFORD, DEF. Instructions in farm accounting. Athens, Georgia state college of agriculture, 1922. (Bulletin 263.)


KELLER, HENRY. Farm account manual for New Jersey farmers. New Brunswick, New Jersey agricultural experiment station, 1922. (New Jersey agricultural experiment station circular 160.)


LADD, C. E. How to take a farm inventory and make a credit statement. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university.


MOFFITT, EARL L. Farm accounts and costs of production of farm crops. State college, Pennsylvania state college, School of agriculture and experiment station. 4 typewritten pages.


PENCIL makes a farm pay better; farm accounting reveals losing methods and points way to fitter profits. Wallaces’ farmer, Aug. 15, 1926, p. 7.

PETERSON, CARL T. Better farm records. Wallace’s farmer, Jan. 11, 1924, p. 73.


ROGERS, P. H. Manual and guide for teaching farm record keeping. Bismark, South Dakota state college of agriculture and mechanic arts, Sept. 1926. 23p. (Extension circular 252.)


TAYLOR, E. L. Planning and analyzing the farm business. United States department of agriculture, co-operating with the University of Nebraska. 1924. 16p. (Agricultural college extension service, circular 80.)

THOMSON, EDWARD H. Farm bookkeeping, revised by James S. Ball. Washington, Government printing office. 42p. (Farmers’ bulletin 511) corrected December 1923.

THOMSON, EDWARD H. and BALL, JAMES S. Farm bookkeeping. Washington, Department of agriculture. 1920. 30p. (Farmers’ bulletin no. 511.)


VOORHIES, EDMUND C. Farm-accounting associations. Berkeley, California, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1926. 39p. (Bulletin 403.)


WILLARD, REX E. Simple farm accounts; a text book and guide. Ed. 2. Fargo, N. D., Author (North Dakota subscription co.) c1924. 107p.


WOOD, J. Records from which farm accounts can be prepared, and farm bookkeeping systems. Accountants’ magazine, March 1927, p. 195–201.

Auditing

AGRICULTURE—(Continued)

Cost accounting


COOPER, R. H. and HAWLEY, C. R. Cost of producing field crops, 1923: corn, wheat, oats, potatoes, and cotton. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 27p. (United States department of agriculture, Department circular costing.)


CRICKMAN, C. W. Farm organization and management studies in Warren county, Iowa. Ames, Iowa state college of agriculture and mechanical arts, 1925, 56p. (Agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 229.)


HUNTER, BYRON AND NUCKOLS, S. B. Farm costs and relative profitableness of seven crops. Twin Falls county, Idaho, 1919 and 1920; agricultural experimentation station of the University of Idaho and the United States department of agriculture cooperating. Moscow, Idaho, 1922. (Research bulletin 2.)

INDIANA. Agricultural experiment station. Study of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern Indiana (data from Washington and Hancock counties). Lafayette, 1923. 24p. (Bulletin no. 272.)

JOHNSON, O. R. Increasing the farmer's net income by reducing costs. Columbia, University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1925. 13p. (Circular 135.)


KNOTT, JAMES E. Penn state studies cost of vegetable production. *Market growers journal*, Sept. 1, 1926, p. 73-76.


METHOD for finding cost of production on farms recommended by report by committee of experts. three general plans. *Illinois Manufacturers costs association monthly bulletin*, April 14, 1919.

MILLS, H. AND STUCKY, G. Growing sweet corn for the canning factory. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 170. (Cornell extension bulletin 97.)

NICHOLLS, W. D. Economies study of farms in Union and Henderson counties. Lexington, Kentucky agricultural experiment station, University of Kentucky, 1925. p. 137-51. (Bulletin no. 261.)

NICHOLLS, W. D., JETT, C. U. AND GALLOWAY, Z. L. Study of farm organization and management in Mason and Fleming counties, Kentucky, agricultural experiment station, 1924. 84p. (Bulletin no. 253.)


OVERTON, M. H. Study of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern India, Lafayette, Purdue university, June 1923. 240. (Agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 272.)


Agriculture—Costs—(Continued)


UNITED STATES. Tariff commission. Wheat and wheat products; differences in costs of production of wheat, wheat flour and wheat mill feed in the United States and Canada, as ascertained pursuant to the provisions of section 315 of title 3 of the tariff act of 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 7p.

WALLER, ALLEN G. and WEISS, HARRY W. Costs, profits and practices of sweet potato industry in New Jersey, 1922. Trenton, New Jersey department of agriculture, Bureau of statistics and inspection, 1923. 55p. (Circular no. 70.)

WARR, G. F. and others. Cost accounts for six years on Monta’s successful New York farms; in cooperation with the Bureau of agricultural economics of the United States department of agriculture. Ithaca, Agricultural experiment station, Cornell university, Feb., 1923. 139p. (Bulletin 414.)

WASHBURN, R. S. Cost of producing winter wheat in central great plains region of the United States. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 35p. (United States. Department of agriculture bulletin 1198.)

WILLARD, REX E. Farm costs and farm organization. Fargo, North Dakota agricultural college, agricultural division, 1923. 8p. (Circular 57.)

WILLIAMS, R. B. One way to help the farmer in retroactive buckets. Feb., 1926, p. 231. 51.


Credit

ARGENTINA. Farm loan. Collection of pamphlets.

FRANCE. Farm loan. Collection of pamphlets.


UNITED STATES. Federal farm loan bureau. Semi-annual installment 6 per cent amortization tables, Aug., 1924. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 86p. (Circular no. 18.)

UNITED STATES. Federal farm loan board. Text of law and general policies of Federal intermediate credit banks, rules and regulations of the Federal farm loan board to Aug. 1, 1924. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 24p. (Circular no. 15.)


Finance

BUECHEL, F. A. Relation between rents and agricultural land value in theory and in practice. College station, Texas agricultural experiment station, Agricultural and mechanical college of Texas, 1924. 71p. (Division of farm and branch economics bulletin no. 318.)


Inventorys

BALL, J. S. Farm inventories. Washington, Department of agriculture, 1921. 32p. (Farmers bulletin 1182.)

EGGLESTON, DeWITT CARL. Farm products. (In his Auditing procedure, 1926. p. 134-5.)

HART, V. B. Now is the time to encourage farm inventories. Banker-farmer, Jan., 1923, p. 6-7.

LADD, C. E. How to take farm inventory and make a credit statement. Ithaca. New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Inventories of livestock raisers and other farmers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1788-90.)

ROBERTSON, LYNN. Making the farm inventory. LaPaz, Ind., Purdue university department of agricultural extension, 1925. 8p. (Extension bulletin no. 138.)


Management


Societies

VOORHIES, EDWIN C. Farm-accounting associations. Berkeley, California, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1926. 39p. (Bulletin no. 253.)

Statistics

NICHOLLS, W. D., JETT, C. U. and GALLOWAY, Z. L. Study of farm organization and management in Mann and Fleming counties. Lexington, Kentucky agricultural experiment station, 1924. 84p. (Bulletin no. 253.)

Valuation

BABCOCK, FREDERICK MORRISON. Appraisal of farm property. (In his Appraisal of real estate, 1924. p. 215-27.)

BUECHEL, F. A. Relation between rents and agricultural land values in theory and practice. College station, Texas agricultural experiment station, Agricultural and mechanical college of Texas, 1924. 71p. (Bulletin no. 318.)


MCMURRY, KARL F. and McNALL, PRESTON E. Farm valuations. (In their Farm accounting principles and problems, 1926. p. 240-80.)

MURPHY, LOUIS S. Misuse of sales in valuing forest property. (In National tax association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 231-6.)


NORDMAN, EDWARD. Land values as related to farm markets. Madison, Wisconsin department of market reports, 1926. 14p. (Bulletin v. 7, no. 1.)

WOOD, J. Farm valuations. Accountant’s magazine, April 1927, p. 287-94.


AHUMADA, JOSE MARIA Argentine fiscal system. Bulletin of the Pan American union, March 1924, p. 251-64.


AIRPLANES See Aéroplanes.
AIYAR, K. SUBRAMANI.

ALABAMA

ALASKA

ALASKA


ALBEE, A. C.

ALBEE, A. E.

ALBERT, R. E.

ALBERT, R. F.

ALBERTA

ALBERTA, UNIVERSITY OF
CHARTERED accountants’ examinations; 1917, 1918.

ALBRECHT, FRED W.
Handling a stock of 1,550 items with a one-man inventory. *System*, Nov. 1923, p. 610–12, 685.

ALBRIGHT, C. C. AND MILLS, R. E.
Reconstruction of old gravel roads. La Fayette, Indiana, Purdue university, 1925. 15p. (Engineering extension service bulletin no. 9).

ALRIGHT, CHARLES A.
Keep record to study delivery costs. *Black diamond*, July 2, 1927, p. 49.

ALDEN, H. W.

ALDEN, ROY

ALDEN, WILLIAM H.
Handling the expense of idle time. (In National association of cost accountants. *Yearbook*, 1924, p. 115–20.)

ALDERSON, VICTOR C.

ALDRED, FREDERICK W.

ALDRICH, JOHN G.

ALEXANDER, IRA R.

ALFRED, FREDERICK W.
Tool storage and issue. (In Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 569–96.)

ALEXANDER, J. W.

AND LAMB, NORMAN

AND LENHART, A. E.

ALEXANDER, JOHN E.

ALEXANDER, MAGNUS W.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
ACCOUNTING and auditing methods of public service corporations. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1914. 27p. (Modern business report no. 52.)

ACCOUNTING procedure. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1924. 55p. (Modern business report no. 6.)
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE—(Continued)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ALLEN, A. ELLIOTT

ALLEN, A. S.
Accountants and taxation. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 68-82.)

ALLEN, C. E.

ALLEN, CHARLES

ALLEN, CHARLES J.

ALLEN, JOHN S.

ALLEN, LEONARD H.
All parts accounted for; reprinted from Business. Illinois manufacturers costs association monthly bulletin, Jan. 3, 1922.

ALLEN, LESLIE H.
See Block, Milton D., joint author.

ALLEN, LEWIS H.
Fidelity losses present growing menace to American business; from Buffalo (N. Y.) live wire, May 1925. (résumé.) Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1925, p. 16.

ALLEN, RALPH H.

ALLEN, T. WARREN
Control of construction unit costs. Canadian engineer, July 19, 1927, p. 143-46.

ALLEN, W. H.
Egg production monthly costs and receipts on New Jersey poultry farms. New Brunswick, New Jersey agricultural experiment station, Hints to poultrymen, v. 11, Jan. 1924. 4p.

ALLEN, WILLIAM

ALLINGHAM, H. W.

ALLOCATE your overhead and net profit; three forms that will help the contractor-dealer determine the relative income of his contracting and merchandising departments. Electrical record, July 1925, p. 26.

ALLOCATION of administrative expenses by lines for casualty insurance companies. Hull, R. S.

ALLOCATION of electric service costs. Greene, W. J., Schoonmaker, C. F. and Gorton, C. B.

ALLOCATION of expense in refinishing defective material. Face student, Nov. 1926, p. 19.

ALLOCATION of expenses. Craig, James D.
ALLOCATIONS of southern pine costs and values. *American lumberman*, June 27, 1925, p. 54.


AMENDMENTs required in the regulations governing the audit of solicitors’ trust accounts. *Accounting, commerce and insurance*, April 1924, p. 1–3.

AMENDMENTS to by-laws of stock clearing corporation approved by governing committee of New York stock exchange corporation to clear for present clearing members and other members of exchange. *Commercial and financial chronicle*, June 4, 1927, p. 3291.


AMENDMENTS to South Dakota insurance laws, 1927 session. South Dakota. Insurance, Commissioner of.


AMERICAN ACCEPTANCE COUNCIL Practical problems in the development of bankers acceptances; views of the American acceptance council on the points raised by the bankers acceptance council on the plans raised by the bankers acceptance questionnaire of the Federal reserve board. New York, American acceptance council, 1920. 40p.


AMERICAN accountancy—will it follow American capital? *American accountant*, April 1927, p. 5–9, 50–1.

AMERICAN agency accounting system, its methods of accounting and record keeping for insurance agents and brokers. American system company.


AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTANTS’ committee plan of organization of members and assignment of duties. Sept. 30, 1926. 9 typewritten pages.

CALENDAR of activities of accountants’ committee for November 1926. 3p.

CALENDAR of activities of accountants’ committee from December 1, 1926 to January 15, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.

CALENDAR of activities of accountants’ committee from January 15 to February 28, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.

CALENDAR of activities of accountants’ committee from March 1 to April 30, 1927. 4p.

CALENDAR of activities of accountants’ committee from March 11 to June 30, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.


PLAN of organization of the accountants’ committee. 8p.

REPORT of accountants’ committee June 10, 1926. 5p.


AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS IN ACCOUNTING PAPERS and proceedings, 1922-23. 219p.

PUBLICATION, Dec. 1925. Columbus, Ohio, American association of university instructors in accounting. 179p. (v. 9, no. 2.)


AMERICAN BAKERS ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BAKING AND AMERICAN BAKERS FOUNDATION

AMERICAN BAKERS FOUNDATION
See American bakers association.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
CLEARING house examiner system; its purpose, plan and possibilities. New York, Clearing house section, American bankers association. 13p.

CLEARING house idea and the examiner system; some facts about the Chicago clearing house association. New York, American bankers association. 17p.

DOES the account pay? A simplified system of account analysis for large and small banks. New York, American bankers association, Clearing house section, 1925. 21p.


WHY clear and how of the clearing house examiner system. New York, American bankers association. 1922. 11p.

AMERICAN banking with reference to the financial disasters in the U. S. A. at the end of 1907. Fischer, Emil S.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
CANONS of professional ethics. Baltimore, American bar association. 4p.

REPORT of the special committee on practice in bankruptcy matters. Detroit, The association, 1925. 28p.

REPORT of the special committee on practice in bankruptcy matters; unanimously approved and resolutions therein contained adopted at the annual meeting held in Detroit, Michigan, Sept. 3, 1925. Baltimore, American bar association. 28p.

UNITED STATES. Congress, S. 292, a bill to incorporate the American bar association; introduced Dec. 6, 1923. 5p.

AMERICAN bookkeepers and auditors association See Bookkeeper and auditor

AMERICAN bookkeeper's association See Bookkeeper's journal


AMERICAN commercial credits. Ward, Gilbert.

AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE
Report of committee P-6, on concrete product plant operation. (In its Proceedings. 1923. p. 403–19.)

AMERICAN contributions in the development of the investment trust. Robinson, Leland Rex.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

AMERICAN digest of business machines, combined with the American guide of store and office machines. McCarthy, James H.

AMERICAN DROP FORGING INSTITUTE
ESSENTIALS of drop forging accounting; an explanation of the principles and a guide to practice. Pittsburgh, American drop forging institute, 1924.

AMERICAN DRUG MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
PROCEEDINGS, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927.

AMERICAN educational directory. Patterson, Homer L., comp. and ed.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION
BUTTONHOLING the car rider. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 1940–5.)

CLASSIFICATION of accounts for bus operating companies earning more than $100,000. New York, Bus transportation, 1925. 33p.

DISCUSSION of joint report of the committee on purchases and stores and of the committee on stores accounts. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 132–44.)

PROCEEDINGS. New York, New York American electric railway accountants' association. 1913, 1920, 1921, 1923, 1924, 1925.

REPORT of committee on bus accounting. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 17–121.)

REPORT of the committee on bus accounting, classification of bus accounts suggested for use by companies with annual operating revenues less than $100,000. New York, American electric railway accountants' association. May 1, 1926. 24p.

REPORT of the committee on freight accounting. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 174–8.)

REPORT of the committee on stores accounting, read before the accountants' association, its annual convention, held at Atlantic city, New Jersey, Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1924. 17p.

REPORT of the joint committee on engineering-accounting. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 123–7.)


AMERICAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
AUTOMOBILE operating costs. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 32p.

CLASSIFICATION of accounts for bus operating companies with annual operating revenues more than $100,000 as adopted by the American electric railway accountants' association at its annual convention, held at Atlantic City, New Jersey, October 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, 1925. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 72p.

ELECTRIC railway operations in 1923. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 8p.

ELECTRIC railway valuations; abstracts of recent valuations of electric railway properties officially approved by public utility commissions or sustained by the courts. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 83p.

MOTOR bus operating reports. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 27p.

RATE of return allowed electric railways. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 77p. (Bulletin no. 18.)

STATE regulation of depreciation rates. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 50p.

STATE regulation of motor bus common carriers. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 424p. (Bulletin no. 27.)

TOLL bridge rates. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 28p. (Bulletin no. 9.)

TREND of electric railway fares 1917–1924. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 72p. (Bulletin no. 10.)

TREND of electric railway operations January 1920–October 1924. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 11p. (Bulletin no. 2.)

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Classification of accounts for the use of electric railways; prescribed by the Interstate commerce commission, and adopted as standard by the American electric railway accountants association, to which has been added an index and decisions by the Interstate commerce commission on questions raised under the classification of accounts. New York, American electric railway association. 134p.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK
ACCEPTANCES; their importance as a means of increasing and simplifying domestic and foreign trade. Ed. 4, revised. New York, American exchange national bank, 1921. 108p.

ACCEPTANCES; their importance as a means of increasing and simplifying domestic and foreign trade.
AMERICAN EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK—(Con-
tinued)
New York, American exchange national bank.
c1926.
ME dates of New York city, New York state, New
Jersey and federal taxes, 1924. New York, American
exchange national bank, c1924. 24p.

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY
Pension plan. 10p.

AMERICAN federal tax reports; a convenient collec-
tion of unbridged court decisions from every
American court, state and federal, that has had before
it problems arising under the federal tax laws, deci-
sions have been culled from the date of the earliest
acts up to November 1923. 3v New York,
Prentice-Hall, inc. 1924.

—Supplements 1924, 1925, 1926.

AMERICAN foreign investments. Dunn, Robert W.

AMERICAN FOUNDATION
DRAFT of a proposed general treaty for the pacific
settlement of international disputes. New York,
UNITED STATES and the world court; the present status
of the question. New York, American founda-
tion. 1926. 4p

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL convention proceedings. New York, Ameri-
can gas association. 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924
1926.
BETTER forms of rates for gas. New York, American
gas association.
DIRECTORY of committee personnel of the American
gas association administrative year October 1926 to
MEMBERSHIP list 1927. 192p.
MINUTES of the accounting section. (In its Pro-
ceedings, 1924, p. 194–506.)
OPINION in New York and Queens gas company case
upholds present replacement cost for valuation pur-
poses. Feb. 1924. 6p. (Information service no.
46.)
RATE fundamentals: report of 1926 committee. New
York. The association, 1926. 5p.
RATE structure: report of 1926 committee. New York
The association, 1926. 3p.
REPORT of sub-committee on bookkeeping without
books. National gas association monthly, Sept. 1923,
p. 541–2.
REPORT of the committee on going value. American
VALUATION based on present day costs upheld in
Atlanta gas case by special master. 10 per cent
gone going concern value allowed. Information service
bulletin no. 54, Oct. 1924.

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
FOURTH report of the committee on accounting and
records. p. 49–73.
HOSPITAL operating figures: operating cost figures for
eighteen hospitals, the need for standard-
ization of basic operating cost figures, the need for
developing standards for recording and reporting
figures representing the operating results or products.
(Bulletin no. 59.)
record company.
REPORT of the committee on hospital forms pertain-
ing to annual reports; submitted at the twenty-fourth
annual conference, Atlantic city, September 25th to
30th, 1922. Chicago, American hospital association.
5p. (Bulletin no. 50.)
STANDARDIZED and comparable hospital statistics,
your per-capita-diem cost figure. Chicago, American
hospital association. 4p. (Bulletin no. 42.)
THIRD report of the committee on forms, principles
governing maternity statistics, annual budgets, aud-
its; presented to the association at the twenty-
fifth annual conference, October 29th to Nov. 3d,
1923, Milwaukee, Wis. Chicago, American hospital association. 6p. (Bulletin no. 59–A.)

AMERICAN institute. Pace student, April 1926, p. 3.

AMERICAN institute and the Incorporated society. In-
corporated accountants’ journal, Nov. 1924, p. 59.

AMERICAN institute annual meeting. Bulletin of the
American institute of accountants, Aug. 15, 1927,
p. 1–2.

AMERICAN institute elects new members. Pace

AMERICAN institute examinations. Lynn, A. J.

AMERICAN institute library. Pace student, Feb. 1924.
p. 37.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
ACCOUNTANCY as a career for educated men. New
York, 1927. 17p.
ANNUAL meeting. Atlantic city, Sept. 1926. Cli-
ppings.
ANNUAL meeting, Sept. 18 and 19, 1923. 7p.
ANNUAL meeting, 1924. Clippings.
ANNUAL meeting, 1925. Clippings.
ANNUAL meeting, Sept. 15 and 16, 1925. 5p.
ANNUAL meeting, Sept. 21 and 22, 1926. New
ANNUAL meeting, 1927. Del Monte, Calif. Sept.
BY-LAWS for Northern Ohio chapter. 2 typewritten
pages.
CIRCULAR of information, syllabus, bibliography, rules
of the board. 135 Cedar street, New York,
May 1924. 16p.
COLLECTION of data on the United States income
tax and Board of appeals. NEW
COLLEGE men wanted in accountancy. 1p.
COMMITTEE on constitution and by-laws. Nov. 20,
1923.
COMMITTEE on constitution and by-laws. Nov. 20,
1925, 12p.
COMMITTEE on financing the bureau of public
CONSTITUTION and by-laws. (In its 1924 year-
book. p. 211–22.)
CONSTITUTION and by-laws and rules of profes-
sional conduct as amended Sept. 1923. 135 Cedar
CONSTITUTION and by-laws and rules of profes-
sional conduct, as amended Sept. 1924. New
York, American institute of accountants.
COPY of brief submitted by George O. May, chairman,
commission on federal legislation Nov. 22, 1917.
Typewritten.
CORRESPONDENCE regarding taxation, Dec. 1923.
Typewritten.
COUNCIL meeting, April 1925. Clippings.
DISCUSSION between clients and auditors in the
settlement of a balance sheet; presented by account-
ants “from Missouri” at the annual meeting of the
institute held at St. Louis, Missouri, Sept. 15–18,
1924, 11p.
EXAMINATION questions prepared by the board of
examiners for the examinations conducted from June
1917 to May 1924 inclusive. New York, American
institute of accountants, 1924. 359p.
EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1923. Journal of account-
ancy, Dec. 1923, p. 401–16.
EXAMINATIONS, May 1924. Journal of account-
ancy, June 1924, p. 401–19.
EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1924. Journal of account-
EXAMINATIONS, May 1925. Journal of account-
EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1925. Journal of account-
EXAMINATIONS, May 1926. Journal of account-
ancy, June 1926, p. 401–16.
EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1926. Journal of account-
EXAMINATIONS, May 1927. Journal of account-
EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1927. Journal of account-
EXECUTIVE committee letter dated Dec. 3, 1926.
New York. The institute.
HISTORICAL review of the American institute of ac-
countants. 1924. 3 typewritten pages.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS—
(Continued)

ITINERARY of American institute of accountants en route to and from annual meeting.


New York, Raymon and Whitcomb co. 1927. 11p.

JOINT committee's report on terminology. 1921.

Sptritten.

LETTER dated Dec. 15, 1924, Bureau of public affairs.

5p.

LETTER dated March 6, 1925, Bureau of public affairs.

LETTER dated April 15, 1925, Bureau of public affairs.

LETTER dated June 6, 1925. 1p.

LETTER dated June 9, 1925 regarding the Bureau of public affairs. 2p.

LETTER dated June 9, 1925 regarding the committees on state legislation and federal legislation. 1p.

LETTER dated July 1, 1925 relative to the work of the Bureau of public affairs. 1p.

LETTER dated July 14, 1926, announcing Letter-rule of professional conduct.

LETTER from the committee on public affairs to the members and associates of the American institute of accountants.

LETTER dated Nov. 28, 1923, special committee in connection with all matters affecting federal taxation.

LETTER to members and associates dated Feb. 9th, 1927, regarding accountancy service classification. 1p.

LETTERS dated Sept. 23, 1924 and Oct. 8, 1924 regarding accountancy in the United States and Sweden.

MIDDLE west regional convention at Hotel Fondevelle, May 23rd and 24th, 1924, Omaha, Neb. 135p.


1924 yearbook; officers, council, board of examiners, committees, members and associates; proceedings of the annual meeting at St. Louis, Missouri, Sept. 16 and 17, 1924; minutes of council meetings, Sept. 15 and 16, 1924. Reports presented at annual meeting. List of C. P. A. examiners. Constitution and by-laws and rules of professional conduct; rules and regulations of the board of examiners. New York, The institute, 1924. 227p.


NORTHERN Ohio chapter. 6p.

OFFICIAL list of members and associates, July 10, 1924; printed for the use of its committee on public affairs. New York, The institute, 40p.

OFFICIAL list of members and associates, Feb. 5, 1925. 135 Cedar street, New York. 43p.


PRIZE competition. Mercantile Gazette, June 13, 1923.

PROGRAM MMB annual meeting, 1923.

QUESTIONNAIRE, April 1925. 1p.

QUESTIONS set for examination. Nov. 1925. 135 Cedar street, New York. 5p.

QUESTIONS set for examination, May 1924. 135 street New York c1923.

QUESTIONS set for examination. Nov. 1924. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1924.

QUESTIONS set for examination. May 1925. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1925.

QUESTIONS set for examination, Nov. 1925. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1925.

QUESTIONS set for examination, May 1926. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1926.


QUESTIONS set for examination, Nov. 1927. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1927.

QUESTIONS set for examination. Nov. 1924. 135 Cedar street, New York. 1924.

QUESTIONS set for examination. (In its Yearbook 1924. p. 162-4.)

REPORT committee on education. New York, The Institute, 1926. 5p.

REPORT of committee on education. (In its Yearbook 1924. p. 164-9.)

REPORT of committee on public affairs to the council of the American institute of accountants. 1924. 18p.

REPORT of committee on publication. Oct. 5, 1925. 4p.


REPORT of special committee on distribution of work, 1915. 6p.

REPORT of special committee on form and administration of income-tax laws. (In its 1924 yearbook. p. 184-6.)

REPORT of special committee on indemnity insurance. (In its 1924 yearbook. p. 187-96.)

REPORT of special committee on state C. P. A. reciprocity.

REPORT of the committee on state legislation. (In its 1924 yearbook. p. 171-84.)

REPORT of special committee on co-operation with bankers. New York, Sept. 10, 1923. 4p.

(Its in its Yearbook, p. 167-70.)

REPORT submitted by a special committee to investigate policies offered by indemnity companies.

ROSTER. Minnesota chapter, American institute of accountants; certified public accountants of Minnesota, 1925.

RULES of professional conduct. (In Heermon, Edgar L. Codes of ethics. c1924. p. 5-7.)

RULES of professional conduct; including amendments and additions prepared by the committee on professional ethics and approved by the council Sept. 17, 1923. 2p.

RULES of professional conduct including amendments and additions prepared by the committee on professional ethics and approved by the council Sept. 17, 1923. 2p.

(Its in its Yearbook. p. 223-4.)

RULES of professional conduct including amendments and additions prepared by the committee on professional ethics and approved by the council Sept. 17, 1923. (In its 1924 yearbook. p. 223-4.)

(Its in its Yearbook. p. 225-7.)

SECOND notice to the members, dated Oct. 20, 1926.

New York, The institute, 1p.

TAX board of appeals, letter to senate finance committee, March 10, 1924. Typewritten.


WHAT will you do after graduation? This booklet describes opportunities of profitable employment to qualified college graduates in a profession vital to modern business. 72p.
American Institute of Accountants—
(Continued)
Board of examiners
Committee on federal legislation
LETTER to members, March 28, 1927. 3p.
American institute of accountants. Richardson, A. P.
American institute of accountants convention pictures.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Cincinnati, May 1925. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meetings, Cleveland, May 1926. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Dallas, May 1925. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Indianapolis, Nov. 1925. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Indianapolis, May 1926. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meetings, Jackson, Miss., May 1926. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 1924. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, regional meeting, Wilmington, Del., June 1925. Clippings.
American institute of accountants, report of the president; presented at the annual meeting of the American institute of accountants, Sept. 20, 1927, West, William H.
American institute of accountants, report of the secretary. Richardson, A. P.
American institute of actuaries
American institute of architects
American institute of baking
See American bakers association.
American institute of banking
Courses in banking; offered in co-operation with Columbia university. New York, New York chapter, American institute of banking.
Credits. New York, American institute of banking, c1924. 480p.
American institute of laundering
Report of the president; delivered at the forty-second annual convention. Laundryowners national association of the United States and Canada. Chicago, Ill., Oct. 6, 1925. 8p. (Special bulletin.)
American institute of steel construction
American legion
See also Legions.
American legion
Emblem catalog, 1926; accounting records. Indianapolis, Ind. 46p.
American library association
Adult education and the library, reading courses. Chicago, American library association, May 1925. 35p. (v. 1, no. 4.)
American livestock and meat industry. Clem, Rudolf Alexander.
American management association
Extra incentive wage plans. New York, American management association, c1925. 28p. (Production executives' series no. 24.)
Extra incentive wage plans for inspectors. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Production executives' series: no. 22.)
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION—(Conti-
nued)
FTR A incentive wage plans for maintenance forces, clean-up gangs, watchmen, janitors, etc. New York, American management association, c1925.
9p.
FUNCTIONS of financial and accounting executives. New York, American management association, c1937. 58p. (Financial executives' series no. 25.)
MEETINGS on standardizing peaks in office work. New York, American management association, c1926. 35p. (Financial executives' series, no. 12.)
PENSIONS for industrial and commercial employees. New York, American management association, c1922.
24p. (Survey report no. 21.)
SALARY administration: report by the committee on salary standardization of the office executives' division. New York, American management association, c1925.
127p.
AMERICAN men mortality (AMS) monetary tables. Mantz, I. P.

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
100p.


AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE
COMMITTEE on uniform methods of oil accounting. New York, April 15, 1925. 2p. (Bulletin v. 6, no. 23.)


AMERICAN PHOTO-ENGRAVERS ASSOCIATION
COSTS and profits in photo-engraving. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, 1923.
16p.
COSTS and profits in photo-engraving 1923. financial statistics, production costs, standard cost finding system; issued by cost accounting and statistical department. Chicago, American photo-engravers association. 40p.
COSTS and profits in photo-engraving for 1924. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, c1925.
32p.
COSTS and profits in photo-engraving for 1925; issued by cost accounting and statistical department. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, c1926.
63p.
FACTS and figures about photo-engraving for 1926. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, Cost and statistical departments, c1927.
48p.
MANUAL of the standard cost system of photo-engravers with suggestions for a uniform system of bookkeeping and a method for making the cost system part of the general bookkeeping system. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, c1925.
62p.
STANDARD cost system bulletin, a payroll system for photo-engravers. Chicago, American photo-engravers association. 4p.

AMERICAN RED CROSS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS

AMERICAN silver producers against proposal to revalue properties. Engineering and mining journal, July 18, 1925, p. 109-12.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY
PENSION fund, 1913; revised Jan. 1, 1925. New York, The company. 8p.


AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
See also Certified public accountant: official organ.

AMERICAN society of C. P. A.'s convention at Richmond, Virginia. Pace studeni, Oct. 1925, p. 175.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
LETTER to members of state board of accountancy and officers of state societies of C. P. A.'s dated April 25, 1927. 10p.
PRECEPTS of professional conduct. 1p.


AMERICAN SUGAR REFINING COMPANY

AMERICAN SYSTEM COMPANY
AMERICAN agency accounting system, its method of accounting and record keeping for insurance agents and brokers. Roanoke, Va., American system company, c1924. 31p.
Cover reads: Record keeping and accounting methods for insurance agents and brokers.

AMERICAN TAXPAYERS LEAGUE
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

EMPLOYEES' stock plan; a plan for subscription for stock, May 1, 1921, including amendments to May 8, 1925; New York. 7p.

EMPLOYEES' stock plan; a plan for subscriptions for stock of the American telephone and telegraph company, May 1, 1921, including amendments to Sept. 30, 1922. New York, American telephone and telegraph company. 6p.


AMERICAN tobacco company and the Imperial tobacco company. United States. Congress.

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION
Bt-PRODUCT envelope system of bookkeeping. Boston, American unitarian association.

AMERICAN WAREHOUSEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
COST accounting outline and system illustrated by application to standard furniture warehouse, household goods subdivision. Pittsburgh, American warehousemen's association, 1920.

WAREHOUSEUSING general merchandise, an encyclopaedia containing classifications of additional commodities not found in the original volume, revised standard contract and conditions, a key to the classification sections of the original volume and standard warehouse receipt forms. v. 2. Chicago, American warehousemen's association, 1926. p. 407-551.

AMERICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION
WATER works practice. Baltimore, Williams & Williams company, 1925. 790p.


AMES, E. E.
More output; lower costs; control; manage results in a veneer box shop. Management and administration, Sept. 1923, p. 305-12.

AMIDON, L. CLEVELAND
See McCarty, Wesley James; Welti, R. J. joint authors.

AMORTIZATION
COAL companies entitled to amortization on miners' houses erected during world war. Coal review, Oct. 31, 1923, p. 5.

FINNEY, H. A. Amortization of premium and discount. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 44.)


LOVITT, WILLIAM V. and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Sinking funds, amortization. (In their Mathematics of business. 1926. p. 62-71.)


UNITED STATES. Federal farm loan bureau. Semi-annual installment of 6 per cent amortization tables. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 86p. (Circular no. 18.)

WHEELER, BLEECKER L. Amortization; the final disposition of an important feature of the tax problem. Industrial management, March 1924, p. 163-6.


AMORTIZATION of discount on serial bonds. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1927, p. 44-6.

AMORTIZATION of discount on serial bonds. Belser, F. C.

AMOS, H. Business of education. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Oct. 1923, p. 178-81

AMUSEMENTS
Auditing EGGLESTON, DeWITT CARL. Theaters and amusement enterprises. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 433-9.)


ANALYSIS of credit statements. Alexander Hamilton institute.

ANALYSIS of financial statements. Carpenter, Harry J. and Wilson, Richard P.

ANALYSIS of financial statements. Guthmann, Harry G.

ANALYSIS of financial statements. Sakolski, A. M.


ANALYSIS of gas company statistics. La Wall, H. J.

ANALYSIS of life office accounts. Pappes, Percy C. H.

ANALYSIS of 1922 composite statement prepared by Accounting bureau, Department of research. United hypothecia of America.

ANALYSIS of present rate schedules. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1923, p. 448-54.

ANALYSIS of railroad operations. White, Joseph L.

ANALYSIS of sales records. Scull, E. H.

ANALYSIS of school costs including local and state expenditures 1917 to 1923. Wiley, George M.

ANALYSIS of selling costs and proper basis of salesmen's compensation. Crockett, Horace G.

ANALYSIS of the cost of industrial pensions. Craig, James D.

ANALYTICAL balance sheets for industries. Woods, Clifton E.

ANALYTICAL federal tax service, 1923-1924. Sinclair-Murray.


ANALYZING financial statements. Gilman, Stephen.

ANALYZING lunch room failures. Horwath, Ernest B.

ANALYZING net worth in the financial and industrial investigation. Andersen, Arthur.


ANCIENT accountancy system. *Face student*, July 1925, p. 123.


ANDERSEN, ARTHUR


ANDERSEN, DE LANEY COMPANY

Overhead construction costs in public utilities. (In Lagerquist’s *Public utility finance*. 1927. p. 432–9.)

ANDERSON, A. G.


ANDERSON, ANDREW P.

Rural highway mileage, income, and expenditures 1921 and 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 88p. (United States. Department of agriculture, Department bulletin no. 1279.)

ANDERSON, BENJAMIN M.


ANDERSON, CHARLES S.


ANDERSON G. A.


ANDERSON, G. E.


ANDERSON, G. S.


ANDERSON, GEORGE R.


ANDERSON, HAROLD C.


ANDERSON, HARRY D.


ANDERSON, M. V.


ANDERSON, SAMUEL E.


ANDERSON, SYDNEY.


ANDREW, J. ERNEST.


ANDREWS, BENJAMIN R.


ANDREWS, ELMORE L.

See Bingham, Robert F., joint author.

ANDREWS, M. E. AND GIBBENS, G. C.

Know what your crop costs. Stillwater, Okla., 1924. 14p. (Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Circular no. 181, general series 26.)

ANDREWS, T. COLEMAN.


ANDRIANS, JAMES P.


ANGELL, RAYMOND R.


AND BRISTLER, WILLIAM H.


ANNOUNCEMENT made of $50,000 gift to Accountants' club; Haskins and Sells make noteworthy contribution as memorial to Elijah Watt Sells. American accountant, Dec. 1927, p. 11–12.


ANNUAL audit. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.


ANNUAL financial review, Canadian. 1907–1921, 1923, 1924, 1925.

ANNUAL inventories of material and equipment. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 527–9.


ANNUAL meeting, American institute of accountants. Pace student, Sept. 1925, p. 159.


ANNUAL meeting of accountants in Omaha. Omaha (Neb.) bee, May 24, 1924.


ANNUAL meeting: reports of officers and directors. National association of cost accountants.

ANNUAL report. Seattle, Wash. Lighting, Department of.


ANNUAL report (electric gas and water utilities) to the railroad commission of California for the year ending June 1, California Railroad commission. (Blank form.)

ANNUAL report of the chief to the secretary of the navy. United States. Yards and docks, Bureau of.


ANNUITIES

BENNETT, R. J. Annuities and actuarial science, principles and definitions. Philadelphia, Bennett accountancy institute, 1924. 52p.


FINNEY, H. A. Annuity. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923. ch. 35–6.)


INWOOD'S tables of interest and mortality for the purchasing of estates and valuation of properties, including logarithms of natural numbers and logarithmic interest and annuity tables by William Schooling. Ed. 32. revised. London, Crosby, Lockwood and son, 1924. 426p.

LOVITT, WILLIAM V. and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Annuities. (In their Mathematics of business. 1926. p. 35–61.)

MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 89–96.)


STUBBINS, F. K. Tables of the present value of annuities payable by monthly, quarterly, and half-year instalments, at from 3 to 8 per cent, by intervals of ½ per cent; together with other tables and a practical treatise on the values of outstanding instalments due to building societies; the advantages to borrowers, etc. Ed. 2, revised and enlarged. London, Charles and Edwin Layton, 1905. 99p.

ANNUITIES and actuarial science. Bennett, R. J.


ANOTHER federal court allows 8 per cent return. American gas association information service, Oct. 1926.


ANSWERS to your dealers' questions. Printers ink, June 12, 1924, p. 8-12, 178.


ANTHRACITE monopoly statement by the anthracite representatives. United mine workers of America.

ANTICIPATED profits or losses on uncompleted contracts. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 24.

ANTIGUA No. 9, of 1923, an ordinance to impose a tax upon incomes and to regulate the collection thereof. Antigua, Leeward Islands, Colonial secretary's office. 12p.


APARTMENT HOTELS


APARTMENT HOUSES


Accounting PELOUBET, MAURICE E. Budget making and cost analysis for apartment buildings; a paper read at the National association of building owners and managers, June 21, 1926. 21 typewritten pages.


APPEALS court upholds state accounting law. Houston (Texas) post, March 13, 1924.

APPLES See Fruit.


APPLICATION for employment. 4p.

APPLICATION for membership. Institute of chartered accountants (California).

APPLICATION of cost depreciation and deprecation. Railway age, Aug. 9, 1924, p. 226.


APPLICATION of the principles of scientific management to a department store. Osgood, Merrill W.


APPLYING the budget system to railroads. Bruère, Henry and Lazarus, Arthur.

APPLYING the budget system to railroads; reader comment on the article published in our July issue. Industrial management, Sept. 1924, p. 161-3.


APPORTIONING depreciation on patents. Pace student, Dec. 1926, p. 16.


APPRASIAL See Valuation.

APPRASIAL of city property. Webb, James A.

APPRASIAL of goodwill. Montgomery, Robert H.

APPRASIAL of industrial property. Craigin, Raymond T.

APPRASIAL of real estate. Babcock, Frederick Morrison.

APPRASIAL of the balance sheet approach. Littleton, A. C.

APPRASIALS as a foundation for property records. Olson, L. H.

APPRaised values. Worman, J. H.

APPRaiser. De Bost, William L.

APPRaising securities. Scudder, L. W.


BUDD, THOMAS A. and WRIGHT, E. N. Appreciation. (In their Interpretation of accounts. 1927. p. 264-78.)


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 65


APPROVE bill to license experienced accountants. New York women's wear, March 19, 1924.

APPROVE uniform accounting classification; standard accounts for bus companies doing large or small business recommended. Railway age, Nov. 27, 1926, p. 1077-79.

APPROXIMATE roofing costs; from zinc flashings. Engineering and contracting, Sept. 24, 1924, p. 682.

APPROXIMATE summary of certified public accountants in the United States; compiled as of May 8, 1924.

APRICOTS See Fruit.


ARBITRATION. Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Montgomery.

ARBITRATION. Weiss, W. F.


ARBITRATION act explained; Dayton accountants receive copies of national legislation bulletin. Dayton (Ohio) daily news, Feb. 19, 1926.

ARBITRATION and accountability. Scranton (Pa.) republican, Feb. 15, 1926.

ARBITRATION AND AWARD


ACCOUNTANTS' committee meeting, American arbitration society; J. Pryse Goodwin re-elected chairman, plans to enlarge scope of activities, educational programs advocated. Pace student, Oct. 1926, p. 21-2.


ACCOUNTANTS draw attention to federal arbitration law. New York commercial, Dec. 31, 1925.


ACCOUNTANTS praise arbitration law; enactment makes possible quick and inexpensive settlement of controversies. Seattle (Wash.) times, Feb. 24, 1926.

ACCOUNTANTS' regional meeting. Pittsburgh account, Dec. 1926, p. 1, 4-5.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Accountants' committee plan of organization of members and assignment of duties. Sept. 30, 1926. 9 typewritten pages.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Calendar of activities of accountants' committee from Dec. 1, 1926 to Jan. 15, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Calendar of activities of accountants' committee from Jan. 15 to Feb. 28, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Calendar of activities of accountants' committee from March 1 to April 30, 1927. 4p.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Calendar of activities of accountants' committee in Nov. 1926. 3p.

AMERICAN arbitration association. Calendar of activities of accountants' committee to Oct. 31, 1926. New York, Type association. Typewritten.


AMERICAN arbitration association. Plan of organization of the accountants' committee. 8p.


ARBITRATION act explained; Dayton accountants receive copies of national legislation bulletin. Dayton (Ohio) daily news, Feb. 19, 1926.

ARBITRATION and accountability. Scranton (Pa.) republican, Feb. 15, 1926.


ARBITRATION society of America. Commercial arbitration, Massachusetts. 2p.


ATTORNEYS commenced new United States arbitration measure. Yakima valley (Wash.) progress, Sept. 1926, p. 11.


BUSINESS to make use of law, federal arbitration act is hailed as progressive step, new statute covers cases arising in interstate or foreign commerce disputes. Cincinnati (Ohio) enquirer, Feb. 15, 1926.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ARBITRATION AND AWARD—(Continued)


FITZ-GERALD, RICHARD. Fitz-Gerald writes of the advantages of arbitration. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 5.


GOODWIN, J. PRYSE. Desirability of arbitration: synopsis of address delivered on Jan. 13, 1925 before the New York chapter of the National association of cost accountants. 3 typewritten pages.


GROSSMAN, MOSES H. Arbitration society of America; talk delivered to Lions club, Columbus circle den. (New York) on October 24th, 1922. 6p.


LAW of arbitration; the committee's report. Incorporated accountants' journal, April 1927, p. 224–30.

LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. and MONTGOMERY. Arbitration on status of commercial arbitration, plans, procedure and forms for a proposed tribunal of arbitration of Detroit board of commerce. Detroit, 55 typewritten pages.


NEW federal arbitration law. Brownsville (Tex.) herald, March 7, 1926.

NEW JERSEY. State chamber of commerce. Uniform arbitration rules of New Jersey including arbitration act of 1923, forms of submission, arbitration, contract clauses, etc. Newark, New Jersey, 1923.

NEW statute for disputes, arbitration authorized under commissary, procedures, voluntary economic settlement promised under recent measure. New Bedford (Mass.) standard, Feb. 21, 1926.

NEW United States arbitration act; disputes involving $3,000 or more may be brought into United States court. Topeka (Kan.) journal, Feb. 18, 1926.

NEW United States arbitration act is now effective. South Bend (Ind.) tribune, Feb. 24, 1926.


NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants. Letter dated April 8, 1927 regarding the compilation of certified public accountants available for service as arbitrators. 2p.


PETTIJOHN, CHARLES C. Address at the second annual dinner of the Arbitration society of America, May 6, 1925. 8p.


STURGES, WESLEY A. Commercial arbitration; address before the Connecticut society of certified public accountants. Dec. 1926. 19 typewritten pages.


ARBITRATION FOUNDATION, INC.


PURPOSES. New York, Arbitration foundation, inc. 23p.


ARBITRATION laws of the United States, the state of New Jersey, the state of New York. Arbitration Society of America.

ARBITRATION of the international chamber of commerce. International chamber of commerce.


ARBITRATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA

ARBITRATION laws of the United States, the state of New Jersey, the state of New York, Arbitration society of America, 1925, 12p.


COMMERCIAL arbitration, Massachusetts. 2p.

PROMOTION of arbitration through education, legislation, co-operation. New York, Arbitration society of America, 1925. 10p.

ARBITRATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA

GROSSMAN, MOSES H. Arbitration society of America. Letter delivered to Lions club, Columbus circle den (New York) on October 24th, 1922. 6p.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ARBITRATION society of America. Grossman, Moses H.


ARBUTHNOT, C. G.

ARCHBOLD, W. C.

ARCHITECTS

Accounting
AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Architects' accounting system. (In his Contractors' accounting practice. 1924. p. 335-44.)

Auditing
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM. Architects. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 313-4.)

ARGUS, J. L.
See Walkley, W. G., joint author.

ARE loose-leaf minute books legal? Accounting, commerce and insurance, April 30, 1927, p. 13.

ARE we drifting back again? Sargent, Fred W.

ARE we overdoing inventory control? Factory, Jan. 1927, p. 63.

ARE you using the simplified invoice? Factory, May 1927, p. 901-2, 1028.

ARÉVALO, ALBERTO
Nociones de contabilidad mercantil; obra adaptada a los programas de las escuelas fiscales y cursos elementales de la enseñanza comercial en las escuelas nacionales de comercio. Buenos Aires, Casa editora Coni, 1925. 200p.

ARGENTINA
FARM loan. Collection of pamphlets.


ARGUMENT in favor of depreciation on cost. Jensen, Carl G.

ARGUMENT in favor of depreciation on replacement values. Farmer, N. D.

ARITHMETIC
AYRES, JOHN. Arithmetick made easy for the use and benefit of trades-men wherein the use of fractions both vulgar and decimal, are taught by a new and exact method also the mensuration of solids and superficies by Ayres to which is added A short and easy method. Ayres, John.

ARITHMETICA infinita or the accurate accountant's best companion. Browne, George.

ARITHMETICK made easy for the use and benefit of trades-men wherein the use of fractions both vulgar and decimal, are taught by a new and exact method also the mensuration of solids and superficies by Ayres to which is added A short and easy method. Ayres, John.

ARIZONA
Corporation commission
Triennial report...including tenth, eleventh and twelfth annual reports, for the period July 1, 1921 to June 30, 1924. Arizona corporation commission.

Eleventh legislature (1927)
HOUSE bill no. 148; an act to amend sections 15, 18, 19, 31, 36 and 62 of chapter 31 session laws of 1922, special session, as amended by chapter 11, laws of Arizona, 1923, regular session, and repealing all acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith. 11p.

State tax commission
BIENNIAL report. 1924.

ARKANSAS
ACT 255, an act creating state auditorial department, passed by the 1917 general assembly and amendment. 14p.

Insurance and revenues, Commissioner of INHERITANCE tax laws of Arkansas. Little Rock, July 1, 1925. 16p.

Railroad commission
DIGEST of the franchise tax laws of the state of Arkansas. Little Rock; April 1925. 10p.

REPORT. 1923-1924.
TAX division. Little Rock, April 1, 1925. 14p.

State banking department
DIGEST of the banking laws to June 30, 1925. 30p.

Tax commission
BIENNIAL report. 1920–1922.

ARKWRIGHT, P. S.

ARLIN, H. W.
Standard time wage system of the Westinghouse electric and manufacturing company. New York, American management association, c1925. 16p. (Production executives’ series: no. 10.)

ARMIES
ACCOUNTANCY in the army. Accountant, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 808-12.
OLIVIER, (LORD). Public accountancy, shall a bad system be restored; from the Manchester guardian. Accountant, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 874-5.

Accounting
ARMIES—Accounting—(Continued)


UNITED STATES. War department. Bookkeeping, instructors' guide for all arms; prepared under direction of quartermaster general, army, 1923. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 71p. (United States government printing manual no. 74.)


Cost accounting


Costs


ARMISTEAD, GEORGE


Unified plan of accounting for all state departments urged in discussion of present system. Dallas (Texas) morning news, Jan. 30, 1927.


ARMISTEAD tells of need of new state accounting system. Houston (Texas) chronicle, Jan. 24, 1927.

ARMITAGE, PAUL

Answering criticisms of discovery depletion provision. Mining congress journal, Feb. 1926, p. 79-82.

Is a uniform rate per unit of extraction a "reasonable allowance for depletion," under the federal income tax law? (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis. Sept. 24-29, 1923. p. 76-96.)

ARMSTRONG, A. H.

Comparative cost of steam and electric operation. General electric review, April 1925, p. 229-36.

ARMSTRONG, C. E.


ARMSTRONG, C. W.


ARMSTRONG, GEORGE W.


ARMSTRONG, L. V.


Lowering pumping costs in small water works. Fire and water engineering, July 2, 1924, p. 11-12, 40.


ARQUIESTY, ALBERT


ARRERS of preference dividend, application of surplus assets in winding up. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1926, p. 57-60.

ART of single-entry book-keeping. Marsh, C. C.

ARTHUR, R. J.

Trees help to reduce costs of coal mining. Coal age, April 30, 1925, p. 645-7.


ARTICLED clerks and insurance contributions. Accountant, April 24, 1926, p. 613.

ARTICLED clerks and national health insurance. Incorporated accountants' journal, June 1924, p. 248.


ARTICLES of incorporation and by-laws, July 14, 1904. Minnesota society of public accountants.

ARTMAN, CHARLES E.


AS to obsolescence. Hashkins and sells bulletin, July 1924, p. 52.


ASH, PERCY A.


ASH HANDLING

COMPUTING the economies of labor-saving equipment; important items often omitted in comparative costs. Power plant engineering, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 179.

Costs


GARBAGE and ash collection costs in Dayton, Ohio. American city, July 1923, p. 31.

ASHBY, FORREST B.


ASHDOWN, CECIL S.


"The Oil burner" (cover design). Remtico export review, April 1926.
ASHDOWN, EDWARD A.
Retail costs; address delivered at New York state coal merchants association, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, March 15, 1927. 7 typewritten pages.

ASH, W. W.
Profit in operating small top loggers. Southern lumberman, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 33.

ASHLEY, C. A.

ASHMOLE, WILLIAM H.

ASHWORTH, H. L.

ASPHALT.

Capital

Fixed
BRYDEN, W. Control of capital investment in fixed assets. Cost accountant, April 1926, p. 296–300.
FINNEY, H. A. Fixed assets. (In His Principles of accounting, ch. 42.)
KILDUFF, F. W. Capital facilities; accounting principles and methods; address delivered at the San Francisco convention of the National association of cost accountants, April 23, 1926. 10p.


MURPHY, RAYMOND W. Property records. Pace student, June 1925, p. 100–3.

OLSON, LYLE H. Fixed assets, depreciation and costs; an address before, April 1926, p. 357–61.

PEDEN, ROBERT W. Control of equipment. (In National association of cost accountants Yearbook, 1924. p. 120–5.)

PROPERTY card and plant ledger systems. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, March 1926, p. 3–4, and supplement.

Intangible

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Capitalization of goodwill and other intangibles. (In His financial handbook. 1925. p. 543–52.)

REITER, PROSPER. Intangible assets. (In his profits, dividends and the law. c1926. p. 144–54.)


ASSETS and liabilities at beginning of audit period. Robinson, Joseph.

ASSIGNMENTS
See Liquidations and receiverships.

ASSOCIACIO DE COMPTABLES DE CATALUNYA
ALS comptables de Catalunya. 3p.

ESTATUTS, 1924. 14p.
ASSOCIATED CHARITIES
SUGGESTIVE budget for families of small income. Cleveland, Ohio, Home economics committee of the Associated charities, 1923. 51p.

ASSOCIATED COOPERAGE INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA
COST distribution sheets. 9 forms.

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
CONSTRUCTION equipment; a report on current practices pertaining to construction equipment including an equipment module, a rental agreement, equipment record and other forms. Washington, Associated general contractors of America, c1924. 16p.

ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASSOCIATED KNIT UNDERWEAR MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA

ASSOCIATION administration. McCandless, James W.

ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DES PRATICIENS DE LA COMPTABILITE

ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS IN ONTARIO
See also Licentiate in accountancy; the official organ.

BY-LAWS. 1926. Toronto, The association. 18p.


ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS IN AUSTRALIA, INC.


ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS IN MONTREAL
QUESTIONS set at the examinations held May 1912. 29p.

— Same. May 1914. 45p.

QUESTIONS set at the intermediate and final examinations held May 1916. 47p.

— Same. May 1917. 51p.

— Same. May 1918. 43p.

— Same. May 1919. 45p.


— Same. May 1921. 42p.

— Same. Dec. 1921. 43p.

QUESTIONS set at the intermediate examination held Nov. 1914. 8p.

— Same. May 1915. 8p.

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS
ACADEMIC histories of faculty members of the Associated collegiate schools of business with bibliographies of their publications. Bloomington, Ind. 1925. 204p.

ASSOCIATION OF RESERVE CITY BANKERS
PROCEEDINGS, fifteen annual convention, Atlanta, Ga., April 28, 30, 1926. Atlanta, The association, c1926. 124p.

ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
COMMITTEE on the amendment of the law, bulletins no. 155 to 182, incl., pages 230 to 274. 1924. 274p.

ASSOCIATIONS
See Societies, clubs, etc.

ASSURANCE
See Insurance


ASTON, TAGGART


ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY.

ATCHLEY, E. B.
A kron people respond to appeal for higher fares. Electric railway journal, Sept. 8, 1923, p. 370-1.

ATHERTON, F. R.
Credit department speed. Credit monthly, March 1927, p. 7-8, 21.


ATHLETICS in accountancy; being an account of the organization and exploits of the Haskins and Sells athletic association during its first season—the summer of 1907. New York, Elijah W. Sells, c1908. 13p.

ATKINS, E. J.

ATKINS, PAUL M.


ATKINS, PAUL M.—(Continued)

Receiving, storing and issuing factory material. Industrial management, Feb. 1924, p. 120-6.


Six wage-payment plans that have stood all tests. (In Production control and cost finding. c1925. v. 6, p. 36-47.)


(Same as: Industrial cost accounting for executives.)

ATKINS, ROBERT

Contractor and his costs; accurate compilations during progress of construction activities take guesswork out of operations. Constructor, April 1924, p. 21, 55.

Ethical advertising; from Administration, March 1922.


Realty tax exemption—a growing menace. Citizen, June 1927, p. 4, 18.

Some aspects of the service rendered by professional cost accountants and engineers. Cerified public accountant, Sept. 1925, p. 63-4, 75.


ATKINSON, LYNN S.

Simple bonus system effective. Engineering and contracting, July 2, 1924, p. 49.


ATTWELL, REGINALD


ATTORNEY-GENERAL and trade associations; the question of the right of these organizations to collect and distribute statistics to be taken up anew by Secretary Hoover. Iron age, April 17, 1924, p. 1152.

ATTORNEYS commenced new United States arbitration measure. Yakima valley (Wash.) progress, Sept. 1926, p. 11.


ATWATER, MUNSON D.


AUCTIONEERS

Accounting


SYSTEM of bookkeeping for auctioneer and valuer: correspondence. Accountant, April 17, 24, 1926, p. 581-2, 611.


Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Auctioneers and estate agents. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 290-1.)
AUDIT SCHEDULE AND INDEX COMPANY

AUDIT schedule and index to work paper. New York, Audit schedule and index co. c1924. 3p.

AUDIT schedule and index to work paper. Audit schedule and index company.

AUDIT working papers and report. Alexander Hamilton institute.

AUDITING

See Auditing and auditors.

AUDITING

Bell, William H. and POWELSON, John A.

AUDITING

Bennett, George E.

AUDITING

Davies, Ernest Coulter.

AUDITING

Tispin, Frederick S.

AUDITING


AUDITING, a practical manual for auditors. Dicksee, Lawrence R.

AUDITING and accounting handbook. Kilduff, Frederick W.

AUDITING AND AUDITORS


"ACCOUNTS have been audited." Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 393–4.

ACTION against accountants: distinction between accountancy and auditing: Moore, trustee of Mrs. Aiple (a bankrupt) vs. Annan Dexter and company. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, August 1, 1927, p. 125–9.


ADVANTAGES of the annual audit summarized; Metropolitan life issues informative leaflet, advantages stressed by policy holders. Federal reserve forms given. Pace student, June 1926, p. 19–21.

ADVISORY surveys of physical properties. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, May 15, 1925, p. 3.


AUDIT note book for quarterly, ½ yearly or annual audits. Lahore, India, Sodhana & co. 95p.


AUDITING schedule and index company. Audit schedule and index to work paper. New York, Audit schedule and index co. c1924. 3p.


AUDITOR often a neglected asset. Electric railway journal, June 7, 1924, p. 875.


AUDITORS and national insurance records. Accountant, July 18, 1925, p. 81–2.


AUDITORS and shareholders. Accountant, April 2, 1927.


AUDITORS' duty to preference shareholders. Accountant, June 14, 1924, p. 961–2.


AUDITING AND AUDITORS—(Continued)

BELSER, FRANK C. Auditor’s comments. (In Association of certified city bankers. Proceedings fifteenth annual convention, Atlanta, Georgia, April 28–30, 1926, p. 56–67.)


BENNETT, R. J. Auditing. (In International library of technology, v. 377.)


BLAKE, JOHN. Audits. Long Beach (California) telegram, Jan. 28, 1926.


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM. Auditing procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1925. 430p. + forms.


CREW, ALBERT. Some noteworthy decisions affecting auditors of limited companies; from Associated accountants’ journal. Indian accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 247–9.


DAVIES, ERNEST COULTER. Auditing. New York, Longmans, Green company, c1926. (Complete accounting course, unit 4, edited by David Himmelblau.)

DAVIS, HERBERT L. Legal accounting and court auditing, with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings respecting the duties and obligations of fiduciaries, court of accounts, masters in chancery, referees, etc., together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, etc. Washington, John Byrne and company, 1927. 90p.


DUTIES of company auditors, position where liable only for willful neglect or default. Public accountant, April 1926, p. 305–10.


ELLMORE, D. CARROLL. Audit program and specimen reports. Sieboygan, Wis., Elmore-Schaafs company, c1923.


FACTORY of observing. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, April 1927, p. 5–6.


AUDITING AND AUDITORS—(Continued)

GUARDING the client's interests. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 23.


HAYDON, T. E. Recent cases of interest to accountants. Accountants' journal (England), April 1925, p. 341-8.


HOW the accountant is restricted. Journal of accounting, Jan. 1926, p. 34-5.

HURDMAN, FREDERICK H. Committee on cooperation with public accountants of the Robert Morris associates delivered at Cleveland, regional meeting, May 22, 1926. 14 typewritten pages.


JAMES, HAROLD F. Object and scope of an audit. Corporate accountant, July 1927, p. 319-33.

KARAMELLI, W. L. Internal audit. In (Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923 comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923. p. 10-23.)


KLEIN, JOSEPH J. Auditing. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927, p. 322-56.)

KOHLER, ERIC L. and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Illustrative audit, (manufacturing corporation). Chicago, Shaw company.

KOHLER, ERIC L. and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Principles of auditing. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1924. 231p., 1-forms.


LA SALLE extension university. Practical solutions; problems in auditing procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.


LETTER for verifying outstanding accounts. (form.)


LIABILITY of auditors. Accountant, April 25, 1925, p. 659.


LIMPERG, TH. Accountant's certificate in connection with the accountant's responsibility. (In International accountants' congress."Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 1E.)
AUDITING AND AUDITORS—(Continued)

Priestley, Herbert. Practical accounting and finance; lecture delivered before the members of Hemingway & Robertson's accountancy and secretarial educational society of New South Wales on 21st July, 1926. 47p.
Racine, E. M. F. Junior auditing. Seattle, Western institute of accounting, commerce and finance, c1926. 236p.
Recent legislative enactments; laws with respect to appointment of company auditors presented. Face student, Sept. 1926, p. 21–2.
Responsibilities of auditors; City equitable fire insurance case. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, Nov., 1924, p. 38–47.
Responsibility of auditors; reprinted from the Journal of accountancy. 11p.
Ripley, William Zebina. Stop, look, listen! the shareholder's right to adequate information: discussion. Clippings.
Ripley gives his remedies for eradicating big business evils. His work, Dec, 1926, p. 128.
Rose, Bernard. Responsibility of auditors. Indian accountant, Feb. 1926, p. 34.
Sachs, Walter E. Importance of the verification of inventories in connection with fraud; an address delivered at the all-day-and-evening conference of New York state society of certified public accountants, Oct. 15, 1924. 8p.
Should an auditor resign? Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1926, p. 120.
Smith, Lloyd B. Balance sheet audit—its verification and the accountant's liability; an address delivered before the eighth regional convention, Midwest district, American institute of accountants, Omaha, May 24, 1924. 3p.
Stone, William M. and others. Auditing. (In their Accountants' and auditors' handbook, 1925. p. 297–33.)
"Stop, look, listen!" (In Clients' service bulletin, Sept. 1926.)
Tanner-Gilman schools, inc. Basic auditing. Lessons 1J–1J0. Chicago, Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.
AUDITING AND AUDITORS—(Continued)


UNITED STATES. Federal reserve board. Reglas aprobadas para la preparacion de los estados del balance general . . . traducido del ingles y anotado, por Rafael Martinez y Ortiz. Mexico, Antigua imprenta de Murugia. 56p.


WAGNER, E. H. How can I make a client understand that the work performed has its limitations (abstract). Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, March 16, 1925, p. 9-10.


WALKER, FORREST. Some practical objections to compulsory publicity of accounts of industrial enterprises. American economic review (supplement), March 1927, p. 34-6.


WHAT the bankers tell us. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 18-9.


WHY balances sheets are audited. Bulletin of the California state society of certified public accountants, March 1926.


Balance sheets.


Duties and responsibilities


BANK audits. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Feb. 1927, p. 3.


Indemnity

ACCOUNTANTS' indemnity insurance. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1, 1927, p. 84-5.


AUDITING case—Ansted Jewelry company. Voke, Albert F., and Cutright, Harold G.

AUDITING counties in Texas. Armistead, George.

AUDITING in educational institutions. Ford, Horace S.

AUDITING inventories. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Jan. 1924, p. 3-6.

AUDITING of state institutions; Is it optional with the state institution being audited to employ the services of the state auditing department or the public accountant in checking institutions under state control? abstracts from the statutes and letters. Feb. 1925. Typewritten.

AUDITING practice. Russ, A. R.

AUDITING practice set. Bacas, Paul E.

AUDITING principles. Montgomery, Robert H. and Staub, Walter A.

AUDITING procedure. Castenholz, William.

AUDITING procedure. Eggleston, DeWitt Carl.


AUDITING theory and practice. Montgomery, Robert H.

AUDITING with cash registers. Wilkinson, W. C.


AUDITOR often a neglected asset. Electric railway journal, June 7, 1924, p. 876.

AUDITOR sues for fees. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1926, p. 84.


AUDITORS and directors. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Nov. 1925, p. 217.

AUDITORS and national insurance records. Accountant, July 18, 1925, p. 81-2.


AUDITORS and the valuation of assets. Braddy, C. W.


AUDITORS and verification of securities; City equitable insurance company, ltd. Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1924, p. 330-4.

AUDITORS and the verification of securities, judgment in the city equitable fire insurance case. Public accountant, Aug. 1924, p. 45-64.


AUDITORS' certificates. Himmelblau, David.


AUDITORS' claim for extra services. Indian accountant, July 1924, p. 150-1.

AUDITORS' comments. Belser, Frank C.


AUDITORS’ duties and liabilities, re City equitable fire insurance company, ltd. *Incorporated accountants’ journal*, Aug. 1924, p. 286-93.


AUDITOR’S duty to preference shareholders. Accountant, June 14, 1924, p. 961-2.

AUDITOR’S function. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Jan. 31, 1927, p. 258-60.

AUDITORS’ liabilities. Accountant, May 2, 1925, p. 733.


AUDITORS report. Jackson, J. Hugh.


AUDITOR’S responsibility. Stratford, Frank P.


AUDITORS; their duties and responsibilities under the companies acts, partnership acts, and acts relating to executors and trustees, and to private auditors. Patley, Francis W.

AUDITOR’S working guide. Konopak, L. T.

AUDITS. Cutforth, A. E.

AUDITS of accounts of fire insurance companies. Herbert, Felix.

AUEL, C. B.


AUGUSTINE, Z. I.

See Briggs, I. W., joint author.

AUDL, GEORGE P.

Starting the Dawes plan; address delivered Dec. 6, 1924 before the Chicago council on foreign relations, 140 South Dearborn street, Chicago. 15p. (*Pamphlet no. 5.*)

AUSTEN, P. S.

Cost system for factory power plants. Manufacturing industries, Apr. 1927, p. 287.


AUSTIN, H. H.


AUSTRALASIAN auditing. Barton, Albert E.

AUSTRALASIAN CORPORATION OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

See also Public accountant.


FINAL bookkeeping. Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1924, p. 31-2.


AUSTRALASIAN corporation of public accountants.

Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1923, p. 344-8.


AUSTRALASIAN institute of secretaries, comments by the examiner on candidates’ papers submitted at the June, 1925, examination. Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1925, p. 334-8.

AUSTRALIA.

TAXATION, 1915-23, 27 pamphlets.

WESTERN Australia land tax and income tax, no. 41 of 1922 as amended by no. 17 of 1923, an act to impose a land tax and an income tax; assented to Dec. 23, 1922. 4p. New South Wales

TAXATION, 1901, 1904, 1920-22, 10 pamphlets.

TAXATION, 1922, 3 pamphlets.

State of Queensland

TAXATION, 1919-22, 4 pamphlets.

State of South Australia

TAXATION, 1921, 1923, 2 pamphlets.

State of Tasmania

TAXATION, 1920-22, 6 pamphlets.

State of Victoria

TAXATION, 1903, 1907, 1921, 1922, 4 pamphlets.

State of Western Australia

TAXATION, 1903, 1907, 1921, 1922, 4 pamphlets.

AUSTRALIAN manual of accountancy and commercial law. Morley, Alban Cyril, Tait, J. B., and Collina, C. M.


AUTOMOBILE appraisal formula. Clients' service bulletin, March 1927.

AUTOMOBILE body plants. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 20, Sept. 1923, p. 5.

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT

Cost accounting

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT JOBBER

Stockkeeping
HARRISON, C. M. This re-order system acts as a perpetual inventory. Printers ink monthly, June 1925, p. 64, 67.

AUTOMOBILE FINANCE COMPANIES

GRIMES, WILLIAM A. Financing automobile sales by the time-payment plan. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926.

Accounting

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

AYRES, LEONARD P. Automobile industry and its future. Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland trust company, 1921, 32p.


RASSMUSSEN, WILLIAM. Handling maintenance and repairs on 4,000 motors. Industrial engineer, Feb. 1926, p. 50-6, 81.


Accounting

CHURCH, ELLIOT. Simple but efficient accounting system; requires no specially printed forms. Automotive trimmer and painter, Oct. 1924, p. 43-4.

NATIONAL automobile dealers association. Simplified accounting system. 320 N. Grand Ave., St. Louis, Missouri. Form.

RASSMUSSEN, WILLIAM. Handling maintenance and repairs on 4,000 motors. Industrial engineer, Feb. 1926, p. 50-6, 81.


Auditing


Cost accounting


ROBERTS, E. F. How we keep costs on their proper level. Factory, Nov. 1924, p. 650-3, 710.


Costs

AUTOMOBILE appraisal formula. Clients' service bulletin, March 1927.


MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Electragist, Sept. 1925, p. 25.

SHIDLE, NORMAN G. Automotive factory labor costs cut 10 to 50% in last two years. Automotive industries, Sept. 10, 1925, p. 401-3.


TIPPER, HARRY. Reduction in indirect costs more important than lower wages. Automotive industries, Apr. 12, 1925, p. 936-7.

WEBER, A. Foundry refinements reduce auto costs. Foundry, March 1, 1925, p. 178-9, 188.

Statistics

AUTOMOBILE body plants. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin, no. 20, Sept. 1923, p. 5.


Stores systems

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY—Stores systems—(Continued)
CARVER, W. L. One master form basis of material buying and control system. Automotive industries, Apr. 10, 1924, p. 806–11.


MACAULEY, ALVAN. Packard cuts inventory in quarter at same time during car output. Manufacturing industries, Aug. 12, 1926, p. 89.


AUTOMOBILE industry and its future. Ayres, Leonard P.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
See Insurance, Automobile.


AUTOMOBILE operating costs. American electric railway association.

AUTOMOBILE sales financing. Brown, Robert C.

AUTOMOBILE sales financing; reprint from Journal of accountancy. Brown, Robert C.

AUTOMOBILE selling sense. Knoble, Cliff.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATIONS
BLANCHARD, DONALD. Letter regarding the piece work payment of service station mechanics, by the technical editor of Motor world wholesale. 1 typewritten page.


Accounting
BUTTER, W. A. We check our stations to the cent by perpetual inventory. Petroleum age, March 15, 1927, p. 20–1, 40.


FARRER, R. F. Splendid bookkeeping system for small shops. Automobile trimmer and painter, Dec. 1924, p. 70.


HAIDLEY’s painsetter system of a modern up-to-date automobile repair shop. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 12p. + forms.


PRACTICAL accounting for service and bulk stations. Cleveland, Ohio, National petroleum publishing company. 160p.

ROSS, DONALD S. Accounting systems to fill jobbers’ needs and what they can show. National petroleum news, Sept. 12, 1923, p. 27, 29.

Cost accounting
CHURCH, ELLIOTT. Elements of business cost. Automobile trimmer and painter, Nov. 1924, p. 31–3.

HOW to know your costs, a word or two on the important subject of overhead. Automobile trimmer and painter, Nov. 1924, p. 38.

Costs


REPORTS in cost of business; Harvard bureau of business research advises dealers participating in accountancy investigation of result of survey—average expense 23.5% and net profit 1.1%—4.5 stock turns. Tires, Sept. 1924.

Stockkeeping

Tools

AUTOMOBILE TRADE

BOOSTING the wholesaler’s business by short credits and sales analysis. Motor world wholesale, Dec. 24, 1925, p. 34–5, 69.

FOR automobile dealers a used car record card worked out. Bookkeeper and auditor, Apr. 1927, p. 12.


HOW to run a retail automobile business at a profit. Ed. 3, revised. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, c1925. 150p.


NATIONAL automobile dealers association. What does it cost to do business? St. Louis, Mo. (Questionnaire.)

NET price jumps as jobber sets quota for each of his dealers. Motor world wholesale, Feb. 18, 1926, p. 12–3.


SEILIGMAN, EDWIN R. A. Effects of installment credit. (In his Economics of installment selling. 1927, v. 1, p. 249–337.)

SEILIGMAN, EDWIN R. A. Installment sales of automobiles, furniture, and jewelry. (In his Economics of installment selling. 1927, v. 1, p. 109–12, 116–7.)

BAUMGARTNER, A. G. Peering into used car dealer department books with one who knows the many. Ford dealers news, Nov. 19, 1927, p. 13–4, 22, 26.

Accounting


DEALER’S accounting system gives full data with minimum bookkeeping; proves aid to tire profits; telephone and mails used to stimulate sales. Motor world, Aug. 7, 1924, p. 14–5.


AUTOMOBILE TRADE—Accounting—(Continued)

ERNST & ERNST. Kadillac Ford dealers' standard accounting system. Revised June 1, 1925. Detroit, Gregor Mayer & Thom company. c1922. 29p. +forms.


FANCHER, HARRY M. How much should I spend? Automobile dealer budget and expense control. St. Louis, dealers association. 4p.

FANCHER, HARRY M. Treasurer's job—as I see it; what accounting is and how it can produce more profit for the distributor. Motor world wholesale, May 28, 1925, p. 40-1.

FANCHER, HARRY M. Where small dealer profits come from. 1924. Practical bookkeeping system can be used for the control of expense. Motor world, March 12, 1925, p. 16-7.


FULLER, L. T. Simple accounting system tells dealer how his business is going; statement for bank can be readily taken off books—simplified forms used. Motor world, Aug. 16, 1925. p. 40.


HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for automobile dealers. 1924. Four department plan supplement. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, 9p. +forms.

IS your money always "there" when bills are due? Motor world wholesale, Oct. 1, 1925. p. 26-7, 64.


SHERER, G. J. How much will I net this year? Motor world wholesale, June 10, 1926, p. 12-3, 64.


WILLARD, RAYMOND D. Packford auto sales company. (In his System building and constructive accounting. 1924. p. 28-106.)

Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Motor car dealers and garages. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 308-9.)

Cost accounting

COST system minus red tape. (In How to run a retail automobile business at a profit. c1925. p. 133-48.)

Costs


HOW to run a retail automobile business at a profit. Ed. 3, revised. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, c1925. 150p.


NATIONAL automobile dealers association. 1926 budgets for automobile dealer, sales profits, expenses, suggested set-ups showing departmental sales balances and maximums of expense that can be incurred and produce a minimum net profit of 5% net; compiled by H. M. Fancher. St. Louis, National automobile dealers association. 4p.

REPORT of cost of business; Harvard bureau of business research advises dealers participating in accountancy investigation of result of survey—average expense 23.3% and net profit 1.1%—4.5% stock turns. Tires, Sept. 1924.

Financing

BROWN, ROBERT C. Automobile sales financing; reprinted from Journal of accountancy, July 1927. 15p.

GRIMES, WILLIAM A. Financing automobile sales by the time-payment plan. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926.

Statistics


Stockkeeping

DEALER'S accounting system gives full data with minimum bookkeeping; proves aid to tire profits; telephone installments, mails units stimulate sales. Motor world, Aug. 7, 1924, p. 14-5.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Inventories of automobile dealers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 725-6.)

AUTOMOBILES


INDIANA. Public service commission. Rules and regulations governing application for certificates of public convenience and necessity for the operation of motor vehicles as common carriers on the public highways of the state, and hearings thereon. Indianapolis, Ind. 1925, p. 10p. and amendment.


PEARSON, A. M. Basing truck rates on a scientific mileage basis. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p. 5-10.
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WARD, CHARLES A. Selling electric truck transportation. Electric light and power, July 1925, p. 15-17.

WHARTON, MEL. Three efficiency ideas that make this fleet a model to study. Power wagon, Apr. 1927, p. 5-10.


Accounting


KANSAS. Public service commission. Uniform system of accounts for motor carriers operating within the state of Kansas. Topeka, 1926, 56p.


OREGON. Public service commission. Section VI relates to the filing of an annual report by all motive carriers. (In its Rules and regulations for the transportation of persons and property by motor propelled vehicles P. S. C., or order 1057 effective Apr. 15, 1924 (superseding order 932), p. 26-9.)


PEARSON, A. B. Basis truck rates on a scientific mileage basis. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p. 5-10.


TRUCK and garage cost keeping. Illinois manufacturer's costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 8, 1918.


Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM. Automobile manufacturers. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 318-22.)

Cost accounting

BAKER, EDWIN. Selecting delivery equipment. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 50-63, 72.)


CARTER, N. Reduction in ton mile costs each year, coal dealer's record. Power wagon, Sept. 1924, p. 8-12.

CLARK, W. M. Keeping accurate cost records and how to apply them. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p. 18-22.

CONNOR, WILLIAM L. Five rules we have used to lower truck costs. System, March 1925, p. 318-9, 404.


FLOOD, T. J. Cost records that led to 50% less expense. System, Feb. 1924, p. 206-10.

FORSM Suggested for keeping records on electric trucks. Power wagon, Nov. 1925, p. 70-2.

FUNDAMENTAL factors in a basic system for auditing truck costs. Power wagon, Oct. 1925, p. 5-8.

GOLDENROD system of control on S-ton ice cream trucks. Power wagon, Apr. 1925, p. 25-34.

GORDON, R. W. Hadley's pathfinder truck system. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 19p. +forms.


HAYWARD, WALTER J. Store delivery. (In his Retail handbook. 1924. p. 462-4.)

HERON, GEORGE. Why we know our costs almost to the minute. System, Dec. 1924, p. 758-61.

LAMBERT, P. E. 40% reduced truck operation with a fleet of 100 trucks under the Westcott repair shop system. Motor transport, Dec. 15, 1923, p. 319-21, 34.


MEESE, HORACE S. Value of keeping cost records on electric trucks. Power wagon, Nov. 1924, p. 73-4.


PEEL, ARTHUR J. Horse trucking vs. motor trucking. Industrial management, March 1926, p. 141-5.

PEEL, ARTHUR J. How to find unit costs in motor truck operation. Industrial management, June 1926, p. 346-9.


PHILLIPS, MICHAEL J. Figure costs or fail. Motor transport, July 10, 1925, p. 16.


SCHON, PIERRE. Increasing the daily performance of a 70 truck fleet. Power wagon, July 1925, p. 5-8.

SEBOLD, GEORGE. Some things to consider in figuring truck operating costs. Power wagon, July 1927, p. 43-44.
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TORRENCE, GERALD A. Hours—a key to truck costs. Ice cream trade journal, May 1926, p. 48-50.


Cost of operation


AMERICAN electric railway association. Automobile operating costs. New York, American electric railway journal, 1924.


BARNES, M. A. 25-tonner handles 45,000 gallons of ice cream in a year. Power wagon, Sept. 1923, p. 11.

BERNER, WALTER P. Replacing 54 trucks with new fleet saves $12,000 in 3 years. Power wagon, Dec. 1925, p. 61.


BRANCH, LESTER M. Extensive use of electric trucks by Chicago bakeries. Power wagon, Apr. 1924, p. 70-4.


CARTER, R. N. Reduction in ton mile costs each year, coal dealer’s record. Power wagon, Sept. 1924, p. 8-12.


COMMUNAL maintenance as the key to lower haulage costs. Power wagon, June 1927, p. 5-6.


COST data of truck haulage. Engineering and mining journal, Apr. 18, 1925, p. 656.

COST of automobile operation at Council Bluffs, Iowa. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 768.

COST of automobile operation by a water department. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 767.


COST of operating Ford runabouts by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 108.

COST of operating Ford trucks by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 73.

COST plan for branch operation. Power wagon, May 1927, p. 44.


DUNHAM, E. W. Using an automobile to increase profitable sales. System, June 1925, p. 764-5, 792.


ELECTRIC transportation and the central station. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 422-3.


EXPERIENCE with electric trucks. Electrical world, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 275-6.


FAIRBANKS, WILLIAM H. What I have learned from cost records on fleet of 300 trucks. Power wagon, May 1926, p. 40-4.


FIVE-TO-TEN-trucks operated at $2.50 cents per mile. Motor transport, June 10, 1924, p. 252-3.


FRUEHAUF, HARVEY C. How lumbermen are putting idle motors to work with trailers. Power wagon, June 1926, p. 32-6.


GOLDENROD system of control on 5-ton ice cream trucks. Power wagon, Apr. 25, 1924, p. 895.

GOOD roads reduce truck operating costs. Motor transport, Feb. 10, 1925, p. 10.


HERRINGTON, A. W. How to use cost figures in uncovering leaks and inefficiency. Power wagon, Nov. 1927, p. 16-21.


HOFMANN, JOHN J. 35-tonner hauls 64 tons of coal one-half mile in 4 hours. Power wagon, Sept. 1923, p. 17.


HOW large milling firm cuts costs with motor trucks. Power wagon, Aug. 1925, p. 27-34.


HUSSON, JOSEPH. Four years of constant inspection show uniform repair costs. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 40-6.


IT cuts trucking costs and increases sales; an investigation among concerns using passenger car fleets. System, July 1923, p. 59-61, 117.

JASOV, L. and JOSEPH B. Truck operating costs in barrel hauling. Power wagon, Feb. 1924, p. 16.
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KARST, PAUL. Fourteen years of service rendered by a motor wagon. June 1924, p. 76.


LOG hauling costs. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 25.


MADISON, J. T. Automobile operating costs affected by condition of roads. Engineering news-record, Feb. 28, 1924, p. 3.


MOLLER, S. Cost of motor truck operation. Power wagon, March 1924, p. 27–8.

MORE facts on electric trucks. Electrical record, Dec. 1923, p. 10.


NEWTON, LEONARD V. Guessing at costs is only pulling the wool over your eyes. Power wagon, June 1927, p. 65–6.

NORKIS, W. A. Why we keep accurate cost records on our cars. Power wagon, Nov. 1925, p. 80–1.


OPERATING costs for all sizes. Motor transport, July 10, 1924, p. 301.


PARKER, L. Accurate cost system used by E. Kahn Sons company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Power wagon, Feb. 1927, p. 8–12.


PETTY, BEN H. Truck operating costs. Lafayette, Indiana, Engineering department, Feb. 1923, 45p. (Bulletin no. 10.)


POWERS, EUGENE. Operating cost and replacement methods of 400 truck fleet. Power wagon, Sept. 1924, 14p.


RUDEAUX, HOWARD M. Operating a fleet of 18 trucks in the gas business. Power wagon, Oct. 1926, p. 44.

SCARR, F. J. When should motor trucks be retied. Engineering and contracting, Dec. 5, 1923, p. 1198–204.


STUDY of truck operating costs. Municipal engineering, Oct. 1923, p. 192, 194.

TIRE costs for highway transportation; comparative cost of tires for trucks, motor buses and passenger cars. India rubber world, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 81.


TRACTOR trailers cut transfer costs for world’s largest fleet. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 20–1.

TRUCK fleet operating costs to reduce service costs. Automobile industries, Apr. 26, 1923, p. 911–3.


WARD, CHARLES A. When comparing electrics with horses use the same cost basis. Power wagon, Sept. 1925, p. 65–7.

WARNER, L. P. Trailer economy saves brick company $124,000 in one year. Power wagon, Aug. 1924, p. 31–3.
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WENDT, WILLIAM H. Milwaukee's trailer system
cuts cost of street repairs. Power wagon, March 1925,
May 1925, p. 29-30.
WILLARD, REX E. Farm costs and farm organization. Farm, North Dakota Agricultural college,
agricultural division, 1923. 8p. (Circular 57.)
WILLIAMS, FRANK H. Operating plan of large creamery fleet of electric trucks. Power wagon,
WINCHESTER, J. F. Factors in the economical operation of large fleets. Power wagon, June 1924,
p. 7-9.
WOOD, HENRY M. Trailer shuttle system that cut
coasts forty per cent. Power wagon, July 1926, p.
45-6.
YEARLY operating costs for three truck sizes. Motor 

Costs

BAUER, GEORGE F. Reducing shipping costs. 
BURLINGAME, ROGER. Clark's price for low up-
keep cost is eternal vigilance. Power wagon, Apr.
1927, p. 40.
CLARK, W. M. Keeping accurate cost records and 
how to apply them. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p.
18-22.
COBBS, JOHN L. Should the wholesale grocer operate 
his own trucking service? Power wagon, March 
1927, p. 27-30.
COMPUTING economy of electric trucks. Canadian 
machinery and manufacturing news, March 10, 1927,
p. 21.
COST per unit delivered—not of mile, or day. 
186-8, 265-74.
SMITH, C. J. On every truck-mile we save seven 
470-2.

Law

OREGON. Public service commission. Rules and 
regulations for transportation of persons and prop-
erty by motor propelled vehicles; P. S. C. order 
1057 effective Apr. 15, 1924 (superseding order 932). 
Salem, 1924. 31p.

Rates

BEKINS, MILOW, and BEKINS, MELVIN C. Cal-
culating rates for long distance furniture transporta-

Statistics

CALIFORNIA truck and bus lines earn $1,226,624.60, 
WILLIAMS, H. L. 74 cents a good net profit per truck-day. 
Motor transport, June 10, 1925, p. 35.

AUTHORISERT REVISORS FORENING, OSLO
LOVER, vedtatt i generalforsamling den 1 Mars 1911, 
15. Desember 1919 og 11. Desember 1925. Oslo, 
Norway, 1926. autorisert av Oslo børs og Handelskomite Oslo, 
Norway. 3p.

AVERAGE cost of corn, wheat and oats shows U. S. 
farmers' profit and loss. Manufacturers news, Sept. 
AVERAGE cost of mechanical stokers. Southern engi-
AVERAGE cost of selected classes of plates for the twelve 
months ending Sept. 30, 1923. Photogravers bulletin. 
1923 to date.
AVERAGE cost of water-tube and tubular boilers.
Southern engineer, July 1923, p. 45.
AVERAGE cost per chargeable hour for the twelve 
months. Photo-engravers bulletin, 1923 to date.
AVERAGE furniture shrinkage. Retail ledger, March 1,
1925, p. 6.
AVERAGE hour costs. Photo-engravers bulletin, Feb.
1927, p. 107.
AVERAGE life of a business. Accounting, commerce and 
insurance, Apr. 30, 1927, p. 15.
AVERAGE operating ratios of representative member 
banks in New York federal reserve district for 1925. 
Commercial and financial chronicle, Nov. 27, 1926, p.
2713-4.

AVERAGES

MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, 
p. 89-96.)
MAYNARD, B. M. and HEYWOOD, JOHNSON. 
Fallacy of management—that average costs are of 

Aug. 1924, p. 131.

AWAY with rule of thumb; adoption of metric weights 
and measures by the United States of America—to 
standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound, 
Britten-Gillett metric resolution (H. J. 254, S. J. 107) 
now before the house committee on coinage, weights 
and measures and the senate committee on com-
merce. Drury, Aubrey.

AWNINGS

TISCHE, F. F. Development of accounting in the 
tent and awning industry. Accounting review, 

Accounting

GATES, R. O. What we thought was unproductive 
320-6, 361.

Cost accounting

NATIONAL tent and awning manufacturers' associa-
tion. Manual of instruction for the installation 
and operation of the national cost and accounting 
PEASE, R. E. Tent and awning industry. (In 
Chamber of commerce of the United States. 
Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, 
62-3.)
WEIKERT, CLAIRE I. How we have organized 
the tent and awning industry for uniform cost accounting. 
(In Chamber of commerce of the United States. 
Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, 
13-8.)
WEIKERT, CLAIRE I. Progress in the tent and 
awning industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. 
Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, 
15-6.)

AYARS, E. E.
Keeping track of repair parts. Brick and clay record, 

AYLOR, WALTER E.
Tax on furnished dwellings in Paris. Commerce reports, 
May 10, 1926, p. 365.

AYRES, JOHN
Arithmetic made easy for the use and benefit of 
trades-men wherein the use of fractions both vulgar 
and decimal, are taught by a new and exact method also 
the mensuration of solids and surfaces by Ayres 
to which is added a short and easy method; after 
which shopkeepers may state, post, and balance their 
London, Printed for Tho. Norris at the Looking Glass 
on London-Bridge and Dan. Midwinter at the Three 

AYRES, LEONARD P.
Automobile industry and its future. Cleveland, Cleve-
dland trust company, 1921. 32p.

Business recovery following depression. Cleveland, 
Cleveland trust company, 1922. 31p.
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BAAR, ARNOLD R.

BABBITT, E. G.

BABCOCK, CHARLES M.
Financing a state highway system. Highway magazine, July 1925, p. 3–5.

BABCOCK, GEORGE D.
Production control. (In Management’s handbook. 1924. p. 597–698.)

BABCOCK, IRVING B.
Waste and losses in material. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 29, 1922.

BABSON, ROGER W.
Fundamental balance sheet; do you analyze it in extending credit. Bankers magazine, Apr. 1924, p. 523–6.

BACAS, PAUL E.

BACHE, JULES S.

BACHRACH, M. D.
Suggesting a title for the certified public accountant. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 100, 126.

BACK, W. J.


BACON, ALBERT T.

BACON, F. W.

BAD DEBTS
See Debts and debtors; Losses.

BADGER, RALPH EASTMAN

BAGLEY, EARLE M.

BAILEY, W. J.

BAILEY, WARREN G.

AND KNOWLES, D. E.
Accounting procedures for public utilities; with special reference to electric light, gas, water and electric railway utility companies. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926. 471p.

BAILLETT, H. F.

BAILEMENTS
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Bailments—when included in inventory. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 703–5.)

TOOGOOD, GEORGE. Bailments; with special reference to gratuitous bailments. Accountants’ journal (New Zealand), Nov. 1923, p. 151–7.

BAILEY, HENRY HEATON

BAIN, F. W.

BAIN, W.

BAIRSTOW, C. W.

BAKER, A.

BAKER, C. E. SMALLEY—See Smalley-Baker, C. E.

BAKER, C. W.
BAKER, E. A.  
Control of manufacturing costs: abstract. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1918.

BAKER, EDWIN S.  


BAKER, ELIZABETH  

BAKER, G. O.  
See Severence, George, joint author.

BAKER, GEORGE M.  

BAKER, H. C.  

BAKER, HENRY D.  

BAKER, J. EDWARD  
Charging off depreciation: amortization of plant. (In Federal council of churches. Safeguarding funds, c1925. p. 11-3.)

BAKER, RAY PALMER  

BAKERIES  

UNITED STATES. Senate. Bakery combines and profits; letter from the chairman of the Federal trade commission transmitting in response to Senate resolution no. 163, sixty-eighth congress, first session, a preliminary report dealing with conditions in the bread-baking industry. Washington, Government printing office, 1927. 95p. (Document no. 212.)

Accounting  
GREER, HOWARD C. Bakers, confectioners, etc. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 261-5.)

Cost accounting  


Costs  


BALLOU, GEORGE M. Analysis of electric haulage cost in bakery business. Power wagon, Apr. 1924, p. 5-6.

BRANCH, LESTER M. Extensive use of electric trucks by Chicago bakers. Power wagon, Apr. 1924, p. 70-1.

Cost and profit on basis of barrels of flour used in year 1922. Bakers' weekly, July 14, 1923, p. 60.


EXAMPLES of bakery costs and profits in 1922. Baking technology, July 1923, p. 204.


MACALPINE, JOHN C. Costs and profits on basis of barrels of flour used in year 1925. 1p.


BAKERY combines and profits; letter from the chairman of the Federal trade commission transmitting in response to Senate resolution no. 163, sixty-eighth congress, first session, a preliminary report dealing with conditions in the bread-baking industry. United States. Senate. Document no. 212.


BALANCE sheet audit—it's verification and the accountant's liability. Smith, Lloyd B.

BALANCE SHEET. its preparation, content and interpretation. Couchman, Charles B.

BALANCE SHEET uniformity. Peloubet, Louis G.

BALANCE SHEETS  

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Discussion between clients and auditors in settlement of a balance sheet; presented by accountants "from Missouri" at the annual meeting of the institute held at St. Louis, Missouri, Sept. 15-18, 1924. 11p.


BABSON, RAY. Fundamental balance sheet; do you analyze it in extending credit. Bankers magazine, Apr. 1924, p. 523-6.


BELL, WILLIAM H. Balance sheets. (In his Accountants' reports. c1925. p. 18-117.)


BLISS, J. H. Financial statements, the balance sheet. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 92-114.)
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CASE, WALTER. Published balance sheets. Accountant, Nov. 6, 1926, p. 641-7.


CERTIFYING and not. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, May 1925, p. 34-5.


COURT, HENRY. Balance sheets; read before the American electric railway accountants' association at its convention, held at Atlantic city, N. J., May 3 and 4, 1924, pp. 10, 11.


CURRENT assets as part of the balance sheet. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Jan. 2, 1926.


DICKSEE, LAWRENCE R. Published balance sheets and window dressing, based on articles appearing in the Accountants' journal. London, Gee and company, 1927, 62p.


ESQUERRÉ, PAUL-JOSEPH. Consolidated balance sheets (In his Accounting, p. 123-52.)


FINANCIAL statements. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 319-22.


FRENCH, JAMES A. Some doubts on the duties of auditors regarding procedure, grouping of balance sheet items, and verification of assets and liabilities. Accounting, commerce and insurance, May 1926, p. 7-8.


HAMBLY, JONAS. Accountants' problems of today. Accountant, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 802-4.


HAFFEY, CARL. No-par-value balance sheet. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems, 1927, p. 1-58.)

HAFFEY, HENRY RAND. Interpretation of the balance sheet. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems, 1927, p. 65-72.)


HAWNT, F. M. Balance sheets of limited companies; a plea for greater detail. Accountant, March 6, 1926, p. 361.


HUTTON, D. J. Balance sheet organization. Pit and quarry, Jan. 1, 1925, p. 87-90.


IS it possible? Hashkins and Sells bulletin, July 1924, p. 53-5.


KESTER, ROY B. Balance sheet. (In his Accounting theory and practice, ch. 8, p. 71-88.)


KESTER, ROY B. Reading the balance sheet. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925, p. 595-618.)


KLEIN, JOSEPH J. Balance sheets and trading and profit and loss statements. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927, p. 160-183.)
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POWELL, WHITON. How to make and use a balance sheet. Ithaca, New York State college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1926. (Cornell extension bulletin 132.)

POWELL, WHITON. How to make and use an operating statement in business, Ithaca, New York State college of agriculture, Cornell university, Feb. 1927. 31p. (Bulletin 115.)


QUALIFIED audit certificate. Queensland accountants and auditors' journal, Dec. 1, 1926, p. 211.


ROBERTS, SCOTT WEN. Banker as a lender; his attitude to the balance sheets of traders and joint-stock companies. Business organisation and management, July 1924, p. 265.


SERIALLY-MATURING funded debt. American institute of accountants Special bulletin no. 24, Jan. 1925, p. 3.

SEWARD, HERBERT F. Cross section of a business; digging out facts the balance sheet doesn't show. Credit monthly, March 1924, p. 13, 28.


STAMP, JOSIAH. Outsider's reflections on accountants' problems to-day. Incorporated accountants' journal, Nov. 1925, p. 53.


STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. How to read a financial statement; adapted especially to needs of credit men, bankers and investors. New York, Ronald press company, 1925, p. 243.


BALCOM, R. A.  
More evidence that concrete roads pay for themselves.  

BALCOM, SAMUEL E.  
Bonus paid on boiler meter record.  

BALDWIN, ELBERT  
Poland inaugurates tax reform.  

BALDWIN, H. G.  
Accounting for value as well as original cost.  
New York, American appraisal company, 1927.  
111p.  
Appraisals and cost accounting, defines uses of appraisals.  
Appraisals and the profit and loss statement.  
Costs in relation to appraisals and the business cycle.  

Balancing the material budget.  
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WHY balance sheets are audited.  

WHY do the assets appear on the credit side of the balance sheet?  

WOODS, CLINTON E.  
Analytical balance sheets for industrials.  
1421 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, C. E. Woods & company.  
c1922.  
31p.

YNTEMA, T. O.  
Criteria of balance sheet valuation.  
(In American association of university instructors in accounting.  

**Comparative**

COUCHMAN, CHARLES B.  
Comparative balance sheets.  
(In his *Balance-sheet, its preparation, content and interpretation*.  
1924.  p. 224–6.)

**Consolidated**

BLISS, ANDREW H.  
Proof of consolidated surplus.  
*Pittsburgh accountant*, May 1925, p. 3, 5.

BLISS, JAMES H.  
Consolidated balance sheet.  
(In his *Management through accounts*.  
1924.  p. 450–80.)

CONSOLIDATED balance sheets.  
*Accountant*, June 6, 1925, p. 926.  

CONSOLIDATION of accounts.  

COUCHMAN, CHARLES B.  
Consolidated balance-sheets.  
(In his *Balance-sheet, its preparation, content and interpretation*.  
1924.  p. 227.)

DEVELOPMENT of consolidated statements.  

FINNEY, H. A.  
Consolidated balance sheet.  
(In his *Principles of accounting*, 1923.  ch. 48.)

FINNEY, H. A., and BAUMANN, H. P.  
Consolidated goodwill in relation to minority interest.  

GARNSEY, GILBERT.  
Holding companies and their published accounts.  
London, Gee and company.  
1923.  208p.

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND.  
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(In his *Accounting theory and practice*.  
c1925.  p. 533–52.)

LE CLEAR, WALTER M.  
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MODERN position defined.  

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS.  
Consolidated balance sheets.  
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ODEA, F.  
Preparation of amalgamated balance sheets.  
*L. R. B. & M. journal*, Nov. 1926, p. 8–11.

QUESTION.  

ROBERTSON, M. E.  
How consolidated balance sheets are prepared.  
*Bankers monthly*, July 1926, p. 65.
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**BALANCE sheets.**  
Couchman, Charles B.

**BALANCE sheets in bulk.**  

**BALANCE**

**BALANCE sheets of mining companies.**  
*Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal*, Oct. 1, 1926, p. 137.

**BALANCE**

**BALANCE sheets under the Indian companies act, 1913.**  

“**BALANCE suspended**” and the theory of examinations.  

**BALANCE, TRIAL**

See Trial balance.

**BALANCING** the material budget.  
BANANA oil company, paper re meeting of stockholders, Dec. 31, 1924. Missouri society of certified public accountants.

BANCROFT (JOSEPH) AND SONS
Bankrupt endowment savings and insurance plan. Wilmington. The company. 14p.
Endowment savings and insurance plan. Wilmington, June 1, 1923. 14p.
Rules and regulations for employees. Wilmington, The company, 1921. 18p.

BANCROFT endowment savings and insurance plan. Bancroft (Joseph) and sons.

BANCROFT, THOMAS
Foundry costing. Foundry trade journal, Aug. 9, 1923, p. 113-8.

BANK accounting, what it means to you. Illinois bankers association.


BANK auditors to organize, to have a conference under direction of clearing house section of A. B. A. Com.

BANK audits. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Feb. 1, 1927, p. 36.

BANK audits and examinations. Millet, John I.

BANK bookkeeping and accounts. Meelboom, John A., and Hanauford, Charles F.


BANK credit methods and practice. Kavanaugh, Thomas J.

BANK credit, principles and operating procedure. Munn, Glenn G.

BANK frauds and how they are prevented. Accountant, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 635-7.

BANK laws, mortgage guarantee company laws, public depository laws, petty loan laws, etc. Indiana. Banking, Department of.

BANK loans on statement and character. Miller, Mahlon D.

BANK of NEW YORK AND TRUST COMPANY


INHERITANCE taxes in relation to investments 1925, tax rates and exemptions of each state, taxability of stocks and bonds owned by non-resident decedents. S2 Wall Street, New York, c1925. 32p.


BANK system and accounting. Beach, Frank Loomis.


BANKER and the budget. Shibley, Fred W.

BANKER—the balance sheet and the certified public ac-
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BANKING practice. Langston, L. H., and Whitney, N. R.

BANKRUPTCY


BERDON, DAVID. Accountant’s viewpoint of the bankruptcy situation; reprint of an article published in December 1923, New York credit men’s association bulletin. 8p.


MARTIN, N. L. Commercial crooks and their creditors, Canadian chartered accountant, July 1923, p. 34-45.
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Insolvency accounting. (In its Special phases of accounting, c1924, p. 5-20.)

BANKRUPTCY, insolvency and receiverships. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923, p. 1007-55.)

DICKSEE, L. R. Bankruptcies; deeds of arrangement. (In his Fundamentals of accountancy. 1921, p. 2, p. 9-23.)

FINNEY, H. A. Accounting for insolvent concerns. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923, p. 20-4.)

Australia


Brazil


Canada


England


STABLE, W. N. Outline of the English law of bankruptcy. Incorporated accountants’ journal, Oct. 1923, p. 11-7. (In Incorporated accountants’ students society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923, p. 61-81.)
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Law


England


New Zealand


Panama

ORR, GEORGE. Bankruptcy laws of Panama. Commerce reports, June 18, 1923, p. 770–1.

United States


BULLETIN on bankruptcy problems available for members. Providence magazine, Aug. 1926, p. 375.

CHANGES in national bankruptcy act. Chicago commerce, Aug. 28, 1926, p. 27.


GRINDY, H. P. Bankruptcy act; its benefits and weaknesses. 12 typewritten pages.


NATIONAL bankruptcy act and the C. P. A. Magazine of western finance, Nov. 1926, p. 5.

NEW bankruptcy law now effective. American bankruptcy review, Sept. 1926, p. 35.

NEW bankruptcy legislation becomes effective. Northwestern banker investor, Sept. 1926.


PROPOSED bill amending the national bankruptcy act; congressional action; approved at conferences held in the city of New York on Nov. 6 and Dec. 30, 1925, of representatives of the American bar association, the national association of credit men, the commercial law league of America. 8p.


THIS correspondent doesn’t need any bankruptcy amendment. Bankers’ weekly, Sept. 31, 1925.


UNITED STATES. Attorney general. Annual report, 1925.


UNITED STATES. Congress. Revision of the bankruptcy law; hearing before the committee on the judiciary house of representatives, sixty-eighth congress, second session, pursuant to H. Res. 353, Jan. 13 and Feb. 17, 1925. Washington, Government printing office, 1925, 145p. (Serial no. 51.)

UNITED STATES. Congress. S. 1049; an act to amend an act entitled “an act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States,” approved May 27, 1926. 7p.

UNITED STATES. Supreme court. General order in bankruptcy no. 5, entitled “in re ‘Frame of petition,’” amendment promulgated Apr. 13, 1925. 5p.

BANKRUPTCY act. Grundy, H. P.


BANKRUPTCY law. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Nov. 1924, p. 201–17.


BANKRUPTCY reform, report by the committee on bankruptcy reform. Merchants association of New York.

BANKS, ALEXANDER S.

Accountant as an aid to the sales manager. Printers ink monthly, July 1923, p. 40–1.


BANKS, CHARLES

Tax ruling, if upheld, may m$ millions in refund. Investment news, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 501, 508.

BANKS, FREDERICK

Cost accounting procedure in a pottery manufacturing sanitary ware. Pace student, July 1925, p. 120–1, 124–6.
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UNITED STATES. Comptroller of the currency. Instructions to the New York state organization and powers of national banks, together with the regulations of the Federal reserve board relating to member banks, 1926. Government printing office, 1926. 144-173.


WRIGHT, ALLAN F. They "sold" the service charge. Burroughs clearing house, March 1927, p. 8-9, 38.
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KNAPP, H. WILLIAM S. Bank accounting. (In his Commercial banking. 1923, p. 438-456.)
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MARTINDALE, L. W. Removing the worries of the interest period rush. Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Jan. 1924, p. 7, 36.
MOON, JOHN J. Marvelous mechanical devices which are revolutionizing bank and trust company routine. Trust companies, Oct. 1927, p. 439-42.
MUNN, GLENN G. Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, accounting and organization, foreign exchange, trusts, investments, speculation, markets; and brokerage, New York, Bankers publishing company, 1924. 586p.
NEILL, ROBERT. Simplified accounting forms and processes in operating trust departments of national banks, system of fiduciary control developed by experience. Trust companies, Apr. 1924, p. 505-9.
NEWLVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Commercial banks. (In their Specialized accounting. 1926. p. 93-108.)
SANDERS, H. W. So was "charge it expense." Burroughs clearing house, Aug. 1924, p. 9.
SHAFFER, HOMER B. Is it a balance, or an over- draft? Burroughs clearing house, Jan. 1924, p. 11-3.
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BANK audits, Queensland accountants' and secretaries' journal, Feb. 1, 1927, p. 36.


BARTON, ALBERT E. Banks. (In his Australasian auditing, p. 309-12.)

BATES, F. E. Auditing—is he more than a “trouble checker”? Bankers' monthly, May 1926, p. 13-4.


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM. Financial institutions. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925, p. 262-83.)


DALTON, H. LEO. Public accountant's relation to the bank auditor; a paper read before the convention of the Ohio association of bank auditors, at Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 18, 1924. 7 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Jan. 15, 1925, p. 11.

EGGLESTON, DeWITT CARL. Bank audits. (In his Auditing procedure, 1926, p. 449-62.)


GILBERT, F. L. Advance methods of protection and audit in bank and trust company operations, preventing loss and increasing profits through scientific auditing. Trust companies, Jan. 1925, p. 95-7.


KNIFFIN, WILLIAM H. Audits and examinations. (In his Commercial banking, 1923, p. 547-77.)


LEACH, HUGH. Just what are the duties of the bank's auditor. Bankers' monthly, July 1926, p. 16-7, 38.


MINN, CLARENCE O. Bank auditing and the auditing department. Bankers' magazine, Apr. 1924, p. 603-5.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LEON. Auditing small commercial banks. (In their Specialized accounting, 1925, p. 93-108.)


Cost accounting


COBURN, F. E. Elements that enter into cost accounting for banks and trust companies. Trust companies, Jan. 1927, p. 63-6.

COST accounting for banks termed necessary adjunct by executive at group 2 dinner. Rochester (N. Y.) herald, March 15, 1925.


COST finding system urged as bank need. Rochester (N. Y.) democrat and chronicle, March 15, 1925.

HANN, SAMUEL M. Cost accounting and allocation of overhead in trust company and banking operation. Trust companies, March 1924, p. 327-8, 448.


SANDERS, H. W. Costs—starting from the other end; departmental control and analysis of accounts, estimating first the actual work saved if the active account closed. Burroughs clearing house, Feb. 1925, p. 10-1, 52.


Costs


BEACH, FRANK LOOMIS. Where are the profits going? Burroughs clearing house, Sept. 1925, p. 42.

BRUERE, HENRY. Why the budget system should be more generally employed in bank and trust company operation. Trust companies, July 1924, p. 78-6.


HOW much should it cost to run your bank? Magazine of Wall street, Apr. 10, 1927, p. 56-2.

LOVE, JOHN S. Declining income and rising banking costs. Commercial and financial chronicle, Nov. 12, 1927, p. 78.

MULLEN, DONALD A. Expense of handling small checking accounts; address delivered before the annual convention of the Maine bankers association, Poland Spring, July 30, 1924. New York, American bankers association, Clearing house section. 14p.
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SCOTT, FRANK J. Chart for cost analysis and profitable handling of deposit accounts; how to determine and eliminate unprofitable balances. Trust companies, March 1925, p. 228–9.

SCOTT, FRANK J. How to ascertain and eliminate unprofitable deposit accounts; plan of determining costs which has been successfully applied. Trust companies, Sept. 1924, p. 261–4.
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Law


Alabama


Arizona


Arkansas

ARKANSAS. State banking department. Digest of the banking laws to June 30, 1925. 1925. 36p.
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Canada


Colorado


Connecticut


England


Florida

FLORIDA. Comptroller's office. Banking and trust laws, also relating to building and loan associations and small loan business; incorporation, management and supervision. Tallahassee, 1926. 88p.
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Idaho

IDAHO. Finance, Department of. Amendments to banking and public depository laws, etc. 1927. 59p.

IDAHO. Finance, Department of. Banking and public depository law, 1925. 100p.

Illinois


Indiana

INDIANA. Banking, Department of. Bank laws, mortgage guarantee company laws, public depository laws, petty loan laws, etc. Indianapolis, 1927. 144p.

Iowa

IOWA. Banking, Superintendent of. Banking law revised to July 4, 1927, including acts of the 42nd general assembly. Des Moines, 1927. 59p.
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Louisiana


Maine


Maryland

MARYLAND. Laws relating to state banks, trust companies and savings institutions in force in the state of Maryland, 1927. 55p.
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Same. 1927. 63p.

MINNESOTA. Banks, Superintendent of. Compilation of the laws of Minnesota relating to state banks, trust companies, building and loan associations, certain investment companies and certain cooperative associations and the negotiable instrument act. Minneapolis, Minn. 1923. 81p.
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NEBRASKA. Trade and commerce, Department of. Nebraska banking laws, 1925. 75p.
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New Jersey
NEW JERSEY. Banking and insurance, Department of. Laws of New Jersey relating to banks and banking, trust companies and safe deposit corporations, 1926, revision 1899 with amendments and additional acts. Trenton, 1926. 161p.
NEW JERSEY. Banking and insurance, Department of. Laws of New Jersey relating to savings banks, 1925, act of 1906 with amendments and additional acts. Trenton, 1925. 38p.

New Mexico
NEW MEXICO. New Mexico bank code, 1927, to and including sessions laws of 1927. Santa Fe, J. A. A. Sedillo. 1927. 145p.

New York
NEW YORK (state). Banking law, constituting chapter 2 of the consolidated laws, being chapter 369, laws of 1914, as revised by the banking commission of 1914, with amendments to Jan. 1, 1924. Albany, 1925. 467p.
NEW YORK (state). Banking law: including all amendments to Jan. 1, 1928, constituting chapter 2 of the consolidated laws, being chapter 369, of the laws of 1914 relating to banking corporations and individuals . . . under the supervision of the banking department. Albany, J. B. Lyon company, 1927. 315p.
NEW YORK (state). Banking law, 1925 amendments. 11p.
PARKER, AMASA J. Banking law of New York; chapter 2 of the consolidated laws and chapter 369, laws of 1914, supplement 1924, amendments, notes, annotations and references. Albany, State printing and publications company, 1924. 29p.

North Carolina

North Dakota

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA. State banking department. Laws with regard to banks, trust companies and building and loan associations. June 1926. 128p.
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Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota
SOUTH DAKOTA. Banks, Superintendent of. Laws relating to banks and banking, trust companies, building and loan associations, complete with 1927 amendments. 104p.

Tennessee

Texas
TEXAS. Banking commissioner. State banking law of Texas; digest of 1923 with related statutes of the state of Texas and the federal reserve act. Austin, Texas. 266p.

United States

Utah
UTAH. State banking department. Banking and trust laws of state commercial banks, state savings banks and trust companies together with miscellaneous laws relating to the business of banks, banking and trust companies. Salt Lake city, 1927. 36p.
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Virginia
VIRGINIA. Banks, Examiner of. Statutes of Virginia relating to banks, trust companies and the banking business, with amendments as enacted by general assembly of 1924; amendments enacted by general assembly 1926. Richmond, 1926. 52p. + 13p.

Washington
WASHINGTON. Taxation and examination, Department of. Division of banking. Banking and trust company laws 1921; amendments 1926 and 1927. 125p. + 38p. + 34p.

West Virginia

Wisconsin
WISCONSIN. Banking, Commissioner of. Banking law and other laws relating to and governing the organization of banks and conduct of the banking business, revised to September 1, 1925, with amendments 1927. Madison, 1927. 195p.
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BLALOCK, HARVEY. Tracing the progress of safe inter-communication; reprinted from the December 1928 issue of the Bankers' service bulletin. 1p.


KNIFFIN, WILLIAM H. Bank man, do you know your bank? Burroughs clearing house, Oct. 1924, p. 10-0. 41.
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COLORADO. State bank commissioner. Annual report, 1926.

GEORGIA. Banking, Department of. Annual report, 1924.


WASHINGTON, Supervisor of banking. Annual report, 1924 and 1925.

WISCONSIN. Banking, Commissioner of. Annual report of the condition of the building and loan associations, 1921.
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BROKERS to attack new tax by state. New York times, Aug. 29, 1923.

CAPITALISTS fight money tax to-day. New York world, Aug. 21, 1923.

CORPORATION TRUST COMPANY. Supplement to the New York income tax service money capital tax court decision, July 15, 1924; reprinted July 16, 1924.
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POWELL, HENRY M. Construing "moneyed capital" under new bank tax laws. Trust companies, Aug. 1923, p. 141-5.
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EXAMINATION that protects the bank. Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Aug. 1924, p. 20.


McCANDLESS, GEORGE T. Clearing house examiners as guardians of credit. Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Jan. 1924, p. 16, 18, 44.
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Law
See also Banks and banking.—Law.

MASSACHUSETTS. Banks, Commissioner of. Credit unions; statutes of the commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to January 1, 1927. 350p.


BANKS AND BANKING, FEDERAL LAND BANKS

See also Agriculture. Credit.


BANKS AND BANKING, FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS


McFADDEN, LOUIS T. Perpetuating the system. Credit monthly, Apr. 1927, p. 10, 32.
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CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM. Financial institutions. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 262–83.)
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See also Banks and banking. Law.
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UNITED STATES. Federal reserve board. Federal reserve act approved Dec. 23, 1913 as amended Aug. 4, 1914; Aug. 15, 1914; March 3, 1915; Sept. 7, 1916, June 21, 1917; Sept. 26, 1918, March 3, 1919; Sept. 17, 1920; Dec. 22, 1920; Apr. 13, 1920, Feb. 27, 1921; June 14, 1921; June 3, 1922; July 1, 1922; Feb. 6, 1923; March 4, 1923, with an appendix containing various provisions of certain acts of congress which affect, directly or indirectly, the operations of federal reserve banks and banks which are members of the federal reserve system; compiled under direction of the Federal reserve board. Washington, Government printing office, 1923. 120p.
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BENDER, D. H. How to popularize the service of safekeeping or custody of securities; proper account-


BRUERE, HENRY. Why the budget system should be more generally employed in bank and trust company operation. Trust companies, July 1924, p. 75–6.


FRANEY, W. J. Initial steps in organizing and conducting a trust department; essentials as to location, equipment, personnel and accounting. Trust com-

panies, Sept. 1924, p. 267–70.


NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LES-

TER AMOS. Trust companies. (In their Specialized accounting, 1925., p. 109–27.)


REEVE, MAURICE E. Essentials in successful operation of a trust department; fundamentals of account-


REEVE, MAURICE E. Fundamentals of trust ac-


STODDARD, W. L. Analyzing trust department in-

come. Trust companies, Apr. 1924, p. 536.

UNSWORTH, A. J. Necessary records covering trust department settling and reconciliation accounts. Trust companies, Jan. 1926, p. 79–82.

VERDELIN, H. Practical system of accounting for newly established trust departments. Trust com-


WILSON, A. J. Photostatic statements of trust ac-
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CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Financial institutions. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 262–83.)


FENNINGER, CARL W. Problems and procedure in trust department development and management. Trust companies, June 1927, p. 751–6.

HANNAH, JOSEPH A. Efficient operation of the real estate department of a trust company. Trust com-
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VIERLING, FREDERICK. Proper system of audit and control of trust estates, adjustment of premiums and discounts on trust investments. Trust companies, March 1924, p. 331–3, 396–8.

Cost accounting
COBUN, F. E. Elements that enter into cost accounting for banks and trust companies. Trust companies, Jan. 1927, 63–6.
HANN, SAMUEL M. Cost accounting and allocation of overhead in trust company and banking operation. Trust companies, March 1924, p. 327–8, 448.

Costs
BREURE, HENRY. Why the budget system should be more generally employed in bank and trust company operation. Trust companies, July 1926, p. 75–6.
VOLLERTSEN, E. P. Bank operations and earnings as they affect the trust department; controlling costs through scientific analysis and standardization. Trust companies, June 1926, p. 833–40.

Law
See also Banks and banking—Law.
MASSACHUSETTS. Banks, Commissioner of. Trust companies; statutes of commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to Jan. 1, 1926. 42p.

Management
FRANEY, W. J. Initial steps in organizing and conducting a trust department; essentials as to location equipment, personnel and accounting. Trust companies, Sept. 1924, p. 267–70.

BANKS AND BANKING, TRUST DEPARTMENTS

BANK’S function in the capitalization of an industry. Shepherd, H. I.

BANKSON, E. E.
How to determine the cause of unaccounted for water. Fire and water engineering, June 13, 1923, p. 1165–6.
How to determine the true cost of main laying. Fire and water engineering, May 14, 1924, p. 991–2.

BANTA, V. FRANK

Synopsis of address delivered before the Chicago sales managers association, Oct. 26, 1925. 4 typewritten pages.

BANTON, JOAB II.


BARAB, J.

BARAKAT, A. B.

BARBER, A. B.

BARBER, FRANK M.

BARBER, HORATIO
Proposed American air line. Aviation, May 18, 1925, p. 549.

BARBER, JOSEPH H.
Budgeting sales expense and sales quotas. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Sales executives’ series: no. 21.)
Finding your industry’s cycle; industrial budget methods. Management and administration, Nov. 1924, p. 479–86.
Hold down costs by the budget check-up. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 49–52.
Improving unit costs through the budget. Manufacturing industries, June 1927, p. 447–50.

BARBERS
Accounting

BARBOUR, C. M.

BARBOUR, R. P.
“Earned premiums”; an address delivered before the fire underwriters’ association of the northwest at its annual meeting, March 1, 1927. New York, Northwestern assurance company ltd. of London, 1927. 12p.

BARCLAY, W. R.
BARD, EDMUND F.

BARNES, ELMER S.

BARIUM DIOXIDE
UNITED STATES. Tariff commission. Barium dioxide; differences in costs of production of barium dioxide in the United States and in competing foreign countries, as ascertained pursuant to the provisions of section 315 of title 3 of the tariff act of 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 9p.

BARKER, G. W.
Retail stock is turned sixteen times each year. *Journal of electricity*, Sept. 15, 1925, p. 221.

BARLOW, ALBERT J.

BARNABY, JOHN

BARNABY, STANLEY

BARNARD, L. M.

BARNES, ARTHUR F.

BARNES, M. A.
2½-tonner handles 45,000 gallons of ice cream in a year. *Power wagon*, Sept. 1923, p. 11.

BARNES, P.

BARNES, PARRY J.

BARNES, ROBERT L.

BARNETT, J. L.

BARNEY, WILLIAM JOSHUA


BARR, GEORGE D.

BARRETT, GEORGE K.
How to "fan out" your space charges. *Paper trade journal*, May 8, 1924, p. 68, 70.

BARRINGER, E. C.

BARRON, W. A.

BARROW, W. H.
Sectional cost campaign; how New England has been affected by our drive for cost systems. *Photo-engravers' bulletin*, Sept. 1927, p. 16-9.

BARROWS, E. A.

BARROS, GEORGE T.

BARRUS, FRANK I.

BARRY, J. R.

BARRY, SHEPARD E.

BARTHEL, CARL G.

BARTHOLOMOW, O. G.

BARTON, A. E.

BARTON, ALBERT E.

BARTON, FRED B.
Loans for the little fellow. *Burroughs clearing house*, June 1927, p. 18-9, 47-50.

BARTON, JOHN S.

BARTON, LARRY J.

BARTON, MALCOLM

BARTON, WALTER E., AND BROWNING, CARROLL W.
Federal income and estate tax, being a compilation and annotation of all federal income and estate tax laws since the organization of the federal government and in connection with the revenue acts of 1916, 1917, 1918, 1921, 1924 and 1926. Washington, John Byrne and company, 1926. 707p.
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BARTON, WILLIAM H.

BARUCH, ALFRED
Distribution of indirect expense. Woodworker, Jan. 1924, p. 70-3.

BASIC accounting. Bennett, George E.
BASIC auditing. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.
BASIC cost accounting. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.
BASIS for burden in an over-equipped industry. Maynard, Henry W.
BASIS for cost accounting in banks. Wilson, Gordon.
BASIS for property acquired for stock. Roberts, John W.
BASIS of valuation for going concerns. Boyd, Orton W.
BASIS of values. Batty, H. W.

BASS, A. W.

BASS, P. W.

BASSET, WILLIAM R.
Be discriminating in your selling; reprinted from Advertising for the present day. Sphinx talks, no. 56.
Can you trust your cost system. Factory, July 1925, p. 47-8, 118.
How to sell intelligently. Sphinx talks, no. 55.

In defense of installment selling. Advertising and selling for the present day. Nov. 4, 1925, p. 30, 44-6.
Industrial engineering on the farm. Country gentleman, June 6, 1925, p. 6, 40.
Making sure of low production costs. Sphinx talks, no. 54.
Making sure your prices are right. Sphinx talks, no. 57.
Making the factory a tool of production; from Advertising and selling. Sphinx talks, no. 59.
One thing at a time. System, June 1925, p. 749-50, 824.
Selling where the profits are. Advertising and selling for the present day. Aug. 12, 1925, p. 19-20, 42.
This credit policy brought higher losses—but also higher profits. System, Jan. 1926, p. 80-2.
Trimming sales costs to meet today’s competition. Advertising and selling for the present day, July 29, 1925, p. 15-6.
What does it cost you to sell? Chemical and metallurgical engineering, July 23, 1923, p. 141.

BASSETT, CHARLES E.
Applying the bonus system to diversified operations. Industrial management, Jan. 1924, p. 47-51.

BATCHelder, ROLAND B.

BATES, F. E.
Auditor—is he more than a ‘trouble checker?’ Bankers’ monthly, May 1926, p. 13-4.

BATES, GEORGE

BATES, GEORGE H.

BATESON, WILLIAM

BATHS
Accounting
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BATT, F. RALEIGH

BATT, F. RALEIGH

BATTELLE, L. G.
Waiting for the inventory; comparisons made possible by national association’s uniform accounting system show why some succeed. Wood construction, Nov. 15, 1924.

BATTY, H. W.
Basis of values. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 174-97.)
BAUER, GEORGE F.

BAUER, JOHN
Fair value for effective rate control; reply to Judge Ransom. American economic review, Dec. 1924, p. 658-72.
Recent decisions by the supreme court of the United States on valuation and rate making. American economic review, June 1924, p. 254.
Reprint from the American economic review, June 1924, p. 254-82.
Reproduction cost has not been adopted by supreme court; further decisions on fair value for rate making. National municipal review, Nov. 1923, p. 644-8.

BAUM, WILLIAM
High wages, increased production, decreased costs. (In S. W. manufacturers association. Proceedings of the fifth annual convention, Indianapolis, Ind., May 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1923. p. 63-76.)

BAUMANN, H. P.
See Finney, H. A., joint author.

BAUMGART, A. M.
What are the proper records for the delivery department? Store operation, July 1926, p. 7-8.

BAUMGARTNER, A. G.
Peering into used car department books with one who has seen many. Ford dealers' news, Nov. 19, 1927, p. 13-4, 22, 26.

BAUSMAN, KARL H.
Methods that expedite meter work. Electrical world, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 1083-6.

BAXTER, DAVID

BAXTER, W. W.
Greater efficiency shown in railroad operation; material reduction in operating expenses and material effected by class 1 lines in 1924. Railway review, July 11, 1925, p. 48-51.

BAYLISS, JOHN Y.

BEACH, HOWARD W.

BEALE-GROVER, F.
Workshops experience and its value to the cost accountant. Cost accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 131-4.

BEAMAN, ROBERT P.

BEAN, ROBERT H.

BEANS
Costs
HARDENBURG, E. V.
Production and marketing of field beans. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 29p. (Cornell extension bulletin 98.)

BEARCE, GEORGE D.
Mechanical handling of materials in paper industry. Paper trade journal, June 9, 1927, p. 46.
Why the accountant should co-operate in the study of waste elimination. Pulp and paper profits, Jan. 1926, p. 5.

AND OTHERS

BEARCE, W. D.

BEARING

BEARINGS
Cost accounting
KEARSEY, H. E.

BEASLEY, CHARLES
Pointers for the resident auditor on the opening of a new hotel. Alarm clock, Sept. 1923.

BEASLEY, LEONARD

BEATTY, CHARLES

BECHTEL, V. R.
Methods of wage payment as related to costs (a differential piece-rate plan). (In National Association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, New York, Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 66-72.)
BEECHER, V. R.—(Continued)

BECK, EARL
Installing wage-incentive systems that work. (In Production control and cost finding, c1925. v. 6. p. 3-22.)

BECK, PAUL B.
1 See also Nivling, S. T., joint author.
How the national association and accounting system serves the industry. Dairy products merchandising, Feb. 1926.

BECKET, FREDERICK M.

BECKETT, C. H.
Valuation method. Record, American institute of actuaries, June 1925, p. 29-34.

BECKETT, S. E.

BED-ROCK of double-entry book-keeping. Westron, Charles W.

BEDAUX POINT SYSTEM
SANDERS, THOMAS H. Problem of costing under various wage systems. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, New York, Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 44-56.) Paper trade journal, March 20, 1924, p. 57-60, 64.


BEDAUX wage system. Smith, T. L.

BEEBE, D. S.

BEELEER, JOHN A.

BEER, J. H.

BEERS, JAMES W.


BEET sugar companies. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 20, Sept. 1923, p. 4-5.

BEETS
Costs

BEEVERS, SYDNEY

BEEVOR, M. F.

BEGG, DAVID


BEHRENS, W. H.

BEJERLE, HENRY
Cost as a waste in industry. Manufacturers news, March 6, 1926, p. 5-6, 20.
Cost finding in the printing industry. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 98-104.

BEKINS, MELVIN C.
See Bekins, Milo W., joint author.

BEKINS, MILO W. AND BEKINS, MELVIN C.

BEKINS, REED
Why comparing truck costs on a mileage basis is unsound. Power wagon, July 1927, p. 16, 18.

BELDING, ALBERT G., AND GREENE, RUSSELL T.

BELFRY, A. J.
Management—the main success factor. Manufacturers news, May 1927, p. 27, 53.


BELL, C. T.

BELL, E. D.
Further notes as to executors' accounts in relation to rural properties: and some suggestions to the society. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), July 1925, p. 2-14.

BELL, ERNEST W.

BELL, GRANT L.

BELL, J. P.

BELL, L. A.

BELL, RAYMOND E.
BELL, ROBERT

BELL, SPURGEON


BELL, WILLIAM H.


Staff preparation and editing of reports. *Accounting, commerce and insurance*, March 1925, p. 314.


— AND POWelson, JOHN A.

Solutions to cases and answers to questions by John A. Powellson, based on the text.—Auditing by William H. Bell. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc. 1924. 175p.

BELL, WILLIAM O.

BELLERBY, J. R.

BELSER, FRANK C.


BELT, ROBERT E.


BELYEa, F. LANSDOWNE

BEMiS, EDWARD W.

BENDER, D. H.
How to popularize the service of safekeeping or custody of securities; proper accounting system of protective principles. *Trust companies*, Aug. 1923, p. 151–3.


BENiDICT, GEORGE H.


BENiDICT, H. L.
$200,000 saving in factory costs and other advantages for control and computing. Chicago, American technical society. 1927. 302p.

BENiDICT, M. R.
Handbook on South Dakota farm production costs, Pierre, South Dakota department of agriculture. 1923. 40p. (Circular no. 4.)

BENiDICT, R. AND WORSHAM, C. G.
Handbook on South Dakota farm production costs and crop statistics; including the annual report of the South Dakota department of agriculture for the year 1923. Pierre, S. D., South Dakota department of agriculture, 1924. (Circular no. 8.)

BENFIT and pension system. Wells, Fargo and company.

BENEFIT plan for the employees of International harvester company; revised issue of May 1, 1923. International harvester company.


BENEFITS secured from uniform methods of cost accounting. Belt, Robert E.

BENN, ERNEST

BENNETT, F. CLAIR

BENNETT, FRANK P., JR.

BENNETT, GEORGE E.
Accounting principles and practice. 2v. Chicago, Gregg publishing company. 1923.


BENNETT, JACOB
Accounts of brokers should be simplified. Eastern underwriter, May 20, 1927, p. 29.

BENNETT, M. K.

BENNETT, PERCY H.

BENNETT, R. J.
See also Conyngton, Thomas, joint author.
Accounting for building and loan associations. Philadelphia, Bennett accountancy institute, 1924. 45p.
Annuities and actuarial science, principles and definitions. Philadelphia, Bennett accountancy institute, c1923. 23p.
Auditing. (In International library of technology, v. 377.)
Corporation organization and accounting. Scranton, International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, 1327.)

BENNETT ACCOUNTANCY INSTITUTE

BENSON, M. B.

BENSON, PHILIP A., AND NORTH, NELSON L.

BERDON, DAVID
Building up a bank credit; rejections of a certified public accountant. 8p.
General business situation, particularly as affecting the apparel industries; summary of address at the convention meeting of the National cloak, suit and skirt manufacturers association, held at Cleveland, Ohio, on May 23, 1924. 8p.

“Stock house” peril in the ladies' garment industries. 358 Fifth avenue, New York, 8p.

BERG, JOHN

BERGEN, H. B.
Budgetary control as an aid to personal administration. American management review, Feb. 1924, p. 3-6.

BERGREN, ROY F.
Credit co-operation as adapted to the needs of the worker, as outlined from the International labor review, May 1927.
Credit union. Boston, Credit union national extension bureau, July 1, 1927. 42p.

BERGER, G. FRED

BERGER, J. A.

BERGER, J. G.
Results of an engineering study of paper coating factory's power plant. Power, Nov. 17, 1925, p. 752-3.

BERGER, MORRIS

BERGMAN, N. B.

BERLE, ALOIS F.

BERLINGER, J. H.

BERLINGER, J. J.
Principles of depreciation; their application in determining when equipment should be scrapped. Paper industry, Aug. 1927, p. 779-82.

BERNACCHI, L. C.

BERNAYS, EDWARD L., ED.

BERNER, WALTER P.
Replacing 54 trucks with new fleet saves $12,000 in 3 years. Power wagon, July 1925, p. 62-5.

BERNSTEIN, ISIDORE

BERRIGAN, EDMUND
BERCHER, BERTCHER, BERRY, BETTER

Accounting Solution

Accounts SHORT, MARKHAM GRAHAM, chartered

tiation. 1925.

102-5.

1924.

132-6.

1925, 1924.

17, 21, 1924, p. 64-9.)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INDEXES, CATALOGUES, ETC.—(Continued)


WISCONSIN, University of. Preliminary list of books on accounting, retailing, marketing, salesmanship and sales management, business correspondence, advertising, Madison, University of Wisconsin, 1925. Typewritten.

BIBLIOGRAPHY of books on business economics. Smitley, Robert L.

BIBLIOGRAPHY of rates. Norman, O. E.


BIBLIOTHÈQUE des jeunes negociants, où l'arithmetic à leur usage; contenant le commerce des matières d'argent. . . . Larue, Jean.

BICKLEY, JOHN H.


Fair return for public utilities; reprinted from Journal of land and public utility economics, Feb. 1927.


BICKMERE, J. F.
What does it cost to run your automobile? Aera, June 1924, p. 1911–9.


BIERD, W. G.

BIG convention of accountants will meet here. Constitution, (Atlanta, Ga.) Nov. 24, 1925.

BIGELOW, HORATIO
Improved account classification reduces maintenance costs. Electric railway journal, July 18, 1925, p. 85.

BILES, JOHN

BILL entitled an act to amend article 75A of the code of public general laws of Maryland (Bagby's edition), title "Public Accountant," by the addition of a new section to be designated Section 75A by the senate, March 10, 1914. Maryland. Senate.


BILL would bolster up accountancy law. New York commercial, Apr. 22, 1926.


BILLINGS, D. L. Methods in effect in an endeavor to minimize peaks in office work. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. 1926. p. 4–6.)

BILLS, C. M.
Income tax return. National hotel review, Feb. 12, 1927, p. 64, 70.
Savarin accounting methods applicable to any chain operation. Alarm clock, May 1, 1926, p. 3.

BILLS OF LADING
UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of. Uniform through export bill of lading. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 44p. (Trade information bulletin no. 335.)


BILTMORE dinner planned to honor accountants' head. Atlanta (Ga.) journal, Nov. 22, 1925.

BINGHAM, ROBERT F., AND ANDREWS, ELMORE L.
Financing real estate. Cleveland, Stanley McMichael publishing organization. c1924. 375p.
Financing the farm. (In their Financing real estate, c1924, p. 235–44.)

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARIES
WHO's who, 1926; an annual biographical dictionary with which is incorporated "Men and women of the time." London, A. & C. Black, ltd., c1926. 3218p.

BIOGRAPHY
ACCOUNTANTS: typewritten biographies. 1926. PACE men; biographical sketches from the Pace student. New York, Pace institute, c1925. 45p.

BIOLELY, H.
BIRD, BYRON

BIRD, CRYL F.
Internal economy of an accountant's office; with special reference to accounts and costing. London, Gee and company, 1927. 37p. + forms.

BIRD, FRANCIS H.
Research work on cost finding; how machinery at headquarters for maintaining standard cost finding system is operated—director describes part played by department of research. Typholietic bulletin, Aug. 3, 1925, p. 297-8.

BIRD, LESLIE

BIRDSELL, JOHN E.
Theatre—its organization and accounting. Pace student, Nov. 1923, p. 177-82, 180.

BIRMINGHAM'S

BISCUITS AND CRACKERS

Cost accounting
GREEN, WESTON. Some of the tangible results from uniform cost accounting in the biscuit and cracker industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 8-11.)

Stores systems
CONTROLLING a difficult purchasing problem: Loose-Wiles biscuit company operates a big business in eight large bakeries with small stocks and rapid turnover. Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1926, p. 329-32.

BISGOOD, J. J.

BISHELL, NORMAN
Pottery cost accounts. Tunnall, Staffordshire, British pottery manufacturers' federation. 80p.

BISHOP, H. H.

BISHOP, H. L.

BISHOP, R. C.

BISSELL, J. H.

BISSONNET, G. E.

BITTNER, G. E.
Planning selection's territories. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 12p. (United States department of commerce, Trade information bulletin no. 314.)

BIVINS, PERCY A.

BLACHLY, FREDERICK F., AND OATMAN, MIRIAM E.

BLACK, ARCHIBALD
$10,000 airplane engine depreciates $10.60 per hour of service. Automotive industries, Sept. 10, 1925, p. 411-3.

BLACK, C. H.

BLACK, J. D.
See Tolley, H. R., joint author.

AND PRICE, H. BRUCE

BLACK, WILLIAM SPENCE

BLAIR, A. W.
Notes on the law relating to private companies in New Zealand. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Dec. 1924, p. 177-86.

BLAIR, D. H.
Ownership certificates for interest coupons. Income tax review, Jan. 1, 1927, p. 11.

BLAIR, J.

BLAIR, P. W.

BLAIR, R. W.

BLAIR, W. EDWIN

BLAKE, JOHN
Audits. Long Beach (Cal.) telegram, Jan. 28, 1925.
BLAKEY, ROY G.  

BLALOCK, HARVEY  
- Tracing the progress of safe inter-communication; reprinted from the Dec. 1925 issue of the Bankers' service bulletin.  1p.

BLANCHARD, DONALD D.  
- Letter regarding the piece work payment of service station mechanics by the technical editor of *Motor world wholesale*.  1 typewritten page.


BLANK, RUDOLPH  

BLANKE, T. L.  
- Retail inventory method; abstract from Canadian chartered accountant.  *Accounting, commerce and insurance*, July 1923, p. 101–3.


BLASS, ANDREW H.  

BLASTING  
- Costs  

BLOTH, REYNOLD E.  
- Certified public accountant and his professional service; address before the Los Angeles chapter of the California society of certified public accountants, June 26, 1925 (résimum).  *Bulletin of the American institute of accountants*, Sept. 15, 1925, p. 10.
- Cultural value of accountancy studies; a paper read before the faculty meeting of Washington, D. C., school of accountancy.  9 typewritten pages.

BLINKEN, M. H.  
- See Philip, Maxmillian, joint author.

BLINN, CHARLES P.  

BLINN, RAY S.  

BLISS, ELMER J.  

BLISS, JAMES H.  

BLISS AND ALGER bookkeeping and accounting theory and practice complete.  Alger, Francis R.

BLIVEN, C. E.  

BLOCK, J. L.  

BLOCK, MILTON D., AND ALLEN, LESLIE H.  
- Accounting for construction companies; principles, procedure and special problems.  Chicago, La Salle extension university, c1925.  75p.

BLOCKER, JOHN G.  
- Retail credit bureaus in Kansas.  Lawrence, University of Kansas, school of business, 1927.  49p.  (Kansas studies in business no. 6.)
BLOOD, R. A.

BLOOD, W. H.
Interest during construction as an element of cost. Gas age-record, May 9, 1925, p. 679-81.

BLOOMFIELD, FREDERIC I.

BLOSSER, E. C.
Concrete road maintenance costs in Ohio, 1917-1922. Engineering news-record, July 12, 1923, p. 65.

BLOSSOM, FRANCIS
Going value of the New York Edison company as of July 1, 1924 and subsequent dates. New York, Sanderson and Porter. 27p.
Notes on undistributed costs both structural and corporate, and other elements of value, applicable to the used and useful property of the New York Edison company as of July 1, 1924 and subsequent dates. New York, Sanderson and Porter. 58p.


BLUE SKY LAW
See Investment companies—Law.

BLUE sky laws. Hall, William M.

BLUM, R. J.
Methods of handling employees' discounts. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 83-4.)

BLUMBERG, NATHAN S.
Banks and banking, insurance, surety and guaranty. (In Walton school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1921. v. 7.)
Debtor and creditor bankruptcy. (In Walton school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1921. v. 6.)

BLUNT, A. J.

BLUSTEIN, S. A.

BLYTH, J. R.
Uniform methods of costing. Cost accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 120-5.

BLYTHEN, STANLEY


BOARD of public education of the school district of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Classification of accounts, effective January 1, 1913. (August Hiller.)
BOERNER, L. F.
Keeping the electric truck sold. Electrical world, Sept. 19, 1925, p. 555-6.

BOESCHE, WILLIAM A.

BOETTLER, HERBERT F.

BOGART, E. L.

BOGGS, HARRY

BOGGS, J. A.

BOHNE, EMIL F.

BOILER PLANTS
Computing the economies of labor-saving equipment; important items often omitted in comparative costs. Power plant engineering, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 179.

Costs
MUMFORD, A. R. How steam production costs were reduced in a hand-fire return-tubular boiler plant. Southern engineer, Nov. 1923, p. 38-42.

BOILERS

Costs

BOLTHO, T. J.

BOLLING, CUNLIFFE L.
424p.

BOLON, D. S.

BOLT, W. C.


BONBRIGHT, JAMES C.
Dangers of shares without par value. Colombia law review, May 1924, p. 449-68.
Value of the property as the basis of rate regulation. Journal of land and public utility economics, July 1926, p. 276-83.


BOND HOUSES
See also Brokers.

Accounting

Auditing

BONDED public accountants. C. F. A. bulletin, Dec. 1925, Jan.–March 1926, p. 5-9, 4-5, 3-5, 3-4.


BONDS


ESQUERRE, PAUL-JOSEPH. Valuation of investments. (In his Accounting, p. 216-57.)


HEDGES, LAWRENCE L. Highway bonds; a compilation of data and analysis of economic features affecting construction and maintenance of highways financed by bond issues and the theory of highway bond calculations. Washington, Government printing office, 1917. 78p. (United States department of agriculture bulletin no. 136.)

HILLIVER, CURTIS. Bonds and bonded indebtedness. (In his Hillyer’s corporate management and by-laws, with forms. 1927. p. 1009-82.)


NATIONAL municipal league. Model bond law; submitted by the committee on municipal borrowing of the national municipal league. New York, National municipal league. p. 135-50.


Serial
AMORTIZATION of discount on serial bonds. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1927, p. 44-6.


BONDS. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 20, Sept. 1923, no. 24, Jan. 1925, p. 1, 4-6.

BONNER, J. M.
BONNER, WILLIAM THOMPSON
New York, the world's metropolis 1623-4, 1923-4; a presentation of the greater city at the beginning of its second quarter century of amalgamated governments and the 300th anniversary of its founding, with review of the interim accomplishments of its citizens. Commemorative ed. New York, R. L. Polk & co. 1924.

BONNETT, C. L.
Linking maintenance with production costs; functions and operation of a non-productive planning department. Industrial management, Dec. 1927, p. 343-49.

BONUS STOCK
See Stock—Bonus.

BONUS SYSTEM
See Wages, fees, etc.—Bonus.

BONUS and income tax. Australasian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1925, p. 64.

BONUS and the budget. Metropolitan life insurance company.


BONUS payments to groups of employees mean better wages and lower costs. Illinois manufacturers' cost association monthly bulletin, Dec. 6, 1926.

BONUS plan. Du Pont de Nemours and company.

BONUS plan—class. 1 typewritten page.

BONUS system applied to tool department. Iron age, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 1219.

BONUS systems discussed by plant engineers. Power, Jan. 20, 1925, p. 121.

BONUSES
BONUS and income tax. Australasian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1925, p. 64.


PROFIT-SHARING contracts as affected by federal and state taxes for 1924. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc. 1924. 8p.

BONUSES to non-selling service departments and office employees. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 121-4.)

BOOK REVIEWS


ACCOUNTANTS' index supplement. Industrial arts index, June 1924.


BOOK REVIEWS—(Continued)


BOOK REVIEWS—(Continued)


BOOKKEEPING


ALEXANDER. The Hamilton Institute. Single-entry bookkeeping. (In its Special phases of accounting, 1924, pp. 34–40.)

ALGER, FRANK R. Bliss and Alger bookkeeping and accounting theory and practice complete; a textbook in bookkeeping and accounting for high schools, business schools and all institutions conducting commercial courses. Suguaw (Mich.). Bliss publishing company. 1921, 1923. 177p.


AUTO-COUNTANCY. Accountant, Feb. 6, 1926, p. 181.


BRAY, W. REGINALD. Economy for the one-man business; the value of bookkeeping on a cash basis. *Accountants' journal (England)*, Sept. 1924, p. 369.


COWLES, EDWIN F, and HEMPELL, HAROLD W. Exercises in bookkeeping and business problems. 2 parts. Boston, Ginn and company.


GATES, R. O. What we thought was unproductive time just saved our business. *System*, Sept. 1926, p. 120–206.

HARTMAN system, Inc. Bookkeeping system; approved by Hyland and Hopkins. New York, 1925.


LARUE, JEAN. Bibliothèque des jeunes negociant, ou méthode a leur usage, contenant le commerce des matières d'argent,... Ed. 2. v. 1. Lyon, France, Jean-Baptiste Reguilliat, 1758. 620p.


LITTLETON, A. C. Antecedents of double entry. *Accounting review*, June 1927, p. 140.


MCNEIL, JOHN C. Fit mechanical accounting to your business... two methods of handling accounts payable. *Bookkeeper and auditor*, Dec. 1927, p. 5–6, 16–17, 21.


MILLS, EDWARD C., and LESLIE, CHARLES E. New modern illustrative bookkeeping, elementary and advanced courses; based upon new modern illustrative bookkeeping, complete course; advanced course based upon the Neal and Cragin edition of Modern illustrative bookkeeping, advanced course, with revised classification of accounts and financial statements by Charles R. Ritter. New York, American book company. 1923. 325p.


PACHECO, MAX. Nuevo metodo para el rapido aprendizaje de la teneduria de libros, sistemas por partida doble simplificado y ordinario con reglas nuevas para conocer a los deudores y acreedores. Lima, Peru. Talleres Graficos de la Penitenciaria, 1924. 381p.


PROUTY, N. H. Bookkeeping. Scranton (Pa.) International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, 59C.)

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

BOOKKEEPING (Continued)

BOOKKEEPING and accounting; complete course. Elwell, Fayette H., and Toner, James V.

BOOKKEEPING and accounting principles and practice. Kinman, J. I. and Morris, A. W.


BOOKKEEPING and elementary accounting for businessmen. Blank, Rudolph.

BOOKKEEPING and introductory accounting. Sweeney, Henry W.


BOOKKEEPING exercises for accountant students. Dicksee, Lawrence R.


BOOKKEEPING; instructors guide for all arms, United States. War department.


BOOKKEEPING; special ledger accounts. Indian railway accountants’ journal, July 1926, p. 163–6.

BOOKKEEPING; students manual for all arms. United States. War department.

BOOKKEEPING system; approved by Hyland and Hopkins. Hartman system, inc.


BOOK-KEEPING without books (and matters relative) for the farmer. Bloomfield, Frederic I.

BOOKKEEPING without books in use by the Nashville gas and heating company, Nashville, Tenn. Porter, W. N.

BOOKLESS bookkeeping. Wasser, O. E.


BOOKMAN’S glossary. Holden, John A.

BOOKS


Accounting


BOOKS OF ACCOUNT

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT—(Continued)


BOOKS of account as evidence. Eckelberry, G. W.

BOOKS on accounting and auditing listed. Knoxville (Tenn.) sentinel, Jan. 15, 1925.

BOOMER, LUCIUS M.


BOOSTING the wholesaler’s business by short credits and sales analysis. Motor world wholesale, Dec. 24, 1925, p. 34-5, 69.

BOOTH, A. G.


BOOTS

See Shoes.

BORDEN, L. C.

See Marrs, S. M. N., joint author.

BORDEN, NEIL H., AND GLOVER, CHARLES A.


BORGERSRODE, FRED VON

See Engelhardt, Fred, joint author.

BORROWING from banks. Hendry, R. J. L.

BORROWING from your bank. Patterson, Stuart H.

BORST, G. W.

Direct material, indirect material and supplies, as factors in cost finding. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 14, 1919.

BORTON, E. J.


BOSE, J. L.


What is capital? Indian accountant, May 1925, p. 197.

BOSS, ANDREW


BOSTON, HENRY R.


Our standard cost system. Pulp and paper profits, March 1927, p. 8-16.

BOSTON RETIREMENT BOARD

Information relating to the Boston retirement system. City Hall, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON and Albany has revolutionized its supply conditions. Railway age, May 29, 1926, p. 1429-33.

BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

FINANCIAL reports for industrial executives. Boston, Boston chamber of commerce, bureau of commercial and industrial affairs, committee on industrial accounting and executive reports. c1923. 42p.

WHY pay employees with cash; a study of payroll check systems. Boston, bureau of commercial and industrial affairs, Boston chamber of commerce, 1923.

WORK/]() classification of office jobs. Boston, bureau of commercial and industrial affairs, committee on clerical salaries, Boston chamber of commerce. 8p.

BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Budgetary control for business in the bureau of commerce and industrial affairs. Boston, Boston chamber of commerce, c1924. 47p.

BOSTON CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY


PROFIT sharing with employees. Boston, Jan. 26, 1922. 8p.

BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON retirement act (chapter 521, acts of 1922), with amendments to July 1, 1924, incorporated. 22 City Hall, Boston, 9 Mass. 15p.

BOTHERING business. Toulmin, H. A.

BOTHWELL, FRANK G.


BOTTLER—bookkeeper bulletin. Markham audit company.

BOTTLES

Cost accounting


Costs

REDUCING cost of milk bottle manufacture. Oil engine power, Dec. 1924, p. 647-8, 653.

BOTTLING

A. B. C. B. finances; a full and complete analytical survey of the so-called financial reports, put out by the officers of the national association, for the past six years, with appropriate comparisons, balances and comments. National bottlers’ gazette, Apr. 15, 1926, p. 67-70.


Accounting

MARKHAM audit company. Bottler—bookkeeper bulletin. 8p.

Costs


BOUCHER, JAMES


BOULANGER, J. L.


BOULAY, J. A.


Bourgeois, Sidney S.  
Oleomargarine industry.  

Bourne, Charles Luther  
Winter operation of products plants—extra profits.  
*Concrete*, Oct. 1923, p. 159–2.

Bousholte, J. H.  
Nederlandsche belastingwelten.  
Martinus Nijhoff, 1923.

Boutell, L. H.  
Suggested voucher system for utilities.  

Bouten, Eugene  
Wage incentive systems.  
*American machinist*, Nov. 15, 1923, p. 739–42.

Boutelle, Eugene G.  
Budgets.  
(In Montgomery, Robert H., ed.  
Financial handbook.  
1925.  p. 253–89.)

Bowman, F. S.  
How much is your hotel worth?  

Bowman, F. H.  
Methods used in extending credit.  
(In American petroleum institute.  
Group sessions on uniform methods of oil accounting, p. 25–7.)

Bowman, J. F.  
Average or actual costs.  

Bowne, Nelson J.  
Distributing the overhead.  
(In *National association of cost accountants, official publications*, v. 6, no. 4.)

Boxes, Packing Cases, Etc.  
AMES, E. E.  
More output; lower costs; control; manage results in a veneer box shop.  

Cost Accounting  
Miller, C. R.  
Wooden box.  
(In Chamber of commerce of the United States.  

Boyce, Lloyd M.  
Scientific valuation of land.  

Boyd, George R. and Hart, R. A.  
Drainage district assessments; a study of present practices in assessing benefits under the state drainage laws.  
(United States Department of agriculture, *Department bulletin no. 1207*)

Boyd, Orton W.  
Accounting problems of the Florida real estate boom.  
*Accounting review*, Sept. 1926, p. 64–73.


Valuation for profits determination.  

Boykin, Eleanor  
Loose-leaf systems for all.  
*Credit monthly*, Nov. 1925, p. 12–4.

Boynton, George E.  
Budgeting a business to make it pay.  
*System*, Jan. 1924, p. 46.

Boynton, L. W.  
Distribution of moving pictures.  
(In *Business side of motion pictures*.  
1924.  p. 7–9.)

Movie industry adopting budget; waste being eliminated and production costs estimated with increasing accuracy.  
(In *Business side of motion pictures*.  
1924.  p. 5.)

Movie net profits about 15% of gross.  
(In *Business side of motion pictures*.  
1924.  p. 10–2.)

Boyt, R. S.  
Bankers' advances.  

Braban, T. H.  
Bills of exchange and promissory notes.  
*Federal accountant*, May 1925, p. 89-98.

Braddy, C. W.  
Auditors and the valuation of assets.  
(In *Incorporated accountants' students' society of London, Lectures and transactions for the year 1924*.  
1924.  p. 91–116.)  

Bradford, Ernest S.  
Field of regulation.  
(In Cooke, M. L., ed.  
*Public utility regulation*, c1924.  p. 9–19.)

Market analysis.  
(In *Management's handbook*.  
1924.  p. 1431–55.)  
Technique of conducting actual cases.  
(In Cooke, M. L., ed.  
*Public utility regulation*, c1924.  p. 226–52.)

Bradford, Russell L.  
Brief survey of important court decisions during 1926 affecting administration of estates and trusts.  

Bradford chamber of commerce (incorporated), review of the work of accountants' section in 1923.  

Bradford chamber of commerce; the accountants' section.  

Bradley, Albert  
Financial control policies of General motors corporation and their relationship to cost accounting.  
(N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 8, no. 9.)
BRADLEY, FRANK

BRADLEY, J. G.

BRADLEY, W. J.

BRADSHAW, CAMPBELL
Cutting the cost of material handling. Canadian machinery and manufacturing news, Feb. 10, 1927, p. 33.

BRADY, JOHN EDSON

BRANCH, LESTER M.
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BENNETT, GEORGE E. Consignments: agency and branch accounting. (In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 464–8.)
BERRIGAN, EDMUND. Instalment sales, on approval sales, branch sales, consignment sales. (In his Elements of accounting. 1926. p. 223–36.)
BLISS, H. BRANCH, plant and intercompany accounting. (In his Management through account. 1924. p. 761–79.)
BRANCH office accounting. (In International library of technology, v. 379.)


Djorup, CHRISTIAN. Control of foreign department and branch accounting. (In his Foreign exchange accounting. 1926. p. 354–78.)


FINNEN, H. A. Agencies and branches. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 12, p. 1–19.)


Hilgert, JOSEPH ROBERT. Accounting control of sales branches. (In his Cost accounting for sales. c1926. p. 489–92.)

KEDER, ROY B. Branch house accounting. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 489–92.)

Kilduff, FREDERIC W. Branch house inventories. (In his Inventory practice and material control. 1925. p. 166–79.)


Sherwood, J. F. Branch store accounting. (In his Accountancy. 1925. p. 188–9.)

SMAILs, R. G. H. and Walker, C. E. Branch accounts. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 143–61.)

STONE, WILLIAM M. and others. Head-office accounting with branch offices and agencies. (In their Accountants' and auditors' handbook. 1925. p. 268–77.)
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Castenholz, William B. Branch accounts. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 302–4.)

Montgomery, Robert H. Branch audits. (In his Auditing theory and practice, ed. 4, c1927. p. 653–65.)
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BRANCKER, W. SEFTON

Brantly, D. W.
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COST ACCOUNTING


Braunstein, Rudolph

Brawer, John D.
Here is your guide when you install the uniform accounting system. Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1926, p. 63–4.

Bray, W. REGINALD


Economy for the one-man business: the value of bookkeeping on a cash basis. Accountants' journal (England), Sept. 1924, p. 369.
BRAY, W. REGINALD—(continued)
Fallacious stocktaking in large factories; how profits can be innocently overstated. *Business organisation and management*, Sept. 1923, p. 413-4.

BRAZIL
INCOME tax regulations (reprinted from *Wilemans Brazilian review*) approved by decree no. 16584 of Sept. 4, 1924, free translation into English by Mr. George Marr, secretary of the British chamber of commerce in Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, Sept. 1924, 36p.
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BREWERS
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BARTON, ALBERT E. Brewerles. (In his *Australian auditing.* p. 296-7.)

Cost accounting


BREWSTER, KINGMAN
See also Holmes, George E., joint author.

AND IVINS, JAMES S. Y.


BRICKMAKING

Accounting

GREENWOOD, G. W. Accounting simplified. Chicago, Brick and clay record. 48p.


Cost accounting


GREENWOOD, GEORGE W. Adventure in accountancy; some observations on brick plant cost accounting methods, with a puzzle or two for the auditor's office. *Brick and clay record*, March 18, 1924, p. 425-6.


Costs
ERDWURM, P. R. Cutting power costs $10 per day. *Brick and clay record*, Apr. 13, 1926, p. 618-9.

FUEL costs for burning clay ware. *Brick and clay record*, Apr. 29, 1924, p. 651.


ILLINOIS. Committee on material cost investigation and exhibits, Brick. (In its *Corrected report.* 1919, p. 2-3.)


LABOR cost in common brick. *Brick and clay record*, Jan. 20, 1925, p. 120-2.

RAINEY, L. B. Where costs can be cut; a careful analysis of clay plant costs, showing what departments of the plant are often high in production cost. *Brick and clay record*, June 9, 1925, p. 908-10.
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BRIDGE, E. F.

BRIDGES
AMERICAN electric railway association. Toll bridge rates. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 28p. (Bulletin no. 9.)
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NEW HAMPSHIRE. Public service commission. Toll bridge; report to the public service commission. 3p.
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BRIEF history of workmen's compensation insurance and the development of the state insurance fund. New York state insurance fund.


BRIEF survey of the principles of taxation. Accountants' journal (England), Sept.--Nov. 1924, p. 335-8, 401-3, 500-2.
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BRIGGS, H.
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Cost of oil engine and other kinds of power. Rock products, Nov. 17, 1923, p. 39-42.
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BRINE, F. A.


BRINKMAN, E. E.

Extra financial Incentives for supervisors. New York, American management association, c1926. 20p. (Production executives' series, no. 48.)

Extra incentive wage plans for stock keepers, stock handlers, loading and unloading gangs et al.; report of a group covering methods of the Holeproof hosiery company. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. (Production executives' series, no. 23.)

BRISCO, NORRIS A.


AND WINGATE, JOHN W.


BRISCOE, TRAVER

Taxation of foreign corporations doing business in Italy. Phax, June 1927, p. 17-8, 30-1.

BRISTER, WILLIAM H.

See Angell, Raymond R., joint author.
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BENNETT, JACOB. Accounts of brokers should be simply understood. May 20, 1927, p. 2.


GORDON, R. W. Hadley's pathfinder system for a finance company. Los Angeles, Cal., Charles R. Hadley co., 1925, 10p. + front.

GORDON, WILLIAM D. and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Stock brokerage. (In their Modern accounting systems: 1924, p. 193-244.)


MILLS, JAMES COOK. Keeping systematic account of security deals. Business, Sept. 1912, p. 138-44.


NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS and PRATT, LESTER AND. Stock brokers. (In their Specialized accounting, 1925, p. 128-43.)

SMITLIE, ROBERT L. Brokerage bookkeeping. (In his Course of study for brokerage, stock exchange, investment banking, including discussion of economic factors affecting prices. 1923, p. 112-28.)


Auditing


EGGLESTON, DeWITT CARL. Brokerage audits. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 473-94.)


NEW YORK stock exchange. Resolution adopted Oct. 22, 1924; resolved, that members of the exchange and firms registered thereon carrying margin accounts for customers shall, as of the date of their answer to each questionnaire, cause to be made a complete audit of their accounts and assets. 1p.

OUR leading share market. Monetary times, Jan. 30, 1925, p. 7.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS and PRATT, LESTER AND. Stock brokers. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925, p. 128-43.)


BRONNER, R.


BROOK, C. B.

Melting shop metal ledger. Metal industry, Oct. 12, 1923, p. 3-4.

BROOK, CHARLES H.


BROOK, L. A.


BROOKS, G. B.


BROOKS, H. W.


BROOMS
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BROSKEY, ALPHONSE F.

Lynch mine, its record production and operating data. Coal age, Oct. 11, 1923, p. 541-6.


BROUGHTON, H. E., AND HAROLDSON, H. C.


BROWN, A. A.


BROWN, C. D.


BROWN, C. STUART

Beverages—a varied sales outlet. National hotel review, Feb. 9, 1927, p. 65, 70.

BROWN, CARLTON F.


BROWN, COLVIN B.


BROWN, DONALDSON


BROWN, DOUGLAS


BROWN, E. J.

Money; revisory notes on the evolution and classification of monetary forms. Accountants' journal, Nov. 1927, p. 546-8.

BROWN, GEOFFREY C.

BROWN, GEOFFREY C.—(Continued)
Recording job costs to show profits. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 53–8.

BROWN, GORDON G.
Where to draw the line in apple orchard costs. Better fruit, March 1924, p. 7–8.

BROWN, H.

BROWN, H. BOOTH

BROWN, HARRY GUNNISON

BROWN, HILLYER BLAKE
Defects in Mr. Justice Brandeis' theory of prudent investment as a rate base. California law review, May 1924, p. 283–301.

BROWN, KARL F.
See Deneen, J. L.

BROWN, LEWIS J.
Daily balanced pay-roll system, its use for the past two years in the plants of the American rolling mill company. Management and administration, Oct. 1923, p. 445–52.

BROWN, PAUL W.

BROWN, PERCY W.

BROWN, R. C.

BROWN, RALPH L.

BROWN, ROBERT C.

BROWN, ROBERT WESLEY
Practical valuation of oil lands. Oil and gas journal, June 21, 1923, p. 19, 124.


BROWN, ROY C.

BROWN, W. H.

BROWN, ZELDA

BROWNE, E. EARLE

BROWNE, E. L.
See Hall, Morris A., joint author.

BROWNE, GEORGE
Arithmetica infinita or the accurate accountant's best companion. Printed for the author anno 17/18 126 + 10p.

BROWNE, RICHARD

BROWNING, CARROLL W.
See Barton, Walter E., joint author.

BRUERE, HENRY
First prize paper in co-operation contest; winner emphasizes budgeting as first important step in co-operative program. Railway age, June 28, 1924, p. 1805–6.

Principles and scope of budgeting; an address delivered before the annual convention of the American management association, New York. New York, Policyholders' service bureau, Group insurance division, Metropolitan life insurance company. 16p.

Why the budget system should be more generally employed in bank and trust company operations. Trust companies, July 1924, p. 75–6.

AND LAZARUS, ARTHUR


BRUMBAUGH, JESSE FRANKLIN
Legal reasoning and briefing; logic applied to the preparation, trial and appeal of cases, with illustrative briefs and forms. Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. c1917. 773p.

BRUNDAKE, H. M.

BRUNDAKE, HOMER F.
Practical bookkeeping and cost accounting; address delivered at annual convention of Michigan sheet metal and roofing contractors. Sheet metal worker, March 25, 1927, p. 128–9, 144.

BRUNDAKE, PERCIVAL F.

BRUNKHORST, R. H.

BRUSH manufacturing costs. Broadhead, Norman H.

BRUSHES
Cost accounting

Costs
BUCKEE, J. COLGATE

BUCKLEY, ELTON J.

BUCKLEY, HOMER J.

BUCKLEY, M.

BUCKLIN, WALTER S.
Office-expense budgeting that saved 33%. *System*, July 1923, p. 43-5.

BUCKMINSTER, P. D.

BUDD, CULVER

BUDD, THOMAS A., AND WRIGHT, EDWARD N.

BUDDEN, F. H.

BUDGET accounting and budgetary methods. Scott, George G.


BUDGET control of overhead expense. Illinois manufacturers' costs association.

BUDGET control, what it does and how to do it. Ernst and Ernst.


BUDGET for the garment industry. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.

BUDGET in mutual casualty insurance. Davies, E. Alfred.

BUDGET is the guide of the executive; recommendations by the budget committee of the accounting section of the Pacific coast gas association. *Gas age-record*, Sept. 27, 1924, p. 429-30.

BUDGET—its preparation and administration. Snow, Harry A.

BUDGET limitations. Schaefer, Frederick P.

BUDGET making and cost analysis for apartment buildings. Peloubet, Maurice E.

BUDGET of financial operations. Corregan, E. H.

BUDGET of public utility companies. National electric light association.

BUDGET procedure in management control. Musil, Louis F.

BUDGET suggestions for furniture manufacturers. Metropolitan life insurance company.
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BUDGET system as a preventative measure against public extravagance. Young, Benjamin Loring.

BUDGET system as aid to business. New York times, May 4, 1924.

BUDGET system effective. Electric railway journal, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 70-1.

BUDGET system in modern management as applied in the Doherty organization. Harris, D. W.

BUDGETARY control. Carswell, William.

BUDGETARY control. Mahan, C. R.

BUDGETARY control. Paint manufacturers' association of the United States.


BUDGETARY control—an engineer's viewpoint. Conrad, Frank L.

BUDGETARY control and standard costs in the newspaper print paper industry. Ware, G. Andrew.


BUDGETARY control for business, by the Bureau of commerce and industrial affairs. McKinsey, James O.

BUDGETARY control for the cloak and suit industry. Schneider, Theodore I.

BUDGETARY control in retail store management. Hansen, Laurence A.

BUDGETARY control in retail store management. United States. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of.


BUDGETARY control of manufacturing burden—how it should be done. Frazer, George E.

BUDGETARY control of manufacturing burden—how we do it. Hatch, P. S.

BUDGETARY expense control. Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.


BUDGETING. Schneider, Theodore I.

BUDGETING, a business necessity. Wiley, Albert J.

BUDGETING engineering operations. Bump, Milan R.

BUDGETING financial requirements. Henry, R. A. C.


BUDGETING for lumber companies. Metropolitan life insurance company.

BUDGETING for marketers shows opportunities. Petroleum age, Aug. 1, 1926, p. 42.

BUDGETING for oil companies pays big dividends. Petroleum age, June 15, 1926, p. 20-1.

BUDGETING for the newspaper. Lazarus, Arthur.

BUDGETING for the newspaper. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.

BUDGETING in a cost system. Australasian accountant and secretary, Sept. 1924, p. 284.

BUDGETING in a financial institution. Davies, E. Alfred.


BUDGETING man power. Morgan, Earl B.

BUDGETING of mine expense decreases costs. Coal age, March 31, 1927, p. 457-60.

BUDGETING office expenses. Hicok, E. M.

BUDGETING practices and experiences of the General electric company. Cliffe, Frank B.

BUDGETING sales expense and sales quotas. Barber, Joseph H.


BUDGETING the operating and financial requirements of a public utility company. Kennedy, T. O.

BUDGETING the pay roll. Operation and maintenance, Aug. 10, 1926, p. 18.

BUDGETING the small business. Rolnik, Max.

BUDGETING to the business cycle. Barber, Joseph H.
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 FERNALD, HENRY B. Preparation of budgets; address before the New York state society of certified public accountants, Dec. 13, 1926. 7p.


Business

ACTUAL examples of the advantageous use of operating budgets. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 125-54.)


ALLYN, S. C. Advantages of the budget system to the manufacturing business. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 106-8.)

APPLYING the budget system to railroads; reader comment on the article published in our July issue. Industrial management, Sept. 1924, p. 161-3.


BARBER, JOSEPH H. Budgeting sales expense and sales quotas. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Sales executives' series; no. 21.)


BARBER, JOSEPH H. Finding your industry's cycle; industrial budget methods. Management and administration, Nov. 1924, p. 479-86.


BARBER, JOSEPH H. Holding down costs by the budget check-up. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 49-52.

BARBER, JOSEPH H. Improving unit costs through the budget. Manufacturing industries, June 1927, p. 447-50.
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BENNETT, GEORGE E. Business budget. (In his Auditing, 1925, p. 244-54.)

BOUTELLE, CHINIST. Budget control as an aid to personal administration. American management review, Feb. 1924, p. 3-6.

BRUERE, GEORGE E. Mathematics of business. (In his Hotel management, 1925, p. 253-268.)

BRUERE, HENRY. Budgeting as a form of operating control. System, Jan. 1924, p. 46.

BRUERE, L. W. Movie industry adopting budget; waste is eliminated and production costs estimated with increasing accuracy. (In Business side of motion pictures, 1924, p. 5.)
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BRUERE, HENRY. Principles and scope of budgeting; an address delivered before the annual convention of the American management association, New York, Policyholders' service bureau, Group insurance division, Metropolitan life insurance company. 16p.

BRUERE, HENRY. Why the budget system should be more generally employed in bank and trust company management. Trust companies, July 1924, p. 15-6.


BUCKLIN, WALTER S. Office expense budgeting that saved 33%. System, July 1923, p. 43-5.

BUDGET control. (In his Automobile industry: costs and control association monthly bulletin, Aug. 1924, p. 1-2.)


BUDGET is the guide of the executive; recommendations by the budget committee of the accounting section of the Connecticut gas association. Gas age-record, Sept. 27, 1924, p. 429-30.

BUDGET system as aid to business. New York times, May 4, 1924.

BUDGET system effective. Electric railway journal, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 70-1.


BUDGETING for marketers shows opportunities. Petroleum age, Aug. 1, 1926, p. 42.


CAMPBELL, JAMES M. How one company controls production, sales, buying. Advertising and selling, Sept., 1925, p. 32-46.


CARTHAGE, PHILIP I. Preventing expense budgets. (In National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, conventioners' conference, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 54-60.)

CARVER, W. L. Warner and Swasey prove that a budget system will work and pay. Automotive industries, June 12, 1924, p. 1279-81.

CHANCE to help your retailer. Printers ink, Sept. 4, 1924, p. 90.


CHRISTENSON, M. Post-test to show how it uncovered hidden profits. Printers ink monthly, Sept. 1925, p. 19-20, 90.


CLITHERO, W. S. Budgeting for expense or planning for profits. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 12, 1924, p. 3-4.


COBB, HOWARD P. Budget and budget control. (In his Shoe factory accounting and cost keeping. 1924, p. 292-300.)


CONTROLLERS' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Budgetary expense control. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 1924. 22p. (v. 9, no. 7.)
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CROWELL, CEDRIC R. Purchase budget. (In his Book store record, 1926. p. 6-8.)


DAVIES, E. ALFRED Budget in mutual casualty insurance. (In National association of mutual casualty companies, and National association of automobile mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, N. Y., Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 88-109.)

DAVIES, E. ALFRED. Budgeting in a financial institution. New York, American management association, 1925. 15p. (Financial executives' series; no. 6.)

DOHERTY, JAMES L. Cost accounting and the budget. (In his Cost accounting theory and practice. 1924. p. 432-46.)

DONALDSON, W. J. Be sure your budget is honest. FactoDay, June 1926, p. 1034, 1172.


ELLIS, G. C. Budgetary control; an outline of a policy that can be used to advantage by the gas company. American gas association monthly, July 1926, p. 427-30.

ERNST AND ERNST. Business control through analysis. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1927.

ERNST AND ERNST. Budget control, what it does and how to do it. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1925. 30p.

ERNST AND ERNST. Retail inventory method and store control. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1926. 26p.


FACTORY budget plan grown out of 10 years’ experience. (In Production control and cost finding, c1925. p. 6, p. 23-35.)


FINANCE. (In 'Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 787-858.)


FLOYD, G. F. Budget system applied to construction work. American contractor, Feb. 6, 1926, p. 19, 24. (In the yearbook of the American institute of contractors, Oct. - Nov. 1925, p. 6-7.)


FORECASTING and the budget. Railway age, Aug. 23, 1924, p. 43-45.

FORSTER, WILLIAM J. Place of standards in hotels; how to make easy and profitable use of the many valuable statistics that are developed in the course of operating a hotel's bookkeeping work. Hotel management, Aug. 1925, p. 86-8.


FRAZER, GEORGE E. Budgetary control of manufacturing burden, how it should be done. (In National association of cost accountants. Papers and discussions—21st. New England regional cost conference. p. 31-8.)


FRI, JAMES L. Merchandise budget. (In his Retail merchandising, planning and control. 1925. p. 187-213.)


GEDEES, JOHN J. Budgeting your factory may help you at the bank. Factory, June 1925, p. 919, 946.


GRASSMUCK, CHESTER P. Payroll budgeting. New York, American management association, 1925. 12p. (Annual convention series, no. 32.)

GRAY, E. B. Budgetary control in a paper mill. Paper trade journal, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 36.

HAHN, LEW, AND WHITE, PERCIVAL, eds. Budgeting expenses. (In their Merchants' manual. 1924, p. 287-90.)


HARRIS, D. L. Budget system in modern management as applied in the Doherty organization; reprinted from the National electric light association bulletin, May 1922. 60 Wall street, New York, H. L. Doherty and company. 28p.

HARRIS, JONATHAN N. Modern method of management by budget; reprint from San Francisco (Calif.) business, Dec. 8, 1926.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budget forms for hotel use. Hotel management, May 1924, p. 56-68.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. How shall we budget the ice cream trade? Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1923, p. 61-3.

LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Some practical applications of budgeting methods. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924. p. 35-7.)
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CARVER, H. S.
See Agg, T. R., joint author.

CARVER, P. H.

CARVER, R. N.

CARVER, ROBERT A.

AND RANSOM, WILLIAM L.
Depreciation charges of railroads and public utilities; memorandum filed with ... interstate commerce commission. 118p.

CARVER, ROGER N.
Reduction in ton mile costs each year; coal dealer’s record. Power wagon, Sept. 1924, p. 8–12.

CARVER, S.

CARTHAGE, PHILIP I.
Planning expense budgets. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceed- ings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 54–60.)

CARVER, T. N.

CARVER, W. L.
One master form basis of material buying and control system. Automotive industries, Apr. 10, 1924, p. 306–11.
Warner and Swasey prove that a budget system will work and pay. Automotive industries, June 12, 1924, p. 1279–81.

CASE, H. M., AND MEYERS, K. H.
Cattle feeding in relation to farm management. Urbana, University of Illinois agricultural experiment station, 1925. 243p. (Bulletin no. 261.)

CASE, H. M., AND MOSHER, M. L.
Increasing farm earnings by the use of simple farm accounts. Urbana, Ill., 1924. 183p. (University of Illinois agricultural experiment station, Bulletin no. 252.)

CASE, HIRAM G.
Handbook of instructions for recording disbursements for school purposes; in accordance with the uniform system prescribed by the University of the State of New York. Albany, University of the State of New York, 1917. 24p.

CASE, H. W.

CASE (J. L.), THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY
Regulations, employees’ benefit association, organized Jan. 1, 1909, and pension system organized July 1, 1915; as amended to July 24, 1919, superseding all previous issues. Ruchne, Wis. The company. 40p.

CASE, RALPH E.

CASE, WARREN

CASE method. Jackson, J. Hugh.
CASE method in teaching auditing. Thompson, William R.


CASEY, JAMES J.

CASH, WILLIAM

CASH
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Cash. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems in installation. 1926. p. 95–110.)

CASH ACCOUNTS
CASH discount for prompt payment costly. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 8, 1927, p. 3.
CASH discounts. Schmell, Erwin J. C.
CASH discounts and the income statement. Greer, H. C.
CASH records. Altman, George T.

CASSATT, ROBERT K.

CASSIDY, JOHN L.
Comparative statistics. Alarm clock, May 1, 1926, p. 6.

CASSON, HERBERT M.
Ideal office. London, Gee and company. 1924. 50p.
CASSON, HERBERT M.—(Continued)
Ideal office.  Indian accountant, June 1923, p. 215.

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B.
Auditing profession.  Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1925.  430p. + forms.

AND JOHNSON, FRED S.

AND THIESS, E. L.


CASTINGS
See Foundries

CASTLE, G. V.
Economics of the dairy farm.  California cultivator, Apr. 11, 1925, p. 430.

CASTLE, WALLACE H.

CASTNER charges are being probed.  Birmingham (Alabama) News, Apr. 21, 1924.

CASUALTY ACTUARIAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA

CASUALTY ACTUARIAL SOCIETY

CASUALTY actuarial society.  2 typewritten pages.

CATALOGUE of blank forms, books, laws and regulations.  United States.  Treasury department.

CATCHINGS, WADDIL
See Foster, William Trufant, joint author.
Profits, reserves, dividends and consumer purchasing power.  New York, American management association, c1926.  12p.  (Financial executives’ series no. 16.)

CATHLES, ALBERT


CATTELL, W. H.
Modern gas-works accountancy.  Gas journal (England), May 18, 1927, p. 432.

CATTLE feeding in relation to farm management.  Case, H. C. M., and Myers, K. H.

CAUDELL, W. M.

CAUDLE, R. E.


CAVANAUGH, ELEANOR
Some sources of information on stocks and bonds; prepared for the meeting of the financial group of Special libraries association, Swampscott, Mass., June 1926.  11p.

CAVE, F. HADDON—See Haddon-Cave, F.

CAVE, GEORGE

CAVERT, W. L.
How Fairfield kept farm accounts.  St. Paul, University of Minnesota, Agricultural extension division, 1923.  11p.  (Minn. agricultural extension special bulletin 77.)

CECIL, GEORGE


CEDARLAND, H. N.
Solving the problem of distributing power.  Power, Oct. 9, 1923, p. 579.

CEMENT
RATIO of fire losses on Portland cement plants.  1 typewritten page.

Accounting
CEMENT—Accounting—(Continued)
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Cement mills. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925. p. 76–92.)

Auditing
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Cement mills. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925. p. 76–92.)

Cost accounting

Costs
ILLINOIS. Committee on material cost investigation and exhibits. Cement. (In its Corrected report, 1919. p. 8–12.)

CEMENT SACKS
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Returnable-sack accounts. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925. p. 84–8.)

CEMETORIES
Accounting

Auditing


CENTRAL rural schools; procedure outlined by the state education department in the organization of central rural school districts under the provisions of article 6-b of the education law, as amended by chapter 95 of the laws of 1927. New York (state). University.


CEREALS

CERTIFICATE of membership in the relief fund and regulations governing relief department. Westinghouse air brake company.

CERTIFICATES

"ACCOUNTS have been audited." Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 393–4.
AUDIT certificates. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Sept. 1924, p. 104.
BELL, WILLIAM H. Certificates. (In his Accountants' reports. 1926. p. 305–12.)
BUNGER, FRIEDRICH. (Der) Revisionsbericht und die Verantwortlichkeit des public accountant. (In (Het) Internationale accountants' congres, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 63–81.)
CERTIFICATE should be definite. Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 396.
COMMITTEE activities, Special committee on co-operation with bankers, July 15, 1926, p. 4–9.
EGGLESTON, DEWITT CARL. Audit working papers. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 258–88.)
HURDMAN, FREDERICK H. Committee on co-operation with public accountants of the Robert Morris associates, delivered at Cleveland, Ohio, regional meeting, May 22, 1926. 14 typewritten pages.
LIMPERG, TH. JR. Accountants' certificate in connection with the accountant's responsibility. (In (Het) International accountants' congres, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 85–104.) (In Het International accountants' congres. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 18p.)
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Auditors' certificates. (In his Auditing theory and practice, ed. 4, 1927, p. 460–8.)
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CERTIFICATES—(Continued)
SACHS, WALTER E. Importance of the verification of inventories in connection with frauds; an address delivered at the all-day and evening conference of the New York state society of certified public accountants, Oct. 15, 1924, p. 87-94.
WALKER, FORREST. Some practical objections to compulsory publicity of accounts of industrial enterprises. American economic review (supplement), March 1927, p. 34-6.


CERTIFIED accountants. New York times, June 15, 1924.


CERTIFIED accountants; objection is raised to legislation to modify requirements. New York times, Jan. 26, 1925.


CERTIFIED public accountancy as a profession. Sells, Elijah Watt.

CERTIFIED public accountancy laws—oral examination, Jan. 14, 1926. 1 typewritten page.


CERTIFIED public accountant and his professional service. Blight, Reynold E.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants.


CERTIFIED public accountants’ certificate; impressions of meeting of St. Louis chapter of the Robert Morris associates and the Missouri society of C. F. A.’s, Nov. 23, 1926. Mayors, W.

CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, alphabetical. Typewritten.

CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states. Typewritten.

CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states, 1925. Typewritten.


CERTIFIED public accountants in the United States, by states, 1926. Typewritten.


CERTIFIED public accountants of Colorado. 1924. 3p.


CERTIFIED public accountants strive to aid business men of country. Northwest banker investor, May 1926.

CERTIFYING and not. Haskins and Sells bulletin, May 1925, p. 34-5.

CHADBURN, H. E.
Controlling the maid’s time. National hotel review, Jan. 15, 1927, p. 69.

CHADDOCK, ROBERT E.

CHADWICK, S. OGDEN

CHAFFEE, ALLEN

CHAFFEE, ALLEN—(Continued)


CHAIN of warehouses standardized; control system at general office shows daily changes in receipts and shipments of material in all branches. *Iron age*, Aug. 14, 1924, p. 386-7.

CHAIN store accounting. Greer, Howard C.

CHAIN store control. Bennett, George E.

CHAIN STORES

Brisco, Norris A. Chain stores. In his Prin-
ciples of retailing. 1927. p. 5-7.


Konsberg (E. T.) and company. Story of the chain store situation. Chicago, E. T. Konsberg and company, 1925.


White, Percival and Hayward, Walter S. Chain store. In their *Marketing practice*, 1924, p. 343-58.

Accounting


Bolling, Cunliffe L. Retailing. In his Commercial management. 1925. p. 82-100.


Fleeck, John S. Warehousing and purchasing records; supervision of retail outlets; centralizing executive controls. In (Hayward, Walter S. and White, Percival. Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 267-316.)


Costs


White, Percival and Hayward, Walter S. Chain store. In their *Marketing practice*, 1924, p. 343-58.

Statistics


Stockkeeping


Fleeck, John S. Warehousing and purchasing records. In (Hayward, Walter S., and White, Percival. Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 267-316.)


Greer, Howard C. Retail store—periodic inventories. In (his *Chain store accounting*. 1924. p. 64-100.)


Chain stores. Nystrom, Paul H.

Chain stores, their management and operation. Hayward, Walter S., and White, Percival.

Chairmanship


Challenge. Pottinger, James.


Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York

See New York (state). Chamber of commerce.


Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America


Commercial tower of Babel, piling variety upon variety. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 18p.


—1926. 31p.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA—(Continued)


COST accounting through the use of standards. Washington, Department of manufacture, Chamber of commerce of the United States, 1925.

DEVELOPING the uniform cost accounting manual; a memorandum prepared for the use of cost accounting committees of associations; prepared by the department of manufacture. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 14p.


FABRICATED production department, its service on manufacturing problems, cost accounting, simplification, standardization, statistics, organization, production. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States.

FEDERAL taxation; report of the chamber's committee on commerce and taxation, 1925. 37p.


GENERAL conditions affecting distribution; report of committee 6, National distribution conference. Washington, 1925.


LOOKING forward in uniform cost accounting. (Department of manufacture news bulletin no. 8.)

MCFADDEN-PEPPER bill becomes law. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States.


NATIONAL merchant marine conferences, Nov. 16-17, 1925. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 192p.

NATIONAL trade associations; dates and places of meetings of conventions to be held, arranged alphabetically and by months, issued by organization service, Oct. 1, 1927. Washington, D. C. Chamber of commerce, 1927. 32p.


PRINCIPLES of business conduct; a report of the committee on business ethics and a committee for consideration at the twelfth annual meeting. Cleveland, Ohio, May 6-8, 1924. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 19p.

PRINCIPLES of business conduct; reprinted from the Nation's business. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States.

PROBLEMS of the coal industry; addresses delivered at the group meeting of the National resources production department, May 9, 1925. Washington, D. C. 28p.

PROCEEDINGS, regional agricultural conference of agricultural and other industrial representatives (Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia), Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 22-26, 1926.

PROCEEDINGS, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924; an open forum for the exchange of experience and the presentation of news; held under direction of Department of manufacture, Manufactured production department. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 85p.


REFERENDUM no. 44, on the report of the committee on postal service. Washington, D. C., National headquarters, 1925. 31p.


REPORT of the annual Chicago conference held by the department of manufacture, Oct. 28, 29, 1924. 3 typewritten pages.


RETAILERS' expenses: prepared by Domestic distribution department. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States.

SECOND annual Chicago conference on uniform cost accounting. 4p. (Department of manufacture's news bulletin no. 1.)


TRADE facts and the trade association. Washington, Department of manufacture, Chamber of commerce of the United States, 1926. 15p.


UNIFORM cost accounting in trade associations; the cost committee. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States, 1924. 19p.


WAREHOUSING and transportation economies in distribution. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 7p.

WHAT is your cost system doing for you? Washington, Chamber of commerce. 3p. (Fabricated production department bulletin no. 22.)


CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN arbitration association, Chamber of commerce of the United States of America. (In its Yearbook on commercial arbitration in the United States, 1927, p. 821-43.)

Natural resources production department


CHAMBERLAIN, H. D.

Statistical unit of man-hours. Railway age, June 17, 1926, p. 1905-06.
CHAMBERS, C. R.
Relation of farm land income to farm land value. _American economic review_, Dec. 1924, p. 673-98.

CHAMBERS, NORMAN G.

Procedure as to appeals against additional assessment and hearings in income and profits tax cases under the revenue act of 1924. _Income tax review_, Jan. 31, June 15, 1925, p. 4-6, 3-5.

Revenue act of 1926 compared with 1924 act. _Income tax review_, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 31-2.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE


BRADFORD chamber of commerce (incorporated) review of the work of accountants' section in 1923. _Accountants_, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 614-5.

BRADFORD chamber of commerce, the accountants' section. _Accountants_, Feb. 28, 1925, p. 357-60.

CHAMBER of commerce committee on taxation. _Bulletin of the American institute of accountants_, Nov. 15, 1925, p. 5.

CHAMBER of commerce of the United States of America. Facilitated production department, its service on manufacturing problems, cost accounting simplification, standardization, statistics, organization, production problems, etc. Washington, Chamber of commerce of the United States.


NEW YORK (state). Chamber of commerce. Collection of publications. 7 pamphlets.


NEW YORK (state). Chamber of commerce. List of chambers of commerce in the United States in all cities of 5,000 population and over. 65 Liberty street, New York, Chamber of commerce, Jan. 1, 1925, 40p.


Accounting


CHANGE to help your retailer. _Printers ink_, Sept. 4, 1924, p. 119-20.

CHAND, GYAN
Function of the income-tax in the fiscal system of India. _Indian accountant_, Apr., May 1925, p. 60-72.

CHANDLER, W. G.

CHANGE of entries. American institute of accountants, _Special bulletin no. 27_, May 1926, p. 6.

CHANGES in national bankruptcy act. _Chicco commerce_, Aug. 28, 1926, p. 27.

CHANGES in tax law obtained by Massachusetts accountants. _American accountant_, July 1927, p. 24.


CHATREY, W. H.

CHAPMAN, FRANK L.

CHAPMAN, JOHN M. AND WESTERFIELD, RAY B.
Problems in banking, money and credit. New York, Ronald press company, c1927. 757p. +xxv.

CHAPMAN, L. B.
Influence of size on operating expense of motorships. _Marine engineering and shipping age_, March 1924, p. 143-5.

CHAPPLE, JOE M.

CHAPTER formed by accountants. _Cleveland (Ohio) plain dealer_, Apr. 1, 1924.

CHAPTER 115, laws of 1925. South Dakota.
CHAPTER 34, of the state board of accountancy and certified public accountants. Rhode Island. State board of accountancy.

CHARGE, W. T.


CHARLESWORTH, J.

CHART OF ACCOUNTS
BENNEDT, GEORGE E. Chart of accounts. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 190–244.)

CHART of natural divisions of expense as they appear under eight functional group classifications. Laidenowners national association.

CHARTER for the profession; extract from the issue of March 6, 1875. Accountant, March 7, 1925, p. 416.

CHARTER PARTIES


CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants.


CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS' STUDENTS' SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH, AND GLASGOW


PAPERS set at the joint test examinations, held Nov. 4 and 11, 1922. (In their Transactions, session 1922–23. p. 286–331.)

PAPERS set at the joint test examinations held Oct. and Nov. 1923. (In their Transactions, v. 5, session 1923–24. 1926. p. 221–72.)


CHARTON, EDWARD

CHARTS
See Graphic methods.

CHARTS and graphs. Karsten, Karl G.


CHASE, C. W.

CHASE, FRANK A.
See Clark, Horace F., joint author.

CHASE, HARVEY S.
Massachusetts society of certified public accountants; an address at the celebration of the twenty-fifth an- niversary of the founding of the society, Apr. 27, 1923. Boston, Massachusetts society of certified public accountants, inc., 1925. 21p.

CHASE, STUART


Special accounting examinations and reports. (In International library of technology, v. 377.)

AND SCHLINK, F. J.

CHATFIELD, J. C.
Control of all refining operations achieved through budget system. National petroleum news, July 20, 1927, p. 106–12.


CHATTERJEE, J. C.


CHECK list method of auditing and bookkeeping. Richardson, F. W.
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CHECK NUMBERS


CHECKING
BURT, J. K. Internal check; easy read before the Christ-church accountants’ students’ society. Accountants’ journal (New Zealand), Nov. 20, 1927, p. 155-6.
INTERNAL check and the disbursing officer. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 10.
THOMPSON, WILLIAM RODNEY. Principles of internal check; internal-check methods for cash, sales, accounts. In his Accounting systems, their design and installation. 1926. p. 146-207.)

CHECKING

CHECKING
the efficiency of store operations. Railway age, June 27, 1925, p. 1652.

CHECKING

CHECKS
CHEQUES payable to limited companies. Queensland accountants’ societies’ journal, Feb. 1925, p. 23.
KELLER, ALBERT E. Protect your checks. 1p.
PAY cheques to curb crime. New York times, Nov. 21, 1925.
RYAN, JAMES E. Recent progress in check protection and prevention of forgery. Trust companies, Apr. 1927, p. 519-20.


CHEESE
KIRSCH, WILLIAM. History and accomplishments of the Wisconsin cheese producers’ federation, Madison, Wisconsin, department of markets, Nov. 15, 1925, 25p. (v. S. no. 5.)

Costs
DAHLBERG, ARNOLD O., and MATHESON, K. J. Manufacture of cottage cheese in creameries and milk plants; revised by K. J. Matheson. Washington, Government printing office, 1925, 12p. (United States department of agriculture, Department bulletin no. 576.)


CHEMICALS
Accounting

Cost accounting
POTTER, F. M. Methods of costing in chemical works. Chemical age (England), June 2-9, 1923, p. 588-9, 612-5.
WEISS, J. M., and DOWNS, C. R. What machinery is necessary for the management of industrial research; an accounting system for a development department and a convincing argument for its use. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Apr. 7, 1924, p. 549-54.

Costs
TYLER, CHAPLIN. Cost analysis in chemical production. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Apr., May 1926, p. 204-9, 278-82.

Stores systems

Valuation


CHENEY, CHARLES
What keeps workers content? address delivered before the Society of industrial engineers, at their convention in New York city, on Oct. 19, 1922, 12p.
CHENEY, EDWARD J.
Memorandum concerning principles and methods of water power valuations approved and practiced by various courts and commissions. 61 Broadway, New York, Edward J. Cheney, 1920. 27p.

CHENEY, O. H.
Banker’s view of trade association; address delivered before the Sheet metal ware association, Dec. 8, 1925. 15p.

CHENHALLS, A. T.


CHEQUES
See Checks.

CHEQUES payable to limited companies. Queensland accountants and secretaries’ journal, Feb. 1927, p. 23.

CHERRY, GLADSTONE

CHESTER, C. M.

CHETTY, S. M.
Double account system as applied to railways. Indian railway accountants’ journal, Apr. 1926, p. 25.

CHICAGO
ACT relating to municipal employees’ annuity and benefit fund of Chicago (as amended, 1923). City Hall, Chicago, Municipal employees’ annuity and benefit fund of Chicago. 71p.

BOARD OF TRADE
ANNUAL report. 1924, 1925, 1926.

CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
PENSION system as in force Apr. 1, 1923. 23p.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY
RULES and regulations of the pension department. Aug. 1, 1926. 7p.

CHICAGO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
See American business courier.


CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OHAMA RAILWAY COMPANY

CHICAGO, UNIVERSITY OF


CHICAGO’S new intake tunnel. Engineering and contracting (water works), May 1927, p. 183–92.


CHILD, ALLEN P.

CHILDS, FRANK HALL
Agency. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1916. v. 2.)
Contracts. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1916. v. 1.)
Elementary law. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1916. v. 1.)
Partnership. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1916. v. 2.)
Sales, negotiable instruments. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1916. p. 3.)
Unfair competition. (In Wallon school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 1920. v. 5.)

CHILDS, LESLIE

CHILDS, STERRY HUNT

CHILSON, FRANK X.

CHILSON, JOHN J.

CHIMNEYS
See Stacks.

CHINA
Stockkeeping
WESS, HAROLD B. Chinaware department. (In his Merchandise control. 1925. p. 91.)

CHINA CLAY lands. 1 typewritten page.

CHINESE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS ASSOCIATION OF SHANGHAI
Yearbook.


CHING, C. S.
Industry’s obligation to superannuation and an evaluation of present and proposed plans; address at the eighth annual industrial conference, Aug. 27–30, 1925; reprinted by permission. Philadelphia, Brown, Crosby & company. 8p.

CHIPMAN, PAUL
See Alfred, Frank H., joint author.

CHOCOLATE and chocolate products. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 21, Apr. 1924, p. 8.

CHOCOLATE, COCOA, ETC.
Statistics

CHOOING a profession—accountancy. Jackson, J. Hugh.

CHRISTENSEN, ANKER L.
CHRISTIE, C. V.

CHRYSLER SALES CORPORATION
ACCOUNTING handbook; standard accounting system for Chrysler dealers; unit “A.” Detroit, The corporation, 19p. + forms.
ACCOUNTING handbook; standard accounting system for Maxwell-Chrysler; unit “B.” Detroit, The corporation, 12p. + forms.

CHURCH, ELLIOT
Elements of business cost. Automobile trimmer and painter, Nov. 1924, p. 31–3.

CHURCH, JOHN A.

CHURCH, M.D.
Industrial power. Paper trade journal, Nov. 27, 1924, p. 88, 100.

CHURCHES
DUPLEX envelope company.
GLOBE envelope and printing company.
INCLUDING the churches. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, June 1925, p. 45–6.

Accounting


CHURCHES—cash receipts and disbursements.


NATIONAL council of the Congregational churches.
PREACHER. Catalogue and samples of treasurer’s records, etc. Philadelphia, Westminster press.

CHURCHES—cash receipts and disbursements.

CHURCHILL, CHARLES II.

CIGAR TRADE
Costs

CIGARETTES
See Cigars, cigarettes, etc.

CIGARS, CIGARETTES, ETC.
Cost accounting
Mahony, John V. Accounting and cost system for a cigar manufacturer. Pace student, Apr. 1925, p. 65–8, 74–8.

CINDER


CIRCULAR of information in regard to the certificate of certified public accountant. 14p. Illinois, University of.

CIRCULAR of information, syllabus, bibliography. American institute of accountants. Board of examiners.


CITATOR of internal revenue; treasury decisions, regulations, decisions of U. S. board of tax appeals and miscellaneous published office rulings, showing where treasury decisions (internal revenue) nos. 1–3692, inclusive, and other decisions are cited, amended, reversed, etc. Dec. 29, 1899–April 17, 1925. United States, Treasury department.

CITIES
See Municipal.

CITY accounting forms of loose leaf city books. League of Kansas municipalities.

CITY auditor retained; A. D. Lewis chosen. Casper (Wyo.) daily tribune, Jan. 22, 1926.


CLABAUGH, S. F.

CLABAUGH, WILLIAM


CIGAR BOXES
See Boxes, packing cases, etc.


CLAIM against an auditor, extraordinary case, verdict in favor of auditor. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1926, p. 66.


CLAIM for accountancy work. Incorporated accountants' journal, Dec. 1927, p. 89.


CLAIM for professional services. Accountant, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 560-1. Incorporated accountants' journal, July 1927, p. 355.

CLAMP, G. H.
Unit operation costs. Cost accountant, June 1925, p. 3-4.

CLANCY, J. T.

CLAPPÉ, M. B.

CLARIDGE, WILLIAM
Examinations. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922.) p. 198-216.


CLARK, A. T.

CLARK, A. W., AND OTHERS
Composition and cost of commercial feeding stuffs in 1924. Ithaca, Cornell university, 1925. 36p. (New York State agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 530.)

CLARK, CARLOS B.
Retail inventory method questioned. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, March 1927, p. 120-1, 127.

CLARK, CHARLES E.

CLARK, EDWARD L.

CLARK, EVANS
Voteless stock stirs Wall street. New York times, Oct. 29, 1925, p. 27.

CLARK, G. R. LINDNER

CLARK, H. SAMSON

CLARK, HORACE F., AND CHASE, FRANK A.

CLARK, J. B. M.

CLARK, J. C.

CLARK, JOHN MAURICE
Valuation for the balance sheet and profits. (In Het International accountants' congress, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 369-77.) (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 5E.)

CLARK, LINDLEY D., AND CALLAHAN, DANIEL F.

AND TRACY, STANLEY J.


CLARK, W. C.

CLARK, W. M.
Keeping accurate cost records and how to apply them. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p. 18-22.

CLARK, W. W.

CLARK, WALLACE
See also Miller, Fred J., joint author.

CLARKE, F. S.

CLARKE, GILMORE D.

CLARKE, JOHN

CLARKSON, E. R.
Kaufmann's budget system. Dry goods economist, May 29, 1926, p. 15.


CLAUSEN, F. C. Check on ice and salt shows dealer’s value. Ice cream trade journal, Oct. 1923, p. 70.

CLAY INDUSTRIES
See also Brickmaking; Pottery.

Accounting
CHINA clay lands. 1 typewritten page.

Cost accounting

Costs
FUEL costs for burning clay ware. Brick and clay record, Apr. 29, 1924, p. 631.

Valuation

CLAY PRODUCTS
Costs

CLAY products industry. Turner, Richard C.

CLAYFIELD, ARTHUR

CLAYTON, CECIL R.
Education in accountancy invaluable. San Francisco (Cal.) chronicle, Aug. 2, 1925.

CLEANING
Accounting

Cost accounting

Costs
CLEARING and collection of checks. Spahr, Walter Earl.

CLEARING house examiner system. American bankers' association.

CLEARING house idea and the examiner system. American bankers' association.

CLEARING OF LAND

Costs

PREPARATION of landing field; methods of clearing, grubbing and seeding at United States naval air station, Lakehurst, N. J. Engineering and contracting, May 20, 1925, p. 1079-82.

CLEARY, J. W.


CLEARY, W. J.


CLEGG, W. H.

Central banking. Indian accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 7-14.


CLELAND, ETHEL

Can the public library help? Our taxes support an active agent all too little used by the business man. Advertising and selling foringly, March 24, 1926, p. 38, 64.

CLEMEN, RUDOLF ALEXANDER


CLEOUGH, J.


CLEVELAND, H. B.


CLEVELAND, L. A.


CLEVELAND, PUBLIC UTILITIES, DEPARTMENT OF

FINANCIAL statement, Dec. 31, 1925. 5p.

REPORT, 1925, division of light and power. 13p.

REPORT, 1925, division of water and heat. Cleveland, Ohio.

CLEVELAND ASSOCIATION OF BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS

DEPRECIATION, obsolescence and appreciation; prepared under the direction of the accounting and exchange committee by Louis A. Schulke. Cleveland, Ohio, The Cleveland association of building owners and managers, c1923. 12p.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON COMPANY

PENSION system for the employees. Cleveland, Ohio, The company. 13p.


CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY

PENSION and death benefit plans.

CLIFFE, FRANK B.


CLIFFORD, F. S.

How to keep the appliance inventory down. Gas age record, July 16, 1927, p. 98-100.

CLIMER, FRED W.


CLINCH, S. H.

Points on the finance act, 1922. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 155-73.)

CLINTON, DE WITT


Importance of the accounting department under commission regulation; reprinted from the American gas association 1923 convention. New York, American gas association. 8p.


CLITHERO, W. S.

Budgeting for expense or planning for profits. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 12, 1925, p. 1-3.


CLOAKS

See Clothing.

CLOCKS, WATCHES, ETC.

Accounting

DALSTON, MILLARD. Accounting for a concern that manufactures, rents, and sells clocks. Pace student, Nov. 1925, p. 181-5.


CLOSING the accountancy profession. Australasian accountant and secretary, June 1924, p. 161-6.

CLOTH

See Textiles.

CLOTHING

See also Knit goods.

BERDON, DAVID. General business situation particularly as affecting the apparel industries; summary of address at the convention meeting of the National cloak, suit and skirt manufacturers association, held at Cleveland, Ohio, on May 23, 1924. 8p.

BERDON, DAVID. "Stock house" peril in the ladies' garment industries. 385 Fifth avenue, New York. 8p.

BRUERÉ, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the garment industry. (In their Applied budgeting. 1926. p. 204-25.)


HOTCHKISS, WILLARD E. Extra incentive wage plans in the men's clothing industry in Chicago. New York, American management association, c1925. 7p. (Production executives' series: no. 20.)


CLOTHING—(Continued)


UNITED STATES. Labor statistics, Bureau of. Wages and hours of labor in the men's clothing industry, 1911 to 1924. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 51p. (Bulletin no. 287.)

Accounting

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Clothing. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926, p. 456-63.)


SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Practical bookkeeping suggestions for jobbers and contractors in the needle trade. Women's apparel merchant, June, July, Sept.-Nov. 1926, p. 13, 30, 14-5, 28, 14-5, 18-9, 14, 16.


Cost accounting


TWOSE, HERBERT H. Standard costs in the clothing industry. Clothing trade journal, June 1926.

Costs


Statistics


Stockkeeping

SOHMER, PHILIP. Perpetual inventory; revolving system of inventory gives a constant check on all piece goods and finished garments. Garment manufacturers' index, Oct. 1921.

CLOTHING JOBBERS

Accounting

SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Budgetary control for the cloak and suit industry. New York, Maxwell Keller publishing company. 1924. 150p.

Costs

SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Budgetary control for the cloak and suit industry. New York, Maxwell Keller publishing company. 1924. 150p.


CLOTHING TRADE

BOYNTON, GEORGE E. Budgeting a business to make it pay. System, Jan. 1924, p. 46.

COMER, H. D. Ten-payment-plan of retailing men's clothing. Canton, Ohio: Canton business press, 1926. 27p. (Ohio state university studies, Bureau of business research monographs no. 5.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S., and WHITE, PERCIVAL. Dry goods and apparel chains. (In their Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 405.)

HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Credit and collection policies of Kansas retail clothiers, Lawrence, University of Kansas, School of business, 1925. 18p. (Kansas studies in business, no. 1.)

SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Advantages of a budget system; from article in Women's apparel merchant, Dec. 1925, Jan., May 1926, p. 19, 26, 11-2, 28, 14, 34.


SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. What shall our cost be? Women's apparel merchant, Apr. 1926, p. 17.

SELIGMAN, EWEN R. A. Credit in retail clothing stores. (In his Economics of installment selling, 1927, p. 2, p. 49-103.)


Accounting

GREER, HOWARD C. Clothing and furnishing stores. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 16, p. 82.)

MEAKER, E. We used Henry Ford's principle that — System, March 1925, p. 333-5.


SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Answers to accounting problems. Women's apparel merchant, Apr.—Oct. 1926, Jan, 1927, p. 17, 15, 15, 16, 34; 16, 36; 16, 36; 16, 36; 26, 38; 17, 32.

SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Practical bookkeeping suggestions for jobbers and contractors in the needle trade. Women's apparel merchant, June—Nov. 1926, p. 13, 30, 14-5, 28; 14-5, 34, 14-5; 18-9; 14, 16.

Cost accounting

HOW to figure your costs. Women's apparel merchant, July 1926, p. 10-1.

CLOTHING TRADE

Costs


SECRIST, HORACE. Commercial rent as an expense and its relation to profits. Chicago, Northwestern university school of commerce. Bureau of business research, 1923. 30p. (Series 2, no. 7.)

SECRIST, HORACE. Competition in the retail distribution of clothing: a study of expense of "supply" curves. Chicago, Northwestern university, School of commerce, Bureau of business research, 1923. 27p. (Series 2, no. 8.)

SECRIST, HORACE. Expense levels in retailing—a study of the "representative firm" and of "bulk-line" costs in the distribution of clothing. Chicago, Northwestern university school of commerce, Bureau of business research, 1924. 46p. + charts.

SECRIST, HORACE. Seven years' view of sales and expenses of retail clothiers, 1916 to 1922. Chicago, Northwestern university school of commerce, Bureau of business research, 1924. 28p.


Stockkeeping


CLOUD, ARTHUR D. Organization of ownership. (In Management's handbook, 1925, p. 1227, 1242.)
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CLUBS
See Societies, clubs, etc.

CLYDE, HARRY C., GARDNER, WILLARD AND ISRAELSEN, ORSON W.

CLYNE, ANTHONY


COAL
See also Mining and Metallurgy—Coal; Fuel.

Costs


COAL; a summary of the bituminous coal situation as of Aug., 1927. Chamber of commerce of the United States. Natural resources production department.

COAL commission reports on costs of distribution by both wholesale and retail dealers. Coal review, Oct. 24, 1923, p. 3.


COAL companies entitled to amortization on miners' houses erected during world war. Coal review, Oct. 31, 1923, p. 5.

COAL HANDLING
Computing the economies of labor-saving equipment; important items often omitted in comparative costs. Power plant engineering, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 179.


Costs

HARTLEY, J. J. How coal handling costs were cut $5,000 a year. Industrial and engineering chemistry, Nov. 1924, p. 1156.


COAL in 1919, 1920 and 1922. Tryon, F. G., and Hale, Sidney A.

COAL much cheaper than oil, plant's figures show. Coal age, Jan. 8, 1925, p. 48.


COAL TRADE


Accounting
HEIDELBAUGH, W. W. How wide is your gross margin? Retail coalman, June 1926, p. 34c-34g.


IN the realm of the retail merchant. Black diamond, March 11, 1923, p. 365.


Cost accounting


Costs
ANDRIANS, JAMES P. Reduce costs by eliminating waste. Black diamond, July 2, 1927, p. 42.


COAL commission reports on costs of distribution by both wholesale and retail dealers. Coal review, Oct. 24, 1923, p. 3.


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Trade practices and costs of the retail coal business in Lincoln, Neb., in 1922. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1923. 34p. (Nebraska studies in business, Bulletin no. 7.)

Credit

COANE, H. J.
Cost data and reports for forearm. Woodworker, Nov. 1925, p. 73-4.

Scheduling as an aid to cost control. Woodworker, Apr. 1925, p. 39-41.

COATES, FRANCIS

COATES, R. H.

COBB, ERNEST B.

COBB, HOWARD P.
COBB, KENNETH

COBB, R. W.
Costs for oil producers. New York, National association of cost accountants, June 15, 1925. 12p. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 6, no. 20.)

COBB, WHITFIELD

COBBS, JOHN L.

COBUN, F. E.
Elements that enter into cost accounting for banks and trust companies. Trust companies, Jan. 1927, p. 63–6.

COBURN, F. G.

COCKELL, FRED H.
Cost of rearing pullets to six months of age. Corvallis, Oregon agricultural college, 1924. (Extension bulletin 379.)

COCKER, GEORGE B.

COCOANUT OIL
GOTHWAITE, E. D. Trade in Philippine copra and cocoanut oil. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 120p. (United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Trade promotion series no. 11.)

Costs
GOTHWAITE, E. D. Manufacturing costs. (In his Trade in Philippine copra and cocoanut oil, 1925. p. 81–6.)

CODE, W. E.


CODES of ethics. Heermann, Edgar L.

COES, HAROLD V.

COFFEY, J. M.
See Stock, A. F., joint author.

COFFIN, WILLIAM

COHEN, ALROY M.

COHEN, BENJAMIN

COHEN, H. I.

COHEN, JULIUS HENRY

COHN, MAX
Selling only four or five good brands brings rapid turnover. Dry goods economist, Jan. 22, 1927, p. 41, 47.

COILS
Cost accounting

CO-INSURANCE


COIT, LAWRENCE S.
Trust department facilities that appeal to the legal fraternity. Trust companies, Jan. 1926, p. 69–71.

COKE
Cost accounting

COLBERT, JOHN
Gold standard in theory. Incorporated accountants' journal, Nov. 1925, p. 57–64. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society in London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925., p. 117–37.)

COLD STORAGE
Cost accounting

Costs

COLE, A. B.

COLE, DALE S.


COLEMAN, E. J. Cost accounting in tomatoes simple; prime requisite is to determine number of pounds of vegetables used daily. New York commercial, Jan. 31, 1925.

COLEMAN, P. JACKSON How, when and where can dividends be paid? Australasian accountant and secretary, Apr. 1927, p. 125-6.


Reconstructions. In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921, p. 49-73.

Turning over stocks. Australasian accountant and secretary, July 1925, p. 221.

Winding-up. In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921, p. 74-89.


COLLECTION and delivery costs. Jacobberger, H. A.


COLLECTIONS. American institute of accountants. Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924, p. 2.

CREDITS and collections. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 807-932.)


OLSON, EMERY E., and HALLMAN, J. W. Collections. (In their Credit management. c1925, p. 243-68.)


ZIMMERMAN, T. J., ed. Credits and collections, the factors involved and the methods pursued in credit operations. Ed. 2. Chicago, The system company. 1904. 196p.


COLLECTIONS. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924, p. 2.

COLLECTIVE consideration, employe ownership, welfare savings, operating organization, thumbnail history of P. R. T. Philadelphia rapid transit.


COLLEGE and university accounting. Franke, William B.


COLLEGES See Schools, colleges, etc.


COLLEGIATE training and the accounting profession. Winkler, W. O.


Prophecy vs. history; budget operation as a necessity in credit granting; reprinted from the New York credit men's bulletin. 6p.

COLLIERS See Mining and metallurgy—Coal.


COLLINS, ARTHUR Accountant in the witness box. Accountant, Jan. 26, 1924, p. 129.
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COLLINS, ARTHUR—(Continued)
Special features of municipal accounts. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 16-36.)

COLLINS, C. M.
See also Morley, Alban Cyril, joint author.

COLLINS, CLEM W.

AND OTHERS

COLLINS, HUBERT E.
Unfailing way to reduce the costs of steam. Management and administration, Dec. 1925, p. 333-7.

COLLINS, JAMES H.
Digging into bookkeeping. Oil news, Aug. 5, 1923, p. 35-6.
Dull season inventories, rush season profits. Printers ink monthly, June 1924, p. 46, 48, 50.

COLLINS, O.

COLMAN, HARRY J.

COLMAN, HARRY J.
Who is to blame for small retail profits? Printers ink, July 1, 1926, p. 12-1, 124, 127-8.

COLOMBIA

COLOR OF INK.

COLORADO
ACT to create a state board of accountancy and to regulate public accountants. 1907.
RULES of examination for C. P. A. certificate under the laws of Colorado, sections 4977 to 4993, revised statutes of Colorado, 1908. 1923. 15p.
S. 357, an act to regulate the practice of public accounting in the state of Colorado and to prohibit the practice thereof by unauthorized persons; introduced Jan. 21, 1925 (not passed).

STATE BANK COMMISSIONER
ANNUAL report. 1926.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
EXAMINATION, Dec. 1906.
EXAMINATION questions, Dec. 1913.
EXAMINATIONS, Oct. 1915.

TAX COMMISSION
ANNUAL report. 1924.

COLORADO FUEL AND IRON COMPANY
MAY 1922 rules and regulations of the medical department, information concerning physical examination of applicants for employment. service retirement plan. Denver, Colo. The company. 16p.

COLORADO PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION, joint author.
See Colorado, University of. Bureau of business and governmental research.

COLORADO SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS


COLORADO, UNIVERSITY OF BUREAU OF BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENTAL RESEARCH
FREED, SAM. Co-operative advertising by retail service grocers, and My experiences in the grocery business, by Anna V. Stalick; two addresses delivered at the annual convention of the Retail merchants' association of Colorado at Manitou, Colo., Jan. 19-21, 1925. Boulder, Bureau of business and governmental research, University of Colorado, 1925. 24p. (Business bulletin no. 2.)

AND COLORADO PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION
OPERATING expenses of retail drug stores in Colorado in 1924; reprinted from the Rocky mountain druggist, Aug. 1925. Boulder, 1925. 12p. (Business bulletin no. 3.)

AND RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION OF COLORADO
OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Colorado in 1923. Boulder, 1925. 20p. (Business bulletin no. 1.)

AND RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION OF COLORADO
OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Colorado in 1924. Boulder, 1925. 23p. (Business bulletin no. 4.)

COLTON, JOHN W.

COLVILLE, GEORGE

COMBINATION, the solution for the independent. Schlessinger, Max.


COMBINING regular accounts with budget accounts. Lindsay, A. J.

COMBINING small scale and large-scale operation. Bus transportation, May 1924, p. 203-5.

COMER, H. D.
Ten-payment-plan of retailing men's clothing. Columbus, Ohio state university press, 1926. 27p. (Ohio state university studies, Bureau of business research monographs no. 5.)
COMFREY, JOSEPH J.

COMMENTS on the municipal budget. Bell, Spurgeon.

COMMERCIAL
Same, 1924-25. 39p.
LEHFFLDT, R. A. Commerce. (In his Descriptive economics. 1927. p. 74-83.)
Same, 1926. 676p.

COMMERCIAL CLEARING HOUSE, INC.
BUSINESS laws of the world; United States unit. 8v. New York, Commerce clearing house, inc. Loose-leaf service division of Corporation trust company. c1927.


COMMERCIAL yearbook, 1924, 1926. United States. Commerce, Department of.


COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL CHRONICLE


COMMERCIAL arbitration. Robinson, William J.

COMMERCIAL arbitration. Sturges, Wesley A.


COMMERCIAL arbitration in the United States, law and procedure. Arbitration society of America.

COMMERCIAL arbitration laws are enacted in two states. American accountant, June 1927, p. 58.

COMMERCIAL arbitration, Massachusetts. Arbitration society of America.

COMMERCIAL banking. Kniffin, William H.

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE

COMMERCIAL cost accounting. Castenholz, William B.


COMMERCIAL education. Laird, T. P.

COMMERCIAL fraud—its cost and cure. Goodwin, J. Prysow.

COMMERCIAL LAW
BUSINESS law. (In Accountant's handbook, 1923, p. 1-87.)


MOXLEY, ALBAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., and COLLiNS, C. M. Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law; a treatise on practical and theoretical bookkeeping by simple methods suitable to Australian conditions and the law affecting business men in simplest form; with a comprehensive dictionary of commercial and legal terms. Ed. 8 (N. S. W.), Sydney, Law book company of Australasia, 1923, 816p.
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COMMERCIAL LAW—(Continued)
WALTON school of commerce. Treatise on American business law. 7v. Chicago, Walton school of commerce, 1918-21. (Walton series, Business law.)
Contents:
v. 1. Elementary law; contracts, by Frank Hall Childs.
v. 2. Agency; Partnership, by Frank Hall Childs.
v. 3. Sales, negotiable instruments, by Frank Hall Childs.
v. 4. Property, real and personal.
v. 5. Unfair competition, by Frank Hall Childs; Bailments and carriers, by John B. Heinemann.
v. 6. Corporations, by John B. Heinemann; Debtor and creditor bankruptcy, by Nathan S. Blumberg.
v. 7. Banks and banking, insurance, surety, and guaranty, by Nathan S. Blumberg.
COMMERCIAL management. Bolling, Cunliffe L.

COMMERCIAL PAPER
See Negotiable instruments.

COMMERCIAL paper acceptances and the analysis of credit statements. Kniffin, William H.

COMMERCIAL rent as an expense and its relation to profits. Secrist, Horace.

COMMERCIAL teaching as a profession. Eby, H. J.

COMMERCIAL tower of Babel, piling variety upon variety. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

COMMERCIAL TRUST COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY
PLAN of pension disability allowance and life insurance for officers and clerical employees of the Commercial trust company of New Jersey, Jan. 19, 1916. 7p.

COMMISSARIES

COMMISSION and railway shop cost accounting. Railway business association.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
See Consignments.


COMMISSIONS


COMMISSIONS to which executors, administrators and trustees are entitled. Banking law journal, Feb. 1924, p. 79-80.


COMMITTEE on constitution and by-laws. American institute of accountants.

COMMITTEE on constitution and by-laws, Nov. 20, 1925. American institute of accountants.


COMMITTEE on financing the bureau of public affairs. American institute of accountants.


COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS OF THE EASTERN RAILROADS
WHERE freight rates and passenger fares go; a popular statement of the income and expenditures, class I, American railways. New York, 1926. 7p.


COMMITTEE on uniform methods of oil accounting. American petroleum institute.

COMMITTEE procedure in the rubber industry. Sullivan, F. J.

COMMON sense course in accounting. Sheaffer, William Adam, and McIntosh, R. J.


COMMON stocks as long term investments. Smith, Edgar Lawrence.


COMMONWEALTH ACCOUNTANTS' STUDENTS' SOCIETY
DEBATE on mock bill to amend the companies act, 1915; to be held March 17, 1926. Melbourne, Australia.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY


COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
See also Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal.
ANNUAL report, 1924.

COMMONWEALTH taxation law; summary of amendments. Federal accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 177-86.

COMMUNAL maintenance as the key to lower haulage costs. Power wagon, June 1927, p. 5-6.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

COMPACT perpetual inventory; system being used by George G. Kenyon lumber company of Syracuse, N. Y. lumber co-operator, Jan. 1925, p. 96.


COMPANIES bill; accounts and audit. Incorporated accountants' journal, May 1927, p. 268-72.

COMPANIES bill analysed; directors' duties and responsibilities. Accountant, May 21, 1927, p. 775-6.


COMPANY amalgamations. Australasian accountant and secretary, March 1926, p. 87-90.


COMPANY controller. Mansfield, F. A.


COMPANY law amendment committee, 1925-26, report. Great Britain.


COMPANY meetings; Marconi's wireless telegraph company, review of financial position. London times, March 16, 1927.

COMPANY-SECRETARY, containing a full description of the duties of the company-secretary, together with an appendix of forms and precedents, including those under the companies consolidation act (1908), and the amending acts of 1913-17. Fox, W. H.

COMPARATIVE costs of brick and frame. Brick and clay record, Nov. 13, 1923, p. 697.

COMPARATIVE costs of operating a 20-ton ice plant. Southern engineer, Sept. 1923, p. 50-2.


COMPARATIVE costs with different types of prime movers used in ice manufacture. Electrical world, July 14, 1923, p. 86.

COMPARATIVE depreciation tables. Dicksee, Lawrence R.


COMPARATIVE income tax tables showing the effect on tax rates on capital investments under the present law and under the proposed "revenue act of 1924" ( Mellon bill). Mitchell, Joseph J.


COMPARISON of cost percentages. Laundryowners national association, Clearing house bulletin no. 19.


COMPARISON of operations costs of representative member banks in federal reserve district of New York. Commercial and financial chronicle, July 26, 1924, p. 408-11.

COMPARISON of tariff acts of 1900, 1913, and 1922 (revised to June 1, 1924) with index. United States Congress.


COMPARISON of transportation costs by rail and via barge canal. Bureau of railway economics.

COMPARISON of workmen's compensation laws of the United States as of Jan. 1, 1925, by Lindley D. Clark, United States Labor statistics, Bureau of.


COMPARISONS of revenue acts of 1921 and 1924. United States Congress.


COMPENSATING retail salespeople. Craig, David R.

COMPENSATION of salesmen. Woodbridge, C. K.

COMPETITION in the retail distribution of clothing. Secrist, Horace.


COMPILED statutes of Nebraska. 1922, chapter 57, public accountants. Nebraska. State board of accountancy.


COMPLETE operation of a practical cost system. Gibson, Arthur H.

COMPLETE practical income tax. Mc Bain, A. G.

COMPLETE text of the new tax law as enacted by the sixty-eighth congress and approved by President Coolidge. Journal of commerce and commercial bulletin, June 3, 1924, sec. 2.


COMPOSITE balance sheet for 1924. United typothetae of America.


COMPOSITE ratios of printing costs, analysis of 1922 composite statement. United typothetae of America.


COMPOSITION and cost of commercial feeding stuffs in 1924. Clark, A. W., and others.

COMPOUND interest and annuity tables; values of all functions to ten decimal places for 1–100, 1–200, 1–300 years, rates of interest ¾ of 1 per cent to 10½ per cent; conversion factors and logarithms. Kent, Frederick C., and Kent, Maud E.


COMPTON, William H. Losses from financial crime; how these crimes occur and what the American institute of accountants is doing to educate business interests in preventive measures. Trenton, N. J., Dec. 1924, p. 4–6.

COMPTROLLER See Corporations. Officers.

COMPTROLLER-GENERAL of the United States. Lill, Thomas R.


COMPUTATION of earned discounts. Wilde, George W.


COMPUTING savings with material handling equipment. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Dec. 10, 1923, p. 1061.

COMPUTING the economics of labor-saving equipment; important items often omitted in comparative costs. Power plant engineering, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 179.


CONCEPT of cost. Robinson, J. S.


CONCERNING depreciation. Carter, Robert A.


CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION Cost accounting


PEEL, ARTHUR J. Unit labor costs are easily found. Concrete, Nov. 1925, p. 32–4.

Costs


CONCRETE PIPE AND TILE Cost accounting


Costs

LIGHT weight structural tile. Concrete, Sept. 1924, p. 90–1.

CONCRETE PRODUCTS Cost accounting

CONCRETE PRODUCTS—Cost accounting—(Continued)


Costs


CONCRETE STONE

Cost accounting


CONDILLEFF, J. B.

Changing price-levels. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Nov. 1924, p. 139-46.

CONFECTIONERY

Accounting

GREER, HOWARD C. Bakeries, confectioners, etc. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 261-5.)

GREER, HOWARD C. Restaurants, and soda fountains. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 265-8.)

Cost accounting


Costs


Rent

Kandy%

7%

Statistics


CONFERENCE on uniform cost accounting. New York journal of commerce, March 26, 1924.

CONFERENCE and practice requirements, bureau of internal revenue. United States. Treasury department.


CONFERENCE on accountancy. Associated accountants' journal. Jan. 1927, p. 244-76.


CONFERENCE on uniform cost accounting opens. Daily news record, New York, March 26, 1924.


CONFERENCE, committees, conventions, and how to run them. Hunt, Edward Eyre.


CONFIDENTIAL communication; abstract from laws. 1926. Typewritten.

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS


CONFIDENTIAL communication; abstract from laws. 1926. Typewritten.


MARYLAND. An act to repeal and re-enact, with amendments, sections, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, Public accountant, and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 10 to 15, both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. House of delegates no. 236, Feb. 14, 1924.

MARYLAND. House bill no. 236; an act to repeal and re-enact with amendments sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "Public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13, both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. 9p.


MISSOURI. S. 243, an act making certified public accountant incompetent to testify concerning any communication to him, by client, or information obtained from client's books without the consent of the client; introduced Feb. 1925 (not passed).


"CONFUSION of terms." May, George O.


CONGRESS and corporations. Pulp and paper profits, July 1927, p. 3-4.

CONGRESS asked to remove double tax on income derived from installment sales; change from accrual to cash basis of keeping accounts declared to cause double taxation. Income tax review, Nov. 1927, p. 3-4.


CONICK, M. G.

Problems of management revealed by accounting. (In Society of industrial engineers. Problems of management to-day. 1925. p. 128-34.)

CONKEY (W. B.) COMPANY

CONLEY, S. F.

CONLON, W. T.

CONNECTICUT. BIBLIOTHEQUE DE L'ETAT. PUBLIC-PRIVATE LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES. Hartford, 1918. 221p.

CONNECTICUT, CONLON, CONLEY, CONKEY
LAW SOCIETY OF CONNECTICUT.
TAX LAWS.
STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
LAW relative to the board of accountancy, and rules for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants. Aug. 1923. 8p.
———, Same, June 1924. 8p.

TAX COMMISSIONER
INFORMATION relative to the assessment, and collection of taxes, 1923. Hartford, 1923. 52p. (Taxation document no. 200.)
———, Same. 1925. 100p. (Public document no. 48, taxation document no. 217.)
———, Same. 1926. 134p. (Public document no. 48, taxation document no. 217.)
PUBLIC acts of 1923 relating to assessment and collection of the personal and property tax. Hartford, Sept. 1923. 163p. (Taxation document no. 201.)
PUBLIC acts of 1927 pertaining to the local assessment and collection of property and personal taxes; supplement to taxation document no. 218. Hartford, Tax commissioner, 1927. (Taxation document no. 259.)
PUBLIC document no. 48, taxation document no. 218; statutes pertaining to the assessment and collection of property and personal taxes as applied to towns, cities, townships, school, fire and other tax districts, with cross references and with court annotations and including a local assessment calendar. Hartford, Apr. 1926. 261p.
QUADRENNIAL statement of property exempt from taxation. Hartford, 1926. 98p.
———, TAXATION document no. 210, information relative to the assessment and collection of taxes. Hartford, 1924. 52p.
———, TAXATION document no. 213, 1925 legislation in so far as it concerns tax collections. Hartford, July, 1925. 8p.
———, UNLISTED property and the penalty tax, by Carlos S. Holcomb. Hartford, Sept. 1923. 5p. (Taxation document no. 204.)

CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
ROSTER, revised to Jan. 1, 1923.
STATE tax commissioner addresses certified public accountants. 1 typewritten page.

CONNELL, WILLIAM H.

CONNER, CLARENCE B.
Average 50-room payroll. National hotel review, Apr. 16, 1927, p. 70.
Changes that we will make; a study in a small town hotel payroll before and after it was found too large. National hotel review, Feb. 26, 1927, p. 64, 72.
Know your costs; why it is important for the restaurant to maintain a system of cost control and keep a comprehensive record of all expenditures as compared with the income. American restauranteur, Aug. 1925, p. 39–40, 70.
Suggestions for a club's system. National hotel review, Apr. 16, 1927, p. 70.

CONNETT, E. V.
What a cost finding system has done for us. Sphinx talks, no. 44. 15p.

CONNOR, G. N.
Low cost improved roads. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets), June 1927, p. 251–4.

CONNOR, WILLIAM L.
Five rules we have used to lower truck costs. System, March 1925, p. 318–9, 404.

CONOVER, JOHN L.

CONRAD, FRANK L.
Proposed system of fixed capital records. (In Ameri-
can gas association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 464–80.)

CONSERVATISM mismatched. Row, W. H.


CONSERVING time with the uniform invoice. Boiler maker, Dec. 1925, p. 344–6.

CONSIDER the approach. Metropolitan life insurance company.

CONSIGNMENTS
AGENT'S commission; when it is earned. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Apr. 30, 1927, p. 17–9.

Accounting
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Consignments; agency and branch accounting. (In his Basic accounting. c.1925. p. 464–8.)
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Selling goods on commis-

sion. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 316–28.)
BOLLING, CUNLIFTE E. Selling against deferred payments. (In his Commercial management. 1925. p. 128–46.)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

CONSIGNMENTS—Accounting—(Continued)

CONSIGNMENT. (In International library of technology, v. 379.)
HAMMOND, E. Consignments account sales and accounts currents, with a chapter on joint venture accounts. London, Sir Isaac Pitman and sons, 1924. 152 p.
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Commission merchants. (In their Specialised accounting. 1929. p. 1-16.)
SCOVILL, HIRAM T., and BAILY, HENRY HEATON. Consignments. (In their Elementary accounting: part 2, accounting procedure. 1926. p. 353-3.)

Auditing


CONSIGNMENTS account sales and accounts currents with a chapter on joint venture accounts. Hammond, E. J.


*CONSISTENT advertising. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1925, p. 81.

CONSOLIDATED balance sheets. Newlove, George Hillis.


CONSOLIDATED balance-sheets and contingent liabilities. Le Clear, Walter M.

CONSOLIDATED income tax laws supplement. Kimmiller, William, and Baar, A. K.

CONSOLIDATED statements. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, Sept. 1924, p. 130.


CONSOLIDATION of accounts and consolidated tax returns. Smyth, Ludlow S.


CONSOLIDATIONS

COLEWORTHY, H. E. Amalgamations. (In incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 30-48.)
COMPANY amalgamations. Australasian accountant and secretary, March 1926, p. 87-90.
CONSOLIDATIONS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1925. p. 989-94.)
CONSOLIDATIONS and combinations. Manufacturers' news, Jan. 1927, p. 44.
CUTFORTH, A. E. Methods of amalgamation and the valuation of businesses for amalgamation and other purposes. London, G. Bell and sons, ltd., 1926.
GERGENBERG, CHARLES W. Consolidation. (In his Financial organisation and management of business. 1924. p. 531-63.)


Accounting

AMALGAMATION. (In International library of technology, v. 379.)
BELL, WILLIAM H. Consolidated statements. (In his Accountants' reports. 1923. p. 185-213.)
BLISS, JAMES H. Consolidated balance sheet. (In his Management through accounts, 1924. p. 450-80.)
BLISS, JAMES H. Consolidated income statements. (In his Management through accounts, 1924. p. 645-57.)
CONSOLIDATIONS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1925. p. 1089-1164.)
FINNEY, H. A. Consolidations, mergers and holding companies. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 47-50.)
MERGER. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 25, Feb. 1924, p. 5-7.
SHERWOOD, J. F. Accounting for affiliated companies. (In his Accountants' handbook. 1925. p. 289-300.)
STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. Consolidated financial statements. (In his How to read a financial statement. 1925. p. 375-406.)
CONSERVATION—Accounting—(Continued)


Auditing


EGGLESTON, DeWITT CARL. Mergers and consolidations. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 367–80.)

Finance


CONSOLIDATIONS affecting a gold standard. Ker- shaw, C. A.

CONSOLIDATIONS and combinations. Manufacturers news, Jan. 1927, p. 44.


CONSTITUTION and by-laws amended to Dec. 27, 1926. Rhode Island society of certified public accountants.


CONSTITUTION and by-laws, approved Apr. 10, 1900. Maryland association of certified public accountants of Baltimore city.


CONSTITUTION and by-laws; reorganized 1927. Florida institute of accountants.

CONSTITUTION and by-laws; revised July 26, 1926. Washington railway relief association.

CONSTITUTION and by-laws; revised to Sept. 1924. Virginia society of public accountants, inc.


CONSTITUTION of the China accounting association. 1 typewritten page.

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES


CONSTITUTIONAL provisions, legal enactments and court decisions determining New York City's debt within the debt limit and statements of the constitutional debt-incurred power of the city as of Jan. 1, 1927, March 1, 1927, Apr. 1, 1927. New York Finance, Department of.

CONSTRUCTION accounts. Alexander Hamilton institute.

CONSTRUCTION budget. Davidson, H. C.

CONSTRUCTION cost accounting from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the company. Hibbs, Weston J.

CONSTRUCTION equipment. Associated general contractors of America.

CONSTRUCTION equipment accounting; how the Miami conservation district kept records of the plant used on its flood-control project. Engineering and contracting, Aug. 19, 1925, p. 408–10.

CONSTRUCTION plant, methods and costs. Paul, Charles H.


CONSUMERS' accounting in the smaller utility. Mur- fit, W. G.

CONTACTS of the state university with the manufactur- ers of Nebraska. Nebraska university. College of business administration, Committee on business research.

CONTAINERS

BRITISH tin box manufacturers; report of a meeting of the federation held in London on May 2, 1925. Cost accountant, May 1925, p. 380.


REDUCING cost of milk bottle manufacture. Oil engine power, Dec. 1924, p. 647–8, 653.

Cost accounting

HANNEFORD-SMITH, C. Costing for manufactur- ers, embracing the fundamental principles of costing; a clear and complete presentation of a comprehensive cost finding system. London, Gee and company. 1924. 64p.

CONTEMPORARY economic movements (socialism, communism, co-operation and the state). Gunn, J. Alexander.


CONTINGENT fees. Indian accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 2.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

See Liabilities. Contingent.


CONTRACT cost keeping and cost codes for distribution of cost. Contractors association of Northern California.

CONTRACTED advantages of service-at-cost con- tract franchise and state regulation. Dana, Ed- ward.
CONTRACTORS

See also Metal work.


SELECTING the responsible contractor; standard questionnaires and financial statement for use in investigating qualifications of bidders on private and public construction. Engineering and contracting, Sept. 16, 1925, p. 663-5.

Accounting

AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Contractors accounting practice, with procedure; also for owners, architects and engineers. New York, Ronald press company, 1924. 286p.


ASSOCIATED contractors of America. Construction equipment; a report on current practices pertaining to construction equipment, including an equipment schedule, a rental agreement, equipment record and other forms. Washington, Associated contractors of America, c1924. 160p.

ATKINS, ROBERT. Contractor's and his costs; accurate compilations during progress of construction activities take guesswork out of operations. Constructor, Apr. 1924, p. 21, 55.


BLOCK, MILTON D., and ALLEN, LESLIE H. Accounting for construction companies, principles, procedures and special problems. Chicago, LaSalle extension university, c1925. 75p.

BRUERE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the contracting and construction company. (In their Applied budgeting. 1926. p. 108-22.)


FARRELL, MORGAN G. Simple accounting for builders. Building age and the builders' journal, May-Aug. 1924, p. 88-9, 97, 77-8, 75-6, 80-1.


GORDON, ROBERT W. Exhibit and book of instructions of Hadley's Pathfinder bookkeeping system for contractors. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, c1924. 52p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system of estimating for contractors and builders. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, c1924. 52p. + forms.

HOW should a contractor's financial statement be arranged? Contract record and engineering review, May 23, 1923, p. 475.


KORTJOHN, MARTIN. Accounting for the contractor. Bulletin of the general contractors association, Apr. 1924, c1923. 5p.


MORLEY, ALAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B. and COLLINS, C. M. Contractors. (In their Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law. p. 238-40.)


SWENSON, ARTHUR S. Accounting procedures for contractors. Pace student, March 1925, p. 49-52, 58.


WALKER, FRANK R. How practical forms increase contractors' profits. Chicago, Frank E. Walker company, 1924. 54p.

WALKER, FRANK R. Practical accounting and cost keeping for contractors; illustrating and describing in easy, understandable language bookkeeping and accounting system for contractors, giving complete instructions and examples of the proper methods of keeping time and compiling costs on all classes of construction work. Chicago, Frank R. Walker company, 1924. 169p.


AUDITING

AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Auditing construction accounts. (In his Contractors' accounting practice. 1924. p. 127-31.)

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Contractors. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 308-11.)

Cost accounting


FARRELL, MORGAN G. Correct cost keeping for building contractors. Building age, May, June 1923, p. 77-9, 80-2.


HIBBS, WESTON J. Construction cost accounting from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the company. (In American electric railway accountants' association proceedings, 1923. p. 26-35.)

HIBBS, WESTON J. Construction cost accounting from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the customer. New York, Apr. 15, 1924. 15p. (In National association of cost accountants, Official publications, v. 5, no. 15.)
CONTRACTORS—Cost Accounting—(Continued)


PEEL, ARTHUR J. Do cost accounts aid in estimating? The question is answered in the affirmative and the facts on which the answer is based are explained. American contractor, Dec. 20, 1924, p. 23-5.


PEEL, ARTHUR J. How to make your "cost" save money; reprinted from the American contractor, 40p.

DINGMAN, CHARLES F. Practical accounting and cost keeping for contractors; illustrating and describing in easy, understandable language bookkeeping and accounting systems for contractors, giving complete instructions and examples of the proper methods of keeping time and compiling costs on all classes of construction work. Chicago, Frank R. Walker company, 1926, p. 169.


Costs


DIESEL shovel operation on logging roads. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 21, 1926, p. 170.


Stores systems


OWNERS’ accounting practice, with procedure, also for owners, architects and engineers. Affelder, William M.

CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

CONTRACT cost keeping and cost codes for distribution of cost. San Francisco, Contractors' association of Northern California, c1924. 37p.

CONTRACTORS and engineers’ monthly, Oct. 1924, p. 49-56.


CONTRACTS


AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Forms of contracts, agreements, etc. (In his Contractors' accounting practice, 1924, p. 345-78.)

ANTICIPATED profits or losses on uncompleted contracts. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 24.


CLAIM against an auditor; extraordinary case; verdict in favor of auditor. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1926, p. 66.

COST plus a fixed sum. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 15, 1918.


FARWELL, C. J. W. Specific performance of contracts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Apr. 1926, p. 6-17.


UNITED STATES cost plan criticized. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 1, 1919.


Law


CONTRIBUTORY group life insurance plan. Standard oil company, Kentucky.

CONTROL of current operations. Staub, E. Elmer.

CONTROL of customers' returns for safety, efficiency and goodwill. Godley, E. A.

CONTROL of equipment. Peden, Robert W.


CONTROL of material. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau. Group insurance division.

CONTROL of retail credit. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.


CONTROL of stocks of merchandise. Freeman, Herbert C.

CONTROL of working capital. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 98-9.

CONTROLLER See Corporations. Officers.

CONTROLLER. Pace student, June 1926, p. 1.

CONTROLER must have minute details as well as general information, in opinion of annual congress. Dry goods economist, May 29, 1926, p. 18-9, 45.
CONTROLLERS' CONGRESS OF THE NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION
See also National retail dry goods association.

BUDGETARY expense control. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 1924, 22p. (v. 9, no. 1.)
INSURANCE bulletin. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 1924. 8p. (v. 8, no. 1.)
INSURANCE bulletin, co-insurance. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Feb. 1925. 14p. (v. 8, no. 4.)
INSURANCE bulletin, the Shepard company fire. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Nov. 1924. 19p. (v. 8, no. 3.)
INSURANCE bulletin, use and occupancy. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Apr. 1925. (v. 8, no. 5.)
READY-TO-WEAR stock control, by John B. Guernsey, C. L. Tilley and Murray Whitemore. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, March 1924. 15p. (v. 10, no. 1.)
RETAIL inventory shortages and remedies. Rev. ed. New York, June 1923. 52p. (v. 4, no. 2.)
UNIT merchandise control; a system developed by Ben D. Greenberg. New York, Apr. 1926. 8p. + forms. (v. 10, no. 2.)

CONTROLLERS' council activities in the milk industry. Bolitho, T. J.

CONTROLLING a difficult purchasing problem; Loosewiles biscuit company operates a big business in eight large bakeries with small stocks and rapid turnover. Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1926, p. 329-32.

CONTROLLING ACCOUNTS


CONTROLLING material by the perpetual inventory; from a pamphlet issued by the Chamber of commerce of the U. S. A. Illinois manufacturers' cost association monthly bulletin, Nov. 7, 1922.

CONTROLLING sales and sales expense. Hilgert, Joseph R.

CONTROLLING the labor. Cutter, William O., Williams, Charles A., and Hook, David W.

CONVENTION dates of national and trade associations. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


CONVERSE, A. D.
Know your costs. Hotel management, Feb. 1922, p. 43.

CONVERSION tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and moneys, with comparisons of prices per ounce, pound, yard, gallon or bushel in United States money and prices per kilo, meter, liter or hectoliter in foreign money; trade terms and abbreviations. Macfarlane, John J.


CONVEYING AND HOISTING
Accounting

Cost accounting
HANSEN, F. W. Proper segregation and distribution of labor and expense for accurate costs; a paper presented at a meeting of the Illinois manufacturers' costs association at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, Feb. 28, 1924. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association. 11p.

CONVEYING AND HOISTING
Costs

CONYNGTON, MARY

CONYNGTON, THOMAS, AND BENNETT, R. J.

COOK, BURTON T.

COOK, F. C.

COOK, GALEN B.

— AND WARNER, T. A.

COOK, HENRY WIREMAN
Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 3-4.)

COOK, J. B.

COOK, J. THOMPSON

COOK, ROBERT A. B.

COOK, ROBERT V.

COOK, W. L.
"Please cash this for me"; an examination into a cost that the hotel man assumes from courtesy. National hotel review, Apr. 30, 1927, p. 69.
COOKE, BURTON T. Report of department of cost accounting. (In Laun-
dryowners national association. Yearbook, 1923. p. 189–90.)


CO-OPERATIVE STORES AND SOCIETIES—(Continued)

BRISCO, NORRIS A. Co-operative stores. (In his Principles of retailing. 1927. p. 17-8.)


HENSLEY, HARRY C. Non-profit co-operative marketing. 1923. Columbia, University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1925. 15p. (Circular 169.)

HILLYER, CURTIS. Co-operative associations. (In his Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, 1927. p. 300-22.)


Accounting

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Co-operative milk manufacturing. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 464-543.)

POWELL, WHITON. How to make and use a balance sheet. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1926. (Cornell extension bulletin 132.)


Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Co-operative societies. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 297-8.)

COOPERS

Cost accounting

ASSOCIATED co-operative industries of America. Cost distribution sheets. 9 forms.

CO-ORDINATING financial with accounting, statistical, personnel and office management functions. Musil, Louis F.


COPELAND, MELVIN THOMAS


COPELAND, ROYAL S.


COPELAND, WILEY


COPLAND, D. B.


COPPERS, GEORGE H.


CO-PRODUCTS

Cost accounting

BUDD, THOMAS A., and WRIGHT, E. N. The corporation. (In their Interpretation of accounts. p. 118-61.)
CHEQUES payable to limited companies. Queensland accountants and secretaries’ journal, Feb. 27, 1927, p. 23.
FORMATION of small companies. Accountant, Jan. 1, 1927, p. 34-5.
GEORGE O. MAY on publicity of corporations reports urged by Professor Ripley—extension of independent audit system advocated. Commercial and financial chronicle, Sept. 25, 1926, p. 1586.
HYSLOP, G. K. Memorandum on Professor Ripley’s “Stop, look, listen!” 6 typewritten pages.
MAY, GEORGE O. Proper courage in the assumption of responsibility by the accountant. Face student, Nov. 1926, p. 3-5.
PUBLICITY of accounts; some of Professor Ripley’s positions are challenged. New York times, Aug. 30, 1926.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

CORPORATIONS—(Continued)
SPRING valley water company to Union trust company of San Francisco, trustee, trust indenture dated as of May 1, 1923. 155p.
"STREAM line" service. Client's service bulletin, Sept. 1926.
THEN and now. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1926, p. 81.

Accounting
ACCOUNTING—HILLMAN—the company in accountancy. Accounting for a corporation. (In its Accounting procedure. c1924, p. 52-55.)
BEER, H. R. Joint stock companies and the law of trusts. (In his Elements of trust law, 1926, p. 52-57-4.)
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Proprietaryship expansion: corporations. (In his Basic accounting. 1925, p. 191-217, 219-35.)
"APPLICATION of modern accounting methods to the theory and practice of accounting." (In his Accounting, 1925, p. 257-94-.)
CLAYFIELD, ARTHUR. Private company formation; some practical details. Accountant, June 26, 1924, p. 859-60.
COMPANY law reform in relation to the accounts of public companies. Accountant, Feb. 14, 1925, p. 27.
CORPORATION problem. American institute of accountants, special bulletin no. 25, Apr. 1924, p. 3-5.
DEWING, ARTHUR STONE. Significance of accounts in theory and in finance. (In his Financial and business theories of corporations. c1926, p. 453-9.)
DICKSEE, L. R. Companies. (In his Fundamentals of accounting. 1921, pt. 2, p. 25-48.)
ENTING, E. Advanced company accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1924, p. 105-6.
FAMILY property and earnings. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1926, p. 130-5.
FINNEY, H. A. Corporations. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923, ch. 7-9.)
FOX, W. H. Company-secretary; containing a full description of the duties of the company-secretary, together with an appendix of forms and precedents, including those under the companies (consolidation) act, 1908, and the amending acts of 1913-17. Ed. 7. London, Gee and company, 1921. 451p.
HILLYER, CURTIS. Corporate accounting. (In his Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, 1927, p. 1208-34.)
KLEIN, PHILIP J. Corporation accounting. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927, p. 115-59.)
KRÉBS, WILLIAM S. Economics of corporations. (In his Outlines of accounting. 1923, p. 392-450.)
MCCARTY, WESLEY JAMES, and AMIDON, L. CLEVENGER D. Corporations and their Saroyan course in accounting. 1926, p. 288-309.)
PATON, W. A. Corporation accounting. (In his Accounting, 1924, p. 677-711.)
POWELL, W. EDMUND A. Corporation accounts. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926, p. 424-95.)
SCOVILL, HIRAM T., and BAILY, HENRY HEATON. Elements of corporation accounting. (In their Elementary accounting part 2, 1926, Accounting procedure. c1926, p. 312-52.)
SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Accounts of a limited company. (In their Accounting principles and practice, 1925, p. 192-5.)
STONE, WILLIAM M., and others. Corporations. (In their Accountants' and auditors' handbook. 1925, p. 132-204.)

Cuba

(El) IMPUESTO sobre utilidades en su relacion con la contabilidad industrial. Boletin oficial de la camara de comercio de la republica de Cuba, Octubre, 1927, p. 388-96.

Auditing
See also Auditing and auditors.
CORPORATIONS—Auditing—(Continued)

BARTON, ALBERT E. Company accounts. In his Australasian auditing, p. 178-95.


PRIVATE company audits. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), June 1925, p. 569-70.


Comptrollers

CONTROLLER. Pace student, June 1926, p. 1.

FISHER, EDGAR C. Simple method for the controller to check up his work. Business organization and management, Feb. 1926, p. 36.

FUNCTIONS of the comptroller. Ledger, July 1926, p. 484.


MAZUR, H. and SILBERT, MYRON S. Controller. (In their Principles of organization applied to modern retailing, 1927, p. 140-56.


Directors


DIRECTORS' appointment and remuneration. Accountant, Jan. 1, 1927, p. 35.


HILLYER, CURTIS. Board of directors. (In Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, 1927. p. 828-49.)


England


Finance

CATCHINGS, WADDILL. Profits, reserves, dividends and consumer purchasing power. New York, American management association, c1926. 12p.


HILLYER, CURTIS. Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, San Francisco, Bender Moss company, 1927. 1349p.


MAXWELL, JAMES W. How the security statistician does his work. Magazine of Wall street, May 9, 1925, p. 48-9.


VIRGINIA bond and mortgage corporation to West End bank of Richmond, Va., as trustee, collateral trust agreement of Feb. 20, 1925. 16p.


Government regulation and control

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Corporate management compared with government control; response to a toast, "The American association of public accountants," at a banquet of the Society of certified public accountants of the state of New Jersey, at its tenth anniversary, Newark, N. J., Jan. 20, 1908. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 145-59.)
CORPORATIONS—(Continued)

Law


RECENT legislative enactments; laws with respect to appointment of company auditors presented. Face student, Sept. 1926, p. 21-2.

REPORT forms for corporations; a collection of forms from each state made for one of the committees. Del. 1926.


Alabama. Domestic corporation laws of Alabama (not including banking and insurance laws.) Montgomery, 1924. 102p.

Argentina


Australia

AUDIT of Tasmanian companies' accounts. Public accountant, Jan. 1926, p. 211.

CAMPION, BERNARD. Banking in relation to limited companies. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1926, p. 64-73.

COLLINS, C. M. Pitfalls of company law. Australian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1924, p. 4-6.

COMMONWEALTH accountants' students' society. Debate on mock bill to amend the companies act, 1915, to be held March 17, 1926. Melbourne, Australia.


Austria

GROVES, H. LAWRENCE. Trading under the laws of Austria. Washington, June 2, 1925. 4p. (United States. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 86.)

California

CALIFORNIA. Corporate securities act providing for the regulation and supervision of companies, brokers and agents and sales of securities. Sacramento, 1924. 16p.

— Same. 1925. 19p.

Canada

CANADA. Quebec; an act respecting the issue and sale of shares, bonds, and other securities, assented to, March 1925, and placed in the books of the in Canada, Department of the secretary of the province of Quebec. 16p.


Connecticut


Delaware


DELAWARE. General corporation laws, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh, ninety-ninth, and the one-hundredth general assemblies, approved Apr. 9, 1925. New York, United States corporation company, 1929p.

DELAWARE. General corporation laws, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh and ninety-ninth general assemblies. Dover, 1920p.


DELAWARE. Secretary of state. General corporation laws, passed 1899—amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh and ninety-ninth general assemblies, published by authority of resolution of general assembly approved March 23, 1923. Wilmington, Del. 176p.

UNITED STATES corporation company. Delaware corporations; a digest of the decisions and the law. Ed. 5. Dover, Del. United States corporation company, c1925. 126p.

Denmark

DENMARK. Act of May 14, 1909, on authorized accountants; royal decree of July 5, 1919; companies act of Sept. 29, 1917; companies bill. 1926. Typed-written.

Great Britain


ASHWORTH, ROBERT. Holding companies and the company law amendment report. Incorporated accountants' journal, Apr. 1927, p. 34-40.


COMPANIES bill; accounts and audit. Incorporated accountants' journal, May 1927, p. 268-72.

COMPANIES bill analysed; directors' duties and responsibilities. Accountant, May 21, 1927, p. 775-8.


COMPANIES journal (New Zealand), Aug. 20, 1926, p. 35-44.

CORPORATIONS—Great Britain—(Continued)

194, 195, 45p.

1919, as amended by acts in force July 1, 1925.


India


BALANCE sheets under the Indian companies act, 1913. Incorporated accountants’ journal, May 1927, p. 272-5.


Jugo-Slavia


Kans

KANSAS. Secretary of state. Summary of Kansas corporation laws. Topeka, Kansas state printing plant, 1924. 4p.

Louisiana

LOUISIANA. Secretary of state. Corporation laws (as amended) covering the organization and operation of domestic and foreign corporations. Baton Rouge, 1927. 38p.

Main


Maryland


Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS. General laws relating to corporations, in effect Jan. 1, 1921, revised to include 1927 legislation. Commissioner of corporations and taxation. 1927. 98p.

MASSACHUSETTS. General laws relating to foreign and business corporations, co-operative corporations, corporations for charitable and certain other purposes and voluntary associations, being chapters 155, 156, 157, 180, 181, 182, general laws. 51p.

MASSACHUSETTS society of certified public accountants. Bulletin on Massachusetts certificate of condition; recommendations adopted by the society Feb. 23, 1926, relative to the procedure to be followed in an audit for the purpose of signing the Massachusetts certificate of condition and history of the legislation and regulations leading to the certificate of condition required to be filed by the corporations under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Boston. 15p.


RITTENHOUSE, CHARLES F. Massachusetts society discusses annual reports to commissioner of corporations. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 121.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>DYE, ALEXANDER V. Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, March 5, 1925. 7p. (United States. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 72.) DYE, ALEXANDER V. Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, Apr. 3, 1925. 6p. (United States. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 73.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>MINNESOTA. Secretary of state. Laws relating to business corporations, with synopsis of provision pertaining to other classes of corporations. St. Paul, Minn. 1923. 17p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>MISSISSIPPI. Secretary of state. Corporation laws, state of Mississippi, 1925-26. Jackson, Miss., Secretary of state. 46p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porto Rico</td>
<td>PORTO RICO. Laws and regulations regarding domestic and foreign corporations and associations. San Juan, 1916. PORTO RICO. No. 14, act to amend act no. 66, approved July 14, 1921, known as the insurance law of Porto Rico, approved, Aug. 29, 1923. 9p. PORTO RICO. No. 66, act providing for the incorporation of domestic insurance companies to regulate the insurance business in Porto Rico and for other purposes, approved July 16, 1921. 61p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA. Act (as amended by the 1924 session of the general assembly) to require certain corporations to make annual reports and to pay annual license fees, and to prescribe methods for enforcement and rates pertaining thereto. 6p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>TEXAS. Secretary of state. 1923 blue sky law. Austin, Tex. 10p. TEXAS—Selling bookkeeping system through local agents not approved at home office held interstate commerce notwithstanding agreement covering installation. Corporation journal, Nov. 1925, p. 42.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CROW, ORGANISATION CLOUD, ERSKINE, controller, as anniversary, Aug. 1925, 103p.

Washington
WASHINGTON. Secretary of state. Laws of Washington relating to general organization and management of private corporations, together with securities act, effective on and after June 7, 1923. Olympia, 1923, 103p.

Yugoslavia

Management

BENNETT, R. Corporation organization and accounting. Scanton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, 133.)

CLOUD, A. D. Organization of ownership. (In Management's handbook. 1924, p. 1227–42.)


CORPORATIONS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 187–188.)


HILLER, CURTIS. Hillier's corporate management and by-laws, with forms. San Francisco, Bender Moss company, 1927, 1349p.


McCUTCHEON, R. T. Public companies; promotion, accounting, etc. Accountants' journal, (England), Apr. 1924, p. 752–62.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H., ed. Treasurer, comptroller, secretary; functions, etc. (In his Financial handbook. 1919, p. 1123–80.)


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Corporation management compared with government control; response to a toast. "The American association of public accountants," at a banquet of the Society of certified public accountants of the state of New Jersey, at its tenth anniversary, Newark, N. J., Jan. 20, 1908. (In his Natural business year and thirteen others themes. 1924, p. 146–50.)


SMITH, C. A. Secretary and or accountant in perspective. Australasian accountant and secretary, May 1926, p. 153.


Officers

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H., ed. Treasurer, comptroller, secretary; functions, etc. (In his Financial handbook. 1925, p. 1123–80.)


Reports


REPORTS of corporations; from secretaries of state (all states).

Secretaries


HILLER, CURTIS. Duties of the secretary. (In his Hillier's corporate management and by-laws, 2nd forms, 1927, p. 884–97.)


HOPKINS, GEORGE D. Functions of the secretary. (In American management association's functions of financial and accounting executives. New York, American management association, c1927, p. 31–9.)


SMITH, C. A. Secretary and or accountant in perspective. Australasian accountant and secretary, May 1926, p. 153.


Great Britain

Statistics
UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Corporate income and excess-profits tax for 1921, letter from the secretary of the treasury transmitting in response to senate resolution no. 115 of Jan. 9, 1924, information showing the amounts of net income and excess profits tax, by industrial divisions and excess-profits tax brackets, report to the treasury department on the corporate income and excess-profits tax returns for 1921. Washington, Government printing office, 1924, 83p. (68th congress, 1st session, document no. 67.)

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Distributed and undistributed earnings of corporations; letter from the secretary of the treasury in response to senate resolution no. 110 of Jan. 7, 1924, furnishing information relative to profit, surplus, and dividends of corporations reporting net taxable income of $2000 and over in 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1924, 132p. (68th congress, 1st session, document no. 83.)

Stockholders


Taxation
See Taxation. Corporations.
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Treasurers

KASCH, F. M. Functions of the treasurer. (In American management association’s Functions of financial and accounting executives. New York, American management association, c1927. p. 6-15.)

METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Business organization; no. 2, the functions of the treasurer. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders’ service bureau. 32p.

CORPORATIONS doing business in other states; state regulations and requirements regarding “foreign corporations.” Haring, H. A.

CORRECT account numbers put on jobs. Electric railroad journal, Aug. 16, 1924, p. 237.


CORREGAN, F. H.

How can cost work be simplified without impairing accuracy? New York, June 1, 1925. 9p. (National association of cost accountants, Official publications, v. 6, no. 19.)

CORWIN, E. H. LEWINSKI
See Lewinski-Corwin, E. H., joint author.

COSBY, C. R.

COSGROVE, J. J.


COST accountants advocate revision of Sherman law. Pace student, Apr. 1924, p. 77.


COST accountants’ banquet tomorrow. York (Pa.) dispatch, Nov. 17, 1925.


COST accountants; Hamilton chapter of Canadian society is organized. Hamilton (Ont.) spectator, Jan. 26, 1925.


COST accountants meet. Canadian chartered accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 255.

COST accountants meet for technical discussion. American accountant, June 1927, p. 11.


COST accounting. Burchell, Durward E.

COST accounting. Lawrence, W. B.

COST accounting. McLeod, Stewart C.

COST accounting. May, George O.


COST accounting. Powell, P. W.


COST accounting. Walton school of commerce.

COST accounting. Wild, John A.

COST accounting and budgetary practice. Bennett, F. Clair.


COST accounting and cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate. National fertilizer association.

COST accounting as a basis for shaping operating policy. Bass, A. W.


COST accounting for banks termed necessary adjunct by executive at group 2 dinner. Rochester (N. Y.) herald, March 15, 1925.

COST accounting for creameries. 2 typewritten pages.

COST accounting for electric railways. Day, Henry S.


COST accounting for news print paper mills. Halligan, C. W.

COST accounting for paper mills. Gould, Charles W.


COST accounting for the timber industry. Attiwell, Reginald.

COST accounting fundamentals. Konopak, L. T.

COST accounting in a metal stamping plant. Wildt, E. H.

COST accounting in casualty insurance. Scattergood, Claude E.


COST accounting in manufacturers’ associations. Bliss, J. H.

COST accounting in relation to business cycles. Wildman, John R.


COST accounting in the domestic beet sugar industry. Crawford, F. L.

COST accounting in the late manufacturing division of the machine tool industry. Frank, Thomas B.

COST accounting in the lumber industry. Carson, A. J.

COST accounting in the production of motion pictures. Donaldson, William R.
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BENNETT, GEORGE E. Problem of manufacturing control.  (In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 636-47.)


BERRY, HOWARD. Executive uses of costs; character and scope of accounting information needed by executives of manufacturing industries.  (In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 944-7.)


BLISS, JAMES H. Costs, and operating reports and accounts.  (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 483-87.)


BLYTH, J. R. Uniform methods of costing. Cost accountant, May 1927, p. 120-3.


BOETTLER, HIERBERT F. Cost accounts claim increased attention of bankers. American accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 22-3.


BOLLING, CUNLIFFE L. Costing.  (In his Commercial management. 1925. p. 220-43.)


BRITISH cisco manufacturers; report of a meeting of the federation held in London on 2nd May, 1925. Cost accountant, May 1925, p. 380.


BROWN, GEORGE C. Recording job costs to show profits. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 53-8.


BUCKLEY, HOMER J. Do you know your costs? Photo-engravers bulletin, Dec. 1927, p. 38-47.


BURKE, HENRY M. Preventing losses in repair work. Engineer, May 10, 1924, p. 516.


BUSINESS is seeing value of cost work; accounting becoming more popular with officials in industry, Institute speaker tells chapter. Rochester (N. Y.) herald, Sept. 17, 1925.


CALL national conference on cost methods. New York women’s wear, March 5, 1924.


CATTLES, ALBERT. Devising a costing system. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, 1924. p. 150-78.)

CATTLES, ALBERT. Devising a costing system. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, 1924. p. 150-78.)

CATTLES, ALBERT. Devising a costing system. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, 1924. p. 150-78.)


GREEN, WESTON. Some of the tangible results from uniform cost accounting in the biscuit and cracker industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 8–11.)


GROTHE, OSCAR. Costs, for use, not for record; today's decisions from yesterday's results. Factory, Sept. 1927, p. 428–30.


HAMILTON, T. P. Our salesmen control our costs. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 19, 1926.


HANNEFORD-SMITH, C. Costing for manufacturers; embracing the fundamental principles of costing; a clear and complete presentation of a comprehensive cost finding system. London, Gee and company, 1924. 64p.


HAYSFIELD, HENRY K. Cost accounts. In (his Accounting, its principles and problems. 1927. p. 383–99.)


HAWORTH, J. Place of accounting in industrial organisation. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921, p. 90–107.)


HOUTHAVES, J. What is proper for a trade association to distribute cost information among its members? (In National associations—cost accounting. New York, 1925, p. 126–9, p. 126–9.)


HOWARD, THOMAS W. What uniform cost accounting has been done for other industries. Commercial fertilizer, Aug. 1927, p. 26–33.


HUBSPITH, WILLIAM. Importance of cost and works accountancy to industry. Cost accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 300–1.


IS this the way of progress in cost accounting? Some of the interesting results when industries pool their cost figures. Factory, May 1925, p. 755, 814.
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JONES, J. D. R. Costing and the application of machinery, for costing purposes. Cost accountant, June 1926, p. 3-11.


KEARSEY, H. E. Scheme of standard costs for engineering works manufacturing special line of products, Cost accountant, Dec. 1926, p. 244-9.


KEMP, WILLIAM S. Budgets and pre-determination of conventionalisation of cost accountants, July 15, 1926. p. 817-27. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 7, no. 22.)

KHAN, MALIK S. Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial control. (In (Hbt) International accountants congress, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 54-55.)

KESTER, ROY B. Factory costs. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 34-47.)


KIRKALDY, A. W. New conditions in industry and commerce and the necessity for accurate costing. Cost accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 204-5.


KOCH, ELMER J. Functions of a cost system. Illinois manufacturers costs association monthly bulletin, May 1927, p. 36-47.

KOHLER, ERIC L., and MORRISON, PAUL L. Accounts of a manufacturing business. (In their Principles of accounting, 1926. p. 197-212.)


KOSKEY, GEORGE H. Relation of cost control to the evolution of system. Industrial management, July 1926, p. 34-8.


LANGFORD, R. Paper read before the members of the Manchester and district branch on Dec. 9, 1925. Cost accountant, Feb. 1926, p. 15-17.


Lichtner, William O. Engineering and cost accounting. (In his Planned control in manufacturing, 1924. p. 192-218.)

Little, R. E. Milk industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States, Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 32-5.)


Lunt, H. JULIUS. Costing practice and methods. (In Accountant's and secretary's yearbook, 1924-25, p. 228-31.)


MccARTY, WESLEY JAMES, and AMIDON, L. CLEVELAND. General accounting; manufacturing accounts; cost accounting. (In their Survey course in accounting. 1926. p. 386-437.)

McCATCHIE, G. A. How to get the uniform cost accounting into use. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States, Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 54-8.)


McCULLOUGH, E. W. Value of cost accounting to our industry. (In Hollow building tile association, Simplified cost accounting plan as submitted at the seventh annual meeting, Feb. 5, 6, and 7, 1925. p. 1-5.)


McKINSEY, JAMES O. Relation of budgetary control to cost accountants. Cost accountant, Sept. 1925, p. 84-90.

McLeod, STEWART C. Cost accounting. (In...
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Peden, Robert W. Control of equipment. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 120-5.)


Polworth, J. Bruce. Symbols and their use in costing. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925, p. 85-116.)


Powelson, John A. Typical nominal accounts and typical profit and loss statements; manufacturing company. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926, p. 514-35.)


Production control and cost finding. 6v. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1925.


Quennell, F. T. Survey of the processes and aims of costing, more particularly as applied to engineering industries. Cost accountant, Nov., Dec. 1923, Jan. 1924, p. 206-13, 244-50, 282-91.


Relation of planning and dispatching to cost accounting. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1923, and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. 1924, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 233-43.)


Roberts, E. F. How we keep costs on their proper level. Factory, Nov. 1924, p. 650-3, 710.


COST AND FACTORY ACCOUNTING—(Continued)


SANDERS, THOMAS HENRY. Relation of cost to selling price. Pulp and paper profits, March 1927, p. 3-7.


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Cost accounting; an address before the National association of agricultural implement manufacturers at Chicago, November 29, 1909. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924, p. 69-81.)


SHERWOOD, J. F. Cost accounting. (In his Accountancy, c1925, p. 369-84.)

SHOTT, PERCIVAL. How to apply costing principles to aggregate profit and loss accounts. Cost accountant, Oct. 1923, p. 168.

SHOULD detailed cost work be centralized in the head office? (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1923, and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 294-9.)


SMALIS, R. G., and WALKER, C. E. Cost accounts. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 313-21.)


STANDARD costs—how to establish and apply them. Paper trade journal, July 12, 1923, p. 61-4.


STEELE, F. R. CARNEGIE. Resources of modern accounting; an address delivered at the Associated industries of Massachusetts at Boston, Oct. 20. 1926. The association. 23p.


STONE, H. B. Efficiency as applied to cost work. Manufacturers news, March 1, 8, 1924, p. 13, 15; 11-2.


THOMPSON, GAYLORD G. Correct costs, at little expense; a system for the small and medium-size plant. Management and administration, Nov. 1924, p. 517-20.
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THOMPSON, WILLIAM RODNEY. ‘System for a manufacturing concern. (In his Accounting systems, their design and installation, 1926, p. 549-606.)


TRENDS in cost accounting—‘standard costs.’ Chamber of commerce of the United States, News bulletin no. 9.


UNIFORM cost accounting system. Pace student, March, 1925, p. 192.


UNIFORM cost system needed, say executives. New York herald, March 26, 1924.


VOLMER, J. G., Ch. Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial control. (In International accountants congress, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 313-40.)

VOLMER, J. G., Ch. Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial control. (In International accountants congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 4E.)


WALDRON, FREDERICK A. Rollel factory accounting. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 113p. (Ronnograph library no. 35.)


WAR and cost systems. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Dec. 12, 1918.


WEBB, WARFIELD. Some practical suggestions on costs and production. Industrial management, July 1925, p. 139.


WHAT cost systems can and should do for you. Dry goods merchants’ trade journal, May 1921, p. 26.

WHAT is your cost system doing for you? Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, March 20, 1923.


WHITING, GRAFTON, Gathering of statistics by a trade association. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923, and proceedings of the fourth international conference at Staller hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 58.)


WILL, Discuss legality of trade association work. New York journal of commerce, March 22, 1924.


WILSON, P. B., Executive and the cost accountant: different kinds of information required by plant superintendent, manager and president. Monetary times, Jan. 17, 1925, p. 18.


WOLF, R. B., Advantages that have accrued to the newspaper industry from the use of uniform cost accounting. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 11-2.)
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WOODBRIDGE, FREDERICK W. Manufacturing plant. (In his Elements of accounting. 1925. p. 231-91.)


Burden

Departmental
BLISS, JAMES H. Departmental accounting. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 715-45.)

SCHLATTER, CHARLES F. Departmental job-lot cost accounting. (In his Elementary cost accounting, 1927. p. 290-313.)

Distribution


Multiple


Overhead
ALDEN, WILLIAM H. Handling the expense of idle time. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924. p. 115-20.)


BARBER, JOSEPH H. How to cut overhead expenses. Manufacturing industries, May 1927, p. 345-54.


BOWNE, NELSON J. Distributing the overhead. New York, National association of cost accountants, Oct. 15, 1925. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 4.)


BRISTOL, ALBERT V. Accumulating the overhead. New York, National association of cost accountants, March 1, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 12.)


BROWN, GEOFFREY C. Distribution of overhead to jobs. Management and administration, June 1924, 348-9.


FRAZER, GEORGE E. Budgetary control of manufacturing burden—how it should be done. (In National association of cost accountants. Papers and discussions—third New England regional cost conference, p. 31-8.)


HUTCHINSON, D. J. Relation of overhead costs to the determination of prices. Pit and quarry, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 676-7.

COST AND FACTORY ACCOUNTING—Overhead

(Continued)


MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Eleventh Oct. 1925, p. 28.

MAYWARD, HARRY W. Basis for burden in an over-equipped industry. (In National association of cost accountants, Yearbook, 1925, p. 198–200.)

METHOD of distributing burden. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 23, 1917.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Policyholders service bureau. Cost of overhead. New York: Metropolitan life insurance company, 1924, 12p. (Business leaflets no. 9.)


NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Some debatable points in cost accounting. (In its Yearbook, 1926, p. 205.)


SCHLATTER, CHARLES F. Burden. (In his Elementary cost accounting, 1927, p. 262–89.)


SOME debatable points in cost accounting theory. (In National association of cost accountants, Yearbook, 1924, p. 229–72.)

STILLMAN, K. W. Study of overhead is simplified by standard costs. Automotive industries, Apr. 16, 1927, p. 588–90.


Prime


Process

SCHLATTER, CHARLES F. Sequential process cost accounting. (In his Elementary cost accounting, 1927, p. 117–51.)

Standards

DE HAAS, J. ANTON. Standard costs as a basis for management and industrial control. (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 4E.)

KEMP, WILLIAM S. Budgets and pre-determination of costs. (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 8E.)


VOLMER, J. G. Ch. Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial control. (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 4E.)

Uniform classifications

See Standardization; also names of various industries and trades.

COST and profit on basis of barrels of flour used in year 1922. Bakers weekly, July 14, 1923, p. 60.

COST and selling price. Scoville, H. T.


COST ASSOCIATION OF THE PAPER INDUSTRY

LIST of general ledger accounts. New York, Cost association of the paper industry. 8p.

REPORT given by secretary-treasurer at 19th annual meeting held at Detroit, Mich., Oct. 21, 1927. 8 p. typewritten pages.


COST committee has been exceedingly active; this committee representing the American seed trade association will report at June meeting. Seed world, Nov. 21, 1924, p. 19.


COST conference finishes work. Tiphainea bulletin, June 1, 1925, p. 154.

COST control for foundries. Everett, Frank, and Heywood, Johnson.


COST council N. A. I. C. M. Creamery and milk plant monthly, May 1926, p. 86.


COST data of truck haulage. Engineering and mining journal, Apr. 18, 1925, p. 656.

COST data on operation of a cinder plant. Railway review, Aug. 23, 1924, p. 294-5.

COST determination. Gee, Walter S.

COST distribution sheets. Associated cooperation industries of America.


COST exhibit for mantel. Timberman, Feb. 1926, p. 80.

COST figures from the viewpoint of the factory executive. Andrew, J. Ernest.


COST finding for film exchanges. Schlessinger, Max.

COST finding for personnel activities. Associated industries of Massachusetts.

COST finding in a foundry. Corbett, W. J.

COST finding in knitting mills. Gordon, Stephen R.

COST finding in the leather glove industry. National glove and mitten manufacturers association.

COST finding principles for furniture factories. Potter, H. D.

COST finding system for planing mills. American lumberman, March 7, 1925, p. 78.

COST-FINDING system of a French printer in the eighteenth century. McMurtrie, Douglas C.

COST finding system urged as bank need. Rochester (New York) democrat and chronicle, March 15, 1925.

COST KEEPING
See Cost and factory accounting.


COST keeping on street department work. Public works, Aug. 1927, p. 290-1.

COST of advertising by public utilities. Young, E. Paul.

COST of American almshouses. Stewart, Estelle M.


COST of and return on refrigerator service. Electrical world, March 27, 1926, p. 670.


COST of automobile operation at Council Bluffs, Iowa. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 768.

COST of automobile operation by a water department. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 767.


COST of building doubles in last ten years. Brick and clay record, Apr. 15, 1924, p. 575.


COST of bus operation by street railway companies. Engineering and contracting, March 18, 1925, p. 569-70.

COST of carrying weight on cars. Electric railway journal, July 26, 1924, p. 122.

COST of changing employees. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 8, 1918.

COST of city government, net debt, per capita valuations and levies; 1926, group 1, cities of 500,000 and over; group 2, cities of 300,000 to 500,000. American city, Dec. 1925, p. 784-9.


COST of cost accounting. Papworth, E. F.

COST of day-old chicks. Buchanan, W. D.


COST of delivering water. Engineering and contracting, March 11, 1925, p. 540.

COST of Diesel engine operation. Power plant engineering, June 1, 1925, p. 594-5.

COST of distribution. Grover, A. E.

COST of distribution. Illinois manufacturers' costs association.


COST of doing business. Davis, Laurence W.

COST of doing business chart; expenses based on total sales of three successful stationers of the United States. Everett, T. B.


COST of electric service. Greene, W. J., Schooemaker, C. F., and Gorton, C. B.

COST of explosives 2% of total mining expense at Dos Estrelitas. Engineering and mining journal, Sept. 1, 1923, p. 366.


COST of gas in relation to sales. Dickerman, Judson C.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

COST of handling mail matter. United States. Congress.


COST of high-tension energy at Boston. Electrical world, May 9, 1925, p. 98.

COST of income of the farm poultry flock. Johnson, O. R., and Frame, B. H.

COST of industrial disputes. Sargent, Noel.

COST of installing street lighting equipment. Electrical world, June 16, 1924, p. 1419.

COST of life assurance. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 31, 1923, p. 89-91.

COST OF LIVING


1924 finds industry in the United States and workingman better off than a year ago, despite steady rise in the cost of living. National industrial conference board's summary of wage and living conditions reveals increases both in pay and household expenses, but former is greater—food, rents and clothing are up. New York, National industrial conference board, c1924. 1p.


"COST-OF-LIVING" index for steam railroads. Hooker, J. C.


COST of maintaining depositors' accounts. Hardman, F. H.

COST of maintaining Rhode Island roads. Public works, June 1925, p. 201.


COST of milk production. Hopper, H. A., and Robertson, F. E.


COST of operating Ford runabouts by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 108.

COST of operating Ford trucks by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 73.


COST of overhead. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.


COST of pavement repairs in Newark. Canadian engineer, Apr. 17, 1923, p. 415.

COST of printing, last year. Inland printer, June 1926, p. 446.


COST of producing beef on the ranges of eastern Oregon. Potter, E. L.

COST of producing market milk and butter-fat on 246 California dairies. Adams, R. L.

COST of producing milk. Munger, H. B.

COST of producing milk and butter-fat. Gunn, R. V., and Jamison, N. C.

COST of producing milk and dairy farm organization in Spokane and Stevens counties. Severance, George, and Baker, G. O.

COST of producing milk, and dairy farm organization in western Washington. Severance, George, and Johnson, Ernest R.

COST of producing mutton and wool on eastern Oregon ranges. Potter, E. L., and Lindgren, H. A.


COST of producing plantation rubber. India rubber world, Apr. 1925, p. 399.


COST of producing winter wheat in central great plains region of the United States. Washburn, R. S.

COST of pumping for irrigation. Waller, O. L.

COST of pumping water at Columbus, Ohio. Engineering and contracting (water works), Sept. 1926, p. 450.

COST of railway capital under the transportation act of 1920. Doran, Herbert B.

COST of rearing pullets to six months of age. Cockell, Fred H.

COST of refining a barrel of crude. Willson, C. O.


COST of roads per mile gives unfair comparison. Highway engineer and contractor, Nov. 1924, p. 23.

COST of service and rates based on same. Haase, Ewald.

COST of serving the electric range load. Electrical world, Apr. 25, 1925, p. 871-3.


COST of sewers at Providence, R. I. Engineering and contracting, Dec. 9, 1925, p. 1262. Engineering and contracting (water works), July 1926, p. 322.

COST of steam-shovel and underground mining of Nevada consolidated. Engineering and mining journal, June 30, 1923, p. 1159.

COST of switchboard for 25,000 kw. turbines. Electrical world, March 8, 1924, p. 485.


COST of treating water at St. Louis. Engineering and contracting, Sept. 9, 1925, p. 596.


COST of water main construction at Pasadena, Cal. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 767.

COST of water purification at Columbus, Ohio. Engineering and contracting (water works), Aug. 1926, p. 366.

COST of work horses on California farms. Adams, R. L.

COST per unit delivered—not of mile, or day. Motor transport, Aug. 10, 1925, p. 46-7.


COST plan for branch operation. Power wagon, May 1927, p. 44.

COST plus a fixed sum. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 15, 1918.

COST PLUS CONTRACTS

See Contracts.

COST plus retail inventory only is the best. Macleiah, Archibald.


COST records should guide as well as check. Electric railway journal, Apr. 17, 1926, p. 663.


COST standards in shoe manufacturing. Fletcher, F. Richmond.

COST statement. Southern pine association.

COST summaries and procedures in ice cream and candy manufacture. Atkins, E. J.

COST system and enhanced value of equipment. Typholidae bulletin, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 414.

COST system treatise. Engravographia.

COST systems through trade associations; by the Fabricated production department of the Chamber of commerce of the United States, Washington. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Sept. 13, 1922.


COST rs. value in depreciation accounting for public utilities. Hasbrouck, H. C.

COSTGRAPHS. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1918.

COSTING and cost accounts for wool textiles. Williams, J. E.


COSTING for light castings ironfounders. Stewart, Andrew.

COSTING for manufacturers; embracing the fundamental principles of costing; a clear and complete presentation of a comprehensive cost finding system. Hanneford-Smith, C.


COSTING in the rubber industry as an essential factor to successful production. Fryer, C. A.

COSTING knitted goods. Wild, John A.

COSTING of confectionery. Paton, F. A. R.

COSTING practice and methods. Lunt, H. Julius.


COSTING system for botanical brewers. Accountant, July 17, 1926, p. 100.


COSTING system for paper bag manufacturers and dealers in bags and wrapping papers. Williamson, A.

COSTING systems and the half-idle factory. Business organisation and management, May 1926, p. 57.

**COSTS**


HOWD, CLOICE K. Financial instability. (In his *Industrial relations in the west cost lumber industry*, 1924, p. 17-28.)


PELTON, G. M. How and to what extent should detailed information be given to department heads? *Paper trade journal*, Feb. 28, 1924, p. 55-8, 60.

POLAK, N. J. Increasing and diminishing returns in connection with the cost price. (In Het *Internationale accountanten congres, Amsterdam*, 1926, p. 661-681.)


SIMPLIFYING the allocation of costs. *American accountant*, July 1927, p. 44.


VOGELSTEIN, THEODOR M. (Die) gesetze des zunehmenden und abnehmenden ertrags und der kostentreppe. (In Het *International accountanten congres, Amsterdam*, 1926, p. 685-95.)


**COSTS** and costings for woolen manufacturers. Tod, J. N.

**COSTS** and depreciation. Jensen, Carl G.

**COSTS** and farm practices in producing potatoes on 461 farms in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, and Maine for the crop year, 1919.

**COSTS** and profits. Hastings, Hudson Bridge.


**COSTS** and profits on photo-engraving for 1923, 1924, 1925. American photo-engravers association.

**COSTS** and profits of sheep on irrigated farms. Potter, E. L., and Withcombe, Robert.

**COSTS** and profits on basis of barrels of flour used in year 1925. MacAlpine, John C.

**COSTS** and their relation to general accounting. Musgrave, Walter A.

**COSTS** association, Southern division, benefit to many industrial concerns. *Manufacturers news*, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 87.

**COSTS** for oil producers. Cobb, R. W.


**COSTS** information bureau. *Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin*, Nov. 21, 1918.

**COSTS** of central heating. *Sanitary and heating engineering*, May 29, 1925, p. 359, 386.


**COSTS** of fruit raising of the Yakima project. *Yakima valley (Wash.) progress*, Sept. 1926, p. 8.


**COSTS** of marketing the apple crop of 1923. Jefferson, Loran P.

**COSTS** of purchased power and private operation. *Electrical world*, March 22, 1924, p. 582.

**COSTS** of representative employee magazines. Mills, John.

**COSTS** of representative employee magazines by Mills, John, and Thompson, A. R. American management association.

**COSTS** of service in non-profit institutions. *American accountant*, July 1927, p. 49.

**COSTS**, profits and practices of sweet potato industry in New Jersey, 1922. Waller, Allen G., and Weiss, Harry B.

**COSTS** vary in getting oil to surface. George, H. C.


**COTTON**


MILLER, T. S. Cotton trade guide and student's manual; a textbook for the American trade and higher
COTTON—(Continued)

institutions of learning showing operations of the cotton exchanges in connection with spots and futures historically treated; also a brief history of the industry and its development; with numerous practical problems. Ed. 4. Austin, Texas, E. L. Steck company, c1923. 450p.

Accounting


Cost accounting


Costs


OSBORNE, D. B. How to reduce the cost of calcium arsenate. American fertilizer, Apr. 7, 1923, p. 65-6, 68, 70.

Valuation


COTTON and the cotton market. Hubbard, W. Hustace.

COTTON BROKERS

MILLER, T. S. Cotton trade guide and student's manual; a text-book for the American trade and higher institutions of learning showing operations of the cotton exchanges in connection with spots and futures historically treated; also a brief history of the industry and its development; with numerous practical problems. Ed. 4. Austin, Texas, E. L. Steck company, c1923. 450p.

COTTON CONVERTERS

Accounting


COTTON EXCHANGES

MILLER, T. S. Cotton trade guide and student's manual; a text-book for the American trade and higher institutions of learning showing operations of the cotton exchanges in connection with spots and futures historically treated; also a brief history of the industry and its development; with numerous practical problems. Ed. 4. Austin, Texas, E. L. Steck company, c1923. 450p.

COTTON FUTURES

MILLER, T. S. Cotton trade guide and student's manual; a text-book for the American trade and higher institutions of learning showing operations of the cotton exchanges in connection with spots and futures historically treated, also a brief history of the industry and its development; with numerous practical problems. Ed. 4. Austin, Texas, E. L. Steck company, c1923. 450p.

COTTON MILLS


Accounting

HUNTER, JOEL. Reasons why the accrual basis is the correct method of accounting in determining the net income of a cotton mill. 6 typewritten pages.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Cotton mills. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925. p. 32–44.)


Auditing

CARPENTER, HARRY J., and WILSON, RICHARD P. Analysis of a cotton mill statement. (In their Analysis of financial statements, c1923. p. 32–6.)

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Cotton mills. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925. p. 32–44.)

Budgeting


Cost accounting


Costs


COTTON mill costs. Musgrave, W. A.

COTTON TRADE


Costs

UNITED STATES. Congress. Financial and operating results of cotton merchants and co-operatives. (In its Cotton trade. 1924. p. 89–95.)

Statistics

UNITED STATES. Congress. Financial and operating results of cotton merchants and co-operatives. (In its Cotton trade. 1924. p. 89–95.)

COTTON trade. United States. Congress.

COTTON trade guide and student's manual. Miller, T. S.

COTTONSEED OIL

Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Oil mills. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 315–7.)
COTTONSEED OIL.—(Continued)

Costs


COTTRELL, W. K.

COUCHMAN, CHARLES B.
See also O’Brien, Daniel J., joint author.
Balance sheets; read before the American electric railway accountants’ association at its convention, held at Atlantic city, N. J., Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1924.

COULTER, JOHN T.

COULTER, WALDO S.

COUNTRIES

Accounting


Auditing

KANSAS. House bill no. 423; an act relating to audits and examinations of state records and accounts, providing for creation of a county’s revolving fund, providing the manner in which expenses thereof shall be paid, providing for the collection from defaulting officers of the sums found to be due, and providing punishment for violation of same. Introducted by Mr. Stapleton.
MISSISSIPPI. Chapter 325, senate bill no. 197; an act to provide for the inspection and supervision and auditing of public offices, and to establish a uniform system of public accounting and auditing. (In its Laws: based at a regular session commencing Jan. 8, 1924, ending Apr. 12, 1924, p. 557–67.)
MUNICIPAL and county auditing: Is it optional with the cities, towns and counties being audited to employ the services of the state auditing department or the public accountant in checking cities, towns and counties under state control; abstracts from statutes and letters, Feb. 1925.

Costs

WHAT one newspaper has done to show the cost of government; reprint of a series of special articles and editorials from the Democratic and Chronicle on the cost of government in Rochester and Monroe county, N. Y., New York State and the United States.

Reports

VIRGINIA. State accountant. Comparative cost of local government; statement of receipts and disbursements of the counties of Virginia. Richmond, 1925.

COUNTING MACHINES

See Mechanical devices—Calculating machines.

COUNTY, A. J.
Accounting officers have real task ahead. Railway review, July 19, 1924, p. 100–3.


COUPLE of pages from recent water works reports. Engineering and contracting, May 14, 1924, p. 1058–60.

COURAGE. Richardson, A. O.

COURSE of study for brokerage, stock exchange, investment banking, including a section on economic factors affecting prices. Smiley, Robert L.


COURSES in banking; offered in co-operation with Columbia university. American institute of banking.

COURT and commission decisions. Daily, F. L.


COURT DECISIONS

CARTER, ROBERT A. and RANSOM, WILLIAM L. Depreciation charges of railroads and public utilities; memorandum filed with interstate commerce commission. 118p.
RANSOM, WILLIAM L. Comp. Going value; decisions of courts and commissions from July 1, 1924 to July 1, 1925. 105p.


COURTNEY, G. H.

COURTNEY, JOHN
Filing the purchase invoice. National hotel review, July 2, 1927, p. 65–6, 70.


COUSINS, D.


COYINGTON, J. HARRY


COWAN, GLEN P.

COWAN, HAROLD E., AND LOKER, HAROLD W.
Exercises in bookkeeping and business problems. 2 pts. Boston, Ginn and company.

COWCHER, W. B.


COWDRICK, EDWARD S.

COWIE, W. J.

COWIN, R. B.

Some economic fallacies common among cost accountants. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 1, 1925, 9p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 1.)

COWLES, CLARENCE E., AND STARRY, WARREN L.

COWLES, L. S.

COWLING, DONALD J.
Method of caring for depreciation that will enable educational institutions to conserve their physical plant as permanent endowment and to preserve gifts for building or for material equipment as permanent memorials. Federal council of churches. Safeguarding funds. c1925. p. 7.

COWPER, A. E.


COXALL, WILLIAM C.

COZAD, WILLIAM S.

CRACKERS
See Biscuits and crackers.

CRAGG, T. J.
Connection between costs and financial accounts. Cost accountant, July 1925, p. 44–6.

CRAIG, DAVID R.
Compensating retail salespeople. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Survey report no. 16.)

CRAIG, JAMES D.

Analysis of the cost of industrial pensions. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company. 7p.

CRAIG, JOHN

CRAIG, SLAUGHTER AND FLAHERTY vs. ANYON, LEVERAGE, AND RITCHIE


CRAIGIN, RAYMOND T.
Appraisal of industrial property. (In Real estate handbook. 1925. p. 64–8.)
CRAVEN, K. B.

CRAWFORD, L. U.

CRAWFORD, P. O.
Operating costs on grinder used to make sand from basalt. *Engineering news-record*, July 19, 1923, p. 106.

CRAWFORD, W. L.
See Gordon, Robert W., joint author.

CRAWFORD, W. S.

CRAWFORD, W. W.

CRAY, F. G.

CREMERIES
See also Dairying.

Cost accounting
COST accounting for creameries. 2 typewritten pages.

Costs

Statistics

CREASER, A. J.

CREDIT
See also Agriculture—Credit.
ACCOUNTANT cites instances of commercial frauds which credit men plan to prosecute. *Houston (Tex.) chronicle*, Feb. 14, 1926.


ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Analysis of credit statements. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1920. 34p. *(Modern business report no. 17.)*


ANDERSEN, ARTHUR. Accounting and business analysis for credit purposes. *(In Association of credit* bankers. *Proceedings fifteenth annual convention*, Atlanta, Ga., Apr. 28-30, 1926. p. 42-56.)


BANKING and bank credit. *(In Accountants' handbook*, 1923, p. 859-96.)

BASSET, WILLIAM R. This credit policy brought higher losses—but also higher profits. *System*, Jan. 1926, p. 80-2.


BERDON, DAVID. Building up a bank credit; reflections of a certified public accountant. 8p.


BOWMAN, F. H. Methods used in extending credit. *(In American petroleum institute. Group sessions on uniform methods of oil accounting.)* p. 25-7.

BOWMAN, F. H. Methods used in extending credit. *(American petroleum institute bulletin*, Apr. 12, 1926, p. 223-5.

BRISCO, NARRIS A. Retail credit and collections. *(In his Principles of retailing, 1927, p. 232-53.)*

BULLARD, J. E. "Make money—or quit!" *Credit monthly*, June 1927, p. 17, 40.

BURKE, H. C. Extending credit based upon financial statements. *(In Texas society of certified public accountants. Bulletin no. 3, p. 5-8.)*

CREDIT—(Continued)


CONSOLIDATED statements. _Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin_, Sept. 1924, p. 130.


COUCHMAN, CHARLES B. Balance-sheet for credit purposes. (In his _Balance-sheet, its preparation and interpretation_, 1924, p. 240-5.)


CREDIT, _American institute of accountants_ 3, Apr. 10, 1925. Clippings.

CREDITS and collections. (In _Accountants' handbook_.)

DAVIES, R. P. Minimising bad debts; extracts from a lecture delivered to the London branch of the School of accountancy students' association. _Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal_, Aug. 1, 1927, p. 132-3.


FALL, FRANK A. Fifty books for credit executives. New York, Association of credit men. 1926.


FISHER, J. "Unstable dollar as a factory in the credit man's problem." _Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin_, July 1924, p. 84-72.

FIXEL, ARTHUR E. False financial statements; remedies of defrauded creditors. Albany, Matthews Bender and company. 1924. 307p.


HEAD, WALTER W. Relationship between banker and accountant. _Indian accountants_, June, 1925, p. 90-95.


HENDRY, R. J. L. Borrowing from banks. _Accountants' magazine_, Feb. 1924, p. 113-31.

HILLYER, A. S. Sources of foreign credit information. Washington, Government printing office, 1926. 46p. (In _States department of commerce, Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Trade information bulletin no. 292_.)


INVESTMENT companies. (In _America_. Annual report, committee on real estate securities. 1923. Chicago, Investment bankers association of America. 15-17.)


JAMIESON, H. T. Credit fabric plenty and want; the duty of governments. _Canadian chartered accountant_, Jan. 1924, p. 197-211.

JAMISON, CHARLES L. Credit investigations. (In his _Finance_. c1927. p. 74-97.)

JARMAN, J. Analyzing the credit risk. _Credit man_, March 1926.


KESTER, ROY B. Cash and mercantile credits. (In his _Accounting theory and practice_. c1925. p. 128-4.)

KNAPP, JOSEPH G. Credit costs in Nebraska retail stores. _University of business journal_, March 1924, p. 169-72.


KOELSLER, F. H. National offensive to exterminate credit crimes and fraudulent manipulations, annual total amounts to $260,000,000. _Trust companies_, Jan. 1925, p. 113-4.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Give credit accounts benefit of reasonable doubt. _Dry goods economist_, July 9, 1927, p. 12, 91.

LEAMY, R. H. Essential features in a report for credit purposes. _Accountants' journal_ (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 295-7.


MAMBERT, STEPHEN B. Banking relations. (In _Management’s handbook_. 1924. p. 1401-13.)

MARTIN, HARRY E. Better banking service for industry. _Bankers’ magazine_, May 1924, p. 679-704.

MEECH, STUART P. Case of the use of bank loans to finance a new product. _University journal of business_, March 1924, p. 211-5.


MISREPRESENTATION for purposes of credit. _New west trade_, Aug. 15, 1925.


MITCHELL, W. J. Accountant and the banker; address delivered before the Society of certified public accountants, May 14, 1925.

MITCHELL, WALDO F. Credit statements and supervisory influence of banks over business. _University journal of business_, Feb. 1923, p. 150-68.


MORGAN, WALTER L. Preferred loans. _Collins service_, Nov. 1926, p. 3-5.


MORRIS, JOSEPH L. Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the bank credit man. _Certified public accountant_, Jan. 1927, p. 8–9.

CREDIT—(Continued)


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN. Financial survey published in the interests of Raw and thrown silk credit men’s association, New York city. 1926. 8p.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN. Credit man’s diary, 1925; reference book and manual of commercial laws and practices. New York, National association of credit men.


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN. Standard forms and enclosures. New York, National association of credit men.

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Control of retail credit. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 6.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Credit control in wholesale distribution. 1925. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 11.)

NOVINS, J. K. Checking the credit account. Tires, Nov. 1924.


PRESTON, W. Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the commercial paper credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 3-12.

PUBLIC accountants to war on credit crooks. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Sept. 26, 1925.


ROBERTS, OWEN. Banker as a lender; his attitude to the balance sheets of traders and joint-stock companies. Business organization and management, July 1924, p. 261-6.

SCHLAGINTWETT, T. Credit to suit the customer. Credit monthly, May 1927, p. 17, 34.


SCOVELL, WELLMINGTON and company. Financial audit as viewed by bankers, statement analysis, suggested methods for a credit index; publications of the Robert Morris associates condensed, rearranged, and commented on by Scovell, Wellington and company, c1922. 56p.


SELZ, J. What is the banker’s attitude toward inventory. Store operation, Sept. 1925, p. 17-8.

SEWARD, HERBERT F. Cross section of a business; digging out facts the balance sheet doesn’t show. Credit monthly, March 1924, p. 13, 28.


SLOAN, GEORGE S. Something further on accountants’ services. Accounting and business quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 1.


STEADMAN, FREDERICK. Credit, international trade and foreign exchange. Accountant, Aug. 18, 1923, p. 228-32.


SWEET, HOMER N. Business budgets and credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the commercial credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 3-12.


WATKINS, EDGAR. Better business morals will reduce credit frauds. Pace student, May 1925, p. 89.

WESTON, WILLIAM B. Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the investment bank credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 12-3.

ZIMMERMAN, T. J. Credit and collections, the factors involved and the methods pursued in credit operations. Ed. 2. Chicago, The system company, 1904. 1059p.

CREDIT and collection polices of Kansas retail clothiers. Holtzclaw, Henry F.

CREDIT BUREAUS

BLOCKER, JOHN G. Retail credit bureaus in Kan- sas. Lawrence, University of Kansas, School of business, 1927. 40p. (Kansas studies in business no. 6.)

CREDIT COMPANIES


CREDIT control in wholesale distribution. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.

CREDIT co-operation as adapted to the needs of the worker. Bergengren, Roy F.
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX


CREDIT frauds; Letter-bulletin, American institute of accountants, Apr. 10, 1925. Clippings.

CREDIT insurance. Ackerman, Saul B., and Neuner, John.


CREDIT management. Olson, Emery E., and Hallman, J. W.

CREDIT man’s diary 1925. National association of credit men.

CREDIT union. Bergengren, Roy F.


CREDIT union bookkeeping primer; reprinted from the Sept. 1925 to Feb. 1926 issues of the Bridge, Boston. Credit union national extension bureau. 11p.

CREDIT union primer. Ham, Arthur H., and Robinson, Leonard G.

CREDIT UNIONS

BERGENGREN, ROY F. Credit co-operation as adapted to the needs of the worker; reprinted from the International labor review, May 1927.

BERGENGREN, ROY F. Credit union. Boston. Credit union national extension bureau, July 1, 1927, 42p.

CREDIT union national extension bureau. Some hints as to usual credit union practice for treasurers of newly organized credit unions, relating chiefly to savings, loans, interest rates and earnings. Boston, The Bureau, Sept. 1927. 15p.

CREDIT unions provide saving and loan facilities. American accountant, March 1927, p. 23.

CREDIT unions; statutes of the commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to Jan. 1, 1927. Massachusetts. Banks, Commissioner of.

CREDITS. American institute of banking.

CREDITS and collections. Ettinger, Richard P. and Gottlieb, David E.

CREDITS and collections, and dealings with embarrassed debtors. Grover, R. F.

CREDITS and collections, the factors involved and the methods pursued in credit operations. Zimmerman, T. J., ed.

CREDITS and credit administration and answers. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.

CREE, HUGH G.


CREIGHTON, GORDON K.


CREIGHTON, WILLIAM F.


CREMER, GEORGE S.


AND DRACHBAR, WILLIAM R.


CRESSEY, CLYDE S.


CREW, ALBERT


Profession of an accountant, characteristics, etiquette, registration, recognition and some notes on the legal profession. London, Gee and company, 1925, 117p.


CRICHER, A. LANE


CRICKMAN, C. W.

Farm organization and management studies in Warren county, Iowa. Ames, Iowa state college of agriculture and mechanical arts, 1925. 56p. (Agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 229.)
CRIME


CRIME tendency. Gore, E. E.

CRIME tendency. McMurtrie, G.

CRIME tendency in business. Wellington, C. Oliver.


CRISSINGER, D. R. Significance of changes in character of member bank assets and employment of bank credits. _Trust companies_, March 1927, p. 319-22.

CRITERIA of balance sheet valuation. Yntema, T. O.

CRITICAL analysis of industrial pension systems, Conant, Luther.


CRIVELLI, PIETRO Original translation of the treatise on double entry bookkeeping by Lucas Pacioli; translated for the Institute of bookkeepers, ltd. London, Institute of bookkeepers, 1924. 125p. (Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent and company.)

CROCKER, C. A. Address; seventeenth semi-annual meeting of the cost association of the paper industry. _Pulp and paper profits_, Oct. 1926, p. 3-4.

CROCKER, WILLIAM J. Private records of the superintendent. _Engineering and mining journal_, March 6, 1926, p. 409-10.


CROCKETT, CHARLES J. Production must dovetail with distribution plans. _Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin_, March 20, 1923.


Are costs important? If so, budget them. _Coal age_, Aug. 1927, p. 95.


CROCKETT, J. D. M. Accounting for contractors. _Engineering and contracting_, June 23, 1926, p. 250.


CROOKER, ORIN Cutting pay-roll making expense in half. _Factory_, Aug. 1923, p. 177.

CROP and field cost accounting on Hawaii's sugar plantations. Muller, Rudolf.


CROSS, MILTON C. See Johnson, David C., joint author.

CROSS, W. G. Man-hours used as basis for unit labor costs. _Electrical world_, July 30, 1927, p. 211-3.


CROWELL, JAMES R. Why it costs so much to eat. _Saturday evening post_, Nov. 19, 1927, 6p.


CROWLEY, C. M. Up-to-date water works accounting system. _Engineering and contracting_, June 10, 1925, p. 1279-82.


CROXTON, FREDERICK E. Study of housewives' buying habits in Columbus, Ohio, 1924. Columbus, Ohio state university, 1926. 14p. (Bureau of business research monographs no. 3.)


CRUM, WILLIAM L. See also Vanderblue, Homer B., joint author.
AND PATTON, ALSON CURRIE

AND VANDERBLUE, HOMER B.

CRUMP, ARTHUR W.

CRUMP, ARTHUR

CRUSHING
Costs
FUWA, TYLER. Crushing and grinding costs. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Aug. 18, 1924, p. 268-71.

CRUSOE, LOUIS B.

CUBA
REGLAMENTO para los institutos de segunda enseñanza de la republica en la parte que se contrae a la organizacion de las enseñanzas, establecidas en los mismos. Habana, Imprenta y Papeleria de Rambla, Bouza y Ca, 1925. 95p.

Congress
LOMBARD labor bill as passed by the lower house. Nov. 11, 1925. 4p.


CUDDERLEY, ELLWOOD P.

CUDMORE, SEDLEY ANTHONY

CULL, J. A.

CULTURAL worth of accountancy studies. Blight, Reynold E.

CULVERTS
Costs

CUMINS, ELMER T.
See Stutaman, H. R., joint author.

CUMMINS, E. A., AND MEYERS, J. M.

CUMMINS, H. H.

CUNNINGHAM, BRYSSON
Port administration and operation; a review of systems of management in vogue in various countries. New York, John Wiley and sons, inc. 1925. 179p.

CUNNINGHAM, R. E.

CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM J.


CURRENCY
See Money.

CURRENCY, banking, and finance in China. Lee, Frederic E.

CURRENCY, credit and prices. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1927, p. 85-7.

CURRENT account ledger. Thompson, J. S.

CURRENT ASSETS
See Assets—Current

CURRENT assets as part of the balance sheet. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Jan. 2, 1926.


CURRENT material prices. Engineering and contracting, May 21, 1924, p. 1102.


CURRICULUM in industrial accounting. Greer, Howard C.

CURRIER, E. L., LENNES, N. J., AND MERRILL, A. S.

CURTICE, L. H.

CURTIS, A. B., AND COOPER, J. H.

CUSHING, GEORGE H.

CUSHING, HARRY A.
CUSHMAN, GEORGE S.


CUSTODY of state funds. Faust, Martin L.


CUSTOMERS’ ACCOUNTS


CUSTOMERS’ returns and complaints; with discussion. Hahn, E. F.

CUTFORTH, A. E.
Methods of amalgamation and the valuation of businesses for amalgamation and other purposes. London, G. Bell and sons, ltd., 1926.

CUTLER, WILLARD W.
Estimation of underground oil reserves by oilwell production curves. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 114p. (United States bureau of mines, bulletin 228.)

CUTLERY
Cost accounting

CUTRIGHT, HAROLD G.

CUTTER, WILLIAM O., WILLIAMS, CHARLES A., AND HOOK, DAVID W.
Controlling the labor. New York, National association of accountants, Aug. 15, 1924. 15p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 23.)


CUTTING price to increase sales. Manufacturers news, Feb. 21, 1925, p. 252.

CUTTING production costs with farm machinery. Carpenter, Ray W.

CYANIDE PLANTS
Costs

CYCLES

BARBER, JOSEPH H. Finding your industry’s cycle; industrial budget methods. Management and administration, Nov. 1924, p. 479-86.


CHAPMAN, JOHN M., and WESTERFIELD, RAY B. Business cycles. (In Their Problems in banking, money and credit, c1927, chapter 26, p. 621-56.)


RIGEL, ROBERT. Trends, cycles and seasonal variations. (In his Elements of business statistics, ed. 2, rev. 1927, p. 342-85.)


THORP, WILLARD LONG, and MITCHELL, WESLEY C. Business annals, United States, England, France, Germany, Austria, Russia, Sweden, Netherlands, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Australia, India, Japan, China, New York, National Bureau of economic research, inc. 1926. 380p.


WARESHOW, H. T. Inventory valuation and the business cycle. Harvard business review, Oct. 1924, p. 27. (In JOSEPH H. Forecasting the underlying cycles.)


ROSS, H. E., GUTHRIE, E. S., and RISK, W. W. Practical examples in dairy arithmetic. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1925. 27p. (Cornell extension bulletin 29.)


Auditing

DUNCAN, G. A. Dairy companies’ audit. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1924, p. 75.

Costs

ADAMS, R. L. Cost of producing market milk and butter-fat on 246 California dairies. Berkeley, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1925. 12p. (California agricultural experiment bulletin no. 372.)

CARTER, DEANE G. Building and equipment factors in the cost of dairy products. (Agricultural engineering, Apr. 1924, p. 80–1.)


CRANDALL, W. T. Reducing the feed cost of milk production. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1925. 18p. (Cornell extension bulletin 118.)

DAHLBERG, ARNOLD O., and MATHESON, K. J. Manufacture of cottage cheese in creameries and milk plants; revised by K. J. Matheson, Washington, Government printing office, 1924, 12p. (United States department of agriculture, Agriculture bulletin no. 576.)


DAILY profit and loss statement for hotels. Alarm clock, March 1924, p. 4.


DAINES, H. C. Some aspects of valuation and income determination; read before the November meeting of the Illinois society of C. P. A. 28 typewritten pages.

DAINO, W. MORLEY

How to choose a vocation by psychology. Accountants’ journal (England), May 1925, p. 38–46.

DAIRY companies’ accounts; useful system in connection with milk cheques. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 245.


DAIRYING

See also Creameries.

CO-OPERATIVE dairy companies and profits. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1923, p. 118–9.


POTTINGER, G. M. Financing of dairy produce under the control board; address delivered to Wellington accountant students’ society. Accountants’ journal (New Zealand), July 20, 1927, p. 10–1.

Accounting

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Co-operative milk manufacturing. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 464–545.)

DAIRY companies’ accounts; useful system in connection with milk cheques. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 245.


ROSS, H. E., GUTHRIE, E. S., and RISK, W. W. Practical examples in dairy arithmetic. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1925. 27p. (Cornell extension bulletin 29.)

DAMING—Costs—(Continued)
UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of Dairy industry. (In its Yearbook, 1922, p. 281–394.)

DAKE, WALTER M.

DALRYMPLE, W. H.
See Kidder, A. F., joint author.

DALSTON, MILLARD
Accounting for a concern that manufactures, rents and sells clocks. Pace student, Nov. 1925, p. 181-5.

DALTON, H. LEO

DAMS
Costs

DANA, EDWARD

DANGEROUS tendencies in the workmen’s compensation laws. Jones, F. Robertson.


DANIELS, G. W.

DANIELS, JOSEPH J.

DANIELS, NATHAN H.

DANIELS, RICHARD CRAGGIN
Scrap problem in the small plant. Factory, March 1925, p. 414-6, 482.

DANNER, R. F.
Comparative costs and adaptability of 6,600, 13,000 and 33,000 volt lines. Electric light and power, Apr. 1923, p. 19-20.

DARLING, H. MAURICE

DARNELL, J. L.

DARNELL, RAY W.
Increased profits through control of cost. Management and administration, Sept. 1923, p. 301-4.

DARVILLE, M. A.

DATA presented at Illinois convention. (In Laundryowners national association, Department of cost accounting, Clearing house bulletin no. 25.)

DAUGHTERS, C. G.

DAVID, J. N.

DAVIDSON, A. J.

DAVIDSON, B. T.

DAVIDSON, H. C.

DAVIDSON, R. J.

DAVIDSON, W. V.
Punched card system of inventory control. New York, National association of cost accountants, Aug. 15, 1923, 18p. (Official publications, v. 4, no. 23.)

DAVIES, A. T. T.

DAVIES, A. F.
Budgeting in a financial institution. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Financial executives’ series, no. 6.)

DAVIES, ERNEST COULTER
Auditing. New York, Ronald press company, c1926. (Complete accounting course, unit 4, edited by David Himmelblau.)
DAVIS, L. B.

DAVIS, NORMAN H.

DAVIS, R. P.

DAVIS, W. SANDERS

DAVIS, CLEMENT H.

DAVIS, F. W.

DAVIS, H.
See Merwin, M. S., joint author.

DAVIS, H. E.

DAVIS, H. McFARLAND

DAVIS, HERBERT L.
Excerpts from lectures on legal accounting and court auditing with special reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings, together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, banks and banking, contracts, partition suits, corporations, etc. Washington, Washington loan and trust company, c1926. 31p. Legal accounting and court auditing, with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings respecting the duties and obligations of fiduciaries, court auditors, masters in chancery, referees, etc., together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, partition suits, etc. Washington, John Byrne and company, 1927. 90p. Legal accounting in the administration and investment of fiduciary funds. *Trust companies*, Feb. 1927, p. 186–90.

DAVIS, LAURENCE W.
See also Peterson, Arthur P., joint author.

DAVIS, LOUIS P.

DAVIS, P. T.

DAVIS, R. C.

DAVIS, RALPH C.

DAVIS, RALPH G.

DAVIS, W. L.

DAVIS, WILLIAM

DAWES PLAN
See Reparations.

DAWES plan. Auld, George P.

DAWES plan in operation. Sterrett, Joseph E.

DAWES report in its relation to reparations. Jenks, Maurice.

DAWSON, CARL H.

DAWSON, E. B.

DAWSON, JOSEPH J.

DAWSON, SIDNEY S.
If interest were abolished. *Accountant*, Aug. 9, 1924, p. 220.

DAY, EDMUND E.

DAY, GEORGE R.

DAY, HENRY S.
Cost accounting for electric railways; discussion of the need of an efficient cost accounting system for electric railways; read before the American electric railway
DAY, HENRY S.—(Continued)
accountants association at its convention, held at Atlantic city, N. J., Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1924. 5p. Suggestions on segregations in cost accounting from the viewpoint of the manufacturer in reference to maintenance accounts. (In American electric railway accountants association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 71-4.)

DAY, J. P.
Need for more stable money. Cost and management, June 1921, p. 35-7.

DAY, LEONARD A.
Life of a belt conveyor and cost per ton of coal handled, St. Louis water department. Journal of the American water works association, Sept. 1923, p. 883.

DAY card that forms the basis of an accounting system. Bus transportation, Sept. 1923, p. 417.


DEALER’S accounting system gives full data with minimum bookkeeping; proves aid to tire profits; telephone and mails used to stimulate sales. Motor world, Aug. 7, 1924, p. 14-5.

DEALERS in butter, eggs and cheese. I typewritten page.

DEAN, JOHN S.

DEANE, WILLIAM
Depreciation. Building owner and manager, Apr. 1924, p. 11-4.

DEARING, FREDERICK C.

D’EATH, D. C.

DEATH duties in Georgia of an estate of $150,000. Hunter, Joel.

DEATON, W. H.

DEBATE: stock should be taken in one evening. National retail dry goods association.

DE BENEK, EMERIC
Tea room operation. Alarm clock, Sept. 1926, p. 3. "Where have my profits gone?" Alarm clock, Nov. 1926, p. 6, 8.

DEBENTURES


DEBUT AND CREDIT
DE BONI, G., AND SHARLES, F. F.

DE BOST, WILLIAM L.
Appraiser. (In Real estate handbook. 1925, p. 29-34.)

DEBTS AND DEBTORS
NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Credit control in wholesale distribution. 1925, 24p. (Nebraska studies in business.)


DE CAMP, W. V.

DECIMAL SYSTEM


DECISIONS of courts affecting labor, 1923-24. Clark, Lindley D. and Tracy, Stanley J.

DECISIONS of courts and opinions affecting labor. Clark, Lindley D., and Callahan, Daniel F.

DECISIONS of courts and opinions affecting labor, 1926. Clark, Lindley D., and Jackson, Charles B.

DEDUCING for obsolescence of good will due to pro-
hibition. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 155.

DEDUCTING the deficit. Haskins and Sells bulletin, 

DEDUCTIONS allowed on New York apartment build-
ing. Buildings and building management, May 12, 
1924, p. 43.

DEEDS OF ARRANGEMENTS
See Bankruptcy; Liquidations and receiverships.

DEEDS of assignment and goodwill. Accountant, 

DEERE AND COMPANY
John Deere factory death, disability and pension plan. 
10p.

John Deere group benefit association life insurance and 
endowment plan. 11p.

DEERE and company's piece work system. Stone, C. N.

DEFALCATIONS
ANOTHER cash case. Haskins and Sells bulletin, 

APPROHENDING the wrongdoer. Haskins and 
Sells bulletin, July 1924, p. 49–50.

BONDING employees. Haskins and Sells bulletin, 

CRIME tendencies. Letter-bulletin, American institute 
of accountants, Aug. 1924, p. 3–14.

CRIME tendency; Letter-bulletin, American institute 
of accountants 2, Aug. 8, 1924, Clippings.

CRIME tendency; the American institute of account-
ants through its committee on public affairs, combat-
ning rising tide of financial crime. Race student, 

'DON'T' which will help. Haskins and Sells bulle-

EMBEZZLEMENT prevention. Haskins and Sells 
bulletin, Dec. 1924, pp. 89–90.

FEDDE, A. S. Has plan to insure financial house, 
New York sun, Sept. 27, 1924.

FEDDE, A. S. Protective insurance suggested. Jour-
nal of accountancy, Nov. 1924, p. 368–9.

FIDELITY losses present growing menace to American 

GOODARD, J. PERCY. Accountancy and the tax 
problem. Journal of accountancy, Apr. 1925, 
pp. 309–16.

GORE, EDWARD E. Crime tendency; address de-
ivered before the Baltimore association of commerce, 
Dec. 11, 1924. 9 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the 
American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, 
p. 19 (resume).

LAFRENTZ, F. W. Defalcations. Accounting, com-
merce and insurance, July 1924, p. 91–5. In-


MCMURTRIE, G. Crime tendency; delivered to 
Fond-du-lac, (Wis.) association of credit men, Dec. 8 
1924. 12 typewritten pages.

NEW SOUTH WALES equity funds; big defalcations; 
auditor-general's report. Queensland accountants, 

PIERCING the cloak of secrecy. Haskins and Sells 
bulletin, Nov. 1924, p. 81–2.

PROTECTIVE insurance suggested. Journal of ac-
countancy, Nov. 1924, p. 368–9.

ST. JOHN, E. A. Accountant versus embezzler. 

VALUE of unannounced examinations. Haskins and 
Sells bulletin, July 1924, p. 50–2.

WAYS of covering. Haskins and Sells bulletin, 
Nov. 1924, p. 83–6.

DEFALCATIONS, Lafrentz, F. W.

DEFECTIVE WORK
See Scrap, waste, etc.

DEFERRED CHARGES
DEFERRED charges to operations. Commonwealth 
journal of accountancy, Jan. 1924, p. 113.

DEFERRED charges to operations. Commonwealth 
journal of accountancy, Jan. 1924, p. 113.

DEFERRED payment sales of real estate not on install-
1–2.

DEFCIFENCIES of cost accounting and their cure. 
Fordham, Thomas B.

DEFINE law giving tax exemption to Americans abroad. 

DEFINITION of items in uniform general balance sheet 
of the A. P. I. National petroleum news, Apr. 7, 28, 

DEFINITION of the practice of accountancy. Indian 

DEFINITION of the public practice of accountancy. 
Face student, Aug. 1924, p. 143.

DEFINITIONS once more. Journal of accountancy, 
Nov. 1925, p. 360–1.

DEGREES, ETC.
ACCOUNTANT'S designation. Accounting, com-
merce and insurance, March 1924, p. 321.

C. P. A. practice. Journal of accountancy, Sept. 1923, 
pp. 198–9.

COMPLICATION should be avoided. Journal of 
accountancy, May 1925, p. 401–2.

COOKE, L. B. DEFINITIONS once more: correspondence. 

CREW, ALBERT. Right to use professional designa-


DEFINITIONS once more. Journal of accountancy, 
Nov. 1925, p. 360–1.

INSTITUTE of chartered accountants vs. Hardwick. 

MEANING of a word. Journal of accountancy, 
Aug. 1925, p. 117.

OFFICIAL opinions as to use of C. P. A. title. Face 

PUBLIC, a word of plain meaning. Journal of ac-
countancy, May 1925, p. 402.

RICHARDSON, JOHN Y. What is practice? corre-
430.

SINGLE partnerships. Journal of accountancy, 

SONG of degrees. Journal of accountancy, Dec. 1923, 
p. 445.

TEXAS. Court of criminal appeals. Horace C. 
Henry, appellant, vs. the State of Texas, appellant, 
appealed from the El Paso county court at law, sup-
plemental brief of appellant. 9 typewritten pages.

TEXAS. Court of criminal appeals. Opinion. Horace 
C. Henry, appellant, vs. State of Texas, Judge Morrow 
rendering decision, March 12, 1924. 6 typewritten pages.

USE of "C. P. A." in Virginia. Accounting and busi-

USE of C. P. A. title. Face student, Apr. 1924, p. 78.

VARIOUS nomenclature. Journal of accountancy, 
March 1926, p. 197–8.

"WHAT is practice?" Journal of accountancy, March, 
May 1925, p. 197–8, 400–1.

DE HAAS, J. ANTON
Export and import procedure. (In Montgomery, 
607–41.)

Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial 
control. (In (Het) International accountant's congress, 
Amsterdam, 1926. p. 295–310.) (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amster-
dam, 1926. 4E.) Annalen der betriebswirtschaft, 
Jan.–March 1927, p. 28–40.

DE HORE, C. T.
Experience shows light cars increase net of interurban 
lines. Electric railway journal, Dec. 1, 1923, p. 927– 
30.

DE JEUDE, O. C. A. VAN LINDTH
Practical hydraulic engineering problems. Engineer, 
DE LAMARTER, L. J. 

DE LANGE, J. 

DELANY, JAMES H. 
How to sell a bonus plant to workers—and have it stay sold. (In Production control and cost finding. c1925, v. 5. p. 11-22.)

DE LA VERGNE, W. H. 
Analyzing the purchaser's power needs. Oil engine power, July 1926, p. 421-30.

DELAWARE 

GENERAL corporation laws of the state of Delaware, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh, ninety-ninth and one hundredth general assemblies. 1925. 199p.

GENERAL corporation laws, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh and ninety-ninth general assemblies. Dover, 1932. 190p.

GENERAL corporation laws, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh and ninety-ninth general assemblies, approved Apr. 9, 1925. New York, United States corporation company. 199p.


LAW governing state board of accountancy of Delaware, as amended 1921, 4p.


CHARITIES, STATE BOARD OF OFFICIAL directory, July 1924, Dover, 1924. 91p.

SECRETARY OF STATE 
GENERAL corporation laws, passed 1899, amended by the revised statutes of 1915 and further amended by the ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh and ninety-ninth general assemblies, published by authority of resolution of general assembly approved March 25, 1923. Wilmington, Del. 176p.

STATE TAX DEPARTMENT STATE income tax law, 1923. Wilmington, Del. 30p.


DELAWARE and Hudson has well equipped store department. Railway age, Apr. 10, 1926, p. 1015-8.

DELAWARE corporations. United States corporation company.

DELAWARE—incorporation of first prominent interest under recent amendments to Delaware corporation law allowing non par value preferred stock. Corporation journal, May 1925, p. 292.

DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA AND WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY PENSION system adopted March 1, 1902, taking effect June 1, 1902, revised June 1912. New York, The company. 12p.


DELAWARE RIVER BRIDGE JOINT COMMISSION BRIDGES. Philadelphia, The commission. 6 forms.


DE LEEUW, A. L. 


Accounting BAUMGART, A. M. What are the proper records for the delivery department? Store operation, July 1926, p. 7-8.

DELIVERY COSTS See also Automobiles—Cost of operation.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Retail delivery costs and methods. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1920. (Modern business reports no. 7.)


DELIVERY costs only 4.9 cents per order. Motor transport, Jan. 10, 1926, p. 23.


HAHAN, LEW, and WHITE, PERCIVAL, eds. Cost of delivery. (In their Merchants' manual. 1924, p. 103-4.)


HAYWARD, WALTER S. Store delivery. (In his Retail handbook. 1924, p. 441-67.)


HUNTER, W. J. Proper methods of prorating delivery department cost. (In Controllers congress National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, p. 117-21.)

DELIVERY COSTS—(Continued)

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Proper analysis and distribution of commercial expenses. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association, c1924.


PHILLIPS, MILTON J. How this store cut re-deliveries 75 per cent. Store operation, Jan. 1927, p. 16.

PRESTIGE of delivery section rising, say solons at tenth annual meeting. Dry goods economist, May 8, 1926, p. 78–9.


STODOLA, GILBERT I. Bloomingdale remote delivery system found successful. Store operation, March 1927, p. 15–6.


WHITE, PERCIVAL. Delivery applications. (In his Motor transportation of merchandise and passengers. p. 232–44.)

DELIVERY costs only 4.9 cents per order. Motor transport, Jan. 10, 1926, p. 23.


DEL MONTE meeting. Journal of accountancy, June 1927, p. 444.


DEMAND for, and responsibility of, the public accountant with particular reference to prospective legislation in New York. McAllister, Edward A.


DENMARK

ACT of May 14, 1909, on authorized accountants; royal decree of July 5, 1919; companies act of Sept. 29, 1917; companies bill. 1926. Typewritten.


DENNISON, HENRY S. See also James, Gorton, joint author.


DENTISTS

Accounting


DENVER and Rio Grand Western cuts material handling costs. Railway age, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 947–50.

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SCHEDULE of accounts. Denver, Col.; Denver public schools, 1922–23. (Monographs no. 7.)

DEPARTMENT leasing in retail stores. Bush, A. L.

DEPARTMENT leasing in retail stores. United States. Commerce, Department of.


DEPARTMENT of Interior tells how electric plants meet rising costs by new efficiencies in fuel consumption. National electric light association bulletin, Apr. 1927, p. 228, 238.

DEPARTMENT of research. United typothetae of America.

DEPARTMENT store accounting. Dillon, W. A.


DEPARTMENT store operating expenses for 1926 and financial ratios for 1923, 1924, 1925. Harvard university, Graduate school of business administration, Bureau of business research.

DEPARTMENT store organization. Lazarus, Arthur.

DEPARTMENT STORES

See also Dry goods.


DEPARTMENT STORES—(Continued)

CONTROLLER must have minute details as well as general information, is opinion of annual congress. Dry goods economist, May 29, 1926, p. 18-9, 45.


HAHN, L. W. WHITE, PERCIVAL. Dry goods and apparel chains. (In their Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 405.)

HOW the Broadway department store gets linoleum turnover in Los Angeles. Dry goods economist, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 65.


KAUFMANN, WILFRED W. and OBER M. Effective payroll methods used by big Pittsburgh store. Store operation, July 1925, p. 5-7, 21.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Store management. Dry goods economist, Aug., 21, 28, Sept., 4, 11, 15, Oct., 2, 16, 23, 30, Nov., 6, 13, 27, Dec., 4, 11, 18, 1926, Jan. 1, Feb. 5, Apr., 30, May, 7, 1927, p. 15; 71; 84; 18-9; 27-8, 175; 141; 156; 20; 13, 98; 105; 15, 47; 17; 63; 19-20; 133; 15; 15-6; 21-2; 11-2; 17, 53; 13; 19; 94; 17, 81.

LIBBEY, LEONARD W. Work room methods and control. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 53-7.)

LIBBEY, LEONARD W. Work room methods and control; controllers should do their part to take mystery out of figures and put this activity under proper control. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association. June 1926, p. 25-7, 50.


MENCH, JOHN. Department managers' manual. New York, Textile publishing company, c1922.


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Labor turnover in Nebraska department stores. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1924. 19p.


NOVINS, J. K. How to make satisfactory automatic salary adjustments. Store operation, Aug. 1925, p. 5-6, 18.


NOVINS, J. K. Practical ways to figure salaries and sales bonuses. Store operation, June 1925, p. 5-6, 18.


OSGOOD, MERRILL W. Application of the principles of scientific management to a department store. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 130-4.)

SAMPIT, CHARLES. Macy methods in the packing and wrapping department. Store operation, May 1927, p. 11-2.


SOUTHERN stores. Turnovers; Ohio compensation methods. Dry goods economist, March 29, 1924, p. 16.

STAGGERED billing but one of many ideas advanced at controllers' meeting. Dry goods economist, July 4, 1925, p. 16-7, 83.


UTILIZING spare space. Dry goods economist, May 8, 1926, p. 29.


WHITE, PERCIVAL, and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Department store. (In Their Marketing practice, p. 47-1.)

WOODHULL, PAULINE. How Hahn's store operates its delivery department. Store operation, Oct. 1925, p. 5-6, 23.

Accounting

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Department store accounting. (In its Special types of accounting systems; c1924. p. 11-22.)


BRÜERE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the department store. (In Their Applied budgeting. 1926. p. 135-61.)


CARTHAGE, PHILIP I. Planning expense budgets. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 54-8.)


DEPARTMENTAL accounting. (In International library of technology, t. 379.)

DILLON, W. A. Department store accounting; an address delivered at the Regional convention of the midwest district of American institute of accountants, Omaha, Neb., May 24, 1924. 9p.


DEPARTMENT STORES—Costs—(Continued)

NATIONAL, retail dry goods association. Harvard report of expenses for 1925. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 10-14.)

NATIONAL, retail dry goods association. Harvard report of expenses for 1925. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 16-7.)


STAGGERED billing but one of many ideas advanced at controllers' meeting. Dry goods economist, July 4, 1925, p. 16-7, 83.


LAMB, GRAHAM and company. Wisconsin department and dry goods stores; operating and financial comparisons. 2 p.

LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Vital department store statistics; covering the principal operations of department and specialty stores. New York, Dry goods economist, c1926, 167 p.


SMITH, WALTER T. Accounting and control of leased departments. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 90-1.)

SWEITZER, CHANNING E. Why be an average merchant—or less? Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Sept. 1926, p. 16-7, 43.

Stockkeeping


CONTROLLERS' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Ready-to-wear stock control by John B. Guernsey, C. L. Tilley and Murray Whittmore. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, March 1924, 15 p. (No. 10.)


GILMORE, DONALD S. This unit stock control system was used in fifty departments justifies itself by big savings in mark downs. (Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, May 1926, p. 26-31.)


HERE'S easy method of stock control. Dry goods economist, June 27, 1925, p. 18.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Present-day merchandising. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925, 16 p. (Management methods no. 6.)


RETAIL inventory method used by store controller. New York women's wear, May 24, 1924.


THREE sets of store figures, and a chart for a perpetual inventory. Dry goods economist, Feb. 26, 1924, p. 19, 22.


DEPARTMENT stores; expense—functional grouping—percentage of sales; departmental expense—percentage of sales. 4 typewritten pages.

DEPARTMENTAL costs in the foundry. May, Howell B.

DEPARTMENTAL space requirements. Hopf, H. A.

DE PAULA, F. R. M.


Canadian chartered accountant, May 1927, p. 344.


Education for the accountancy profession. Accountant, Jan. 1, 1927, p. 31.


DEPLETION

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.


DEPLETION and other factors bearing on coal costs. Reis, Bernard J.

DEPLETION of oil and gas properties. McElroy, Joseph.
DEPRECIATION and obsolescence. Himmelblau, David.

DEPRECIATION and reserves. Railway age, Aug. 9, 1924, p. 228.

DEPRECIATION and wasting assets and their treatment in computing annual profit and loss. Leake, Percy Dewe.

DEPRECIATION as a deduction in ascertaining present value. American gas association information service, Dec. 1926.


DEPRECIATION charges of railroads and public utilities; memorandum filed with interstate commerce commission. Carter, Robert A., and Ransom, William L.

DEPRECIATION charges of steam railroad companies. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

DEPRECIATION; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. Illinois manufacturers' cost association.


DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE

See also Valuation; various headings under Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence; Accountants' index, 1920, p. 344-67, and Accountants' index supplement, 1921-23, p. 143-232; for buildings, machinery, and equipment of any industry, business or trade, see name of specific industry, business or trade under Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.


ACCOUNTANT fifty years ago; extracts from the issue of Apr. 8, 1876; income tax, depreciation. Accountant, Apr. 10, 1926, p. 549.


AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Depreciation. (In his Contractors' accounting practice. 1924. p. 236-7, 373-4.)


ARMITAGE, PAUL. Answering criticisms of discovery of depletion provision. Mining congress journal, Feb. 1926, p. 79-82.

ARMITAGE, PAUL. Is a uniform rate per unit of extraction a "reasonable allowance for depletion," under the federal income tax laws? (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the National mining congress, Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 24-29, 1923, p. 76-96.)

ATKINS, PAUL M. Depreciation and other fixed charges. (In his Industrial cost accounting for executives. 1923. p. 119-24.)

BABBROCK, FREDERICK MORRISON. Depreciation and obsolescence. (In his Appraisal of real estate. 1924. p. 228-41.)

BALDWIN, H. G. Accounting for value as well as original cost. New York, American appraisal company, 1927.

BALDWIN, H. G. Questions basis of depreciation commonly used. American accountant, March 1927, p. 44.


BAUER, JOHN. Depreciation. (In his Effective regulation of public utilities. 1925. p. 139-96.)

BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 228-40.)

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Depreciation. (In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 330-43.)

BERLINER, J. J. Principles of depreciation; their application in determining when equipment should be scrapped. Paper industry, Aug. 1927, p. 779-82.

BERRIGAN, EDMUND. Depreciation and reserves. (In his Elements of accounting. 1926. p. 131-46.)

BLISS, JAMES H. Fixed property investments—valuation. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 295-318.)


BOWKER, W. T. Depreciation and obsolescence; reprint of an article in the October 1922 number of the American appraisal news. Milwaukee, American appraisal company, c1923. 11p.


DEPRECIATION dollar and railroad valuation. Railway age, July 17, 1926, p. 82-3.

DEPRECIATION exchange and international trade. United States. Tariff commission.


DEPRECIATION. Indiana association of certified public accountants.

DEPRECIATION. Kester, Roy B.

DEPRECIATION. Newlove, G. H.


DEPRECIATION, a "minor item?" Clients' service bulletin, Nov. 1926.


DEPRECIATION and appraisal values of machines. Canadian machinist and manufacturers news, July 26, 1923, p. 16-7.
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CHAMBER of commerce of the National retail drug goods association. Budgetary expense control. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 1924. 22p. (v. 9, no. 1.)

COUCHMAN, CHARLES B. Depreciation, obsolescence. (In his Balance-sheet, its preparation, content and interpretation. 1924, p. 49–56.)

COWIN, R. B. Some economic fallacies common among cost accountants. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 1, 1923. 9p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 1.)


DEPRECIATION exemption is not always approved by tax commission. *American machinist*, Apr. 9, 1925, p. 580.

DEPRECIATION is real and must be recognized. *Electric railway journal*, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 907.


DEPRECIATION of tools, etc., made for special jobs. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 2–14.


DEPRECIATION rates on standard basis; scientific methods used to determine rates acceptable to tax commissioner, to simplify tax returns. *Iron age*, Nov. 25, 1926, p. 1493–9.


DIRECT CHARGING. (For tax purposes. *Manufacturers news*, Jan. 1927, p. 30."


DICKIE, JAMES L. Amortization of capital expenditures. (In his Cost accounting theory and practice. 1924, p. 377–95.)


GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering, 1923, p. 13–8, 34–8, 46–9)


GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Income tax—depreciation allowances. (In Accountant's diary, 1924, p. 70–2.)


HALL, H. B. Property records, their effect on profit and loss; a talk delivered before the annual convention of the Knitwear outerwear manufacturers' association at Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 7, 1923. New York, American appraisal company, 1924. 16p.


HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Depreciation. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems. 1927, p. 130–70.)


HIMMELBLAU, DAVID. Depreciation and obsolescence; with special application to manufacturing industries and the computation of taxable income. *Pulp and paper profits*, Sept. 1926, p. 6–9, 15.
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How the bookkeeper can increase his worth through using a plant ledger. Bookkeeper and auditor, Oct. 1927, p. 5-6.


KLEFFMAN, J. E. Depreciation, reserve, sinking fund and investment accounting. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927, p. 184-208.)

KOHLER, ERIC L. Depreciation and obsolescence, amortization and depletion. (In his Accounting principles underlying federal income taxes, 1924, p. 113-31.)

KREBS, WILLIAM S. Nature of depreciation and depreciation apportionment. (In his Outlines of accounting, v. 2, c1927, p. 992-1039.)


LOVITT, WILLIAM V., and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Depreciation. (In their Mathematics of business, p. 72-85.)


MALINA, ARTHUR. Depreciation deductions for furnaces and machinery under the income tax law. Fuels and furnaces, Jan. 1925, p. 29-31.


MARGOSSIAN, HENRY. Income tax, commissioner of. Depreciation. (In the Income tax law of 1924 and regulations no. 1, art. 136-56.)


1926. p. 1376-1586.

1927. p. 940-1131.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Depreciation. (In his Financial handbook, 1925., p. 150-69.)

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Depreciation; general principles and rates. (In his Auditing theory and practice, edition, c1927, p. 675-795.)


NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Accounting for depreciation. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 51-80.)

NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Some debatable points in cost accounting. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 157-205.)

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants’ journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.


OLSON, LYLE H. Fixed assets, depreciation and costs; an address before the Erie, Pa., chapter of the National association of cost accountants. New York, American appraisal company, c1927. 10p.


OVERTIME and idle time. (In Accountants’ handbook, 1923. p. 469-564.)
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POWELLSON, JOHN A. Depreciation, obsolescence, and depletion. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926, p. 397-423.)

PRENTICE-HALL, Inc. List of authorities and sources on depreciation rates, with table of depreciation rates. (In their Federal tax service for 1924, supplement. 1924, p. 253-97.)


PROVIDING for obsolescence. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, Nov. 1924, p. 3-4.


RATES per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

RECORDING of depreciation. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), May 1925, p. 3.

REDDING balance deduction. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, Aug. 1924, p. 5.


REE, HAROLD L., and YOUNG, ALLYN A. Wasting assets. (In their Principles of corporation finance. c1925, p. 201-222.)

REESE, J. Should 1917 depletion be permitted mine lessees? Coal review, March 12, 1924, p. 11, 32.


REITER, PROSPER. Depreciation and depletion. (In his Profits, dividends and the law. c1926, p. 32-42, 81-141.)

RELATION of reserve for sinking to depreciation. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, March 1924, p. 162.


RUSSELL, FREDERICK C., and HURMDAN, FREDERICK H. Appreciation and depreciation. (In their Income tax principles, c1923, p. 192-226.)


SANDERS, THOMAS HENRY. Accounting for depreciation. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1925, p. 51-74.)

SANDERS, THOMAS HENRY. Depreciation. (In his Problems in industrial accounting. 1923, p. 38-9, 214-5, 257-72.)


SCHWINN, F. S. Accounting for depreciation. (In his Accountancy. c1925, p. 209-22.)

SHOULD plant and equipment be depreciated on cost or replacement value? (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N.Y., Sept. 1923, p. 181-201.)

SINKING fund method of depreciation. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, Sept. 1924, p. 3.

SMALL, LLOYD L. Depreciation. (In his Mathematics of finance. 1925, p. 117-35.)


SOMER, what is a taxable point in cost accounting theory? (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 229-72.)

SPAULDING, HARRISON B. Wasting assets—deprecation, depletion, obsolescence. (In his Income tax in Great Britain and the United States. 1927, p. 176-208.)


STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. Appraisals of manufacturing and other operating plants. (In his How to read a financial statement. c1925, p. 417-31.)


SWEENEY, HENRY W. How to determine depreciation. (In his Bookkeeping and introductory accounting. 1924, p. 169-73, 455-65.)

TAGGART, H. F. Cheaper depreciation. Accounting review, Sept. 1926, p. 31-44.


TORBET, ALBERT W. Depreciation; should it be based on original cost or replacement costs? (In Society of industrial engineers. Problems of management to-day. 1925, p. 142-7.)


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Outline for the study of depreciation and maintenance; prepared by the Bureau of internal revenue. Washington, Treasury department, 1926. 38p.

WADDELOW, W. W. Depreciation and depreciation funds. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1923, p. 163.
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ZIEGLER, WILLIAM G. Slowing down depreciation on the fixed equipment. Industrial management, May 1927, p. 279-82.

Adding machines
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Calculating machines.

Aéroplanes


Fields

Airplanes and equipment
Trucks and autos
Tractors
Shop equipment
Office equipment
Field equipment


BLACK, ARCHIBALD. $10,000 airplane engine depreciates $10.60 per hour of service. Automotive industries, Sept. 10, 1925, p. 411-3.


Agriculture
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Creameries; Fruit; Horses; Livestock; Rice; Sugar; Tractors.


FOSTER, LEONARD F. Wear and tear, depreciation. (In his Principles and practice of farm bookkeeping. 1925, p. 136-43.)

Farm buildings (freehold)
Fixed plant and machinery
Movable implements
Wood and iron buildings
Stationary engines and boilers
Portable engines and boilers
Dairy utensils
Horses
Carts and wagons

KELLER, HENRY. Depreciation. (In his Farm account manual for New Jersey farmers. 1923, p. 14-5.)

McMURRY, KARL F., and McNALL, PRESTON E. Depreciation. (In their Farm accounting principles and problems. 1926, p. 59-70, 159.)


Airplanes
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Aéroplanes.

Alternators

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Alternators

Angle-benching machines


Angle-benching machines

Anvils

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Anvils


Anvils

Apartment houses


Decision of New York appellate division of the Internal revenue department. Percentage of deduction for obsolescence and depreciation on an elevator apartment building of non-fireproof type.

On the structure
On the perishable parts and equipment
Heating plant
Elevators
Telephones
Lighting fixtures
Dumbwaiters
Plumbing

Depreciation
3%
65%
10
10
65%
10
25%
10
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Apartment houses—(Continued)

| Refrigerators | 10 |
| Ranges | 10 |
| Bathroom fixtures | 10 |
| Laundry dryers | 10 |


Apartment houses:
- Frame: 3% 2.5
- Brick and masonry: 10%

Ash cans

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Cans, ash 3 years

Ash handling

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923, p. 16.)

Ash conveyors:
- Steam jet: 50 years

Automobile trade

ERNST AND ERNST. Depreciation. (In their Kadillac Ford dealers’ standard accounting system. p. 12.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buildings</th>
<th>Original cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick, stone or concrete</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture and fixtures</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks and automobiles</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research. Insurance, repairs, and depreciation. (In its Operating expenses in the wholesale automotive equipment business in 1923. p. 22.)

Common figure 0.2%

Automobiles

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Tractors.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Depreciation. (In its Retail delivery costs and methods. c1920. p. 11–2.)

Massachusetts institute of technology:
- Electric motor truck: 8 years 12½%
- Gasoline truck: 5 years 20%

AMERICAN electric railway association. Depreciation. (In its Automobile operating costs. p. 4.)

Average Cost Data per Mile for Time Cars Were in Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ford Roadster</th>
<th>Ford Box</th>
<th>Franklin Touring</th>
<th>Ford Roadster</th>
<th>Mitchell Touring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Months use</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles run</td>
<td>31,552</td>
<td>25,321</td>
<td>31,919</td>
<td>18,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprec. b</td>
<td>$0.012</td>
<td>$0.028</td>
<td>$0.014</td>
<td>$0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b Depreciated value divided by miles operated.

AMERICAN photo-engravers association. Depreciation. (In its Manual of the standard cost system for photo-engravers with suggestions for a uniform system of bookkeeping and a method for making the cost system part of the general bookkeeping system. c1925.)

Automobiles 4 years (48 months)

AMERICAN photo-engravers association. Rates of depreciation in use. (In its Costs and profits in photo-engraving for 1924. c1925.)

Automobiles 20–33¼%. The majority of concerns report 25%.


Trucks:
- gas electric: 20–33¼% 10
- Bell, William H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 234.)

Automobiles 3–5 years *20% *

BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 234.)

*Allowance for salvage value.


Auto trucks:
- gasoline electric: 20–35% 10–15

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 521.)

Quotes various authorities.

DEPRECIATION. Photo-engravers’ bulletin, July 1924, p. 55.

Motor trucks:
- light: 4 years 7–10
- DEPRECIATION of buses and trucks; age or mileage. Canadian railway and marine world, July 1927, p. 428–9.
- DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)

Automobiles 20–33¼%


Electric truck exclusive of batteries and tires 10%

Gas car 2–3 years 5 years maximum

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Automobiles 2½–4 years

Trucks 2–5
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HAYWARD, WALTER S. Cost items in truck equipment. (In his Retail handbook, 1924. p. 460, 461.)
10% annual amortization on the cost of the vehicle less the tires and batteries would be conservative.
Light gas car
3 years
33⅓%
Good quality gas truck
15
Automobiles
25%
Commercial automobiles
33⅓%
Electric truck, road
15
Gas vehicles (less tires)
20-33⅓%
Gas truck equipment
10
Electric vehicles (less tires and batteries)
7½-10


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor trucks</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCOME tax notes; depreciation. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1925, p. 80.
KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Depreciation, amortization and depletion reserves. (In their Principles of auditing, 1924. p. 112-4.)

Montgomery, ROBERT H. Automobiles. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1408-9.)
NASH, MONROE. Nash’s tables for use in settling claims in connection with automobile, fire, theft, and collision losses. 1924 ed. Portsmouth, Va., Monroe Nash, c1924. 11p.

Depreciate 50% for first 12 months used.

PETTY, BEN H. Depreciation. (In his Truck operating costs. 1923. p. 8-10, 15.)
20½% of total cost.

15% on original cost
Gasoline truck:
5% garage
70 trucks
10 equipment
WHEELER, F. S. What an analysis showed regarding service costs. Ice cream trade journal, Nov. 1923, p. 70.

Auto trucks
33%
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 71.)
Henry B. Wisconsin income taxes. 1923. p. 49.)

Automobiles and trucks
20-25%

Awnings
NATIONAL tent and awning manufacturers' association. Depreciation. (In its Manual of instruction for the installation and operation of the national cost and accounting system. c1924. p. 70.)
10%
Furniture and fixtures
Automobiles
33⅓%

Bags
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Paper bags.

Bakeries

Bakers 6% written down value.

The rate of depreciation as allowed by the income tax bureau is as follows:

| Building | 2% |
| Bakers' machinery | 10 |
| Horses and wagons | 15 |
| Automobiles | 25 |
| G. W. Hafer, in his well-known articles on accounting, gives depreciation on transportation equipment as follows: |
| Commercial automobiles | 33⅓% |
| Horses | 10 |
| Wagons | 10 |
| Electric trucks, road | 15 |
| A wellknown expert on all forms of truck delivery gives as his figures of depreciation: |
| Stables and garages | 5% |
| Horses | 20 |
| Wagons | 10 |
| Harness | 20 |
| Horse and wagon equipment | 10 |
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Gas vehicles (less tires) 20—33 1/4
Gas truck equipment 10
Electric vehicles (less tires and batteries) 7 1/2—10
Electric equipment 5

INCOME tax; depreciation allowances. (In Accountants' diary, 1926. p. 78.) Accountant (tax supplement), Jan. 9, 1926. p. 30—2. Scottish association of master bakers, 6% plant and machinery. Additions to and replacements to be charged to capital, provided that repairs, renewals and replacements which do not destroy the identity of the machine shall be allowed as a revenue charge. No allowance for wear and tear to be made in respect of the non-metal parts of the structure of ovens, but in lieu thereof, the cost of repairs and replacements and rebuilding to be charged to revenue, but cost of new ovens and extensions, and enlargements of existing ovens, to be charged to capital.


Bakeries:
Plant and machinery excluding brick, stone or other non-metal parts of the structure of ovens, 6% written down value.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Bakeries. (In his Income tax procedure. 1924. p. 118—9.)
Machinery
Ovens and oven equipment
Other equipment
10 years
10—12

Machinery
Ovens and oven equipment
Shop equipment
10%
8
16%

Ball mills


Ball mills

Balls parks


Banks

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 521—2.)
Quotes various authorities.

Barrels

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Barrels, steel, oil
7 years

Batteries

Battery
$200 per year

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Storage batteries
4 years

Belt cutters

Belt cutters
5—7%

Belt lacing machines

Belt lacers
5—7%

Beltling

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Belts, leather
8 years
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Beltling
8—20 years
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

Beltling

Low
Average
High
7.5% 11.75% 20%


On cost
50%

Benches

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

Low
Average
High
9% 11.80% 15%

Bending machines


On cost
10%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Bending Machines—(Continued)

Bending blocks
Bending rolls
10%
S-7

Beveling machines
Beveling machines
5.7%

Bins
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Bins:
steel
wood
25 years
10

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciations. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 24.)
Coal vaults or bins
Low
Average
High
3%
7.66%
15%

Biscuits and crackers
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Biscuit and cracker industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1924. p. 1119.)
Shipping trunks and crates
3 years

Blowers
15%

Boats
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Ships and shipping.

B不会再
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 522.)
Quotes various authorities.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)
Boilers
4-6%

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Boilers:
fire-tube
water-tube
15 years
40

Industry
Steam boilers and engines
Portable steam engines, threshing machines and fixed plant
Type of plant and machinery
Rate allowed
Written down value
5%

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Blowers
15-20 years

On cost
On reducing balance
Boilers
6%
15%

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 24.)
Low
Average
High
3.75%
7.36%
15%

Boilers
5-714%

Bois d'Arc
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 522.)
Quotes various authorities.

Book plates
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Electrotype, woodcuts, etc.

Book trade
CROWELL, CEDRIC R. Equipment. (In his Book shop accounts and records. 1926. p. 18.)

Boring machines
Boring bars, driver keys (all renewals to repair)
Boring machines
Wood boring machines
5-7
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Bottles
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Containers.
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1922. p. 522-3.)
Quotes various authorities.

Bottling

Breweries and distilleries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Type of plant and machinery</th>
<th>Rate allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brewers</td>
<td>General plant and machinery</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric dynamos and motors and other electrical machinery</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bottling and washing machines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motor lorries and vans driven by steam power</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motor lorries driven by internal combustion engines</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Distilleries. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1422.)
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Extraordinary obsolescence due to prohibition. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1490-3.)

Brickmaking

Brickmaking—No depreciation is allowed on kilns, but an allowance is made in respect of the cost of repairs, renewals and re-building; the cost of new kilns and of extensions to existing kilns is treated as capital in the ordinary course.

See also Accountants' Index 1920 and the Accountants' Index Supplement, 1921-23.


Buildings:
- brick: 2%
- wood: 3-5
- Kilns: 10
- Machinery: 10-15

Bridges
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 522.)
Quotes various authorities.

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)

Bridges:
- concrete: Permanent
- steel: 40 years
- wood: 15


Broaches

Seating broaches

On cost 50%

Buffing machines
Buffing machines 5-7%

Buildings
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Dwellings; office buildings; also name of industry, business or trade under Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.

BABCOCK, FREDERICK MORRISON. Depreciation and obsolescence. (In his Appraisal of real estate. 1924, p. 228-41.)


BELL, WILLIAM H. and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924, p. 234.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buildings:</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>*Per cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frame</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>building equipment, elevators, etc.</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Allowance for salvage value.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1922, p. 523-6.)
Quotes various authorities.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924, p. 382.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buildings:</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>*Per cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concrete and steel</td>
<td>2-3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mill construction</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick and wood</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood (substantial)</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood (cheap)</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Buildings—(Continued)
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)

Building: 
- concrete 
- brick 
- wood or sheet iron
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Buildings: 
- modern reinforced concrete 
- early concrete construction 
- brick 
- brick veneer 
- mill constructed loft buildings 
- temporary outside structures 
- frame
HOW depreciation affects taxation. New York evening post, March 14, 1925.
HURD, RICHARD M. Depreciation. (In his Principles of city land values. 1924. p. 108.)
Class of buildings: 
- Life in years 
- Annual depreciation
cheap frame tenements 10-15 5-10%
ordinary frame residences 25-30 2-3
cheap brick tenements and office buildings 25-30 2-3
cheap brick or stone residences 35-50 1-2
better class frame residences 35-50 1-2
better class brick and stone residences 50-75 1-1½
good brick and stone office buildings 75-100 1
steel skeleton buildings Unknown

Buildings and accessories: 
- On cost 
- On reducing balance
Reinforced concrete or steel and tile 1¼% 6% 8%
Brick and steel with non-combustible roof and concrete floors 2.5 4
Brick, steel and wood 3
Steel frame wooden roof and corrugated iron walls 3.5 7
Brick and wood 3
Steel frame non-combustible roof and corrugated iron walls 3 6
Concrete blocks with wooden roofs and floors 3.5 8
All wood structures, well built (20 years) 4.5 10
All wood structures, cheap (20 years) 5 12

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)
Buildings: 
- Low 
- Average 
- High
brick 2% 2.85% 5
brick and steel 1.5 2.26 4
concrete 3 5.30 10
frame 10

KENDALL, JAMES P. Buildings. (In his Expense of power and building service. p. 6.)
KESTER, ROY B. Buildings—application of depreciation. (In his Accounting, theory and practice. c1925. p. 327.)
1-5% constitute a fair average.
KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Depreciation, amortization and depletion reserves. (In their Principles of auditing. 1924. p. 112-4.)

WEBB, JAMES A. Appraisal of city property. (In Real estate handbook. 1925. p. 33-61.)
Quotes various authorities.

Cables
Cables

Calculating Machines
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Adding machines

Canning and preserving
Canning machinery 10%

Cans
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Containers.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Carts
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Rolling stock.

Carts
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Hand trucks; Vehicles.

Casks
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Containers.

Cattle
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Livestock.

Cement
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 526-7.)
Quotes various authorities.
ILLINOIS committee on material cost investigation and exhibits. Cement. (In its Corrected report. 1919. p. 8-12.)

Centering machines
Centering machines
Charging equipment
Charging equipment, $15 per year.

Chases
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Printing.

Cheese
DAHLBERG, ARNOLD O, and MATHESON, K. J. Depreciation. (In their Manufacture of cottage cheese in creameries and milk plants. 1925. p. 10.)
Pasteurizing vat
Making vat
Chills, net addition

Chemical industry
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Dyes.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Chemical industry. (In his Income tax procedure. 1926. p. 1417-6.)

Chills
Chills, net addition
On cost
50%

Chimneys
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Stacks.

Chutes
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Chutes
4-10 years

Circuits
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)
Power circuits
Low Average High
5% 7.50% 10%

Clay Industries
CHINA clay lands. 1 typewritten page.

Clothing
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Shoes; Uniforms.

Clothing jobbers
SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Depreciation. (In his Budgetary control for the cloak and suit industry. 1924. p. 76-7, 79-81.)

Coal
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Mining and metallurgy, Coal.

Coal trade
HEIDELBAUGH, W. W. How wide is your gross margin? Retail cornman, June 1926, p. 34c-34g.

Brick buildings
Frame buildings
Land
Value of coal conveyors
Wagon loaders, tools
Coal bins (wood)
Railroad siding
Auto trucks
Wagons
Harness
Horses
Office (equipment furniture)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Trade practices and costs of the retail coal business in Lincoln, Nebr., in 1922. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1923. 34p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 7.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—(Continued)

Cold storage

GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants' diary, 1924, 1925. p. 70, 71.) Accountants, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 650. Accountants' journal, Feb. 1924, p. 610. Written down value Cold stores and ice manufacture:

- Steam and gas engines, boilers and shifting 5%
- Electric plant and insulation (lagging, belting, loose plant, utensils, etc., to be dealt with 7½
- Refrigerating machinery; i.e. compressors, ice tanks, coolers, conduits, moulds, coils, travelers, etc. 10

Compressors

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Compressors, air


- Air compressors 6% 15%
- WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 70. Nelson, Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 48.) Concrete mixers 5-7%

Concrete mixers

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Concrete mixers, 5-7 years


Concrete products

RATHKE, WILLIAM. Cost keeping for concrete products plants; abstract. Engineering and contracting, June 25, 1924, p. 1413-5. Machinery 5 years 20%

Motor trucks 33⅓

Condensers

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.) Condensers: jet surface 20 years

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Condensers 10-33 years

Conduits


- General conduits 4.5% 10%
- Main wiring and conduits 6 15

Confectioners

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Confectionery trade. (In his Income tax procedure. 1925. p. 1120.) Machinery and equipment


Containers

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Containers:

- Barrels, steel, oil 7 years
- Cans, ash 3
- Casks 10

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Containers. (In his Income tax procedure. 1926. p. 1416-7.)

Contractors

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Concrete construction.


- Economical life; years
- Auto-crane, gas 5
- Auto-crane, steam 6
- Auto-truck 3
- Auto-trailer 5
- Backfiller, power 4
- Ballast spreader 8
- Boiler, upright 8
- Boiler, locomotive 8
- Bucket, clamshell 4
- Bucket, orange-peel 4
- Bucket, drag line 4
- Cars, steel, dump 6
- Cars, wood, dump 5
- Cars, flat 8
- Cars, hopper 5
- Compressor, steam 7
- Compressor, gasoline 6
- Compressor, electric 7
- Concrete chutes 2
### DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Contractors—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Economical life; years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conveyor, belt</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyor bucket, portable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crusher, rock, portable</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick, wood</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick, steel</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag line, steam</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag line, gasoline</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag line, electric</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill, tunnel carriage</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill, traction well</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill, tripod</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill, jackhammer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine, gas</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine, steam without boiler</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavator, cableway complete</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavator, trench, steam</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavator, trench, gas</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms, steel concrete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graders, common road</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graders, elevating</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoist, steam</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoist, gasoline</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoist, electric</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive, industrial, steam</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive, industrial, gas</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive, industrial, battery</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive, standard gauge</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive crane, steam</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive crane, gas</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, steam</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, gasoline</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, electric</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, paving, steam</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, paving, gas</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motors</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile driver, steam</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile driver, track</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe hammer, steam</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe, galvanized</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plows</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic concrete machine</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump, centrifugal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump, piston</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump, impulse</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riveter, air</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock channeler</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller, steam, road</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller, gas, road</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw rigs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraper, wheel</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraper, slip</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraper, fresno</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shovel, steam</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shovel, gasoline</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shovel, electric</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switches, fabricated</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower, steel hoist</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor, steam</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor, gas</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons, dump</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons, hauling</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagon loaders, power, bucket or belt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coastwise craft:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Economical life; years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derrick boats</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredge, clamshell</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredge, dipper</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredge, hydraulic</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill boats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighters</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile drivers</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scows</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scows, dump</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tugs</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inland craft:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Economical life; years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barges, wooden</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barges, steel</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick boats</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredges, clamshell</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredges, dipper</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredges, hydraulic</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grader, hydraulic</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launches, gasoline</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile drivers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter boats</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowboats</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamers, paddle wheel</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tugs, screw propelled</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescENCE—Contracts—(Continued)
METHODS tentatively suggested by Associated general contractors of America. Roads and streets, Nov. 1927, p. 493.

Contracts
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Contracts. (In his Income tax procedure. 1926. p. 1417-21.)

Converters
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Rotary converters
30 years
On cost On reducing balance
Converting
5% 10%

Conveying and hoisting
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Elevators.
DAY, LEONARD A. Life of a belt conveyor and cost per ton of coal handled, St. Louis water department. Journal of the American water works association, Sept. 1923, p. 883.
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Conveyors:
20 years
bucket belt
7
Traveling cranes
50
Hoisting machinery
20
Elevators, bucket
10
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Conveyors, general
5-10 years
Derricks:
13
steel
7
wooden
Hoists
8-13
5-10 years
On cost On reducing balance
Traveling cranes
4.5% 10%
III NOIS manufacturers' cost association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)
Cranes, trolleys, hoists
Low 8% Average 8.66% High 10%
Locomotive cranes, steam and electric
10%

Crackers
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Biscuits and crackers.

Crane
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conveying and hoisting.

Crates
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Containers.

Crimping machines
Crimping machines
10%

Crushers
Crushers
10%

Cupolas
On cost On reducing balance
Cupolas
5% 10%

Cutting machines
Key-way cutters
5-7%

Dairying
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Creameries; Livestock.
Dairymen's Estimates of Depreciation of Selected Items of Dairy Equipment—Average for All Districts Studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Years estimated life (Range in years reported)</th>
<th>Years estimated life (Average of opinion)</th>
<th>Percentage rate of depreciation based on average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can racks</td>
<td>2-16</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolers</td>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Dairying—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>3-20</th>
<th>5-20</th>
<th>7-20</th>
<th>10-25</th>
<th>3-30</th>
<th>5-30</th>
<th>7-30</th>
<th>10-30</th>
<th>5-40</th>
<th>7-40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lanterns</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk cans</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk buckets</td>
<td>3-8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milking machines</td>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk pails</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk testers</td>
<td>1-40</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk vats</td>
<td>2-40</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitchforks</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separators</td>
<td>3-30</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shovels</td>
<td>3-25</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterilizers</td>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary outfits</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons and carts</td>
<td>2-25</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash tube</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbarrows</td>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Dairy industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1924. p. 1126.)

Equipment: Herds

3⅓-7 years

AT what rate do dams and reservoirs depreciate? Engineering and contracting (water works), May 1927, p. 167.

Delivery equipment

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Automobiles; Horses; Vehicles.


Horse:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harness</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagon</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gasoline truck:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electric truck:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harness</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Gas truck | 20–33⅓–50–75%
| Garage | 5%   |
| Miscellaneous | 10% |
| Electrics | 7⅓–10%

Department stores

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Retail trade.


Derricks

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conveying and hoisting.

Die sinking machines


Die sinking machines 5–7% 25–30%

Dies

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugabo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Dies 2–4 years 5–20%


Dies (standard) net additions On cost 50%

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dies, jigs, etc.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>22.77%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Dies 15–20%

Disc grinders


Disc grinders 5–7%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—(Continued)

Distilleries
See Depréciation, depletion and obsolescence—Breweries and distilleries.

Doctors
See Depréciation, depletion and obsolescence—Physicians.

Dovetailing
Dovetailing machines

Drains
Yard drainage
Drains
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
Drainage
Drains

Dry Goods
Affelder, William M. Contractors accounting practice. 1924. p. 373–4.)
Drainage

Dyeing
Dyeing

Dust Extracting
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Dust collecting system

Drug Trade
Drugs

Dwellings
See also Depréciation, depletion and obsolescence—Buildings.

Dying
Dyeing and finishing. 15% plant and machinery, generally written down value.

1. No allowance to be made in respect of:
   (a) Nitric acid plant, or plant consisting of glass, silica, earthenware, or other similar material as distinct from metal;
   (b) Pipes and electric cables;
   (c) Railway sidings, except the rails; but in lieu thereof, the cost of repairs and reinstatement to be allowed as a charge against revenue as and when incurred.

2. Allowances for wear and tear to be made at the following rates upon:
   (a) Locomotives
   (b) Railway wagons (ordinary)
   (c) Boilers, steam engines and shafting, coal handling plant and feed pumps
   (d) Rails of railway sidings

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX
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(e) Electric motors, dynamos, ice making plant (excluding any steam power plant) and open
railway wagons used exclusively for the conveyance of specially deleterious substances 7½%
(f) All other plants and machinery
All on written down value.

3. All additions to and replacements of plant in respect of which an allowance for wear and tear is made to be
charged to capital, provided that all repairs and renewals and replacements of parts which do not destroy
the identity of the particular machine, are to be allowed as a revenue charge.

Provided that for the purposes of this clause each of the constituent parts (e.g., vats, autoclaves, etc.) of a
"battery" constituting a single unit, and each rail of the railway sidings, shall be taken to be a separate
machine.

Dynamos

GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants' diary, 1924, 7. 72.)
---1925. p. 73.

Electric dynamos.

Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)

Dynamos

On cost On reducing balance
5% 10%

Economizers

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Economizers

15 years

Educator

Life
6 years or 1300 working days

Electric and street railways

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 521-2.)
Quotes various authorities.


DETOIT. Board of arbitration. Depreciation. (In Detroit. Board of arbitration. Report and findings in the
matter of the city of Detroit-Detroit united railway arbitration proceedings to determine the compensation for inter-
urban or suburban facilities of the department of street railways, city of Detroit. 1926. 1. 67-70.)


Tramways—Permanent way
An allowance per mile of track based upon the estimated life of the permanent way.

354-6, 399-402, 542-4.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated life</th>
<th>Straight line rate</th>
<th>3% sinking fund rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>5.000%</td>
<td>5.685%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.333%</td>
<td>3.333%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.000%</td>
<td>2.079%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.000%</td>
<td>1.423%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.555%</td>
<td>4.230%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.500</td>
<td>11.153%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L. C. C. Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acct. no.</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>507</td>
<td>Rail, rail fastenings and joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>Special work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>Paving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>Roadway machinery and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515</td>
<td>Bridges, trestles and culverts (mostly concrete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>516</td>
<td>Crossings, fences and signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>517</td>
<td>Signal and interlocking apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>Telephone and telegraph lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>Poles and fixtures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>Distribution system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>Shops and car houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524</td>
<td>Stations, miscellaneous buildings and structures (mostly brick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>Passenger and combination cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>Freight, express and mail cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>Service equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>Electric equipment of cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536</td>
<td>Shop equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>Substation buildings (stone and brick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543</td>
<td>Substation equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

System of accounting for depreciation; Interstate commerce commission announces hearing to be held on plan
to be prescribed for electric railways submitted for its consideration. Electric railway journal, Feb. 5, 1927,
p. 264-5.

Electric furnaces

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Stoves, furnaces, etc.

Electric industries

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Machinery and equipment, Electrical.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 527-9.)
Quotes various authorities.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Electric light and power companies

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 529–31.)
Quotes various authorities.


DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924, p. 382.)

Electric plants

ELECTRICAL undertakings. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1926, p. 329.
The rates of depreciation provided by the Auckland electrical power board as disclosed in its last balance sheet were as follows:

- Buildings (evidently of brick or concrete) 1½%
- Machinery: Transformers and accumulators 5
- New mains and services 3½
- Meters 5
- Loose tools, instruments 7½
- Furniture 5
- Motor cars, trucks, etc. 20
- Public lighting 5

In "Electricity Supply Accounts" by George Johnson, the percentages on cost as general rates for depreciation in Great Britain are somewhat higher:

- Buildings 2½%
- Meters 7½
- Instruments 7½
- Accumulators 10
- Engines and boilers 7½–10
- Mains and cables 5
- Dynamos 7½
- Turbines 7½
- Transformers 7½–10
- Tools 10
- Motors 7½


Electric signs

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Signs.

Electric trucks


Electric trucks

$300 per year

Electrotypes, woodcuts, etc.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 533.)
Quotes various authorities.

Elevators

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conveying and hoisting.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924, p. 382.)

Elevators

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925, p. 24.)

Elevators, freight


Frame 2.5%
Brick and masonry 2%

Embroidery


Embroidery manufacturing:
- Written down value.

Emery wheels


Emery wheels

5–7%

Engineering

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 533.)
Quotes various authorities.

Engines

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 533.)
Quotes various authorities.

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923, p. 16.)

Engines:
- Written down value
- Diesel 15 years
- Gas 25

GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants' diary, 1924 and 1925. p. 72–3.)

Engines:
- Written down value
- Diesel 10%
- Gas 5
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Engines—(Continued)

Engines:
- gas
- steam
  10-20 years
  10-25

- 5% on cost
- 10% on reducing balance

Steam engines
- 5%

Envelopes

DEPRECIATION. (In *Accountants' handbook*. 1923. p. 533-4.)
Quotes various authorities.

Fans

- Fans, centrifugal
  25 years
- Fans, ventilating
  13 years

- Fans, ventilating

- Fans
  10%

Farm

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Agriculture.

Fences

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his *Cost accounting*. 1924. p. 382.)
- Fences
  10%

- On cost
  4.5%
- On reducing balance
  10%

Ferries

- City ferries
  30-year life
- Railroad
  25-year life

Fertilizers

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Fertilizer plants. (In his *Income tax procedure*, 1924. p. 1126.)
- Buildings
  5 years
- Machinery
  10 years
- Commercial fertilizer plant or a sulphuric acid plant
  7-8 years

Fire Apparatus

- Hose, fire
  5 years
- Fire extinguishers
  10 years

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(‘In its *Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations*. c1925. p. 25.)
- Low
  5% on cost
- Average
  10% on reducing balance
- High
  10%

Fishing tackle industry

- Fishing tackle:
  - engines, boilers and shafting
  - fishing hook and rod making machinery
  - electric motors
  5%
  6
  7 1/2

Written down value.

Fixtures

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Furniture and fixtures.

Flanging machines

- Flanging machines
  5-7%

Flasks

- On cost
  50%

Flood control

CONSTRUCTION equipment accounting; how the Miami conservation district kept records of the plant used on its flood control project. *Engineering and contracting*, Aug. 19, 1925, p. 408-10.
- Equipment:
  - Monthly charge—2% of original cost, including freight or of the latest appraised value.
  - PAUL, CHARLES H. Depreciation. (In his *Construction plant, methods and costs*. 1925. p. 20, 22.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Flour mills


UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Depreciation. (In its Wheat flour milling industry. 1924. p. 69.)

Average for 28 companies for 10-year period, $9.02 per barrel.

During first 5 years the average for all companies was only 1 cent per barrel.

Forging

AMERICAN drop forging institute. Depreciation. (In its Essentials of drop forging accounting. 1924. p. 36-9.)

Class of fixed assets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>land</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yard equipment and improvements</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buildings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wooden</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheet or corrugated iron</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick and wood (heavy mill construction)</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick and steel or concrete</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>building fixtures (depending upon nature and location)</td>
<td>3-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oil storage system</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machinery and large tools</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop hammers and presses</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power plant equipment</td>
<td>5-7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furnaces</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machinery foundations</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shafting, pulleys and belting</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dies</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sundry equipment, depending upon nature and use</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patterns and drawings</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furniture, fixtures and appliances</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laboratory equipment</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automobiles and trucks</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dies are depreciated according to their individual estimated life and number of pieces they will produce.

†Patterns and drawings may or may not be depreciated, depending upon individual policies.

GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants' diary. 1925. p. 71.)


Drop forgers and stampers: plant and machinery generally (excluding furnaces) 7½% Written down value

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Forges 20 years


Forges 10%

Forging and upsetting machines


Forging and upsetting machines 5-7%

Foundries

BELT, ROBERT E. Depreciation. (In his Foundry cost accounting practice and procedure. 1926. p. 240-51.)

Buildings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>2½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick-steel frame</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick-wood frame</td>
<td>3½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheet iron-steel frame</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting department equipment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cupolas and apparatus</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air furnaces and apparatus</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open hearth furnaces and apparatus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric furnaces and apparatus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crucibles</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic separators</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprue mill and slag washer</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laboratory equipment</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tensile testing machines</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traveling cranes</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scales</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handtrucks</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molding department equipment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flasks—steel</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flasks—iron</td>
<td>33½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flasks—aluminum</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air molding machines</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand squeezer</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benches, tables, racks, etc.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sand mixers</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carpenter shop equipment</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traveling and swing cranes</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handtrucks</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core department equipment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core ovens and apparatus—steel</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core ovens and apparatus—brick</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core machines</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oil separators</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Foundries—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Depreciation Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand mixers</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benches, tables, racks, trays, etc.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand trucks</td>
<td>7 1/2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning department equipment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumbling barrels, with motor, shafting and belting</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand blast barrels and tables, with motor, shafting and belting</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust system</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benches, scales, trucks</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery wheel stands, and swing grinders, with motor shafting and belting</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annealing department equipment:
- Annealing ovens and apparatus: 7 1/2%
- Annealing trucks—steam, air and electric: 20%
- Traveling cranes: 7 1/2%
- Pyrometers: 10%

Finishing and shipping department equipment:
- Emery wheel stands, swing grinders, drop hammers, lathes, drill presses, air chippers, milling machines, etc., with motor, shafting and belting: 10%
- Welding apparatus: 10%
- Automobile trucks: 20%
- Sorting tables, trucks, scales, etc.: 10%

Power plant equipment:
- Steam boilers: 5%
- Electric generators and switch boards: 7 1/2%
- Waste heat boilers and apparatus: 10%
- Air compressors: 7 1/2%
- Steam separators: 10%
- Steam piping: 5%
- Electric wiring and fixtures: 7 1/2%
- Engines, steam and gas: 5%
- Heating system, steam: 5%
- Brick stacks: 5%
- Pumps, steam and hydraulic: 5%
- Industrial electric trucks and tractors: 25%
- Truck and tractor trailers: 15%
- Sprinkler system: 5%
- Fences—wooden: 10%
- Fences—wire: 7 1/2%
- Office furniture and fixtures: 10%
- Sewers: 2 1/2%

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 545–6.)
Quotes various authorities.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Foundries. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1423.)

Frame setting machines


Frame setting machines: 5–7% Franchises

KESTER, ROY B. Depreciation of franchises. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 356.)

FRUIT


Spray equipment: 12.5% of valuation—$2.28 per acre and 1.5 cents per bushel.

Other equipment: 10%—$1.03 per acre and .60 cents per bushel.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Orchards. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1444.)

FURNACES

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Stoves, furnaces, etc.

FURNITURE

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Furniture and fixtures.


Furniture manufacturers:
- Engines, boilers and shaftings: 5%
- General plant and machinery and electric motors: 7 1/2%
- Vehicles propelled by steam power (steam wagons and lorries): 15%
- Vehicles propelled by power derived from internal combustion engines (motor wagons and lorries): 20%


Furniture and fixtures

BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 234.)

Furniture and fixtures, including office appliances: 5–15 years *10%

*Allowance for salvage value.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 534.)
Quotes various authorities.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)

Furniture and fixtures:
- Where styles are frequently changed
- Where styles do not change
- Written down value

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Furniture and Fixtures—(Continued)

Steel shelving, locks, etc. On cost On reducing balance
5% 12%
Mechanical appliances, net additions 60 60
Departmental wiring and electric fixtures, net additions 70 70
Miscellaneous items (wood), net additions

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

DEPRECIATION. Furniture and fixtures

KENDALL, JAMES P. Furniture and fixtures. (In his Expense of power and building service. p. 7.)

DEPRECIATION. Gas plants

GOLDEN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. p. 16.)

Producers, gas

McELROY, JOSEPH. Depreciation of oil and gas properties. 1923. 36 p.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Determination of the depletion allowance. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1553-79.)

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Gas plants. (In his Income tax procedure, 1924. p. 112-4.)

Galvanizers


Gas holders

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income assessment. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

Gas wells

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. p. 535.)

Gauges

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

Gauges and measuring instruments


Belted generators

Glassware

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. p. 1923. 535-6.)

Glue pots


Glue pots

Goodwill

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. p. 1923. 536-7.)

Grading

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. p. 1923. 537.)
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Grates and stokers
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16) 10 years
Grates

Greenhouses
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16) 10 years

Grinding
Grinding and mixing machines 10% Tool and surface grinders 5-7 Saw grinders 3-7

Grinding wheels
GRINDING wheel manufacturers' association. Depreciation. (In its Uniform cost system for grinding wheel manufacturers. 1918. p. 59.)
Buildings 4% Electric light wiring 10 Machinery 10 Office furniture and fixtures 10 Piping 10 Hangers, shafting and pulleys 10

Hammers
Hammers, steam, drop or helve 10%

Hand tools
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Tools.

Hand trucks
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Carts, hand drawn 5 years
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)
Trucks, factory Low 7.50% Average 9.44% High 12.50%

Hangers
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Shafting, pulleys, etc.

Hardware
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 537-8.)
Quotes various authorities.

Hardware trade
NATIONAL retail hardware association. Depreciation. (In its Hardware stores; an intimate study of margin-expense-profit for the year 1924. p. 4.)
Puller's and fixtures 10% Delivery equipment 25

Harness
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)
Wagons and harness Low 10% Average 13.50% High 20%
Harness 20%

Heaters
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Stoves, furnaces, etc.

Heating
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Heating systems, steam 20 years
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)
System, heating, ventilating, etc. Low 3.53% Average 5.70% High 10%
Heating and ventilating system, 20 years On cost 4% On reducing balance 7.5%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Highways

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Road and highways.

Hoists

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conveying and hoisting machinery.

Hollow tile

HOLLOW building tile association. Depreciation. (In its Simplified cost accounting plan as submitted at the seventh annual meeting, Feb. 5, 6 and 7, 1925. p. 12–1.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buildings and kilns:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boiler room—brick and frame</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engine room—brick and frame</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machine room—brick and frame</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grinding and clay room—brick and frame</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shop—brick and frame</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back transfer building—brick and frame</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front transfer shed—frame</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer track shed</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fan houses—brick and frame</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pump house—brick and concrete</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry kilns and tunnels—brick, steel and concrete</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boiler chimney—brick</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barn—frame</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two powder and dynamite houses—one frame and one brick</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fourteen kilns</td>
<td>83½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boiler room equipment:

| three boilers, setting, breeching, and other equipment, including engine and fan with man-hire firing system | 12½ |

Engine room equipment:

| one 225 H.P. Murray Corliss engine and setting | 10 |
| one 40 H.P. Erie engine                        | 10 |
| one 100-K.W. generator, direct connected to Ball four-valve engine | 10 |
| one 20 K.W. generator and four switch boards  | 10 |
| one Couchron heater, pumps, oil separators, steam separators, automatic controls, steam piping valves, oil tanks, and other equipment, including tools and main drive belt | 12½ |

Machine room equipment:

| sewer pipe press, settings, feeders, conveyors, dies, steam traps, piping and tracks | 10 |
| tile machines and pug mills                 | 16½ |
| dies for above machines                     | 16½ |
| cutting tables and conveyors                | 20 |
| line shafting, boxes, pulleys, pillow blocks, belting and all millwright work | 10 |
| one elevator and dust conveyor              | 20 |
| brick cutting equipment and conveyor        | 20 |
| water cooling machine, tank and equipment   | 25 |

Grinding and storage room equipment:

| two dry pans, clay feeder, crusher, and electrical equipment | 12½ |
| elevators, Sturtevant screen and setting, pulleys, shafting, boxes, and millwright work | 20 |
| clay hoist with cables, belts and tracks       | 20 |
| clay dumpers, trestle and pit equipment        | 20 |

Machine shop equipment:

| machine tools, drill presses, dies, and sundry shop tools | 16½ |

Dryer equipment:

| dryer cars                                     | 15%    |
| rail, track, 24-inch gauge, 16-lb.              | 8½     |
| rail, track, standard 30-lb.                   | 8½     |
| dryer pipe with fittings                      | 8½     |
| pumps and traps from dryers                   | 20     |
| exhaust fans, motors, line shafting, pulleys and belts for dryers | 15 |
| fan, 14-ft., 50 H.P. motor, silent chain drive, electric cable and various other equipment, 15 tunnels, 4 ft. x 4 ft., and 6 ft. x 6 ft. for conveying waste heat from kilns to dryers and exhaust moisture from dryers | 5 |
| pump, motor-driven and wire cable to river, and piping to water reservoir | 12½ |
| water filtration plant                        | 10     |
| pyrometer system and wiring                   | 16½    |
| electric transfer car and trolley cable        | 12½    |
| oil burning equipment                         | 10     |
| electric wiring in yards and other than that included with buildings | 20 |
| steam shovel                                 | 20     |
| office equipment, including recording clock   | 102    |
| horses, mules, carts and stable equipment     | 20     |
| automobile                                   | 25     |
| new office                                   | 5      |
| gasoline locomotive                          | 20     |
| grading and paving around kilns and building loading docks | 10 |
| electrical equipment                         |        |
| new electrical equipment                      |        |

**Horses**

ADAMS, R. L. Cost of work horses on California farms. Berkeley, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1926. 20p. (Bulletin 401.)

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Depreciation. (In its Retail delivery costs and methods. e1920. p. 11–2.)

Horses 4 years 25% of the loss in value.


DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)

Quotes various authorities.

Horses 10-15%
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HAYWARD, WALTER S. Depreciation. (In his Retail handbook. 1924. p. 459.)
Horses  5 years  20%
Horses 12 years  20%

H. Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
Horses On cost On reducing balance
Low 15% 14.21%
Average 20% 25%

Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 49.)
Horses 16%

Hosiers
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Knit goods.

Hotels
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Institutions.

BOOMER, LUCIUS M. Stores and supplies. (In his Hotel management, principles and practice. 1925. p. 413.)
COOPER, HARRY. Depreciation—why it is necessary. Alarm clock, July, Aug. 1922.

Dining room furniture:
- catering establishments 10%
- hotels 20
- clubs 5
- hospitals 8
- China and glassware:
  - cafeteria 50
  - first class restaurant 50
  - club 33%
  - kitchen utensils 25
  - refrigeration, etc. 10
- Electric light, plumbing, ventilating and permanent improvements to a building 10

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 538.)
Quotes various authorities.


DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)
Hotels 5%

GORDON, ROBERT W., and CRAWFORD, W. L. Depreciation. (In their Exhibit and book of instructions,
Horwath's pathfinder bookkeeping system for hotels. c1925. p. 44–5.)

HORWATH, ERNEST B. Figuring depreciation for income tax. Hotel management, Dec. 1924, p. 358–60. (In
Boomer, L. M. Hotel management, principles and practice. 1925. p. 413.)

Depreciation Rates for Hotel Equipment
Compiled by Ernest B. Horwath of Horwath and Horwath

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-permanent decorations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobby</td>
<td>15–25%</td>
<td>&quot;Accountancy edition&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining rooms, private dining rooms and ball room</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bedrooms and corridors</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture, rugs and carpets:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobby</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining rooms, private dining rooms and ball room</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining rooms and ball room</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>L. R. Dicksee and F. W. Pixley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bedrooms and corridors</td>
<td>7½</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draperies and hangings:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobby</td>
<td>8½</td>
<td>See note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining rooms, private dining rooms and ball room</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bedrooms and corridors</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant equipment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice boxes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice boxes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>See note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refrigerating machinery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refrigerating machinery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>See note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanical devices and machinery</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China and glassware</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>R. Bolton and F. W. Pixley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China and glassware</td>
<td>30–33</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rangea</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen utensils</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom equipment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>R. Bolton and F. W. Pixley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glassware and china</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building equipment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screens</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>See note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screens</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awnings and flags</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>See note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awnings and flags</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical fixtures</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>L. R. Dicksee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical fixtures</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horwath and Horwath</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Engine room equipment:**
- boilers and heating apparatus, coal: 10-20
- boilers and heating apparatus, coal: 10-12½
- boilers and heating apparatus, oil: 15
- boilers and heating apparatus, oil: 15
- elevators, dumbwaiters: 5
- elevators, dumbwaiters: 7½
- ventilating system: 12½
- ventilating system: 10-½
- tools: 10
- tools: 10
- accumulators, alternators, generators: 10
- accumulators, alternators, generators: 10
- Front and private office equipment:
  - mechanical devices: 10
  - furniture: 10
  - safes and vaults: 2
  - safes and vaults: 4
  - safes and vaults: 10
  - safes and vaults: 4

**Non-removable building equipment:**
- elevator: 4-5
- tube systems: 2-2½
- ventilating systems: 4-5
- heating system: 2-3½
- refrigeration system: 7½-10
- vaults and built in safes: 2-2½

**Removable building equipment and ice boxes:**
- motors, generators and compressors: 10-15
- boilers, stokers or oil burners: 10-15
- refrigerating machinery: 10
- switchboards: 10

**Furniture and Fixtures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>guest rooms</td>
<td>7½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobby and lounge</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining rooms</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ball room</td>
<td>7½-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lunch room</td>
<td>15-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office</td>
<td>10-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guest room curtains and draperies</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridor, lobby and dining room curtains and draperies</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guest room, carpets and rugs</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridor carpets</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining room carpets</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linoleum and rubber flooring</td>
<td>7½-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>felt lining</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guest room fixtures (lamps, pictures, mirrors and glass tops)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobby fixtures (lamps, vases, scarfs, mirrors, statues and pictures)</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mattresses and bed springs</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blankets and pillows</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanical devices</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranges</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen utensils</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen machinery and mechanical devices</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakery equipment</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice boxes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engine room equipment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruments, meters and gauges</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pumps</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tools</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office equipment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adding machines</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bookkeeping machine</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typewriters</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file cabinets</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movable safes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General equipment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lockers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical fixtures</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumbwaiter</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel shelving</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HORWATH, JOHN N.** Classification of depreciable assets and depreciation rates in the hotel industry. *Alarm clock*, March 1926, p. 3-4, 10.

Norr.—“Manual of accounting, etc., of the City and County of Philadelphia 1917—Philadelphia Controller.”

**HORWATH, JOHN N.** Classification of depreciable assets and depreciation rates in the hotel industry. *Alarm clock*, Dec. 1926, p. 5-5.
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**MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H.** Hotels. (In his *Income tax procedure, 1926.* p. 1425–6.)
- Hotel structure—stone, brick, steel concrete: 2%
- Steam pipe: 5
- Complete refrigerating plant: 10
- Drain pipes: 5
- Water pipes: 5
- All laundry machinery: 10
- Entire power plant: 7½
- Boilers and boiler breeching: 6½
- Dynamos: 10
- Electric elevators—8 in use: 7½
- Electric fixtures: 7½
- Counters, cabinets, closets, etc.: 10

Older hotels should increase the rate of 2 per cent to provide more adequately for obsolescence. The extensive building of new hotels has materially shortened the useful life of older hotels.

**O'BRIEN, DANIEL J., and COUCHMAN, CHARLES B.** Depreciation and replacement. (In their *Hotel administration, accounts and control.* 1927. p. 242–54.)
- Rate of depreciation:
  - Building structure: 1½–4%
  - Electrical equipment: 4–7%

#### Kitchen equipment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Estimated life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranges</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice boxes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bake shop equipment</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bake ovens (all brick)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock pots (aluminum)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock pots (copper)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee urns</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dish-washing machines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dish conveyors</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread-slicing machines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric toasters</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg boilers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat choppers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous kitchen equipment,</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including pans, metal kitchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sink, etc., averages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Furniture and furnishings:

- **Rugs:**
  - Imported: 15–20 years
  - Domestic: 5 years
- **Carpets:**
  - Hall carpets: 5 years
- **Dining-room tables:**
  - 20 years
- **Dining-room chairs:**
  - 10 years
- **Public-room furniture:**
  - 10–20 years
- **Public-room carpet or rugs:**
  - 5 years
- **Public-room draperies:**
  - 5–10 years
- **Summer public-room draperies:**
  - 4–6 years
- **Winter public-room draperies:**
  - 5–10 years
- **Bedroom furniture:**
  - 20 years
  - Bureau scarfs: 1–3 years
  - Draperies: 3–5 years
  - Mattresses: 10–20 years
  - Waste baskets: 1–5 years
  - Desk pads: 3–5 years
  - Hampers: 5 years
  - Curtains: 2–4 years
  - Shades: 3–5 years
  - Bed springs: 10–15 years
  - Blankets: 7–10 years
  - Pillows: 20 years
  - Linen trucks: 5 years
  - Lamps:
    - Shades: 3 years
    - Bases: 10–20 years
- **Pictures:**
  - Oil paintings: 10 years
  - Tapestries: 10 years
  - Statuary: No depreciation; usually enhance in value.
- **Mirrors:**
  - 20 years
- **Awnings:**
  - 3–5 years
- **Office furniture:**
  - 20 years
- **Typewriters:**
  - 5–10 years
- **Adding machines:**
  - 5–10 years
- **Calculating machines, etc.:**
  - 5–10 years
- **Laundry equipment:**
  - Washroom, using metal washers and either underdriven or overdriven extractors: 7½%
  - Washroom, using wood washers and either underdriven or overdriven extractors: 10 years
  - Flat-work ironing department using either cylinder or chest-type flat-work ironers: 7½ years
  - Drying tumblers, dryrooms and starching department: 10 years
  - Press department: 10 years
  - Shirt-pressing and collar-ironing department: 7½ years

**SHEVIT, FRANK H.** Figuring depreciation for income tax. *Hotel management,* March 1924, p. 155.
- Furniture: 10%
- Carpets and rugs: 10 years
- Silver: 20 years
- Draperies, shades and laces: 10 years
- Fixtures: 10 years
- Mattresses and bedding: 20 years
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost % of Total</th>
<th>Depreciation Rate</th>
<th>Depreciation % of Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest room furniture</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springs, mattresses and pillows</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blankets</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobby furniture</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable lighting fixtures</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpets and rugs</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>3.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtains, draperies and scarfs</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining-room furniture</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen machinery and equipment</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigeration system</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda fountain</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office furniture</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office machinery</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barber shop equipment</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry machinery</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window shades and screens</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundry equipment</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>.340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                                     | 100.00          |                   | 10.340                       |

Depreciation, Loss and Breakage for Each $100.00 Net Sales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Based on room sales:</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rooms—china and glass</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on food sales:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant—china and glass</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silverware</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


SWINDELL, W. B. Setting depreciation rates for hotel property; recent decisions of the Board of tax appeals that will result in savings for the wide awake manager. *Hotel management*, Jan. 1926, p. 35.


Furniture and fixtures 10% per annum


WARREN, JAMES S. What will the next five years bring forth in hotel construction? *Hotel management*, Nov. 1926, p. 376.

The furnishings required for a first-class hotel guest room, ten by fifteen feet in size:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Average life in years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carpet, approximately</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet, padding</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full size, three quarters or single bed</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattress pads</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box spring and mattress</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresser, chiffonier or chifforobe</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing desk or table</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed table</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip or trunk stand</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm chair</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight chair</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal waste basket</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table light and shade</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresser lights and shades</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal cuspidor</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match stand</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin cushion with cover</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresser tray for water bottle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bottle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblers</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate glass top</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window sash curtains</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window overdrapes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window rods and brackets</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window lambrequins</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator cover, burlap</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair pillows</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair pillow slips</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair sheets</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair blankets</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top blankets</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed spreads</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Hotels—(Continued)

Bath towels
Face towels
Bath-room mats or rugs
Coat hangers
Electric light bulbs
(Edata from H. L. Stevens and Company.)


Hotels:
frame
brick and masonry

Hydro-electric plants
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Electric light and power companies.

Ice

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 538.)


Cold stores and ice manufacture:
steam and gas engines, boilers and shafting
5%

electric plant and insulation (lagging, belting, loose plant, utensils, etc., to be dealt with
by way of renewals)
7½%

refrigerating machinery, i.e., compressors, condensers, ice tanks, coolers, conduits, moulds, coils, travellers, etc.
10

GREENE, VAN RENSSLEAER H. Business principles as applied to the ice industry. Ice and refrigeration, Feb. 1925, p. 116-7.


Electric plant:
buildings
machinery
Unafloq engine driven plant:
buildings
machinery
One engine driven plant:
buildings
machinery

Ice cream
FISCHER, E. Depreciation—its application to this industry and a practical computing method. Ice cream trade journal, Aug. 1925, p. 53-6.


WHEELER, F. B. What an analysis showed regarding service costs. Ice cream trade journal, Nov. 1923, p. 70.

Cabinets, cans and tubes
Auto trucks

Institutions
COOPER, HARRY. Depreciation—why it is necessary. Alarm clock, July, Aug. 1922.

Dining-room furniture:
catering establishments
hotels
clubs
hospitals
China and glassware:
cafetera
first class restaurant
club
kitchen utensils
refrigeration, etc.

Electrical world, plumbing, ventilating and permanent improvements to a building

HOSPITAL depreciation. 1 typewritten page.

THORNE, W. V. Depreciation. (In his Hospital accounting and statistics. 1918. p. 69, 81-7.)

Of book values
Buildings
Furniture and fixtures
Machinery and tools
Apparatus and instruments
Ambulances, livestock, etc.

Intangibles

YANG, J. M. Depreciation of costs of patents, copyrights and trade secrets; appreciation and depreciation methods of apportioning depreciation. (In his Goodwill and other intangibles. 1927. p. 189-91.)

Iron and steel
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Mining and metallurgy.

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Iron and Steel—(Continued)


For iron and steel manufacturers:
- plant and machinery generally (excluding furnaces but including machinery ancillary to furnaces)
- 3% written down value

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Iron works. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 1426.)


Jewelry trade

HARVARD University. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research. Depreciation, (In its Operating expenses in retail jewelry stores in 1923, p. 77.)

% of net sales
- Repairs of store equipment: 0.25*
- Depreciation: 0.75

* Separated.
† Not separated.

HARVARD University. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research. Depreciation of store equipment. (In its Operating expenses in retail jewelry stores in 1922, p. 30-1.) 0.8% of net sales.

Jigs

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Jigs
- ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations, c1925, p. 24.)
- Dies, jigs, etc.

Kilns

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations, c1925, p. 28.)

Kilns, drying, etc.

Knit goods

DEPRECIATION problems. (In Cost control for knit underwear factories, 1924, p. 50-3.)

GORDON, STEPHEN R. Depreciation. (In his Cost finding in knitting mills, p. 27-31.)

Rate of depreciation
- Winding machinery: 7 3/4%
- Knitting machinery: 7 3/4%
- Finishing machinery: 7 3/4%
- Looping machinery: 7 3/4%
- Dye and bleach machinery: 15
- Reinforced concrete building: 2
- Steel and brick; wood floors: 2 3/4
- Brick walls, wood frame and floors: 3
- Wood or corrugated iron building: 5


LUTZ, WERNER, and GORDON, STEPHEN R. Depreciation. (In their Cost accounting for the knitted underwear industry, c1924, p. 18-20.)
- Buildings: 3%
- Machinery: 10


Labels

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 539-40.)
- Quotes various authorities.

Laboratory and scientific equipment

AMERICAN drop forging institute. Depreciation. (In its Essentials of drop forging accounting, 1924, p. 36-9.)

Laboratory equipment
- DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 540.)
- Quotes various authorities.

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Laboratory equipment
- 10 years

Land

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 540.)
- Quotes various authorities.

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations, c1925, p. 25.)

Improvements, land
- Low: 5%
- Average: 5.46%
- High: 8%

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Land. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 1426-7.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Lathes
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

(Continued)

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925, p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lathes</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5.83%</td>
<td>6.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Wood lathes
Lathes

5-7% 5-7

Launches
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Ships and shipping.

Laundries

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laundry machinery</td>
<td>10 per year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power equipment</td>
<td>8-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office equipment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline auto trucks</td>
<td>20-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric auto trucks</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses and wagons</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame buildings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-fireproof buildings</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireproof buildings</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leaseholds
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 541.)
Quotes various authorities.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Leaseholds. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1427-33.)

Lithographing
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Printing. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1453-4.)

Livestock
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Horses.
UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of hog production and marketing. (In its Yearbook, 1922. p. 221.)
In breeding herd 4-6%

Lockers
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Lockers, steel 20 years

Locking machines

Locking machines 10%

Locomotives

Locomotive: industrial, steam 8 years
industrial, gas 5
industrial, battery 4
standard gauge 10


Locomotives: battery renewals to repairs On cost On reducing balance 10% 30%

Logging
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Lumber.

Lumber
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Saw mills.
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook, 1923. p. 541.)
Quotes various authorities.
HOWD, CLOICE R. Financial instability. (In his Industrial relations in the West coast lumber industry. 1924. p. 37-28.)
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Lumber yards and manufacturing mill work. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1433-4.)
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Timber industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1461-3, 1579-86.)
UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Accounting conditions, methods and problems. (In its Report on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies. p. 14.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Machine tool industry


Manufacturers of machine tools (exclusive of grinding and other similar machinery)

1. Allowance on the written down value to be:
   (a) on steam engines, boilers and shafting
   (b) on other (including electrical) plant and machinery

2. All additions to and replacements of plant and machinery are to be charged to capital, but all repairs and all renewals and replacements of parts which do not destroy the identity of the machine will be allowed as a revenue charge.

3. The arrangement is to have effect for the year 1926-27 and for future years.

4. No allowance for wear and tear is to be made in respect of furnaces, but in lieu thereof, the cost of repairs and replacements and rebuilding will be allowed as a charge against revenue as and when incurred, provided that the cost of additional furnaces and of all extensions to and enlargements of existing furnaces is to be treated as a capital charge.

5. The arrangement extends to all members of the machine tool trades association using plant and machinery within the terms of the above definition, and in the case of composite concerns applies only to plant and machinery so used.


Engineers’ precision tools, manufacture of. Written down value (such as twist drills, milling cutters, reamers, tap dies, and screwing tackle)

Steam and gas engines, boilers, shafting and pulleys

Electrical machinery, including dynamos and motors

Other plant and machinery

Machinery

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Machinery and equipment.

COSTS information bureau. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 21, 1918.


Machinery and equipment

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Machinery; Machinery and equipment, Electrical; names of various industries and trades under Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.

BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Depreciation and depletion. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 294.)

Machinery and factory:

* Allowance for salvage value.


DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 541-5.)

Quotes various authorities.

DEPRECIATION and appraisal values of machines. Canadian machinery and manufacturers news, July 26, 1923, p. 16-7.


DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting, 1924. p. 382.)

Machinery

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Machinery, light duty, stable lines of manufacturing

Machinery, ordinary duty and repair

Machinery, abused and heavily used


Machinery and equipment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boilers, pumps, feed water heater and air compressors</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power piping</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchboards, main wiring and conduit</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engines and dynamos</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machinery, motors, machine tools, traveling cranes, etc.</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punch presses, bending rolls, power shears and drop hammers</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shafting, pulleys, hangers</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belting</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machine tools, accessories, boring bars, driver keys (all renewals to repair), seating broaches, etc.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cupolas, converters, melting furnaces and accessories</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annealing and heating furnaces, oven forges, etc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motor trucks</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage battery locomotives (battery renewals to repairs)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machinery</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machinery</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>8.36%</td>
<td>16.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous equipment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENDALL, JAMES P. Machinery. (In his Expense of power and building service. p. 6-7.)

KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Depreciation, amortization and depletion reserves. (In their Principles of auditing. 1924. p. 112-4.)

Machinery and equipment

7-10% per year
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Machinery and equipment—(Continued)

Machinery and equipment, Electrical

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment, electrical</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7.56%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mains

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conduits.

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

Water and gas mains—Amount written off up to 1% on original value.

Mandrels


Mandrels 10%

Manholes

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conduits.

Marble

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Quarries and quarrying.

Masonry

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 546.)

Quotes various authorities.

Matrices


Measuring

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gauges and measuring instruments</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanical devices

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Calculating machines; Listing machines.

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machinery, office</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21.66%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metal work

BARUCH, ALFRED. Interest and depreciation in shop costs. (In his Standard costs for sheet metal workers. 1923. p. 162-9.)

Meters

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.


Oil meters

Microscopes


Microscopes 10%

Milk

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Creameries; Dairy ing.

Milk dealers


Milk dealers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Milling machines


Milling machines 5-7%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Mills

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Cotton mills; Flour mills; Knit goods; Paper, cardboard, etc.; Silk

Mining and metallurgy

ARMITAGE, PAUL. Is a uniform rate per unit of extraction a "reasonable allowance for depletion," under the federal income tax laws? In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis. Sept. 24-29, 1923, p. 76-96)

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 536-8.)

Quotes various authorities.


HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Molding machines


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Determination of the depletion allowance. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1553-79.)

UNITED mine workers of America. Depreciation and obsolescence. (In their Anthracite monopoly statement by the anthracite representatives. p. 14.)

Federal trade commission in 1919 reported an average depletion charge by independent companies of 21 cents per gross ton and by railroad companies of 17 cents per gross ton. This would average approximately 18 cents charged against each ton of coal. We believe that this is exorbitant. . . . Mr. S. D. Warriner, president of the Lehigh coal and navigation company, has said that by charging five cents the companies could retire their indebtedness in 20 years.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Schedules for substantiation of valuations, depletion and depreciation, metal mines. 4p. (Form D—revised. Jan. 1921. Supersedes Forms A, B, C.)

REIS, BERNARD J. Depreciation and other factors bearing on coal costs; address delivered before the Coal mining institute of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 14, 1922; reprint from Coal trade bulletin, Feb. 1 and 16, 1923. 29p.

Mixing


Grinding and mixing machines 10%

Mechanical mixing machines 10

Molding

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Molding equipment 5-7 years


Moulders 5-7 %


Moulding machines 5-7 %

Mortisers


Mortisers 5-7 %

Motor buses


ELLIS, HOWELL. Bus depreciation schedule. Power wagon, Sept. 1926, p. 44.

HAUER, ROY, and SCARRAGG, GEORGE H. Amortization. (In their Bus operating practice. c1925. p. 183-6, 192-4.)

Life—100,000 to 300,000 miles.

Tires—usually 7000 miles.

MAY, IRVILLE AUGUSTUS. Depreciation and disposition of worn-out cars. (In his Motor bus accounting practice. c1926. p. 74-6.)

Large buses 3-5 cents a mile

Automobile and small buses 3 years


Motors


Motor or generator 12-15 years

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1926. p. 16.)

Motors—same as generators.

Generators:

A. C. 30 years

D. C. 20

GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants' diary, 1924, 1925. p. 72, 73.)

Electric motors

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Motors, electric 8-20 years


On cost 4.5 %

On reducing balance 10 %
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Motors—(Continued)

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its compilation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. C1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motors</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.75%</td>
<td>8.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Motors 5%

Moving pictures

SAUNDERS, RICHARD W. Motion picture industry, from a banker’s standpoint. 11p. Journal of the American bankers association, Sept. 1923. 50% in 90 days; 88% in 1 year; 100% in 2 years.

BOYNTON, L. W. Distribution of moving pictures. (In Business side of motion pictures. 1924. p. 7–9.)

Cost is depreciated monthly; 50% in 90 days; 88% in 1 year; 100% in 2 years. The ratio of depreciation corresponds to the expected returns from rentals, but it is made irrespective of these returns.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Motion picture theaters. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1441.)

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Moving pictures. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1454.) 85%—1st year; 10%—2nd year; 5%—3rd year.

SAUNDERS, RICHARD W. Motion pictures and the banker. Reprint. Bankers magazine, Jan. 1924, p. 29–42.

SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Accounting for film exchanges; reprinted from Motion picture journal, June 4, 1921. 4p.

Mules

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Horses.

Newspapers

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Newspapers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1441.)

ROGERS, JASON. Budget system. (In his Newspaper building; 1918. p. 265–9.)

Machinery 10%

Furniture

SWINDELL, WALTER S. Depreciation. (In his Newspaper accounting and cost finding. 1924. p. 56–7.)

Notching machines


Notching machines 5–7%

Office buildings


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Equipment</th>
<th>Economical life</th>
<th>Annual depreciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Buildings:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class A constr.</td>
<td>50 years</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class B constr.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class C constr.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floors, wood</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floors, marble and tile</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plastering</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheet metal, spouting, etc.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hardware</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roofing, tin</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roofing, composition</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roofing, shingle</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacks, brick</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacks, steel</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doors</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windows (complete)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interior wood trim</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Building appurtenances:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standpipes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flag poles</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire escapes</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>2–5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep wells</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sewers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidewalks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retaining walls</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanks, steel</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanks, wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Mechanical equipment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heating and ventilating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprinklers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inside electric wiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevators</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire alarm apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire prevention apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air compressors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shafting, pulleys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hangers, belting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plumbing</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric light and power wiring</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refrigeration machinery</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6½%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Office buildings—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. Power and steam plant equipment:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boilers</td>
<td>water purifying plant</td>
<td>engines</td>
<td>superheaters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stokers—moving parts</td>
<td>steam turbines</td>
<td>dynamos</td>
<td>electric machinery—generators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric machinery—motors</td>
<td>switch parts</td>
<td>cable, underground</td>
<td>electric wiring-power machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steam plant equipment</td>
<td>piping</td>
<td>stokers—fixed parts</td>
<td>storage batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engines</td>
<td></td>
<td>engines—gas and oil</td>
<td>fuel oil system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas and oil</td>
<td></td>
<td>gas plant equipment</td>
<td>hydraulic plant equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pumps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E. Furniture and fixtures:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>partitions, wood</td>
<td>mechanical office equipment</td>
<td>telephone equipment</td>
<td>carpets, rugs, linoleum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacuum cleaners, portable</td>
<td>vacuum cleaners, stationary</td>
<td>vacuum cleaners, hand</td>
<td>scrubbing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average for equipment:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caissons and excavations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Office buildings.

Analysis of reproduction costs, depreciation and maintenance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifications</th>
<th>Reproduction cost</th>
<th>Accrued depreciation</th>
<th>Annual depreciation</th>
<th>Annual maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundation</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retaining walls, areas, etc.</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior walls:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain masonry</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut stone, main entrance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Office buildings—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cut stone, veneer and trim</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face brick</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terra cotta trim</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut stone cornices</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidewalk</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural steel</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire proofing</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-floor construction</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior finish:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roof</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skylights</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel metal cornices</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire escapes</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke stacks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total structure</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interior finish:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partitions:</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first story</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper stories</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish floors:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first story</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper stories—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridors</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooms</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim other than doors and windows</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors with trim, glass and hardware</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows, trim, glass and hardware</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stairs—first story</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stairs—upper stories</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet rooms</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting and decorating:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first story</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper stories—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridors</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooms</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevator enclosure</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total interior finish</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mechanical plants:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steam plant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric plant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevator plant</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refrigeration plant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pumps, tanks, etc.</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mechanical plant</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Service fixtures:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piping</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixtures</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam heating:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piping</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiators</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric system:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main wiring</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixtures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire system</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total service fixtures</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of buildings</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Office buildings:

- frame
- brick and masonry 2.5% 2

**Oil equipment**


Oil systems: Oil testing machines 10% Oil filters 10

**Oil refineries**


MORELAND, DAVID F., and McKEE, RAYMOND W. Depreciation of equipment. (In their Accounting for the petroleum industry. 1925. p. 160.)

Quotes rates given in the Manual for the oil and gas industry.

**Oil storage systems**

AMERICAN drop forging institute. Depreciation. (In its Essentials of drop forging accounting. 1924. p. 36-9.) Oil storage system 7%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolesCENCE—(Continued)

Oils
BROWN, ROBERT WESLEY. Depreciation and depletion. (In his Valuation of oil and gas lands. 1924. p. 135-46, 198-202.)


HAIG, ROBERT MURRAY. Analysis of the federal revenue act of 1926; exemptions increased, surtax reduced, capital stock tax repeated; mine discovery clause more liberal; oil well depletion flat 27½% in lieu of discovery. Engineering and mining journal-press, March 6, 1926, p. 411-3.


McELROY, JOSEPH. Depletion of oil and gas properties; a paper read before the regional meeting of the American institute of accountants held at Dallas, Texas, Oct. 26 and 27, 1923. 36p.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Determination of the depletion allowance. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1553-79.)

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Oil wells. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1441-4.)

MORLAND, DAVID F., and MCKEE, RAYMOND W. Depletion of properties; depreciation of equipment. (In their Accounting for the petroleum industry. 1925. p. 26-35, 43-54.)


Painting

Paper, cardboard, etc.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Paper manufacturers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1445.)


Paper containers
WILLIAMSON, A. Depreciation. (In his Costing system for paper bag manufacturers and dealers in bags and wrapping papers. 1924.)

A minimum percentage off the diminishing value:

| Engine, boiler and shafting | 5% |
| General plant, machinery and electric motors | 7½% |
| Type | 10 |
| Motor vehicles | 20 |

Paper mills

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 550.)

Quotes various authorities.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)

Paper mills


Paper and pulp mills:

| Frame | 5% |
| Brick and masonry | 2½ |


Paper mills:

| Mill with neither sulphite nor pulp mill | Composite rates |
| Mill with sulphite mill | 5% |
| Mill with sulphite and pulp mill | 6 |

Patents, copyrights, trademarks, etc.

APPORTIONING depreciation on patents. Pace student, Dec. 1926, p. 16.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 550-1.)

Quotes various authorities.


ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

Patents

Low | Average | High
--- | --- | ---
5.88% | 15.29% | 30%

KESTER, ROY B. Elements of depreciation in patents. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 347-52.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Patents. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1445-51.)

NEW YORK (state). Tax commission. Income tax bureau. Depreciation of patent or copyright. (In its Manual 23, supplement to personal income tax regulations, promulgated Nov. 8, 1923, issued pursuant to article 16 of the tax law. p. 6-7.)


Patterns, drawings, models, etc.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 551.)

Quotes various authorities.

DEPRECIATION of tools, etc. made for special jobs. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 94.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)

Patterns


HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Patterns

2-3 years

HAIG, ROBERT MURRAY. Analysis of the federal revenue act of 1926; exemptions increased, surtax reduced, capital stock tax repeated; mine discovery clause more liberal; oil well depletion flat 27½% in lieu of discovery. Engineering and mining journal-press, March 6, 1926, p. 411-3.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Patterns, drawings, models, etc.—(Continued)

Patterns (standard): On cost metal, net additions 75% wood, net additions 100
All patterns required for a particular order or contract to be charged to the job.
Drawings: All new standard drawings to be charged to expenses. All drawings required for a particular order or contract to be charged to the job.

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925, p. 25.)

Patterns
KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Depreciation, amortization and depletion reserves. (In their Principles of auditing. 1924. p. 112-4.)
Patterns
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Patterns, drawings, models, designs, etc. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1451-3.)

OBSOLESCENCE of tools and patterns in electrical industry. Iron age, July 17, 1924, p. 151.

Drawings On cost 15–30%
Patterns 10–25

Pavements and paving
DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)
Sidewalks 5–10%
Paving 5–15
On reducing balance Pavements, sidewalks 4.5% 10%

Phonographs

Photo-engraving
AMERICAN photo-engravers’ association. Rates of depreciation in use. (In its Costs and profits in photo-engraving for 1923. p. 6, 18.)
AMERICAN photo-engravers’ association. Rates of depreciation in use. (In its Costs and profits in photo-engraving for 1924. c1925.)
Summary of rates reported by 160 plants—10% per year favored by most plants. Automobiles 20%–33⅓%.
AMERICAN photo-engravers’ association. Depreciation. (In its Manual of the standard cost system for photo-engravers, with suggestions for a uniform system of bookkeeping and a method for making the cost system part of the general bookkeeping system. c1925.)
The department investment is divided by the estimated life in months of the assets; usually 10 years (120 months) for machinery, equipment, and fixtures.
Automobiles 4 years (48 months)
DEPRECIATION rates. Photo-engravers’ bulletin, June 1924, p. 61.
Machinery, equipment, furniture and fixtures 10 years
Small fixtures, such as glassware, funnels, etc., and automobiles and motor-delivery equipment 4 years

Photographers

Physicians
INCOME tax notes, depreciation. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1925, p. 89.

Pipe
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 551.)
Quotes various authorities.
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Piping 35 years
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Piping, general 10–25 years
On cost 6% On reducing balance 15%
Power piping
Steam piping 5%

Pipe threading machines
Pipe threading machines 5–7%

Planing
Planers 5–7%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Plant equipment

Play brokers
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Play brokers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1924. p. 1152-3.)

Plumbing

Water and sewer piping and sanitary fixtures (where separate)
All repairs and maintenance to be charged to appropriate repair account.

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

Pointing machines

Poles

Cross arms:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th>Fir life</th>
<th>Pine years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treated by empty cell process</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treated by dipping process, creosote</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dipping in carbolineum</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Porter bars

Power plants
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 552.)

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Power plant equipment
13 years

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation; comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

Power plant, power equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power plant</th>
<th>Low 4%</th>
<th>Average 5.75%</th>
<th>High 7.60%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air compressors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternators</td>
<td>20-25 years</td>
<td>4-5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belters</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blowers</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>5-6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boilers: general</td>
<td>10-40</td>
<td>2 1/2-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firetube</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watertube</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaching and connections</td>
<td>10-33</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings: brick</td>
<td>14-50</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>25-70</td>
<td>13 3/4-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugated iron</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firepoof modern</td>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>17-33</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimneys: brick</td>
<td>14-33</td>
<td>3-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutes, loading and unloading</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinker grinding machinery</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressors, air</td>
<td>13-17</td>
<td>6-7 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensers</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>3 1/2-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converters, rotary</td>
<td>15-30</td>
<td>3-6 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, coal or ash</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranes: locomotive</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>9 1/2-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling</td>
<td>17-22</td>
<td>4 3/4-7 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engines: gas</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>3 3/4-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fans, ventilating</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-water heaters</td>
<td>16-30</td>
<td>3 1/2-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire extinguishers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel economizers</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel oil equipment</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnaces, air</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Power plants—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gages—engine room equipment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General gas appliances</td>
<td>10-12½</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand cars</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating and ventilating system</td>
<td>17-25</td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoists</td>
<td>8-17</td>
<td>7-12½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hose, fire</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrants</td>
<td>33-50</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectors, boiler</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockers, steel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric</td>
<td>12½-20</td>
<td>4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural gas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oil</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steam flow</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motors, electric</td>
<td>8-25</td>
<td>4-12½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavements:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asphalt</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood block</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>3½-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piping:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>4-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel oil</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water and steam</td>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>5-7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covering</td>
<td>22-25</td>
<td>4-4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>3½-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power plant equipment</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumps</td>
<td>12-20</td>
<td>5-8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting—pulleys, etc.</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>4-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop furniture</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprinkler systems</td>
<td>17-33</td>
<td>3-7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacks:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick</td>
<td>14-33</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standpipes</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam power plants</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam separators</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam traps</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed parts</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moving parts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superheaters</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchboards</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformers</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>4½-6½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbines:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steam</td>
<td>15-40</td>
<td>2½-6½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>34-50</td>
<td>2-3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valves:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>17-25</td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate, brass</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate, iron</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilating system</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons, dump and hauling</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>18½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water purifying plant</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprinkler systems</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boilers</td>
<td>5-7½%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam piping</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam engines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam turbines</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belted generators</td>
<td>5-7½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wires and cables</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchboards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presses


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punch presses</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic forging presses</td>
<td>5-7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending presses</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbor presses</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightening presses</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimming presses</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printing


DEPRECIATION. (In *Accountants' handbook*, 1923. p. 552.)

Quotes various authorities.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Printing—(Continued)


ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its *Depreciation, comments and its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations*. c1925. p. 25.)

Type, rule, etc.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Printing. (In his *Income tax procedure*, 1926. p. 1452-4.)

PORTE, R. T. Depreciation. (In his *Practical cost system for printing offices*. c1920. p. 72-4.)

Machinery and equipment

Type

PORTE, R. T. Figuring replacement values. (In his *How to figure costs in a printing office*. c1924. p. 47-54.)

TEN per cent for depreciation. *Inland printer*, March 1921, p. 1004.

Printing and lithographing machinery


Printing and binding machines

Type

Stands, chases, stones

10

Public utilities


DEPRECIATION, a "minor item". *Clients' service bulletin*, Nov. 1926.

Per cent of depreciation of year to plant value, end of year (1925)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Central Gas and Electric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Gas and Electric</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Telephone and Telegraph</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Gas and Electric</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Gas and Electric</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Service, N. J.</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationwide pipeline rates</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Gas and Electric</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Water Works and Electric</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


HARR, H. C. When should depreciation be deducted to find the rate making value of public utilities? *Cornell law quarterly*, June 1925, p. 471-86.


HERDING and BOGGS. Discussion on depreciation, depreciation reserves and depreciation funds. Indianapolism, H. K., Herding and Boggs, c1926. 43p.


NASH, L. R. Depreciation. (In his *Economics of public utilities*, 1925. p. 176-204.)


RANSOM, WILLIAM G. Depreciation. (In his *Public and its utilities*. 1925. p. 31-73.)


DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Publishers
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Publishers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1454.)
Cost spread over the income earning period.

Pulverisers
B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 49.)
Pulverisers 10%

Pumping
DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)
Water pumping plants 1½-2%
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering, 1923. p. 16.)
Pumps, plunger
Pumps, centrifugal
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
Pumps 12-20 years
H. Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
On cost: On reducing balance
Pumps 6% 15%
VOXBURY, W. DEWITT. Operating experiences and economy of a Diesel engine driven pumping station. Journal
Useful life in years
Building and foundations 40
Motor pumps and other equipment 15
Engines and generators 15
Station piping 40
Oil storage tanks 14
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 70. Nelson,
Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 48.)
Test pumps 5-7%

Pumps
5-7½% per annum. Written down value.

Punching
H. Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
On cost:
Punches (standard):
Net additions 50%
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 70. Nelson,
Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 48.)
Punching 5-7%

Quarries and quarrying
DEPRECIATION, marble company. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924, p. 5-6.
GRIGGS, C. C. Depletion, depreciation, obsolescence, repair accounts, etc., in connection with income tax reports.
Rock products, March 8, 1924, p. 66-72.
Average life
Type of equipment: Average life
Quarry machinery and equipment:
- locomotives 13 years
- tracks and cars 9
- steam shovels 11
- dredges 11
- well drills 9
- tripod drills 7
- livestock 8
- carts and wagons 7
- cableways 9
Raw department:
- crushing machinery 14
- dryers, upright 11
- dryers, rotary 11
- slurry tanks 16
- grinding machinery 13
Clinker department:
- kiln, etc. 13
- coolers, upright 12
- coolers, rotary 13
- grinding machinery 12
Coal preparing department:
- dryers 11
- grinding machinery 14
Power, light and water:
- engines 17
- boilers 15
- generators 16
- motors 14
Stock house:
- packing, loading and sack handling 10
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—QuARries and quarryING—(Continued)

| Machine and carpenter shop: | 15 |
| Mill buildings: |  |
| concrete | 60 |
| steel and iron | 60 |
| steel and stucco | 60 |
| frame | 60 |
| timber | 60 |
| General buildings: |  |
| concrete | 60 |
| steel and iron | 60 |
| steel and stucco | 60 |
| frame | 60 |
| frame and stucco | 60 |
| Dwellings: |  |
| concrete | 60 |
| brick | 60 |
| frame | 60 |
| frame and stucco | 60 |
| Building: | 5 |
| Timber frames to support machinery and cheap board shacks, not more than | 5 or more |
| Track, permanent | 5 |
| Ties | 5 |
| Rail | 5 |
| Trucks and automobiles | 5 |
| Cars | 5 |
| Locomotives or dinkies | 5 |
| Drills: hammer | 5 |
| tripod | 5 |
| Deep blast hole machines | 5 |
| Shovels: | 5 |
| small size, sand and gravel | 5 |
| small size, rock | 5 |
| large | 5 |
| Slack line cableways | 5 |
| Wagon loaders | 5 |
| Locomotive trains and other types of movable cranes and portable derricks | 5 |
| timber derricks | 5 |
| steel derricks | 5 |
| hoisting engines | 5 |
| Pumps | 5 |
| Boilers | 5 |
| Stationary engine | 5 |
| Dynamos and motors | 5 |
| Crushers: | 5 |
| small | 5 |
| large | 5 |
| Screens | 5 |
| Elevators and other conveyors | 5 |
| Washing machines: | 5 |
| small | 5 |
| large | 5 |
| Cableways with two towers | 5 |
| Ships and buckets | 5 |
| Bins | 5 |
| Structures, temporary, 25-35% 1st year | 5 |
| Structures, permanent, divide rest evenly over other four years, 3-4% | 5 |
| Ties | 5 |
| Rail | 5 |
| Automobiles | 5 |
| Cars: | 5 |
| small | 5 |
| large | 5 |
| Locomotives or dinkies | 5 |
| Drills: hammer | 5 |
| tripod | 5 |
| Power shovels, small: sand or gravel | 5 |
| rock | 5 |
| Cableways | 5 |
| Wagon loaders | 5 |
| Locomotive trains, movable, movable cranes and portable derricks | 5 |
| Derricks: timber | 5 |
| steel | 5 |
| hoisting | 5 |
| Pumps | 5 |
| Crushing, washing and screening plant: boilers | 5 |
| stationery engine | 5 |
| dynamos and motors | 5 |
| crushers | 5 |
| Screens | 5 |
| Elevators and conveyors | 5 |
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Quarries and quarrying—(Continued)

Washing machines:
  smaller  10
  larger  20
Cableways  20
Ships and bucllets, derricks, cranes, etc.  5


Racks

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925, p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racks</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11.80%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radio

INCOME tax notes, depreciation. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Nov. 1924, p. 201.

Wireless installations 5% on original cost

Radiological plant

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

Radiological plant—amount written off up to 5% of original value.

Radium

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 553.)

Quotes various authorities.

Railroads

APPLICATION of cost depreciation and decrction. Railway age, Aug. 9, 1924, p. 226.


CARTER, ROBERT A. Concerning depreciation; testimony given before the interstate commerce commission on Nov. 22, 1923, 94p.
CARTER, ROBERT A., and RANSOM, WILLIAM L. Depreciation of railroad and public utilities; memorandum filed with . . . interstate commerce commission. 118p.

COST data on operation of a cinder plant. Railway review, Aug. 23, 1924, p. 294-5.
Cinder plant

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 553-6.)

Quotes various authorities.

DEPRECIATION and reserves. Railway age, Aug. 9, 1924, p. 228.


Railroad

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924, p. 382.)

Railways


Life—Years

Crossarms:
  untreated  15  10
  treated by empty cell process  25  30
  dipping process, creosote  20  18
  dipping in carbolineum  21  19

I. C. C. to prescribe depreciation charges; presidents' committee says fixed property properly maintained not subject to depreciation. Railway age, Sept. 1, 1923, p. 383-8.

ILIINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925, p. 25.)


Siding, railroad

INTER-STATE commerce commission extends time for filing of depreciation accounting statement of railroads; extended Commercial and financial chronicle, May 14, 1927, p. 2855.

MACHINE tools will not last forever. Railway age, Nov. 3, 1923, p. 799.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Railroad sidings. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 1454.)

MORE about the shipper and depreciation. Railway age, July 12, 1924, p. 49.

MORE on depreciation; the contradictions analyzed. Railway age, July 26, 1924, p. 144.

NATIONAL association of railroad and utilities commissioners. Report of committee on statistics and accounts of railroad companies. (In its Proceedings, 1923, p. 335-43.)

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

Cash railway systems—amount written off up to 10% on diminishing value.

NO set rule for charging depreciation. Railway age, Aug. 2, 1924, p. 188.


RAILWAYS and depreciation. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1926, p. 77-8.

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Railroads—(Continued)


Tunnels, and subways (for perishable material only) Bridges, trestles, and culverts

Elevated structures Snow and sand fences and snowsheds Crossings and signs


Steam locomotives Other locomotives Freight-train cars Passenger-train cars Motor equipment of cars Floating equipment Work equipment Miscellaneous equipment

Depreciation charges under "equipment" accounts should be applied without limitation as to minimum costs.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. No. 14700; depreciation charges of telephone companies; no. 15100, depreciation charges of steam railroad companies; submitted Apr. 19, 1924, decided Nov. 1926.

WHITTEN, ROBERT H. Accrued intrinsic depreciation and annual depreciation allowance. (In his Valuation of public service corporations. Ed. 2. 1928. v. 2, p. 1651-1874.)

Refrigeration


SCHLINGMAN, PAUL. Application of electric energy to the modern ice making and refrigerating plant. Refrigerating engineer, Nov. 1924, p. 165-72.

Electric plant: buildings machinery

Uniflow engine driven plant: buildings machinery

One engine driven plant: buildings machinery

Rate

Timber, 6%; Steel structures, 1¼%; masonry bridge structures, 1%; masonry and steel structures, 1½% Same as Bridges, trestles and culverts

Steel structures, 1¼%; masonry bridge structures, 1%; masonry and steel structures, 1½% Metal, 1¼%; frame, 2%; masonry, 1%

Masonry, 1%; wood, 4% Frame, 2%; masonry, 1%; metal, 1½%

Masonry, 1%; timber, 2%; metal, 1½% Rate

Metal, 3%; wood, 5% Frame, 2%; masonry, 1%; metal, 1½%

Masonry, 1%; timber, 2%; metal, 1½%

Refrigeration


Reservoirs

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923. p. 556.) Quotes various authorities.

Restaurants, cafés, etc.

COOPER, HARRY. Depreciation—why it is necessary. Alarm clock, July, Aug. 1922.

Dining room furniture: catering establishments hotels clubs hospitals

China and glassware: cafeteria first class restaurant club

Kitchen utensils Refrigeration, etc.

Electrical work, plumbing, ventilating and permanent improvements to a building

Refuse

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Restaurants, cafés, etc.—(Continued)


Restaurant furniture—10% per annum generally accepted average.

Kitchen utensils—Government allows 25 to 30%.


Composite figure of 10% on all restaurant equipment.


Equipment in use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Glassware</th>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>Linen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average depreciated value at end of:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st year</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>83½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd year</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd year</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th year</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th year and thereafter</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on room sales—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rooms:</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>china and glass</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linen</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on food sales—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant:</th>
<th>China and glass</th>
<th>Linen</th>
<th>Silver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.56</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Restaurants. (In his Income tax procedure. 1926. p. 1455.)

Retail trade

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 556.)

Quotes various authorities.


(In its Operating expenses in department stores in 1922. 1923. p. 22.)

0.5% of net sales.


(In its Operating expenses in department stores in 1923. 1924. p. 28, 71, 105.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Less than $1,000,000</th>
<th>Over $1,000,000</th>
<th>Specialty stores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per cent net sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


River trade


Hydraulic and pneumatic riveters 5-7%

Roads and highways


Roller feeders


Roller feeders 10%

Rolling stock

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 557.)

Quotes various authorities.

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Cars:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mine</th>
<th>oil tank</th>
<th>4 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.

(In its Depreciation, comments on its compilation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cars, railroad</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rubber


PAGET, DAVID M. Depreciation on buildings, machinery, etc. (In his Plantation rubber industry in the middle east. 1925. p. 73, 76-7.)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Rubber tires

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Tires.

Rule

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Printing.

Sand and gravel


Building:
- Timber frames to support machinery and cheap board shacks—not more than
  - 5
  - 25 or more
- Ties
- Rail
- Trucks and automobiles
- Cars
- Locomotives or dinkies
- Drills:
  - hammer
  - tripod
- Deep blast hole machines
- Shovels, small size:
  - sand and gravel
  - rock
  - 20
- Shovels, large
- Slack line cableways
- Wagon loaders
- Locomotive trains and other types of movable cranes and portable derricks
- Timber derricks
- Steel derricks
- Hoisting engines
- Pumps
- Boilers
- Stationary engine
- Dynamos and motors
- Crushers:
  - small
  - large
  - 20
- Screens
- Elevators and other conveyors
- Washing machines:
  - small
  - large
  - 20
- Cableways with two towers
- Ships and buckets
- Bins

Structures:
- temporary, 25-35% (1st year)
  - permanent, divide rest evenly over other four years, 3½ %
  - about 5 years
- Ties
- Rail
- Automobiles
- Cars:
  - small
  - large
  - 20
- Locomotives or dinkies
- Drills:
  - hammer
  - tripod
- Deep blast hole machines
- Power shovels, small:
  - sand or gravel
  - rock
  - 20
  - 10
- Cableways
- Wagon loaders
- Locomotive trains, movable cranes and portable derricks
- Derricks:
  - timber
  - steel
  - hoisting
  - 20
- Pumps
- Crushing, washing and screening plant:
  - boilers
  - stationary engine
  - dynamos and motors
  - crushers
  - Screens
  - Elevators and conveyors
  - Washing machines:
    - smaller
    - larger
  - Cableways
  - Ships and buckets, derricks, cranes, etc.

MEAD, FERGUS. Depletion, depreciation and income tax problems: with discussion. Rock products, March 8, 1924, p. 139-45.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Sand blast machinery


Sand blast machinery 10%

Sand dryers


Sand dryers 10%

Sanding machines


Sanding machines 5–7%

Saw setting machines


Saw setting and filing machines 5–7%

Saw sharpening machines


Saw setting and filing machines 5–7%

Saw mills

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 557.)

Quotes various authorities.

Saws


Band, jib and rip saws, swing saws, scroll saws, jointers and wood cut-off saws 5–7%

Hack saws 5–7%

Metal band saws 5–7%

Scales

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9.62%</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Track and wagon scales 10%

Crane scales 10

Portable scales 10

Schools, colleges, etc.

COWLING, DONALD J. Method of caring for depreciation that will enable educational institutions to conserve their physical plant as permanent endowment and to preserve gifts for building or for material equipment as permanent memorials. (In Federal council of churches. Safeguarding funds. 1925. p. 7.)

Average:

Building 2%

Equipment:

permanent 5

other 25

Sewing machines


Sewing machines 10%

Shafting, pulleys, etc.

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Shafting, pulleys, etc. 10–25 years


Shafting, pulleys, hangers 20%

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7.93%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Shafting, pulleys, hangers 5%

Shaping machines


Wood splinters 5–7%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Shaving exhaust systems


Shaving exhaust systems

Shears


On cost On reducing balance

Power shears 4.5% 10%


Sheds

Scrap shears 10

Shelving


Steel shelving, locks, etc.

On cost On reducing balance

Shed

5% 12%

Shipbuilding

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 557-9.)

Quotes various authorities.

Ships


East Coastwise craft:

Derrick boats 10 years
Dredge, clamshell 12
Dredge, dipper 8
Dredge, hydraulic 10
Drill boats 12
Lighters 10
Pile drivers 8
Scows 12
Scows, dump 8
Tugs 10

Inland craft:

Barges, wooden 8
Barges, steel 12
Derrick boats 7
Dredges, clamshell 7
Dredges, dipper 6
Dredges, hydraulic 10
Grader, hydraulic 7
Launches, gasoline 6
Pile drivers 7
Quarter boats 10
Rowboats 5
Steamers, paddle wheel 16

Tugs, screw propelled 10

CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Relative construction and operating costs of American and foreign vessels. (In its National merchant marine conferences, Nov. 16-7, 1925, p. 102-12.)

Hamburg-Amerika company, during the period 1903-13 allowed on an average of $4.11 per ton per annum for depreciation. For the same period, the International mercantile marine company made the inadequate average allowance of $2.35 per ton. The White star line in 1914 allowed 4% on original first cost and betterments, a comparatively low allowance.

Quotes various authorities.


Waterways:

Costs per ton 5.05
Costs per ton mile 0.20

Income-Tax depreciation allowances. Accountant, tax supplement, Jan. 9, 1926. p. 30-2. 5%

Shipping, sailing vessels

Rate of prime cost. With regard to ships purchased second hand at prices in excess of the written down value at the date of purchase, the following arrangements have been made: (a) the allowance is made on the actual cost price of the ship to the owner for the time being without regard to the price cost to a previous owner. (b) The rate of depreciation allowable is calculated by reference to the reasonable expectation of the life of the ship at the date of purchase from the previous owner.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Shipping industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1455-8.)

SHIP board writes off 5% depreciation. New York evening sun, Oct. 6, 1924.


Average 5% a year.

SHIPPING board, sale of government boats. (Chamber of commerce general no. 690, Oct. 10, 1924. p. 2067.)

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Ships—(Continued)

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. No. 15780, depreciation charges of carriers by water. Apr. 12, 1924. 18p. Average service life:

| Vessels            | 20 years | 5% |

Shoes

COBB, HOWARD P. Depreciation. (In his Shoe factory accounting and cost keeping. 1924. p. 232-40.)

- Land Rate per annum ordinarily none
- Underground pipes and cables 2 ½ %
- Buildings on leased land
- Improvements to leased property
- Brick buildings 2 ½ %
- Wooden buildings 5
- Power plant equipment 2 ½ %
- General machinery 10
- Fixtures and equipment 10
- Office furniture 10
- Office machines 16 ½ %
- Automobiles and trucks 25

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation rates in a shoe factory. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382-3.)

- Dams and water power: excavation and embankment 7
- concrete construction 2
- timber construction 4
- Railroad sidings and spurs 4
- Yards and outside improvements: drainage 2
- fences 10
- grading, pavement, sidewalks 4
- sewer system 2
- Equipment:
  - blowers and fans 7
  - conveyors 12 ½
  - furniture and office equipment 10
  - scales and revolvers 7
  - tanks and vats 7
  - trucks and automobiles 20
  - stockholders and carriers 12 ½
- Electric wiring:
  - lighting 12 ½
  - power 7
  - regulators 7
  - signaling systems 7
- Piping and fittings (inside buildings):
  - air 10%
  - gas 7
  - steam 7
  - water 7
- Power transmission:
  - belting 12 ½
  - other equipment 5
- Machinery:
  - machinery used in the direct production of shoes and accessories 4
  - tannery machinery 5
  - chemical plant 7
  - miscellaneous 7
  - electric motors and starters 5
  - machine tools 5
- Power plant machinery:
  - ash handling equipment 8
  - boilers and boiler equipment 5
  - blowers and fans 7
  - coal handling equipment 8
  - compressors, condensers, engines, exciters 5
  - switchboards 4
  - pipe and fittings 7
  - pumps 5
  - transformers 7

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Shoe manufacturers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1458.)

Shops

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333. Shop equipment 7-20 years

Shovels


Steam shovels 10%

Sidewalks

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Pavements and paving.

Signs

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Signs for advertising. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 1458.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Sizers

5–7%

Slotting machines

5–7%

Soap
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Soap industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1459.)

About the same as in chemical factories.

Societies, clubs, etc.
COOPER, HARRY. Depreciation—why it is necessary. Alarm clock, July, Aug. 1922.

Dining room furniture:
- catering establishments
- hotels
- clubs
- hospitals
China and glassware:
- cafeteria
- first class restaurant
- club
- kitchen utensils
- refrigeration, etc.

Electrical world, plumbing, ventilating and permanent improvements to a building

Sprinkler system

Sprinkler system

5%

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

System, sprinkler

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

System, sprinkler

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Sprinkler system. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1459.)

Squaring machines

Squaring machines

5–7%

Squeezers

Squeezers

10%

Stables
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Stable equipment. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1459.)

Stacks
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering, 1923. p. 16.)

Chimneys:
- concrete
- brick
- steel, self-sustaining

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Chimneys, brick

permanent

50 years

35 years

8 years

14–33 years

Stamping

Drop forgers and stampers

7 1/2%

Plant and machinery generally (excluding furnaces). Written down value.

Stands
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Printing.

Steam plants
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 561.)

Quotes various authorities.

Steel
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Iron and steel.

Stones
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Printing.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Stores

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. 
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment, store</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>8.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with flats above</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stoves, furnaces, etc.

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.) Heaters, feed water: closed open 20 years 30 years


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melting furnaces and accessories</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing and heating furnaces, oven forges, etc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel tanks, large, storage</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 24.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furnaces</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8.25%</td>
<td>9.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Straightening machines


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straightening rolls</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sugar


Depreciation schedule pertaining to properties of sugar industrial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Per cent depreciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Buildings:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile and concrete foundation, brick walls, steel frame</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy wood frame (pile foundation)</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light wood frame sheds and small buildings</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Structures:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fences, brick posts, wood pickets</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharves, protected against teredos</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges, steel truss, corrugated iron covered</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel tanks, large, storage</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Machinery and equipment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobiles and auto trucks</td>
<td>10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrel shakers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barges, heavy wood hull, 500,000 gallons</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bins, heavy, wood</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boilers, tubulous, steel encased</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boilers, tubular, bricked</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolters, centrifugal reels, powdered sugar</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blowers, heavy duty exhausters</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belting, leather, canvas and rubber</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone coal (content of char filters)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box folding machines</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlap and cotton sheathing folders</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, belt type for 100-pound sacks</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, slat type for barrels</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, suck sewing</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, spiral, galvanized iron</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, gravity, spiral</td>
<td>6½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, sack drying</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, empty barrel</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyors, drags, heavy chain type</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugal machines</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char filters</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char kilns</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char driers</td>
<td>6½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensers</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube machines, cylinder type</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclones, light galvanized iron</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystallizers</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube packers</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressors, air, high and low pressure</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust collectors</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driers (wet sugar, horizontal drum type)</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators, raw sugar, heavy chain and bucket</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators, wet sugar, heavy belt and bucket</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators, dry sugar, light belt and bucket</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators, clay belt and bucket</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporators, horizontal type</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Sugar—(Continued)

Superheaters

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Superheaters

Surface plates


Surface plates

Surfacers


Surfacers

Switchboards

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Switchboards


On cost On reducing balance

Switchboards


Switchboards

Tables

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 24.)

Tables

Low Average High

Tailoring


Heavy clothing trade plant and machinery

Written down value.

Tanks


Tanks

On cost On reducing balance

Tanks and reservoirs, steel

Tanks and reservoirs, wood (10 years)

All repairs and maintenance to be charged to appropriate repair account.

ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 25.)

Tanks

Low Average High

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
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Tapping machines

Tapping machines 5–7%

Taxicabs

20% written down value.

NATIONAL association of taxicab owners. Depreciation. (In its Uniform system of accounts for taxicab companies, c.1924.)

Income tax unit of the treasury department is now requiring depreciation to be written off annually at 25% of the original costs.

Tea

Telephone and telegraph


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Telephone companies. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 256–8.)

For the larger exchanges various state commissions, including the Wisconsin railroad commission, allow 7% annually; smaller exchanges 5–10%.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 561–2.)

Quotes various authorities.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. No. 147, depreciation charges of telephone companies; no. 15100, depreciation charges of steam railroad companies; submitted Apr. 19, 1924, decided Nov. 1926.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of equipment</th>
<th>Life in years</th>
<th>Percent of first cost junk value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial exchange cables</td>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground cable</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll cable</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submarine cable</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable terminals</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrified clay conduits</td>
<td>15–25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar and chestnut poles</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>8–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocked pine poles</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross arms</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchboards</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers’ sets</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. B. X. switchboards</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare copper wire</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twisted wire</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare iron wire</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll copper wire</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll iron wire</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixtures and furniture</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tenors

Tenors 5–7%

Tents
NATIONAL tent and awning manufacturers’ association. Depreciation. (In its Manual of instruction for the installation and operation of the national cost and accounting system. c.1924. p. 70.)

Furniture and fixtures 10%

Automobiles 33–34%

Testing machines

Testing machines 10%

Textiles
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Textile industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1459–61.)

Tie rod machines

Tie rod machines 10%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Ties


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average life of untreated ties (in years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cottonwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sycamore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupelo gum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft maple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamarack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red oak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ties


Time clocks

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Timekeeping.

Timekeeping

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time clock</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tires

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Rubber tire industry. (In his *Income tax procedure*, 1926. p. 1455.)

Tool industry

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Machine tool industry.

Tools

DEPRECIATION of tools, etc., made for special jobs. *Accounting, commerce and insurance*, July 1923, p. 94.

DOHR, J. L. Depreciation. (In his *Cost accounting*, 1924. p. 382.)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine tools, accessories (all renewals to repair)</th>
<th>On cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For machines, net additions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special and permanent</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENDALL, JAMES P. Tools. (In his *Expense of power and building service*. p. 7.)

25% within the year of billing.

KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTINGILL, PAUL W. Depreciation, amortization and depletion reserves. (In their *Principles of auditing*, 1924. p. 112-4.)

Small tools

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Tools, jigs, dies, etc. (In *Income tax procedure*, 1926. p. 1463-4.)


Small tools

Track


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roadway tracks</th>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR, C. M.</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PETTINGILL, ROBERT H. Tools, jigs, dies, etc. (In *Income tax procedure*, 1926. p. 1463-4.)


Small tools

15-25%

Tractors

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its *Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations*. c1925. p. 25.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tractors</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23.92%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—(Continued)

Transformers
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
GREAT BRITAIN. Board of inland revenue. Depreciation rates. (In Accountants’ diary. 1924. p. 72.)
Electric transformers
7½% written down value

Transmission
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
Transmission line, pole
Transmission line, steel
ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925. p. 25.)
Transmission
Low
Average
High
Transmissions
5% 9.73% 10%

Trolleys
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Conveying and hoisting machinery.

Trucks
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Automobiles.

Tumbling barrels
Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 49.)
Tumbling barrels
10%

Tunnels
Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
Tunnels
On cost
4.5% 10%
Reducing balance

Turbines
DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 562-3.)
GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 71. Nelson,
Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 49.)
Steam turbines
4–5%

Type
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Printing.

Typewriters
HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.
NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for
Classed with furniture.

Vaults
Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
Vaults
On cost
4.5% 10%
Reducing balance

Vehicles
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Depreciation. (In its Retail delivery costs and methods. c1920. p. 11–2.)
DOHR, M. L. Depreciation. (In his Cost accounting. 1924. p. 382.)
HAYWARD, WALTER S. Depreciation. (In his Retail handbook. 1924. p. 459.)
Management through accounts. 1924. p. 312.)
ILLINOIS manufacturers’ costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation.
(In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. c1925.
p. 25.)
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Depreciation. (In its Wisconsin income tax law. Ed. 5. p. 71. Nelson,
Henry B. Wisconsin income tax. 1923. p. 49.)
Stoigas
10% 13.30% 16%
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—(Continued)

Ventilating

Vibrating system (20 years)
ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Table of rates for the straight line method of figuring depreciation. (In its Depreciation, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. 1925. p. 25.)

System—heating, ventilating, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td>5.70%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vibrating machines

Walls

Retaining walls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On cost</th>
<th>On reducing balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Warehouses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warehouses</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Brick and masonry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Waterworks

Approximate life of water works structures and corresponding annuity (excluding annual interest accretion to depreciation fund).

General limits of useful life, in years

1. Sources of supply with storage dams and appurtenant structures—tunnels, etc.;
   (a) Of permanent construction likely to be used always or for very long periods of time, such as Ashokan, N. Y., Wachusett, Boston; Peninsula, San Francisco
   Unlimited
   (b) Of usual fairly permanent type
   75–100
   (c) Of good type but with probability of ultimate supersession
   40–60

2. Masonry and cast iron supply conduits
   75–100–

3. Distributing reservoirs and steel standpipes
   40–50

4. Filter plants of masonry construction
   35–40

5. Masonry buildings
   30–50

6. Wooden buildings
   20–40

7. Pumping machinery, high duty:
   (a) Large units
   30–40
   (b) Ordinary units
   20–25
   (c) Small centrifugal
   15–20

8. Steam engines
   20–30

9. (a) Boilers under adverse conditions
   15–20
   (b) Boilers under fair conditions
   20–30

10. Electric generators and motors
    20–30

11. Distribution pipe:
    (a) Cast iron, large diameters
    100
    (b) Cast iron, small diameters
    40–50
    (c) Steel pipe, large diameters
    30–40
    (d) Steel pipe, small diameters
    15–25
    (e) Steel pipe, cement-lined, large diameters
    50–60
    (f) Steel pipe, cement-lined, small diameters
    20–40
    (g) Reinforced concrete under moderate pressure
    50–75
    (h) Wood stave (circular bands and shoes)
    20–50

12. Valves
    40–50

13. Hydrants
    40–50

14. Meters
    20–30

At what rate do dams and reservoirs depreciate? Engineering and contracting (water works), May 1927, p. 167.

DEPRECIATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 563–4.)

Quotes various authorities.


Buildings, Fixtures and Grounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Little River Supply</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Houses, garages, etc.</td>
<td>1½%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service station</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman's house</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>1½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structures and Equipment, Ludlow Supply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses, barns and garage at reservoir</td>
<td>1½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs, canals, etc.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standpipe for filtered storage</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent filtration plant</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission mains, Little River Supply</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitation structures on watershed</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs, dams and tunnel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence—Waterworks—(Continued)

West Parish Filters

Sedimentation basin
Purification plant
Hoover coagulant plant
Superintendent’s house
Chemist’s house
Foreman’s house
Laborers’ house
Garage
Storage barns
Lighting equipment

Provin Mountain Reservoir

Reservoir
Caretaker’s house
Barns, garage, etc.

Lighting equipment
Transmission mains:
54 in. steel
42 in. steel
30 in. steel (2)
42 in. cast iron
Fences, etc.

Telephone system

Distribution:

Supply main, 24 in. cement-lined
Supply main, 30 in. cast iron
Circuit mains, 24 in., 30 in., 36 in., cast iron
Distribution mains, 1 in. and 2 in., wrought iron
Distribution mains, 4 in. to 24 in., cast iron
Services installed (waterworks cost)
Meters installed (waterworks cost)
Hydrants installed (waterworks cost)
General office equipment (furniture and fixtures)
Stores equipment
Shop equipment and tools (not hand)
Utility equipment, automobiles (all)

Building and foundations
Motor pumps and other equipment
Engines and generators
Station piping
Oil storage tanks

Welding


Welding machines

10%

Wire and wiring

GOLDMAN, O. B. Depreciation. (In his Financial engineering. 1923. p. 16.)

Wiring, electric

30 years


Main wiring and conduit


Wires

5%

Wireless

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Radio.

Wiring

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence—Wire and wiring.


Woodwork

HARRIS, H. ARCHIBALD. Is depreciation the bugaboo of your income tax? System, March 1924, p. 333.

Woodworking machinery

20 years


Woodworking machinery, including band, jig and rip saws, dovetailing machines, moulding machines, tenoners, mortisers, sizers, wood boring machines, wood shapers, wood lathes, wood planers, universal wood workers, carvers and moulders, sanding machines, surfacers, swing saws, scroll saws, jointers and wood cut off saws, disc grinders.

5-7%

Wool and worsted

REPORT of the committee on standardization of cost factors of the National association of wool manufacturers. Bulletin of the National wool manufacturers, Apr. 1923, p. 300, 316.

Buildings:

reinforced concrete
steel and brick, wood floors
brick or stone walls, wood frames, and floors
wood or corrugated iron

2%
2½
3
5
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Wool and worsted—(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative Art</th>
<th>Length of profitable life</th>
<th>Rate of depreciation</th>
<th>Arbitrary rate for obsolescence</th>
<th>Total rate of depreciation and obsolescence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scouring and drying</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cards</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3⅔%</td>
<td>⅓%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combs</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roving</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning and twisting</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3⅔%</td>
<td>⅓%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spooling and warping</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looms</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishing:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wet finishing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6⅔%</td>
<td>⅓%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry finishing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyeing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shafing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boilers</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engines</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric generators</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Same as machine to which applied.

X-ray apparatus

NEW ZEALAND. Commissioner of taxes. Rates per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

X-ray apparatus. Amount written off up to 7½% on diminishing value.

DEPRECIATION exemption is not always approved by tax commission. American machinist, Apr. 9, 1925, p. 580.

DEPRECIATION—flour milling industry. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924, p. 6-7.

DEPRECIATION funds and reserves in public utility rate cases. Bickley, John H.

DEPRECIATION funds and reserves in public utility rate cases. Natu, Carl H.


DEPRECIATION in its relation to public utility valuation. Adams, J. P.

DEPRECIATION in public regulation of railroads. Stevens, Frank W.

DEPRECIATION is real and must be recognized. Electric railway journal, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 907.

DEPRECIATION laws not usually mandatory. Electrical world, March 26, 1927, p. 659.

DEPRECIATION, liquidation and installment selling. Printers ink, June 4, 1925, p. 69-70.

DEPRECIATION—marble company. American institute of accountants, special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924, p. 5-6.

DEPRECIATION, obsolescence and appreciation. Cleveland association of building owners and managers.


DEPRECIATION of office buildings, its relation to the income tax. Hall, Joseph B.

DERY, D. G.
Accountant testifies at trial of D. G. Dery. New York women's wear, June 13, 1924.

DESAUETS, J. C.

DESBOROUGH, W.

DESCRIPTIVE economics. Lehfeldt, R. A.


DES JARDINS, R. T.

DETAILED audit. Alexander Hamilton institute.


DETAILS of Hollinger's mining and milling costs. Engineering and mining journal, July 19, 1924, p. 89.


DETERIORATION
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.


DETERMINATION of taxable income derived from installment sales. Peisch, A. M.


DETERMINING daily food cost. Hotel management, Nov. 1926, p. 73-4.


DETERMINING profits from deferred payment sales. Friedman, J. P.

DETERMINING property values. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 12, 32.

DETERMINING the per capita food cost. Hotel management, March 1924, supp. 36.

DETROIT. BOARD OF ARBITRATION
REPORT and findings in the matter of the city of Detroit, Detroit united railway arbitration proceedings to determine the compensation for interurban or suburban facilities of the department of street railways, city of Detroit, Highland Park, Mich., Detroit united lines. 145p.


DEVELOPING a commercial laboratory on the campus. Winkler, W. O.

DEVELOPING the uniform cost accounting manual. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

DEVELOPMENT and present state of accountancy in Denmark. Revisions—og forvaltnings-institutet.


DEVELOPMENT of accounting literature. Littleton, A. C.

DEVELOPMENT of balance sheet structures. Krebs, W. S.


DEVELOPMENT of insurance legislation in Canada. Finlayson, George D.

DEVELOPMENT of modern practice. Heaton, W. C.

DEVELOPMENT of the uniform classification of accounts. Herbert, Fred W.

DEVICES for making statements and statistics truly comparative. Folsom, M. B.

DEVISING a costing system. Cathles, Albert.

DEVLIN, PHILIP

DEWHURST, JOHN A.

DEWING, ARTHUR STONE

DE ZAFRA, CARLOS

DIBBLE, BARRY

DICHMAN, ERNEST W.

DICK, CHARLES

DICKERMAN, JUDSON C.

DICK, CHARLES D.
Warning on investment trusts. Coast investor and industrial review, Oct. 31, 1927, p. 36.

DICKSON, ARTHUR LOWES


DICKINSON, ARTHUR LOWES
DICKINSON, G. LOWES

DICKINSON, ROY

DICKSEE, LAWRENCE R.
Accountancy. (In Accountant's and secretary's yearbook. 1924-25, p. 1-4.)
Published balance sheets and window dressing, based on articles appearing in the Accountants' journal. London, Gee and company. 1927. 62p.
True basis of efficiency. Accountants' journal (England), Nov. 1923, p. 437-42.

DICKSON, JAMES

DICKSON, RAYNES

DICKSON, W. F.

DICTAPHONES
See Mechanical devices—Dictaphones.

DICTIONARIES
See also Accounting-Encyclopaedias, dictionaries, etc.

MUNN, GLENN G. Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, accounting and organization; foreign exchange; trusts; investments; speculation; markets; and brokerage. New York, Bankers publishing co. 1924. 586p.

DICTIONARY of income tax and super-tax practice, incorporating the provisions of the consolidation act of 1918, the finance acts of 1919 to 1924. Snelling, W. E.

DICTIONARY of income tax and super-tax practice, incorporating the provisions of the consolidation act of 1918, the finance acts of 1919 to 1922, for the use of professional and business men, accountants, house-holders, etc. Snelling, W. E.


DIEBOLD, WILLIAM

DIEHL, F. H.

DIEHL, GEOFFREY L.

DIEMER, HUGO

DIES
Cost accounting
JOBING shop cost system. Machinery, Apr. 1924, p. 595-6, 621.


DIESEL shovel operation on logging roads. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 21, 1926, p. 170.

DIETEL, ELSE H.
See Foeister, Robert F., joint author.

DIETHYLBARBITURIC acid and derivatives (barbital or veronal). United States. Tariff commission.


DIGEST of a study of public education costs; prepared under the direction of the committee on education of the Chicago association of commerce, 1923. Henry, N. B.

DIGEST of accounting organization and practice. Sigerson, Wilfred C.

DIGEST of decisions of the federal and state courts concerning the federal estate tax acts from 1916 to 1921, inclusive. United States. Treasury department.

DIGEST of decisions of the United States board of tax appeals. Income tax review, March 31, 1925, to date.

DIGEST of proceedings, Western States taxpayers conference held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6–7, 1924. Western states taxpayers association.

DIGEST of rulings applicable to the revenue act of 1924, reported in the Internal revenue bulletin. Income tax review, Apr. 30, 1925, to date.


DIGEST of the banking laws of June 30, 1925. Arkansas State banking department.

DIGEST of the general corporation law of the state of Delaware, with important amendments of 1927. Delaware.

DIGEST of the legislation concerning Belgian income tax. Longworth, Archibald A.

DIGGING out costs in production of gravel; monthly uniform statement of Illinois association points the way to members. Rock products, Apr. 12, 1919, p. 22–3.

DILDINE, PAUL L.

DILL, D. B.

DILLMAN, JOSEPH F.
Accounting for values or dollars. Management and administration, Feb. 1926, p. 118.

Applying system to home makes housekeeping easy. Worcester (Mass.) post, Feb. 17, 1926.

DILLON, W. A.
Department store accounting; an address delivered at the eighth regional convention of the Midwest district of American institute of accountants, Omaha, May 24, 1924. 9p.

DILLON, WILLIAM

DINGMAN, CHARLES F.


DIPPEL, ———
Inventory methods at retail, with special reference to Treasurers' department regulations. (In Controllers' congress. National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 44–6.)

DIRECT charges for delivery. Hill, T. P.

DIRECT charges for delivery costs. Hill, T. P.


DIRECT-selling business, how much will it cost to start? Diarsheim, Henry B.


DIRECTORIES


ASSOCIATION of collegiate schools of business. Academic histories of faculty members of the associated collegiate schools of business, with bibliographies of their publications. Bloomington, Ill., 1923. 204p.


DIRECTORY of directors in the city of Boston and vicinity. Boston, Bankers service company. 1926.


———. 1927. 139p. (Bureau of education bulletin no. 1.)

DIRECTORS
WHITE-ORR'S reference register, classified business directory; a compendium for general business reference, comprising the financial, commercial, in-

Cash
CASH discount for prompt payment costly. *Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin*, Feb. 8, 1927, p. 3.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Discount on purchases; discount on sales. (In his Cost accounting, 1925, p. 301-3.)


Trade

DISCOVERY value; practical application of provisions to taxation of mining ventures. Goodner, George E. H.

DISCRIMINATION against income of corporations under present income tax rates. Fernald H. B.

DISCUSSION: extension courses in accounting for commercial teachers. Thelis, E. L.


DISCUSSION of indirect or undistributed items of costs. Klein, A. C.


DISCUSSION of surplus with reference to surplus available for dividends. Chamberlain, Henry T.

DISCUSSION of the application of accounting machine methods in the textile industry. Tomkinson (Rowland) company.

DISCUSSION on "standard costs." *Pulp and paper profits*, Apr. 1927, p. 3-14.

DISCUSSION on stores accounting. Davis, W. L.

DISCUSSION: principles of valuation as related to the functions of the balance sheet. Littleton, A. C.

DISINFECTANTS
JACKSON, J. HUGH. Accounting an aid to the business executive; address before the eleventh annual convention of the Insecticide and disinfectant manu-
DISTURBING joker in the leading hand. Putnam, L. L.

DIVERSIFIED trustee shares; an analysis of the features of a fixed investment trust. United States investor, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 28-9.

DIVIDENDS


ARREARS of preference dividend, application of surplus assets in winding up. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1926, p. 57-60.


BAIRSTOW, C. W. Adjusting the books to the appraisals. Journal of accountancy, Nov. 1924, p. 379-84.

BARTON, ALBERT E. Profits available for dividend. (In his Australasian auditing, p. 226-44.)


CATCHINGS, WADDILL. Profits, reserves, dividends and consumer purchasing power. New York, American management association, c1926. 12p. (Financial executives series no. 16.)


COLEMAN, P. JACKSON. How, when and where can dividends be paid? Australasian accountant and secretary, Apr. 1927, p. 125-6.

DIVIDENDS—(Continued)


EXECUTORSHIP accounts. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, Oct. 1923, p. 34.


FINNEY, H. A. Dividends. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923, ch. 9, p. 9-15.)


HATFIELD, HENRY R. Land and capital losses. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems. 1927, p. 259-70.)

HILLYER, CURTIS. Dividends. (In his Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms. 1927, p. 916-33.)


KESTER, ROY B. Dividends. (In his Accounting theory and practice. C1925, p. 474-88.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Disposition of profits. (In his Financial handbook. 1925, p. 185-92.)

NEW YORK court upholds state's right to tax stock dividends as income. Income tax review, Sept. 15-30, 1925, p. 15.


STOCK dividends defined as income of trust. Trust companies, May 1926, p. 660.


WARK, JOHN L. Profits available for distribution by limited companies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 1925, p. 275-82.


DO these charges belong in the advertising account? Printers ink, March 27, 1924, p. 41-2.

DO we need calendar reform? Eastman, George.

DO you include your overhead expense? Domestic engineering, March 29, 1924, p. 46.


DO your dealers know how to figure profits? Printers ink, Oct. 30, 1924, p. 53-6.


DOCKET no. 7024; Pioneer box company, petitioner, vs. Commissioner of internal revenue, respondent. United States. Board of tax appeals.

DOCKS See Wharves.

DOCTORS See Physicians.
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DOCUMENT flow chart showing the routine of all documents and vouchers used in connection with the uniform accounting system. New Jersey. Institutions and agencies, Department of.

DODD, ARTHUR F.

DODD, F. T. LLOYD-
See Lloyd-Dodd, F. T.

DODD, W. E.
History of hotel accountants' association. New York, Hotel accountants' association. 5p.

DODGE BROTHERS, INC.
MANUAL of uniform accounting system (simplified for Dodge brothers dealers up to fifty cars.) Ed. 3, revised. Detroit, Dodge brothers, inc. 1926. 61p.

DODGE, WILLIAM
Broadening field of accountancy; an address before the Accountants association of Sacramento, Jan. 22, 1925. 10 typewritten pages.
Immortality of taxing government obligations; reprinted from the Coast banker, June 1925. 1p.


DOMINION ASSOCIATION OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (CANADA)
TWENTY-THIRD annual meeting to be held at Banff Springs hotel, Sept. 1, 2, 3, 1925.
YEARBOOK. Toronto, Dominion association of chartered accountants, Publication committee, 1926, 1927.


DOMINION convention, 1924, Quebec, Que. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 129–68.

DOMINION (including the Irish Free State) income tax relief law and practice. Staples, Ronald.

DOMINION income tax changes, 1927. Licentiate in accountancy, March 1927, p. 93.

DONAGHEY, J. T.

DONALD, E. G. M.

DONALD, JOHN S.
Farm accounts made easier. Madison, Extension service of the college of agriculture, University of Wisconsin, 1925. (Circular 179.)

DONALD, W. J.
Be sure your budget is honest. Factory, June 1926, p. 1034, 1172.

DONALDSON, A. M.

DONALDSON, WILLIAM R.

DONHAM, WALLACE B.

DONOHUE, F. W.

DON'T forget depreciation. Engineering and contracting, Nov. 18, 1925, p. 1092.

"DON'TS" which will help. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Apr. 1925, p. 26–9.
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DOOLITTLE, F. W.

Today's anemic dollar does the work of the old husky one. Aera, Nov. 1923, p. 605–12.

DOORS
See Woodwork.

DORAN, HERBERT B.

DORAN, J. J.

DORETY, FREDERIC D.


DOUBLE entry accounts for farmers. Hopkins, J. A.


DOUBLE taxation. May, George O.

DOUBMAN, J. RUSSELL
See also Riegel, Robert, joint author.

AND WHITAKER, JOHN R.


DOUGHTON, ISAAC

DOUGLAS, A. W.

DOUGLAS, EGEBERT


DOUGLAS, P. H.

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM W.
See Madden, John T., joint author.

DOW, ALEX

DOWD, A. A.
How to estimate machine shop costs. American machinist, Apr. 17–24, May 8, 22–29, June 12, 26,


DOWN with the wholesale grocer. Topeka Kansas merchants' journal, Nov. 21, 1925.

DOWNIE, L. W.

DOWNIE, THOMAS

DOWNING, AUGUSTUS S.
Functions of the state boards of accountancy. Certified public accountant, June 1924, p. 123–4, 141.

DOWNS, C. R.
See Weiss, J. M., joint author.

DOWNS, L. A.
Factors in the farm-railway situation; an address . . . at the West Tennessee farmers institute, Jackson, Tenn. July 20, 1927. 10p.

DOYLE, GEORGE R.
Knowing costs less than guessing. Sheet metal worker, July 15, 1927, p. 458, 466.

DOYLE, R. A.

DOYLE, RICHARD S.

DOZIER, E. M.

DRACHBAR, WILLIAM R.
See Cremer, George S., joint author.

DRAFT of a proposed general treaty for the pacific settlement of international disputes. American foundation.


DRAINAGE
BOYD, GEORGE R., and HART, R. A. Drainage district assessments; a study of present practices in assessing benefits under the state drainage laws. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 70p. (United States department of agriculture, Department bulletin no. 1207.)

DRAINAGE district assessments. Boyd, George R., and Hart, R. A.

DRAKE, JOSEPH K.

DRAILLE, H. E.

DRAPERS', dressmakers' and milliners' accounts. Richardson, George H.

DRAWING
See Drafting.
DREDGING
Costs

DRENNAN, KEITH
Standardization of examinations Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1927, p. 174-84.

DRESSMAKING
Accounting

DREW, JESSE A.

DRIEU, GEORGE A.
Experience of the Connecticut general life insurance company. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 17-9.)


DROKE, MAXWELL

DROP FORGING
See Forging.

DROWLEY, GEORGE
Importance of detail in the presentation of trust account. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1924, p. 98-104. Incorporated accountants' journal, March 1924, p. 157-62. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923. p. 171-92.)

DRUCKER, A. P. R.

DRUG TRADE

HAYWARD, WALTER S., and WHITE, PERCIVAL. Drug store chain. (In their Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 379-90.)

Accounting
GREER, HOWARD C. Drug store chains. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 209-76.)
GREER, HOWARD C. Restaurants, and soda fountains. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 265-8.)
RETAIL chemists' profits. Accountant, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 65.

Costs
CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Retailers' expenses; prepared by Domestic distribution department, Washington, Chamber of commerce.

CHEMISTS and druggists, cost of doing business. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1925, p. 106-7.


Statistics
NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Financial statement ratios of general, grocery, hardware, and drug stores in 1923. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1924. 45p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 9.)

Stockkeeping
GREER, HOWARD C. Drug store chains. (In his Chain store accounting, 1924. p. 209-76.)
KISSEBERTH, L. V. Why we always have what customers want. System, Nov. 1924, p. 567-70.
WESS, HAROLD B. Drug and toilet goods department. (In his Merchandise control. 1925. p. 113-20.)

DRUGS

Cost accounting
AMERICAN drug manufacturers' association. Financial problems; report of the committee on financial problems. (In its Proceedings, 1924. p. 55-7.)

DRUMMOND, ISABEL

DRURY, AUBREY
Away with rule of thumb; adoption of metric weights and measures by the United States of America—to standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound; Britten-Gillett metric resolution (H. J. 254-S. J. 107) now before the House committee on coinage, weights and measures and the senate committee on commerce. San Francisco, Cal., All America standards council, 1926. 18p.

Metric advance; the move to standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound on the world metric basis; testimony presented to the congress of the United States of America. 1926. 22p.

DRURY, L. E.
SOUTHERN stores' turnovers; Ohio compensation methods. Dry goods economist, March 29, 1924, p. 16.

STAGGERED billing but one of many ideas advanced at control meeting. Dry goods economist, July 4, 1925, p. 16-7, 83.

WEINHOLD, B. M. Methods of marking merchandise; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 19-22.)

WRIGHT, W. T. Superintendent and the controller. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 79-81.)

Accounting

BLanke, T. L. Skeleton plan of accounting for a small store. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 86-107.)

Cahn, Robert. Departmentizing the store. Northwestern commercial bulletin, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 11.

Carruth,Philip. Planning expense budgets. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 41-3.)


Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Budgetary expense control. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 24, 1924. 22s. (s. 9, no. 1.)

Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance bulletin. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Jan. 1924. 8p. (s. 8, no. 1.)

Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance bulletin; the Shepard company fire. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Nov. 1924. 19p. (s. 8, no. 3.)

Duffy, R. H. Voucher system as compared with accounts payable ledger system; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 90-3.)


Friedrich, Theodore W. Sales audit that will effect economy. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 146-8.)

Hahn, E. F. Customer service; returns and complaints; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923.)


McNair, M. F. Address. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 88-90.)

Merchandise purchase control. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 41-4.)

National retail dry goods association. How the controllers should assist in merchandising. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 63-5.)

Osgood, Merrill W. Application of the principles of scientific management to a department store. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 130-4.)

Report of the committee on budgetary control. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 48-57.)


Speer, J. Personnel records. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 115-21.)
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port and digest of the proceedings of the controllers’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 67–71.)

KEEPING ACCOUNT OF Stock figures on your finger tips. Dry goods merchants trade journal, May 1921, p. 28.


NATIONAL retail dry goods association. Accounting problems of the smaller store. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, 15–18.)


Oxenreiter, A. E. Expense budget as we work it. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 36–8.)

Retained urging method urging giving better control of stock; more accurate and more frequent statistics on relation of expense to selling price possible than under old cost system, Baltimore controllers told. New York women’s wear, Apr. 25, 1923.


Rogers, E. L. Treatment and distribution of expenses in national retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 121–8.)

ShappeI, ELMER. Retail payroll forms. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 142–4.)

SYSTEM for handling lay away and will call sales which insures fewer losses and speedier operation. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, Feb., 1926. p. 8.


Costs


How shall we arrive at recompense fair to both store and employees? Dry goods economist, Feb. 16, 1924, p. 10.

Lamb, Graham and company. Wisconsin department and dry goods stores, operating and financial statistics. 2 vols.


Three views of store figures, and a chart for a perpetual inventory. Dry goods economist, Feb. 26, 1924, p. 19, 22.

Statistics


Lamb, Graham and company. Wisconsin department and dry goods stores, operating and financial comparisons. 2p.


Stockkeeping

ADEQUATE small store stock control system. Dry goods economist, June 12, 1925, p. 9

Controllers congress of the National retail dry goods association. Ready-to-wear stock control, by Guernsey, John B., Tilley, C. L., and Whitemore, Murr, 100 Fifth avenue, New York, March 1924. 15p. (v. 10, no. 1.)

Controllers congress of the National retail dry goods association. Unit merchandise control, a system developed by Ben D. Greenberg. New York, Apr. 1926. 8p. + forms. (v. 10, no. 1.)

Fitzgerald, William A. Survey shows percentage of old stock carried. Confidential bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, Dec. 1924, p. 12–

Freudenthal, D. M. Retail method of inventory. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 84–7.)

Hahn, Lew, and White, Percival, eds. Stockkeeping (In their Merchants’ manual. 1924. p. 356–72.)

He produced 60% more shoe sales with inventory cut in two. Dry goods economist, March 6, 1926, p. 13–4


McNaIr, Malcolm P. Retail method of inventory. Chicago, W. Shaw company. 1926.


National retail dry goods association. How the use of a fixed percent of stock shrinkage will help profits. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 28–32.)

National retail dry goods association. Merchandise control through stock and purchase dissections. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 52–74.)

National retail dry goods association. Report of the committee on inventory shortages. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 27–8.)

National retail dry goods association. Retail inventory methods. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 52–74.)


Stephenson, E. C. Perpetual inventory of pieces —ready-to-wear and small wares. (In National re-
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tail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' con-
gress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 78–83.)
STEPHENSON, E. C. This inventory method has an
annual check for accuracy. Bulletin, National retail
STOCK control. Dry goods economist, May 15, 1926,
THREE sets of store figures, and a chart for a per-
petual inventory. Dry goods economist, Feb. 26,
1924, p. 19, 22.

DUDLEY, J.
Making a study of costs and profits. Pacific rural press,
Nov. 29, 1924, p. 562.
Right back at those red ink hens. Pacific rural press,
May 23, 1925, p. 645.

DUAL audits. Queensland accountants and secretaries' 

DUANE, STANUTON W.
Adjustment of losses. New York, Insurance society of 

DUBOIS, FRANK GOELET
Frank Goelet DuBois. American accountant, July 1927,
p. 31.

DUBOIS, WARREN C.
Essentials of public speaking. New York, Prentice-
Hall, Inc. 1926. 268p.

DU BRUL, ERNEST F.
Accounting information for the executive. New York,
National association of cost accountants, June 15,
1927, p. 938–47. (A. C. C. A. bulletin, v. 8, no. 20.)
Depreciation of a lathe. American machinist, May 31,
1923, p. 806.
Importance of the cost of idleness in equipment indus-
tries. New York, National association of cost accoun-
tants, Aug. 1, 1924. 14p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 22.)
Money lost by free appraisal service. Machinery
June 1924, p. 796.
Practical uses of business statistics. Association man-

DU BRUL, STEPHEN M.
Accounting for values or dollars? Management and 
administration, Dec. 1925, p. 338. Pulp and paper 
Some weaknesses of cost accounting systems. (In Ohio state 
university. College of commerce and journalism.
Bureau of business research. Proceedings of manage-
ment week, 1925. Pt. 2. p. 13–8.)

DUCOJOHN J.
Accountants' part in building up industry an impor-

DUCREAL, H. L.
By-products, co-products and joint products. Journal of 

DUCKWORTH, HAROLD V.

DUE dates of New York city, New York state, New Jer-
sey and federal taxes, 1924. American exchange na-
tional bank.

DUFFIE, CHARLES E.
Borrower's financial statement. Burroughs clearing 
house, Dec. 1924, p. 15–8, 40.

DUFFY, R. H.
Voucher system as compared with accounts payable ledger 
system. With discussion. (In Controllers' con-
gress, National retail dry goods association. Re-
port and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14,
1923. p. 90–5.)

DUFFY, R. P.
Simple cost keeping system for sand and gravel plants. 
Rock products, June 19, 1918, p. 29–30.

DUMBRI LE, H. H.
Comments on the audit of stockbrokers accounts. 

DUMPING
JONES, J. H. Dumping. Accountant, Aug. 13, 1927,

DUNBAR, ALEXANDER
What the business world expects of the accountant.

DUNCAN, G. A.
Co-operative dairying. Accountants' journal (New 
Zealand), Sept. 1925, p. 81–6.
Dairy companies' audit. Accounting, commerce and 
insurance, June 1924, p. 75.
Some notes on co-operative dairy companies. Account-

DUNCAN, GEORGE S.
Some notes on measurements and approximations.
Cost accountant, July 1924, p. 58.

DUNCAN, H. R.
Stores delivery on the Burlington. Railway age, June
6, 1925, p. 1377–8.

DUNCAN, KENNETH
Equipment obligations. New York, D. Appleton and 
company, 1924. 358p.

DUNCAN, W. W.
Some practical applications of budget methods. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook,
1924. p. 29–35.)

DUNHAM, E. W.
Do you own your sales cars? Motor transport, Feb.
Using automobiles to increase profitable sales. System,
June 1925, p. 764–5, 792.

DUNKERLY, ROLAND
Campaigning against waste. Cost accountant, Oct. 1926,
p. 137–41.
Costing and works accounting, with special reference to 
Engineering costing and works accountancy, its objec-
tives and processes. New York, National associ-
(A. C. C. A. bulletin, v. 7, no. 14.) Cost accountant,

DUNLOP, W. R.
Estate accounting; from Tropical agriculture, v. 1,
no. 4–8, p. 58–62, 74–8, 90–2, 106–10, 122–5. Inter-
national review of the science and practice of agricult-

DUNN, R. W.
Packing for shipment. (In Management's handbook.
1924. p. 1119–68.)

DUNN, HOMER A.
Accounting as related to administration and proprie-
torship. (In American electric railway accountants
association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 86–90.)
Accounting as related to publicity and administration.

DUNN, JAMES
How much for depreciation? Bookkeeper and auditor,
March 1927, p. 5, 7.

DUNN, ROBERT W.
American foreign investments. New York, Huebsch
DUNNE, J. E.
How service charges affect dealer relations. *Ice cream trade journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 68-70.

DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY
1925 STOCK investment plan; adopted Nov. 17, 1924. 7p.
1926 STOCK investment plan. Wilmington, Del., Dec. 1, 1925. 6p.
Savings plan; adopted Nov. 17, 1924. 6p.

DURFEE, JAMES E.
Hot water softener saves over $7,000 a year. *Power*, July 1, 1924, p. 11.

DURGIN, WILLIAM

DURHAM, T. R.
Setting up a department to sell real estate mortgages. *American bankers association journal*, Nov. 1925, p. 339-40, 381.

DURKEE, A. A.
Cost control. *Industry*, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 3-4.
Cost control; abstract of address delivered at the ninth annual meeting of the Associated industries of Massachusetts. *Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin*, Feb. 13, 1925, p. 4.

DUTCH, NORMAN W.

DUTIES and functions of the controller. Iglauer, Jay.

DUTIES and liabilities of a receiver. Luxmoore, Fairfax.


DUTIES and liabilities of company auditors; position where liable only for willful neglect or default. *Public accountant*, Apr. 1926, p. 305-10.

DUTIES of an executor. Linahan, J.


DUTIES of directors “at” the inception of a company. Macmillan, H. P.

DUTTON, HENRY POST

DVORAK, B. F.

Dwyer, Mabel H.

DYE, ALEXANDER V.
Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, March 5, 1925. 7p. (United States. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, *Special circular no. 72*.)
Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, July 20, 1925. 5p. (United States Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, *Special circular no. 94*.)

DYES Accounting


Cost accounting

NATIONAL association of dyers and cleaners. Profit and loss operating statements. 1p.

Costs


DYERING AND CLEANING Accounting


Cost accounting

NATIONAL association of dyers and cleaners. Profit and loss operating statements. 1p.

Costs


EASTERN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION REPORT on operating expenses and profits of eastern supply jobbers during 1924; prepared by the New York university bureau of business research. 8p.

EASTMAN, GEORGE Calendar reform; presentation to the United States chamber of commerce of the Cotsworth plan. Oct. 18, 1927, p. 69.

EASTWOOD, EBY, EATON, ECKELBERRY, ECONOMIC study of dairying on 163 farms in Herkimer county, New York. Misner, E. G.

ECONOMIC study of farms in Union and Henderson counties. Nicholls, W. D.

ECONOMICAL operation of American railway. Williams, W. H.


COWIN, R. B. Some economic fallacies common among cost accountants. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 1, 1923. 9p. (Official publications, c. 5."


CURRAN, credit and prices. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1927, p. 63-7.


ECONOMICS. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923. p. 1359-1404.)


JONES, T. HAMBURY. November, 1921, examinations; questions in economics. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 1-15.)


ECONOMICS—(Continued)


ROBERTS, FREDERICK. Everyday economics; a few notes for students, social workers and general readers. London, Gee and company. 1925. 132p.


STAMP, JOSEPH H. Economic outlook in Germany. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 30, 1927, p. 57-9.

STEWART, W. H. Notes on value and price. (In Incorporated accountants students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 138-4.)

THORP, WILLARD LONG, and MITCHELL, WESLEY C. Business annals, United States, England, France, Germany, Austria, Russia, Sweden, Netherlands, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Australia, India, Japan, China, New York, National bureau of economic research, inc. 1926. 380p.


ECONOMICS of instalment selling. Seligman, Edwin R. A.

ECONOMICS of public utilities. Nash, L. R.

ECONOMICS of the household, its administration and finance. Andrews, Benjamin R.

ECONOMICS of valuation. Fleck, Laurence H.

ECONOMIES in central delivery systems. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


ECONOMY in maintenance of equipment expenses. Railway age, Sept. 27, 1924, p. 531-2.


EDDY, G. P.


EDERER, LOTHAR


EDGAR, CHARLES L.


EDGAR, L. C.

Steel plant operating costs from an engineer's point of view. Proceedings of the Engineers society of western Pennsylvania, Apr. 1926, p. 165-84.

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF BOSTON

EMPLOYES handbook; a summary of general information for and regulations pertaining to employees. Ed. 5. Boston, The company, Jan. 1, 1926. 48p.

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF BROOKLYN

FRANCHISES and charters, May 1915. 43p.


EDMONDS, FRANKLIN S.


EDMONSON, E. G.


EDUCATE with your corporation statement. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Dec. 12, 1925.

EDUCATION

See also Schools, colleges; Research.


ACCOUNTANCY questions of vital interest raised by Dean Madden. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 17-9.


ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Preparation for the accounting profession. New York, Alexander Hamilton Institute, c1919. 47p. (Modern business report no. 90.)


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Letter to members and associates dated Feb. 9, 1927, regarding accountancy service classification. 1p.


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Tentative outline for standard curriculum for university
EDUCATION—(Continued)
courses in accounting. (In its Yearbook, 1924, 266-7.)
AMERICAN institute of banking. Courses in banking;
offered in co-operation with Columbia university.
New York, New York chapter, American institute
of banking. 1925. 35p. (v. 1, no. 4)
AMERICAN library association. Adult education
and the library, reading courses, Chicago, American
library association, May 1925. 35p. (v. 1, no.
AMOS, H. Business of education. Accounting, com-
mmerce, Oct. 1925.
ARMISTEAD, GEORGE. Wealth of the Indies; a
lecture delivered to the students of the school of
business administration of the University of Texas
at Austin, Texas, Feb. 18, 1926. 23 typewritten
pages. Bulletin of the American institute of account-
ARTHUR LOWES-DICKINSON fund. Journal of
accountancy, Sept. 1924, p. 207.
ARTICLED clerk in relation to education. Account-
ant, Apr. 23, 1927, p. 609-11.
ASSOCIATION of collegiate schools of business.
Academic histories of faculty members of the associ-
atibus in sub-school of education for bibliogra-
phies of their publications. Bloomington, Ind., 1925.
Blair, ELIZABETH. Teaching bookkeeping by
the class methods. Balance sheet, May 1925, p. 7-8,
BAILLAY, W. R. Technical man's reading. Cost
BARLOW, ALBERT J. Accountancy in the curricu-
ium of a non-technical college. (In American asso-
ciation of university instructors in accounting.
Papers and proceedings, 1923, p. 15-21.)
BELSER, FRANK C. How the universities can aid
the accounting profession. Accounting review, March
1927, p. 37-45. Bulletin of the American institute of
accountants, Apr. 15, 1927, p. 15-4 (résumé).
BENNEDER, GEORGE E. Administration of college
courses in accounting. Accounting review, June 1927,
p. 182-8.
BENNETT, R. J. Preliminary training for the field
of public accounting. 7 typewritten pages. Bulletin
of the American institute of accountants, July 15, 1925,
(1924, p. 146-50.)
BEVEN, L. Accounting. At "Brewton." Accounting
review, June 1927, p. 172-4.
BLIGHT, REYNOLD E. Cultural value of account-
ancy studies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand),
June 1925, p. 378-81. Australian accountant and
secretary, Aug. 1925, p. 251-5. Federal accountant,
May 1925, p. 115. Journal of accountancy, May
BLIGHT, REYNOLD E. Educational objectives.
Los Angeles (Cal.) school journal, Sept. 21, 1925,
p. 9-10.
BUILDING of a commercial curriculum. Balance
BUT what is the line of demarcation? Journal of
CASUALTY actuarial society. Recommendations for
CHADDOCK, K. ROBERT E. Function of statistics in
undergraduate training. Journal of the American
CHAMBER of commerce of the United States.
Surveys in sub-school of education for senior cre-
dential, edition of May 1920. New York, Chamber
of commerce. 117p.
CHATTERJEE, J. C. Indian school of accountancy.
CHICAGO library's advice to prospective accountants.
Bulletin of the American institute of accountants,
Jan. 15, 1925, p. 9.
CLARK, EDWARD L. Oregon institute of technol-
CLAYTON, CECIL R. Education in accountability
invaluable. San Francisco (Cal.) chronicle, Aug. 2,
1925.
COLLEGIATE course in accountability. Journal of
accountancy, Feb. 1924, p. 196.
COLLEGIATE course in accountability. Journal of
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 299
CONFERENCE on commercial education. Bulletin of
the American institute of accountants, Feb. 15,
1926, p. 5.
COST and value of college education. Bulletin of
the American institute of accountants, Apr. 15, 1927,
p. 7.
COURSES in accounting. Journal of accountancy,
CRESSEY, CLYDE S. On co-operative education in
business. Philadelphia (Pa.) public ledger, Jan. 4,
1926.
CUDDERLEY, ELLWOOD P. Commercial educa-
tion—it is a history; prospects for future develop-
CUTRICK, HAROLD G. Progress and problems
of business education in colleges and universities.
Certified public accountant, July 1926, p. 197-201, 203.
Indian railway accountants' journal, July 1926,
p. 146-52.
DE PAULA, F. R. M. Education for the accountability
DRUCKER, A. P. R. Functions of accounting courses
in colleges and universities. (In American associa-
tion of university instructors in accounting.
Publications, Dec. 1925, p. 146-50.)
EBY, H. J. Commercial teaching as a profession;
address delivered before the Pennsylvania state edu-
cation association, Scranton, May 31, 1925.
Bulletin of the American institute of accountants,
EDUCATIONAL courses in schools. Journal of accountancy,
July 1927, p. 54-5.
EDUCATION for the profession. Certified accoun-
EDUCATION for the profession of accounting;
International congress of accountants, English, Dutch
and American systems of training accountants
EDUCATION in accounting and secretarial profes-
sions. (In Accountant's and secretary's yearbook.
1924-25, p. 127-78.)
EDUCATIONAL courses in trust accounting.
Trust companies, Sept. 1924, p. 242.
EFFECT of the good literature. Journal of accountancy,
ELLES, W. H. Education for the profession. (In
International accountants' congress. Papers pre-
sented at Amsterdam, 1926. 76.)
ELWELL, FAYETTE H. Co-operation between the
practicing accountant and the accounting instructor.
ELWELL, FAYETTE H. Discussion; purpose and
content of a course in governmental accounting.
(In American association of university instructors in
accounting. Proceedings, 1922, p. 55-7.)
ELWELL, FAYETTE H. 1924 survey of accounting
courses. (In American association of university
instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings,
1924, p. 69-78.)
1927, p. 121-2.
FALCONER, ROBERT. Education and progress.
FEDDE, A. S. Accountancy education; address de-
livered at a regional meeting of the American insti-
tute of accountants, Cleveland, Ohio, May 26,
FILENE, EDWARD A. Business of commercial edu-
cation; address before the Eastern commercial teach-
ers association, at its 29th annual convention, at the
FIRST chair of accountancy. Accountant, June 25,
1925, p. 927.
FITZ-GERALD, RICHARD. Selling technical educa-
tion to the public. Pace student, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 10-1.
FRIPP, DANIEL S. Few words to the articed clerk.
London, Geo and company, 1926. 40p. Accountant,
June 5, 1926, p. 779-87.
GENERAL convention board. Annual report, 61
Broadway, New York.
GIBSON, HOWARD L. Accounting training valu-
able vocational asset. Pace student, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 34.
GILL, S. L. ACCOUNTANCY. Accountant,
GLOVER, C. A. Teaching accounting at the Harvard
graduate school of business administration. Ac-
countant, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 607-8.
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GREER, HOWARD C. Discussion. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 89-91.)

HARRISON, W. L. Message from the American section at the congress revery, March 1926, p. 70-3.


HIMMELBLAU, DAVID. Methods of classifying students who enter advanced courses based on previous work. American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 84-6.)


INTERNATIONAL accountants' congress Amsterdam; education for the profession. Accountant, July 24, 1926, p. 128.


JACKSON, J. HUGH. Modern trends in commercial education; an address delivered before the Bay section of the California teachers' association, commercial section, in San Francisco, Dec. 14, 1926, 7p.


MACFARLAND, GEORGE A. Accounting in the Wharton school. Accounting review, June 1927, p. 175.


MADDEN, JOHN T. Education of accountants for the public utility field. (In National electric light association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 410-2.)

MADDEN, JOHN T. Remarks. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 36-7.)


NATIONAL electric light association. Accounting education committee. (In its Proceedings, 1923, v. 79, p. 18-23.)

NEW YORK institute of accountancy and commerce. Accountants reports; a course based on "Accounting—"
EDUCATION—(Continued)


NEWTON, L. Accounting. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 16-9.)


REGENTS' examinations. Pace student, Feb. 1926.


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. What shall be done to put education for accountancy on a professional basis? a symposium: from the Journal of accountancy. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924, p. 85-102.)


SPICER, ERNEST EVAN. Education for the profession. (In International accountants congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 7E.)


THEISS, E. L. Discussion: extension courses in accounting for commercial teachers. (In American
EDUCATION—(Continued)


TO encourage the young accountant. Journal of accountancy, July 1923, p. 28–9.


WHAT advantage is gained by studying to qualify for membership of one of the recognized accountancy institutes? Australasian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1924, 35.


EDUCATION as a force in business. Madden, J. T.

EDUCATION for the profession. Elles, W. H.

EDUCATION for the profession. Madden, John T.

EDUCATION for the profession. Spicer, E. E.


EDUCATION in the accounting and secretarial professions. Mackay, J. D. C.

EDUCATION law as amended to July 1, 1924. New York (state). University.

EDUCATION law as amended to July 1, 1925. New York (state). University.

EDUCATION law as amended to July 1, 1926. New York (state). University.

EDUCATION of accountants for the public utility field. Madden, John T.

EDUCATION of professional accountants. Olive, George S.


EDUCATIONAL deficiencies in junior accountants. Pinkerton, P. W.


EDUCATIONAL program of the institute. Wildman, John R.

EDUCATIONAL requirements of the practising public accountant. Mather, W. H.

EDUCATIONAL value of the railway accounting officers association. Parks, Charles E.

EDUCATIONAL value of training in accounting. Paton, William A.


EDWARDS, GEORGE W.

See also Chamberlin, Lawrence, joint author.


EDWARDS, GURDEN

Retirement plans in industry; reprinted from the Annalist, with the permission of the New York Times company. 15p.

EDWARDS, H. D.


EDWARDS, H. M.


EDWARDS, J. H.

Reducing cost by proper supervision of electrical equipment. Coal age, Jan. 27, 1925, p. 175–9.

EDWARDS, J. P.


EDWARDS, P. H.


EFFECT of proper cost control on production and management. Hilton, W. F.

EFFECT on the industry—the corrugated and fiber box line. Whiting, Grafton.


EFFECTS of inflation on German accounting. Sweeney, Henry W.


EFFICIENCY society. Transactions. 1912. v. 1.

EFFICIENT investment and maintenance of capital funds. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Nov. 1926, p. 197–8.

EGAN, J. J.

Buying for your customers; merchants must act as purchasing agents for their community—stock controls essential to success. Hartford, Conn., Nov. 1927, p. 7–8.

EGG production; monthly costs and receipts on New Jersey poultry farms. Allen, W. H.

EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL


EIDLITZ, CHARLES L.

Cost estimates on comprehensive jobs show wide variation. Electrical record, May 1923, p. 275.


Get away from the gambling spirit. Electricist, Nov. 1923, p. 26–8.

EIDMANN, FRANK L.

Cutting storage and shipping costs. Industrial management, July 1927, p. 28.

Portable elevator as a factor in reducing materials handling costs in manufacturing plants. Industrial management, Feb. 1927, p. 82–4.

Skids for use with lift trucks as factors in reducing materials handling costs. Industrial management, May 1927, p. 283–9.

EIGELBERNER, J.


EIGHT hints on store accounting and why the retailer should figure margin on selling price. Electrical merchandising, Dec. 1924, p. 4776.


EINSTEIN, A. W.


EISNER, MARK


EKIN, J. J.


ELBOURNE, E. T.


ELDRED, WILFRED


ELDRIDGE, E. F.

See Hirn, W. C., joint author.

ELDRIDGE, W. E.


ELECTRIC AND STREET RAILROADS


AMERICAN electric railway accountants’ association. Buttonholing the car rider. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 146–52.)

DANA, EDWARD.

Contracted advantages of service-at-cost contract franchise and state regulation. (In Lagerquist’s Public utility finance, 1927, p. 26–30.)


HUSSELMAN, ROY. Electric railway standards. (In Cooke, M. S., ed. Public utility regulations, c1924, p. 113–21.)


MOODY, RALPH D. Extra incentive wage plans of the Electric railway and light company. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. (Production executives series, no. 18.)


ELECTRIC AND STREET RAILROADS—(Continued)
REPORT of committee on standard classification of accounts. (In American electric railway accountants' Proceedings, 1923, p. 72-90.)

Accounting
AMERICAN electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, New York, American electric railway accountants' association.
BUDGET system effective. Electric railway journal, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 70-1.
CORRECT account numbers put on jobs. Electric railway journal, Aug. 16, 1924, p. 237.
Dunn, Homer A. Accounting as related to administration and proprietorship. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 86-90.)
GannON, F. J. Accountant should point the way. Electric railway journal, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 201-2.
Lewis, Dwight N. Utility accountants' obligation to the public. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 121-6.)
ModERNizing the general office. Electric traction, July 1925, p. 342-3.
Question box. Monthly numbers of Aera.
Reed, Edwin H. Proper use of uniformity; accountants should give greater consideration to a more uniform system in the classification of sub-accounts covering electric railway operating expenses. Aera, Dec. 1923, p. 801-4.
Reed, Edwin H. Operating reports and their usefulness to the management. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 92-105.)
Report of committee on budgetary control. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 11-5.)
Snow, Harry A. Budget—its preparation and administration. (In Legerquist's 'Public utility finance,' 1927, p. 593-6.)
System of accounting for depreciation; Interstate commerce commission announces hearing to be held on plans to be prescribed for electric railways submitted for its consideration. Electric railway journal, Feb. 5, 1927, p. 264-5.
United States. Interstate commerce commission. Classification of accounts for the use of electric railways; prescribed by the Interstate commerce commission and adopted as standard by the American electric railway accountants' association, which has been added an index and decisions by the Interstate commerce commission upon questions raised under the classification of accounts. New York, American electric railway association. 134 p.

Auditing
CasteNHolz, William B. Public service companies. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925. p. 247-55.)

Cost accounting
Cost accounts should do more than record expenditures. Auditing procedure, Nov. 6, 1926, p. 835.
Cost records should guide as well as check. Electric railway journal, Apr. 17, 1926, p. 665.
Day, Henry S. Cost accounting for electric railways: discussion of the need of an efficient cost accounting system for electric railways; read before the American electric railway accountants' association at its convention, held at Atlantic city, N. J., Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1924. 5p. Electric railway journal, Oct. 18, 1924, p. 700-1.
Day, Henry S. Suggestions on segregation in cost accounting from the viewpoint of the manufacturer in reference to maintenance accounts. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1925, p. 714-6.)
HiBbs, Weston J. Construction cost accounting from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the company engineer. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 26-35.)
ELECTRIC AND STREET RAILROADS—Cost accounting—(Continued)


Costs.


ACCIDENT costs reduced 1.56% of gross earnings. Electric railway journal, Nov. 27, 1924, p. 880.


BALD, L. D. Synchronized traffic control is costly to street railway. Aera, Sept. 1925, p. 163–9.


COST of carrying weight on cars. Electric railway journal, July 26, 1924, p. 122.


DOOLITTLE, F. W. Today's anemic dollar does the work of the old husky one. Aera, Nov. 1923, p. 605–12.


Electric railway and bus costs compared. Electric traction, Apr. 1926, p. 190.


GREENE, W. J. SCHOOBNACK, C. F., and GORDON. Costs of electric service costs. (In Lagerquist’s Public utility finance, 1927, p. 461–70.)

HAY, W. O. Rolling stock improvement. Electric railway journal, Sept. 25, 1926, p. 549–.


MOODY’s analyses of investments and security rating service; annual. New York, Moody’s investors service.


Electrification.


Fares.

AMERICAN electric railway association. Rate of return allowed electric railways. New York, American electric railway association. 1925. 77p. (Bulletin no. 18.)

AMERICAN electric railway association. Trend of electric railway fares. 1917–24. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 72p. (Bulletin no. 8.)


MILLON, J. A. Fares in cities of more than 25,000 population reprinted from June Aera, 1924, revised to June 20, 1924. 31p.


ELECTRIC AND STREET RAILROADS—(Continued)

Finance

AMERICAN electric railway association. Rate of return allowed electric railways. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 77p. (Bulletin no. 18.)

AMERICAN electric railway association. Toll bridge rates. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 25p. (Bulletin no. 9.)


WOLFE, S. H. Rate structure. Electric railway journal, Jan. 25, 1925.

Management


Rates


MILLON, J. A. Fares in cities of more than 25,000 population. Aera, June 1924, p. 1837–66.


Reports

DETROIT. Board of arbitration. Report and findings in the matter of the city of Detroit. Detroit united railway arbitration proceedings to determine the rights of the city and the companies to use or line facilities of the department of street railways. Detroit, Highland Park, Mich., Detroit united lines, 145p.

NEW YORK (state). Transit commission. In the matter of the determination of the chief engineer of the Transit commission under the contract, dated March 19, 1913, between the city of New York, acting by the Public service commission for the first district, and the New York municipal railway corporation, known as contract no. 4, and under the certificates related thereto, of the costs paid or accrued to June 30, 1923, together with report of the cost in operation to June 30, 1923, and redetermination of cost to June 30, 1922, thirty-eighth to forty-first quarterly determinations (to June 30, 1923), Nov. 10, 1924, 569p.

NEW YORK (state). Transit commission. In the matter of the determination of the chief engineer of the Transit commission under the contract, dated March 19, 1913, between the city of New York, acting by the Public service commission for the first district, and Interborough rapid transit company, of the cost paid or accrued to June 30, 1923, of contracts 4, together with report of the cost in operation to June 30, 1923, and redetermination of cost to June 30, 1922, thirty-eighth to forty-first quarterly determinations (to June 30, 1923), June 30, 1924, 277p.

Societies


Statistics


AMERICAN electric railway association. Trend of electric railway operations, Jan. 1920–Oct. 1924. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. (Bulletin no. 32.)


MOODY’S analyses of investments and security rating service. New York, Moody’s investors service.

NET income for 1925 shows improvement. Electric railway journal, May 1, 1926, p. 777–82.

Stores systems

AMERICAN electric railway accountants’ association. Discussion of joint report of the committee on purchases and stores of the committee on stores accounting. (In its Proceedings, 1925, p. 132–44.)


AMERICAN electric railway accountants’ association. Report of the committee on stores accounting read before the accountants’ association at its annual convention, held at Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, 1924. 17p.


WHAT’S on your cars? Electric traction, Jan. 1924, p. 11.

Valuation

AMERICAN electric railway association. Electric railway valuations; abstracts of recent valuations of electric railway properties officially approved by public utility commissions or sustained by the courts.
Accounting

New York, American electric railway association, 1924, 83p.


DETROIT: Board of arbitration. Report and finding of the matter of the city of Detroit, Detroit united railway arbitration proceedings to determine the compensation for interurban or suburban facilities of detroit railways, city of Detroit. Highland Park, Mich., Detroit united lines, 145p.


RECOMMENDATION on valuation methods; summary of report of committee on valuation, American electric railway association, given in Aera, Engineer-


Electric Contractors


Wiring profits; an analysis of mark-up and net profits for different classes of electrical construction based on seventy replies received to a recent questionnaire. Electragist, Aug., 1924, p. 34-5.

Accounting


ACCOUNTING systems at low cost under new Milwaukee plan. Electrical record, Jan., 1925, p. 28-9.

ALLOCATE your overhead and net profit; three forms that will help the contractor-dealer determine the relative income of his contracting and merchandising departments. Electrical record, July 1925, p. 26.

BARR, GEORGE D. How much shall we charge an accounting practice designed by one contractor and applicable to many other businesses? System, Oct., 1925, p. 435, 438.


GREUSEL, F. W. Factor that determines profit or loss. Electragist, Feb., 1924, p. 22-3.

KEEPING overhead below income is easier with a budget. Electrical record, Feb., 1925, p. 104-5.


WHAT standard accounting system did for Hurlbut. Electragist, Sept., 1925, p. 43.

Cost Accounting


FISCH, R. DAVID S. From bookkeeping to cost accounting. Electragist, July, 1924, p. 31-2.


MITCHELL, F. V. Correct knowledge of overhead cost is needed. Journal of electricity, Aug. 1, 1923, p. 96.


PETERSON, ARTHUR P., and DAVIS, LAURENCE W. How you can figure overhead. Electragist, Aug., 1926, p. 28-9, 32.

Costs


DAVIS, LAURENCE W. Cost of doing business; an analysis of overhead of electragists, with revised table showing how to figure overhead; reprinted from the Electragist, Apr., June 1923, 12 p.


SOME new figures on overhead. Electrical record, March 1925, p. 173.

Statistics


Store Systems

CARD system for stock control. Electragist, Aug., 1926, p. 46.

PEDDLER points out some leaks in the contractor-dealer business. Electragist, Sept., 1925, p. 27.

Electric Dealers

See Electric shops.

Electric Furnaces

See Furnaces.


Electric Industries


STOLL, C. G. Western electric production control. Manufacturing industries, Jan., Feb., 1927, p. 25-30, 97-100.

Accounting


Cost Accounting

SCHIPPMANN, JOHN W. We find a more direct way of getting costs. System, July 1925, p. 59-60, 70.
ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES—(Continued)

**Statistics**


**Stores systems**

Hicok, E. M. Some inventory methods as developed by the Western electric company. Chicago; a paper read at a meeting of the Southern Illinois manufacturers’ costs association held at the Missouri athletic association, St. Louis, Mo., Friday, Feb. 15, 1924. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers’ costs association.

**ELECTRIC JOBBERS**

**Costs**

Operating expenses of electrical jobbing houses. 1 typewritten page.

White, Percival, and Hayward, Walter S. Consolidated summary of sales, operating expenses and statistical data by commodities based on a study of five electrical jobbing houses located in different sections of the country. (In their *Marketing practice*, 1924, p. 162-3.)

**Statistics**

Operating expenses of electrical jobbing houses. 1 typewritten page.

**Stores systems**


**ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES**

**BAUSMAN, KARL H.** Methods that expedite work on electrical work. *Electrical world*, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 1093-6.


**HUBBELL, CHARLES H.** Proposed order for the construction of rural electric lines; tentative suggestions and criticisms. 1927.


**NATIONAL electric light association.** Rate research committee, convention report 1926-27; to be presented at the fifteenth convention, Atlantic City, N. J., June 6 to 10, 1927. 22p.

**PIKE, CLAYTON W.** Service standards for electric light and power companies. (In Cooke, M. L., *Public utility regulation*, c1924, p. 74-87.)


**TWO-minute talks on the electric light and power industry; regulation as protection for the public. *N. E. L. A. bulletin*, Nov. 1927, p. 670.

**WILCOX, DELOS F.** Status of electric light and power utility in Minnesota; reprinted from Minnesota municipalities, v. 10, no. 1, 1925. 12 p.

**Accounting**


**ACCOUNTING sessions.** *Electrical world*, June 9, 1923, p. 1342-6.

**ACCOUNTING sessions of the N. E. L. A. convention.** *Electrical world*, May 24, 1924, p. 1071-5.


**BAILEY, WARREN G.** and KNOWLES, D. E. Accounting procedures for public utilities; with special reference to electric light, gas, water and electric railway utility companies. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926. 471p.


**BUGGY, C. W.** System that simplifies routine; how to handle the accounts for an electric light and power company. *Journal of electricity*, Nov. 1922, p. 34-7.


**CONTROLLING** expenditures through a budget. *Electric light and power*, July 1922, p. 36-30, 73.


**GUTHMANN, HARRY G.** Hydro-electric power companies. (In his *Analysis of financial statements*, 1925, p. 720-92.)

**HAMILTON, W. M.** Accounting methods and procedure for electric, gas, and water utilities. Chicago, LaSalle university extension, c1925, 412p.

**HARVARD Graduate School of business administration.** Jamesville gas and electric company. (In its *Harvard business reports*, 1925, p. 3-14.)


**LIVERIDGE, H. P.** Accounting from the engineer’s viewpoint. (In National electric light association. *Proceedings*, 1924, p. 331-93.)


**MUSIL, LOUIS F.** Budget procedure in management control. (In Lagerquist’s *Public utility finance*, 1927, p. 588-93.)


**NATIONAL association of railroad and utilities commissioners.** Uniform classification of accounts for electrical utilities (classes C and D). (In its *Proceedings*, 1924, p. 477-502.)

**NATIONAL electric light association.** Accounting national section sessions. (In its *Proceedings*, 1924, p. 425-418.)

**NATIONAL electric light association.** Accounting section sessions. (In its *Proceedings*, 1923, p. 392-502.)
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES—Accounting (Continued)

NATIONAL electric light association. Budget of public utility companies. (In Lagerquist's Public utility finance. 1937, p. 596-615.)


UNITED STATES. Federal power commission. Accounting bulletin no. 3, relating to accounts, records and reports for fixed capital, with particular reference to reports showing "basis for determination of net investment." Washington, Federal power commission, Apr. 27, 1924, 4p.

WAGNER, C. Accounting operations and public relations. (In National electric light association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 385-93.)


Uniform classification

CALIFORNIA. Railroad commission. Annual report (electric, gas and water utilities) to the Railroad commission of California for the year ending —. 85p.


NATIONAL association of railroad and utilities commissions. Classification of accounts for electrical utilities (In addition to the classification of accounts for electrical utilities, published by the National association of railroad and utilities commissions, c1925, 28p.)


UNITED STATES. Federal power commission. Accounting bulletin no. 1; information and instructions relating to the accounting for cost of obtaining licences. Nov. 14, 1923, 4p.


Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Electric light and power companies. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925 p. 288-90.)

ELECTRIC light company. (In Audit note book for quarterly, half yearly or annual audits. p. 86-90.)

Charters

EDISON electric illuminating company of Brooklyn. Franchises and charters, May 1915. 43p.

Cost accounting


McLEOD, STEWART C. Cost accounting. (In National electric light association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 405-10.)


Costs


ACTUAL costs of transmission line and sub-station. Electrical world, June 28, 1924, p. 1324-7.


BARROWS, E. A. Applying unit cost analysis to the distribution department. Electrical world, June 21, 1925, p. 1405-6.


COST of high-tension energy at Boston. Electrical world, May 9, 1925, p. 980.


COST of serving the electric range load. Electrical world, Apr. 25, 1925, p. 871-3.

CROSS, W. G. Man-hours used as basis for unit labor costs. Electrical world, July 30, 1927, p. 211-3.


DÁNNER, R. F. Comparative costs and adaptability of 6,600, 13,000 and 33,000 volt lines. Electric light and power, Apr. 1923, p. 19-20.


DEPARTMENT of interior tells how electric plants meet rising costs by new efficiencies in fuel consumption. N. E. L. A. bulletin, Apr. 1927, p. 228, 238.


ENERGY costs 0.99% increase in 7,000 kw. plant. Electrical world, Sept. 29, 1923, p. 661.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES—cont.

ESTIMATED costs of 14.7 mile, 100 kv. line. Electrical world, Jan. 23, 1926, p. 207.

ESTIMATED costs of making substitution changes. Electrical world, Nov. 12, 1925, p. 700-7.


HUBBELL, CHARLES H. Proposed order for the construction of rural electric lines; tentative suggestions and criticisms. 1927.


KNIGHT, A. S. Peak responsibility as a basis for allocating fixed costs. Electrical world, March 6, 27, Apr. 17, 1926, p. 495-6, 663, 814.


LINE and substation costs. Electrical world, Dec. 8, 1923, p. 1159-63.

LINE costs and revenue in rural districts. Electrical world, Jan. 31, 1925, p. 254.


MOODY’S analyses of investments and security rating service; annual. New York, Moody’s investors service.


PRODUCTION expenses at Conners Creek. Electrical world, Aug. 25, 1923, March 1, 1924, p. 391; 434-5.


SEELEY, H. P. Economics of the distribution system. Electrical world, July 18, 1925, p. 107-10.

SHOEMAKER, R. W. Steel-pole line built for $4,700 per mile. Electrical world, May 14, 1924, p. 83.


WALLACE, D. G. Rural 6,600-volt line costs $1,393 per mile. Electrical world, Sept. 22, 1923, p. 611.


Finance


Law

UNITED STATES. Federal power commission. Rules and regulations governing the administration of the federal water power act, with copy of the act and of amendment thereto. Second revised issue, contains all amendments to and including Apr. 1, 1924. Washington: Government printing office, 1924. 69p.

Management


Rates

ANALYSIS of present rate schedules. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1923, p. 448-54.


FORMULA for determining rural charge: report of the rural lines committee of the Empire State gas and electric association. Electrical world, Sept. 29, 1923, p. 66-7.


HEYWOOD, JOHNSON. Company that helped a city to come into its own. Forbes, March 1, 1925, p. 89-91.


ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES—

Rates (Continued)

KNIGHT, A. S. Peak responsibility as a basis for allocating fixed costs. Electrical world, March 6, 1926, p. 27, 463-6, 663.


POWER schedule is designed to encourage load building. Electrical world, July 17, 1926, p. 126-7.


WHAT is the basis of a power factor solution? Electrical world, Nov. 3, 1923, p. 898.


REPORTS


CLEVELAND. Public utilities, Department of. Report, 1925; part I, division of light and power. 13p.

SOCIETIES


Pennsylvania electric association. Proceedings of the nineteenth annual convention . . . held at the Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 8, 9, 10, 1926. Executive committee of Pennsylvania electric association. c1926, 448p.

Pennsylvania electric association. Report of customers' records and billing methods committee; presented at the eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 1925. 20p.

Pennsylvania electric association. Report of fixed capital records committee; presented at eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 1925. 27p.

Pennsylvania electric association. Report of purchasing and storeroom accounting committee; presented at eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 1925. 6p.

STATISTICS


STORES


Annual inventories of material and equipment. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 527-9.

Centers for control of stores and control of stock. Electrical world, Apr. 26, 1924, p. 835.

CRAWFORD, K. B. Getting material to the job on time. Electrical world, June 19, 1926, p. 1359-60.

HARRIS, C. A. Control of material and supplies. Electrical world, Apr. 24, 1926, p. 859-60.

KELLEY, C. A. Arrangement and storing of materials. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1924, p. 424-5.


KELLEY, C. A. Standardization of practices recommended in purchasing and storing. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1923, p. 438-41.


Pennsylvania electric association. Report of purchasing and storeroom accounting committee; presented at the eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 1925. 6p.

Proper handling of obsolete scrap material and equipment. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 529-9.

Valuation


Blosom, Francis. Notes on undistributed costs both structural and corporate, and other elements of value, applicable to the used and useful property of the New York Edison company as of July 1, 1924, and subsequent dates. New York, Sanderson and Porter. 8p.


Sleigh, Reuben B. Appraisals based on number of meters connected. Electrical world, June 28, 1924, p. 1322-3.

Electrical Lines

Costs


Line and substation costs. Electrical world, Dec. 8, 1923, p. 1159-63.


Electric Plants

Costs

Orrok, George A. Water-power costs versus steam-power costs. Mechanical engineering, Jan. 1924, p. 11-2.

Electric Power Club


Electric Power Plants

Illinois, University of Nature of cyclical fluctuations in electric power production data. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1927. (Bulletin no. 16.)

Electric railway and bus costs compared. Electric traction, Apr. 1926, p. 190.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ELECTRIC: railway operations in 1923. American electric railway association.

ELECTRIC: railway valuations. American electric railway association.

ELECTRIC SHOPS

Accounting
ALLOCATE your overhead and net profit; three forms that will help the contractor-dealer determine the relative income of his contracting and merchandising departments. Electrical record, July 1925, p. 26.
EIGHT hints on store accounting, and why the retailer should figure margin on selling price. Electrical merchandising, Dec. 1924, p. 4776.
GREUSEL, F. W. Factor that determines profit or loss. Electragist, Feb. 1924, p. 22-3.
KEEPING overhead below income is easier with a budget. Electrical record, Feb. 1925, p. 104-5.

Cost accounting
FISCH, DAVID S. From bookkeeping to cost accounting. Electragist, July 1924, p. 31-2.

Costs
MORTON, W. H. Should and can the electragist be a retailer? Electragist, Aug. 1923, p. 11-4.
SOME new figures on overhead. Electrical record, March 1925, p. 173.
STINSON, H. H. What it costs to retail in other industrials. Electragist, May 1925, p. 29-30.

Statistics

Stores systems

ELECTRIC SIGNS
See Signs.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
PLAN to aid employees to become stockholders. Apr. 1923. 4p.


ELECTRIC TRUCKS
Costs


ELECTRICAL manufacture of carbon black. Jakosky, J. J.

ELECTRICAL merchandising responsibilities. Gilchrist, John F.

ELECTRICAL undertakings. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1926, p. 329.

ELECTRO-PLATING
Cost accounting

Costs

ELEMENTARY accounting. Scovill, Hiram T.

ELEMENTARY accounting; part 2, accounting procedure. Scovill, Hiram T., and Bally, Henry Heaton.


ELEMENTARY cost accounting. Schlatter, Charles F.

ELEMENTARY economics. Fairchild, Fred R., and others.


ELEMENTS of accounting. Woodbridge, Frederick W.

ELEMENTS of accounting; theory and practice. Klein, Joseph J.

ELEMENTS of bookkeeping and accounting. Jason, Simon J.
ELEMENTS of bookkeeping; second unit. Cowles, Clarence E., and Starkey, Warren L.

ELEMENTS of business statistics. Riegel, Robert.

ELEMENTS of cost accounting. Manning, Anthony B.


ELEMENTS of the modern building and loan associations. Clark, Horace F., and Chase, Frank A.

ELEVATORS

See Conveying and hoisting.

ELEVATORS, GRAIN

See Grain elevators.


ELY, A. W.


ELGAR, W. D.


ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY

ANNUAL reports of the chairman of the Elgin national watch company employees’ advisory council and of the secretary of the Elgin national watch company’s pension fund. Jan. 1920, May 1921.

EMPLOYEES’ relief fund; revised rules Apr. 15, 1925. 7p.

INFORMATION for employees. 16p.

PENSION fund, rules and regulations; revised. Elgin, Ill., The company, 30p.

ELIASON, NILS ARVID


ELIMINATION of intercompany profits in consolidated statements. Carson, Gordon C.

ELIMINATION of waste; simplified practice, what it is and what it offers. United States. Commerce, Department of.

ELIOT, H. M.


ELKINS, ALBERT F.


ELKINS, W. L.

When will income taxes be decreased? Accounting and business quarterly, Sept. 1923, p. 9–11.

ELKUS, EUGENE S.

Overhead expense increasing. Credit monthly, Jan. 1924, p. 22.

ELLENWOOD, C. W.

Cost of growing apple trees under tillage and grass-mulch management. (In Ohio agricultural experiment station, monthly bulletin, Jan.—Feb. 1925, p. 7–13.)

ELLES, W. H.

Education for the profession. (In International accountants’ congress, Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 7E.)

ELLIMAN, DOUGLAS L.


ELLIOTT, C. A.


ELLIOTT, E. GASSLETON


ELLIOTT-FISHER COMPANY


ELLIS, CECIL A.


ELLIS, E. T.


ELLIS, G. C.

Budgetary control; an outline of a policy that can be used to advantage by the gas company. American gas association monthly, July 1926, p. 427–30.

ELLIS, HERBERT W.


ELLIS, HOWELL

Bus depreciation schedule. Power wagon, Sept. 1926, p. 44.

ELLIS, J.


ELLIS, J. A.

Necessity for uniform methods of accounting; if your neighbor’s food cost is 54% while your own is 48%, you must know whether the two include the same identical things, if the comparison is to be worth while. National restaurant news, Dec. 1924, p. 13–4.

ELMORE, D. CARROLL

Audit program and specimen audit. Sheboygan, Wis., Ellmore-Schaafs company, c1923.

ELSTON, JAMES S.

See also Fondiller, Richard, joint author.

Expense investigations and some other statistical problems dependent thereon; reprinted from the Transactions of the Actuarial society of America, v. 23, part I, no. 67. 110p.

ELYER, VIVIAN S.


ELWELL, FAYETTE H.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ELWELL, FAYETTE H.—(Continued)

AND TONER, JAMES V.
Bookkeeping and accounting; complete course. Boston, Glenn and company, c1926. 465p.

ELY, OWEN

EMBEZZLEMENT
See Defalcations; Fraud.


EMBOSSING
Cost accounting
ENGRAVOGRAPHIA. Cost system treatise; issued July, 1921, revised Apr., 1922. New York, Engravography. 16p. +forms.
EMERGENCY profits tax, act no. 333, approved June 28, 1923; act of assembly, with ruling of auditor general and instructions for preparation of report. Pennsylvania. Auditor general, Department of.

EMERSON, RALPH W.

EMERSON, W. R.

EMERY, J. A.

EMMERICH, H. J.
See Keane, C. P., joint editor.

EMMERTZ, N. A.

EMMET, LEWIS E.

EMMONS, W. J.

EMPIRE STATE GAS AND ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION

EMPLOYEE representation. Pennsylvania railroad company.


EMPLOYEE magazines. Metropolitan life insurance company.

EMPLOYEE representation. Lewisohn, Sam A.

EMPLOYEE stock ownership in the United States. Foerster, Robert, F., and Dietel, Else H.


EMPLOYEES' handbook. Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett and company.

EMPLOYEES' representation
See Management. Employees representation.


EMPLOYEES' retirement system of the city of Baltimore. Baltimore (Md.). Retirement system.


EMPLOYEES' stock plan. American telephone and telegraph company.

EMPLOYEES' stock purchase plan. Reading company.


EMPLOYERS on payment of employees by check. Merchants association of New York.


EMPLOYERS' handbook. Commonwealth Edison company.

EMPLOYERS' handbook. Edison electric illuminating company of Boston.

EMPLOYERS' handbook. Swift and company.

EMPLOYERS' pension plan; revised rules effective Jan. 1, 1921. Parke, Davis and company.

EMPLOYERS' relief fund. Elgin national watch company.

EMPLOYEES' stock purchase plan. Pullman company.

EMPLOYEES' stock purchase plan. Union Pacific system.

EMPLOYMENT


EMPLOYMENT—(Continued)
WEST will address accountants Saturday. New York commercial, Apr. 14, 1926, p. 2.

EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT
Cost of changing employees. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 8, 1918.
COWDRICK, EDWARD S. Labor maintenance. (In Management’s handbook, 1924. p. 1457–1511.)
FLETCHER, WILLIAM L. How to sell your services. Scranton, International textbook company, 1924. 42p.

EMPTIES
See Containers; Cement sacks.

EMSLY, H. H.

ENAMEL AND ENAMELING
Costs
MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Electrogel, Sept. 1925, p. 25.
Pieced tinware, galvanized and enameled ware, etc. 152–215%;—average, 185%.
ENAMEL iron ware manufacture, classification of accounts. Typewritten.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica; a dictionary of arts, sciences, literature and general information. 3 supplementary volumes. London, Encyclopaedia Britannica company, c1926.

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS, DICTIONARIES, ETC.
ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica; a dictionary of arts, sciences, literature and general information. 3 supplementary volumes. London, Encyclopaedia Britannica company, c1926.
MUNN, GLENN G. Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, accounting and organization; foreign exchange, trusts;;; speculation; markets; and brokerage. New York, Bankers publishing company, 1924. 586p.

ENCYCLOPEDIA of banking and finance. Munn, Glenn G.

ENDOWMENT savings and insurance plan. Bancroft (Joseph) and sons company.

ENERGY costs 0.9972 cent in 7,000 kw. plant. Electrical world, Sept. 29, 1923, p. 661.

ENGELHARDT, FRED

AND BORGERSRODE, FRED VON
Accounting procedure for school systems. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1927. 130p. (School administration series, edited by G. D. Strayer and N. L. Engelsbahr.)


ENGINEERING

Accounting
AFFELDER, WILLIAM M. Contractors’ accounting procedures; also for owners, architects and engineers. New York, Ronald press company. 1924. 286p.
ALEXANDER, HAMILTON institute. Construction accounts. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1918. 41p. (Modern business report no. 95.)
BLOOM, MILTON D., and ALLEN, LESLIE H. Accounting for construction companies, principles, procedure and special problems. Chicago, La Salle extension university, c1925. 75p.

Cost accounting
HIBBS, WESTON J. Construction cost accounting from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the company. (In American electric railway accountants’ association. Proceedings, 1923. p. 26–35.)

Costs
DIESEL shovel operation on logging roads. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 21, 1926, p. 170.
OIL engine operating costs. Power, July 24, 1923, p. 140.

ENGINEERING costing and works accountancy, its objects and necessity. Dunkerley, Roland.

ENGINEERS
Accounting
BRUERE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the contracting and construction company. (In their Applied budgeting. 1926. p. 108–22.)

ENGINEERS’ valuation committee appraises anthracite industry at $989,900,000; that of soft coal at $11–442,864,000. Coal age, Nov. 15, 1923, p. 753–4.

ENGINES
Costs
NATIONAL electric light association. Oil engine cost and test data, installation costs and operating data of Diesel and semi-Diesel oil engines; abstract from report by Prime movers committee of the National electric light association. Power plant engineering, June 15, 1927, p. 675–7.
1918—five years’ operating costs—1922. Oil engine power, June 1923, p. 275–7.
ERLENWEIN, CHARLES H.
Food cost accounting as applied to short loin. Alarm clock, Nov. 1922.

ERNST, A. C.
GOODWILL and its valuation. Printers ink, March 19, 1925, p. 3-8, 125-40.
How to charge advertising costs when more than one product is featured. Printers ink, July 15, 1926, p. 3-6, 162.

ERNST, MORRIS L.

ERNST AND ERNST
BUDGET control; what it does and how to do it. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1925. 30p.
BUSINESS control through analysis. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1927.
KADILLAK Ford dealers' standard accounting system. Revised June 1, 1925. Detroit, Gregory, Mayer and Thom company. c1925. 39p. +forms.
RETAIL inventory method and store budget control. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1926. 26p.


ERROR of six millions. Chicago journal of commerce, May 14, 1925.

ERRORS

FOSTER, CLARENCE H. When the trial balance doesn't balance; an improved method of locating the difficulty in one-third the usual time. Denver, The book house. 9p.
POWELSON, JOHN A. Locating errors. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926, p. 58-67.)

ERSKINE, A. R.

ESCH, FRED
Valuation of leased railroad property. Yale law journal, Jan. 1924, p. 272-84.

ESQUIVERE, PAUL-JOSEPH

ESSENTIAL operating costs. Doolittle, F. W.


ESSENTIALS of drop forging accounting. American drop forging institute.

ESSENTIALS of public speaking. DuBois, Warren C.

ESTABLISHING sales quotas in a large equipment company. Metropolitan life insurance company.


ESTATE accounts. Racine, Samuel F.

ESTATES
See Executors and trustees.


ESTIMATED reproduction costs in uncontradicted evidence cannot be arbitrarily reduced, says U. S. supreme court; special master in Brooklyn case makes important report; change in federal procedure on final hearing in rate cases becomes effective May 13th. American gas association information service, Apr. 1925.


ESTIMATING. Nichols, Edward.


ESTIMATING printing costs. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Feb. 1926, p. 298.


ESTIMATION of underground oil reserves by oil-well production curves. Cutler, Willard W.

ESTRICH, WILLIS A.

ETHICS
See Professional ethics.


ETTINGER, RICHARD P., AND GOTTLIEB, DAVID E.

ETYMLOGICAL dictionary of the English language. Skeat, Walter W.

ETZINS, A. L.
Keeping track of property dollars. American appraisal news, June 1925, p. 149-54.

EURICH, C. F.


Value of cost accounting to management. Creamery and milk plant monthly, Jan. 1926, p. 82-3.


EUROPEAN currency and finance, pursuant to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry; foreign currency and exchange investigation, by John Park Young. United States. Commission on gold and silver inquiry.

EVALUATING the cost department; varying views of cost accountants, engineers, and others on the possibility of measuring the cost-accounting function. Mechanical engineering, Aug. 1924, p. 477-9.

EVANS, A. L.

EVANS, CAREY

EVANS, E. EARL
Accounting as an aid to the executive head. 5 type-written pages. Some practical advice on waterworks accounting. Fire and water engineering, May 23, 1923, p. 1017-8, 1028.


EVANS, EMRYS

EVANS, G. WESLEY

EVANS, H. E.

EVANS, T. J.


EVELAND, H. L.

EVERETT, GUERRA

EVERETT, GUERRA—(Continued).
New Mexican income-tax developments. Commerce reports, Apr. 20, 1923, p. 171.
(United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce division of commercial law, Special circular no. 99.)

EVERETT, T. B.
Cost of doing business chart; expenses based on total sales of three successful stationers of the United States; presented to the South-eastern division convention. National association of stationers, office outfitters and manufacturers, New Orleans, La., Apr. 19–20, 1923. 2p.

EVERITT, F. C., AND HEYWOOD, JOHNSON

EVERITT, FRANK, AND HEYWOOD, JOHNSON

EVERTON, V. J.

EVERY good auditor earns his pay. Putnam, L. L.

EVERY job a good job. Haskins and Sells bulletin, May 1927, p. 33.

EVERYDAY economics. Roberts, Frederick.

EYES, W. F.
Fitting the truck to the job. Management, Nov. 1923, p. 86–90.

EVIDENCE
ANTHON, G. M. Expert in accountancy. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1923, p. 131.
COLLINS, ARTHUR. Accountant in the witness box. Accountant, Jan. 26, 1924, p. 129.
GAS companies books of account as evidence for company. Gas age-record, Aug. 22, 1925, p. 258.
MISSOURI, S 243, an act making certified public accountant incompetent to testify concerning any communication to him, by client, or information obtained from clients' books without the consent of the client; introduced Feb. 1925 (not passed).
OKLAHOMA. Senate bill no. 260, chapter 93, session laws 1923; abstract.


EVOLUTION of accountancy. Accountant, Apr. 5, 1924, p. 556.

EVOLUTION of calendars and how to improve them. Pan American union.

EVOLUTION of overhead accounting. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

EWERTZ, E. H.

EWING, F.

EWING, ROBERT
Taxes and their incidence, Melbourne, Melbourne university press, 1926. 32p. (University of Melbourne publications, no. 9.)


EXAMINATION for the degree of certified public accountant, May 11, 12, and 13, 1926. Ohio. State board of accountancy.


EXAMINATION of bituminous coal companies. McDowell, C. W.

EXAMINATION of income tax returns and determination of tax by the commissioner. Income tax review, July 15, 1926, p. 3–5.


EXAMINATION questions of the state board of accountancy of Kentucky held at Frankfort, Ky, Oct. 48, 19, 20, 21, 1927. 15p.

EXAMINATION questions prepared by the board of examiners for the examinations conducted from June 1917 to May 1924 inclusive. American institute of accountants.


EXAMINATION that protects the bank. Bankers equipment-service bulletin, Aug. 1924, p. 20.

EXAMINATIONS
See also Auditing and auditors.
ACCOUNTANCY questions of vital interest raised by Dean Madden. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 17–9.
EXAMINATIONS—(Continued)


CHASE, S. C. START, Special accounting examinations and reports. (In International library of technology, p. 377.)

CLARIDGE, WILLIAM. Examinations. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922, p. 198-210.)


JONES, E. E. CALWAY. Special to registered students; the need for improved methods of study in preparing for public examinations. Cost accountant, March 1926, p. 256-7.

LAWRENCE, W. B. Questions and problems. (In his Cost accounting, 1925, p. 439-90.)


POWELSON, JOHN A. Cases and questions. (In Bell, William H., and Powelson, John A. Auditing. 1924, p. 345-503.)

PRAFT, C. L. Examinations from a student’s viewpoint. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1924, p. 297-301.)


ROBINSON, J. Preparation for examinations. (In incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921, p. 16.)


American institute of accountants

See also Bulletin of the American institute of accountants.


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Rules of the board of examiners of the American institute of accountants, approved June 13, 1922. (In its 1924 yearbook, pp. 257-7.)


EXAMINATIONS—American institute of accountants—(Continued)


HURLEY, JOHN LAURENCE. C. P. A. law questions, taken from the examinations set by the examiners of the American institute of accountants, June 1923, and answers. Boston, Bentley publishing company, c1924. 149-53.


TEEVAN, JOHN C. C. P. A. law questions (of the Board of examiners, American institute of accountants) and answers. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 190p.


WORD for the examiner. Face student, March 1926, p. 2.


AUSTRALASIAN institute of 'secretaries,' comments by the examiners on candidates' papers submitted at the June 1925 examinations. Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1925, p. 344-8.


C. P. A.


EXAMINATION requirement. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 3-4.


——. Second ed. 1926.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER A. Corporate accounting. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1925. 475p.


——. Second ed. 1924.


WORD for the examiner. Face student, March 1926, p. 2.
EXAMINATIONS—California—(Continued)


Colorado


Connecticut

TANNER, JOHN B. Solution to problem no. 8 of Connecticut examination questions. Certified public accountant, May 1926, p. 149-52.

District of Columbia


Florida


Georgia


Illinois


ILLINOIS. State board of accountancy. Examination, May 1925.

Kentucky


Maryland

MARYLAND. Board of examiners of public accountants. Examinations, Nov. 28, 29, 30, 1927. 16p.

Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS. State board of accountancy. Examinations, Dec. 1924.

Michigan


Minnesota

MINNESOTA. State board of accountancy. C. P. A. examination questions, Nov. 12, 1913.

Mississippi

MISSISSIPPI. Examinations—1923.

New Jersey

NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. Examination, May 1923.
NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. Examination, May 1923, 9 typewritten pages.
NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. Examination, Nov. 1925. 15 typewritten pages.
NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. Examination, May 1926. 15 typewritten pages.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

EXAMINATIONS—New Jersey—(Continued)

NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. Examinations, 1926, 14 typed pages.
NEW JERSEY. State board of accountancy. New Jersey C. P. A. examination, Nov. 1924.

New York

NEW YORK (state). University. Professional examination papers for the academic year 1901. Albany, University of the state of New York. 180p. (College department bulletin 17.)
NEW YORK (state). University. Professional examination papers for the academic year 1902. Albany, University of the state of New York. 1902, 189p. (College department bulletin 19.)
NEW YORK (state). University. Professional examination papers for the academic year 1904. Albany, New York state education department 1904, 190p. (College department bulletin 26.)
POWELSON, JOHN A. Cases and questions, (In Bell, William H., and Powelson, John A. Auditing. 1924, p. 345–503.)

North Carolina


Ohio


Ohio. State board of accountancy. Examination for the degree, certified public accountant, May 9, 10, 11, 1922. Columbus, The board, 1922. 28p.
Ohio. State board of accountancy. Examination for the degree, certified public accountant, Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 17, 18, 19, 1922. Columbus, Ohio, 26p.
Ohio. State board of accountancy. Examination for the degree, certified public accountant, Columbus, Ohio, May 15, 16, 17, 1923. Columbus, Ohio, 1923. 24p.
Ohio. State board of accountancy. Examination for the degree, certified public accountant, Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 16, 17, 18, 1923. Columbus, The board, 1923.

Oklahoma


Oregon


Pennsylvania


Philippine Islands

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. Board of accountancy. Examination, Nov. 1923. Typewritten.
EXAMINATIONS—(Continued)

Rhode Island

RHODE ISLAND. State board of accountancy. Examinations, Nov. 1922, June 1923.

Tennessee


Virginia


VIRGINIA. State board of accountancy. Examination, 1922. 18p.

VIRGINIA. State board of accountancy. Examination Nov. 7, 8 and 9, 1923. 17p.


Wisconsin


Canada


England


Harvard university


India

EXAMINATIONS—(Continued)
Institute of chartered accountants of England and Wales
HINTS for final students. Accountant, Sept. 13, 1924, p. 35;

Institute of cost and works accountants

Manitoba
MANITOBA, University of. May examinations, 1922.

New Zealand

Scotland

SCOTTISH chartered accountants’ general examining board. Report by the board upon the results of the intermediate and final examinations held in May 1926. Accountants’ magazine, Nov. 1926, p. 539–42.

EXAMINATIONS. Claridge, William.


EXAMINATIONS, date and place; abstracts from the law. Typewritten.

EXAMINATIONS from a student’s viewpoint. Pratt, G. L.

EXAMINER favours denial of section IV applications. Railway age, July 26, 1924, p. 163–4.


EXAMPLES of bakery costs and profits in 1922. Baking technology, July 1923, p. 204.

EXCAVATION

Costs


EXCELLENT treatise on credit frauds. New west trade, July 11, 1925, p. 11.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

EXECUTORS from thirty-sixth annual report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1926. Ohio building and loan association. Superintendent.

EXCESS profit tax ruling of the treasury department. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Jan. 18, 1918.

EXCESS profits, estate, gift, capital stock tax procedure, 1926. Montgomery, Robert H.


EXECUTION of the experts' plan, first annuity year, Sept. 1, 1924, to Aug. 31, 1925. Agent general for reparation payment.


EXECUTIVE statistical control. Farnham, Dwight T.

EXECUTIVE's viewpoint in reference to cost figures. Hubbard, E. Kent.


EXECUTORS' accounts—farm properties. Accountants' journal (England), May 20, 1927, p. 351.

EXECUTORS' accounts in relation to rural properties. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), June 1925, March 1927, p. 370-517.

EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES


DAVIS, HERBERT L. Legal accounting and court accounts with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings respecting the duties and obligations of fiduciaries, court auditors, masters in chancery, referees, etc. together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, partition suits, etc., Washington, John Byrne and company, 1927, 90p.


FIDUCIARIES. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 1057-87.)


JUDD, ORIN R. Will contests; address before Trust company section, American bankers association, New York, Feb. 17, 1926. 4 typewritten pages.


Accounting


BELL, E. D. Further notes as to executor's accounts in relation to rural properties, and some suggestions to the society. Accountants' journal (New Zealand) July 1925, p. 2-14.


CARTER, ROGER N. Executorship accounts. Accountant, March 14, 1925, p. 433-44.

CARTER, ROGER N. Student's guide to executorship accounts. Ed. 3. London, Gee and company, 1924, 263p.


Commonwealth journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 199-204.

COUSINS, D. Leading points in executorship accounts. Accountant, July 1927, p. 89-94.

DICKSEE, L. R. Executorships and trusts. (In his Fundamentals of accountancy. pt. 2. p. 61-75.)

DROWLEY, GEORGE. Importance of detail in the presentation of trust accounts. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923; comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923.) p. 181-92.)

Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1924, p. 98-104.


EXECUTORS' accounts—farm properties. Accountants' journal (England), May 20, 1927, p. 351.

EXECUTORS accounts in relation to rural properties. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), June 1925, March 1927, p. 370-517.


FIDUCIARIES. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 1057-87.)

FINNEY, H. A. Estate accounting. (In his Principles of accounting. 1925, ch. 32-1.)


INSOLVENT and deceased estates. (International library of technology, c. 379.)

EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES—Accounting—(Continued)

LEGGE, C. W. Executorship accounts. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 310–32.)


MORLEY, ALBAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., and COLLINS, C. M. Trustees. (In their Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law. p. 260–2.)


TRUST fund. 4 typewritten pages.


Auditing

AMENDMENTS required in the regulations governing the solicitors' trust accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Apr. 1921, p. 1–3.


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Trustees' and executorship accounts. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925, p. 332–6.)


ROBERT, F. A. Points arising in various classes of audits. Incorporated accountants' journal, June 1926, p. 158.

TRUST monies; compulsory audit of accounts. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Oct. 1926, p. 158.


Australia


California


IMPORTANT decision by supreme court of California in Gartenlaub case affirms that discounts from bonds acquired or purchased by trustee for trust investments shall be credited to principal or trust estate. Trust companies, March 1926, p. 357–61.

England


JAMES, E. W. Legacies and legacy duty. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1924. p. 189–201.

LINAHAN, J. Duties of an executor. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925. p. 34–51.)


Mississippi


New Jersey

EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES—(Continued)

New York

COMMISSIONS to which executors, administrators and trustees are entitled. Banking law journal, Feb. 1924, p. 79-80.


STOCK dividends defined as income of trust. Trust companies, May 1926, p. 660.

New Zealand


Ohio

OHIO. Tax commission. Inheritance tax law of Ohio, as effective July 8, 1923. Columbus, 1923, 24p.

Scotland


UNPAID legacy—interest—rate of interest. Accountant, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 68.

Taxation

See Taxation. Inheritance.

United States


COIT, LAWRENCE S. Trust department facilities that appeal to the legal fraternity. Trust companies, Jan. 1926, p. 69-71.


JUDD, ORRIN R. Will contests; address before the Trust company section of the American bankers association, Feb. 17, 1926 (résumé); Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, May 15, 1926, p. 11.

MCMURRAY, O. K. Law and practice as to apportionment between principal and interest in trust estates. Trust companies, June 1925, p. 743-6, 807.


EXECUTORSHIP accounts. Legge, C. W.

EXECUTORSHIP and death duties with a short dissertation on the theory of anti-devolution. Berger, J. A.


EXONERATION of William Henry Dennis: correspondence. Madden, John T.

EXPANSION of American banking in the far east. Fischer, Emil S.


EXPENSE budget as we work it. Oxenreiter, A. E.

EXPENSE investigations and some other statistical problems dependent thereon. Elston, James S.

EXPENSE levels in retailing—a study of the “representative firm” and of “bulkline” costs in the distribution of clothing. Secrist, Horace.


EXPENSE of handling small checking accounts. Mullen, Donald A.

EXPENSE of power and building service. Kendall, James P.

EXPENSES


BRISCO, NORRIS A. Expense distribution and control. (In his Principles of retailing. 1927. p. 173-88.)


HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Advance stationery corporation. (In its Harvard business reports. 1925. p. 139-41.)


OUT of the total income of manufacturing establishments in 1919 there was spent for “local taxes, repairs and maintenance” the sum of one-tenth of one per cent. (From letter dated Aug. 18, 1924, from the National association of manufacturers.)

EXPENSES.—(Continued)
STEWARD, ANDREW. Administrative and selling costs; their nature and distribution. Accountant, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 799-802.
WHAT are ordinary and necessary expenses? Pace student, Aug. 1926, p. 74.
WHERE is it on the balance sheet? Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Dec. 12, 1918.


EXPENSES of doing business. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

EXPENSES of life-insurance companies operating in Nebraska. Nebraska university, College of business administration. Committee on business research.

EXPENSES, profits and losses in retail meat stores, how and why. Secrist, Horace.

EXPENSIVE part of price cutting. Pulp and paper profit, May 1926, p. 3.

EXPERIENCE of the Chase National bank. Jones, A. M.

EXPERIENCE of the Connecticut general life insurance company. Drieh, George A.

EXPERIENCE of the Waldorf system incorporated. Uhl, Austin O.


EXPERIENCE with electric trucks. Electrical world, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 275-6.


EXPERIENCE with the Halsey premium plan. Owen, H. S.

EXPERIENCES in and arguments for and against payment by check. Jefferson, Howard M.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
SHOULD research be charged to sales expense? Printers Ink, Sept. 24, 1925, p. 57-60.


EXPORT credits and collections. Poole, Gordon C.

EXPORT TRADE


CHAPMAN, JOHN M., and WESTERFIELD, RAY B. Financing foreign trade. (In their Problems in banking, money and credit, 1927. chapter 15, p. 306-25.)


EXPORTERS' ENCYCLOPAEDIA; contains full and authentic information relative to shipments for every country in the world. New York, Exporters' encyclopaedia corp. c1925. 1636p.

MACFARLANE, JOHN J. Conversion tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and moneys, with comparisons of prices per pound, yard, gallon or bushel in United States money and prices per kilo, meter, liter or hectoliter in foreign money; trade terms and abbreviations in Ed. 2, revised and enlarged. Philadelphia, Foreign trade bureau, Philadelphia commercial museum, 1924. 105p.


WHITE, B. P. Financing imports and exports. Accounting, commerce and insurance, May 1925, p. 34-6.

Accounting
BUTTERBAUGH, WAYNE E. Accounting. (In his Principles of importing. 1924. p. 43-4.)


LICKEL, HENRY H. Conditions peculiar to the import business. Pace student, July 1923, p. 118-9, 121, 123.

PENNER, BENJAMIN. Export procedures and records. Pace student, May 1924, p. 87, 92-5.

SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Foreign exchange and accounting in foreign trade. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 262-79.)


Statistics
UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Investment and earnings. (In its Report on methods and operations of grain exporters. v. 1. p. 63-92.)

EXPORTERS' encyclopaedia; contains full and authentic information relative to shipments for every country in the world. New York, Exporters' encyclopaedia corp. c1925. 1636p.

EXPRESS
Accounting. Uniform classification
UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of express companies, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.

Rates

EXPRESS—(Continued)

Stores systems
STOCK room system for lowering costs; perpetual in-
ventory a big time saver. Motor transport, Dec. 1,
1923, p. 300–2.

EXTENDING credit based upon financial statements.
Burke, H. C.

EXTENSION courses in accounting for commercial
teachers. Percy, Atlee L.

EXTENSION of time for filing tax returns. Bulletin of
the American institute of accountants, March 15, 1926,
p. 7.

EXTENSIVE duties of accounting department. Rail-
way age, Apr. 5, 1924, p. 900.

EXTENSIVE public service marks record of Illinois
legislature. American accountant, May 1927, p. 27–
30.

1926, p. 269–70.

EXTRA financial incentives for supervisors. Brinkman,
E. E.

EXTRA incentive wage plans. American management
association.

EXTRA incentive wage plans for inspectors. American
management association.

EXTRA incentive wage plans for maintenance forces,
clean-up gangs, watchmen, janitors, etc. American
management association.

EXTRA incentive wage plans for office employees.
Rowland, F. L., Harper, W. J., and Myers, P. H.

EXTRA incentive wage plans for stock keepers, stock
handlers, loading and unloading gangs, et al., report of
a group covering methods of the Holeproof hosery
company. Brinkman, E. E.

EXTRA incentive wage plans grouped. Iron age, May

EXTRA incentive wage plans in the men’s clothing in-
dustry in Chicago. Hotchkiss, Willard E.

EXTRA incentive wage plans of the Electric railway and
light company. Moody, Ralph D.

EXTRA incentives for foremen in the Harder manufac-
turing company. Rowley, A. W.

EYSTER, CHARLES
How the Rosenbaum store controls merchandise.
Store operation, June 1926, p. 7–8.

EZEKIEL, M. J. B.
See Tolley, H. R., joint author.

FABRE, ALFRED
Setting the right food portions. Hotel management,

FABRICATED production department, its service on
manufacturing problems cost accounting, simplifica-
tion, standardization statistics, organization produc-
tion problems, etc. Chamber of commerce of the
United States.

FACKLE, F. W.
See Miller, F. H., joint author.

FACTORIES
ANDERSON, A. G. Do branch plants pay? Man-
HAGEMANN, GEORGE E. Industrial plant. (In
Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 259–350.)
MILLER, FRED J., and CLARK, WALLACE. Plant
layout. (In Management’s handbook. 1924,
p. 351–68.)
MILES, RICHARD. Conceived in writing. Cost

PILLSBURY, C. R. Costs for plant foreman. Manu-
WALKER, W. B. Problem of the half-filled shop.
Cost accountant, Nov. 1927, p. 183–92.
WINDER, A. Problem of the half-filled shop. Cost

Accounting
See Cost and factory accounting.

Costs
KIBBLE, A. B. Controlled production reduces costs.
RADEMACHER, W. H. Economics of industrial
lighting. Manufacturers news, Feb. 6, 1926, p. 5–6,
26.

Management
ALLEN, LEONARD H. All parts accounted for.
Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly
bulletin, Jan. 3, 1927.
ANDREW, J. ERNEST. Cost figures from the view-
point of the factory executives. Paper trade journal,
Sept. 24, 1925, p. 37–43.
ATKINS, PAUL M. Factories management. New
BABCOCK, GEORGE D. Production control. (In
Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 597–698.)
BASSET, WILLIAM R. Making sure of low produc-
tion costs. Sphinx talks, no. 54.
BASSET, WILLIAM R. Making the factory a tool of
production. Sphinx talks, no. 59.
BECHTEL, V. R. Use of cost and expense records by
factory executives for cost control. (In National
125–30.)
BENEDICT, H. L. $200,000 saving in factory costs
and other advantages for controlled production.
Management and administration, Aug. 1923, p.
179–83. Sphinx talks, no. 41.
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Charts and plans; land,
floor, layout and organization. (In his Accounting
systems, principles and problems of installation.
1926, p. 162–72.)
BERRY, HOWARD. Executive uses of costs. New
York, National association of cost accountants,
Sept. 2, 1924, 14p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 1.)
BOLLING, CUNLIFE L. Commercial manage-
ment; a handbook of modern business practice.
BONNETT, C. L. Linking maintenance with produc-
tion and costs; functions and operation of a non-
productive planning department. Industrial man-
BRIGGS, H. Repetition work in the engineering
143–7, 169–72.
BURNETT, FREDERICK. Value of engineering
service to industry. Cost and management, Nov.
CARLIOZ, J. Le Gouvernement des entreprises.
(In Het Internationaal accountants congres, Amster-
dam, 1926, p. 135–86.)
CARLIOZ, J. Industrial organisation and manage-
ment. (In International accountants congress.
Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 8c.)
CLARK, WALLACE. Control chart for the chief
CROCKETT, CHARLES J. Production must dove-
tail with distribution plans. Illinois manufacturers’
costs association monthly bulletin, March 20, 1923.
DAILY control of production. Manufacturing indus-
DAVIS, RALPH C. Method of finding minimum
-cost quantity in manufacturing. Management and
administration, Apr. 1925, p. 352–6. Manufacturing
DU BRUL, E. F. Importance of the cost of idleness
in equipment industries. New York, National
association of cost accountants, Aug. 1, 1924, 14p.
(Official publications, v. 5, no. 22.)
DU BRUL, STEPHEN. Some weaknesses of produc-
tion systems. (In Ohio state university. College of
commerce and journalism. Bureau of business re-
search. Proceedings of management week, 1925,
vol. 2, p. 31–48.)
DUTTON, HENRY POST. Factory management,
EDERER, LOETHAR. New electrical production
FACTORIES—Management—(Continued)
FARISH, D. M. Internal organization of a manufacturing firm: New York, National association of cost accountants, Apr. 1, 1925. 12p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 15.)
FARNHAM, D. W. Executive statistical control. New York, Industrial extension institute, c1922. 452p. (Factory management course, v. 6.)
FORDHAM, THOMAS B. What the foreman should know about cost control. American management review, Dec. 1924, p. 8.
HOW to find out if labor-saving equipment will pay. Selling, transmission, tools and supplies, Aug. 1924, p. 30-4.
HUBBARD, E. KENT, and ANDREW, J. ERNEST. Executive’s viewpoint in reference to cost figures, by E. Kent Hubbard; Cost figures from the viewpoint of the factory executive, by J. Ernest Andrew. New York, National association of cost accountants, May 1925. 108p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 17.)
LAHIR, N. F. Shall we save on labor, materials or general expenses? Manufacturing industries, Aug. 1926, p. 113-4.
MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Production control. (In his Managerial accounting. v. 1. p. 507-644.)
METROPOLITAN life insurance company. First aid rooms in small plants. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company; Policymakers’ service bureau.
—No. 120.
MYERS, CHARLES S. Human factor in industry. Accountant, March 7, 1925, p. 413.
NEVINS, A. B. How we make it easy to apply the ounce of prevention in management. Factory, June 1926, p. 122-4.

PRODUCTION control and cost finding. 6v. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, c1925.
RADFORD, G. S. Control of quality. (In Management’s handbook, 1924, p. 199-209.)
REQUISITION of time. Accountant, March 6, 1926, p. 357-60.
ROE, JOSEPH W., and LYTLLE, CHARLES W. Operation study and rate-setting. (In Management’s handbook. 1924. p. 797-908.)
RUMPF, GUY H. Increasing production and reducing costs. Society of industrial engineers bulletin, Dec. 1923, p. 4-8.
SIBLEY, FRED W. Banker’s relation to industrial reconstruction since 1920; address delivered to Association of reserve city bankers, Dallas, Texas, Apr. 16, 1924. New York, Bankers trust company. 19p.
SIBLEY, FRED W. Selling and producing as a co-ordinated organization; address to the Illinois manufacturers’ costs association on Apr. 28, 1925. New York, Bankers trust company. 19p.
VIETH, A. B. Keeping the factory in running order. Industrial management, July 1927, p. 11-4.
WALDRON, FREDERICK A. Simplified factory accounting and routing. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 113p. (Ronograph library no. 35.)
WHERRY, HENRY P. New methods increased production 100%. Manufacturing industries, Jan. 1927, p. 41-4.
FACTORIES management. Atkins, Paul M.


FACTORS in the farm-railway situation. Downs, L. A.

FACTORS which determine profitable operation. Bus transportation, Apr. 1924, p. 207.


FACTORY budget plan grown out of 10 years’ experience. (In Production control and cost finding. c1925. v. 6. p. 23–35.)

FACTORY costing. Ensmley, H. H.


FACTORY management. Dutton, Henry Post.

FACTORY overhead. Webster, Frank E.

FACTS and figures about photo-engraving for 1926. American photo-engravers association.

FACTS and figures of the automobile industry. National automobile chamber of commerce.

FACTS you should know about the retirement system. San Francisco. City employees’ retirement system.


FAILURES
See Bankruptcy; Liquidations and receiverships.

FAIRBANKS, WILLIAM H.
What I have learned from cost records on fleet of 300 trucks. Power wagon, May 1926, p. 40–4.

FAIRCILD, FRED R. AND OTHERS

FALCONER, J. A.

FALCONER, ROBERT

FALL, FRANK A.
Bad debt losses decreased. Credit monthly, June 1925, p. 7.
Fifty books for credit executives. New York, National association of credit men. 1p.


FALLERIUS, H. A.

FALSE financial statements; remedies of defrauded creditors. Fixel, Arthur E.

FALSE STATEMENT LAW

FAMILY financing and record keeping. American school of home economics.


FANCHER, HARRY M.
How much should I spend? Automobile dealer budget and expense control. St. Louis, National automobile dealers association. 4p.
Treasurer’s job, as I see it; what accounting is and how it can produce more profit for the distributor. Motor world wholesale, May 28, 1925, p. 40–1.
Where small dealer profits come from; how a practical accounting system can be used for the control of expenses. Motor world, March 12, 1925, p. 16–7.

FANCHER, HARRY M., COMP.
National automobile dealers’ association. 1926 budgets for automobile dealer; sales, profits, expenses, suggested set-ups, showing departmental sales balances and maximums of expense that can be incurred and produce a minimum profit of 5% net; compiled by H. M. Fancher, St. Louis, National automobile dealers association. 4p.

FANNING, E. T.
Accounting machines. Credit monthly, Feb. 1924, p. 20–44.

FANNING, F. E.
Bookkeeping machines. Credit monthly, Apr. 1924, p. 7–38.

FANNING, L. M.
Need survey of distribution costs. Oil and gas journal, July 7, 1927, p. 33.

FAR-REACHING inheritance tax decision by the United States supreme court in Frick appeal. Trust companies, June 1925, p. 757–61.

FARB, SOLOMON


FARES in cities of more than 25,000 population. Millon, J. A.


FARGO, G. E.

FARISH, D. M.

FARLEY, F. J.

FARM
See Agriculture.


FARM-ACCOUNTING association. Voorhies, Edwin C.

FARM accounts. Orwin, C. S.

FARM accounts. Accountant, March 5, 1927, p. 335–6.

FARM accounts and costs of production of farm crops. Moffitt, Earl L.
FARM accounts made easier. Donald, John S.

FARM bookkeeping. Thomson, Edward H., and Ball, James S.

FARM costs and farm organization. Willard, Rex E.

FARM costs and relative profitableness of seven crops, Twin Falls county, Idaho, 1919 and 1920. Hunter, Byron and Nuckols, S. B.

FARM inventories. Ball, J. S.

FARM labor record. Georgia state college of agriculture.

FARM LOAN
See Agriculture. Credit.

FARM MACHINERY
See Agricultural machinery trade.

FARM management, farm accounts, credits, marketing, homes and statistics. United States. Agriculture, Department of.

FARM organization and cost of production on cotton farms in Anderson county, S. C. Jenson, Ward C.


FARM organization and management studies in Warren county, Iowa. Crickman, C. W.

FARM records and accounts. Farming, Jan. 1924, p. 393.

FARMER, N. D.

FARMER, NOYES D.
Selling the financial program to the production man. (In Society of industrial engineers. Problems of management to-day. 1925. p. 125–7.)

FARMERS and costing accounts. Cost accountant, Aug. 1924, p. 102.

FARMERS AND MECHANICS SAVINGS-BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS


FARMING records and accounts. Spicer, E. E., and Pegler, E. C.

FARNAN, DANIEL

FARNHAM, DWIGHT T.

FARR, HERBERT
Core room premium system. Foundry, May 1, 1923, p. 371–4.

FARRELL, MORGAN G.
Correct cost keeping for building contractors. Building age, May, June 1923, p. 77–9, 80–2.
Cost of power for industrial plants. Oil engine power, Jan. 1925, p. 38–42.
Divided counsel costs money. Power plant engineering, June 1, 1926, p. 637–9.
Small or large motors for industrial plants. Power plant engineering, Sept. 1, 1925, p. 901–5; Discussion, Oct. 15, 1925, p. 1064.

FARRER, R. F.
Splendid bookkeeping system for small shops. Automobile trimmer and painter, Dec. 1924, p. 70.

FARRINGTON, FRANK
Meeting chain store competition. Chicago, Byxbee publishing company. c1922. 151p.

FARWELL, C. J. W.

FARWELL, STANLEY P.

FASSETT, CHARLES M.

FATHCHILD, IRVIN H.

FAUSSET, F. PORTER

FAUST, MARTIN L.

FAVOR C. P. A. statements to back loans. Coast banker, Dec. 1924, p. 902.

FAVOR licensing accountants. New York evening post, March 6, 1924.

FAVORITE methods of business crookdom. Wildman, John R.


FAY, A. H.

FEARING, FREDERICK C.

FEDDE, A. S.
Accountancy as a vocation. Face student, March 1926, p. 20–2.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

FEDDE, A. S.—(Continued)
Has plan to insure financial house. New York sun, Sept. 27, 1924.
Protective insurance suggested. Journal of account-
Report of the recent congress at Amsterdam, Aug. 26, 1926.
Typewritten.


FEDERAL arbitration. American institute of account-
burgh accountant, March 1926, p. 3-8.

FEDERAL arbitration. American institute of account-

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
SAFEGUARDING funds; financial and fiduciary mat-
ters. New York, J. E. Stohlmann, 1925.

FEDERAL FARM LOAN ACT

FEDERAL farm-loan system in operation. Wiprud, A. C.

FEDERAL income and estate tax; being a compilation and annotation of all federal income and estate tax laws since the organization of the federal government, and a correlation of the revenue acts of 1916, 1917, 1918, 1921, 1924 and 1926. Barton, Walter E., and Browning, Carroll W.

FEDERAL income and estate tax laws correlated and annotated. Barton, Walter E., and Browning, Car-
roll W.

FEDERAL income and other taxes for 1924. Epstein, Hyman M., and Taylor, James A.

FEDERAL income tax. Holmes, George E.

FEDERAL income tax. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.

FEDERAL income tax; administrative procedure under the revenue act of 1926. Income tax review, May 15, June 1, 15, 1927, p. 3-5, 3-9, 3-7, 3-5.

FEDERAL income tax amendments. Australi-
an accountant and secretary, Oct. 1923, Oct. 1924, p. 285-
90, 289-92.

FEDERAL income tax guide for individuals; how to prepare the individual return (form 1040). McLaren, Goode and company.


FEDERAL income tax law of 1926, with explanatory digest. Mellon national bank.

FEDERAL income tax on estates and trusts. United States. Treasury department.

FEDERAL income tax procedure, 1924. Philip, Maximil-
lian, and Blinken, M. H.

FEDERAL income tax returns on installment sales; prepared especially for retail music merchants. Music industries chamber of commerce.

FEDERAL income tax service, 1924. Corporation trust company.

FEDERAL income tax, summary of the amendment act, Sept. 1, 1923. Australi-

FEDERAL income taxes, 1927. Kohler, Eric L.

FEDERAL income taxes, principles and practice. Ross-
moore, E. E.

FEDERAL institute of accountants, alteration of articles. Australi-

FEDERAL institute of accountants of Australia. Bul-

FEDERAL LAND BANKS
See Banks and banking—Federal land banks.

FEDERAL reserve bank of Kansas city. Form no. CD-1, corporation. 1p.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS
See Banks and banking—Federal reserve banks.

FEDERAL reserve system. Jones, J. H.

FEDERAL revenue act of 1926. Bankers trust company.

FEDERAL revenue act of 1926, approved Feb. 26, 1926; federal income tax, estate tax (including gift tax for 1924 and 1925), stamp tax and miscellaneous taxes. United States.

FEDERAL tax board of appeals. Lowson, Frank.

FEDERAL tax service for 1924, supplement; digest of federal tax decision; table of depreciation rates, March 1, 1913 security prices. Prentice-Hall, inc.

FEDERAL tax service, 1927. Corporation trust com-
p any.

FEDERAL taxation. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


FEDERAL taxes. Howard, Hamilton.

FEDERAL taxes for 1924, text of the law, elucidation of the law, changes in the law, tables illustrating taxes; indexed. Federal trade information service.


FEDERAL TRADE INFORMATION SERVICE


FEED cost of milk and fat production as related to yields. Ross, H. A., Hall, H. F., and Rhodes, C. S.

FEEDING STUFFS
Costs
CLARK, A. W., and others. Composition and cost of commercial feeding stuffs in 1924. Ithaca, Cornell university, 1925. 36p. (New York state agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 530.)

FEES
See Wages, fees, etc.

FEIK, ROY W.
FEIL, G. J. J.
Principles of cost accounting as applied to a government department. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 31, 1926, p. 96–102.

and WOODFORD, A. J. C.

FELL, H. J.

FELLS, J. M.
(In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925, p. 17–33.)
Accountancy as an aid to the solution of social problems; summary of a lecture delivered before the Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London, Feb. 16, 1925, 2p.

FELTON, SAMUEL M.
Why western railways cannot reduce rates; an article published in the Chicago evening post, July 30, 1923.

FENNINGER, CARL W.
Problems and procedure in trust department development and management. Trust companies, June 1927, p. 751–6.

FENTON, RICHARD S.

FENWICK, C. B.

FERGUSON, FORREST E.

FERGUSON, W. S.

FERGUSON, WILLIAM B.

FERGUSON-McKINNEY frauds. 1925. Clippings from newspapers.

FERN, W. G.

FERNALD, HENRY B.

FERRIES
Costs


FERTILIZERS

Accounting

Cost accounting
McCloskey, William B. Comparison of cost figures; an analysis of some cost reports which indicates the need of a uniform system. American fertilizer, June 25, 1927, p. 71–2.
NATIONAL fertilizer association. Cost accounting and cost estimating for dry mixers of fertilizers; prepared by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by B. A. McKinney. Ed. 2. 1924. 71p. + forms.
NATIONAL fertilizer association. Cost accounting and cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate; prepared by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by B. A. McKinney. 1926. 63p. + forms.

Costs
Fertilizers—Costs.—(Continued)

DODSON, W. R. Unit method of estimating the value of commercial fertilizer. Louisiana planter and sugar manufacturer, June 2, 1923, p. 443.

FIELD, JOHN H. Some facts about the fertilizer industry. American fertilizer, June 2, 1923, p. 52-5.

FIELD, JOHN H. National fertilizer association. Cost accounting and cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate; prepared by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by R. A. McKinney. 1926. 63p. 7 forms.

NEW European concentrated fertilizer. American fertilizer, Apr. 7, 1923, p. 65-6, 68, 70.


Statistics


FESTIVITIES of the calendar as a fiscal year. Cherry, Gladstone.

FEW notes on currency and banking. Naish, H. W.

FEW notes on shipping accounts. Garnsey, G. F.

FEW words to the article clerk. Fripp, Daniel S.

FICEK, KAREL

See Wiesner, Jaromin, joint author.

FIDELITY INSURANCE

See Insurance.—Surety and fidelity.

FIDELITY losses present growing menace to American business. Allen, Lewis H.


FIDUCIARIES

See also Executors and trustees.


FIDUCIARY relations. Judd, Orrin R.

FIELD, E. G.


FIELD, EDWARD


FIELD, JOHN H.

Some facts about the fertilizer industry. American fertilizer, June 2, 1923, p. 52-5.

FIELD, WILLIAM P.


Relation of the American chambers of commerce abroad to United States and foreign governments; address delivered before the Chamber of commerce of the United States, May 11, 1926 (résumé). Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1926, p. 11.

FIELD, WILLIAM P.


FIELD sales organizations. Sander, Theodore.

FIELDER, R. E.

Supervision of maintenance of modern bus system: methods followed by Fifth avenue coach company described by chief engineer: close account kept of all operations; records supply data for determination of quality of tires and other equipment needed. Aera, May 1923, p. 1093-706.


FIELDS, JAMES L.


15-16 George V, chapter 46. Canada.


FIFTY books for credit executives. Fall, Frank A.

FIGART, DAVID M.


(United States Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Trade promotion series no. 2.)

FIGSBY, F. H.

Material costs can be standardized. Factory, March 1926, p. 431-2.


FIGURING labor turnover. Illinois manufacturers' costs association, May 7, 1923.

FIKULA, P. M.


FILBEY, EDWARD J.


FILENE, EDWARD A.

Business of commercial education; address before the Eastern commercial teachers association, at its 29th annual convention, at the Hotel Statler, Boston, Mass., Apr. 16, 1927, 14p.

More profits from merchandising. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1925. 159p.
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FILFUS, NATHANIEL AND ROBINSON, NATHANIEL

FILING AND INDEXING
CRAVER, HARRISON W. Information filing system. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 1514-9.)

Costs


FINANCE
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR. Present-day accountant; his problems and contribution to the public welfare of financing. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 19-30.)
CHAPMAN, JOHN M., and WESTERFIELD, RAY B. Financing the business man. (In their Problems in banking, money and credit. 1927. chapter 10, p. 207-26.)

FINANCE. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 787-888.)
MAXWELL, JAMES W. How the security statistician does his work. Magazine of Wall street, May 9, 1925, p. 48-9.
MÜNN, GLENN G. Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, accounting and organization; foreign exchange, trusts, investments, speculation, markets; and brokerage. New York, Bankers publishing company, 1924. 586p.
PÉLTON, G. M. Supplying financial and cost information, what should be given to department heads? Management and administration, Feb. 1924, p. 169-72.
UNITED STATES. Commission on gold and silver inquiry. European currency and finance, pursuant to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry; foreign currency and exchange investigation, by John Park Young. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 545p. (Serial 9, v. 1.)
UNITED STATES. Controller of the currency. Text of the annual report. 1924.

Australia

Canada

China

Colombia

England

France
See Monthly review of the Banque nationale Française, du commerce extérieur.

Germany

India


STAUD, E. ELMER. German finance and industry; present conditions that should be known by American manufacturers. L. R. B. & M. journal, Apr. 1925, p. 1-6.


UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of. German law on the revaluation of depreciated private claims. Washington, 1925. (Special circular no. 153, Finance and investment division.)

UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of. German law on the revaluation of public loans. Washington, 1925. (Special circular no. 152, Finance and investment division.)

UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of. Revaluation of paper mark debts. Washington, 1925. (Special circular no. 142, Finance and investment division.)

Great Britain
FINANCE—Great Britain—(Continued)

Italy

United States
FINANCE act, 1921. Elgar, W. D.
FINANCE act, 1923. Great Britain.

FINANCE COMPANIES
GRIMES, WILLIAM A. Financing automobile sales by the time payment plan. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Banks and their use. (In his Financial handbook. 1925. p. 1181-1276.)
ROBINSON, ELAND REX. Some observations on American investment trusts; reprinted from the book directory. Nov. 1928.

Accounting
BROWN, ROBERT C. Automobile sales financing. Accountant, July 1927, p. 21-35.
GORDON, R. W. Hadley's pathfinder system for a finance company. Los Angeles, Cal., Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 10p. +forms.
PURCHASE of mortgages. 3 typewritten pages.

FINANCE that will build up profits. Electrical merchandising, Dec. 1924, p. 4777.


FINANCIAL audit as viewed by bankers; statement analysis; suggested methods for a credit index; publications of the Robert Morris associates, condensed, rearranged, and commented on by Scovell, Wellington and company. Scovell, Wellington and company.

FINANCIAL budgeting technique. Weger, Chester E.

FINANCIAL burden in cost. Illinois manufacturers' costs association.

FINANCIAL calculations. Chase, Stuart.

FINANCIAL control and accounting for a chamber of commerce. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


FINANCIAL crime. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1925, p. 57-9.

FINANCIAL engineering. Goldman, O. B.


FINANCIAL history of the state of Washington for the period statehood to March 31, 1923. Washington, Department of efficiency.

FINANCIAL management of farmers' elevators. Francis, Gerald M.

FINANCIAL management of the Dennison manufacturing company. Hayden, H. B.

FINANCIAL management of the Dutchess manufacturing company. Sweetser, F. L.

FINANCIAL organization and management of business. Gerstenberg, Charles W.


FINANCIAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
See also Little, Arthur S., joint author.
ACME tables of bond values showing net returns from 2% to 10% on bonds and other redeemable securities paying interest semiannually, giving values accurate to the nearest cent on $1,000,000. Boston, Financial publishing company. c1923. 773p.

FINANCIAL reports for industrial executives. Boston chamber of commerce.

FINANCIAL standards. Meech, S. P.

FINANCIAL statement drops in funeral dignity; Metropolitan life shows how a real selling message can be built around a financial statement. Printers ink, Apr. 16, 1925, p. 133-4.


FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
See Statements—Financial.


FINANCIAL statements and their analysis. Martinetti, F. A.


FINANCIAL survey. Nadel, Benjamin.

FINANCING automobile sales by the time-payment plan. Grimes, William A.

FINANCING of social work. Proctor, Arthur W., and Schuck, Arthur A.


FINANCING pension plans. Woodward, Joseph H.

FINANCING, producing and marketing plantation rubber. India rubber world, June 1, 1923, p. 551-2.

FINANCING real estate. Bingham, Robert F. and Andrews, Elmore L.

FINANCING the livestock industry. Larmer, Forrest M.

FINCHER, JOHN R.
Depreciation of mines and mining machinery and equipment. Haskins and Sells bulletin, May 1927, p. 34-5.


FINDING the source. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1923, p. 120.

FINK, WILLIAM E.

FINLAYSON, GEORGE D.

FINLEY, C. B., AND FUNK, L. C.
Are high producing cows profitable? Dairy farmer, Sept. 1, 1923, p. 6-7.

FINLEY, J. N.

FINNEY, H. A.

Statement of application of funds; a reply to Mr. Esquerr. Journal of accountancy, June 1925, p. 497-511.

AND BAUMANN, H. P.
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FIRE INSURANCE  
See Insurance, Fire.  

FIRE insurance accounting. Wiegand, William B.  


FIRE LOSSES  
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Fire losses. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 346-51.)  
EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Fire losses. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 381-90.)  
FINNEY, H. A. Fire insurance—fire loss—life insurance. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923, ch. 58.)  
KESTER, ROY B. Adjustment of fire losses. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925, p. 315-38.)  
RATIO of fire losses on Portland cement plants. 1 typewritten page.  

FIRST aid rooms in small plants. Metropolitan life insurance company.  

FIRST AND OLD DETROIT NATIONAL BANK  

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO  
RULES and regulations of the pension fund. Chicago, The company, 1924. 15p.  
FIRST national bank of Mobile, Alabama, appellant, vs. the United States of America, appellee. Appeal from the district court of the United States for the southern district of Alabama. United States Supreme court.  
FIRST steps in cost accounting. Sweetser, Frank L.  

FIRST supplement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed and amendments made by the eighteenth Wyoming state legislature and session laws of Wyoming. Insurance, Department of.  

FIRST WISCONSIN NATIONAL BANK OF MILWAUKEE  
FIRST year of the insurance bureau. National retail dry goods association.  
FISCAL and calendar year for municipalities, states and other political sub-divisions. 1925. Typewritten.  

FISCH, DAVID S.  
From bookkeeping to cost accounting. Electricist, July 1924, p. 31-2.  

FISCHER, E.  
Depreciation—its application to this industry and a practical computing method. Ice cream trade journal, Aug. 1925, p. 53-6.  

FISCHER, EMIL S.  
American banking, with reference to the financial disasters in the U. S. A. at the end of 1907; reprinted from the Peking and Tientsin times, 1907. 17p.  

FISCHER, HAROLD  

FISHER, EDGAR C.  
Simple method for the controller to check up his work. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Feb. 1926, p. 36.  

FISHER, F. LINDSAY  
Canadian chartered accountant, July 1925, p. 36-51.  

FISHER, IRVING  

FISHER, JOHN A.  

FISHER, LEWIS G.  
C. P. A. legislation; address delivered at a regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Cleveland, Ohio, May 22, 1926. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1926, p. 112-5.  
FISHER, S. N.

FISHING

FITZPATRICK, F. STUART

FITZPATRICK, WALTER T.
Cost control for knit underwear factories; compiled under the direction of Walter T. Fitzpatrick; published under the auspices of the Associated knit underwear manufacturers of America. New York, Ronald press company. 1924. 259p.


FIVE months' stay for Canada's sales tax, effective Jan. 1 — government decides it would be unfair to business to make levy operative too soon. Commercial and financial chronicle, July 21, 1923, p. 289.

FIVE-ton trucks operated at 27 cents per mile. Motor transport, June 10, 1924, p. 252-3.

FIVE wastes in distribution. von Rosen, Urban F.

FIXED ASSETS
See Assets, Fixed.


FIXED assets, depreciation and costs. Olson, Lyle H.

FIXED capital accounting records in relation to the construction budget. Wyckoff, J. T.

FIXED capital records. Nelson, C. L.


FIXEL, ARTHUR E.
False financial statements; remedies of defrauded creditors. Albany, Matthew Bender and company, 1924. 307p.

FJELD, E. I.

FLADER, LOUIS
How to induce trade association members to employ the uniform system. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 28-30).

FLANAGAN, FRANK J.

FLARSHEIM, HENRY B.

FLATHER, A.
Accounts of national insurance committees. Accountant, Aug. 6, 1927, p. 199-204.


FLAVELLE, JOSEPH
Constructive co-operation in business administration. Cost and management, Sept. 1926, p. 44.

FLECK, LAURENCE H.


FLECK, JOHN S.
Warehousing and purchasing records; supervision of retail outlets; centralizing executive controls. (In Hayward, Walter S., and Percival White. Chain stores, their management and operation, 1925. p. 267-316.)

FLEMING, S. C.
All time records kept by recording clock. Bus transportation, Jan. 1927, p. 40-1.

FLEMING, W. A.

FLETCHER, A. G.

FLIGHT, RALPH U.

FITZGERALD, RICHARD

FITZGERALD, T.

FITZGERALD, WILLIAM A.

FIVE-ton trucks operated at 27 cents per mile. Motor transport, June 10, 1924, p. 252-3.
**ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX**

**FLETCHER, C. B.**

**FLETCHER, F. RICHMOND**

**FLETCHER, FRANK B., AND CAINE, FREDERICK J.**

**FLETCHER, ROBERT H.**

**FLETCHER, WILLIAM L.**
How to sell your services. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. 42p.

**FLINT, W. P.**

**FLOOD, T. J.**
Cost records that led to 50% less expense. *System*, Feb. 1924, p. 206-10.

**FLOOD CONTROL**

**Accounting**
CONSTRUCTION equipment accounting; how the Miami conservation district kept records of the plant used on its flood control project. *Engineering and contracting*, Aug. 19, 1925, p. 408-10.

**Costs**
PAUL, CHARLES H. Construction plant, methods and costs. Dayton, Miami conservancy district, 1925, 411p. (Technical reports, part 10.)

**FLORIDA. COMPTROLLER’S OFFICE**
BANKING and trust laws, also laws relating to building and loan associations and small loan business; incorporation, management and supervision. Tallahassee, 1926. 88p.

**STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY**
RULES 1924. Typewritten.
SENATE bill no. 282: an act to amend sections 2507, 2508, 2510, 2512, 2513 and 5670 of the revised general statutes of Florida; adopted Aug. 12, 1927. 2 typewritten pages.


**FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS**
CONSTITUTION and by-laws; reorganized 1927. 16p.
PROPOSED amendments, Dec. 12, 13, 1927. 1 typewritten page.


**FLORISTS**

**Costs**

**Inventories**
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Inventories of live-stock raisers and other farmers. (In his *Income tax procedure*, 1926, p. 1788-90.)

**FLORISTS’ shops.** *American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 22, Feb. 1924*, p. 7.

**FLOUR**
Costs

**FLOUR MILLS**

**UNITED STATES**

**UNITED STATES**
Federal trade commission. Wheat flour milling industry; communication transmitting the report of the commission on the wheat flour milling industry, in response to senate resolution no. 212, 67th congress, second session, agreed to January 18, 1923. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 130p. (68th congress, 1st session, document no. 130.)

**Accounting**

**NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS.** Flour mills. (In their *Specialized accounting*, 1925. p. 60-75.)


**Auditing**
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Flour mills. (In their *Specialized accounting*, 1925. p. 60-75.)

**Cost accounting**


**LEAVEL, R. F.** Charges for interest on investment as a manufacturing cost. *Millers review and Dixie miller*, Dec. 1924.


**Costs**

2507, 2508, 2510, 2512, 2513 and 5670 of the revised general statutes of Florida; adopted Aug. 12, 1927. 2 typewritten pages.
FLOUR MILLS—Costs—(Continued)


Statistics


JUSTIN, W. H. Operating control through scientific analysis or analytical ratios in actual practice; an address delivered before eighth regional convention, Midwest district, American institute of accountants, Omaha, Neb., May 24, 1924. 10p.


UNITED STATES. Senate. Wheat flour milling industry; communication from the chairman of the federal trade commission in response to Senate resolution no. 212, 67th congress, second session, agreed to January 18, 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 130p. (67th congress, 1st session, senate document, no. 130.)


FLOYD, G. F.


FLOYD, ROBERT L.


FLUNO, ARTHUR S.


FOERSTER, ROBERT F., AND DIETEL, ELSE H.


FOLLETT, M. P.

How is the employee representation movement re-molding the accepted type of business manager? (In Metcalf, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 339–54.)

How must business management develop in order to become a profession? (In Metcalf, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 88–102.)

How must business management develop in order to possess the essentials of a profession? (In Metcalf, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 73–87.)


What type of central office of active leadership is essential to business management as defined in this course? (In Metcalf, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 355–69.)

FOLSOM, M. B.

Devices for making statements and statistics truly comparative. New York, American management association, c1927. 14p. (Financial executives’ series, no. 22.)


FONDILLER, RICHARD AND ELSTON, JAMES S.


FOOD

FOOD purchases should be based on merchandise received, not invoices paid. Alarm clock, June 1927, p. 5–6.


Cost accounting


Costs


Statistics

MURPHY, HELEN. Statistical data that every food cost accountant should know. Alarm clock, May 1927, p. 5–6, 8.

FOOD cost finding and control for hotels, restaurants, cafeterias, clubs, institutions, department stores, industrial eating places, transportation companies and all other modern eating establishments. Wel-ling, Joseph Dommers.

FOOD costs and city consumers; significant factors in metropolitan distribution of perishables. Artman, Charles E.

FOOD purchases should be based on merchandise received, not invoices paid. Alarm clock, June 1927, p. 5–6.


FOOS, I. D.

U. S. supreme court upholds cement trade association activities. Concrete, July 1925, p. 6–8.

FOOTE, ARTHUR E.

How Secretary Hoover can co-operate with public accountant. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 103–6, 120.

FOOTPRINTS. Haskins and Sels bulletin, March 1926, p. 17.


FOR automobile dealers; a used car record card worked out. Bookkeeper and auditor, Apr. 1927, p. 12.

FOR the honor of the state. Journal of accountancy, Feb. 1925, p. 133.

FORBES, CHARLES

FORBES, CHARLES—(Continued)

FORBES, RUSSELL

FORBUSH, W. A.

FORCE, H. H.

FORCE, HAROLD D.

FORD, HORACE S.

FORD, J. F.

FORD, RUTH L.
Method of handling adjustments. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925., p. 87–9.)
Reports from many stores show how salesbooks are handled and point to need for more effective safeguards. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Jan. 1926, p. 34–7.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
UNIFORM invoice. 14p.


FORDHAM, THOMAS B.
What the foreman should know about the cost of production. American management review, Dec. 1924, p. 8.

AND TINGLEY, EDWARD H.


FORDHAM, W. A.

FORECAST for 1926. Hutchings, Carleton B.


FORECASTING
See Business; Budgets—Business.


FORECASTING, planning and budgeting in business management. White, Percival.

FORECASTING stock market trends. Van Strum, Kenneth S.


FOREIGN EXCHANGE
See also Federal reserve bulletin; Treasury decisions.


CHAPMAN, JOHN M., and WESTFIELD, RAY B. Foreign exchange. (In their Problems in banking, money and credit, c1927, chapter 14, p. 278–304.)


FINNEY, H. A. Foreign exchange. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923, ch. 55–7.)


FOREIGN exchange. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 1405–20.)


FOREIGN EXCHANGE—(Continued)


McFARLANE, JOHN J. Conversion tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and moneys, with comparisons of prices per pound, yard, gallon or bushel in United States money and prices per kilo, meter, liter or hectoliter in foreign money, trade terms and abbreviations. Ed. 7, rev. and enl. Philadelphia, Foreign trade bureau, Philadelphia commercial museum, 1924. 105p.


SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Foreign exchange and accounting in foreign trade. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 262–79.)


SPENCE, G. M. Treatment of fluctuating exchange, in foreign merchants books. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922, p. 122–38.)

STEADMAN, FREDERICK. Credit, international trade and foreign exchange. Accountant, Aug. 18, 1925, p. 235–42.


UNITED STATES. Gold and silver inquiry, commission on. European currency and finance, pursuant to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry, foreign currency and exchange investigation, by John Parke Young, Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 548p. (Serial 9, v. 1.)

UNITED STATES. Gold and silver inquiry, commission on. Foreign currency and exchange investigation; foreign exchange quotations and curves; pursuant to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry, by H. M. Lawrie. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 147p. (Serial 8, v. 2, rev.)


FOREIGN exchange and financing. Prose, L. M.

FOREIGN exchange; treatment of fluctuating currencies in the accounts of English companies. Cutforth, A. E.


FOREIGN iron costs $7.70 under ours. Iron age, March 18, 1926, p. 789–1.

FOREIGN TRADE

See Commerce—Export trade.

FOREMAN, C. J.


FORESTRY

See Lumber.

FORGERY

See Defalcations—Fraud.

FORGING

Accounting

AMERICAN drop forging institute. Essentials of drop forging accounting; an explanation of the principles and a guide to practice. Pittsburgh, Pa., American drop forging institute, 1924.

Cost accounting


Costs

MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Electric, Sept. 1925, p. 25.

VALUATION


FORMATION of a public limited company. Ashworth, Robert.

FORMATION of small companies. Accountant, Jan. 1, 1927, p. 34–5.


FORMS suggested for keeping records on electric trucks. Power wagon, Nov. 1925, p. 70–2.


FORMULA in compound interest. Oglesby, E. J.

FORESTER, D. CAMERON


FORRISTAL, T.


FORSTER, WILLIAM J.


Place of standards in hotels; how to make easy and profitable use of the many valuable statistics that are developed in the course of every hotel's bookkeeping work. Hotel management, Aug. 1925, p. 86–8.
FORSTER, WILLIAM J.—(Continued)

Uniform system of accounts. National hotel review, Aug. 21-Nov. 6, 1926, p. 67-8; 66-7; 80; 82; 65, 72; 73-4; 68, 74; 82; 86, 76, 78; 74, 76; 70; 68, 70; 206.


FORTY-eight employees of G. E. plant given awards. Albany (N. Y.) news, March 1, 1924.


FORTY-third report, Denver meeting, June 8, 9, and 10, 1927. Railway accounting officers association.

FOSTER, A. C.


FOSTER, CLARENCE H.

When the trial balance doesn't balance; an improved method of locating the difficulty in one-third the usual time. Denver, The book house. 9p.

FOSTER, JAMES E.


FOSTER, LEONARD F.


FOSTER, S. P.


Foster, T. N.

Company law amendment. Certified secretary, July-Sept. 1926, p. 27.

FOSTER, WILLIAM TRUFANT

See also Persons, Warren M., joint author.

FOSTER, WILLIAM TRUFANT, AND CATCHINGS, WADILL


FOUCHE, SPROULL

Rumania abolishes superstax on certain exports. Commerce reports, July 5, 1926, p. 41.

FOUHY, T.


FOUNDRIES


FARR, HERBERT. Core room premium system. Foundry, May 1, 1923, p. 371-4.


STOWE, W. D. "With my small establishment I have practically no overhead." Iron trade review, Sept. 24, 1925, p. 742-3.


Accounting

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Foundries. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926, p. 381-410.)

BOERHIER, F. C., and HEYWOOD, JOHNSON. Accounting for foundry overhead expense; how the expenses, other than those of labor and material, of core making, molding, cleaning and annealing may be classified. Iron age, Aug. 9, 1923, p. 340-2.

KEELE, H. P. Should record all cost factors. Foundry, Nov. 15, 1924, p. 896.


Cost accounting

BANCROFT, THOMAS. Foundry costing. Foundry trade journal, Aug. 9, 1923, p. 113-5.


BOERHIER, F. C. Distribute costs on each job. Foundry, March 15, 1924, p. 207-12.


CHURCHILL, W. L. Figure costs on an engineering basis. Foundry, May 1, 1923, p. 376-7.


FORM classifies castings. Foundry, Nov. 15, 1923, p. 974-5.


GREENLEE, W. B. Objects of a cost system. Foundry trade journal, July 24, 1924, p. 71.

KELLER, H. P. Distributing the burden of overhead. Foundry, July 15, 1925, p. 580.
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FOUNDRIES—Cost Accounting—(Continued)


NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Foundry cost system; this material is issued by permission of the Machinery builders' society. New York, National association of cost accountants, May 15, 1924. 14p. (Official publications. v. 5, no. 17.) Cost accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 128–33.


Segregating brass foundry costs; standard basic departmental cost accounting—recommended by the cost committee of American foundrymen's association. Metal industry, Nov. 1926, p. 461.


Costs


TO study foundry costs. Iron age, Apr. 29, 1926, p. 1194.

Stores systems


FOUNDRIES, ALUMINUM

Costs


FOUNDRIES, BRASS

Cost accounting


Costs


FOUNDRIES, IRON AND STEEL

See also Iron and steel.

Accounting


NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Grey-iron foundries. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925, p. 45–59.)

Cost accounting


Costs


Stores systems


FOUNDRY cost accounting practice and procedure. Belt, Robert E.


FOUNDRY cost system. National association of cost accountants.


FOUNTAIN, H. A.

To budget. (In National association of office managers. Proceedings, 1925. p. 103–9.)

4-H club homemaking programs. Roman, Nancy M., and Spencer, Hazel L.

4-H club member's record book—home furnishing—elementary. Roman, Nancy M., and Spencer, Hazel L.

FOUR years in business. General electric company.

14-15 George V, chap. 46, an act to amend the income war tax act, 1917; assented to July 19, 1924. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 120–3.


FOURTH mid-winter conference and twelfth annual banquet of the trust companies of the United States, Feb. 15, 1925. American bankers association.


FOWLELS, GEORGE
Chairmanship and the conduct of meetings; address delivered at meeting of Auckland, New Zealand, society of accountants, on June 21, 1927. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), July 20, 1927, p. 3–9.

FOWLELS, JOHN GUY

FOX, JOHN J.

FOX, LEONARD P.
Taxation for state purposes in Pennsylvania; with notes on tax laws in other states. Harrisburg, Pa., State chamber of commerce, 1925. 155p.

FOX, VERNON E.

FOX, W. H.
Company-secretary; containing a full description of the duties of the company-secretary, together with an appendix of forms and precedents, including those under the companies (consolidation) act, 1908, and the amending acts of 1913–17. Ed. 7. London, Gee and company. 1921. 451p.

FOX, WALTER A.

FOY, ARPHAXAD

FOY, J. H.

FRAME, B. H.
See Johnson, O. R., joint author.

FRANCE

FRANCHISE provides rates that conform to costs of savings. Gas age-record, May 23, 1925, p. 741.

FRANCHISES
GOLDSTINE, HARRY.
Right of way and franchise. Real estate handbook, 1925, p. 79–84.

KESTER, ROY B. Franchises. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 354–6.)


FRANCHISES and charters. Edison electric illuminating company of Brooklyn.

FRANCIS, C. J.

FRANCIS, GERALD M.

FRANCIS, LLEWELLYN

FRANEY, W. J.
Initial steps in organizing and conducting a trust department; essentials as to location, equipment, personnel and accounting. Trust companies, Sept. 1924, p. 267–70.

FRANK, O. R.

FRANK, THOMAS B.

FRANK GOELET DUBOIS. American accountant, July 1927, p. 31.

FRANK, WILLIAM B.

FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN A.
Address of welcome. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 17.)


FRANKLIN, C. A.

FRANKLIN trust. Vierling, Frederick.


FRATERNAL INSURANCE See Insurance, Fraternal.

FRAUD ACCOUNTANT cites instances of commercial frauds which credit men plan to prosecute. Houston (Texas) chronicle, Feb, 14, 1926.

ACCOUNTANT requests credit men to refer complaints at once. Daily news record, New York, March 13, 1924.

ACTION against chartered accountant. Accountant, Mar, 14, 1927, p. 731.

ALLEGED income tax evasion; Bursley accountant committee for trial. Accountant, Nov, 1, 1924, p. 647-9.


AUDIT of health insurance accounts; instances of fraud. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Dec, 1, 1926, p. 20-3.


BANK frauds and how they are prevented. Accountant, Apr, 19, 1925, p. 35-7.


BEARING of present-day crime tendencies on business. Baltimore, Jan, 1925, p. 21-5.


BERTCHER, SAMUEL. Who is responsible for false financial statements? Credit monthly, Dec, 1925, p. 10.


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Fraud and defalcation. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 361-9.)


COMPTON, WILLIAM H. Losses from financial crime; how these crimes occur and what the American institute of accountants is doing to educate business interests in preventive measures. Trenton, Dec, 1924, p. 4-6.


CRIME tendency; the American institute of accountants, through its committee on public affairs, combats rising tide of financial crime. Face student, Jan, Feb, 1925, p. 26-7, 40-7.

CRIMINAL in business and finance; a survey by the American institute of accountants. Letter, the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1925, p. 16 (résumé).


EXCELLENT treatise on credit frauds. New West trade, July 11, 1925, p. 1.


FERGUSON-MckINNEY frauds. 1925. Clippings from newspapers.

FIDELITY losses present growing menace to American business. Buffalo (N. Y.) five were, May 1925, p. 13. FINANCIAL crime. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1925, p. 57-9.

FIXEL, ARTHUR E. False financial statements; remedies of defrauded creditors. Albany, Matthew Bender and company, 1924. 307p.


GAULT-MACGOWAN, A. Some frauds and pitfalls; where accountants have failed. Indian accountant, Jan, 1925, p. 19.


GOODWIN, J. PRYSE. Commercial fraud—its cost and cure. 9 typewritten pages.


GORE, EDWARD E. Crime tendency; address delivered before the Baltimore association of commerce, Dec, 11, 1924. Bulletin of the American institute of
FRAXD—(Continued)

accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 19 (résumé). 9 type-
written pages.

GRIEVEN, ROBERT T. Three billions for busi-

HOPKINS, G. M. Involuntary loan; address de-
ivered at the regional meeting of the American
institute of accountants, Dallas, Texas, May 8, 1925.
Bulletin of the American Institute of accountants,

7 typewritten pages.

HONEST but dumb. Haskins and Sells bulletin,

INCOME tax fraud. Accountant, Nov. 29, 1924,
p. 811–2.

INCOME tax repayments; Wimborne accountant
IS trustworthiness lessening? Canadian chartered ac-

KOELLSCH, W. F. H. National offensive to exter-
minate credit crimes and fraudulent manipulations;
annual toll amounts to $260,000,000. Trust com-
panies, Jan. 1925, p. 113–4.

LOSES from commercial crime. Lumber co-operator,
Jan. 1925.

LOVE, W. D. Judicial decision re false entry. Ca-
adian chartered accountant, Sept. 1926, p. 124. Cer-

McGINN, BERNARD J. Fraud and dishonesty.
Public accountant, Jan. 24, p. 25.

MCMURTRIE, G. Crime tendency; delivered to
Fond du lac association of credit men, Dec. 8, 1924.
12 typewritten pages.

MISREPRESENTATION for purposes of credit.
New West trade, Aug. 15, 1925.

MOVE to disbar tax auditors in Gulf oil case.

NEW SOUTH WALES equity funds; big defalcation;
auditor-general’s report. Queensland accountants

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Is accountant’s service
needed? monthly audits suggested as means of
Knowing better how business stands, also a protective

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Is the service of an
accountant necessary? Highway transportation,
Aug. 1926, Tobacco record, June 30, 1926.

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Monthly audit of ac-
counts desirable. Laundryman’s guide, May 1927,

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Necessity of account
books and a monthly audit. Citizen (Brooklyn,
N. Y.), Dec. 2, 1925.

NEWMAN, W. E. E. Auditing-investigations for

NORTON, R. P. Railway frauds; their cause;
detection and remedies. Indian railway accountants’

OTTINGER, ALBERT. “Blue-sky” laws directed
against financial fraud. American accountant, May
1927, p. 15–8.

PERSONAL honesty essential. Canadian finance,

PETER, W. P. Credit frauds. Dallas (Texas) news,
June 21, 1925.

POUCH, WILLIAM H. Protection against credit
losses safeguards business. American accountant,
Feb. 1927, p. 64.

PREVENTION of fraud. Commonwealth journal of
accountancy, Jan. 1924, p. 107. Public accountant,

PROPER accounting; Ferguson-McKinney auditor
disfranchised. Robert Morris associates monthly

PROTECTIVE insurance suggested. Journal of ac-
countancy, Nov. 1924, p. 368–9.

PUBLIC accountants to war on credit crooks. Michi-
gan manufacturer and financial record, Sept. 26, 1925.

PUTNAM, G. Disturbing joker in the leading
hand; accountant cites instances of sharp business
practices with consequent loss which attorneys and
auditors are usually avoided. Illinois manufacturer-

PUTNAM, L. L. Watchdog of business; accounting
guards against credit losses and embezzlements—
known only to the central manufacturer-

Reprinted from Central manufacturing district magazine,
Nov. 1925. 2p.

RISING tide of finance crimes. Canadian finance,

RYAN, JAMES E. Recent progress in check pro-
tection and prevention of forgery. Trust companies,

SACHS, WALTER E. Importance of the verifica-
tion of inventories in connection with frauds; an ad-
dress delivered at the all day session of the spring
conference of New York state society of certified public ac-
countants, Oct. 15, 1924.

ST. JOHN, E. A. Accountant versus embezzler.

ST. JOHN, E. A. Laxity causes losses. Lumber co-

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. You can’t judge your busi-
ness by the past three years; from the American
magazine, March 1921. (In his Natural business
year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 19–38.)

SHORTAGES and how to cover them. Haskins and

SPICER, ERNEST EVAN. Accountancy profession,
its comedies, tragedies and romance. Accountant,
Aug. 11, 1923, p. 197–203. Accounting, commerce
and insurance, Feb. 1924, p. 292–301.

SYSTEM of the right kind. Haskins and Sells bulletin,

THAT the client may profit. Haskins and Sells

THEFT prevents. Haskins and Sells bulletin,
Apr. 1925, p. 25.

THOMPSON, J. W. Fraud due to lack of verifica-
tion. Pace student, May 1925, p. 88.

TOO much commercial crime. Canadian finance,
March 18, 1925, p. 165.

UNCOVERING fraud; investors protected through
periodic audits by established firms of certified public
accountants. National business review, June 1,
1927, p. 6.

WATKINS, EDGAR. Better business morals will
reduce credit frauds. Pace student, May 1925,
p. 89.

WELLINGTON, C. OLIVER. Crime tendency in
business; an address before the Rotary club of
Boston, Jan. 7, 1925. 10 typewritten pages.

WILDMAN, JOHN R. Favorite methods of
business crookdom. (In American association of
university instructors in accounting. Publications,

FRAXD affecting the assets. Haskins and Sells bulletin,

FRAXD and evasion of taxation. Incorporated ac-

FRAXD in income tax prevalent in England. Canadian
chartered accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 189.

FRAXD—sense. Haskins and Sells bulletin, May 1926,
p. 33.

FRAZER, GEORGE E.

Actual examples of the advantageous use of operating
budgets. (In National association of cost account-
ants. Yearbook, 1923 and Proceedings of the Fourth
international cost conference, at Statler hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y., Sept. 10, 12, 13, 1923. p. 127–35.)

Budgetary control of manufacturing burden—how it
should be done. (In National association of cost
accountants. Papers and discussions—third New
England regional cost conference, p. 31–8.)

Controlling a business with a budget. Paper trade
journal, Aug. 9, 1923, p. 57–60, 66.

Cost problems. Illinois manufacturers’ costs associa-

Effect of section 204 of internal revenue act of 1921 on
concerns whose fiscal year ends during the calendar
year. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association
monthly bulletin, Sept. 13, 1922.

Question box. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association
monthly bulletin, Nov. 7, Dec. 12, 1923.

Ten-year budget. Electric railway journal, Oct. 8,
1923, p. 659–60.

Use of cost accounts in control of administrative ex-
enses; with discussion. (In Ohio state university.
College of commerce and journalism. Bureau of
business research, Proceedings of management week,
1925. Pt. 4. p. 5-16.)
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Use of cost accounts in control of selling expense. (In
Ohio state university, College of commerce and
journalism, Bureau of business research. Proceed-
ings of management week, 1925, Pt. 4. p. 17-27.)
Valuations for tax purposes. Journal of accountancy,

FRAZIER, R. W.
Account payee only. Accountant, June 11, 1927,
p. 911-2.

FRAZIER, ROWLAND
Difference between bankruptcy and liquidation. Ac-
FRED STEMERY entertains hotel accountants association;
many proprietors in attendance (Oct. 21, 1927),
4 typewritten pages.

FREDERICK, J. GEORGE
Budgeting and financing sales. Advertising and selling,
Apr. 1924, p. 9, 24.

FREEBORN AND COMPANY
ACCOUNTANTS' liability insurance; letter dated
Jan. 25, 1926. 1p.
ACCOUNTANTS' liability insurance; letter dated
May 22, 1926. 1p.

FREED, SAM
Co-operative advertising by retail service grocers and
my experiences in the grocery business, by Anna V.
Stalick; two addresses delivered at the annual con-
vention of the Retail merchants' association of
Colorado at Manitou, Colo., Jan. 19-21, 1925.
Boulder, Bureau of business and governmental
research, University of Colorado, 1925. 24p.
(Business bulletin no. 2)

FREELAND, WILLARD E.
See Thompson, Sanford E., joint author.

FREEMAN, H. B.
Does it pay to take an annual physical inventory?

FREEMAN, HERBERT C.
Control of stocks of merchandise. New York, Na-
tional association of cost accountants, Aug. 15, 1925.
(Official publications, p. 6, no. 24) Bulletin of the
American institute of accountants, Apr. 15, 1926,
n. 11-2 (résumé).
Interest of the accountant in calendar reform. Journal of
accountancy, March 1927, p. 161-70.
Some thoughts on modern tendencies. Journal of

FREEMAN, KENNETH C.
Accounting for building and loan associations. Face

FREEMAN, THOMAS
Income tax: assessments under schedule D. Account-
ant, July 7, 1925, p. 19-27.

FRESE, H. J.
Value of standards, in cost accounting, Pittsburgh

FREIGHT accounting for 25 depots centralized,
FREIGHT terminal cost equals 75-mile haul. Railway

FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
Costs
WELLS, ROY T. Economics of motor freight trans-
portation. Harvard business review, Oct. 1927,
p. 11-9.

FRENCH, CLIFFORD H.
Cost of a big inventory. American machinist, Apr. 17,
1924, p. 390.

FRENCH, HESTER E.
Professional ethics. Accountants' journal (New Zea-
accountant, July 1924, p. 31. Journal of accountancy,
Aug. 1923, p. 81-96.

FRENCH, JAMES A.
Some doubts on the duties of auditors regarding pro-
cedure, grouping of balance-sheet items, and veri-
ﬁcation of assets and liabilities. Accountants' maga-
izine, July 1925, p. 456-83. Accounting, com-
merce and insurance, May 1926, p. 37-9. Canadian
accountant, Aug. 1925, p. 56-64.

FRENCH-Spanish taxation convention ratified. Com-
merce reports, Oct. 11, 1926, p. 115.

FREUDENTHAL, DAVID M.
New methods in authorizing customers' charges. (In
National retail dry goods association, Report and
digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress,
May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 44-5.)
Retail method of inventory. (In National retail dry
goods association, Report and digest of the proceed-
ings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress,
June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 84-7.)
Uniform invoice form will help reduce cost of doing
business. Women's apparel merchant, May 1926,
p. 21, 27.

FREY, FRANK L.
Unit system in a savings department. Trust com-

FREY, H. F.
Custom accounting; bookkeeping without books.

FREYD, MAX
Analysis of keyed returns. Harvard business review,

FRI, JAMES L.
Retail merchandising planning and control. New York,

FRIEDMAN, H. J.
Control of highway maintenance equipment cost and
Recording road maintenance costs by Gantt charts.
Engineering news-record, Nov. 29, 1923, p. 878-80.

FRIEDMAN, J. P.
Determining profits from deferred payment sales. (In
National retail dry goods association, Report and
digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress,
May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 63-5.)
Determining profits from deferred-payment sales;
address delivered at the annual convention of the
Controllers' congress of the national retail dry goods
association, May 12, 1926 (résumé), Bulletin of the
American institute of accountants, March 15, 1927,
p. 12.
Figuring profits from deferred payment sales. Bulletin,
National retail dry goods association, June 1926,
p. 38-40.
Some phases of accounting investigations for refinanc-
ings, consolidations and mergers; balance-sheet and
profit-and-loss account. Journal of accountancy,

FRIEDRICH, THEODORE W.
Sales audit that will effect economy. (In National
retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the
proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 146-8.)

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES
See Societies, clubs, etc.

FRIESEL, GEORGE H.
Accounting for material. New York, National asso-
(N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 8, no. 1)
Direct labour costs and statistics; a method of compil-
FRIESTEDT, ARTHUR A.
Calendar year vs. fiscal year; economic effect of ignoring the seasons. Chicago, United States music company, 1930.
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What should a merchant’s records tell him? *Dry goods merchants trade journal*, Apr.-Aug., 1923, p. 82; 24-5; 28, 130; 29, 152; 28-9, 159.


FUNCTION and future of industrial retirement plans. Hohaus, Reinhard A.

FUNCTION and operation of the board of tax appeals. Korner, J. Gilmer.


FUNCTIONS of accounting courses in colleges and universities. Drucker, A. P. R.


FUNDAMENTALS of a uniform method of computing costs in the structural steel industry. American institute of steel construction.

FUNDAMENTALS of accountancy. Dicksee, Lawrence R.


FUNDAMENTALS of business economics. Mills, Frederick C.

FUNDAMENTALS of business management. Kemp, William S.

FUNDAMENTALS of business management—sales. Sweetser, Frank L.

FUNDAMENTALS of cost reduction. Thomas, H. Kern.

FUNDAMENTALS of newspaper building. Rogers, Jason.

FUNDAMENTALS, students’ department; ed. by Alexander, J. W., and Lenhart, A. E. See Bookkeeper and auditor.


FUNDS See also Reserves and sinking funds.


FINNEY, H. A. Funds and related reserves. (In his *Principles of accounting*. 1923. ch. 46.)


GORE, EDMUND E. Accounting for public funds; before Municipal league in Illinois. 7 typewritten pages.


FUNERAL DIRECTORS See Undertaking.

FUNK, L. C. See Finley, C. B., joint author.


FUR TRADE COMSTOCK, LYNN M. Fur department, workroom and cold storage department. (In his *Modern retail methods, records and accounting*, c1925. p. 54-66.)
FURNACES

Costs


Pieters, I. S. True cost of furnace failures. West coast lumberman, Oct. 15, 1924, p. 64.

FURNISHING

Financial statements within ten days after closing. Lewis, W. L.

FURNISS, EDGAR S.

See Fairchild, Fred R., and others, joint authors.

FURNITURE


Accounting

Metropolitan Life insurance company. Budget suggestions for furniture manufacturers. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1926. 11p. (Report no. 87.)

Cost accounting


Given, J. K. Some contrasts between engineering and furniture-making from the costing point of view. Cost accountant, March 1926, p. 260-1.


Potter, H. D. Cost finding principles for furniture factories; a treatise on the principles which underlie all correct cost determination, with explanations as to means of securing more accurate and analytical knowledge of costs. Grand Rapids, Mich., Periodical publishing company, c1924. 140p.


Stores systems

AVERAGE furniture shrinkage. Retail ledger, March 1, 1925, p. 6.


FURNITURE TRADE

Comstock, Lynn M. Furniture department, furniture upholstery workroom, upholstery department and workroom. (In his Modern retail methods, records and accounting, 1925. p. 73-90.)

Seligman, Edwin R. A. Credit in retail furniture stores. (In his Economics of instalment selling, 1927, v. 2, p. 104-44.)

Seligman, Edwin R. A. Instalment sales of automobiles, furniture and jewelry. (In his Economics of instalment selling, 1927, v. 1, p. 112-4, 116-7.)

Accounting


Greer, Howard C. Cash receipts record sheet important. Furniture record, Sept. 1925, p. 154-5, 159-60.

Greer, Howard C. Controlling store expenses; an accounting set-up that gives store owners a picture of what it costs to do business; given in ninth accounting article. Furniture record, Nov. 1925, p. 263-4.

Greer, Howard C. Do you know your costs? Grand Rapids furniture record, Feb. 1925, p. 96-7.


Greer, Howard C. Is every corner of your store making a profit? Furniture record, Feb. 1926, p. 63-4, 84.


Greer, Howard C. Sales recording is outstanding feature of retail accounting. Furniture record, July 1925, p. 17-8, 56.

Greer, Howard C. Uniform system of accounts for retail furniture dealers. Columbus, Bureau of business research, College of commerce and journalism, Ohio state university, 1926. 89p. (Bureau of business research monographs no. 2.)


Costs

Furniture trade statistics. 7 typewritten pages.

Instalment furniture. 1 typewritten page.

Instalment furniture dealers. Retail—furniture—percentages on the cost of doing business. 1 typewritten page.

Stockkeeping


Furniture trade statistics. 7 typewritten pages.


Future deliveries

Montgomery, Robert H. Goods purchased but not delivered; goods sold. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 705-11.)

Future of trade association cost work. Stevenson, C. R.

Futures

* See also Cotton futures.

Montgomery, Robert H. Futures. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 709.)

United states. Agriculture, Department of. Grain futures; daily data. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 25p. (Statistical bulletin no. 6.)


Fuwa, Tyler

Crushing and grinding costs. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Aug. 18, 1924, p. 268-71.

How shall we calculate the cost of exhaust steam? Chemical and metallurgical engineering, July 28, 1924, p. 150.

Gadsden, Philip H.
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GAIL, HARRY E.

GAINES, W. L.

GALLANT, S. H.
Keeping a daily record of all equipment failures. Industrial engineer, Feb. 1926, p. 79–81.

GALLOWAY, Z. L.
See Nicholls, W. D., joint author.

GALSTON, ARTHUR

GANNON, F. J.
Accountant should point the way. Electric railway journal, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 201–2.

GARAGES
LOUDEN, EDWARD. How to make the garage pay. Automobile digest, Jan. 1924, p. 79–84.

Accounting
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Garages. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation, 1926. p. 357–80.)
HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for garages. Los Angeles, Cal., Charles R. Hadley company. 3p. (Use in connection with Hadley's pathfinder bookkeeping system.)

Auditing
BARTON, ALBERT E. Motor car dealers and garages. (In his Australian auditing. p. 308–9.)

Stockkeeping
STORE room system for lowering costs; perpetual inventory a big time saver. Motor transporti, Dec. 1, 1923, p. 300–2.

Stores systems
CARD system keeps tab on garage supplies. Bus transportation, Aug. 1925, p. 397.

GARBAGE
See also Refuse.

Costs
GARBAGE and ash collection costs in Dayton, Ohio. American city, July 1923, p. 31.
GARBAGE collection in Milwaukee. Public works, March 1925, p. 82.

GARCHOW, C. E.

GARCIA, JOHN A.

GARCIA, TRABAL C.

GARDENING
See Agriculture—Market gardening.

GARDINER, GLENN LION

GARDNER, H. S.

GARDNER, ROBERT W.

GARDNER, WILLARD
See Clyde, Harry C., joint author.


GARNETT, FRED M.

GARNETT-HARPER, J.

GARNHAM, R. B.

GARNSEY, G. F.
Few notes on shipping accounts; a paper read before the Chartered accountants' students' society of London, Dec. 4, 1913. London, Gee and company, 1913. 42p.

GARNSEY, GILBERT

GAS—Accounting—(Continued)


KLEIN, A. C. Discussion of indirect or undistributed items of costs. (In American gas association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 457—463.)
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70p.
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GOVERNMENT or private ownership of merchant shipping? Gadsden, Philip H.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION AND CONTROL


GRAHAM, DALE Simple form of analysis to determine when a checking account is unprofitable. Trust companies, Dec. 1925, p. 770-80.


Methods to keep inventories down to a minimum. Management and administration, May 1925, p. 471-4.


GRAIN See Produce.

GRAIN ELEVATORS


Accounting

Auditing

GRAIN futures: daily data. United States. Agriculture, Department of.


Glossary of accountancy, commercial and legal terms. London, Gee and company, 1924. 82p.


Obligations and liabilities of auditors. Indian accountant, May, June 1923, p. 186-9, 205-8.


GRAPEES See Fruit.

GRAPHIC analysis for executives. Savage, Winfield A.


GRAPHIC METHODS

ATKINS, PAUL M. Cost statistics and their graphic presentation. (In his Industrial cost accounting for executives, 1923, p. 250-7.)

BELL, WILLIAM H. Graphic charts. (In his Accountants' reports, 1925, p. 246-55.)

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Charts and plans; land, floor layout and organization. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation, 1926, p. 162-89.)


BOOMER, LUCIUS M. Graphic presentation of statistics. (In his Hotel management, principles and practice, 1925, p. 73-80.)


FARNHAM, DWIGHT T. Graphic method of presenting facts. (In his Executive statistical control, c1922, p. 102-55.)

FORSTER, WILLIAM J. How to make and use graphic charts. Hotel management, Jan.—March 1924, p. 13-6, 79-82, 144-7.


GRAPHIC METHODS—(Continued)


LAWRENCE, J. L. Graphic charts. (In his Cost accounting. 1925, p. 325–43.)


MILLS, FREDERICK CECIL. Graphic presentation. (In his Statistical methods applied to economics and business. c1924. p. 11–60.)

MORRIS, C. G. How we are using graphic charts. Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1925, p. 61–2.


PORTER, JOSEPH B. Charts. (In Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 133–233.)

PROUTY, N. H., ed. Auditing and reports; Auditing by R. J. Bennett; Audit procedure by Charles J. Nasmyth; Special accounting examinations and reports by Stuart Chase; Graphs. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, v. 377.)

RAINE, rates; a number of effects a continuous check by the use of graphs or charts. Cost accountant, Aug. 1923, p. 105–7.


STATISTICS and graphics. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 707–85.)


WOODBRIDGE, FREDERICK W. Use of charts in presenting accounting data. (In his Elements of accounting. 1925, p. 523–51.)


GRAPHIC methods for presenting business statistics. Riggelman, John R.


GRASLING, HERMAN M.


GRAVE.

See Sand and gravel.

GRAVES, L. H.


GRAVES, R.

How a cost system was started. Paper, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 93–5.


GRAY, B. E.


GRAY, DAN T., AND HOSTETLER, EARL H.

Methods and cost of raising pigs to the weaning age. Raleigh, North Carolina agricultural experiment station, 1922. 15p. (Bulletin 244.)

GRAY, E. B.

Budgetary control in a paper mill. Paper trade journal, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 36.

GRAY, J. SETON


GRAY, J. T.


GRAYSON, THEODORE J.


GREAT BRITAIN

COLLECTION of acts of the parliament of Great Britain and of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland relating to the death duties, including sections of various acts incidentally affecting those duties; from the legacy duty act, 1796 (36 Geo. III, ch. 5), to the finance act 1924 (14 & 15 Geo. V, ch. 21). London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1925. 548p.
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GREENWOOD, W. JOHN


GREENWOOD'S approved business and income tax record. Chicago, Greenwood company.

GREER, E. R.


GREER, HOWARD C.

Controlling store expenses; accounting set-up that gives store owners a picture of what it costs to do business; given in ninth accounting article. Furniture record, Nov. 1925, p. 74.

Is every corner of your store making a profit? Furniture record, Feb. 1926, p. 63–4, 84.
Operating results of Ohio wholesale grocers, year 1925. Columbus, Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research, June 1926. 24p. (Special bulletin.)
Operating results of Ohio wholesale grocers, year 1926. Columbus, Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research, May 1927. 22p. (Special bulletin.)
Sales recording is outstanding feature of retail accounting. Furniture record, July 1925, p. 17–8, 56.
Uniform system of accounts for retail furniture dealers. Columbus, Bureau of business research, College of commerce and journalism, Ohio state university, 1926. 890p. (Bureau of business research monographs no. 2.)

GREGG, E. S.

Watching production costs; essential thing is to have adequate cost accounting. Executive, Dec. 1927, p. 13, 30.

GREGORY, CHESTER W.


GREIG, JOHN


GREMIUM der buschschlachtverstandigen in Wien. 3p.

GREMPEL, CHARLES W.

Manual of organon; the philosophy and science of organizing; the art of management. New York, Organon lyceum, 1925. 32p.

GRENADA

NO. 18 of 1923, an ordinance to impose a tax upon incomes and to regulate the collection thereof. Colonial secretary's office, Oct. 1, 1923. 83p.

GRESSEUS, O.

See Patton, A. E., joint author.

GRETHER, EWALD T.


GREUL, W. HERMAN

Sheet sales and production analyzed; comparable trend charts as an aid in determining the relations of inventories, production and shipments. Iron age, Sept. 13, 1925, p. 682–3.

GREUSEL, F. W.

Factor that determines profit or loss. Electragist, Feb. 1924, p. 22–3.

GREUSEL, S. G.

We know our earnings daily. System, Dec. 1924, p. 720–2, 768.

GRIBBLE, STEPHEN CHARLES

Technique for the determination of unit schools costs. Indiana state University of Indiana, 1925. 104p. (Studies in education, v. 3, no. 1.)

GRIEBLING, ROBERT T.


GRIER, A. MONRO


GRIFFIN, CLARE ELMER


GRIFFITH, HORACE P.

Mellon tax plan; an address delivered over the radio from station WFI, Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa. Apr. 15, 1924. 6 typewritten pages.

GRIFFITH, PHILLIP


GRIFFITHS, G. H.


GRIFFITHS, PETER


GRIGGS, C. C.

Depletion, depreciation, obsolescence, repair accounts, etc., in connection with income tax reports. Rock products, March 8, 1924, p. 60–72.
GRIMES, E. M.

GRIMES, W. E.
Problem of interest and rent in cost determination. *Journal of farm economics*, Apr. 1923, p. 79-85.

GRIMES, WILLIAM A.
Financing automobile sales by the time-payment plan. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1926.

GRIMM, HARRISON B.

GRINDING WHEEL MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

GRINDING WHEELS
Cost accounting

GRINNELL, FRANK W.

GRINNELL COMPANY, INC.
GRINNELL group, sickness, accident and life insurance plan, a cooperative plan of benefits open to all employees. Providence, R. I., The company, 1925. 15p.

GROEBBEL, D. C.


GROCERY TRADE
DOWN with the wholesale grocer. *Topeka (Kan.) merchants' journal*, Nov. 21, 1925.

FALL, FRANK A. Bad debt losses decrease. *Credit monthly*, June 1925, p. 47.

FREED, SAM. Co-operative advertising by retail service grocers, and My experiences in the grocery business, by Anna V. Stalick; two addresses delivered at the annual convention of the Retail merchants' association of Colorado, at Manitou, Colo., Jan. 19-21, 1925. Boulder, Bureau of business and governmental research, University of Colorado, 1925. 24p. (Business bulletin no. 2.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S., and WHITE, PERCIVAL. Grocery chain. (In their Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 356-78.)

NEBRASKA, University of. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Some aspects of grocery-store failures. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1926. 22p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 2.)


STALICK, ANNA V. My experiences in the grocery business; address delivered at the annual convention of the Retail merchants' association of Colorado, at Manitou, Colo., Jan. 19-21, 1925. Boulder, Bureau of business and governmental research, University of Colorado, 1925. 24p. (Business bulletin no. 2.) Bound with: Co-operative advertising by retail service grocers, by Sam Freed.

Accounting


WILLARD, RAYMOND D. Central grocery company. (In his System building and constructive accounting. 1924. p. 107-47.)

Auditing
CARPENTER, HARRY J., and WILSON, RICHARD P. Analysis of a wholesale grocery statement. (In their *Analysis of financial statements*, c1923. p. 2-25.)

Costs

CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Retailers' expenses; prepared by Domestic distribution department, Washington, Chamber of commerce.


COLORADO, University of. Bureau of business research and Retail merchants' association of Colorado. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Colorado, 1924. Boulder, 1925. 23p. (Business bulletin no. 4.)


GREER, HOWARD C. Operating results of Ohio wholesale grocers, year 1925. Columbus, Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research, June 1926. 24p. (Special bulletin.)

GREER, HOWARD C. Operating results of Ohio wholesale grocers, year 1926. Columbus, Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research, May 1927. 22p. (Special bulletin.)


NEBRASKA, University of. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses in retail grocery stores in Nebraska, 1921. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1922. 23p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 2.)

NEBRASKA, University of. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses in retail grocery stores in Nebraska, 1923. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1924. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 10.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska, 1925. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1925. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 12.)
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NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska, 1925. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, Oct. 1926. (Nebraska studies in business no. 17.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska, 1926. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1927. 39p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 20.)


Statistics


GREEN, HOWARD C. Operating results of Ohio wholesale grocers, year 1925. Columbus, Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research, June 1926. 24p. (Special bulletin.)


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Financial statement ratios of general, grocery, hardware, and drug stores in 1923. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1924. 45p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 9.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Some aspects of grocery-store failures. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1926. 22p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 14.)

Stockkeeping

ALBRECHT, FRED W. Handling a stock of 1,550 items with a one-man inventory. System, Nov. 1923, p. 610–3, 685.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Urgent case of stock control methods that will produce all useful information. Bulletin of the National wholesale grocers' association, May 1925, p. 5–6.


WEISS, HAROLD B. Should the grocery department go? (In his Merchandise control. 1925. p. 108–12.)

GROGAN, S. M.


GROSS, ANNA G.

Chart of securities for a trust or an individual. Pace student, July 1925, p. 122–3.

GROSS, LESTER


GROSS, RALPH C.

Ledger interchange as a credit aid. Typothetae bulletin, Sept. 6, 1926, p. 373.


GROSE, O. H.


GROSSMAN, ANNA M.


GROSSMAN, MOSES H.

Arbitration society of America; talk delivered to Lions club, Columbus Circle den, New York, Oct. 24, 1922. 6p.

GROSSMAN, P. H.

Narrowing the gulf between banker and promoter. Coal age, Sept. 4, 1924, p. 327–9.

GROTH, OSCAR

Costs, for use, not for record; today's decisions from yesterday's results. Factory, Sept. 1927, p. 428–30.


GROUP depreciation studies. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

GROUP sessions on uniform methods of oil accounting. American petroleum institute.

GROVE, F. T.


GROVER, ALBERT E.


GROVER, F. BEALE—See Beale-Grover, F.

GROVER, R. F.


GROVES, H. LAWRENCE


Trading under the laws of Austria. Washington, June 2, 1925. 4p. (United States, Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 86.)

GROW, G.


GROWER "keeps books" and pays himself for it. Better fruit, June 1926, p. 13, 18.


GROWING importance of electric air heating. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 403–6.


GROWING peas for the canning factory. Mills, H. Strycker, and Norton, L. J.

GROWING sweet corn for the canning industry. Mills, H. Strycker.
GROWING tomatoes for the canning factory. Mills, H. Strycker, and Norton, L. J.

GROWTH of professional ethics. Nau, Carl H.

GRUEHN, H. L.

GRUEN, EDWARD C.

GRUNDY, H. P.
Bankruptcy act; its benefits and weaknesses. 12 typewritten pages.

GUARDING the client's interests. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 23.

GUERNSEY, JOHN B.
See also Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.

GUERNSEY, N. T.


GUIDE to franchise tax on capital stock of real estate corporations, New York state. Income tax review, Jan. 15, 1927, p. 3-10.

GUIDE to legal decisions affecting auditors (containing special reference to New Zealand enactments). Tosswill, Robert T.

GUIDE to teaching farm accounting in rural schools of Indiana. Indiana. Agricultural extension, Department of.

GUIDE to the federal capital stock tax. Income tax review, June 30, 1925, p. 3-27.

GUIDE to the study of business methods in the various phases of the work of a Young men's Christian association. McElvy, J. Floyd.

GUILLEBAUD, C. W.

GULLOW, PAUL K.
Suggestion for cost accounting; distributing departmental burden on the basis of actual process hours. Industrial management, March 1925, p. 174-6.

GUMP, CRAIG J.

GUNDLIFINGER, S.

GUNN, J. ALEXANDER


And Jamison, N. C.

GUNN, R. V.
Farm account books distributed by bankers. Banker-farmer, June 1923, p. 10-1.

AND JAMISON, N. C.

GUNNERTON, WALTER E.
Keeping track of your equipment; a simple method that puts accuracy into the plant investment account. Factory, Sept. 1924, p. 353-6, 430.

GUTHMANN, HARRY G.

GUTHRIE, E. S.
See Ross, H. E., joint author.

GUTHRIE, V. B.

H. 615, an act making an appropriation to the Department of registration and education for the public accountant examining committee; approved July 14, 1925, Illinois.

H. 616, an act to amend section 60 of "an act in relation to the civil administration of the state government, and to repeal certain acts therein named"; approved March 7, 1917; as amended, approved July 13, 1925, Illinois.

H. B. 617, an act in relation to the practice of public accountancy and to repeal a certain act therein named; approved July 13, 1925, Illinois.

H. R. 1, an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes. United States. Congress.

H. R. 6715, a bill to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue, and for other purposes, introduced in the House of representatives on Feb. 7, 1924. Corporation trust company.

HAARER, W. D.

HAAS, FRANCIS B.

HAAS, JOSEPH

HAASE, ALBERT E.
See also Keeler, Floyd Y., joint author.
What do you earn on your sales? Printers ink, May 20, 1926, p. 3-6, 156-8.

HAASE, EWALD

HADDON-CAYE, F.
HADDOW, ROSS D.
Finance act, 1926; in so far as it relates to income tax and excess profits duty. Accountants' magazine, March 1927, p. 172-88.

HADFIELD, E. J.
Remington accounting machine system applied to insurance practice—Utica mutual insurance company. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 41-50.)

HADLEY, ARTHUR T.

HADLEY, THOMAS D.

HADLEY'S exhibit of pathfinder trust department accounting system. Los Angeles, Cal., Charles R. Hadley company, c1926. 40p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder accounting system for insurance agents. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 21p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system double entry for wholesale and retail merchandising establishments. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for automobile dealers. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for automobile dealers; four department plan supplement. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company. 9p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for contractors and builders. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for garages. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company. 5p. (Use in connection with Hadley's pathfinder bookkeeping system.)

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for hotels. Gordon, Robert W., and Crawford, W. L.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for laundries. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for real estate dealers. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company, c1924. 14p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for tailors. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company. (Supplement to Hadley's pathfinder bookkeeping system, double entry.)

HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system, single entry. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company. 18p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder building trades bookkeeping system for plumbers, electrical contractors and dealers, tinners, roofers, sheet metal workers, plasterers, painters, and other lines of business selling labor and material. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder correspondence course in bookkeeping and business procedure. Le Deuc, C. A., Morton, D. Walter, and Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder personal accounting system; double entry. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company, c1923. 11p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder single entry personal accounting system. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company.

HADLEY'S pathfinder "straight line" bookkeeping system. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system for a finance company. Gordon, Robert W.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system for building and loan association. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system for motion picture theaters. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system for a modern up-to-date automotive repair shop. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 12p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder system of estimating for contractors and builders. Los Angeles, Charles R. Hadley company, 1925. 5p. + forms.

HADLEY'S pathfinder truck cost system. Gordon, Robert W.

HAFNER, G. W.
Oil company bookkeeping transactions. Oil and gas journal, June 14, 1923, p. 19, 118-9.

HAGEMANN, GEORGE E.
Cutting your handling costs. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 19-22.

HAINES, GRACE E.

HAINESWORTH, ERNEST V.

HAINESWORTH, ERNEST V.

HAPNER, G. W.
Oil company bookkeeping transactions. Oil and gas journal, June 14, 1923, p. 19, 118-9.

HAGGLUND, B. L.

HAGREN, HERMAN T.
Accounting features in the dye-making industry. Pace student, Aug. 1925, p. 136-7, 139-42.

HAIN, E. F.
Customers' returns and complaints; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, p. 108-10.)

HAIN, EWAN, AND WHITE, PERCIVAL, EDS.

HALBERT, WARD K.
Politics and petroleum being blended in the "great open spaces." National petroleum news, Sept. 2, 1925, p. 31-3.

HALE, SYDNEY A.
See Tryon, F. G., joint author.

HALKYARD, ALFRED

HALL, A. DANIEL

HALL, G. O.
System of pedigree hatching and record keeping for poultry. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1925. 29p. (Cornell extension bulletin 117.)

HALL, G. W.

HALL, GEORGE E.
This jobber sells hardware at cost of less than one percent. Printers ink monthly, Apr. 1926, p. 33-4.

HALL, H. B.

HALL, H. F.
See Ross, H. A., joint author.

HALL, J. A.

HALL, J. W.
Law of professional negligence with special reference to accountants and auditors. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 1-15.)

HALL, JOSEPH B.
Depreciation of office buildings, its relation to the income tax. Chicago, National association of building owners and managers, c1925. 11p.

HALL, MORRIS A.
One way to save money in automotive manufacturing. Automotive manufacturer, July 1927, p. 5-7.

---TRUMBOWER, H. R., AND BROWNE, E. L.

HALL, NELSON C.
Milk distribution costs and profits. Wisconsin, 1920-1921. Madison, April 30, 1924. (Wisconsin department of markets bulletin, v. 5, no. 2.)


HALL, NORMAN A.

HALL, R. H. D.
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HALL, ROY

HALL, U. K.

HALL, W. C.
Water department accounting. Engineering and contracting (water works), May 1927, p. 176.

HALL, WILLIAM M.

HALLIGAN, G. W.

HALLMAN, J. W.
See Olson, Emery E., joint author.

HALSEY, STUART AND COMPANY
Investment bond accounting; revised April 1, 1926. New York, The company, c1924. 40p.

HALTON, T. CHALKLEY

HAM, ARTHUR H., AND ROBINSON, LEONARD G.

HAMBLY, JONAS
Accountants' problems of to-day. Accountant, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 802-4.

HAMBLING, HERBERT

HAMEL, CHARLES D.
HAMEL, CHARLES D.—(Continued)
Practice before the Board of tax appeals. Certified public accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 120–3.
National income tax magazine, Oct. 1924, p. 293–6, 300.
United States board of tax appeals; paper read Sept. 17, 1924, at the meeting of the National tax association at St. Louis, Mo. 14p.

HAMILTON, F. C.

HAMILTON, H. R.

HAMILTON, J. S. L.

HAMILTON, JAMES A.

HAMILTON, K. D.
How farsighted maintenance brings lower steam costs. Factory, Apr. 1927, p. 686–9, 724.

HAMILTON, T. P.
Cost information and sales. Manufacturers news, Dec. 12, 1925, p. 70–4, 92.
Our salesmen control our costs. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 19, 1926.

HAMILTON, W. H. L.

HAMMARSTROM, CHARLES A.
Know your own organization. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 7–10.)

HAMMOND, E. J.
See also Wilson, J. B., joint author.
Consignments account sales and accounts current, with a chapter on joint venture accounts. London, Sir Isaac Pitman and sons, 1924. 152p.

HAMMOND, P. H.

HAMMOND, W. M.
Accounting methods and procedure for electric, gas, and water utilities. Chicago, La Salle extension university, c1925. 412p.

HAMPSCH, O. H.
Concrete paving costs in Tennessee. Public works, Aug. 1926, p. 239.

HAMPSON, DONALD A.

HAMPSON, R. F.

HAND composition department accounts.Typothetae bulletin, June 1, 1925, p. 152.

HANDBOOK for the organization and operation of arbitration tribunals for business organizations. Arbitration foundation, inc.


HANDBOOK of instructions for recording disbursements for school purposes. Case, Illiaram.


HANDBOOK on South Dakota farm production costs. Benedict, M. R.

HANDBOOK on South Dakota farm production costs and crop statistics. Benedict, M. R., and Worsham, C. G.

HANDBOOK on South Dakota farm production costs and crop statistics, including the annual report of the South Dakota department of agriculture for the year 1923. Benedict, M. R., and Worsham, C. G.

HANFORD, B.


HANDLING cost elements in fixing rates. Greene, W. J., Schoonmaker, C. F., and Groton, C. B.


HANDLING inventories at the Crompton and Knowles loom works. Hendley, H. H.


HANDLING of equipment.
See Material handling.

HANDLING of materials.
See Material handling.

HANDLING of obsolescence by manufacturers. American machinist, Apr. 9, 1925, p. 583.


HANDY, WILLIAM W.

HANEY, LEWIS H.

HANEY, J. A.
HANLEY, W. F.

HANN, SAMUEL M.
Cost accounting and allocation of overhead in trust company and banking operation. "Trust companies, March 1924, p. 327-8, 448.

HANNAFORD, CHARLES F.
See Meelboom, John A., joint author.

HANNA, JOSEPH A.

HANNAW, WILLIAM E.
Review of tax legislation in the various states for 1925.
(In National tax association. "Proceedings, 1925, p. 278-50.)

HANNEFORD-SMITH, C.
Costing for manufacturers, embracing the fundamental principles of costing; a clear and complete presentation of a comprehensive cost finding system. London, Gee and co. 1924. 64p.

HANNEMAN, H. H.

HANNON, D. M.
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HANS, JOSEF
Legalising professional accountancy in Austria. "Accountant, March 5, 1921, p. 343-4.
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HANSON, A. W., AND FISKE, W. P.

HANSON, JOHN J.
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HARDENBURG, E. V.
Production and marketing of field beans. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 29p. (Cornell extension bulletin 98.)

HARDING, JAMES E.

HARDING, R.

HARDING, WARREN G.

HARDWARE
Costs
WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-up that yield the most profit. "Advertising and selling fortnightly, Sept. 1925, p. 36, 78.

Statistics
WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-up that yield the most profit. "Advertising and selling fortnightly, Sept. 1925, p. 36, 78.

HARDWARE-store; an intimate study of margin-expense-profit. "National retail hardware association.

HARDWARE TRADE
NATIONAL hardware association of the United States.

SELIGMAN, EDWIN R. A. Credit in retail hardware stores. (In his Economics of installment selling, 1927. v. 2, p. 270-82.)

Accounting

Costs
HALL, GEORGE E. This jobber sells hardware at cost of less than one per cent. "Printers ink monthly, Apr. 1926, p. 33-4.
NATIONAL retail hardware association. Hardware store; an intimate study of margin-expense-profit for the year 1922. Indianapolis, Association, 1923. 30p.
NATIONAL retail hardware association. Hardware store; an intimate study of margin-expense-profit for the year 1923. 1924 ed. Indianapolis, Association, 1924. 48p.
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Some notes on registered societies. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 128-52.)


HOOD, WALTER

HORNE'S salary and bonus plan is a winner. **Dry goods economist**, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 9–11.

HORNSEY, TREASURER


HORSES

Costs

ADAMS, R. L. Cost of work horses on California farms. Berkeley, University of California, College of agriculture, Agricultural experiment station, 1926. 20p. **(Bulletin 401.)**

Horton, A. Percy


HORWATH, EDMUND J.


HORWATH, ERNEST B.


HORVEL, CLAUDE H.


HORNSBERGER, DONALD J.


HORSE'S salary and bonus plan is a winner. **Dry goods economist**, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 9–11.

HORSEy, TREASURER

HORWATH, ERNEST B.—(Continued)
Planning to meet an increased rental. Hotel management, Jan. 1926, p. 18–9.
Statement of losses due to bad checks and guests departing without paying bills. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 143.

AND TOTH, LOUIS
Apartment hotel room sales. National hotel review, Dec. 17, 1927, p. 60, 64.
Bond discount and expense; methods of writing off the banker’s fee are compared and analyzed for the hotel man. National hotel review, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 66–72.
Expenses that you pay in advance; accounting for money laid out before the service it pays for is completed. National hotel review, Nov. 12, 1927, p. 206–8.
Hotel’s own cigar stand; a minor department that usually requires auditor’s attention. National hotel review, Dec. 24, 1927, p. 66, 70.
Register—backbone of your records. National hotel review, Nov. 19, 1927, p. 70.
Restaurant sales and their audit. National hotel review, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 70.

HORWATH, JOHN N.

HORWATH AND HORWATH
DEPRECIATION on tableware and utensils. American restaurant, Feb. 1924, p. 45.
HOTEL accounting; answers to examination questions given at Cornell university in connection with the course in hotel accounting. Alarm clock, Apr. 1, 1926, p. 6, 8.
RESTAURANT of operating costs. Chicago, Patterson publishing company. 1927. 144p.
SANDWICH shop profit and loss analysis. American restaurant, Nov. 1927, p. 64, 114.

HOSERODT, H. G.
Time study in the boiler room. Industrial management, Feb. 1927, p. 97.

HOSIERY
See Knit goods.

HOSKINS, CHAPIN

HOSPITAL accounts. Stone, Joseph E.
HOSPITAL accounts and financial control. Stone, Joseph E.
HOSPITAL depreciation. 1 typewritten page.
HOSPITAL operating figures. American hospital association.
HOSPITAL situation in Greater New York. Lewinski-Corwin, E. H.

HOSPITALS
See Institutions.

HOSSACK, A. B.

HOSTETLER, EARL H.
See Gray, Dan T., joint author.

HOTCHKISS, WILLARD E.
Extra incentive wage plans in the men’s clothing industry in Chicago. New York, American management association, 1925. 7p. (Production executives’ series: no. 20.)

HOTEL ACCOUNTANTS’ ASSOCIATION
CONSTITUTION and by-laws. 221 W. 57th Street, The association. 19p.


MINUTES, third monthly meeting, Dec. 17, 1926. 12p.

MINUTES, fourth monthly meeting, Jan. 18, 1927. 20p.

MINUTES, fifth monthly meeting, Feb. 18, 1927. 4p.

MINUTES, sixth monthly meeting, March 25, 1927. 18p.

MINUTES, seventh monthly meeting, Apr. 26, 1927.

MINUTES, eighth monthly meeting, May 27, 1927. 19p.

MINUTES, ninth monthly meeting, June 28, 1927. 16p.

WHY you should know what other hotels are doing. New York, The association, 1927. 16p.


HOTEL accounting; answers to examination questions given at Cornell and De Pauw universities in connection with the courses in hotel accounting. Alarm clock, Sept., Dec. 1925, p. 6, 10.


HOTEL administration, accounts and control. O’Brien, Daniel J., and Couchman, Charles B.
HOTEL ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY

TECHNICAL subjects presented at the meetings of the Hotel accountants association, New York, Oct. 1926 through June 1927, as summarized by W. J. Forster, Chairman, technical committee.

UNITED New York accounts for hotels, New York, Hotel association of New York City, c1926. 91p.

HOTEL companies to apply for listing. Wall street journal, Oct. 22, 1924, p. 10.

HOTEL costs, by word and chart. National hotel review, March 5, 1927, p. 74.

HOTEL management, principles and practice. Boomer, Lucia M.

HOTEL monthly rack and card system and other hotel office supplies. Willy, John.

HOTEL organization, management and accountancy. de Boni, G., and Sharles F. F.

HOTEL systems are expanding rapidly. Wall street journal, Oct. 20, 1924, p. 5.

HOTELLING, HAROLD


HOTELS

See also Restaurants, cafes, etc.


BILLS, C. M. Income tax return. National hotel review, Feb. 12, 1927, p. 64, 70.

BILLS, C. M. Preparing the hotel's income tax return. Sept., Dec. 1927, p. 6, 10, 2-5.


BROWNE, RICHARD. Some problems and facilities of a large modern hotel; address delivered over radio station WBPI March 24, 1926 (revised). Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1926, p. 10-1.


CONNOR, C. B. Changes that we will make: a study in a small town hotel payroll before and after it was found too large. National hotel review, Feb. 26, 1926, p. 44-54.


DEDUCTING for obsolescence of goodwill due to prohibition. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 159.

ERGAS, LOUIS. Pastry-shop tests. Alarm clock, June 1926, p. 4-6.


HOTEL accountants' association. Minutes, second regular meeting Nov. 16, 1926. New York, The association.

HOTEL accountants' association. Minutes, third monthly meeting, Dec. 17, 1926, 12p.

HOTEL accountants' association. Minutes, sixth monthly meeting, March 25, 1927, 18p.


HOTEL accounts: answers to examination questions given at Cornell and De Pauw universities in connection with the courses in hotel accounting. Alarm clock, Nov. 1924, p. 2.

HOW to figure room selling prices. Hotel management, Apr. 1922, p. 117.


IS profit sharing practical? Hotel management, Apr. 1924, p. 216-8.


LEWIS hotel training schools. Lewis hotel training course. Rev. ed. 4v. Washington, Lewis hotel training schools, c1924.


PODROSNIK, G. O. Occupancy by percentage of revenue. National hotel review, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 66, 70.


READERS' service bureau. See Hotel management.

SCHMIEL, ROYCE. Public liability insurance; what the hotel auditor should know about it. Alarm clock, Apr. 1, 1926, p. 4-5.


WARREN, JAMES S. What will the next five years bring forth in hotel construction? Hotel management, Nov. 1926, p. 375-80.

WUNDERLY, E. E. Registration card. Alarm clock, March 1927, p. 5-6, 8.


Accounting

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Accounting system for hotels and grill rooms. (In its Special types of accounting systems, c1925-28.)


AROUSSO, ALBERT. Reconciliation of the monthly purchase figure. Alarm clock, Dec. 1923.

BEASLEY, CHARLES. Pointers for the resident auditor on the opening of a new hotel. Alarm clock, Sept. 1923.

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Summer hotels. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation, 1926, p. 329-56.)


BRUERE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budget for the hotel. (In their Applied budgeting, 1926, p. 160-91.)
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DAILY profit and loss statement for hotels. Alarm clock, March 1924, p. 4.


DETERMINING daily food cost. Hotel management, Sept., 1924, p. 132.

DETERMINING the per capita food cost. Hotel management, Aug., 1925, p. 36.


FORSTER, WILLIAM J. Place of standards in hotels; how to make and profitable use of the many valuable statistics that are developed in the course of every hotel's bookkeeping work. Hotel management, Aug., 1925, p. 86-8.


GUMP, CRAIG J. Daily transcript, Alarm clock, Sept., 1922.


HOLT, H. E. These items might be charged; overhead includes some things possible of direct charges against departments. National hotel review, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 72.

HORWATH, ERNEST B. Charging three items to the proper accounts. Hotel management, June 1926, p. 434.


HORWATH, ERNEST B., and TOTH, LOUIS. Bond discount and expense; methods of writing off the banker's fee are compared and analyzed for the hotel man. National hotel review, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 66-72.

HORWATH, ERNEST B., and TOTH, LOUIS. Expenses in advance; accounting for money laid out before the service it pays for is completed. National hotel review, Nov. 1927, p. 208-9.


HORWATH, ERNEST B., and TOTH, LOUIS. Hotel's own cigar stand; a minor department that usually requires auditor's attention. National hotel review, Dec. 24, 1927, p. 66, 70.


HORWATH, ERNEST B., and TOTH, LOUIS. Telephone must be checked. National hotel review, Nov. 26, 1927, p. 66.


HORWATH, JOHN N. Classification of depreciable assets and depreciation rates in the hotel industry. Alarm clock, March 1926, p. 3-4, 10.

HORWATH, WILLIAM. Hotel accounting. Alarm clock, March 1926, p. 3, 4-5.

HOTEL association of New York City. Technical subjects presented at the meeting of the Hotel accountants' association, New York, Oct. 1926 through June 1927, as summarized by W. J. Forster, Chairman, technical committee.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budget forms for hotel use. Hotel management, May 1924, p. 300.

LEWIS hotel training schools. Lewis hotel training school course. rev. ed. 4V. Washington, Lewis hotel training schools, cl924.

LOEB, WILLIAM B. Some accounting problems of season hotels. Alarm clock, June 1924, p. 4-5.


MCKENZIE, A. D. Palmer house journals and ledgers. Alarm clock, March 1926, p. 4-5.


MINO, FERDINAND L. What inventories may be included among current assets on the hotel balance sheet? Alarm clock, Sept. 27, 1927, p. 4-7.

MORLEY, ALBAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., and COLLINS, C. M. Hotel bookkeepers. (In their Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law. p. 25-22.)


MOUNT ROYAL hotel of Montreal. Hotel monthly, Aug., 1923, p. 21-44.

NIELSEN, ODIN. Room statistics; how they are compiled at the Palmer house. Alarm clock, March 1926, p. 8-10.


PELOUBET, MAURICE E. Budget making and cost analysis for apartment buildings; a paper read at the National association of building owners and managers, June 21, 1926. 21 typewritten pages.


SQUIRES, FREDERIC W. How a budget insures control. Hotel management, Jan., 1923, p. 23-5.


TOTH, LOUIS. Simplified bookkeeping manual for the small hotel. Hotel management, Oct. 1925–
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TULLER, DALE K. Developing the follow-through in food control. Hotel management, Food service, Nov. 1926, p. 69-72.
VERNER, JOHN R. Simplifying the control of the city ledger. Alarm clock, Sept. 1924, p. 6.
WILLY, JOHN. Hotel monthly rack and card system and other hotel office supplies. Chicago, John W. Willy, 1924, 64p.

Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Hotels. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 291-3.)
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Club and hotel accounting. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 341-5.)

Cost accounting

BOOMER, LUCIUS M. Cost finding. (In his Hotel management, principles and practice. 1925, p. 97-112.)
BRUTY, LOUIS A. Figure in the rent and taxes: general expense should be distributed to all income producing departments for sound cost control. National hotel review, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 67.
ERLENWEIN, CHARLES H. Food cost accounting as applied to short loin. Alarm clock, Nov. 1922.
HORWATH, EDMUND J. Food cost accounting, use of supplementary reports. Alarm clock, May 1922.

RIESENER, EMILE. Further analysis of items as shown on our daily food cost accounting reports. Alarm clock, Oct. 1922.
SIMMS, N. Short discourse on food cost accounting. Alarm clock, June 1924, p. 6, 8.
UHLM, AUSTIN O. Putting a selling price on labor as well as food. Hotel management (food service section), Aug. 1926, p. 2-7.
VEHILING, JOSEPH DOMMERS. Food cost finding and control for hotels, restaurants, cafeterias, clubs, institutions, department stores, industrial eating places, transportation companies and all other modern eating establishments. Chicago, Food research bureau of Chicago, c1923. 60p. + forms.


Costs

BARNABY, STANLEY. Where we saved by changing to oil. Hotel management, Dec. 1922, p. 267-70.
COOK, W. L. “Please cash this for me”; an examination into cost. That the hotel man assumes from courtesy. National hotel review, Apr. 30, 1927, p. 69.
DAHL, J. O. Building and operating the upper floors only. Hotel management, July 1926, p. 16.
GLAUCH, E. S. Modernized hotel plant shows saving over purchased power. Power, Apr. 7, 1925, p. 222-3.
HOLDEN, C. G. Equipping the bed rooms in a small hotel. Hotel management, July 1924, p. 20.
HORWATH, ERNEST B. Cost per room in large hotels. Hotel management, July 1924, p. 18-20.
HORWATH, ERNEST B. Keeping bad debts down to a minimum. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 142-3.
HORWATH, ERNEST B. Planning to meet an increased rental. Hotel management, Jan. 1926, p. 18-9.
HORWATH, ERNEST B. Statement of losses due to bad checks and guests departing without paying bills. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 143.

HOTEL costs, by word and chart. National hotel review, March 5, 1927, p. 74.

HOTEL systems are expanding rapidly. Wall street journal, Oct. 20, 1924, p. 5.

Administrative expenses 29%
Rent 18
Food and beverages 22
Furniture and equipment 4.5
Fuel 4
Linens 2
China and glassware 1.5
Advertising 1.5
Printing and stationery 2.8
Engine room and plumbing 1
Silverware 0.7
Music 0.7
Cleaning 0.5
Floral decorations 0.5
Uniforms 0.25
Teletypewriting 0.10
Bad debts 0.30
Profits 5.30

KALLIS, A. A. How to interpret hotel payroll figures. Alarm clock, Dec. 1924, p. 4-5.
NEILSON, HENRY E. Hotel finds economy in its own power plant. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 28, 1926, p. 184-5.
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Purchased power vs. private electric plants in hotels. Engineering and Contracting, Apr. 28, 1926, p. 78-83.


Rogers, John C. Deciding whether to lease or operate. Hotel Management, June 1926, p. 432-3.


Simon, Paul. Why hotel operation does not result in larger profits; address given before the Wisconsin state hotel association at Milwaukee on Oct. 23, 1924. Alarm clock, Nov. 1924, p. 3.

Societies

Accountants organize. National Hotel Review, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 49.


Statistics


Kallis, A. A. How to interpret hotel payroll figures. Alarm clock, Dec. 1924, p. 4-5.

Stores systems

Boomer, Lucius M. Stores and supplies. (In Hotel management, principles and practice. 1925, p. 142-8.)


Inventory time. Alarm clock, Dec. 1924, p. 3.

Riesener, G. J. Food storeroom, its arrangement and control. Alarm clock, Apr. 1, 1926, p. 3.

Valuation


Hour costs from the 1922 composite. United ty- potheats of America.

Hour costs from the 1924 composite. United typotheats of America.

House, J. A. Your cost policies from your bankers viewpoint. (In Production control and cost finding. 1925, v. 4, p. 30-41.)


House bill no 204; an act regulating the practice of auditing and accounting in the state of Oklahoma, creating a state board of accountancy and prescribing its powers and duties (1927). Oklahoma.

House bill no. 391; a bill entitled an act to repeal article 75A of the code of public general laws of Maryland; title "Public Accountant" (Bagby's edition) and re-enact the same with amendments. Maryland.

House bill no. 423; an act relating to audits and examina- tions of county records and accounts, providing for creation of a county's revolving fund, providing the manner in which expenses thereof shall be paid, providing for the collection from defaulting officers of the sums found to be due, and providing punishment for the violation thereof. Kansas.

House file no. 758; amending chapter 439 of laws of 1909. Bill for an act entitled "An act to amend the act of chapter 439 entitled 'An act creating a state board of accountancy, prescribing its powers and duties, providing for examinations and issuing certificates to qualified public accountants, and providing penalties for violations of the provisions of this act.' Minnesota." Legislature.

House Furnishing

See also Furniture: Stoves.

House-Furnishing Trade

Costs


House passes $325,000,000 tax reduction bill, 300 to 25. New York herald-tribune, Dec. 19, 1925.

Household

Croxon, Frederick E. Study of housewives' buying habits in Columbus, Ohio, 1924. Columbus, Ohio State University, 1926. 14p. (Bureau of business research monographs no. 3.)


Accounting

American school of home economics. Family financing and record keeping. Chicago, American school of home economics. p. 165-212.

Cover reads: Household engineering.
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DILLMAN, JOSEPH F. Applying system to home, makes housekeeping easy. Worcester (Mass.) post, Feb. 17, 1926.


HOUSE, M. L.


HOSLEY, J. ELMER

Obtaining equipment and supplies for maintenance. Industrial engineering, Apr. 1924, p. 169–73.

HOUSING


RIDGWAY, JAMES L. Co-operative-apartment accounting plan. American accountant, June 1927, p. 64.


Costs


HOUSING for accountants; Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery. Pace student, July 1923, p. 114–7.

HOVEY, VERNON


HOW accounting builds business; "theoretical vs. practical accounting," subject of realtors' meeting. Allenstown (Pa.) chronicle, Feb. 2, 1925.

HOW accounting is serving the public schools. Drury, L. E.


HOW and to what extent should detailed cost information be given to department heads? Pelton, G. M.

HOW broken running time increases unit costs. Coal trade journal, Sept. 19, 1923, p. 816, 832.


HOW can cost work be simplified without impairing accuracy? Corregan, F. H.

HOW can I make a client understand that the work performed has its limitation? Wagner, E. H.

HOW cost council plans to aid manufacturers. Ice cream trade journal, May 1926, p. 52.

HOW depreciation affects taxation. New York evening post, March 14, 1925.

HOW do these figures compare with yours? Service field, Apr. 1925, p. 10–1.


HOW Fairfield kept farm accounts. Cavert, W. L.

HOW good is your cost system? Ice cream trade journal, Apr. 1924, p. 82.

HOW great is the national fund from which taxes must be paid? Thornton, F. W.


HOW much should I spend? Fancher, Harry M.

HOW much should it cost to run your bank. Magazine of Wall Street, Nov. 10, 1923, p. 56–7.

HOW music dealers are selling radio; sales methods and practices, and radio-department operating costs, margins and profits, as revealed from study of music trade. Radio retailing, Apr. 1925, p. 354–7.


HOW must business management develop in order to possess the essentials of a profession? Follett, M. P. (In Metcalf, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 73–87.)

HOW operators are saving 80% of crank case drawings. Power wagon, Oct. 1926, p. 11–4.

HOW practical forms increase contractors profits. Walker, Frank R.

HOW shall we arrive at recompense fair to both store and employees? Dry goods economist, Feb. 16, 1924, p. 23–4.

HOW should a contractor's financial statement be arranged? Contract record and engineering review, May 23, 1923, p. 475.

HOW some industrial plants are reducing operating and maintenance costs. Industrial engineer Feb. 1926, p. 66–74.

HOW terminal ticket sales have been simplified. Bus transportation, March 1926, p. 142.

HOW the bookkeeper can increase his worth through using a plant ledger. *Bookkeeper and auditor*, Oct. 1927, p. 5-6.


HOW the controller should assist in merchandising. National retail dry goods association.


HOW the printer figures costs; the use of cost statistics by the United typotheticae. Miller, E. T.


HOW the universities can aid the accounting profession. Belser, Frank C.

HOW the use of a fixed per cent of stock shrinkage will help profits. National retail dry goods association.


HOW to apportion losses for a reciprocal insurance company. 1 typewritten page.


HOW to do research work. Schluter, W. C.

HOW to figure costs in a printing office. Porte, R. T.

HOW to figure costs of metal mine operations; some illuminating details given by an expert. *Salt Lake mining review*, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 9-10.

HOW to figure room selling prices. *Hotel management*, Apr. 1922, p. 117.

HOW to figure your costs. *Women's apparel merchant*, July 1926, p. 10-1.

HOW to find out if labor-saving equipment will pay. *Beling, transmission, tools and supplies*, Aug. 1924, p. 30-4.

HOW to get the correct mark-up and turnover. *Radio retailing*, July 1926, p. 53.

HOW to induce trade association members to employ the uniform system. Flander, Louis.


HOW to know your costs; a word or two on the important subject of overhead. *Automobile trimmer and painter*, Nov. 1924, p. 38.

HOW to make and use a balance sheet. Powell, Whiton. HOW to make and use an operating statement. Powell, Whiton.

HOW to make cost accounting effective. Knoeppel, C. E.

HOW to make your "costs" save money. Peel, Arthur J.

HOW to obtain a monthly balance sheet and profit and loss statement in the wholesale grocery business. Gerwig, Harry K.

HOW to popularize the service of safekeeping or custody of securities. Bender, D. H.

HOW to prepare a tax brief for use in hearings before the income tax unit, before the review division of the solicitor's office, before the Board of tax appeals with suggestions for drafting and example of petition to be filed with the Board of tax appeals. Gerstenberg, Charles W.

HOW to read a balance sheet and operating statement. Wellington, C. Oliver.

HOW to read a financial statement. Stockwell, Herbert G.

HOW to read a profit and loss statement. Stockwell, Herbert G.

HOW to read a balance sheet of a commercial concern. Pixley, Francis W.

HOW to reduce the cost of selling. Frost, A. G.

HOW to run a retail automobile business at a profit. ed. 3, rev. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, c1925. 150p.


HOW to sell a bonus plan to workers—and have it stay sold. Delany, James H.

HOW to sell your services. Fletcher, William L.

HOW to take a farm inventory and make a credit statement. Ladd, C. E.


HOW we have organized the tent and awning industry for uniform cost accounting. Weikert, Claire I.

HOWARD, ARTHUR W. Tax collector and his duties. Hartford, Conn., Tax commissioner, Sept. 1923. 16p. (Taxation document no. 206.)


HOWARD, T. W.—(Continued)
What uniform cost accounting has done for other industries. Commercial fertilizer, Aug. 1927, p.
26-33.

HOWATT, JAMES W.

HOWD, CLOICE R.
Industrial relations in the West coast lumber industry. Washington, Government printing office, 1924.
119p. (Continued)

HOWE, JONAS

HOWELL, F. D.
Problem of keeping unit costs shows need of uniform system. Power wagon, Oct. 1927, p. 8-10.

HOWELL, F. L.

HOWELL, J. H.
Engine room cost apportionment. Ice and refrigeration, Aug. 1925, p. 112-5.

HOWELL, K. M.
Cost system in black and white. Ice cream trade journal, Apr. 1926, p. 57-90.
Methods of accounting of the National association of ice cream manufacturers. Creamery, May 1926,
p. 79-81.

HOWELL, M. J.

HOWELL, VALENTINE

HOWIE, C. E.

HOWITT, H. G.
Valuation of a private company's shares for estate duty purposes. Accountant, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 51-63.

HOWLAND, CHARLES A.
Are we spending too much for government? municipal expenditures for public works. National municipal

HOWSON, E. T.
Railway valuation becomes political issue. Railway age, Jan. 5, 1924, p. 34-5.

HUBBARD, E. KENT, AND ANDREW, J. ERNEST
Executive's viewpoint in reference to cost figures by E. Kent Hubbard (p. 1-9); Cost figures from the
viewpoint of the factory executive, by J. Ernest Andrew (p. 10-3). New York, National association of cost accountants, May 1, 1925. 13p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 17.)
HUGHES, THOMAS G.
Accounting system should tell you how to keep your costs. *Bus transportation*, Jan. 1925, p. 17-20.

HUGHES, W. C. C.

HUGHES, W. M.

HUISON, N. B.

HULL, A. D.

HULL, R. S.
Allocation of administrative expenses by lines for casualty insurance companies. (In Casualty actuarial society. *Proceedings*, Nov. 17, 1922, p. 38-50.)

HULSE, JOHN K.

HUMAN element in material control. Williams, Charles A.

HUMAN factor in business organisation. Myers, Charles S.

HUMPHREYS, HUGH GODFREY
Income and profit and loss accounts; address before the sixth annual meeting of the American petroleum institute, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 19-20-21, 1926. Typewritten. (In American petroleum institute. *Group sessions on uniform methods of oil accounting*, p. 20-5.)


HUMPHREYS, N. H.

HUNGERFORD, C.

HUNGERFORD, D Ef.
Instructions in farm accounting. Athens, Georgia state college of agriculture, 1922. (Bulletin 263.)

HUNT, C. A.
Farm flock paid 80 cents an hour. *Orange Julld Farmer*, Feb. 15, 1923, p. 94.

HUNT, CLEMENT W.

HUNT, E. W.

HUNT, EDWARD EYRE
Conferences, committees, conventions and how to run them. New York, Harper and brothers, 1925. 218p.

HUNT, ERNEST W.
President’s address, Wellington accountant students’ society. *Accountants' journal* (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 289-91.
Royal charter for the accountants of New Zealand. *Accountants' journal* (New Zealand), March 1926, p. 291.

HUNT, HENRY T.

HUNT, W. D.

HUNTER, A. H.

HUNTER, ALBERT E., AND SARGENT, HOMER A.

HUNTER, BYRON, AND NUCKOLS, S. B.
Furn costs and relative profitableness of seven crops, Twin Falls county, Idaho, 1919 and 1920; agricultural experiment station of the University of Idaho and the United States department of agriculture co-operating, Moscow, Idaho, 1922. (Research bulletin 2.)

HUNTER, C. E.

HUNTER, JOEL
Death duties in Georgia of an estate of $150,000; an address before the Georgia field agents' club of the Mutual life insurance company of New York. Aug. 15, 1925. 4p. (Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Dec. 15, 1925, p. 12 (résumé).

Outline of 1924 income tax law. (In Income tax institute. *Complete proceedings held at the Atlantic chamber of commerce*, Jan. 7, 1925, auspices of Georgia society of certified public accountants; meeting arranged and sponsored by Georgia bankers’ association. p. 5-8.)

Reasons why the accrual basis is the correct method of accounting in determining the net income of a cotton mill. 6 typewritten pages.

What is success in life? 1 typewritten page.

HUNTER, W. J.

HUNTSMAN, E.

HURD, EDWIN C.
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HURD, GEORGE A.
Land values. (In Real estate handbook. 1925. p. 87–93.)

HURD, RICHARD M.

HURDMAN, FREDERICK H.
See also Russell, Frederick C., joint author.
Committee on co-operation with public accountants of the Robert Morris associates; address delivered at Cleveland, regional meeting, May 22, 1926. 14 typewritten pages.
Outline for discussion on stock of no par value, American institute of accountants. 1p.

HURLEY, JOHN LAURENCE
C. P. A. law questions, taken from the examinations set by the examiners of the American institute of accountants, June 1917 to May 1924 and answers. Boston, Bentley publishing company, c1924. 118p.

HURLOCK, H. T.
Car painting costs pulled down to less than those of 1913. Aera, July 1925, p. 1985–92.

HURST, CLARENCE H.

HURST, VICTOR W.
Standard cost system is really simple. Photo-engravers' bulletin, Nov. 1926, p. 3–6.
Unknown losses are converted into profits by the cost system. Photo-engravers' bulletin, Jan. 1927, p. 49–50.

HUSBAND, W. H.

HUSSELMAN, ROY

HUSSON, JOSEPH
Four years of constant inspection show uniform repair costs. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 40–6.

HUSTLER, A. C.

HUTCHINGS, CARLETON B.

HUTCHINGS, NEILL
It is easy to waste money on mine supplies. Coal age, Dec. 27, 1923, p. 952–3.

HUTCHINS, J. T.

HUTCHINS, WELLS A.
Irrigation district operation and finance. Washington, Government printing office, 1923. 56p. (United States department of agriculture, Department bulletin no. 1177.)

HUTCHINSON, D. J.
Balance sheet organization. Pitt and quarry, Jan. 1, 1925, p. 87–90.
Profit and loss statement. Pitt and quarry, Jan. 15, 1925, p. 75.
Relation of overhead costs to the determination of prices. Pitt and quarry, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 67–70.

HUTCHINSON, F.
Office machinery users' association. Accountants' journal (England), March 1927, p. 844–53.

HUTCHISON, A. E.

HUTCHISON, GEORGE E.

HUTCHISON, GEORGE W.

HUTT, A. E.

HUYCK, F. C. AND SONS

HYDE, J. E.

HYDER, K. LEE

HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANTS
See Electric light and power companies.

HYMAN, T. J.

HYSLIP, G. K.
Memorandum on Professor Ripley's "Stop, look, listen!" 6 typewritten pages.

I. G. C. to prescribe depreciation charges; presidents' committee says fixed property properly maintained, not subject to depreciation. Railway age, Sept. 1, 1923, p. 383–8.

I. C. S. field staff training course; history, growth, methods and advantages of the international correspondence schools. International correspondence schools. Scranton, Pa.


Accounting

NATIONAL association of ice industries. Uniform cost accounting system. Chicago, Ill.

Cost accounting

Costs
COMPARATIVE costs of operating a 20-ton ice plant. Southern engineer, Sept. 1923, p. 50–2.

COMPARATIVE costs with different types of prime movers used in ice manufacturers. Electrical world, July 14, 1923, p. 86.


SCHILLINGMAN, PAUL. Application of electric energy to the modern ice making and refrigerating plant. Refrigeration engineer, Nov. 1924, p. 165–72.

SMITH, R. H. Ice production costs for the engineer. Ice and refrigeration, Apr. 1926, p. 421–23.


ICE CREAM
CLAUSEN, E. C. Check on ice and salt shows dealer's value. Ice cream trade journal, Oct. 1923, p. 70.

COST council N. A. I. C. M. Creamery and milk plant monthly, May 1926, p. 86.


HOW cost council plans to aid manufacturers. Ice cream trade journal, May 1926, p. 52.


TORRENCE, GERALD A. Hours; a key to truck costs. Ice cream trade journal, May 1926, p. 48–50.

Accounting


BRAUNER, JOHN D. Here is your guide when you install the uniform accounting system. Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1925, p. 63–4.

BRÜÈRE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budget for the ice cream industry. (In their Applied budgeting, 1926, p. 192–203.)

FISCHER, E. Depreciation—its application to this industry and a practical computing method. Ice cream trade journal, Aug. 1925, p. 53–6.


HOLLOW, K. M. Methods of accounting of the National association of ice cream manufacturers. Creamery, May 1926, p. 79–81.


TURNER, C. L. Budget plan; how to put it in operation in the ice cream plant. New York produce review, Aug. 1, 1923, p. 702–6.

Cost accounting

ATKINS, E. J. Summarizing ice cream costs. Ice cream trade journal, July 1926, p. 64–6.


ICE CREAM—Cost accounting—(Continued)


RASMUSSEN, FRED. Direct method of cost finding for the ice cream industry. *Creamery and milk plant monthly*, May 1925, p. 86.


Costs


DUNNE, J. E. How service charges affect dealer relations. *Ice cream trade journal*, Nov. 1925, p. 68-70.


LITTLEFIELD, H. H. Service charge makes small dealer pay his way. *Ice cream trade journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 73.


WHEELER, F. B. What an analysis showed regarding service costs. *Ice cream trade journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 70.


ICE cream men thorng second Cleveland convention. *Ice cream trade journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 52-3.


IDAHO

LAWS and regulations governing the practice of certified public accountants in Idaho; compiled to Sept. 1, 1924. 6p.

LAWS and regulations pertaining to certified public accountants; amendments to 1927. 6p.

OFFICIAL list of licensed members of the various professions; compiled to Jan. 1, 1924. 71p.

OFFICIAL list of the 13 licensed professions in Idaho compiled to Jan. 1, 1925. 71p.

OFFICIAL list of the 14 licensed professions in Idaho; compiled to Jan. 1, 1926. S. 167, providing residential qualifications for certified public accountants and holders of accounting certificates from other states; introduced Feb. 17, 1925 (not passed).

AUDITOR


FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF

AMENDMENTS to banking and public depository laws, etc. 1927. 59p.

BANKING and public depository law, 1925. 100p.

FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF. BU- REAU OF ACCOUNTS


INSURANCE, BUREAU OF


STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

PROCEEDINGS, 1925.

IDAHO ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

BY-LAWS. 2 typewritten pages.

IDAHO, UNIVERSITY OF

HUNTER, BYRON, and NUCKOLS, S. B. Farm costs and relative profitableness of seven crops, Twin Falls county, Idaho, 1919 and 1920; agricultural experiment station of the university of Idaho and the United States development of agriculture co-operating. Moscow, Idaho, 1922. (Research bulletin 2.)


IDEAL is always necessary. *Journal of accountancy*, May 1927, p. 539-60.

IDEAL office. Casson, Herbert N.

IDLE TIME

See Time, Idle.

IGLAUER, JAY


ILES, KEITH


ILLINOIS

ACT in relation to the practice of public accountancy, and to repeal a certain act therein named; 1925.

BANKING law, 1925. Springfield, Ill. of 14p.

CORPORATIONS; an act in relation to corporations for pecuniary profit; approved June 28, 1919, as amended by acts in force July 1, 1925. Springfield, 1925. 45p.

H. B. 617; an act in relation to the practice of public accountancy and to repeal a certain act therein named; approved July 13, 1925. 6p.

H 615; an act making an appropriation to the department of registration and education for the public accountant examining committee; approved July 13, 1925. 1p.

H 616; an act to amend section 60 of "an act in relation to the civil administration of the state government, and to repeal certain acts therein named", approved March 7, 1917; as amended; approved July 13, 1925.
ILLINOIS—(Continued)

ILLINOIS securities laws. Springfield, 1925.

Laws enacted by the fifty-fourth general assembly, 1925. Springfield, Ill. 670p."

LIST of successful candidates of C. P. A. examination, Nov. 1922, May 1923, Nov. 1923. S 232; an act to regulate the profession of public accountants; introduced March 19, 1925 (not passed).

SECURITIES act; approved June 10, 1919, as amended. Springfield, 1925. 21p.

AUDITOR'S OFFICE


BUILDING INVESTIGATION COMMISSION


COMMERCE COMMISSION

ANNUAL report to the Illinois commerce commission; motor bus. 8p. (Form 20.)

COMMITTEE ON MATERIAL COST INVESTIGATION AND EXHIBITS

CORRECTED report. 1919. 23p.


REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION


SECRETARY OF STATE

CORPORATIONS; an act in relation to corporations for pecuniary profit, approved June 28, 1919, in force July 1, 1919, as amended by act in force July 1, 1923.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

EXAMINATION, May 1925.

STATE, SECRETARY OF

LAWs of Illinois relating to negotiable instruments, in force July 1, 1925. Springfield, 1925. 38p.

STATE TAX COMMISSION


ILLINOIS, UNIVERSITY OF

CIRCULAR of information in regard to the certificate of certified public accountant. Urbana, University of Illinois, Dec. 4, 1922. 47p.

50p.

NATURE of cyclical fluctuations in electric power production data. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1927. (Bulletin no. 26.)

STATISTICAL characteristics of book store sales. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1925. 31p. (Bulletin, v. 22, no. 15.)

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION


COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH

CURRENT ratio in public utility companies. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1926. 28p. (University of Illinois bulletin, v. 23, no. 43.)


EARNING power ratios of public utility companies. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1927. 44p. (Bulletin no. 15.)

NATURAL business year. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1926. 25p. (University of Illinois bulletin, v. 24, no. 14.)

PRODUCTIVITY ratios of public utility companies. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1926. 32p. (Bulletin no. 10.)


ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION

BANK accounting, what it means to you; a report of the committee on general ledger set-up; prepared under the direction of the committee on bank accounting. Chicago, Illinois bankers association. 32p.


ILLINOIS C. P. A. law of 1903. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 4.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY

PENSION department, rules and regulations. Chicago, The company. 5p.


ILLINOIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SOURCES of information on accounting. 5p.


ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS' COSTS ASSOCIATION


DEPRECIATION, comments on its computation and treatment in ordinary manufacturing operations. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association, 1925. 36p.


OBSOLESCENCE of materials; report of a committee. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association. 7p.

PROCEEDINGS, 1922. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association.

DEEPER analysis and distribution of commercial expenses. Chicago, Illinois manufacturers' costs association. 1924. 20p.


ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, July 9, 1917.


IMPORTANT 1927 amendments, Delaware corporation laws. Delaware.


IMPROPER also from accountants’ viewpoint. American accountant, Feb. 1927, p. 47.


IMPROVEMENTS

SPENGLER, WARREN D. What is just returns on funds invested in improvements? Pulp and paper profits, Apr. 1926, p. 12.

IMPROVEMENTS in the mechanism of public utility valuation. Ransom, William L.

(EL) IMPUESTO sobre utilidades en su relacion con la contabilidad industrial. Boletin oficial de la camera de comercio de la republica de Cuba, Octubre, 1927, p. 388-96.


IN retrospect. Indian railway accountants’ journal, Feb. 1926, p. 4-30.


IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, 1929-25. United States. Interstate commerce commission.


IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of carriers by water, Apr. 6, 1922. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of electric railway companies, Apr. 6, 1922. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of express companies, Apr. 6, 1922. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of sleeping car companies. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of steam roads, 1922-23. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the matter of the recovery and payment of excess net railway operating income under the provisions of section 15A of the Interstate commerce commission act, June 2, 1924. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

IN the realm of the retail merchant. Black diamond, March 31, 1923, p. 365.

INAUGURAL address. Sells, Elijah Watt.


INCIDENCE and relief of local rate burdens. Alcock, John.
INCIDENCE of business-profits taxes. Kracht, George V.

INCLUDING interest as a cost. Pacific printer and publisher, Sept. 1926, p. 182.

INCLUDING the churches. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1925, p. 45-6.

INCOME


COMPANY distribution, whether of capital or income. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 261.

CRAWFORD, L. U. Taxable income as defined under the statutes. National income tax magazine, Nov. 1926, p. 386-90.


MCMURRAY, O. K. Law and practice as to apportionment between principal and interest in trust estates. Trust companies, June 1925, p. 743-6, 807.


NEEDHAM, HARRY 10. Income tax, the distinction between capital and income. Accountant, June 6, 1925, p. 927-40.

NET income and surplus. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 298-318.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1921, including statistics from federal estate tax returns; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue. Washington, Government printing office, 1923, 498p.


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1923, including statistics from federal estate tax returns and federal gift tax returns; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, Government printing office, 1925, 345p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1924 filed by individuals; compiled under the direction of the commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit (preliminary report). Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 18p.

INCOME ACCOUNT

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Income account—revenues, expenses and losses, disposition of net income and consolidated balance sheet of the income accounts. (In his Auditing theory and practice, ed. c, 1927. p. 344-405.)

INCOME act amended chap. 46; an act to amend the income war tax act, 1917, assented to, June 27, 1925. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1925, p. 117.

INCOME and excess profits tax. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.

INCOME and profit and loss accounts. Humphreys, H. G.


INCOME TAX

See Taxation.


INCOME tax. Glass. Spaulding F.

INCOME tax accounting. Sherwood, J. F.

INCOME tax act of 1926. South Carolina.

INCOME tax amendment. Canadian chartered accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 252-4.


INCOME tax and super tax law and cases. Staples, Ronald.


INCOME tax and the merchant. Williams, S. H.


INCOME tax collections for fiscal year ended June 30, 1925 only slightly lower despite 25% tax cut. Commercial and financial chronicle, Sept. 26, 1925, p. 1530.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


INCOME tax in Brazil. Commerce reports, Jan. 14, 1924, p. 89.

INCOME tax in Great Britain and the United States. Spaulding, Harrison B.

INCOME tax in relation to local authorities. Whiteley, G. Ogden.

INCOME TAX INSTITUTE

COMPLETE proceedings held at the Atlanta chamber of commerce, Jan. 7, 1925, auspices of Georgia society of certified public accountants, meeting arranged and sponsored by Georgia bankers association. 32p.


INCOME tax law—auditing of assesses' accounts. Indian accountant, Feb. 1924, p. 25.


INCOME tax—new procedure to afford taxpayer opportunity to file protest. Commercial and financial chronicle, Dec. 8, 1923, p. 2508.


INCOME tax notes, depreciation. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Nov. 1924, July 1925, p. 201; 89.


INCOME tax number. Commercial law review, Feb. 1926.


INCOME tax on undistributed profits. Himmelblau, David.


INCOME tax procedure 1925; including federal capital stock tax, federal estate tax, and supplement to excess profits tax procedure, 1921. Montgomery, Robert H.

INCOME tax procedure, 1926, 1927. Montgomery, Robert H.


INCOME tax, rates and penalties. Seay, Adrian V.


INCOME tax regulations in relation to mining inventories. McGrath, T. O.

INCOME tax regulations (reprinted from Wilemans Brazilian review) approved by decree no. 16584 of Sept. 4, 1924, free translation into English by Mr. George Marr, secretary of the British chamber of commerce in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.


INCOME tax ruling affecting short sales. Financial age, Jan. 16, 1926.


INCOME tax tables 1923, showing amounts by which federal income tax is reduced by losses or increased by gains for the years 1923 and 1924, respectively, rates and amounts of tax for 1923 on income from $6,000 to $100,000, amount of tax under reduced rates of 1924, recommended by Secretary Mellon. Mitchell, Joseph J.

INCOME tax tables under revenue act of 1924. United States Congress.


INCOME taxes in the British dominions. Great Britain. Inland revenue department.


INCOMES for 1922 as shown by the report of the Secretary of the treasury. Thornton, F. W.


INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS' STUDENTS' SOCIETY OF LONDON

LECTURES and transactions for the year 1921, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1921. London, Incorporated accountants' students' society. 232p.


REPORT and accounts for 1925.

INCORPORATED institute of accountants. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1926, p. 85–6.

INCORPORATED institute of accountants; its future. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 31, 1927, p. 121–4.

INCORPORATED INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS OF NEW ZEALAND AND NEW ZEALAND ACCOUNTANTS' AND AUDITORS' ASSOCIATION


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

INCREASING and diminishing returns in connection with cost price. Kemp, William S.

INCREASING and diminishing returns in connection with cost price. Polak, N. J.


INCREASING business and the effect of mark downs on profits. Scull, E. H.

INCREASING farm earnings by use of simple farm accounts. Case, II. C. M., and Mosher, M. L.

INCREASING the farmer's net income by reducing costs. Johnson, O. R.

INCREASING the rate of turnover of retail yards. American lumberman, May 26, 1923, p. 1, 41.

INDEX number, cost of building construction. American appraisal news, Feb, 1925, p. 43.

INDEX NUMBERS

INDEX numbers of wholesale prices. See Buildings, monthly issue of Engineering and contracting, 1923 to date.

INDEXING AND FILING
HARTLEY, C. J. How we bettered our office methods; a filing system. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1925, p. 290-1.

INDIA. TAXATION ENQUIRY COMMITTEE
REPLIES to questions on income-tax from the questionnaire issued by the Indian taxation enquiry committee. 10p.

INDIAN accounts and income-tax with Indian income-tax act, 1922, and rules made thereunder as amended up to date. Singh, Dalip.


INDIAN INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS
PROSPECTUS. Nisbet road, Lahore, Punjab, India. 4p.

INDIAN institute of professional accountants. Indian accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 1.


INDIANA
ACT to create a state board of public accountancy, to prescribe its duties and administrative powers, to provide for the examination of, and issuance of certificates with the designation of certified public accountants to persons who qualify under the provisions thereof, to define a public accountant and to provide the penalty for violation of the provisions thereof. 9p. 1924 (not passed).

S 1927, an act dealing with the regulation and license of public accountants, introduced Feb. 4, 1925.

ACCOUNTS, STATE BOARD OF AND STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIONS
UNIFORM accounting system for school cities and towns; a handbook of instructions. Indianapolis, 1924. 41p.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
STUDY of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern Indiana. (Data from Washington and Hancock counties. Lafayette, 1923. 24p. (Bulletin no. 272.)

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION, DEPARTMENT OF
GUIDE to teaching farm accounting in rural schools of Indiana. Indianapolis, Indiana department of public instruction, 1925. 32p. (Educational bulletin no. 78.)
YEAR'S records on an Indiana farm; for use in studying accounting in rural schools. Indianapolis, Indiana department of public instruction, 1925. 16p. (Educational bulletin no. 77.) 16p.

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
ROBERTSON, LYNN. Making the farm inventory. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university. Department of agricultural extension, 1925. 8p. (Extension bulletin no. 130.)

BANKING, DEPARTMENT OF
BANK laws, mortgage guarantee company laws, public deposit laws, petty loan laws, etc. Indianapolis, 1927. 144p.

INSURANCE, COMMISSIONER OF
INSURANCE laws, 1925. Indianapolis, 1925. 356p.
INSURANCE laws, 1927; including all amendments of 1927 with notes and annotations. Indianapolis, 1927. 332p.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
RULES and regulations governing application for certificates of public convenience and necessity for the operation of motor vehicles as common carriers on the public highways of the state, and hearings thereon. Indianapolis, Ind. 10p. and amendment.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
LETTER dated Aug. 27, 1926, regarding reciprocity. 1p.

STATE BOARD OF CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS
INDIANA C. P. A. law and rules and regulations governing the issuance of certificates. 1925. 21p.

1927. 19p.

STATE BOARD OF TAX COMMISSIONERS AND COUNTY ASSESSORS
ANNUAL report for 1924.

TAX COMMISSIONERS AND COUNTY ASSESSORS, STATE BOARD OF PROCEEDINGS for 1924.

TAX COMMISSIONERS, STATE BOARD OF
INDIANA law relating to the assessment and taxation of property concerning the duties and powers of taxing officers and an appendix containing forms and general information; revised May 1925. Indianapolis. 335p.


INDIANA ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

BANKER, the balance sheet and the certified public accountant. Indianapolis, The association. 7p.

BUSINESS man and the certified public accountant. 7p.

DEPRECIATION. 4p.

DIRECTORY of members, arranged alphabetically and geographically. Indianapolis, The society. 11p.
INDIANA ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS—(Continued)

NATURAL business year. 2p. (Monthly letter-bulletin.)

REPORT of committee on legislation. 5 typewritten pages.

INDIANA C. P. A. laws and rules and regulations governing the issuance of certificates. Indiana. State board of certified accountants.


INDIANAPOLIS water company case. United States. Supreme court.


INDIRECT labor. Ostlund, Harry J.


INDUSTRIAL and financial investigations. Andersen, Arthur.


INDUSTRIAL and statistical department of a modern bank. Subley, F. W.

INDUSTRIAL appraisals and insurance. Hall, H. B.


INDUSTRIAL cost accounting for executives. Atkins, Paul M.

INDUSTRIAL credits. Young, Robert.


INDUSTRIAL inventories. Kilduff, Frederick W.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

See Factories-Management; Management; Office management.

INDUSTRIAL management. Lansburgh, Richard H.


INDUSTRIAL organisation and management. Carlioz, J.


INDUSTRIAL pensions vs. state poor relief. Kimball, Ingalls.

INDUSTRIAL publishing, the foundation principles, functions, methods and general practice. Swetland, Horace M., ed.

INDUSTRIAL relations in the West coast lumber industry. Howd, Cloice R.

INDUSTRIAL REPRESENTATION

See Management, Employees' representation.

INDUSTRIAL thrift and savings plans. Metropolitan life insurance company.

INDUSTRIAL tractors save cost in one year. Electrical world, March 14, 1925, p. 570–1.

INDUSTRIAL transition in Japan. Holland, Maurice.

INDUSTRY


Canadian chartered accountant, July 1927, p. 2–24.


LEHNFELDT, R. A. Government and industry. (In his Descriptive economics. 1927. p. 97–106.)


Japan

HOLLAND, MAURICE. Industrial transition in Japan. New York, National research council and Japan society. c1927. 51p.


INDUSTRY'S obligation to superannuation and an evaluation of present and proposed plans. Ching, C. S.

INFLUENCE of automobiles and good roads on retail trade centers. Nebraska, University of. College of business administration.

INFLUENCE of bankers and creditors in business management. Madden, John T.

INFLUENCE of expenses and selection of reserves for recently-effected policies. Buchanan, James.

INFLUENCE of mechanical office labor saving devices on the elimination of waste. Ashdown, Cecil S.

INFORMATION classification for the management, adapted from the Dewey decimal system. Management and administration, Apr. 1924, p. 449–64.


INFORMATION for employees. Elgin national watch company.

INFORMATION in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, May 1, 1925. North Carolina. State board of accountancy.

INFORMATION in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, June 1925. Nevada. State board of accountancy.


INFORMATION in regard to examinations for degree of certified public accountant. California. State board of accountancy.


INGHAM, HOWARD M.

INGRAHAM, B. G.

INGREDIENTS

INHERITANCE

INHERITANCE

INHERITANCE

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENTS

BASET, WILLIAM R. In defense of installment selling. Advertising and selling fortnightly, Nov. 4, 1925, p. 30-4-6.


BUYING on installments, Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 30, 1927, p. 141-3.

COMER, H. D. Ten-payment-plan of retailing men's clothing. Columbus, Ohio state university press, 1926. 27p. (Ohio state university studies, Bureau of business research monographs no. 5.)

DEPRECIATION, liquidation and installment selling. Printers' ink, June 4, 1925, p. 69-70.

FIRST Wisconsin national bank of Milwaukee. Installment buying, Milwaukee, 1926. 23p.


HIRE-PURCHASE system applied to local authorities and public companies. Accountant, Apr. 2, 1927, p. 495-6.


INSTALLMENT sales and business prosperity. Pittsburgh accountant, June 1, 1927, p. 5.


OLSON, EMERY E., and HALLMAN, J. W. Installment sales and collections. (In their Credit management. c1925. p. 357-67.)


REPORT of the staff of the joint committee on internal revenue taxation on the subject of installment sales. Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, Dec. 1, 1927, p. 3-5, 15.


INSTALLING wage-incentive systems that work. Beck, Barl.

INSTALLMENT buying. First Wisconsin national bank of Milwaukee.

INSTALLMENT distribution of partnership assets. Pace student, Nov. 1923, p. 186-7.

INSTALLMENT sales and business prosperity. Pittsburgh accountant, June 1, 1927, p. 5.

INSTALLMENT sales under the revenue act of 1926. Corporation trust company.


INSTALLMENT furniture. 1 typewritten page.


INSTALMENT selling. Accountant, Nov. 12, 1927, p. 661-3.

INSTALMENT selling in department stores. Schweppe, George A.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 409
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INSTAMMENTS—(Continued)

SCHWEPPE, GEORGE A. Instalment selling in department stores; a survey showing methods for adapting instalment selling to department stores, including lines of merchandise, selection of credit risks, terms of payment, and financing of instalment sales. New York, Dry goods economist, c1926. 48p.

SELIGMAN, EDWIN R. A. Economics of instalment selling; a study in consumers' credit, with special reference to the automobile. 2v. New York, and brothers, 1927. 357 + 623p.


Accounting

BERRIGAN, EDMUND. Instalment sales, on approval sales, branch sales, consignment sales. (In his Elements of accounting. 1926. p. 223—36.)

BOLLING, CULIFFE L. Selling against deferred payments. (In his Commercial management. 1925. p. 101—12.)


FINNEY, H. A. Instalment sales. (In his Principles of accounting, ch. 11. p. 1—10.)


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Store organization. Dry goods economist, Dec. 12, 1925, p. 20—2.


MUSIC industries chamber of commerce. Federal income tax returns on instalment sales prepared especially for retail music merchants. New York, Trade service bureau, Music industries chamber of commerce, 1923. 10p.


PEISCH, A. M. Determination of taxable income derived from instalment sales; prepared especially for retail music merchants. New York, Trade service bureau, Music industries chamber of commerce, Feb. 15, 1924. 11p.


SHERWOOD, J. F. Accounting for instalment sales. (In his Accountancy, c1925, p. 187—8.)


INSTITUTE and public service. Olive, George S.


INSTITUTE examination in law. Gordon, Spencer.


INSTITUTE issues balance sheet for all oil companies. National petroleum news, March 10, 1926, p. 34—7.


INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (CALIFORNIA) APPLICATION for membership. 4p.


INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES, JOINT COMMITTEE ON COUNCILS OF THE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF SCOTLAND, SOCIETY OF INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS STATEMENT to be submitted to the committee on national debt and taxation, Sept. 19, 1924.


CHARTER of incorporation and by-laws. 30p.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF MANITOBA CHARTER and by-laws. Winnipeg, 1925. 31p.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

INSTITUTE OF COST AND WORKS ACCOUNTANTS


INSTITUTE Publicity number. Chartered accountant, Apr. 1926.


INSTITUTION OF THE RUBBER INDUSTRY

INSTITUTIONS


Accounting

AMERICAN hospital association. Fourth report of the committee on accounting and records. p. 49–73.


AMERICAN hospital association. Standardized and comparable hospital statistics, your per-capita-diem cost figure. Chicago, American hospital association. 4p. (Bulletin no. 42.)


HOSPITAL depreciation. 1 typewritten page.


MASSACHUSETTS. Financial report of institutions. 11p.


NEW JERSEY. Institutions and agencies, Department of. Account classification and code symbol chart, state institutional accounting system. 1p.

NEW JERSEY. Institutions and agencies, Department of. Document flow chart, showing the routine of all documents and vouchers used in connection with the uniform accounting system. 1p.

NEW JERSEY. Institutions and agencies, Department of. Uniform accounting procedure for institutional appropriation accounting and revenue accounting. Only typewritten copies were made for installation purposes.


PHYSICIAN'S record company. Samples, hospital record forms.


STONE, JOSEPH E. Hospital accounts. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 37–60.)


THOMPSON, WILLIAM RODNEY. System for an endowed hospital. (In his Accounting systems, their design and installation. 1926. p. 675–734.)


WASHINGTON. Inspection and supervision of public offices, Bureau of uniform system of accounts and general instructions for state departments and institutions. Olympia, 1920. 48p.


WILLARD, RAYMOND D. Institutional accounting; Bay state hospital. (In his System building and constructing accounts. 1924. p. 40–95.)

WOODS, J. B. COLLINGS. Social agency and its accounts. Better times, Feb. 4, Apr., 7, June 9, 1924, sec. 2, p. 13, 18s, 24s, 26s, 28s; 14–15s; 15s, 20s–21s; 15s, 20s–21s. Better times (supplement), p. 11–2, 20, 42.

Auditing
ARKANSAS. Act 255, an act creating state auditorial department, passed by the 1917 general assembly and amendment. 14p.

AUDIT check on contributions. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Apr. 1, 1927, p. 39.

AUDITING of state institutions; Is it optional with the state institution being audited, to employ the services of the state auditing department or the public accounting firms? In checking institutions under state control; abstracts from statutes and letters. Feb. 1925, Typewritten.

BUTTON, ALBERT E. Charitable institutions. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 306–7.)

EGGLESTON, DEWITT, CARL. Institutional revenue and expense accounts. (In his Auditing procedure. 1924. p. 425–31.)

MISSISSIPPI. Chapter 325, senate bill no. 197; an act to provide for the inspection and supervision and auditing of public offices, and to establish a uniform system of public auditing and accounting. (In its Laws . . . passed at a regular session commencing Jan. 8, 1924, ending Apr. 12, 1924. p. 557–67.)
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INSTRUCTIONS—(Continued)

Cost accounting


VEILING, JOSEPH DOMMERS. Food cost finding and control for hotels, restaurants, cafeterias, clubs, institutions, department stores, industrial eating places, transportation companies and all other modern eating establishments. Chicago, Food research bureau of Chicago, c1923. 60p. + forms.

Costs

AMERICAN hospital association. Hospital operating figures; operating cost figures for four hundred hospitals, the need for standardization of basic operating cost figures, the need for developing standards for recording and reporting figures representing the operating results or products. Chicago, AMERICAN hospital association, c1924. 15p. (*Bulletin no. 59.)*


COSTS of service in non-profit institutions. *American accountant*, July 1927, p. 49.


UNITED hospital fund of New York. Hospital expenses, 1923, 4 typewritten page.

Law


New York


Reports


INSTITUTO DE CONTADORES PUBLICOS PUBLICOS TITULADOS DE MEXICO


LIST of members and extracts from the rules of professional conduct. March 1927.

INSTRUCTION bulletin, a uniform accounting system for general hospitals. Pennsylvania. Public welfare, Department of.

INSTRUCTIONAL school costs in cities and villages of New York state. Wiley, George M.

INSTRUCTIONS for the audit of annual statements. Insurance accountants' association.

INSTRUCTIONS in farm accounting. Hungerford, DeF.

INSTRUCTIONS relative to the organization and powers of national banks, 1923. United States. Comptroller of the currency.

INSTRUCTIONS relative to the organization and powers of national banks, together with the regulations of the Federal reserve board relating to member banks; 1926. United States. Comptroller of the currency.

INSULATION

Costs


INSULL, SAMUEL


INSURANCE


CONTROLLERS' congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance, bulletin; co-insurance. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, Feb. 1925. 14p. (v. 8, no. 4.)

DAVIES, ALFRED. Budgeting in a financial institution. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Financial executives' series: no. 6.)*


HALL, H. B. Industrial appraisals and insurance. New York, National association of cost accountants, Apr. 15, 1925. 16p. ( *N. A. C. A. bulletin*, v. 5, no. 16.)


PENNSYLVANIA. Insurance, Department of. List of persons, partnerships and corporations licensed as insurance brokers and excess insurance brokers showing licenses revoked and reinstated in Pennsylvania, quarter ending Dec. 31, 1926. Harrisburg, 1926. 41p.

PENNSYLVANIA. Insurance, Department of. List of persons, partnerships and corporations licensed as insurance brokers and excess insurance brokers, showing licenses revoked and reinstated in Pennsylvania, quarter ending June 30, 1927. Harrisburg, 1927. 52p.


SCHEMEL, ROYCE. Public liability insurance; what the hotel auditor should know about it. *Alarm clock*, Apr. 1, 1926, p. 4–5.


Accounting


AMERICAN system company. American agency accounting system; its methods of accounting and record keeping for insurance agents and brokers. Roanoke, Va., American system company, c1924. 31p.
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INSURANCE—Accounting—(Continued)

Cover: Record keeping and accounting methods for insurance agents and brokers.

ASSURANCE companies' accounts. Incorporated accountants' journal, Apr. 1927, no. 6. BUCHANAN, JAMES. Use of select tables for the calculation of survivorship benefits; influence of expenses and the selection of reserves for recently effected policies. p. 181-206. (Transactions of the faculty of actuaries, v. 2, pt. 7, no. 18.)


GUTHMANN, HARRY G. Statements of insurance companies. (In his Analysis of financial statements, 1925, p. 366-92.)

HADFIELD, T. E. Remington accounting machine system applied to insurance practice—Utica mutual insurance company. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 41-80.)

HADLEY'S pathfinder accounting system for insurance agents. Los Angeles, Cal., Charles R. Hadley companies, 1925. 217 p. 4-forms.

HOWELL, VALENTINE. Financial statements. Record, American institute of actuaries, June 1925, p. 685.


INSURANCE companies' accounts. Accountant, June 18, 1927, p. 951-4.

JACOBS, CARL N. Use of Elliott Fisher machines in insurance work. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 31-6.)

MURRIE, ROBERT. Agents' ledger—can it be dispensed with? London, Charles and Edwin Layton, 1912. p. 159-234. (Transactions of the faculty of actuaries, v. 6, pt. 4, no. 58.)


WALSH, DANIEL P. Use of punch cards in accounting and statistical work. (National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 9-30.)


Cost accounting


Costs


Law

BUSINESS law. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923. p. 1-87.)

California


Canada


Hawaii


Idaho


Illinois


Indiana


Kansas


KANSAS. Insurance department. Insurance laws and amendments enacted by the legislative sessions of 1920, 1921, 1923. Topeka, 1923. 18 p.

KANSAS. Insurance department. Kansas laws relating to insurance and insurance companies, 1925. Topeka, 1925. 233 p.

Louisiana


Maine

MAINE. Laws of the state of Maine of special interest to charities and corrections, July 1919. 68 p.

MAINE. Insurance, Department of. Insurance laws, as amended at the legislative sessions of 1917, 1919, 1921, 1923 and 1925 and laws ... enacted by the 83rd session of the legislature ... July 16, 1927. Augusta, Maine, 1927. 160 p.

Mississippi


Missouri

MISSOURI. Insurance, Department of. Insurance laws with an appendix of laws relating to insurance
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INSURANCE—Law—Missouri—(Continued)
comprising revised statutes of Missouri, 1919, with
amendments of regular and special sessions of the
legislature of 1921 and the sessions of 1923, 1925 and

NEBRASKA
Insurance, Bureau of. Insurance laws, amendments
of 1927 session to compiled statutes of
Nebraska, 1922. 24p.
NEBRASKA. Trade and commerce, Department of.
Insurance laws, compiled statutes of Nebraska 1922
as amended by 1923, 1924 and 1925 sessions. 160p.

NEW JERSEY
Banking and insurance, Department of.
Insurance laws of New Jersey, 1926. Trenton,
1926. 139p.

New Mexico
NEW MEXICO. State bank examiner. Insurance
laws of the state of New Mexico containing all of the
enactments to date, Dec. 1923. Santa Fe, 1923.
95p.
NEW MEXICO. State corporation commission.
Insurance laws of the state of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, 1925. 86p.

New York
PARKER, AMASA J. Insurance law of New York;
chapter 28 of the consolidated laws and chapter 33 of
1909, including all amendments of 1926, with notes
and annotations. Albany, State printing and
publishing company, 1926. 475p.

OREGON
OREGON. Insurance commissioner. Insurance laws,

Porto Rico
PORTO RICO. No. 14, act to amend act no. 66.
approved July 16, 1921, known as the Insurance
law of Porto Rico, approved, Aug. 29, 1923. 9p.
PORTO RICO. No. 66, act providing for the incor-
poration of domestic insurance companies to regulate
the insurance business in Porto Rico and for other
purposes, approved July 16, 1921. 61p.

Rhode Island
RHODE ISLAND. Insurance commissioner. Insur-
ance laws, May, 1925. Providence, 1925. 86p.

South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA. Insurance commissioner.
Insurance laws of South Carolina, 1923. Columbia,
1923. 1282p.
SOUTH DAKOTA. Amendments to insurance laws,
1925 session. 8p.
SOUTH DAKOTA. Insurance, Commissioner of.
Amendments to South Dakota insurance laws. 1923
SOUTH DAKOTA. Insurance, Commissioner of.
Amendments to South Dakota insurance laws, 1927
SOUTH DAKOTA. Insurance, Commissioner of.

Vermont
VERMONT. Amendments to general laws of the
state of Vermont relating to insurance, enacted by
the general assembly of 1925. 3p.

West Virginia
WEST VIRGINIA. Amendments to the insurance

Wisconsin
WISCONSIN. Insurance, Commissioner of.
Insurance laws as amended by the legislative session of

Wyoming
WYOMING. Insurance, Department of. First sup-
plement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed
and amendments made by the eighteenth Wyoming
state legislature and session laws of Wyoming, 1925.
Cheyenne, 1925. 16p.
WYOMING. Insurance, Department of. Second
supplement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed
and amendments made by the nineteenth Wyoming
state legislature and session laws of Wyo-

Reports
INTER-SOUTHERN hearing details given to public;
audits conflict in condition of inter-southern; com-
pany's reply accuses Brown and Ernst of trying to
gain control; commissioners hear charges of mis-
management made by accountants; 12 witnesses
testify. Louisville (Ky.) times, Oct. 26, 1925.
INTER-SOUTHERN life insurance company. Louis-
ville, Ky. Best's insurance news, Life ed., Oct. 31,
1925, p. 91–2.

California
CALIFORNIA. Insurance commissioner. Annual
report, 1924.

Connecticut
CONNECTICUT. Insurance commissioner. Annual
report, 1925 (business of 1924). 3v.

District of Columbia
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Insurance, Department
of. Annual report, 1924.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Insurance, Department

Michigan
MICHIGAN. Insurance, Commissioner of. Annual
report, 1924.

Nebraska
NEBRASKA. Insurance Bureau of. Preliminary
statement of insurance business. Lincoln, Neb.,
1925.
NEBRASKA. Insurance Bureau of. Summary of
insurance business in Nebraska for the year 1922;
also comparative figures of authorized companies
for the years 1919, 1920 and 1921. Lincoln, Neb.
179p.
NEBRASKA. Insurance, Bureau of. Summary of
insurance business in Nebraska for the year 1926;
also comparative figures of authorized companies
for the years 1923, 1924 and 1925. 240p.

New Hampshire
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Insurance commissioner. Re-
port, 1923.

New Mexico
NEW MEXICO. Insurance department. Report,
1922, 1924, 1925.

Oregon
OREGON. Insurance commissioner. Annual report,
1922.

Rhode Island
RHODE ISLAND. Insurance commissioner. An-
nual report, 1925 (2v.)

Tennessee
TENNESSEE. Insurance and banking, Commissioner of.
Annual report, 1923, 1924.

Vermont
VERMONT. Insurance commissioner. Report for
year ending Dec. 31, 1925; fire, life, fidelity and
casualty and fraternal insurance companies. Bel-

Societies
CASUALTY actuarial and statistical society of
CASUALTY actuarial society. Proceedings, Nov. 17,
1922, Nov. 16, 1923.
CASUALTY actuarial society. Recommendations for
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INSURANCE—Societies—(Continued)


NATIONAL association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. New York, American mutual alliance, c1926.

Statistics

KOPF, EDWIN W. Statistics in the service of insurance administration. (In Casualty actuarial society. Proceedings, 1924, p. 102-14.)

Stockkeeping

NICHOLSON, T. O. Advantages and routine of a purchasing department for mutual insurance companies. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 76-88.)

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT

DAVIES, E. ALFRED. Budgeting in a financial institution. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Financial executives' series: no. 6.)

Accounting

DAVIES, E. ALFRED. Budget in mutual casualty insurance. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 88-109.)

TARBELL, THOMAS F. Determination of acquisition and field supervision cost by lines of business of casualty insurance. Spectator, June 5, 1924, p. 25-8.

Auditing


Cost accounting

HULL, R. S. Allocation of administrative expenses by lines for casualty insurance companies. (In Casualty actuarial society. Proceedings, Nov. 17, 1923, p. 38-50.)

INSURANCE, ACCOUNTANTS

ACCOUNTANTS' Indemnity insurance. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Oct. 1, 1926, June 1, 1927, p. 35-6, 84-5.

ACCOUNTABILITY: coverage written by Independence indemnity through Freeborn and co. Spectator, Feb. 4, 1926.


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report submitted by a special committee to investigate policies offered by indemnity companies. 3p.

ARTICLED clerks and insurance contributions. Accountant, Apr. 24, 1926, p. 613.


CORPORATE accountants' policy. Corporate accountant, Nov. 1927, p. 402.


LIABILITIES of auditors; indemnity under insurance policies. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1926, p. 50-1.


INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE


INSURANCE, BUSINESS

COLLINS, CLEM W. Business insurance from the viewpoint of the business adviser; address before the Colorado association of life underwriters, Apr. 17, 1924. 8 typewritten pages.


INSURANCE, CASUALTY

Cost accounting


INSURANCE, CO-INSURANCE

JAMISON, CHARLES L. Co-insurance. (In his Finance. c1927. p. 282-7.)

INSURANCE, CREDIT


INSURANCE, EARTHQUAKE

'WILLIS, BAILEY. Underwriting earthquake hazards; read before the 40th annual meeting of the Fire underwriters' association of the Pacific. 15p.

INSURANCE, FIDELITY

See Insurance, Surety and fidelity.

INSURANCE, FIRE


HÜNGERFORD, C. Reserves for unexpired fire insurance risks. Public accountant, Sept. 29, 1927, p. 82-6.


Accounting

GLASS, H. P. Audit of the accounts of a fire and accident insurance company. Indian accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 236.

GORDON, WILLIAM D., and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Insurance companies, fire insurance accounting. (In their Modern accounting systems. 1924. p. 51-104.)
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INSURANCE, FIRE—Accounting—(Continued)
Same as Wiegand, William B. Accounting for fire insurance companies, preparation of annual reports to state insurance departments. MADAN, GEORGE G. Accounting problems of fire insurance companies. Certified public accountant, July 1927, p. 178-82, 186-7.
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Fire insurance companies. (In their Specialised accounting, 1925. p. 156-84.
WIEGAND, WILLIAM B. Accountancy for fire insurance companies, preparation of annual reports to state insurance departments. Chicago, La Salle extension university, c1925. 95p.
Same as La Salle extension university accountancy, fire insurance accounting and practice problems.

Auditing
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Insurance companies. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925. p. 284-90.)
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Fire insurance companies. (In their Specialised accounting, 1925. p. 156-84.

INSURANCE, FRATERNAL

INSURANCE, GROUP

INSURANCE, HEALTH
ARTICLED clerks and national health insurance. Incorporated accountants' journal, June 1924, p. 248.
JAMES, A. National health and unemployment insurance and its effect on the payroll of a large manufacturing concern. Cost accountant, June 1927, p. 97-8.

Auditing
AUDIT of health insurance accounts; instances of fraud. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Dec. 1, 1926, p. 201-3.

INSURANCE, LAND VALUE

INSURANCE, LIFE
COST of accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 89-91.
LIFE insurance sales research bureau. Third annual meeting, Nov. 10, 1924. Hartford, Conn., Life insurance sales research bureau, 66p. (Report no. 16.)
LOVITT, WILLIAM V., and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Life probabilities; pure endowments and annui-

Accounting
GORDON, WILLIAM D., and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Insurance companies; life insurance accounting. (In their Modern accounting systems, 1924.
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Life insurance companies. (In their Specialised accounting, 1925. p. 185-208.
OHLSSON, O. A. Life insurance accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1924, p. 156-8.

Auditing
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Insurance companies. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 284-90.)
LIFE assurance company. (In Audit note book for quarterly, half-yearly or annual audits. p. 82.)
NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Life insurance companies. (In their Specialised accounting, 1925. p. 185-208.)

Costs
LIFE insurance sales research bureau. Agency costs; review of bureau's study. (In its Third annual meeting, Nov. 1924, p. 35-47.
LIFE insurance sales research bureau. Study of agency costs. Hartford, Conn., Life insurance sales research bureau. 5 forms.
NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Expenses of life insurance companies operating in Nebraska. Lincoln, Apr. 1926. 45p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 15.)

INSURANCE, MARINE
INAUGURAL meeting of a marine insurance fund. Accountant, May 7, 1927, p. 693.
SMITH, W. G. Lloyds, the greatest marine insurance market in the world. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Aug. 1923, p. 49-52.
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INSURANCE, PROFITS

INSURANCE, RECIPROCAL
HOW to apportion losses for a reciprocal insurance company. 1 typewritten page.

INSURANCE, REINSURANCE

INSURANCE, SURETY AND FIDELITY

Accounting

INSURANCE, TITLE
NORTH, NELSON L., and VAN BUREN, DEWITT. Title insurance. (In their Real estate titles and conveyancing. 1927. p. 246-60.)

INSURANCE, TRUSTS

INSURANCE trust department. Trust companies, Aug. 1927, p. 128.

INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
JAMES A. National health and unemployment insurance and its effect on the payroll of a large manufacturing concern. Cost accountant, June 1927, p. 27-8.


INSURANCE, USE AND OCCUPANCY

CONTROLLERS’ congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance bulletin, use and occupancy. New York, Apr. 19, 1925. (p. 8, no. 3.)


Accounting

INSURANCE ACCOUNTANTS’ ASSOCIATION

INSURANCE ACCOUNTS
CONTROLLERS’ congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance bulletin. New York, Jan. 1924. Sp. (e. 8, no. 1.)

CONTROLLERS’ congress of the National retail dry goods association. Insurance bulletin, the Shepard fire, New York, Nov. 1924. 19p. (e. 8, no. 3.)

FINNEY, H. A. Fire insurance—fire loss—life insurance. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 58.)

HOPE, GEORGE A. Partnership policies of assurance. Indian accountant, March 1924, p. 57.


INSURANCE as an element of cost. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 15, 1918.


NATIONAL retail dry goods association. First year of the insurance bureau. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the congress’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 71-83.)


VALUATION of capital stock. Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, Sept. 15, 1926, p. 3.

INSURANCE accounts and investments (fire, life, accident and marine). Nelson, J. B., and Hammond, E. J.


INSURANCE brokerage accounting. Farb, Solomon.


INSURANCE bulletin. Controllers’ congress of the National retail dry goods association.

INSURANCE bulletin, co-insurance. Controllers’ congress of the National retail dry goods association.

INSURANCE bulletin, the Shepard co. fire. Controllers’ congress of the National retail dry goods association.

INSURANCE bulletin, use and occupancy. Controllers’ congress of the National retail dry goods association.


INSURANCE companies’ accounts. Accountant, June 18, 1927, p. 951-7.

INSURANCE company looks into stores practices on railroads. Railway age, Oct. 3, 1925, p. 613-4.


INSURANCE INSTITUTE OF TORONTO
PROCEEDINGS, 1904-5, 1922-3.

INSURANCE investment trusts. Trust companies, Apr. 1927, p. 470.


INSURANCE laws; amendments of 1927 session to compiled statutes of Nebraska 1922. Nebraska. Insurance, Bureau of.

INSURANCE laws, as amended at the legislative sessions of 1917, 1919, 1921, 1923 and 1925 and laws . . . enacted by the 83rd session of the legislature . . . July 16, 1927. Maine. Insurance, Department of.

INSURANCE laws, as amended by the legislative session of 1927. Wisconsin. Insurance, Commissioner of.


INSURANCE laws of the state of New Mexico. New Mexico. State bank examiner. Insurance department.
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INSURANCE laws with an appendix of laws relating to insurance, containing revised statutes of Missouri, 1919, with amendments of regular and special sessions of the legislature of 1921 and the session of 1923, 1925 and 1927. Missouri. Insurance, Department of.

INSURANCE manual for employees. Electric storage battery company.

INSURANCE manual for salaried employees. Electric storage battery company.

INSURANCE plans. New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad.


INSURANCE protection. Rodrigues, O. V.

INSURANCE trust department. Trust companies, Aug. 1927, p. 128.

INSURANCE TRUS SINSURANCE investment trusts. Trust companies, Apr. 1927, p. 470.


INTERBOROUGH RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY PENSION system regulations. 8p.


NEW YORK (state). Transit commission. In the matter of the determination of the chief engineer of the Transit commission under the contract, dated March 19, 1913, between the City of New York, acting by the Public service commission for the first district, and Interborough rapid transit company, of the cost paid or accrued to June 30, 1923, of contract 3, together with report of the cost in operation to June 30, 1923, and redetermination of cost to June 30, 1922; thirty-eighth to forty-first quarterly determinations (to June 30, 1923). June 30, 1924, 277p.


INTEREST ATKINS, Paul M. Interest as an element of cost. (In his Industrial cost accounting for executives, 1923, p. 161-7.)

BARCH, ALFRED. Interest and depreciation in shop cost. (In his Standard costs for steel mill workers, 1923, p. 158-63.)


BYE, RAYMOND T. Interest on enterprisers' capital as a cost in the light of economic theory. American economic review, June 1926, p. 266.

COBB, HOWARD P. Interest as an element of cost. (In his Shoe factory accounting and cost keeping, 1924, p. 230-5.)


COWIN, R. B. Some economic fallacies among cost accountants. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 1, 1923, 9p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 1.)

DAWSON, SIDNEY. If interest were abolished. Accountant, Apr. 1924, p. 220.

DOHR, JAMES L. Interest and rent. (In his Cost accounting theory and practice, 1924, p. 41-5.)

EGGLESTON, DEWITT CARL. Inventories, exclusion of interest. (In his Auditing procedure, 1926, p. 135.)


HOLDS taxes and interest on unproductive property now may be capitalized. Pulp and paper, Apr. 1926, p. 3, 15.

ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Interest. (In its Financial burden in cost. c1925, p. 5-8.)

INCLUDING interest as cost. Pacific printer and publisher, Sept. 1926, p. 182.


★ INTEREST as a cost. Accountant, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 783-5.

★ INTEREST charged to construction. American institute of accountants, Special bulletins no. 27, 28, May, Dec. 1926, p. 6-7, 2.


K ESTER, ROY B. Interest. (In his Accounting theory and practice, 1925, p. 430-3.)


LAWRENCE, W. B. Interest in investment. (In his Cost accounting, 1925, p. 312-24.)

LEAVEL, R. F. Changing interest on investment as a manufacturing cost. Miller's review and Diste miller, Dec. 1924.


MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 89-96.)


★ MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Interest. (In his Auditing theory and practice, ed. 4, c1927, p. 754-62.)


PETTY, BEN H. Interest on investment. (In his Track operating costs, 1923, p. 10-1.)


RULES for computing interest. Bookkeeper and auditor, Apr. 1927, p. 16.


INTERNATIONAL—(Continued)


WEBNER, FRANK E. Interest on investment. (In his Factory overhead. 1924, p. 163–79.)


INTEREST as a cost. Scovell, Clinton H.


INTEREST of the accountant in calendar reform. Freeman, Herbert C.

INTEREST question. Vierling, Frederick.


INTERESTING joint meeting of hardwood operators. Lumber trade journal, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 11, 27.

INTERMEDIATE accounting. Saliers, Earl A.

INTERNAL audit. Karamelli, W. L.

INTERNAL auditing, Lessons A71–A80. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.


INTERNAL economy of an accountant's office; with special reference to accounts and costing. Bird, Cyril F.

INTERNATIONAL organization of a manufacturing company. Farish, D. M.


INTERNAL revenue taxes illegally collected. United States. Congress.

(HET) INTERNATIONAL accountants congres, Amsterdam, 1926. Amsterdam (The Netherlands), J. Muussees. 1926. 862p.


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS' CONGRESS PAPERS presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 24v. Amsterdam, J. Muussees.


INTERNATIONAL accountants' congress, Amsterdam; education for the profession. Accountant, July 24, 1926, p. 128.


INTERNATIONAL accounts. Lewis, Cleona.

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AMERICAN arbitration association. International chamber of commerce. (In its Yearbook on commercial arbitration in the United States, 1927, p. 843–52.)


INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS I. C. S. field staff training course; history, growth, methods and advantages of the International correspondence schools. 36p.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY BENEFIT plan for the employees of International harvester company; revised issue of May 1, 1923, 48p.

PENSION regulations, Jan. 1, 1925. Chicago, 8p.

STATEMENT as of Jan. 1, 1921, concerning the International company's profit sharing and kindred systems. 1 typewritten page.

STOCK ownership and investment plan. Chicago, July 1, 1924.


INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF TECHNOLOGY BENNETT, R. Corporation organization and accounting. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, 132D.)

NICHOLSON, J. LEE. Cost accounting; records of material, time reports, compilation and distribution of cost data, control of cost records by financial books, systems of cost accounting. Scranton, International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, 256C.)

PROUTY, N. H., ed. Auditing and reports; Auditing by R. J. Bennett; Audit procedure by Charles J. Nasmyth; Special accounting examinations and reports by Stuart Chase; Graphis. Scranton International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, v. 377.)


INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)


INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS
ABSTRACTS, Toronto, Aug. 11-16, 1924. Toronto, University of Toronto press. 50p.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY ECONOMY plan; in effect, July 1, 1912. Meriden, Conn. The company. 11p.

INTERNATIONAL trade and exchange with special reference to banking operations. Fischer, Emil S.

INTERPRETATION of accounts. Budd, Thomas A., and Wright, Edward N.

INTERPRETATION of financial statements. Wildman, John R.


INTERPRETATION of the financial statement. Bliss, J. H.


INTER-SOUTHERN hearing details given to public; audits conflict in judgment of Inter-southern; company's reply accuses Brown and Ernst of trying to gain control, commissioners hear charges of mismanagement made by accountants; 12 witnesses testify. Louisville (Ky.) times, Oct. 26, 1925.


INTERSTATE commerce act, including text or related sections of other acts. United States. Interstate commerce commission.


INTER-STATE commerce commission moving to bring railroad valuations down to date—important hearings. Commercial and financial chronicle, June 8, 1926, p. 3164-7.

INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)


INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS
ABSTRACTS, Toronto, Aug. 11-16, 1924. Toronto, University of Toronto press. 50p.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY ECONOMY plan; in effect, July 1, 1912. Meriden, Conn. The company. 11p.

INTERNATIONAL trade and exchange with special reference to banking operations. Fischer, Emil S.
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IRON AND STEEL
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KNEIER, C. M.
KNIFFIN, WILLIAM H.  

KNIGHT, A. R.  

KNIGHT, A. S.  
Peak responsibility as a basis for allocating fixed costs. Electrical world, March 6, 27, Apr. 17, 1926, p. 495–6, 663, 814.

KNIGHT, G. W.  

KNIGHT, J. H.  

KNIGHT, L. L.  

KNIGHT, P. K.  

KNIGHT, PETER O.  


KNIGHT, R. G.  

KNIT GOODS  


GATES, HERBERT C. Knitting plant material control; methods used to record and schedule all materials. Management and administration in manufacturing industries, June 1926, p. 445–7.


Accounting  
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Knit goods. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 434–55.)

Cost accounting  
ASHWORTH, H. L. Knitted outerwear. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 31.)

BROADENING scope of cost-accounting work; steady canvassing of mills with the notion of uniform system continues. Women's wear, Feb. 26, 1925.


OFFERS uniform cost accounting plan to Philadelphia hosiery mills; 25 at meeting hear proposal of R. C. Stevenson—to take up details at later ion. New York women's wear, Jan. 28, 1925.


WILD, JOHN A. Cost accounting; an explanation of principles and a guide to practice for the hosiery industry. London, Gee and company, 1924.


Costs  

Statistics  
NATIONAL knitted outerwear association. Knitted outerwear industry at the beginning of 1923; a statistical study of the size and development of the knitted outerwear industry in the U. S. A. 9p.

KNITTED outerwear industry at the beginning of 1923. National knitted outerwear association.

KNOBLE, CLIFF  

KNOEPEL, C. E.  


KNOEPEL, FREDERICK J.  
Importance of production department in budgetary control. Management, Nov. 1924, p. 48–9, 86.

KNOTT, JAMES E.  


KNOTT, RALPH B.  
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

KNOTT, RALPH B.—(Continued)
Our standard cost system. Pulp and paper profits, Nov. 1926, p. 5–11.

KNOUSE, HOMER V.


KNOW your own organization. Hammarstrom, Charles A.

KNOW your selling costs. Radio retailing, Nov. 1925, p. 668.

KNOWING better than guessing. Iron trade review, March 26, 1925, p. 813–6.

KNOWING one's distribution system. Electrical world, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 272–3.


KNOWLES, D. E.
See Bailey, Warren G., joint author.

KNOWLES, JOSEPH J.

KNOWLTON, R. H.

KNOWN by their works. Journal of accountancy, Feb. 1927, p. 120–1.

KNOXVILLE (TENN.)
MECHANICAL system of budgetary control accounts by George G. Scott. Charlotte, N. C., Scott, Charnley & company. 51p.

KOCHELMER J.
Used costs should recover actual costs. Typotheate bulletin, July 5, 1926, p. 230.

KÖCH, J. F.
See Leach, E. W., joint author.

KÖCH, WILLIAM E.

KOELSCH, W. F. H.
National offensive to exterminate credit crimes and fraudulent manipulations, annual toll amounts to $260,000,000. Trust companies, Jan. 1925, p. 113–4.

KOESTLER, E. J.

KOETHAN, JEAN A.

KOETZSCH, MARTIN J.

Need for standardization disclosed by cost records. Operation and maintenance, May 10, 1926, p. 25, 32.

KOHLER, ERIC L.
Accounting principles underlying federal income taxes, 1925. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1925. 550p.

AND MORRISON, PAUL L.

AND PETTENGILL, PAUL W.
Illustrative audit. (Manufacturing corporation.) Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1924.

KOINER, C. W.

KOKE, OSCAR I.

KONOPAK, L. T.
Auditor's working guide. Toledo, Ohio, Skadden publishing company, 1924. 86p.

KONSBERG (E. T.) & Co.
STORY of the chain store situation. Chicago, E. T. Konsberg and company, 1925.

KOON, SIDNEY G.

KOOPMAN, S. BERNARD, AND KESTER, ROY B.

KOPF, EDWIN W.

KOPPEN, W. J.
See Brierley, W. G., joint author.

KOPPLE, MERRIS D.

KORNER, J. GILMER
KORNER, J. GILMER—(Continued)
United States board of tax appeals; an address, before the thirteenth annual meeting, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 16p.

KORTJOHN, MARTIN
Accountancy, the new profession. American success stories, March 1927, p. 6-7.
Professional accountant in the shoe factory on a yearly basis. Pace student, Aug. 1926, p. 4.

KOSE, H. H.

KOSKEY, GEORGE H.
Relation of cost control to the evolution of system. Industrial management, July 1926, p. 34-8.

KRACHT, GEORGE V.

KRACKE, E. A.
Accountancy in Germany. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1926, p. 82-6.

KREBS, WILLIAM S.
Valuation accounts; reprinted from Washington university studies. v. 10, Humanistic series no. 2, p. 325-69, 1923.

KRECKER, PRESTON S.

KREUL, A. H.

KRIEB, WILLIAM MILTON

KRIECH, McKINLEY W.

KROECK, ARTHUR H.
Progress in the paper box industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 30.)

KRUEGER, G. A.

KUCZYNSKI, R. R.

KUESEL, JOHN H.

KUESTER, J. H.

KUH, FREDERICK

KUHN, EDWARD C.

KUHN, LLOYD A.

KUNDU, H.

KUNTZ, P. E.
How to figure selling prices. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 20, 1925, p. 2-3.

KUNZ, L. C.

KURTZ, WADE
Profit in mining ventures. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24-29, 1923, p. 113-24.)

KWETT, O. F.

KYSON, CHARLES

LABOON, JOHN F.
LABOR


BUTTON, F. S. Attitude of labour to problems of industrial organisation. Accountant, June 14, 1924, p. 935.


COWDRICK, EDWARD S. Labor maintenance. (In Mar. 1924, p. 1457-1511.)


GRASSELT, HERMAN M. Practical accounting system for labor costs; how a paper mill controls its labor budgets. Industrial management, Nov. 1925, p. 284-5.


HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Amerton coip company. (In its Harvard business reports. 1925, p. 140-7.)

IMMER, ELLEN. Proper treatment of variations from standard-cost direct labor. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 96.)


PROCTOR, GEORGE. Value of consumer's $1. Apparel gazette (Los Angeles, Cal.), Dec. 24, 1925.


WY not a reserve for depreciation in the account of a capital? Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 11, 1925, p. 4.


Costs


PIACITELLI, JOSEPH A. Reducing unit labor cost 20%. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 31-2.

Law and regulations


NEW YORK (state). Labor, Department of. Labor law . . . with amendments, additions and annotations to June 1, 1926. Albany, 1926. 161p.


LABOR and its effect on the cost of industrial coal. Bradley, J. G.


LABOR classification and payroll analysis. Brown, Carleton F.

LABOR cost in common brick. Brick and clay record, Jan. 20, 1925, p. 120-2.


LABOR TURNOVER

FIGURING labor turnover. *Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin*, May 7, 1923.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Moving finger writes. *New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau*. 12p. (Labor turnover series, 1.)


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration, Committee on business research. Labor turnover in Nebraska department stores. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1924. 19p.


LABOR turnover in Nebraska department stores. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.

LABORATORIES

Costs

PUCH, F. Equipping the testing laboratory; list of principal apparatus used in analyzing merchandise in retail stores, with approximate costs. *Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association*, Dec. 1927, p. 592-4.

LABORATORY manual. Elwell, Fayette H.

LACEY, J. A.


AND JENKINS, H. G.


LACHER, GILBERT L.


LACHER, W. S., AND WOODWARD, E. L.


LACK of uniformity in college and university accounting. *Franke, William B.*

LACOMBE, C. F.


LADD, C. E.

How to take a farm inventory and make a credit statement. *Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university.*

AND BALL, JAMES S.

System of farm cost accounting. *Washington, Department of agriculture*, 1924. 16p. (*Farmers' bulletin no. 572.*)

LAFRENTZ, F. W.


LAGEROQUIST, WALTER E.


LAHR, N. F.

Shall we save on labor, materials or general expenses? *Manufacturing industries*, Aug. 1926, p. 113-4.

LAIDLLE, GEORGE


LAIRD, T. P.


LAMB, ANDREW F.


LAMB, F. R.


LAMB, JAMES E.


LAMB, L. M.


LAMB, LEON M.


LAMB, NORMAN E.

See also Albany, F. J., joint author.


LAMB, GRAHAM AND COMPANY

*WISCONSIN department and dry goods stores, operating and financial comparisons. 2p.*

LAMBERGER, L. J.

See Quentin, G. W., joint author.
LAMBERT, C. F.  

LAMBERT, C. P.  

LAMBERT, N. G.  
40% saved in two years operation with a fleet of 100 trucks under the Westcott repairshop system. *Motor transport*, Dec. 15, 1923, p. 319-21, 341.

LAMBERT, R. D.  

LAMIE, MORRIS B.  

LAMONT, THOMAS W.  

LAMONT, VAN  

LANCASTER, SIDNEY J.  

LAND  


LANDE BANXS  
See Banks and banking, Federal land banks.

LAND COMPANIES  
See Real estate.

LAND-LOVER and his land. *McCulloch-Williams, Martha.*


LAND VALUATION  
See Valuation.

LAND value insurance. *Mucklow, Walter.*

LAND values. *Hurd, George A.*

LAND values as related to farm markets. *Nordman, Edward.*

LANDE D ESTATES. *Macpherson, C. E. W.*

LANDIN, C. L.  
Selling and administrative costs, their definition, analysis and distribution. (In National association of cost accountants. *Yearbook*, 1924. p. 281-7.)

LANDIS, L. G.  

LANDRIGAN, CHARLES R.  

LANDY, C. G.  

LANE, MORTIMER B.  


LANG, C. H. S.  

LANG, JOHN J.  


LANG, WILLIAM  

LANGE, OTTO J.  

LANGERFELD, WALLACE  

LANGFORD, R.  
Paper read before the members of the Manchester and District branch on Dec. 9, 1925. *Cost accountant*, Feb. 1926, p. 229-33.

LANGSTON, L. H., AND WHITNEY, N. R.  

LANSBURGH, RICHARD H.  

LANSING, K. H.  

LANYON, H. T.  


Larkin, William H.  
How shall a manager control his power costs. *Factory*, March 1926, p. 444.

LARMER, FORREST M.  
Financing the livestock industry. New York, Macmillan, c1926. 321p. (*Institute of economics.*)

LARSON, J. F.  

LARSON, R. H.  
Purchased power shows marked saving over private plant. *Electrical world*, July 11, 1925, p. 75-6.

LARUE, JEAN  
Bibliothèque des jeunes negociants; ou l'arithmetique à leur usage; contenant le commerce des matières d'argent. ed. 2. v. 1. Lyon, Jean-Baptiste Reguilliat, 1758. 620p.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY  
HIGHER accountancy, fire insurance accounting and practice problems by William B. Wiegand. Chicago. La Salle extension university. 95p. Same as
LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY—(Continued)

Wiegand, William B. Accounting for fire insurance companies, preparation of annual reports to insurance departments. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

HIGHER accountancy, principles, practice and procedure; auditing procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

HIGHER accountancy, principles, practice and procedure; cost accounting procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

HIGHER accountancy, principles, practice and procedure; elements of accounting practice. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

HIGHER accountancy, principles, practice and procedure; principles of accounting practice. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1924.

PRACTICAL solutions; problems in auditing procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

PRACTICAL solutions; problems in cost accounting procedure. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

PRACTICAL solutions; problems in elements of accounting practice. Chicago, La Salle extension university, c1923.

PRACTICAL solutions; problems in principles of accounting practice. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1923.

LASSER, J. K.

LASSWELL, HAROLD
See Merriam, Charles E., joint author.

LATHE MANUFACTURING

Cost accounting


LATHROP, B. L.

LATIMER, MURRAY W.

LATIN dictionary for schools. Lewis, Charlton T.

LAUR, E.
Organisation of international statistics based on the results of researches carried out with the assistance of agricultural bookkeeping. *International review of the science and practice of agriculture*, July-Sept. 1924, p. 589-93.

LAUGHLIN, H. C.
Address. (In National association of comptrollers and accounting officers. *Twentieth annual convention held in the city of Rochester, N. Y.*, July 21, 22, 23, 1925. p. 28-34.)

LAUNDRIES

AMERICAN institute of laundering. Report of the president; delivered at the forty-second annual convention, Laundromen national association of the United States and Canada, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 6, 1925, 8p. (Special bulletin.)


Accounting


LAUNDROMEN national association. Chart of natural divisions of expense as they appear under eight functional group classifications. 1p.


Cost accounting


NEED for departmentalization; the necessity of tying all kinds of cost records up with the general books. *Official bulletin, Laundromen national association*, May 1927, p. 9-10.

WEISER, M. R. Cost finding and departmental efficiency control for power laundry; reprinted from *Laundry age*, March 1926, 1p.


Costs

COMPARISON of cost percentages. *Laundromen national association, clearing house bulletin no. 19.*
LAUNDRIES—Costs—(Continued)
COOK, GALLEN B. Collecting and delivering department, Laundryowners national association official bulletin, July 1927, p. 7-8.
DATA presented at Illinois convention. Laundryowners national association department of cost accounting, Clearing house bulletin no. 25.
FLETCHER, FRANK B., and CAINE, FREDERICK J. Electric power in the laundry industry, Electrical world, July 3, 1926, p. 9-12.
JACOBBERGER, H. A. Collection and delivery costs. (In Laundryowners national association, Yearbook, 1923, p. 114-22.)
MARX, HAL MARVIN. Electrics build up laundry despite keen competition. Power wagon, Aug. 1924, p. 72-3.
STATISTICS for 1923. Laundryowners national association, Clearing house bulletins nos. 26, 28.

Statistics
LAUNDROY OWNERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
MANUAL of uniform cost accounting for the laundry industry; compiled and edited by Galen B. Cook and Frank E. Webner. La Salle, Ill., The association, 1926.
YEARBOOK 1923. Tribune bldg., La Salle, Ill.

—DEPARTMENT OF COST ACCOUNTING—
CLEARING house bulletins.

LAVELLE, J. AIME

LAW
See also Bulletin of the American institute of accountants; Accountancy—Law; Commercial Law.
BRUMBAUGH, JESSE FRANKLIN. Legal reasoning and briefing; logic applied to the preparation, trial and appeal of cases, with illustrative briefs and formalities. The Bobbs Merrill company. 1917. 775p.
COURT decisions affecting accountancy. See Bulletin of the American institute of accountants.
CREE, ALBERT. Profession of an accountant, characteristics, etiquette, registration, recognition and some notes on the legal profession. London, Gee and company. 1925. 117p.

DAVIS, HERBERT L. Excerpts from lectures on legal accounting and court auditing with especial reference to federal and state practice in law equity and kindred proceedings; together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, banks and banking, contracts, partition suits, corporations, etc. Washington, D. C., Washington and trust company, 1926. 31p.

DAVIS, HERBERT L. Legal accounting and court auditing; with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings respecting the duties and obligations of fiduciaries, court auditors, masters in chancery, referees, etc.; together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, partition suits, etc. Washington, D. C., John Byrne and company, 1927. 90p.


GREELEY, HAROLD DUDLEY. Accountant’s duty to uncover questions of law; correspondence. Journal of accountancy, Feb. 1926, p. 150.


KENNEDY, J. A. C. Relationship between the lawyer and the accountant; an address delivered before the eighth regional convention, Midwest district of American institute of accountants, Omaha, Neb., May 24, 1924. 4p.


LAWYER and the accountant. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1926, p. 113-4.


NEW YORK state bar association. Proceedings. 1906-10.
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LAW—(Continued)


SPRY, H. E. Study of legal subjects; some suggestions. Accountant, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 219-23.


UNITED STATES. Attorney general. Annual report, 1925.


Canada

ST. LAURENT, LOUIS. Some contrasts between the laws of the Province of Quebec and those of the sister provinces. Canadian chartered accountant, March 1925, p. 273-9.

England


France


Great Britain


Mexico

MEXICO. Secretaria de hacienda y credito publico. Boletin, 1922. 11 pamphlets.

Minnesota

MINNESOTA. Legislative manual of the state of Minnesota, compiled for the legislature of 1927, by Mike Holm, secretary of state. Minneapolis, Harrison and Smith company, 1927. 542p.

Mississippi

MISSISSIPPI. Laws passed at a regular session commencing Jan. 8, 1924, ending Apr. 12, 1924. Jackson, Miss., 1924. 770p.

Missouri

MISSOURI. Secretary of state. Laws of Missouri passed at the session of the fifty-fourth general assembly, city of Jefferson, Jan. 5, 1927 to Apr. 4, 1927, also referendum on workmen's compensation law and constitutional amendment for pension system for police officers and widows and minor children of deceased police officers, approved by vote of the people at the general election, Nov. 2, 1926. Jefferson city, Mo., 1927. SS6p.

Pennsylvania


United States

UNITED STATES. Supreme court. Amendments to rules adopted June 8, 1925, effective July 1, 1925. (In West publishing company, National reporter system, Supreme court reporter, July 1, 1925, p. v-xvIII.)

UNITED STATES. Supreme court. Revised rules of the supreme court of the United States; adopted June 8, 1925, effective July 1, 1925 (act of Feb. 13, 1925, printed as appendix.) Washington, D. C., 1925. 36 + 10p.

LAW: business or profession? Cohen, Julius Henry.

LAW of arbitration; the committee's report. Incorporated accountants' journal, Apr. 1927, p. 224-30.


LAW of 1927 revenue bill. An act entitled 'An act to provide for general revenue for the state of Tennessee and the counties and municipalities thereof, to be known as the General revenue bill.' Tennessee.

LAW of professional negligence, with special reference to accountants and auditors. Hall, J. W.

LAW of the state of Connecticut relative to the board of accountancy and rules for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants, June 1926. 8p. Connecticut. State board of accountancy.

LAW of unincorporated associations and business trusts. Wrightington, Sydney R.

LAW quiz for accounting students. Racine, Samuel F.

LAW relating to deeds of arrangement. Ranking, D. F. de l'Hoste.

LAW relating to payment of wages. Clark, Lindley D., and Tracy, Stanley J.


LAWRENCE, F. C. (Correspondence.) Cost accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 292-3.


Should costs be analytical or synthetic? report of a discussion at the Manchester branch of the Institute
LAWRENCE, E. G.—(Continued)

LAWRENCE, W. B.
Cost department at the convention. Photo-engravers bulletin, June 1924, p. 5-9.
Cost of engraving. Photo-engravers bulletin, March 1924, p. 18-23.
Gossip from the cost systems. Photo-engravers bulletin, May 1927, p. 60-3.
How the cost and profit booklet is prepared. Photo-engravers bulletin, Jan., 1926, p. 56.
Making the cost system "talk turkey." Photo-engravers bulletin, July 1923, p. 9-14.
Right start for the New Year. Photo-engravers bulletin, Dec. 1925, p. 7-12.
Some bookkeeping fallacies. Photo-engravers bulletin, June 1927, p. 31-5.
Some thoughts on profits in the photo-engraving industry. Photo-engravers bulletin, Dec. 1923, p. 5-10.
Standard cost systems and some lessons we have learned from it. Photo-engravers bulletin, Aug. 1923, p. 215-24.
Where the cost system helps the salesmen. Photo-engravers bulletin, May 1924, p. 33-6.

LAWS
and regulations governing the recognition of attorneys, agents, and other persons representing claimants and others before the treasury department and offices thereof. United States. Treasury department.


LAWS concerning trust companies, title guarantee companies, loan corporations, pawn's societies. Illinois. Auditor's office.

LAWS governing certified public accountants of Iowa. Iowa. State board of accountancy.

LAWS in relation to state banks and banking. 1923. Colorado.

LAWS of Maryland relating to business corporations. Maryland. State tax commission.

LAWS of Missouri passed at the session of the fifty-fourth general assembly, city of Jefferson, Jan. 5, 1927 to Apr. 4, 1927, also Referendum on workmen's compensation and constitutional amendment for pension system for police officers and widows and minor children of deceased police officers, approved by vote of the people at the general election, Nov. 2, 1926. Missouri. Secretary of state.

LAWS relating to banks and banking, 1923. South Carolina. Attorney general.


LAWS relating to banks and banking, trust companies, building and loan associations, complete with 1927 amendments. South Dakota. Banks, Superintendent of.

LAWS relating to banks and trust companies and building and loan or homestead associations. Louisiana. Bank commissioner.

LAWS relating to business corporations with synopsis of provisions pertaining to other classes of corporations. Minnesota. Secretary of state.

LAWS relating to insurance and insurance companies, Apr. 1, 1927. Louisiana. Secretary of state.

LAWS relating to second-class townships and duties of supervisors, also auditors and tax collectors issued for the information of township supervisors, auditors and tax collectors, 1924. Pennsylvania. Highways, Department of.

LAWS relating to state banks and trust companies, savings banks and industrial banks, building and loan associations, private bankers and small loan companies. Connecticut. Banks, Commissioner of.

LAWS relating to state banks, trust companies and savings institutions; in force in the state of Maryland. Maryland.

LAWS with regard to banks, trust companies and building and loan associations. Oklahoma. State banking department.

LAWSON, A. WERNER

LAWSON, H. L.
Proper layout, cuts sorting room labor costs. Store operation, Oct. 1926, p. 5-6, 29.


LAWYER and the accountant. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1926, p. 113-4.

LAWYERS
Accounting

Auditing
BARTON, ALBERT E. Solicitors. (In his Australian auditing. p. 298-9.)
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Lawyers. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 313.)


LAYMAN, W. A.
LAZARUS, ARTHUR
See also Bruère, Henry, joint author.
Budget forms for hotel use. Hotel management, May 1924, p. 300.
Charges and costs in toy manufacture; cost finding in a highly seasonal industry. Industrial management, Oct. 1932, p. 485–86.
Control of material in railroad operation. Industrial management, Oct. 1925, p. 198–204.
Department store organization. New York, Dry goods economist, c1926.
Direct selling expense figures given in full detail, with an analysis. Dry goods economist, Dec. 8, 1923.
Give credit accounts benefit of reasonable doubt. Dry goods economist, July 9, 1927, p. 12, 91.
How shall we budget the ice cream dollar? Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1923, p. 61–3.
Markdowns, and also discount leading and stock control. Dry goods economist, Aug. 22, 1925, p. 21.
Reading of relations between newspaper advertising and rent. Dry goods economist, May 22, 1926, p. 17.
Stock control from various directions. Dry goods economist, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 39, 131.
Stock control in department stores. New York, Dry goods economist, c1925.
Jan. 2, 9, 16, 30, Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27, March 13, 20, 27, Apr. 3, 10, 17, 24, May 1, 8, 1926, p. 15–6; 11–2; 21, 71, 103; 14–5; 18–9; 16, 95; 19–20; 23, 26–7; 26; 13; 4–4; 101; 28; 13, 90; 18–9; 21, 103; 20–2; 16–7; 20–1, 58; 20–1, 166; 17–9; 14; 71; 26–7; 26, 105; 20–1, 22–3; 20–1, 20; 17–8, 78; 19; 134–5; 21; 26, 36; 18–9; 86–7, 91.
Urges use of stock control methods that will produce all useful information. Bulletin of the National wholesale grocers association, May 1925, p. 3–6.
LAZARUS store reduces inventory of forms 50%. Store operation, Nov. 1925, p. 10–1.
LEACH, E. W. AND KOCH, J. F.
LEACH, HUGH
Classifying reserve, surplus and fund in the general ledger. bankers' monthly, July 1926, p. 21–2.
Just what are the duties of the bank's auditor? Bankers' monthly, July 1926, p. 16–7, 38.
LEACH, R. G.
LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS
BUILDING trades strikes against open shop products are unlawful. New York, League for industrial rights. 1927. 31p.
LEAGUE OF KANSAS MUNICIPALITIES
CITY accounting forms and loose-leaf city books. Approved by league. Set of samples of all forms.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
LEAHEY, BRUCE S.
LEAHEY, JAMES H.
LEAHEY, JAMES J.
LEAKE, P. D.
LEAMY, R. H.
LEARNING every day. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 21–2.
LEASEHOLDS
BABCOCK, FREDERICK MORRISON. Appraisal of lease estates. (In his Appraisal of real estate, 1924, p. 242–71.)
REITER, PROSPER. Leasehold interests. (In his Profits, dividends and the law. c1926. p. 164–75.)
ZANGERLE, JOHN A. Evidence of leasehold value; appraisal of leasehold estates. (In his Principles of real estate appraising. 1924. p. 142–64.)
LEASON, E. E.
Budgeting advertising appropriation. Class, July 1923, p. 76–82.
LEATHER, HARRY D.
LEATHER
Accounting
WILLARD, RAYMOND D. Central leather company. (In his System building and constructive accounting. 1924. p. 225–39.)

LEATHERMAN, HOWARD K.

LEAVEL, R. F.
Charging interest on investment as a manufacturing cost. Millers' review and Dixie miller, Dec. 1924.

LEAVELL, B. ASHBY, AND LINN, ARTHUR J.

LEBROCOQ, S. E.

LE CLEAR, WALTER M.

LEGENDS


LEDOUX, J. W.

LEDEC, C. A., MORTON, D. WALTER, AND GORDON, ROBERT W.
Hadley's pathfinder correspondence course in bookkeeping and business procedure. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company.

LEE, ALFRED R., AND HAYNES, SHEPPARD
Poultry accounts. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 6p. (United States department of agriculture, farmers' bulletin no. 1427.)

LEE, ARTHUR L.

LEE, E. G.

LEE, ELISHA

LEE, FREDERIC E.

(United States. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Trade promotion series no. 27.)

LEE, GEORGE

LEE, LOUIS R.

LEE, R. H. L.
Our five easy steps to complete stock control. System, Apr. 1926, p. 513-4.

LEE, RONALD E. B.


LEFFERSON, L. R.

LEFFINGWELL, WILLIAM HENRY

LEFFLER, EDWARD G.
Investment trust principles as applied to common stocks. Trust companies, May 1927, p. 643-4.

LEGACIES and legacy duty. James, E. W.

LEGAL accounting and court auditing, with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings respecting the duties and obligations of fiduciaries, court auditors, masters in chancery, referees, etc., together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, partition suits, etc. Davis, Herbert L.

LEGAL accounting and court auditing, with especial reference to federal and state practice in law, equity and kindred proceedings, together with analyses of cases involving the application of principles of accounting and legal precedents pertaining to trust estates, banks and banking, contracts, partition suits, corporations, etc. Davis, Herbert L.


LEGAL notes; company accounts. Public accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 78-80.

LEGAL reasoning and briefing. Brumbaugh, Jesse Franklin.


LEGAL regulation of the accountants' profession in Holland. Goudeket, I.

LEGAL requirements and state supervision of fire insurance. Tarbell, Thomas F.

LEGAL responsibility of public accountants. Yale law journal, Nov. 1925, p. 76-83.

LEGAL status and functions of the general accounting office of the national government. Willoughby, W. F.

LEGAL status of cost accounting. McCullough, E. W.

LEGAL training of the accountant. Spencer, W. H.

LE GARDEUR, R. J.

LEGG, CHESTER ARTHUR

LEGGE, C. W.

LEGGE, ROBERT G.

LEGIONS
Accounting


LEGISLATION of the profession. Montgomery, Robert H.


LEGISLATIVE draftsmen are needed. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1925, p. 112-3.

LEGISLATIVE manual of the state of Minnesota, compiled for the legislature of 1927, by Mike Holm, Secretary of State. Minnesota.


LEGNER, KARL
Brass manufacturers urged to more carefully compute their costs. American metal market, Jan. 15, 1925, p. 15, section 3.

LEHfeldt, R. A.


LEHMAN, E. A.


LELAND, E.

LE MASTER, EUSTACE

LEMONS
See Fruit.

LENHART, A. E.
See Alexander, J. W., joint author.

LENHART, N. J.

LENNES, N. J.
See Currier, E. L., joint author.

LENNON, THOMAS P.

LENSING, F. WILLIAM

LESLEY, CHARLES E.
See Mills, Edward C., joint author.


LETTER dated Nov. 28, 1923, special committee in connection with all matters affecting federal taxation. American institute of accountants.


LETTER dated Apr. 8, 1927, regarding the compilation of a list of accountants available for service as arbitrators. New York state society of certified public accountants.

LETTER for verifying outstanding accounts form.

LETTER from Joseph J. Klein to Dr. Augustus S. Downing, circulated to members of the New York state society of certified public accountants, dated Apr. 4, 1927. 6p.

LETTER to members and associates, dated Feb. 9, 1927, regarding accountancy service classification. American institute of accountants.


LETTER to members of state board of accountancy and officers of state societies of C. P. A.'s, dated Apr. 25, 1925. American society of certified public accountants.


LETTERS OF CREDIT

LEVELING the peaks and valleys of business. Chamber of commerce of the United States, Department of manufacture, Feb. 5, 1926. (Bulletin No. 38.)


LEWIS, CLIFFORD M. Operating costs in the lunch room. (In Patterson, C. A. comp., Lunchroom as a money maker. c1921, p. 38–42.)


LEWIS hotel training course. Lewis hotel training schools.

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS

LEWIS hotel training course. Rev. ed. 4v. Washington, D. C., Lewis hotel training schools, c1924.

LEWIS, SAM A. Employee representation. New York, American management association, c1926. 11p. (Production executives’ series, no. 31.)

LEY organica y reglamento del banco hipotecario nacional. Argentina.

LEYSHON, RICHARD


LIABILITIES
Contingent


LIABILITIES of auditors; indemnity under insurance policies. Queensland accountants and secretaries’ journal, June 1926, p. 80–1.


LIBBEY, LEONARD W.
Workroom methods and control. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controller’s congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 53–7.)

Workroom methods and control; controllers should do their part to take mystery out of figures and put this activity under proper supervision. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, June 1926, p. 25–7, 50.

LIBEL


LIBRARIES
ACCOUNTANTS’ library. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 231.


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Special libraries, March 1924, March 1926, p. 68; 114, 119.


BRUSSEL’s extension of class 657, comptabilité.


CHICAGO library’s advice to prospective accountants. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Jan. 15, 1925, p. 3.

CLELAND, ETHEL. Can the public library help? Our taxes support an active agent all too little used by the business man. Advertising and selling fortnightly, March 24, 1926, p. 38, 64.
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INFORMATION classification for the management; adopted from the Dewey decimal system. Management and administration, Apr. 1924, p. 449–64.
NEW ZEALAND society of accountants' library. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1924, p. 141–2.
OPPORTUNITY for library research. Face student, Apr. 1924, p. 72.
SPECIAL libraries association. Preliminary report on findings of the committee on methods. May, 1923, 31p.
SPECIAL libraries association. Programme, nineteenth annual conference, King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Canada, June 20, 21, 22, 1927. 8p.

Accounting


Auditing


LICHEL, HENRY H. Conditions peculiar to the import business. Pace student, July 1923, p. 118–9, 121, 123.


LIENS

Public accountant, March 1927, p. 669–70.

LIFE assurance bookkeeping. Reburn, W. G.
LIFE insurance accounting. Glover, James W., and Wightman, Earl C.
LIFE insurance accounting. Mather, Charles Ernest.
LIFE insurance bookkeeping and annual statements. Murphy, R. D.

LIFE INSURANCE SALES RESEARCH BUREAU

STUDY of agency costs. Hartford, Conn., Life insurance sales research bureau. 5 forms.

THIRD annual meeting, Nov. 10, 1924, Hartford, Life insurance sales bureau. 66p. (Report no. 16).

LIFE TENANT AND REMAINDERMAN


COMPANY distribution, whether of capital or income. Public accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 129–32.


IMPORTANT decision by supreme court of California in Gartenlaub case affirms that discounts from bonds acquired or purchased by trustee for trust investments shall be credited to principal and interest of trust estate. Trust companies, March 1926, p. 357–61.

McMURRAY, O. K. Law and practice as to apportionment between principal and interest in trust estates. Trust companies, June 1925, p. 743–6, 807.


LIGHTBODY, P. A.


LIGHTING

Costs

LIGHTING—Costs—(Continued)

LIGHTING up the truth. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1924, p. 43–4.

LILEEN, H. T.

LILL, THOMAS R.
Concerning the comptroller-general of the United States. 25 Broad street, New York. The author.

LIME
Accounting

Cost Accounting
HAUER, D. J. Keeping costs at lime plants. Pit and quarry, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 49–56.

LIMITATIONS of a functional basis for the classification of accounts and items. Bell, Spurgeon.


LIMPERG, TH., JR.
Accounts certificate in connection with the accountant’s responsibility. (In Hot Internationaal accountants congress, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 85–104.) (In International accountants congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 1E.)

LINAHAN, J.
Duties of an executor. Incorporated accountants' journal, Aug. 1925, p. 296–301. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925. p. 34–51.) Investigations. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society, and the report of the committee for 1923. p. 1–9.)

LINCOLN, EDMOND E.

LINCOLN, P. M.
Relation of plant size to power cost. (In Lagerquist's Public utility finance. 1927. p. 475–87.)

LINDAHL, OSCAR N.

LINDBLAD, ANDERS F.

LINDER, THOMAS
Office records of assessors. Hartford, Conn., Tax commissioner, Sept. 1923. 8p. (Taxation document no. 207.)

LINDGREN, H. A.
See Potter, E. L., joint author.

LINDMAN, E. C.

LINDSAY, A. J.

LINDSAY, SAMUEL McCUNE

LINDSLEY, ALLEN M.


LINE costs and revenue in rural districts. Electrical world, Jan. 31, 1925, p. 254.

LINES, A. W.

LINGREN, H. A.
See Potter, E. L., joint author.

LINN, ARTHUR J.
See Leavell, B. Ashby, joint author.

LINOLEUM
Accounting

LINOLEUM manufacturing accounting. Barakat, A. B.

LION, SAMUEL

LIONS' CLUB
LUNCHEON, Sept. 23, 1925. 10 typewritten pages.

LIPPERT, O. C. F.

LIPPINCOTT, WILMOT
See Snyder, Blake.

LIQUIDATIONS AND RECEIVERSHIPS
LIQUIDATIONS AND RECEIVERSHIPS—(Continued)

KLEIN, JOSEPH J. Realization and liquidation. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927–300.)
LOOMIS, ARTHUR M. Mortality in business; address before the Oakland advertising club, California. 2 written pages.

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. You can't judge your business by the past three years; from the American magazine, March 1921. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes, 1934, p. 19–38.)

Accounting

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Insolvency accounting. (In its Special phases of accounting, c1924, p. 5–20.)
BANNOCK, insolvency and receiverships. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 1007–55.)
BENNETT, GEORGE E. Partnership problems underlying insolvency. (In his Basic accounting, c1926, p. 539–59.)
CORPORATIONS. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 187–318.)
FINNEY, H. A. Accounting for insolvent concerns. (In Principles of accounting, 1926, ch. 20–4.)
KESTER, ROY B. Liquidation. (In his Accounting theory and practice, c1925, p. 619–59.)

Australia


England

COLESWORTHY, H. E. Wind-up. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London, Lectures and transactions for the year 1921, p. 74–80.)
MAHONY, D. Some practical notes on deeds of arrangement. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London, Lectures and transactions for the year 1925, p. 138–58.)


Great Britain


New Zealand

ARREARS of preference dividend; application of surplus assets in winding up. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1926, p. 57–60.

Scotland


LIST of chambers of commerce in the United States in all cities of 5,000 population and over. New York State. Chamber of commerce.

LIST of general ledger accounts. Cost association of the paper industry.

LIST of members and extracts from the rules of professional and district institutes de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico.


LIST of references on American railway accounting. Bureau of railway economics.

LISTER, ALFRED


LISTING and valuation of real estate in the city of Buffalo, N. Y. Burke, William J.

LITERATURE

PATON, WILLIAM A. Tendencies in accounting literature. (In American association of university instructors in accounting, Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 64–9.)

LITHOGRAPHY

Cost accounting


LITHOPONE

See Paint, varnish, etc.

LITSINGER, EDWARD R.


LITTLE, ARTHUR S.

Table of formulae for obtaining from ordinary bond tables, values for bonds called at premium. St. Louis, Mo., A. S. Little, c1926, 44p.
Table of interpolation multipliers for obtaining through the means of calculating machines, intermediate rates, bond values at yield intervals of one thousandth of one percent. Boston, Mass. Financial publishing company, c1927. 29p.

LITTLE, ARTHUR S., AND FINANCIAL PUBLISHING COMPANY

Table of factors for obtaining true value to the exact day, of bonds or notes having a life of any number of years, for 30 days or days, on a basis of semi-annual compound interest. Boston, Mass., Financial publishing company, c1926. 127p.
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LITTLEFIELD, H. H. Little service charge makes small dealer pay his way. Ice cream trade journal, Nov. 1923, p. 73.

LITTLETON, A. C. Antecedents of double entry. Accounting review, June 1927, p. 140.


Research work at the University of Illinois. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 31-8.


2 to 1 ratio analyzed. Certified public accountant, Aug. 1926, p. 244-6.

LITTLETON, W. G. Maintaining complete check and control on securities transactions in the trust department. Trust companies, Jan. 1924, p. 21-3.


LIVESTOCK IOWA agricultural experiment station. Collection of pamphlets.


Auditing BARTON, ALBERT E. Stations. (In his Australia auditing. p. 285-7.)

Costs

ADAMS, R. L. Results of a survey to determine the cost of producing beef in California. Berkeley, Calif., College of agriculture, University of California, 1924. (Agricultural experiment station no. 281.)

BENEDICT, R., and WORSHAM, C. G. Handbook on South Dakota farm production costs and crop statistics; including the annual report of the South Dakota department of agriculture for the year 1923. Pierre, S. D., South Dakota department of agriculture, 1924. (Circular no. 6.)


GRAY, DAN T., and HOSTETLER, EARL H. Methods and cost of raising pigs to the weaning age. Raleigh, N. C., North Carolina agricultural experiment station, 1922. 15p. (Bulletin 244.)

KIDDER, A. F., and DALRYMPLE, W. H. Hogging down crops; cost of producing crops and pork. Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana state university and agricultural and mechanical college, Agricultural experiment station, 1923. 19p. (Louisiana bulletin no. 193.)


POTTER, E. L. Cost of producing beef on the ranges of eastern Oregon. Corvallis, Oregon, Oregon agricultural college experiment station, 1925. 25p. (Station bulletin 220.)

POTTER, E. L., and LINDGREN, H. A. Cost of producing mutton and wool on Eastern Oregon ranges. Corvallis, Oregon, Oregon agricultural college experiment station, 1925. (Station bulletin 219.)


POTTER, E. L., and WITHCOMBE, ROBERT. Costs and profits of sheep on irrigated farms. Corvallis, Oregon, Oregon agricultural college experiment station, July 1925. 15p. (Station circular 62.)

UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of. Hog production and marketing. (In its Yearbook, 1922.) p. 181-280.

WHAT does it cost to feed a calf? Dairy farmer, June 1923, p. 23.

WILLARD, REX E. Farm costs and farm organization. Fargo, N. D., North Dakota agricultural college, agricultural division, 1923. 8p. (Circular 57.)

Inventories

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Inventories of livestock raising and other farmers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 1788-90.)

LIVESTOCK SHIPPING ASSOCIATIONS


Accounting

MORSE, TRUE D. Prorating expenses on co-operative shipments of livestock. Columbia, Mo., University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1925. 11p. (Circular 101.)

ROBOTKA, FRANK. Accounting records and business methods for livestock shipping associations. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 52p. (United States Department of Agriculture, department bulletin no. 1150.)

LIVINGTON, CHARLES A. Cost men visit Western electric plant. Manufacturers news, March 6, 1926, p. 11, 26.
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LOYD-DODD, F. T.


LOANS
FRASER, CECIL E. Bank loans. (In his Problems in finance. 1927, p. 371-432.)
RICHT, ADRIAN, ed. Contracts and concessions. (In Dunn, Robert W., American foreign investments, c1926, p. 189-406.)

LOASBY, ARTHUR W.

LOCAL body audits. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 313.

LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH
See Gordon, William D., joint author.


LOCOMOTIVES
Accounting

LOEB, ISIDOR

LOEB, WILLIAM B.
Some accounting problems of season hotels. Alarm clock, June 1924, p. 4-5.

LOG hauling costs. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 25.

LOGARITHMS
KENT, FREDERICK C., and KENT, MAUD E. Compound interest and annuity tables; values of all functions to ten decimal places for 1-100, 1-200, 1-300 years; rates of interest 3% of 1 per cent to 103% per cent; conversion factors and logarithms. New York, McGraw-Hill book company, inc. 1926. 214p.

LOEVT, WILLIAM V., and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Logarithms. (In their Mathematics of business, 1926, p. 172-86.)

MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 89-96.)

LOGELIN, L. N.
Some costs in the ice cream room. National hotel review, Apr. 23, 1927, p. 72.


LOKER, HAROLD W.
See Cowan, Harold E., joint author.

LOMAN, HARRY J.

LONAX, F.

LOMBARD labor bill as passed by the lower house, Nov. 11, 1925. Cuba, Congress.

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS, LTD.
CERTIFIED accountants' yearbook, 1925, 1926, 1927.

LONG, CHESTER I.


LONGCROFT, R. G.

LONGCROFT, R. STODDARD

LONGWORTH, ARCHIBALD A.

LONGWORTH compromise bill adopted by house as substitute for Garber tax bill. Commercial and financial chronicle, March 1, 1924, p. 599-60.

LONGWORTH compromise tax bill; proposal to put through resolution providing for immediate reduction of 25% in 1923 taxes. Commercial and financial chronicle, March 8, 1924, p. 1094-5.

LOOKING forward to oil engines for locomotives. Oil engine power, June 1923, p. 285-7.

LOOMIS, ALFRED L.

LOOMIS, ARTHUR M.
Mortality in business; address before the Oakland advertising club, California. 2 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, May 15, 1926, p. 12 (resume).

LOOMIS, N. H.
How to make the garage pay. *Automobile digest*, Jan. 1924, p. 79–84.


LOUISIANA

ACT no. 159, of the legislature of Louisiana, passed at the 1926 session and approved by the Governor July 8, 1926; an act requiring every holder of a certificate from the state board of certified public accountants and every public accountant who continues in active practice to renew his or her certificate of registration annually, and providing a fee therefor. 2p.

ACT to regulate the profession of public accounting by establishing a State board of accountants, fixing its fees and emoluments; to prohibit the unlawful use of the words, letters or other means of identification for the practice of public accounting, by unauthorized persons, as certified public accountants or public accountants under this act, and to provide penalties for the violation of its provisions, approved July 14, 1924. 6p.

— **BANK COMMISSIONER**


— **SECRETARY OF STATE**


— **STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY**

BY-LAWS, rules and regulations; containing copy of act 136 of the legislation of 1924. New Orleans, La. 1924. 11p.

— **TAX COMMISSION**

ANNUAL report. 1924.

LOUISIANA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

DIRECTORY of members, 1926–27.

LOUISVILLE RAILWAY COMPANY

PENSION fund. 6 typewritten pages.

LOUISVILLE RAILWAY CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

CONSTITUTION and by-laws. 31p.

LOUNSbury, John L.


LOVE, JOHN S.


LOVE, W. D.


LOUSE, L. F.


Lormer, George


Losses

See also Debts and debtors.


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Credit control in wholesale distribution. 1925, 24p. (Nebraska studies in business, no. 11.)

Net


Losses for retail music stores. 2 typewritten pages.


Lott, Merrill R.


Why we make up the pay-roll in the employment office. *Factory*, Sept. 1924, p. 338–9, 405.

Louden, edward


---
LOVEJOY, ELLIS  

LOVELL, J. H.  
Graphic charts. *Alarm clock*, Nov. 1924, p. 5-6.  

LOVELL, O. B.  

LOVETT, W. J.  

LOVITT, WILLIAM V., AND HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F.  

LOW, ARTHUR E.  


LOWE, J. G.  

LOWELL, H. O.  


LOWSON, FRANK  


LUCKE, CHARLES E.  

LUCKIESH, M., AND HOLLADAY, L. L.  

LUICK, WILLIAM F.  

LUKENS, W. PENN  

LUMBER  


Accounting  


UNITED STATES, Federal trade commission. Accounting conditions, methods and problems. (In its Report on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies. p. 9-19.)  

Auditing  
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. *Timber companies.* In his *Auditing procedure*, 1925, p. 295-300.  

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. *Timber, logging and sawmill companies.* (In their Specialised accounting. 1925.)  

Auditing  
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. *Timber companies.* (In his *Auditing procedure*, 1925, p. 295-300.)  

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. *Timber, logging and sawmill companies.* (In their *Specialised accounting*, 1925.)  

Cost accounting  

BATTELLE, L. G. *Waiting for the inventory; comparisons made possible by national association's uniform accounting system show why some succeed. Wood construction*, Nov. 15, 1924.  

CARSON, A. J. *Cost-accounting in the lumber industry.* New York, National association of cost accountants, July 15, 1925. 23p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 22.)  

COLMAN, HARRY. *Cost-accounting department.* National retail lumber dealer, Sept. 1924, p. 16.  


Costs  
ALLOCATION of southern pine costs and values. *American lumberman*, June 27, 1925, p. 54.  

ASHB, W. W. *Profit in operating small top logs.* Southern lumberman, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 33.  

COLMAN, HARRY J. *Who is to blame for small retail profits?* *Printers ink*, July 1, 1926, p. 121-2, 124, 127-8.  


MACHINE costs of mill and lumber yards. *American lumberman*, Jan. 9, 1936, p. 73.  


LUMBER—Continued

Statistics

Stockkeeping
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Allocated cost or market method, lumber manufacturers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926, p. 718.)
UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Accounting conditions, methods and problems. (In its Report on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies. p. 9–19.)

Valuation
WIG, JOSEPH. Surfolded four sides; a few remarks on the lumber industry. American appraisal news, Feb. 1924, p. 35–43.

LUMBER BROKERS
See Lumber agencies.


LUMBER YARDS
INCREASING the rate of turnover of retail yards. American lumberman, May 26, 1923, p. 1, 41.
Accounting
Cost accounting
WISCONSIN dealers hear about cost system. American lumberman, July 4, 1925, p. 45.

Costs

Stockkeeping
COMPACT perpetual inventory; system being used by George G. Kenyon lumber company of Syracuse, N. Y. Lumber co-operator, Jan. 1925, p. 86.

Stores systems
NELSON, L. N. Stock record that saves time and labor. American lumberman, Oct. 10, 1925, p. 44.

LUNCH ROOMS
' See Restaurants, cafés, etc.

LUNCH ROOM as a money maker. Patterson, C. A. comp.

LUND, EDMUND


LUNDE SYSTEM
SINGH, DALIP. Indian accounts and income tax with Indian income tax act, 1922, and rules made thereunder as amended up to date. Lahore, India, Mercantile press. 1926. 374p.

LUNDIN, C. D.

LUNS福德, HARRY E.

LUNT, H. JULIUS
Costing practice and methods. (In Accountant’s and secretaries’ yearbook. 1924–25, p. 228–31.)

LUNT, WALTER

LUSSIGNEA, J. W.

LUTZ, HARLEY L.

LUTZ, WERNER, AND GORDON, STEPHEN R.

LUXMOORE, FAIRFAX

LYBRAND, WILLIAM M.

LYBRAND, ROSS BROTHERS AND MONTGOMERY
ARBITRATION; memorandum on status of commercial arbitration; plans, procedure and forms for a proposed tribunal of arbitration of Detroit board of commerce. Detroit, Mich., Fed. 13, 1926. 55 typewritten pages.
HOUSING for accountants; Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery. Pace student, July 1923, p. 114–7.

LYDE, H. W.
LYNCH, F. J.
Unit costs reduced from $1.14 to 53 cents. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 41.

LYNDE-LOCKWOOD, J.

LYNN, A. J.

LYNNE, W. SAREL

LYON, CHARLES E.
British income tax law applying to Americans. Commerce reports, Dec. 23, 1923, p. 635.

LYON, LEVERETT S.
Marketing. American economic review (supplement), March 1927, p. 48-6.

LYON, WALTER HASTINGS

LYON, WILLIAM C.

LYTGOE, J.

LYTLE, CHARLES W.
See also Roderick Joseph W., joint author.
Mathematical analysis of compensation plans. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. (Special paper no. 9.)
Motion-time analysis—is it new? Manufacturing industries, Jan. 1925, p. 59.

MCALLISTER, EDWARD A.
Demand for, and responsibility of, the public accountant; with particular reference to prospective legislation in New York. 2 Rector street, New York, Jan. 1925. 8p.

MCALLISTER, T. W.

MacALPINE, JOHN C.
Costs and profits on basis of barrels of flour used in year 1925. 1p.

MacARDLE, WILLIAM P.

MACARONI
Cost accounting

MACASSEY, LYNDE

MACAULEY, ALVAN
Packard cuts inventory in quarter at same time tripling car output. Manufacturing industries, Aug. 1926, p. 89.

McBAIN, A. G.

McBAIN, B. T.

MacBETH, JAMES H.

McBRIDE, WALTER L.
Local settlement of federal tax cases described by revenue agents. American accountant, May 1927, p. 13-5.

McGAFFERY, F. L.

McCALL, J. H.
Financial regulations, including standing orders of a local authority. Accountant, March 26, 1927, p. 480-3.

McCALL, P. F.

McCANDLESS, GEORGE T.
Clearing house examiners as guardians of credit. Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Jan. 1924, p. 16, 18, 44.

McCANDLESS, JAMES W.

McCANN, W. R.

McCARTHY, E. T.
Coal and fuel costs analyzed. Fuel oil, Sept. 1923, p. 17-9, 49.
McCarthy, Edward

McCarthy, James H.
American digest of business machines, combined with the American trade guide of store and office machines; a compendium of makes and models with specifications and principles of operation described. Chicago, Ill., American exchange service. 1924. 640p.

McCarthy, L. F.

McCartney, H. E.
Flock records show the way to profit. Successful farming, May 1926, p. 62.

McCartney, Wesley James

AND AMIDON, L. Cleveland

McCauley, C. F.


McClary, John S.

McClatchie, G. A.
How to get the uniform cost accounting into use. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States, Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 54-8.)

McCloskey, William B.
Comparison of cost figures; an analysis of some cost reports which indicates the need of a uniform system. American fertilizer, June 25, 1927, p. 71-2.

McCLOUD, B. G.

McCobb, T. G.
Costs in the petroleum industry. Cost and management, June 1927, p. 29-34.

McConnell, Clark T.

McCormack, C. P.

McCormick, Cyrus
Practical results of employee-representation. Factory, June 1926, p. 1027-9, 1142.

McCormick, R. S.

McCulloch-Williams, Martha

McCullough, C. B.
Maintaining Oregon's highway bridges. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets), March 1927, p. 115-20.

McCullough, E. W.


Some cost objectives. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 6-7.)


Value of cost accounting to our industry. (In Hollow building tile association. Simplified cost accounting plan as submitted at the seventh annual meeting, Feb. 5, 6 and 7, 1925. p. 1-5.)

McCullough, W. J.
Proper handling of salvage, waste and obsolete material. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1924, p. 393.

McCutcheon, R. T.
Public companies; promotion, accounts, liquidation, etc. Accountants' journal (England), Apr. 1924, p. 752-62.

McDaniel, Ruel


McDermid, W. A.
Measuring sales effort results; the fallacy of an average cost of advertising and selling. Management and administration, Jan. 1925, p. 33-7.

MacDonald, E. F.

MacDonald, J. C.
Banking from the chartered accountant's point of view. Accountant, Feb. 29, 1925, p. 365-7.

MacDonald, J. H.
Enforcing the budget. Industrial management, Jan. 1927, p. 49-52.

MacDonald, John H.

MacDonald, William

McDowell, C. W.

McDowell, Edward P.
Efficiency in garage management for fleet owners. Power wagon, July 1924, p. 5-11.

McElroy, Joseph
Depletion of oil and gas properties; a paper read before the regional meeting of the American institute of accountants held at Dallas, Texas, Oct. 26 and 27, 1923. 36p.
McFADDEN, LOUIS T.  Perpetuating the system. Credit monthly, Apr. 1927, p. 10, 32.  
McFADDEN-PEPPER bill becomes law. Chamber of commerce of the United States.  
MacFARLAND, GEORGE A. Accounting in the Wharton school. Accounting review, June 1927, p. 175.  
MacFARLAND, JOHN J. Conversion tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and moneys with comparisons of prices per pound, yard, gallon or bushel, in United States money and prices per kilo, meter, liter or hectoliter in foreign money, trade terms and abbreviations, ed. 7, rev. and enl. Philadelphia, Pa., Foreign trade bureau, Philadelphia commercial museum, 1924. 160p.  
MacGOWAN, A. GAULT—See Gault-Macgowan, A.  
McGRATH, TOM P. Value of cost accountant to a sand and gravel firm. Rock products, March 29, 1919, p. 28–9.  
Accounting BENNETT, GEORGE E. Machine shop. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 411–33.)  
JOBING shop cost system. Machinery, Apr. 1924, p. 895–6, 627.  
MACHINE tool makers discuss many topics. Iron age, May 29, 1924, p. 1582A–F.  
MACHINE tool makers discuss many topics. Iron age, May 29, 1924, p. 1582A–F.  
Valuation DU BRUL, ERNEST F. Money lost by free appraisal service. Machinery, June 1924, p. 795.  
MACHINE tools will not last forever. Railway age, Nov. 3, 1923, p. 799.  
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FRANKLIN, B.A. When it pays to replace machinery, brick and clay record, June 23, 1925, p. 987-92.
GUNNERSON, WALTER E. Keeping truck of your equipment; a simple method that puts accuracy into the plant investment account. Factory, Sept. 1924, p. 355-6, 450.
HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Bandar rubber company. (In its Harvard business reports, 1925, p. 141-3.)
KESTER, ROY B. Machinery and tools, furniture and fixtures, and other equipment. (In his Accounting theory and practice, 1925, p. 299-315.)
WHEN machinery is sold. Typhochas bulletin, Jan. 5, 1925, p. 326-7.

Cost accounting


McHOLLAN, JAMES A.

MacINNES, DUNCAN G.
Control of stock in warehouse. Iron age, Nov. 27, 1924, p. 1401.

McINNES, JOHN S.

M'INTOSH, FORBES L.

MacINTOSH, JAMES

MacINTOSH, P.
Debit and credit. Licentiate in accountancy, March 1927, p. 94-6.

McINTOSH, R. J.

McINTYRE mining costs. Canadian mining journal, Sept. 11, 1925, p. 866.

McKANA, GEORGE E.
MCKELWAY, JOHN JAY

MCKELWAY, G. H.
Recording construction and decapitalization. Electric
cal world, Oct. 6, 1923, p. 714.

MCKENNA, REGINALD

MCKENZIE, A. D.
Palmer house journals and ledger. Alarm clock.
March 1926, p. 4–5.

MACKENZIE, A. G.
Value of taxpayers' associations in solving state and
local problems. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation, held in
conjunction with the twenty-ninth annual convention of
the American mining congress, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 10, 1926. p. 22–37.)

MACKENZIE, WILLIAM
Arbitration and conciliation as practiced in England.
American accountant, March 1927, p. 22.

MACKENZIE, WILLIAM P.
How our perpetual inventory saves us the expense of

MCKIBBON, J. C.
Centralized supply control cuts costs. Store operation.

MCKING, W. J.
Improving the morale in stores organization. Railway
age, July 11, 1925, p. 79–80.

MCKINNEY, B. A.
Accountants' standards of service. Accounting and
Business and accounting. Accounting and business
quarterly, Sept. 1923, p. 6–7.
Fertilizer production costs. Chemical and metallurgical
National fertilizer association. Cost accounting and
cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid
and acid phosphate; prepared by the cost accounting
committee: text and forms by B. A. McKinney, 1926.
63p. + forms.
Some practical considerations. Accounting and busi
ness quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 7–8.

MCKINNEY, F. L.
See Wright, C. A., joint author.

MacKINNON, F. B.
Analysis of financial statements. Telephony, Oct. 2,

MCKINSEY, JAMES O.
Budgetary control for business; by the Bureau of com
merce and industrial affairs. Boston, Mass., Boston
chamber of commerce, c1924. 47p.
Budgetary control: its meaning and advantages.
manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin,

MCKINSEY, JAMES O.
Business administration. Cincinnati, Ohio, South
western publishing co. c1924. 318p.
Co-ordination of sales, production and finance. Uni
Managerial accounting. v. 1. Chicago, University of
Chicago press, c1924. 655p.
Modern tendencies in accounting practice. Accountants'
President's address: present trends in public and private
accounting practice. (In American association of
university instructors in accounting. Papers and pro
ceedings, 1924. p. 59–64.)

Relation of budgetary control to cost accounting. Cost
accountant, Sept. 1925, p. 84–90.
Reorganizing executive and financial management
functions. New York, American management as
association, c1925. 30p. (Financial executives' series: no. 5.)

AND PALMER, JAMES L.
Budgetary control. (In Management's handbook.
1924. p. 1269–1312.)

MCRAE, A. J.
Audits and investigations. Accountants' journal (Eng
land), May 20, 1927, p. 325–31. Public accountant,
March 1927, p. 653–69.

MCRAE, NORMAN L.
Relation of accountant to banker. Bulletin, C. B. A.,
June 1925. Bulletin of the American institute of
accountants, Dec. 15, 1925, p. 12–3 (résumé).
Securities and the corporation income tax; an address
delivered before the annual convention of the Cali
fornia bankers association at Del Monte, Calif., May
27, 1926. 3 typewritten pages.

MCRAE, GOODE & COMPANY
FEDERAL income tax guide for individuals, how to
prepare the individual return (form 1040). San
Francisco, Calif., California bankers association, c1925.
39p.

MCARTY, A. D.
Municipal budgets. Illinois municipal review, March–
Apr. 1925, p. 12–22.

MCLEAN, CHARLES
Public utilities; a plea for present cost of production
as a just basis of valuation. Dubuque, Iowa, the
author, c1926. 48p.

MCLEAN, H. G.
Italian tax reforms. Washington, D. C., Government
printing office, Aug. 18, 1924. 23p. (United States
Department of commerce. Trade information bulletin,
no. 258, Division of commercial law.)

MACLEISH, ARCHIBALD
Cost-plus retail inventory only is the best. (In Na
tional retail dry goods association. Refor and diges
t of the proceedings of the controllers' congress,
May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 97–8.)

MCLEOD, STUART C.
Cost accounting. (In National electric light associa
tion. Proceedings, 1924. p. 405–10.)

MCLEOD, STUART C.
Chaffee, Allen. Stuart C. McLeod, secretary of
National association of cost accountants. Pace
student, Sept. 1926, p. 4–5.

M'LINTOCK, WILLIAM
44–6, 66–70, 88–94.

MACMILLAN, A. B.
Stabilization of building costs puts emphasis on closer
adaptation. Factory, Jan. 1927, p. 138–9, 144, 146,
148.

MACMILLAN, H. P.
Duties of directors at the inception of a company. (In
Chartered accountants' students' society of Edin
burgh and Glasgow chartered accountants' students'
45.)

MCMILLAN, JAMES
Financial and cost control accounts. Cost accountan
t, June 1924, p. 18–24. Indian accountant, Sept. 1924,
125–30.
Machine shop planning room methods. Cost accountan


McFadden branch banking bill becomes a law. Bookkeeper and auditor, Apr. 1927, p. 9, 14–5.


Practical accounting for the retailer; recording of stock orders and deliveries, keeping of perpetual inventory, handling of accounts payable, when and how to use check register. Black diamond, Jan. 17, 1925, p. 64–5.

Practical accounting for the retailer; the classification of accounts, assets, liabilities, operations and profit and loss sections in ledger, items charged and credited to each account. Black diamond, Dec. 13, 1924.


This bookkeeping method simplifies accounts. Coal age, Feb. 11, 1926, p. 224.


McNIECE, T. M.


MacPHerson, C. E. W.

Landed estates. (In Chartered accountants' students' society of Edinburgh and Glasgow chartered accountants' students' society. Transactions, session 1922–1923, p. 21–48.)

Macpherson, FRED L.


McQuinn, E. G.


MacRae, T. B.


MacRae, WILLIAM.


McTIGHE, H. T.


McTYER, J. FLOYD.


MacWILLIAMS, J. F.

McWILLIAMS, N. G.

MACY, RALPH G.
Construction and costs of southern cotton mills and equipment. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 47-52.

Ma DAN, GEORGE G.
Accounting problems of fire insurance companies. Certified public accountant, June 1927, p. 178-82, 186-7.

MADDEN, JOHN T.
Accountancy questions of vital interest raised by Dean Madden. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 17-9.
Bankers and creditors better influence than stockholders. New York, New York university bureau of public information, Apr. 28, 1926.
Education for the profession. (In (Het) international accountants congres, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 571-84.)
(Points of view. American institute of accountants, p. 76.)
Education for the profession; address delivered at the international congress of accountants, held at Amsterdam, Holland, July 5-9, 1926, (résumé.) Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, July 5-9, 1926, p. 11.
Education of accountants for the public utility field. (In National electric light association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 410-19.)
Remarks. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 36-37.)
What American universities can do to advance the profession of accountancy. Certified public accountant, Feb. 1923, p. 45-51.

ROSENKAMPFF, ARTHUR H., AND DOUGLAS, WILLIAM W.

MADER, E.

MADISON, J. T.

MAPPING, MCKEAN
Water works office system. Engineering and contracting (waterworks), Apr. 1927, p. 159-60.

MAGATHAN, W. C.
Notes on the preparation of cases for hearing before the Board of tax appeals. L. R. B. & M. journal, March 1926, p. 11.

MAGAZINES
METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Employee magazines. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders service bureau, 19p. (Robert no. 74.)
MILLS, JOHN. Costs of representative employee magazines. (In American management association. Costs of representative employee magazines, c1926, p. 3-11.)


Accounting
BRÜÈRE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the newspaper and magazine. (In their Application of budgeting. 1926, p. 94-107.)
ILLINOIS chamber of commerce. Sources of information on accounting. 5p.

SWETLAND, HORACE M., ed. Managing the department of accounts. (In his Industrial publishing, the foundation, principles, functions, methods and general practice. p. 233-44.)

Costs
HOW do these figures compare with yours? Service field, Apr. 1923, p. 10-1.

Stockkeeping
EGGLESTON, DEWITT CARL. Book publishers' inventories, illustrations and manuscripts. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 133-4.)


MAHAN, C. R.
Budgetary control. (In American electric railway accountants' association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 15-26.)

MAHEN, JOHN LEE
What is management? Manufacturers news, Apr. 1927, p. 19, 64.

MAHER, JAMES J.

MAHLSTEDT, J. A.

MAHONY, D.
Some practical notes on deeds of arrangement. Incorporated accountants' journal, May 1926, p. 295-
MAHONY, D.—(Continued)
302. (In incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925. p. 138-85.)

MAHONY, JOHN V.

MAHRER, H. J.

MAIL
See Post offices.

MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
BRISCO, NORRIS A. Mail-order houses. (In his Principles of retailing. 1927. p. 10-5.)

WHITE, PERCIVAL, and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Direct by mail and mail order. (In his Retail handbook. 1924. p. 347-91.)
Relations and selling, May 19, p. 24, 42-8.

WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-ups that yield the most profit. Advertising and selling fortnightly, Sept. 23, 1925, p. 36, 78.

MAIL-order or personal service methods. Genens, Frank.

MAIN, CHARLES T.

HARRIMAN, HENRY L., AND JACKSON, DUGALD C.

MAIN, FRANK WILBUR


MAIN AND COMPANY
MOTOR bus accounting. Pittsburgh, Pa., Accountants supply company, c1926. 228p.

MAIN street and Wall street. Ripley, William Z.

MAINE
Laws of the state of Maine of special interest to charities and corrections, July 1919. 68p.
1923 amendments to law. Chipping.

BANKING DEPARTMENT
BANKING laws, effective July 15, 1927. 120p.

INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION


UNIFORM classification of accounts for water companies, effective, July 1, 1925, revised to Dec. 31, 1918. Augusta, Maine, 1918. 52p.

SECRETARY OF STATE
PROVISIONS of law in force relating to foreign corporations. Augusta, Maine 1917. 4p.

PROVISIONS of law in force, relating to the business corporations. Augusta, Maine, Secretary of state. 1925. 68p.

STATE ASSESSORS, BOARD OF
LAWS relating to taxation, constitutional provisions, chapter 9, 10, 11, of the revised statutes of 1916, as amended to July 7, 1923, and miscellaneous statutory provisions. Auburn, Maine, 1923. 142p.

MAINE state valuation 1924, basis on which state and county taxes are assessed during 1923 and 1926. 274p.

STATE AUDITOR
ACT to encourage and provide for a system of uniform accounting in cities and towns and village corporations, chapter 161, public laws of 1923. Augusta, Maine. 6p.

ANNUAL report (form) city or town of —— to the state auditor. Augusta, Maine. 16p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
CIRCULAR of information for intending applicants for certificates as certified public accountants (1917). 8p.

MAINE society of certified public accountants. 1926. 11p.

MAINTAINING Nevada's general roads. Public works, March 1924, p. 80.

MAINTENANCE
SOCIETY of industrial engineers. Repairs and maintenance on plant and equipment should be charged to the reserve for depreciation rather than to current operations. (In its Reducing the cost of business. 1924. p. 181-218.)


MAKAY, ALEXANDER F.

MAKIN, FRANK B.


MAKING business advancement sure. Jackson, William Marvin.
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FARMER, ROBERT. Selling the financial program to the production man. (In Society of industrial engineers. Problems of management to-day,. 1925, p. 125-73.)


FORDHAM, THOMAS B. What the foreman should know about the cost of production. American management, Dec., 1924.


GREENE, CHARLES W. Manu Organon: the philosophy and science of managing, the art of management. New York, Organon lycceum, 1925. 32p.


——— v. 4, 1927. 559p.


HILL, ROBERT C. How to find out if labor-saving equipment will pay. Bellin, transmission, tools and supplies, Aug., 1924, p. 30-4.

HUBBARD, E. KENT, and ANDREW, ERNEST J. Executive's viewpoint in reference to cost figures by E. Kent Hubbard. Cost figures from the viewpoint of the factory executive by J. Ernest Andrew. New York, National association of cost accountants, May 1, 1925, 13p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 17.)


KIMBALL, DEXTER S. Economic principles. (In Management's handbook, 1924, p. 1205-26.)


MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Reorganizing executive and financial management functions. New York, American management association, c1925, 30p. (Financial executives series, no. 7.)


MAHÉN, JOHN LEE. What is management? Manufacturers news, Apr., 1927, p. 19, 64.

MANAGEMENT. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, Dec., 1923, p. 1273-75.


MANAGEMENT week to have 65 meetings. Engineering news, Nov., 1924.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Job blue-print. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1925. 11p. (Personal leaflets, no. 5.)

METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Pledged lumber or an organization. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. (Business organisation, no. 3.)

MONTGOMERY, W. B. Should detailed cost work be centralized in the head office? (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923, and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept., 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 205-14.)

MORGAN, EARL. Budgeting man power. New York, American management association, c1926. 8p. (Annual convention series: no. 36.)


MUSIL, LOUIS F. Co-ordinating financial with accounting, statistical, personnel and office management functions. New York, American management association, c1926. 11p. (Financial executives series, no. 9.)
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MANAGEMENT—(Continued)
of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925. p. 1-16.)
MYERS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.

PHELPS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.

PHELPS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.

PHELPS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.

PHELPS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.

PHELPS, CHARLES S. Industrial psychology; its second edition. Society, 1924. p. 188.
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MANAGEMENT—Employees' representation—(Continued)
PROCTOR and Gamble co. Revised plan of the employees' conference committee. Cincinnati, Ohio, Proctor and Gamble. 15p.
SUCCESSFUL employee representation in a coal mine. Law and labor, Aug. 1923, p. 234-5.


MANAGEMENT control. Tanner-Gilman schools, Inc.

MANAGEMENT function in business. Steele, J. Gordon.

MANAGEMENT in the factory. Gardiner, Glenn Lion.

MANAGEMENT methods, tendencies in sales organization. Metropolitan life insurance company.

MANAGEMENT through accounts. Bliss, James H.


MANAGEMENT week and simplified practice. United States. Commerce, Department of.


MANAGEMENT week to have 65 meetings. Engineering world, Nov. 1924.


MANAGERIAL accounting. McKinsey, James O.


MONTANA, UNIVERSITY OF
MAY examinations, 1922.

MANN, B. H.

MANN, CHARLES R.

MANN, H. W.

MANNING, ANTHONY B.

Subject of cost accounting. Accountancy and commerce journal, June 1924, p. 4-5, 10.


MANSFIELD, F. A.

MANTZ, I. P.

MANUAL and guide for teaching farm record keeping. Rogers, R. H.

MANUAL de "income tax" y de contabilidad (el único escrito en castellano). Martínez, José A.


MANUAL of accounting and reporting for the operating services of the national government. Seidemann, Henry P.


MANUAL of accounts and budgetary control for the rubber industry. Rubber association of America, inc.

MANUAL of income tax procedure for 1923 returns. Castenholz, William B., and Johnson, Fred S.

MANUAL of information for office employees. Swift and company.

MANUAL of municipal accounting. Morey, Lloyd.

MANUAL of organon; the philosophy and science of organzing, the art of management. Greemple, Charles W.

MANUAL of statistics. See also Bankers' and investors' manual.

MANUAL of tables and rules adopted by the tax department of the city of Milwaukee in the assessment of real estate. Milwaukee, Wis. Tax commissioner.

MANUAL of the standard cost system for photo-engravers, with suggestions for a uniform system of bookkeeping and a method for making the cost system part of the general bookkeeping system. American photo-engravers association.

MANUAL of uniform accounting system (simplified) for Dodge brothers dealers up to fifty cars. Dodge brothers.

MANUAL of uniform cost accounting for the laundry industry. Launderowners national association.

MANUAL 23, supplement to personal income tax regulations, promulgated Nov. 6, 1923, issued pursuant to article 16 of the tax law. New York (state). Tax commission. Income tax bureau.


MANUFACTURE of cottage cheese in creameries and milk plants. Dahlgren, Arnold O., and Matheson, K. J.
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MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Electrician, Sept. 1925, p. 25.

MANUFACTURERS plan costs program for 1924-25. Manufacturers news, Nov. 8, 1924, p. 15.

MANUFACTURES

See also names of various trades.

LEHIELDT, R. A. Manufacturing: development, contemporary organization and social relations. (In his Descriptive economics. 1927, p. 34–57.)

NEBRASKA. University. College of business administration, College of business research. Contacts of the state university with the manufacturers of Nebraska. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, July 1925. (Nebraska studies in business no. 16.)


Statistics


MANY German taxes cut—reduction in sales tax and stock exchange transfer impost. Commercial and financial chronicle, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 2483.

MARBUT, C. F.

See Schurz, William L., joint author.


MARDER, JOHN W.

Budgets vs. cost control. Typothelae bulletin, May 31, 1926, p. 147, 152.

MARINE INSURANCE

See Insurance, Marine.

MARINE insurance. Huebner, Solomon S.

MARK-DOWN AND MARK-UP

BRISCO, NORMIS A., and WINGATE, JOHN W. Mark-up, mark-downs and the re-marking of merchandise. (In their Retail buying, 1925, p. 251-95.)


GORDON, ROBERT W. Mark-up and mark-down method. (In his Exposé and book of instructions of Hadley's pathfinder bookkeeping system double entry, for wholesale and retail merchandising establishments. 1923, p. 35-6.)

HAHN, LEW, and WHITE, PERCIVAL, eds. Mark-up, profits and turnover. (In their Merchants' manual. 1924, p. 573-97.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S. Mark-up, mark-down. (In his Retail handbook. 1924, p. 164-8.)


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Cumulative mark-ups by departments. (In his Vital department store statistics, c1926, p. 91-100.)

LAZARUS, AUGUST. Mark-downs, and also discount loading and stock control. Dry goods economic, Aug. 22, 1925, p. 21.

MARK-DOWN control. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. 22-9.)

MOESER, DAVID E. Co-operative beginnings in mark-down control. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 15-8.)


MARK-down control. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 22-9.)

MARKBREITER, R. R.


Food cost accounting report and financial statement—do the controlling figures in each agree? Alarm clock, May 1924, p. 5-6.

MARKELL, H. F.


MARKET analysis advertising and advertising mediums. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


MARKETING


MARKETING practice. White, Percival, and Hayward, Walter S.

MARKHAM AUDIT COMPANY

BOTTLEER-BOOKKEEPER bulletin. 8p.

MARKING, INDMANN P.


MARKS, ROY H.


MARLOW, F. S.


MARRIOTT, HUGH F.

See Louis, Henry, joint author.
MARRS, S. M. N., AND BORDEN, L. D.
Transportation costs and problems in Texas rural schools. Austin, Texas, State department of education, 1926. 14p. (Bulletin no. 205.)

MARSSEN, J. FORBES

MARSH, A. RICHMOND

MARSH, C. C.

MARSH, M. H.

MARSH, W. F.

MASHALL, F. GEOFFREY

MASHALL, H. S.

MASHALL, HERBERT C.
Retail marketing of meats; agencies of distribution, methods of merchandising, and operating expenses and profits. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 8p. (United States department of agriculture, department bulletin no. 1317.)

MASHALL, P. M.

MASHALL, THOMAS R.

MASHALL, W. C.


MASHTON, G. R.

MASHTON, J. G.

MASHIN, E. N.
Method to fix fair selling prices used in the sugar refining industry to guard against losses from nonprofit orders. Manufacturing industries, July 1926, p. 37-8.

MASHIN, G. E.

MARTIN, H. D.

MARTIN, HARRY E.

MARTIN, N. L.
Commercial crooks and their creditors. Canadian chartered accountant, July 1923, p. 36-45.

MARTIN, O. R.

MARTIN, R. W.
Removing the worries of the interest period rush. Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Jan. 1924, p. 7, 36.

MARTINETTI, F. A.

MARTINEZ, JOSE A.
Manual de "income tax" y de contabilidad (el unico escrito en castellano.) San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1924.

MARTS of trade. Lang, John J.

MASON, J. ARTHUR

MARMY, J. SCUDDER

MARX, H. A.
Electricity build up laundry despite keen competition. Power wagon, Aug. 1924, p. 72-3.

MARX, ROBERT S.

MARYLAND
AN act to repeal and re-enact, with amendments, sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland; title, "Public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13, both inclusive and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. House of delegates no. 236. Feb. 14, 1924.

ARTICLE 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "Public accountant," as amended by chapter 585 of the acts of the general assembly of Maryland of 1924.

BILL entitled an act to repeal and re-enact with amendments, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "Public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13, both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession.


HOUSE bill no. 236; an act to repeal and re-enact with amendments, sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of article 75-A of the annotated code of Maryland, title, "Public accountant," and to add five new sections to said article, the said new sections to be known as sections 9 to 13, both inclusive, and to follow immediately after section 8 of said article, for the purpose of better establishing and regulating the practice of public accounting as a profession. 9p.
MARYLAND—(Continued)

HOUSE bill no. 428, a bill entitled an act to repeal article 75-A of the code of public general laws of Maryland, title, "Public Accountant" (Bagby's edition), and re-enact the same with amendments. 3p. LAWS relating to state banks, trust companies and savings institutions, in force in the state of Maryland, 1927. 55p.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 15, 16, 17, 1922. EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 28, 29, 30, 1927. 16p.

SENATE

BILL entitled an act to amend article 75-A of the code of public general laws of Maryland (Bagby's edition), title "Public Accountant," by the addition of a new section to be designated Section 5-A by the Senate, March 10, 1914. 1 sheet.

STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

RULES and regulations. 2p.

STATE TAX COMMISSION

LAWS of Maryland relating to business corporations. ed. 7, with 1927 amendments, effective June 1, 1927. Baltimore, State tax commission. 154p.


MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CERTIFIED public accountants. Baltimore, July 1, 1925. 8p.


MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS OF BALTIMORE CITY

CONSTITUTION and by-laws, approved Apr. 10, 1900. Baltimore, the association, 1908. 12p.


MASON, J. K.

Relation of advertising to capital turnover. Printers ink monthly, Apr. 1924, p. 69–70.

MASON, J. KARL


MASON, PERRY

Use of costs in setting selling prices. Accounting review, June 1926, p. 72–6.

MASON, ROBERT T.

Transportation is important factor in reducing inventories and costs. Iron trade review, Aug. 19, 1926, p. 433–5, 440.

MASSACHUSETTS

FINANCIAL report of institutions. 11p.

GENERAL LAWS relating to corporations, in effect Jan. 1, 1921, revised to include 1927 legislation. Commissioner of corporations and taxation, 1927. 986p.

GENERAL LAWS relating to foreign and business corporations, co-operative corporations, corporations for charitable and certain other purposes and voluntary associations, being chapters 155, 156, 157, 180, 181, 182, general laws. 51p.

MASSACHUSETTS C. P. A. examination, Dec. 1924.

BANKS, COMMISSIONER OF

CREDIT unions: statutes of the commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to Jan. 1, 1917. 35p.

TRUST companies: statutes of commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to Jan. 1, 1926. 45p.

BOARD OF REGISTRATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

ANNUAL report. 1924.

CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION, COMMISSIONER OF


CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION, DEPARTMENT OF

AGGREGATES of polls, property, taxes, etc., as assessed, Apr. 1, 1923. Boston, 1923. 41p.

AGGREGATES of polls, property, taxes, etc., as assessed, Apr. 1, 1924. Boston, 1924. 39p.

AGGREGATES of polls, property, taxes, etc., as assessed, 1920–24. Boston, 1924.

INSTRUCTION to assessors, no. 5. 1925. Boston, 1925. 131p.

CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS, DEPARTMENT OF

ANNUAL report of the statistics of municipal finance. 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANTS

EXAMINATIONS, Dec. 1934.

MASSACHUSETTS C. P. A. examination, Dec. 1924.

RULES and regulations, 1926 amendment. 1 typewritten page.

SUPERIOR COURT


MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

JEFFERSON, LORIAN P. Costs of marketing the apple crop of 1923. Amherst, Massachusetts agricultural experiment station, March 1925. 9p. (Bulletin no. 224.)


MASSACHUSETTS society of certified public accountants. Chase, Harvey S.

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, INC.

BULLETIN of Massachusetts certificate of condition; recommendations adopted by the society Feb. 23, 1926, relative to the procedure to be followed in an audit for the purpose of signing the Massachusetts certificate of condition and history of the legislation and regulations leading to the certificate of condition required to be filed by the corporations under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Boston. 15p.

BY-LAW, membership roster, etc. Jan. 1926. 21p.

MASSACHUSETTS corporate excise tax, immediate action necessary, Oct. 6, 1925. 2p.

MINUTES of meeting, Sept. 26, 1927. 3 typewritten pages.

REPORT of special committee on Massachusetts excise tax law; approved March 23, 1927. 1p.

MASSACHUSETTS society of C. P. A.'s. Pace student, July 1925, p. 127.


MASSACHUSETTS corporation excise tax law; approved March 23, 1927. 1p.


MASSMAN, FRED H.


MASURET, EUGENE A.

MATERIAL
BORST, G. W. Direct material, indirect material and supplies, as factors in cost finding. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Apr. 14, 1919.


ON what basis should raw material be charged into production costs? (In National association of cost accountants, Yearbook 1923, and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 155-80.)

PITIENHOUSE, CHARLES F. Should material be charged at cost or replacement value? (In National association of cost accountants. Papers and discussions, third New England regional cost conference. p. 6-11.)

PITIENHOUSE, CHARLES F. Should material be charged at cost or replacement value? (In National association of cost accountants. Papers and discussions, third New England regional cost conference. p. 6-18.)

MATERIAL HANDLING
COES, HAROLD V. Handling system repays cost in one year. Industrial management (England), Jan. 1927, p. 4-6.


COES, HAROLD V. Material handling. (In Management's handbook. 1924, p. 541-98.)


COMPUTING savings with material-handling equipment. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Dec. 10, 1923, p. 1061.

COMPUTING the economies of labor-saving equipment; important items often omitted in comparative costs. Power plant engineering, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 179.


HAGEMANN, GEORGE E. Cutting your handling costs. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 19-22.


Costs
BRADSHAW, CAMPBELL. Cutting the cost of material handling. Canadian machinery and manufacturing, Feb. 10, 1927, p. 23.

BREWER, ALLEN F. Cutting down power costs on mechanical handling equipment. Industrial management, Aug. 1927, p. 101-5.


EIDMANN, FRANK L. Cutting storage and shipping costs. Industrial management, July 1927, p. 28.

EIDMANN, FRANK L. Portable elevator as a factor in reducing materials-handling costs in small plants. Industrial management, Feb. 1927, p. 82-4.

HAGEMANN, GEORGE E. Materials-handling methods that have added to industrial profits. Management and administration, May 1924, p. 557-62.


SPRAY, E. L. Cutting handling costs by better methods. Industrial management (England), May 1927, p. 159-62.


MATERIALS and supplies budget. McKana, George E.

MATERIALS in standard costs. Churchill, William L.

MATHEMATICAL analysis of compensation plans. Lytle, Charles W.

MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
RIETZ, HENRY LEURS. Mathematical statistics. Chicago, Ill., Open Court publishing company for the Mathematical association of America, c1927. 181p. (Curis mathematical monographs no. 3.)

MATHEMATICAL principles of finance. Kent, Frederick C.

MATHEMATICAL statistics. Rietz, Henry Leurs.

MATHEMATICAL theory of investment. Skinner, E. B.

MATHEMATICS

CHASE, SYLVAN. Financial calculations; introduction by Edward F. Moxey. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. 56p.


DUNCAN, GEORGE S. Some notes on measurements and approximations. Cost accountant, July 1924, p. 58.

FINANCIAL calculations. (In International library of technology, v. 379.)


GREENWOOD, G. W. Mathematics. (In Management's handbook, 1924. p. 81-123.)


KILDUFF, FREDERICK W. Mathematics. (In his Auditing and accounting handbook. 1924. p. 451-72)


MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 89-96.)
**MATHEMATICS**—(Continued)


**MATHEMATICS** for the accountant. Vinal, Eugene R.

**MATHEMATICS** of accounting. Curtis, A. B., and Cooper, J. H.

**MATHEMATICS** of business. Lovitt, William V., and Holtzclaw, Henry F.

**MATHEMATICS** of finance. Small, Lloyd L.

**MATHEMATICS** of finance. *Spandau, H. M.*


**MATHER, CHARLES ERNEST**


**MATHER, W. H.**


**MATHERLY, WALTER J.**


**MATHESON, K. J.**

See Dahlberg, Arnold O., joint author.

**MATHESON, GEORGE C.**


**MATHEWSON, PARK**

Successful experience with the production budget. (In *Production control and cost finding*, c1925. v. 5. p. 3-11.)

**MATTER to be discussed.** *Journal of accountancy*, Sept. 1923, p. 197-8.

**MATTHEWS, NATHAN**


**MATTHEWS, R. BORLASE**


**MATTHEWS, R. D.**

Problems of oil refining and marketing costs; a paper read at one of the business sessions of the American petroleum institute at its annual meeting at Fort Worth, Texas, Dec. 9, and 10 and 11, 1924. Union oil company of California, Los Angeles, Cal. Author. 20p. *American petroleum institute bulletin*, Dec. 31, 1924, p. 164-78.

**MATTHEWS, C. N.**


**MATTISON, M. W.**


**MAURY, DABNEY H.**


**MAXWELL, F. CROFTON**


**MAXWELL, JAMES W.**


**MAY, GEORGE O.**


Administration of the British income tax law; an address before the Academy of political science in the city of New York at the semi-annual meeting on "Wealth and taxation" *American petroleum institute bulletin*, Apr. 15, 1924. New York, Academy of political science, 1924. p. 143-8.


George O. May on publicity of corporation reports urged by Professor Ripley; extension of independent audit system advocated. *Commercial and financial chronicle*, Sept. 25, 1926, p. 1580.


Tax lessons 1922; analysis of returns is said to back up the Mellon plan. *New York times*, Jan. 22, 1925, p. 18.


MAY, GEORGE O.—(Continued)

MAY, HOWELL B.

MAY, IRVILLE AUGUSTUS

MAY, RICHARD A.

AND SURFACE, FRANK M.

MAY, WALTER W. R.

MAY, WILLIAM T.

MAYER, C. J.
Trading under the laws of Latvia. Washington, D. C., June 30, 1925. 5p. (United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Division of commercial laws, *Special circular no. 88.*)

MAYER, JOSEPH

MAYNARD, B. M., AND HEYWOOD, JOHNSON

MAYNARD, H. W.

MAYNARD, HAROLD B., AND STEGEMERTEN, G. J.

MAYNARD, HENRY W.


MAYNE, G. W.

MAYORS, W.
Certified public accountants' certificate; impressions of meeting of St. Louis chapter of the Robert Morris associates and the Missouri society of C. P. A., Nov. 23, 1926. 8 typewritten pages.


MAZUR, PAUL M.

AND SILBERT, MYRON S.

MAZZUR, FRANK A.

MEAD, FERGUS


MEAKER, E.
We used Henry Ford's principle that —. *System*, March 1925, p. 333-5.


MEANS, CHARLES M.


MEAT PACKING
See Packing.

MEAT TRADE
Accounting

GREER, HOWARD C. Meat market chains. (In his *Chain store accounting*, 1924. p. 257-61.)

MARSHALL, HERBERT C. Classification of accounts. (In his *Retail marketing of meats*, 1925. p. 46-50)

UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of. Preparation of profit and loss statements for retail meat shops; a preliminary report. Washington, D. C., Nov. 1924. 15p.

UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of. Records of cash receipts and disbursements for small retail meat shops; a preliminary report. Washington, D. C., Nov. 1924. 9p.

Costs


MEAT TRADE—Costs (Continued)


SECRIST, HORACE. More facts on retail expenses; expenses, sales and stock turnover contrasted—some operators vs. makers who deal profit. National Provisioner, Oct, 1927.


SECRIST, HORACE. Retailers’ margins, expenses and profits. National Provisioner, Jan, 26, 1924.


Statistics

MARSHALL, HERBERT C. Retail marketing of meats: agencies of distribution, methods of merchandising, and operating expenses and profits. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 8p. (United States department of agriculture, department bulletin no. 1317.)


MECHANICAL devices


ATHERTON, F. R. Credit department speed. Credit monthly, March 1927, p. 7-8, 21.

ATKINS, PAUL M. Mechanical and other aids to cost accounting. (In his Industrial cost accounting for executives, 1923, p. 212-21.)


BLALOCK, HARRY. Tracing the progress of safe inter-communication; reprinted from the Dec. 1925 issue of the Bankers’ service bulletin, 1p.


BOOK-KEEPING economics. Credit monthly, Feb, 1925, p. 28-30.


COMSTOCK, LYNN M. Modern retail methods, records and accounting, New York, United States corporation company, 1925. 522p.


DESBEHIGH, C. Accounting machines and methods. (In (Het) International accountants’ congress, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 707-21.)

DESBOROUGH, W. Accounting machines, appliances and methods. (In International accountants’ congress, Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 9E.)


FARNHAM, DWIGHT T. Mechanical aids to the assembly of statistics. (In his Executives statistical control, c.1922, p. 412-32.)


FULLING, JOHN L. If it’s bookkeeping—we do it mechanically. Gas age, Oct, 10, 1925, p. 517-8.


JONES, J. D. R. Costing and the application of machinery for costing purposes. Cost accountant, June 1926, p. 3-11.


LATEST business efficiency machines and office appliances. (In Accountant’s and secretary’s yearbook, 1924-25.)


MCCARTHY, JAMES II. American digest of business machines, combined with the American trade guide of store and office machines; a comprehensive volume of types and models, with specifications and principles of operation described. Chicago, Ill., American exchange service, 1924. 640p.


McNEIL, JOHN C. Advantages to the accountant of mechanical devices. Bookkeeper and auditor, Aug, 1926, p. 11.


MECHANICAL DEVICES—Tabulating and sorting
—(Continued)
SMITH, BRADFORD B. Use of punched card tabulating equipment in multiple correlation problems; collected and prepared for the use of statisticians of the bureau by Bradford B. Smith. Washington, D.C., 1913. 24p. (United States. Department of Agriculture.)

MECHANICAL HANDLING
See Material handling.

MECHANICAL painting reduces costs. Railway engineering and maintenance, Jan. 1923, p. 9-10.

MECHANICAL posting, unit vs. dual plan; savings to be effected by unit plan. National retail dry goods association.

MECHANICAL system of budgetary control accounts by George G. Scott. Knoxville (Tenn.)


MECHANISM of standard (or predetermined) cost accounting and efficiency records. Downie, Thomas.

MECHEM, JOHN C.

MEECH, STUART P.
See also Hardy, C. O., joint author.

MEELBOOM, JOHN A. AND HANNAFORD, CHARLES F.
Bank bookkeeping and accounts. London, Gee and company, 1926. 211p. (Accountants' library, v. 1.)

MESEE, HORACE S.
Value of keeping cost records on electric trucks. Power wagon, Nov. 1924, p. 73-4.


MEETING and minimizing peaks in office work. American management association.

MEETING and minimizing peaks in office. Cooke, Henry Wireman.

MEETING chain store competition. Farrington, Frank.


MEETING on uniform cost accounting ends. New York women's wear, March 26, 1924.

MEETINGS

MEHREN, E. J.

MEISNER, HARRY H.


MELLON NATIONAL BANK

MELLON tax plan. Griffith, Horace P.

MELLORS, THOMAS G.


MEMBERS
SOCIOS de colegio de doctores en ciencias. Economicas y contadores publicos nacionales.


MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP list, 1927. American gas association.


MEMORANDUM concerning principles and methods of water power valuations approved and practiced by various courts and commissions, Cheney, Edward J.

MEMORANDUM from committee on research (basis for and outline of a research program in accounting. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 128-32.

MEMORANDUM on Professor Ripley's "Stop, look, listen!" Hyslop, G. K.

MEMORANDUM submitted to the solicitor of internal revenue, concerning regulations covering (a) taxation of members of syndicates and of other joint adventures subdividing and selling real property; and (b) taxation of deferred payment sales of real property not on installment basis. National association of real estate boards.

MEMORANDUM 2030, in re revaluation of copper and silver properties. United States. Treasury department.


MENCH, JOHN

MENDUM, S. W.
See Tolley, H. R., joint author.

MENZ, R. L.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

MERCANTILE ACCOUNTING
See Merchandising.

MERCANTILE LAW
See Commercial law.

MERCHANTISE accounting systems. Keller, A. R.

MERCHANTISE control. Wess, Harold B.

MERCHANTISE purchase control. (In Controllers' congress National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 41–4.)


MERCHANTISE warehouse in distribution. Crichter, A. Lane.

MERCHANTISING


EGAN, J. J. "Buying for your customers; merchants must act as purchasing agents for their community—stock controls essential to success." Hartford, Conn., Nov. 1927, p. 9.


FREUDENTHAL, DAVID M. Uniform invoice form will help reduce cost of doing business. Women's apparel merchant, May 1926, p. 21, 27.


SHOULD all traders be obliged to keep books of account? Business organisation and management, Sept. 1924, 64p.


Accounting


POWELSON, JOHN A. Typical nominal accounts and loss statements; trading companies. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926. p. 496–513.)


Costs

Note—Statistics are quoted from the publications of the Bureau of business research.

Statistics
PRODUCER gets .67 of consumer's $.1. Apparel gazette (Los Angeles, Cal.), Dec. 24, 1925.

MERCHANTISING of food. Bothwell, Frank G.

MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

EMPLOYERS on payment of employees by check; inquiry made by the Merchants' association through its industrial bureau reveals a difference of opinion regarding the practice of substituting checks for cash in meeting payroll obligations, but most employers favor it. New York, Merchants' association of New York. 1p.

NEW state laws; summaries of measures passed by the 1926 legislature; prohibits disclosure of trade secrets. New York, Merchants' association of New York. 16p.

TAX reduction and amendments to federal revenue act; report by committee on taxation and public revenue. New York, Nov. 6, 1925. 8p.

YEARBOOK, 1925.

MERCHANTS' manual. Hahn, Lew, and White, Percival, eds.

MERCHANTS seek new calendar of 13 equal months in a year. New York times, Nov. 21, 1925.


MGERERS
See Consolidations.


MERRILL, A. S. See Currier, E. L., joint author


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

MERWIN, M. S., AND DAVIS, H.

MERZ, AUGUST


MESSAGE to the bankers of Wisconsin. Wisconsin society of certified public accountants.

MESSER, RICHARD


METAL WORK


Accounting


BRUÈRE, HENRY and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for metal-working establishments. (In their *Appled budgeting*. 1926. p. 123-34.)


Cost accounting


YOUNG, CHRIS. Practical cost accounting; a discussion of the subject emphasizing the point that to profit by a system, sheet metal contractors must apply the data. *Sheet metal worker*, Apr. 24-May 22, 1925, p. 196-7, 218, 233-4, 267-9, 297.

Costs
WHAT it costs to make tin plate. *Blast furnace and sheet metal*, Nov. 1923, p. 381-2.


METCALF, FRED E.

METCALF, HENRY C.
Some major aspects of employee representation. New York, American management association, c1926 15p. (Production executives’ series, no. 32.)

METCALF, HENRY C., ED.

METCALF, LEONARD


METER rates for water works. Hazen, Allen.


METHOD of analyzing the farm business. Dixon, H. M., and Hawthorne, H. W.


METHOD of caring for depreciation that will enable educational institutions to conserve their physical plant as permanent endowment and to preserve gifts for building or for material equipment as permanent memorials. Cowling, Donald J.

METHOD of charging goods purchased for special sales (In Controllers’ congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, p. 15-9.)

METHOD of costing partially completed orders. Williams, C. B.


METHOD of handling adjustments. Ford, Ruth.

METHOD of handling transportation costs to each department. Holmes, W. T.

METHOD of keeping fixed capital record. Heyser, E. L.

METHOD of testing farm-management and cost-of-production data for validity of conclusions. Tolley, H. R., and Mendum, S. W.


METHODS and cost of raising pigs to the weaning age. Gray, Dan T., and Hostetler, Earl H.


METHODS employed in Rochester industries of collection and distribution of manufacturing burden. Briggs, I. W., and Augustine, Z. L.

METHODS in effect in an endeavor to minimize peaks in office work. Billings, D. L.


METHODS of amalgamation and the valuation of businesses for amalgamation and other purposes. Cutforth, A. E.

METHODS of classifying students who enter advanced courses, based on previous training. Himmelblau, David.

METHODS of compensating salesmen. Metropolitan life insurance company.

METHODS of compensation; methods of compensating production executives. Metropolitan life insurance company.

METHODS of compensation, number four. Metropolitan life insurance company.

METHODS of distribution; report of committee S. National distribution conference. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

METHODS of handling C. O. D.'s. Norton, G. A.

METHODS of handling employees' discounts. Blum, R. J.

METHODS of handling salesmen's expenses; ordinary and automobile expenses. Metropolitan life insurance company.

METHODS of instalment sales accounting. Sallers, E. A.

METHODS of marking merchandise: with discussion. Weinhold, B. M.


METHODS of pay. Wissler.

METHODS of payment of salaries to employees without the use of time clocks and with special protection: with discussion. Stephenson, E. C.


METHODS of supplying cost information to foremen. Diemer, Hugo.

METHODS of teaching estate accounting and taxation. Greeley, Harold Dudley.

METHODS of wage payment as related to costs. Piper, George D.

METHODS of wage payment as related to costs (a differential piece-rate plan). Bechtel, V. R.

METHODS of wage payment as related to costs (bonus procedure). Woods, Keith B.

METHODS tentatively suggested by Associated general contractors of America. Roads and streets, Nov. 1927, p. 493.

METHODS used in extending credit. Bowman, F. H.

METRIC advance: the move to standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound on the world metric basis; testimony presented to the congress of the United States of America. Drury, Aubrey.

METRIC SYSTEM

DRURY, AUBREY. Away with rule of thumb; adoption of metric weights and measures by the United States of America, to standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound, Britten-Sillett metric resolution (H. J. 252, S. J. 107), now before the house committee on coinage, weights and measures and the Senate committee on commerce. San Francisco, Calif., All American standards committee.

DRURY, AUBREY. Metric advance; the move to standardize and decimalize the yard-quart-pound on the world metric basis; testimony presented to the Congress of the United States of America. 1926.


METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY


BONUS and the budget. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, Group insurance division. 8p. (Report no. 83.)

BUDGET for the garment industry. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p.

BUDGET for the ice cream industry. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 11p.

BUDGET suggestions for furniture manufacturers. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1926. 11p. (Report no. 87.)

BUDGETING for lumber companies. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (Report no. 88.)

BUDGETING for the newspaper. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 10p.

BUSINESS organization: functions of the advertising manager. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (no. 1.)

BUSINESS organization: functions of the comptroller. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (no. 4.)

BUSINESS organization: functions of the credit manager. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (no. 4.)

BUSINESS organization: functions of the office manager. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (no. 6.)

BUSINESS organization: functions of the purchasing agent. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 16p. (no. 7.)

BUSINESS organization: functions of the treasurer. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 32p. (no. 2.)

BUSINESS organization: personnel director. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1927. 24p. (no. 9)

BUSINESS organization: the traffic manager. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 32p. (no. 4.)

CONSIDER the approach. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 14p.

CONTROL of material. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. Group insurance division. 4p. + forms. (Business leaflets no. 4.)


COST of overhead. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1924. 12p. (Business leaflets no. 9.)


EMPLOYEE magazines. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 19p. (Report no. 74.)
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METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
(Continued)

ESTABLISHING sales quotas in a large equipment company. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 1p. (.Management no. 2.)

FIRST-aid rooms in small plants. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 12p. (.Business leaflets no. 6.)

INDUSTRIAL thrift and savings plans. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 15p. (Report no. 52.)

JOBblue-print. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 11p. (Personnel leaflets no. 5.)

MAKING the most of the small shop. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 7p.

MANAGEMENT methods, tendencies in sales organization. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, 1925. 12p.


METHODS of compensation; a practical synopsis for business men; methods of compensating salesmen. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 17p. (no. 1.)

METHODS of compensation; analysis of branch management tendencies. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 13p. (no. 2.)

METHODS of compensation; methods of compensating office employees. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 12p.

METHODS of compensation; methods of compensating production executives. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 15p. (Business management series, no. 7.)

METHODS of handling salesmen's expenses; ordinary and automobile expenses. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 11p. (Management methods no. 5.)

METROPOLITAN employees' retirement plan. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, 1925. 11p.

MOVING finger writes. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1925. 14p. (Labor turnover series 1.)

NEW method of balance sheet analysis. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 14p. (Management methods no. 4.)

NO-PAR-VALUE stock; a financial problem. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, July 1926.

PRESENT-DAY merchandising. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 16p. (Management methods no. 6.)


PROVINCE of sales management. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1925. 7p.

QUESTIONS and answers about the retirement plan for employees of the Metropolitan life insurance company. 14p.

REPORT on employee retirement plans and on group annuities available through Metropolitan life insurance company. 14p.

REPORT on industrial thrift and savings plans prepared by Policyholders' service bureau. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company. 12p. (Report no. 52.)

SALES budget. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 11p. (Business leaflets no. 3.)

SIGNIFICANCE of the budget. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1924. 10p. (Business leaflets no. 10.)

SOUND employee retirement systems. New York. 7p.

SOURCES of cost information; issued by the Policyholders' entire group insurance division. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 12p. (Business leaflets no. 6.)

SIGNIFICANCE of the budget. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 1924. 10p. (Business leaflets no. 10.)

SOUND employee retirement systems. New York. 7p.

SOURCES of cost information; issued by the Policyholders' entire group insurance division. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. 12p. (Business leaflets no. 6.)
MICHIGAN—(Continued)
acts inconsistent with the provisions thereof, intro-
duced March 24, 1925, approved by Governor, 
May 28, 1925.
LAWS relating to the incorporation and general powers 
304p.
S 233; an act to establish the Michigan state board of 
accountancy; introduced March 24, 1925 (not 
passed).

__AUDITOR GENERAL__
ACTS amending the general tax law, session of 1925. 
GENERAL tax law of 1893 as amended. 1923 ed. 

__COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO__
__TAXATION__

__SECRETARY OF STATE__
GENERAL corporations laws for 1925, with blank form. 
1925. 123p.
1927. 144p.

__STATE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD__
MICHIGAN budgetary classification. July 1, 1921. 
95p.
TENTATIVE budget for the fiscal years ending June 

__STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY__
ACT 353; public acts of 1925; rules governing applica-
tions, examinations, certificates, and registration 
cards. 1p.
25p.
RULES governing examinations for C. P. A. certified 
under the laws of Michigan; act 240, laws of 1913, as 
amended by act 185, laws of 1917, creating the state 
board of accountancy. 1p.

__TAX COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF__
__STATE__
REPORT, 1923–24.

MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUB-
LIC ACCOUNTANTS
CONSTITUTION and by-laws, amended to June 15, 
1926. The association. 14p.
CURRENT assets as part of the balance sheet. 
Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Jan. 2, 
1926.

MICHIGAN board warns N. A. members. Certified 

MICHIGAN plan of co-ordinating practical accounting 
experience with accounting education. Certified 

MICHIGAN’S new accountancy law. Certified public 

MIDDLE WEST regional convention at Hotel Fonte-
velle, Omaha, Neb., May 23 and 24, 1924, American 
institute of accountants.

MILES, E. L.
Road accounting in Victoria county, Ontario, Canada. 
Road accounting methods. _Canadian engineer_, Apr., 

MILES, R. E.
Fiscal control in Ohio. _Annals of the American academy 
of political and social science_, May 1924, p. 105–12.

MILES, RICHARD
78–9.

MILK
Costs
FINLEY, C. B., and FUNK, L. C. Are high-producing 

Statistics
SIMPSON, KEMPER. Further evidence on the rela-
tion between price, cost and profit. _Quarterly jour-
nal of economics_, May 1923, p. 476–90.

MILK and butterfat production costs. Moffitt, Earl L.


MILK COSTS
MUNGER, H. B. Cost of producing milk. Ames, 
Iowa, Iowa agricultural experiment station. 14p.

MILK DEALERS
HIGH cost of breakage felt in glass bottle end of milk 

WEBB, F. A. How we came to invest in electrics for 
73–4.

Cost accounting
BOLITHO, T. J. Controllers’ council—activities in the 
milk industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the 
United States. _Proceedings, second conference on 
uniform cost accounting_, Hotel Astor, New York 
City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 10–2.)

BOLITHO, T. J. Milk industry. (In Chamber of 
commerce of the United States. _Proceedings, second 
conference on uniform cost accounting_, Hotel Astor, 
New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 48–52.)

LITTLE, R. E. Milk industry. (In Chamber of com-
merce of the United States. _Proceedings, second con-
ference on uniform cost accounting_, Hotel Astor, 
New York City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 32–5.)

LITTLE, R. E. Results of twelve months’ intensive 
work in the milk industry. (In Chamber of commerce 
of the United States. _Report, Uniform cost account-
ing conference_, Drake hotel, Chicago, Oct. 23, 1923, 

WORK of cost-accounting committee. _Creamery and 

Costs
ANALYSES, Washington milk costs. _Creamery_, May 
1924, 52.

HALL, NELSON C. Milk distribution costs and 
30, 1924. ( _Wisconsin department of markets bulle-
tin_ v. 5, no. 2.)

HERRINGTON, A. W. How to use cost figures in 
covering leaks and inefficiency. _Power wagon_, Nov. 
21, 1923, p. 16–21.

HERRINGTON, A. W. What it costs to operate a 
truck. _Bulletin of the National retail dry goods asso-

MILK dealer’s side presented to the general public. 
_Creamery and milk plant monthly_, June 1926, p. 
54–5.

MILK dealer’s side presented to the general public. 
_Creamery and milk plant monthly_, June 1926, p. 
54–5.

MILK distribution costs and profits. Hall, Nelson C.

372.

MILLAR, EDWARD B.
Administration of budget; address delivered before the 
Dec. 1926 meeting of the New York state society of 
certified public accountants. 4p. _Certified public 

MILLER, A. O.
Uniform methods needed for comparing bids. _Power 

MILLER, ANDREW
British and American cost accounting. _Cost accountant_, 
MILLER, ANDREW—(Continued)
Technical costs and estimates, as applied to many different industries, with 43 specimens and explanatory forms. London, Gee and company. 1924. 102p.

MILLER, C. F.
Net losses; a study of the provisions of the revenue act of 1926 relative to “net losses” and deductions thereof from “taxable income” of subsequent years. Oklahoma city, Okla., Technical papers corporation, 1927. 12p.

MILLER, C. R.
Wooden box. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 31-2.)

MILLER, CHARLES S.
133% on invested capital; 7 turns, through the Flyer plan. System, Dec. 1924, p. 786-8.

MILLER, DALE O.

MILLER, DONALD A.

MILLER, DOUGLAS

MILLER, EDWARD T.
Budgetary control possible in small plants. Typothetae bulletin, July 7, 1924, p. 129.
How the printer figures costs, the use of cost statistics by the United typothetae. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 34-8.)

MILLER, F. H., AND FACKLE, F. W.

MILLER, FRED J., AND CLARK, WALLACE

MILLER, G. E.

MILLER, H. H.

MILLER, HENRY J.

MILLER, J.

MILLER, JOHN A.

MILLER, JOHN T.

MILLER, MAHLON D.

MILLER, R. A.
Cost keeping for line construction. Electrical world, July 11, 1925, p. 73-4.

MILLER, R. F.
Some reminiscences of pre-Institute days. Accountant, Oct. 11, 1924, p. 507.

MILLER, R. N.
Special relief in excess profits tax cases; appreciated value as a ground. Phas, Jan., Feb. 1927, p. 1, 2, 13-5.

MILLER, T. S.
Cotton trade guide and student’s manual; a text-book for the American trade and higher institutions of learning, showing operations of the cotton exchanges in connection with spots and futures historically treated, also a brief history of the industry and its development with numerous practical problems. ed. 4. Austin, Texas, E. L. Steck company, c1923. 450p.

MILLER, W. B.
Simplified bookkeeping. Constantinople, Turkey, 1926.

MILLER, FRANKLIN, BASSET AND COMPANY
See also American institute of steel construction.
NATIONAL glove and mitten manufacturers’ association. Cost finding in the leather glove industry; Comp. by Millar, Franklin, Bassett and company, c1925. 17p.

MILLET, JOHN I.

MILLIN, W. H.
Getting a definite line on your operating costs. Bankers’ equipment-service bulletin, Aug. 1924, p. 7.

MILLINERY
COMSTOCK, LYNN M. Millinery department and workroom. (In his Modern retail methods, records and accounting. c1925. p. 66-9.)

Accounting

Costs

% of gross sales
Milling
10-12


MILLIONS in refunds if tax ruling holds; Appeals board reverses Blair in reducing invested capital by excess profits charges; will aid corporations; thousands may file claims for sums unlawfully collected since 1917, expert says. New York times, Nov. 17, 1925.

MILLON, J. A.

MILLS, A. CLIFFORD
MILLS, EDWARD C., AND LESLIE, CHARLES E.

MILLS, FREDERICK C.

MILLS, H. STRYCKER
Growing sweet corn for the canning factory. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 17p. (Cornell extension bulletin 97.)

AND NORTON, L. J.
Growing peas for the canning factory. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 24p. (Cornell extension bulletin 95.)
Growing tomatoes for the canning factory. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 26p. (Cornell extension bulletin 98.)

MILLS, J. E.

MILLS, JAMES COOKE

MILLS, JOHN
Costs of representative employee magazines. (In American management association. Costs of representative employee magazines. c1926. p. 3-11.)

MILLS, R. C.

MILLS, R. E.
See Albright, C. C., joint author.

MILLSPAP, J. H.

MILLSPAP, R. L.

MILNER H.
Allocating administration expenses. Cost accountant, June 1924, p. 29-30.

MILTORE, LOUISE S.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
REPORT of the common council, 1921, 1922, 1923.

COMPROLLER, OFFICE OF

TAX COMMISSIONER


MINER, HAROLD S.


MINING AND METALLURGY
BALANCE sheets of mining companies. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Oct. 1, 1926, p. 137.
LEHFDLRT, R. A. Mining. (In his Descriptive economics. 1927. p. 28-33.)
STAUB, WALTER A. Reorganizations of mining companies. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923, p. 125-44.)

Accounting
GUTHMANN, HARRY G. Mining statements. (In his Analysis of financial statements. 1925, p. 311-35.)
KURTZ, M. Q. Profit in mining ventures. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923, p. 113-24.)
MINING companies. American institute of accountants. Special bulletin nos. 21, 24, Dec. 1924, Jan. 1925, p. 4-6, 6-7.
REIS, BERNARD J. Depletion and other factors bearing on coal costs; address delivered before the Coal mining institute of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 14, 1927; reprint from Coal trade bulletin, Feb. 1 and 16, 1923, 39p.

Auditing
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Mines. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 301-2.)

Cost accounting
MINING AND METALLURGY—Cost accounting (continued)


Costs


HOW to figure costs of metal mine operations—some determining details given by an expert. Sall Lake (Utah) Bulletin, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 15, 40, 50.

McINTYRE mining costs. Canadian mining journal, Sept. 11, 1925, p. 866.


REIS, BERNARD J. Depletion and other factors bearing on coal costs; address delivered before the Coal mining institute of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 14, 1922; reprint from Coal trade bulletin, Feb. 1 and Oct., 1922, p. 290.


STUDY of efficiency of the time upon cost of mining. Coal review, Sept. 19, 1923, p. 6, 29.


Management


Reports


Societies


Statistics


Stores systems

FERNALD, HENRY B. Inventories as related to federal taxation of mining companies; prepared for the fourth annual conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual conference of the American mining congress at Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923, 27p. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923, p. 32–58.

HUTCHINS, N. J. It is easy to waste money on mine supplies. Coal age, Dec. 27, 1923, p. 952–3.


Valuation


KIRCALDIE, W. I. Retrospective appraisals; their use in determining invested capital, depreciation and depletion. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923, p. 59–75.)


McCORMAC, C. P. Should mines be subjected to a yearly valuation? Coal age, July 31, 1924, p. 145–8.


UGLOW, W. L. Study of methods of mine valuation and assessment, with special reference to the zinc mines of southernmost Wisconsin. Madison, Wis., 1914, 73p. (Wisconsin geological and natural history survey bulletin no. 41; economic series no. 18.)


VALUATION of mines and minerals and the relation of income tax to such valuations. Colliery guardian, Oct. 10, 1924, p. 940.

MINING AND METALLURGY, COAL

See also Briquetting.


CHAMBER, Chamber of the United States. Problems of the coal industry; addresses delivered at the group meeting of the National resources production department, May 9, 1923. Washington, D. C., 28p.


TAX committee appointed. Black diamond, Nov. 1, 1924.


Pt. 1—Principal findings and recommendations

Pt. 2—Anthracite—detailed studies

Pt. 3—Bituminous coal—detailed labor and engineering studies

Pt. 4—Bituminous coal—detailed studies of cost of production, investment and profits

Pt. 5—Atlas of statistical tables
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MINING AND METALLURGY, COAL.—(Continued)

Accounting


McNEIL, JOHN C. Accounting for the coal industry. Bookkeeper and auditor, Sept. 1927, p. 16-8, 29-30.

McNEIL, JOHN C. Modern accounting methods can help the coal industry. Bookkeeper and auditor, June 1927, p. 3-4, 22.


McNEIL, JOHN C. Machines keep mine books up to the minute. Coal age, Feb. 18, 1926, p. 259-60.


McNEIL, JOHN C. This bookkeeping method simplifies accounts. Coal age, Feb. 11, 1926, p. 224.

NEWLOW, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Bituminous coal mines. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925, p. 248-70.)

UNITED STATES. Coal commission. Profit and loss, and losses and their effects on semi-bituminous, bituminous or sub-bituminous coal or lignite coal. Form C-35.

WALLIS, PERCY. Accounts of the coal trade. Accountant, May 1, 1926, p. 629-30.

Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Collieries. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 288-9.)


COLLINS, JOHN C. How to audit costs for quarterly, 1/2 yearly or annual audits. p. 76-80.


NEWLOW, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Bituminous coal mines. (In their Specialized accounting. 1925, p. 248-70.)

Budgeting

CROCKETT, HORACE G. Are costs important? If so, budget them. Coal age, Aug. 1927, p. 95.

Cost accounting


Costs


BRADLEY, L. L. Labor and capital costs on the cost of industrial coal. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Problems of the coal industry. p. 3-13.)


HOW broken running time increases unit costs. Coal trade journal, Sept. 19, 1923, p. 816, 832.


RYAN, JOHNT. Rock drilling of coal mines; efficiency methods and costs. Mining congress journal, July 1924, p. 297, 302.


Pt. 1—Principal findings and recommendations
Pt. 2—Anthracite—detailed studies
Pt. 3—Bituminous coal—detailed labor and engineering studies
Pt. 4—Bituminous coal—detailed studies of cost of production
Pt. 5—Atlas of statistical tables

UNITED STATES. Coal commission. What the coal commission found; an authoritative summary by the staff. Baltimore, Md., The Williams and Wilkins company, 1925. 416p.


WING, DAVID L. Figures tell story of coal industry's struggle to adjust itself following the war. Coal age, Apr. 30, 1925, p. 635-7.


WOOTON, PAUL. Draft bill for compulsory cost return to trade commission. Coal age, Nov. 29, 1923, p. 828.

Statistics


Pt. 1—Principal findings and recommendations
Pt. 2—Anthracite—detailed studies
Pt. 3—Bituminous coal—detailed labor and engineering studies
Pt. 4—Bituminous coal—detailed studies of cost of production
Pt. 5—Atlas of statistical tables

UNITED STATES. Coal commission. What the coal commission found; an authoritative summary by the staff. Baltimore, Md., The Williams and Wilkins company, 1925. 416p.

Stores systems

HUTCHINGS, NEILL. It is easy to waste money on mine supplies. Coal age, Dec. 27, 1923, p. 952-3.

Valuation

ENGINEERS' valuation committee appraises anthracite industry at $989,900,000; that of soft coal at $11,442,864,000. Coal age, Nov. 15, 1923, p. 733-4.

GARCIA, AGUSTIN. Finding the engineer's work plays vital part in financing of a coal mine property. Coal age, Aug. 27, 1925, p. 275-80.

MINING AND METALLURGY, COPPER

Costs


MOHAWK Copper production costs lowest in Michigan. Engineering and mining journal-press, July 11, 1925, p. 64.


Valuation


TREASURY department to revalue copper companies for re-taing. Engineering and mining journal-press, March 21, 1925, p. 504.

MINING AND METALLURGY, GOLD AND SILVER

Costs


Valuation

AMERICAN silver producers against proposal to revalue properties. Engineering and mining journal-press, July 18, 1925, p. 1010-12.


MINING AND METALLURGY, IRON AND STEEL

Costs

FOREIGN iron costs $7.70 under ours. Iron age, March 18, 1926, p. 780-1.


Statistics


MINING AND METALLURGY, ZINC

Accounting


Costs


Valuation

UGLOW, W. L. Study of methods of mine valuation and assessment, with special reference to the zinc mines of southwestern Wisconsin. Madison, Wis., 1914. 73p. (Wisconsin geological and natural history survey bulletin no. 41, economic series no. 18.)

MINING companies. American institute of accountants, Special bulletins, Nov. 21, 24, Dec. 1923, Jan. 1925, p. 4-6, 6-7.


MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL AND SAULT STE. MARIE RAILWAY COMPANY

PENSION system. Minneapolis, Minn., The company. 12p.


MINNESOTA

II 1058; a bill for an act relating to the admission of certified accountants to practice in Minnesota; introduced March 14, 1925 (not passed).

LEGISLATIVE manual of the state of Minnesota, compiled for the legislature of 1927, by Mike Holm, secretary of state. Minneapolis, Minn., Harrison and Smith company. 1927. 542p.

RULE 10 of the board was amended within the year to require a grade of 75% in all subjects instead of 75% in accounting and auditing and 70% in commercial law.

BANKS, COMMISSIONER OF


BANKS, SUPERINTENDENT OF

COMPILATON of the laws of Minnesota relating to state banks, trust companies, building and loan associations, certain investment companies and certain co-operative associations and the negotiable instruments act. Minneapolis, Minn. 1923. 81p.

INSURANCE, COMMISSIONER OF


Same. 1927. 20p.

LEGISLATURE

HOUSE file no. 758; amending chapter 439 of laws of 1909. Bill for an act entitled "An act to amend the act of chapter 439 entitled 'An act creating a state board of accountancy, prescribing its powers and duties, providing for examinations and issuing certificates to qualified public accountants, and providing penalties for violations of the provisions of this act.'" St. Paul, Minn., legislature of Minnesota, 1913. 7 typewritten pages.

SECRETARY OF STATE


STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

C. P. A. examination questions, Nov. 12, 1913.

MINNESOTA C. P. A. law and rules of the board, including amendments to May 10, 1923. 20p.

MINNESOTA C. P. A. law and rules of the board amended to May 8, 1926. 20p.

RULES and regulations, 1926 amendment. 1 typewritten page.
STATE DAIRY AND FOOD DEPARTMENT


TAX COMMISSION


REPORT, 1924.

MINNESOTA bulletin of information on creameries, cheese, ice cream factories and commercial canneries. St. Paul, Minn., State dairy and food department.


MINNESOTA creameries, cheese, ice cream and canning factories. St. Paul, Minn., State dairy and food department.

MINNESOTA SOCIETY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS


MINO, FERDINAND L.

What inventories may be included among current assets on the hotel balance sheet. Alarm clock, Sept. 1927, p. 4, 6-7.

MINTS, ADRIAN


MINUTES, eighth monthly meeting. May 27, 1927. Hotel accountants' association.

MINUTES, fifth monthly meeting. Feb. 18, 1927. Hotel accountants' association.

MINUTES, fourth monthly meeting. Jan. 18, 1927. Hotel accountants' association.

MINUTES, ninth monthly meeting. Hotel accountants' association.


MINUTES, seventh monthly meeting. Apr. 26, 1927. Hotel accountants' association.

MINUTES, sixth monthly meeting. March 25, 1927. Hotel accountants' association.


MIRRORS

Cost accounting.

BROWN, GEOFFREY C. Interpreting operation to the directors, planning department charts supplant accounting statements. Management and administration, Nov. 1923, p. 593-8.


MISNER, E. G.


MISPLACED modesty in the use of costs. Lamb, Leon M.

MISREPRESENTATION for purposes of credit. New west trade, Aug. 15, 1925.

MISSISSIPPI


INCOME TAX, COMMISSIONER OF

INCOME tax law of 1924 and regulations no. 1. Jackson, 1925.

SECRETARY OF STATE

CORPORATION laws, state of Mississippi, 1925-26. Jackson, Miss., Secretary of state. 46p.

STATE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT


STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY

ACT; application of sections of the law, rules and regulations governing the issuance of C. P. A. certificates, rules of professional conduct. Jackson, Miss., 1924. 14p.

STATE TAX COMMISSION

INCOME tax law of 1924 (house bill no. 400, pages 2-27 incl.), inheritance law tax of 1924 (senate bill no. 340, pages 31-46 incl.). Jackson, Miss. 46p. REPORT, 1919, 1922, 1923. TAXATION.

STATE TAX COMMISSIONER


MISSISSIPPI income tax law held unconstitutional. Commercial and financial chronicle, Apr. 4, 1925, p. 1693-4.

MISSOURI

GENERAL revenue law, 1919. Jefferson City, Mo. 268p. § 243; an act making certified public accountant incompetent to testify concerning any communication to him, by client, or information obtained from clients books without the consent of the client; introduced Feb. 1925 (not passed).

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF

JOHNSON, O. R. Increasing the farmer's net income by reducing costs. Columbia, University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1923, 15p. (Circular 32.)


MORSE, TRUE D. Prorating expenses on co-operative shipments of livestock. Columbia, Mo., University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1925, 11p. (Circular 161.)
INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE laws, with an appendix of laws relating to insurance, comprising revised statutes of Missouri, 1919, with amendments of regular and special sessions of the legislature of 1921 and the session of 1923, 1925 and 1927. Jefferson City, Mo., 1927. 267p.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

SECRETARY OF STATE
LAWS of Missouri passed at the session of the fifty-fourth general assembly, city of Jefferson, Jan. 5, 1927 to Apr. 4, 1927, also referendum on workmen’s compensation law and institutional amendment for pension system for police officers and widows and minor children of deceased police officers, approved by vote of the people at the general election, Nov. 2, 1926. Jefferson City, Mo., 1927. 556p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
MISSOURI law regulating the practice of public accounting and rules of the state board of accountancy, issued Feb. 15, 1926. 21p.

MISSOURI SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
BANANA oil company, paper meeting of stockholders, Dec. 81, 1924.
BY-LAWS of the Kansas City chapter; revised to Jan. 1, 1925. Kansas City, Mo., The society. 10p.

MR. Retailer—ask yourself these questions: a questionnaire prepared by the Pittsburgh association of credit men, Women’s apparel merchant, Sept. 1926, p. 12, 28.


MITCHELL, F. V.
Correct knowledge of overhead cost is needed. Journal of electricity, Aug. 1, 1923, p. 96.
Percentage of overhead expense to material and labor costs. Journal of electricity, Aug. 1, 1923, p. 88.

MITCHELL, H. W.

MITCHELL, JOSEPH J.
Accountants urged to take active part in community life. New York herald-tribune, Sept. 12, 1924.
Comparative income tax tables; showing the effect of tax rates on capital investments under the present law and under the proposed “revenue act of 1924” (Melson hill). New York, Joseph J. Mitchell.
Comparative individual income tax table. New York tribune, May 27, 1924.
How to calculate the amount of tax. Credit monthly, Dec. 1924, p. 21.
Income tax tables, 1923, showing amounts by which federal income tax is reduced by losses or increased by gains for the year 1923 and 1924 respectively, rates and amounts of tax for 1923 on incomes from $6,000 to $100,000, amount of tax under reduced rates of 1924 recommended by Secretary Mellon. New York, Sinclair, Murray and co. Dec. 1923, 1925 federal income tax chart, 1925. New York herald-tribune, ( supplement), Feb. 27, 1926.
1927 corporations federal income tax guide for use in
1927 individual federal income tax guide for use in 1927 by individuals in compiling return form 1040, for the year 1926. Income tax review, Feb. 1927, p. 1–40, 44.
Report, basis of gain or loss on sale or exchange of property for the calendar year (1921). New York, Sinclair, Murray and co. c1923. 184p.
Telephone directory, income tax unit, Washington, D. C., corrected to June 1, 1926. New York, Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, 1926. 20p.

MITCHELL, SIDNEY Z.

MITCHELL, W. J.

MITCHELL, W. N.
Saving through the purchase budget. Manufacturing industries, Apr. 1927, p. 283–6.

MITCHELL, WALDO F.

MITCHELL, WESLEY C.
See also Thorp, Willard Long, joint author.

MITCHELL, WILLIAM D.

MITTEN plan for collective consideration and co-operative benefits. Philadelphia rapid transit company.

MITTENS
See Gloves.

MITTON, E. L.

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

MOCK proceedings; income tax appeals. Chartered accountants’ students’ society of Edinburgh and Glasgow chartered accountants’ students’ society.


MODEL appeal to the commissioners of income tax. (In Incorporate accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1924. p. 43–65.)


MODEL bond law; submitted by the committee on municipal borrowing of the National municipal league. National municipal league.


MODEL city chartered with home rule provisions recommended for state constitutions. National municipal league.

MODERN accountancy. Wade, Festus J.

MODERN accounting and auditing. Pitt, G. S.


MODERN bookkeeping practice. Atho, Nathaniel, and Klein, Anthony W.


MODERN credit company, its place in business financing. Merrick, Robert G.


MODERN method of management by budget. Harris, Jonathan N.


MODERN retail methods, records and accounting. Comstock, Lynn M.

MODERN tendencies in accounting practice. Gore, Edward E.


MOESER, DAVID E.

Co-operative beginnings in mark-down control. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 15–8.)

MOFFAT, D. M.


MOFFATT, WILLIAM


MOFFITT, EARL L.


Farm accounts and costs of production of farm crops. State college, Pa., Pennsylvania state college, School of agriculture and experiment station. 4 typewritten pages.

Milk and butterfat production costs; from Pennsylvania farmer, Apr. 25. State college, Pa., Pennsylvania state college, School of agriculture and experiment station. 4 typewritten pages.

Poultry farm management (radio talk). State college, Pa., Pennsylvania state college, School of agriculture and experiment station. 4 typewritten pages.


Why keep cost accounts; the hidden secrets of your business are disclosed in the farm account book, a pica for more accounts. State college, Pa., Pennsylvania state college, School of agriculture and experiment station. 8 typewritten pages.

MOHAWK Copper production costs lowest in Michigan. Engineering and mining journal-press, July 11, 1925, p. 64.

MOHLER, H. H.


MOISE, W. L.


MOLE, F. W.


MOLLER, I. C.


MOLLESON, JAMES ALEXANDER


MONEY


MONEY (Continued)


Kershaw, C. A. Consolidations affecting a gold standard. (In llcorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925, p. 52–70.)


ST. CLAIR, OSWALD. Stabilising the purchasing power of money. Public accountant, March 1924, p. 261–76.


MONEY-saving restaurant plan. (In Patterson, C. A., comp. Lunchroom as a money maker. c1921. p. 92–4.)


MONOGRAPH on auditing evidence. International accountants' society, inc.


MONOPOLIES

See Trusts.

MONOPOLY in banking with reference to amalgama-

Monroe, Caleb S.


Monroe, M. M.

MONUMENTS

RETAIL monument dealers' association of Texas. Report of proceedings of the twentieth annual fall meeting held at Waco, Texas, Oct. 31, 1924. 20p.

Accounting

UPLEDGER, A. C. Address, Retail monument dealers' association of Texas. (In Retail monument dealers' association of Texas. Report of proceedings of the twentieth annual fall meeting, held at Waco, Texas, Oct. 31, 1924, p. 5–13.)

MOONEY, JOHN J.
Marvelous mechanical devices which are revolutionizing bank and trust company routine. Trust companies, Oct. 1927, p. 439–42.

MOORE, CLAYTON F.

MOORE, DUDLEY W.
Core drilling by Fordson tractor power reduces development costs. Oil trade, June 1925, p. 29–30.

MOORE, F. E.
New cost basis for material handling. Management and administration in manufacturing industries, March 1926, p. 169–70.

MOORE, G. P.

MOORE, GEORGE HOLMES

MOORE, HARRY W.

MOORE, W. ARTHUR

MOORE, W. J. S.

MOORE VS. ANNAN DEXTER AND COMPANY
ACTION against accountants; distinction between accountancy and auditing: Moore, trustee of Mrs. Apfel (a bankrupt) vs. Annan Dexter and company. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1, 1927, p. 125–9.

MORAN, C. B.

MORAN, DONALD L.


MORE about the shipper and depreciation. Railway age, July 12, 1924, p. 49.


MORE effective accounting service for local officials in auditing of public funds is planned by Murphy. Rochester (N. Y.) herald, Feb. 13, 1925.


MORE on depreciation, the contradictions analyzed. Railway age, July 26, 1924, p. 144.

MORE profits from merchandising. Filene, Edward A.


MOREILLON, M.

MORELL, A. L.


MOREY, LLOYD


MORGAN, EARL B.
Budgeting man power. New York, American management association, c1926. 8p. (Annual convention series, no. 36.)

MORGAN, ERNEST V.

MORGAN, H. H.

MORGAN, HENRY
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MORGAN, JOHN D.

MORGAN, TOM

MORGAN, WALTER L.
Preferred loans. Collins service, Nov. 1926, p. 3-5.

MORGAN, WILL HUNTER
Making the plant fit the business. Advertising and selling forthrightly, Jan. 15, 1926, p. 27, 54, 56.

MORGENS, W. H.
Department of cost accounting, statistics. N. A. D. C. review, July 1924, p. 5.

MORITZ, C. J.

MORITZ, ROBERT E.

MORLAND, DAVID F., AND MCKEE, RAYMOND W.

MORLEY, ALBAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., AND COLLINS, G. M.
Australasian manual of accountancy and commercial law; a treatise on practical and theoretical bookkeeping by simple methods suitable to Australian conditions and the law affecting business men, in simplest form with a comprehensive dictionary of commercial and legal terms, ed. 8 (N. S. W.) Sydney, N. S. W., Law book co. of Australasia, 1923. 816p.

MОРPETII, G. D.

MORRIS (LORD)

MORRIS, A. B.

MORRIS, A. W.
See Kinman, J. L., joint author.

MORRIS, ALEXANDER B.

MORRIS, CHARLES G.
How we are using graphic charts. Ice cream trade journal, Sept. 1925, p. 61-2.
Which—bonus or salary increase? System, Dec. 1926, p. 748, 750.

MORRIS, E. B.
Some suggestions affecting the financial statements of life insurance companies. Record, American institute of actuaries, June 1920, pt. 1, p. 37-43.

MORRIS, E. HERBERT

MORRIS, E. J.

MORRIS, H. WILKIE

MORRIS, JOSEPH L.
Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the bank credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 8-9.
Some phases of bank credit work. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, June 1923, p. 1-5.

MORRIS, SIDNEY T.
See Colesworthy, Henry E., joint author.

MORRIS, WILLIAM F.

MORRIS PLAN
See Banks and banking, Morris plan.

MORRIS PLAN SHARES CORPORATION

MORRIS PLAN SHARES CORPORATION
MORRIS plan of industrial banking and Morris plan shares corporation 6¾% secured convertible gold bonds, series A. 24p.

MORRISON, C. J.

MORRISON, JAMES

MORRISON, L. H.

MORRISON, PAUL L.
See Kohler, Eric L, joint author.

MORRISON, R. L.

MORRISON, W. F.
Office organisation and management. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1925, p. 77-80.

MORROW, GEORGE R.

MORSACK, C.
Accounting in the long lines department. Bell telephone quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 100-12.
MORSE, C. A.

MORSE, G. H.

MORSE, HENRY H.
See Wyman, Walter F., joint author.

MORSE, PERLEY
What is a certified public accountant? Certified public accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 119.

MORSE, TRUE D.
Prorating expenses on co-operative shipments of livestock. Columbia, Mo., University of Missouri, College of agriculture, 1925. 11p. (Circular 161.)

MORTALITY in business. Loomis, Arthur M.

MORTENSEN, M.

MORTGAGE COMPANIES

Accounting
PURCHASE of mortgages. 3 typewritten pages.

MORTGAGES
BINGHAM, ROBERT F., and ANDREWS, ELMORE L. Financing real estate. Cleveland, Ohio, Stanley McMichael publishing organization, c1924. 375p.
MORTGAGES. 5 pamphlets.

MORTON, D. WALTER
See Le Deuc, C. A., joint author.

MORTON, FORREST L.

MORTON, J. H.

MORTON, JOHN W., AND NEWELL, A. B.

MORTON, R. M.

MORTON, W. H.
Should and can the electrictist be a retailer? Electricist, Aug. 1923, p. 11–4.

MOSER, CHARLES K.
Likin, China’s inland trade tax. Commerce reports, June 7, 1926, p. 592–5.

MOSHER, M. L.
See Case, H. C. M., joint author.

MOSHER, WILLIAM E.

MOSS, ALBERT G.

MOSS, CURTIS F.
Simple control increases turnover in ready to wear department. Store operation, Nov. 1927, p. 12–3.


MOTELE, A.

MOTION picture industry from a banker’s standpoint. Saunders, Richard W.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA
ACCOUNTING statement prepared by the committee on banking procedure. New York, Motion picture producers and distributors of America. 4p.

MOTION picture theater accounting. Morris, William F.

MOTION PICTURES
See Moving pictures.

MOTION pictures and the banker. Saunders, Richard W.

MOTION STUDY
BUTTERWORTH, JAMES F. Motion study and fatigue study. Accountant, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 223–5.

MOTLEY, RALPH E.

MOTOR bus accounting. Main and company.

MOTOR bus accounting practice. May, Irville Augustus.

MOTOR bus operating reports. American electric railway association.

MOTOR BUSES
See also Automobiles.

AMERICAN electric railway association. Motor bus operating reports. New York, American electric railway association, 1924. 27p.

AMERICAN electric railway association. State regulation of motor bus common carriers. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 423p. (Bulletin no. 27.)


COMBINING small-scale and large-scale operation. Bus transportation, May 1924, p. 203–5.

HOW terminal ticket sales have been simplified. Bus transportation, March 1926, p. 142.
Accountants' Index


American electric railway association. Classification of accounts for bus operating companies with annual operating revenues more than $100,000, as adopted by the American electric railway accountants' association at its annual convention held at Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, 1925. New York, American electric railway association, 1925. 72p.

American electric railway accountants' association. Classification of accounts for bus operating companies earning more than $100,000. New York, Bus transportation, 1925. 35p.


American electric railway accountants' association. Report of the committee on bus accounting, classification of accounts suggested for bus companies with annual operating revenues less than $100,000. New York, American electric railway accountants' association, May 1, 1926. 34p.


APPROVE uniform accounting classification; standard accounting for bus companies doing large or small business recommended. Railway age, Nov. 27, 1926, p. 1077-9.


BUDGETING the pay roll. Operation and maintenance, Aug. 10, 1926, p. 18.


FIELDER, E. F. Supervision of maintenance of modern electric system; by Flat avenue coach company described by chief engineer; close account kept of all operations; records supply data for determination of quality of tires and other equipment needed. Aera, May 1925, p. 1693-705.


HUGHES, THOMAS G. Accounting system should tell you how to keep your costs. Bus transportation, Jan. 1925, p. 17-20.


ILLINOIS. Commerce commission. Annual report to the Illinois commerce commission, motor bus. 8p. (Form 20.)


BUS operating results in Providence. R. I. *Electric railway journal*, July 12, 1924, p. 43-5.


COST of bus operation by street railway companies. *Engineering and contracting*, March 18, 1925, p. 569-70.


HUGHES, ADRIAN. This company knows what each class of service costs. *Bus transportation*, Nov. 1926, p. 617-21.

IT is expensive to keep a bus idle. *Motor transport*, Nov. 15, 1924, p. 258-60.


PROVIDENCE (R. I.) buses show 7-month record of operation. *Power wagon*, Nov. 1923, p. 11.

SCHWARTZ, HUBERT J. Know your costs within two days. *Bus transportation*, March 1927, p. 143-7.


TIRE costs for highway transportation; comparative cost of tires for trucks, motor buses and passenger cars. *India rubber world*, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 81.


WHITE, PERCIVAL. Bus operation. (In his Motor transportation of merchandise and passengers. 1923.) p. 338-62.
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WILLIAMS, H. LIONEL. Frequent inspection, the secret of successful bus maintenance. Operation and maintenance, May 10, 1926, p. 10-1, 50.

Law


Rates


Statistics

CALIFORNIA truck and bus lines earn $1,236,624.60 profits. Motor transport, July 10, 1924, p. 289-90.
THREE more I. C. hearings fail to produce definite detailed plan. Bus transportation, Nov. 1924, p. 612-4.

Stores systems

CARD system keeps tab on garage supplies. Bus transportation, Aug. 1925, p. 397.


MOTOR transport costing. Accountant, June 12, 1926, p. 816.

MOTOR transportation of merchandise and passengers. White, Percival.


MOTOR TRUCKS

See Automobiles.


MOTOR VEHICLES

See Automobiles.

MOTOR world improved accounting system. Fuller, R. G.

MOULTON, HAROLD G.


MOULTON, J. S., AND WOLLAKER, A. B.

Electric truck, the super-appliance. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1924, p. 397-402.

MOUNT, JOHN S.


MOUNT Royal hotel of Montreal. Hotel monthly, Aug. 1923, p. 21-44.


MOVE to license accountants is on again. Tulsa (Okla.) tribune, Dec. 11, 1924.

MOVIE industry adopting budget. Boynton, L. W.

MOVIE net profits about 15% of gross. Boynton, L. W.


MOVING finger writes. Metropolitan life insurance company.

MOVING PICTURES

BOYNTON, L. W. Movie industry adopting budget; waste being eliminated and production costs estimated with increasing accuracy. (In his Business side of motion pictures. 1924. p. 3.)


PLATTEN, MAX. Motion pictures and the public; Will H. Hays organization is winning hard fight to stop improper exploitation and misleading advertising. Advertising, Feb. 26, 1925, p. 9-10.


SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Abnormal conditions in the film industry; reprinted from Motion pictures journal, Dec. 31, 1921, 5p.

SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Combination, the solution for the independent; reprinted from Motion picture today, May 28, 1926, 4p.

SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Valuation of contracts for film companies; reprinted from Motion picture journal, July 15, 1923. 4p.

Accounting

BIRDSELL, JOHN E. Theatre—its organization and accounting. Face student, Nov. 1923, p. 177-82, 189.

CHANTREY, W. H. Addendum to theatre accounts, dealing with cinema accounts. London, Gee and company, 1925.


HADLEY’S pathfinder system for motion picture theatres. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company.


MOTION picture producers and distributors of America. Accounting statement prepared by the committee on banking procedure. New York, Motion picture producers and distributors of America. 4p.


SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Accounting for film exchanges; reprinted from Motion picture journal, June 4, 1921. 4p.


Cost accounting

DONALDSON, WILLIAM R. Cost accounting in the production of motion pictures. New York, National association of cost accountants, Dec. 1, 1923, 12p. (Official publications, s. 5, no. 6.)

SCHLESSINGER, MAX. Cost finding for film exchanges; reprinted from Motion picture journal, Sept. 20, 1922. 3p.

Costs

BOYNTON, L. W. Distribution of moving pictures. (In Business side of motion pictures. 1924. p. 7-9.)

BOYNTON, L. W. Movie net profits about 15% of gross. (In Business side of motion pictures. 1924. p. 10-2.)


BROWN, DOUGLAS. Cost elements of a motion picture reprinted from Transactions of the society of motion picture engineers, no. 17. 121 E. 40th Street, New York, Douglas Brown, 1924. 141-8p.


SAUNDERS, RICHARD W. Motion picture industry from a banker’s standpoint. Journal of the
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Inventories


Stockkeeping

EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Inventories; moving picture films. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 134.)


MUCH room for improvement. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 21, 1919.

MUCKING costs below mining costs. Engineering and contracting (buildings), May 1927, p. 205-14.


MUELLER, W. A.

See Wilson, R. H., joint author.


MUKERJEE, N. N. Traffic audit generally, with particular reference to the traffic book, as it is maintained in state railway offices. Indian railway accountants' journal, Oct. 1926, p. 219-23.

MULANEY, BERNARD J.


MULLEN, DONALD A.


MULLEN, WADSWORTH H.


MULLER, H. N.


MULLERGREN, ARTHUR L.


MULTIPLE SHOPS

See Chain stores.


MUMFORD, A. R.

How steam production costs were reduced in a hand-fired return-tubular boiler plant. Southern engineer, Nov. 1923, p. 38-42.


MUNDAY, H. W.


MUNDY, ERNEST W.


MUNGER, H. B.


MUNICIPAL Accounting


ACCOUNTS of local bodies. Indian railway accountants' journal, Oct. 1926, p. 216.


BETHOUX, L. Accounts of local authorities. (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926, 6e.)

BETHOUX, L. (La comptabilité communale. In (Une) International comptables' congrès, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 497-513.)


CAMPBELL, J. Special features of the accounts of urban district councils, rural district councils, parish councils and parish meetings. Accountant, Aug. 15, 1925, p. 251-6.


COLLINS, ARTHUR. Special features of municipal accounts. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 16-36.)
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CRANWIRIL, F. U. Segregation of the city's cash. 2 typewritten pages.


GODDARD, J. Percy. Proper handling of municipal accounts and accounting of municipal funds. 6 typewritten pages.


GORDON, WILLIAM D. and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Municipalities. (In their Modern accounting systems, 1924, p. 391-453.)

GORE, EDWARD A. Accounting for public funds; address delivered before the Illinois municipal league, Oct. 6, 1925, at the American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 19 (résumé). 7 typewritten pages.


KNOXVILLE (Tenn.). Mechanical system of budgetary control accounts by George G. Scott. Charleston, George G. Scott and company, 51p.


LEAGUE of Kansas municipalities. City accounting forms and loose-leaf city books. Approved by legal audit of samples of all forms.


MAINE. State auditor. Annual report (form) city or town of — to the state auditor. Augusta, Womron. 30p.


MEYWALD, WALTER. (Die) Buchführung der stadtverwaltung unter den städtischen betriebe. (In (Hr) International accountants' congress, Amsterdam, 1925, p. 85-95.)


MUNICIPALITIES. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 1207-54.)


NEW JERSEY. Municipal accounts, Commissioner of. Supplement to Outline of uniform system of accounts for municipalities and handbook for municipal officials—capital and trust divisions. Trenton, N.J., 1924, 73p.


OHIO. Auditor of state, Department of. Schedule for uniform city reporting, A-schedules, report of revenue and expense for the year ending Dec. 31, 1924, p. 31.

OUGH local authorities to pay for capital assets out of past, present, or future income? Accountant, May 28, 1927, p. 834.

PAYNE, JOHN B. Why in the installation of municipal accounting the reports cannot be made in such a way that the statistics required by the Bureau of the census can be more accurately and easily collected? Comptroller, Sept. 1926, p. 42-5.


RINKLIFT, GEORGE L. Elements of municipal accounting. City manager magazine, June 1923, p. 7-10.
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STATE requirements as to municipal accounting and budgeting. City, May 1927, p. 60-7.


TAYLOR, R. B. System of municipal accounts. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 82-97.


VERHEY, H. A. Accounts of local authorities. In (Het) International accountants’ congress, Amsterdam, 1926. In International accountants’ congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 6E.)


WATSON, WILLIAM. Address. (In National association of comptrollers and comptrollers officers. Twentieth annual convention held in the city of Rochester, N. Y., July 21–22, 1925, p. 61-8.)


Auditing

ARKANSAS. Act 255; an act creating a state auditorial department, passed by the 1917 general assembly and amendment. 1924.


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Audit of municipal accounts. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 323-31.)


EGCLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Municipal audits. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 440-8.)


JOHNSON, J. R. Functions of a municipal internal auditing and its relationship to the outside or professional audit. Accountant, May 17, 1924, p. 820-5.


LOCAL body audits. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 313.


MORE effective accounting service for local officials in auditing public funds is planned by Murphy. Rochester (N. Y.) herald, Feb. 13, 1925.

MUNICIPAL and county auditing; is it optional with the cities, towns and counties being audited to employ the services of the state auditing department or the public accountant in checking cities, towns and counties under state control? abstracts from statutes and letters. Feb. 1925.


 PENNSYLVANIA. Highways, department of. Township auditors. (In its Laws relating to second-class townships and duties of superintendents, auditors and tax collectors; used for the information of township supervisors, auditors and tax collectors, 1924. p. 42-5.)

POWERS of an auditor; duties of city councilors. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 321-3.


WESTERN states taxpayers association. Resolution adopted by the Western states taxpayers conference held in Seattle, Oct. 6–7, 1924.

WHITEHEAD, STANLEY. Local authorities—rating and accounts. Accountants’ journal (England), May 1924, p. 60-73.


WOULD tighten up city accounting system by perpetual audit plan. Flint (Mich.) journal, Apr. 28, 1924.

Charters

NATIONAL municipal league. Model city charter with home rule provisions recommended for state constitutions; prepared by the committee on municipal programme, New York, National municipal league, 1922. 63p.

Cost accounting


Costs

COST of city government, net debt, per capita valuations and levies: 1926, group 1, cities of 500,000 and over—group 2, cities of 300,000 to 500,000. American city, Dec. 1927, p. 84-9.


WHAT one newspaper has done to show the cost of government; reprint of a series of special articles and editorials from the Democrat and Chronicle on the cost of government in Rochester and Monroe county, N. Y., New York state and the United States.

Finance
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1923. 571p.

1924. 551p.


Supplies


MUNICIPAL. accounting. MacDonald, E. F.

MUNICIPAL. accounts and finance. Allcock, John.

MUNICIPAL and county auditing: is it optional with the towns, counties and counties being audited to employ the services of the state auditing department or the public accountant in checking cities, towns and counties under state control; abstracts from statutes and letters. Feb. 1925.

MUNICIPAL. audit programmes. Whitehead, Stanley.

MUNICIPAL. audits and finance. McCall, J. H.


MUNICIPAL. budgets. See Budgets. Municipal.


MUNICIPAL. budgets and budget making. Buck, A. E.

MUNICIPAL. omnibus working costs. Motor transport (England), June 20, 1927, p. 727.

MUNICIPAL. pension systems. Studensky, Paul.


MUNN, GLENN G. Bank auditing and the auditing department. Bankers magazine, Apr. 1924, p. 603-5.


Encyclopedia of banking and finance; a reference book comprising over 3,000 terms relating to money, credit, banking practice, history, law, accounting and organization; foreign exchange; trust; investments; speculation; markets; and brokerage. New York, Bankers publishing company. 1924. 586p.


MURDOCK, H. E. See Wilson, M. L., joint author.


MURPHY, HELEN Statistical data that every food cost accountant should know. Alarm clock, May 1927, p. 5-6, 8.

MURPHY, JOHN M. Important changes in the revenue act of 1926 affecting fiduciaries in the administration of estates and trusts. Trust companies, March 1926, p. 335-40.

MURPHY, LOUIS S. Misuse of sales in valuing forest property. (In National tax association. Proceedings, 1924. p. 231-6.)

MURPHY, O. W. Our salesman take inventory to learn more about our line. Printers ink, Apr. 16, 1925, p. 17-8.


MURPHY, RAYMOND W. Property records. Pace student, June 1925, p. 100-3.

MURPHY, VINCENT B. Address. (In National association of comptrollers and accounting officers. Twentieth annual convention held in the city of Rochester, N. Y., July 21, 22, 23, 1925. p. 19-23.)

MURPHY VARNISH COMPANY You and the Murphy varnish company. 7p.


MUST consider present costs. Aera, July 1923, p. 1642-56.

MY classification. Upleger, Arthur C.

MY experiences in the grocery business. Stalick, Anna V.


MYERS, GEORGE F. Bookkeeping without books; a gas company's experience with this system. American gas journal, May 24, 1924, p. 487, 482.

MYERS, K. H. See Case, H. C. M., joint author.

MYERS, P. H. See also Rowland, F. L., joint author.


MYSTERY clause of tax act cost U. S. $37,500,000; Solicitor General so declares at house hearing in criticizing allowances for mine and oil well depletion. New York herald-tribune, Oct. 28, 1925.


NADEL, BENJAMIN Financial survey; published in the interests of raw and thrown silver credit men's association, New York City. 1926. 8p.

NAISH, H. W. Few notes on currency and banking. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 153-70.)

NAMM'S non-sheet writing C. O. D. system. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, Feb. 1927, p. 77-8, 80, 82.
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NASH, MONROE

NASH, R. M.
Accounting for work in process. Typhoetha bulletin, Aug. 9, 1926, p. 310.

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA AND ST. LOUIS RAILWAY COMPANY
PENSION department rules and regulations. Nashville, Tenn., The company.

NASMYTH, CHARLES J.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUTOMOTIVE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
See National association of mutual casualty companies.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NATIONAL association of certified public accountants.


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMPTROLLERS AND ACCOUNTING OFFICERS
See also National association of comptrollers and accounting officers official journal; Comptroller. TWENTIETH annual convention; held in the city of Rochester, N. Y., July 21, 22, 23, 1925. 102p.


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORPORATION TRAINING

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COST ACCOUNTANTS
ANNUAL meeting reports of officers and directors. New York, National association of cost accountants, Dec. 1, 1924. (v. 6, no. 7.) Nov. 2, 1925. (v. 7, no. 5.) Dec. 1, 1927. (v. 9, no. 7, section 3.)
BERRY, HOWARD. Executive uses of costs. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 2, 1924. 14p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 1.)
BOWNE, NELSON J. Distributing the overhead. New York, National association of cost accountants, Oct. 15, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 4.)
BRISTOL, ALBERT V. Accumulating the overhead. New York, National association of cost accountants, March 1, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 12.)
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CAREY, MATTHEW L. Getting the most out of business records. New York, National association of cost accountants. Jan. 15, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 9.)


CARSWELL, WILLIAM. Budgetary control. New York, National association of cost accountants. May 1, 1924. 19p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 1.)


CORREGAN, E. V. Budget of financial operations. New York, National association of cost accountants, Oct. 15, 1927. 30p. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 9, no. 6, section 1.)

CORREGAN, F. H. How can cost work be simplified without impairing accuracy? New York, National association of cost accountants. June 1, 1925. 9p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 19.)

COWIN, R. B. Some economic fallacies common among cost accountants. New York, National association of cost accountants. Sept. 1, 1925. 9p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 1.)

CRAWFORD, F. L. Cost accounting in the domestic beet-sugar industry. New York, National association of cost accountants, Nov. 1, 1924. 15p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 5.)


DARNELL, RAY W. Use of budgets in reducing overhead. New York, National association of cost accountants. Oct. 1, 1924. 9p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 3.)

DAVIDSON, W. V. Punched card system of inventory control. New York, National association of cost accountants. Aug. 15, 1925. 18p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 23.)

DIEMER, HUGO. Methods of supplying cost information. New York, National association of cost accountants. June 2, 1924. 10p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 18.)


EIGHTH international cost conference, June 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1927. 16p.


FOUNDRY cost system; this material is issued by permission of the Machine Tool Industry. New York, National association of cost accountants. May 15, 1924. 14p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 7.)


HALL, H. L. Industrial appraisals and insurance. New York, National association of cost accountants. Apr. 15, 1925. 16p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 10.)


HIBBS, WESTON J. Construction cost accounting, from the viewpoint of both the contractor and the customer. New York, National association of cost accountants. Apr. 15, 1924. 15p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 15.)

HIGGINBOTHAM, W. H., and STEWART, ANDREW. Administrative and selling costs, their nature and distribution; from the Cost accountant. New York, National association of cost accountants. Jan. 2, 1925. 20p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 9.)


HUBBARD, E. KENT, and ERNEST, J. ERNEST. Executive's viewpoint in reference to cost figures by E. Kent Hubbard; Cost figures from the viewpoint of the factor. Executive by J. Ernest Andrew. New York, National association of cost accountants. May 1, 1925. 13p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 9.)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COST ACCOUNTANTS (Concluded).


Bound with: Bank's function in the capitalization of an industry, by H. I. Shepherd.


KENDALL, JAMES P. Expense of power and building service. New York, National association of cost accountants. Feb. 1, 1924. 9p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 10.)


REA, GEORGE. Introduction to predetermined costs. New York, National association of cost accountants. Dec. 15, 1925. 15p. (Official publications, v. 5, no. 7.)


SENOUR, HARRY C. Administration of the budget. New York, National association of cost accountants, Dec. 15, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 8.)

SHEPHERD, H. I. Bank's function in the capitalization of an industry. New York, National association of cost accountants, Nov. 16, 1925. 2090p. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 7, no. 6.)


SOME debatable points in cost accounting. (In its Yearbook, v. 9, p. 57-69.)

STANDARD costs and variations. (In its Yearbook, v. 10, p. 108-54.)


SWAREN, J. W. Co-operation between the comptroller and the engineer. New York, National association of cost accountants, Nov. 15, 1924. 12p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 6.)


VIEH, W. F. Pricing the inventory. New York, National association of cost accountants. Sept. 15, 1925. 8p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 19.)

VON ROSEN, URBAN F. Operating ratios and costs as guides to management. New York, National association of cost accountants, Sept. 15, 1924. 9p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 2.)
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WILLIAMS, CHARLES A. Human element in material control. New York, National association of cost accountants, Aug. 1, 1925. 9p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 23.)


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COTTON MANUFACTURERS

TRANSACTIONS.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN


PROCEEDINGS of the thirty-sixth annual convention held at Washington, D. C., June 8–13, 1925. New York, National association of credit men. 319p.

STANDARD agenct and encycloped. New York, National association of credit men.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DYERS AND CLEANERS

PROFIT and loss operating statements. 1p.

UNIFORM cost-accounting system. Washington, National association of dyers and cleaners. 2 pamphlets.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES

UNIFORM cost accounting system. Chicago, Ill.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL CASUALTY COMPANIES AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUTOMOTIVE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF OFFICE MANAGERS

PROCEEDINGS of the seventh annual conference, Swampscott, Mass., June 3, 4, 5, 1926.


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILROAD AND UTILITIES COMMISSIONERS

ANNUAL report of ——; prepared by committee on statistics and accounts of public utility companies and recommended for adoption by state commissions at the annual convention of the National association of railroad and utilities commissioners held in Miami, Fl., Dec. 4-7, 1923, and supplemented by further report of same committee approved by said association at the annual convention held in Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 11-14, 1924. 21p.


UNIFORM classification of accounts for electrical utilities; prepared by committee on statistics and accounts of public utilities and recommended for adoption by state commissions, at the annual meeting of the National association of railroad and utili-
NATIONAL BUREAU OF CASUALTY AND SURETY
LIST of references on state insurance—particularly
workers' compensation state funds (both monop-
8p.

NATIONAL CEREAL PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
SYSTEM of cost accounting under the supervision of
the cost accounting committee. July 1, 1923. 34p.

NATIONAL chamber proposes tax changes. Bulletin
of the American institute of accountants, Dec. 15, 1927,
p. 3-4.

NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK
PENSION and benefit payment plan, Dec. 1912; as
7p.

NATIONAL CIVIC FEDERATION

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL GAS ASSOCIATION
PRACTICAL gas educational courses, accounting;
qualifications of the accountant and general prin-
ciples of accounting. 19v. New York, National commercial
gas association, c1915.

NATIONAL commercial teachers federation. Bulletin
of the American institute of accountants, Nov. 15,
1926, p. 3.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON INHERITANCE TAXATION
REPORT to the national conference on estate and
inheritance taxation held at New Orleans, La., Nov.
10, 1925; reprint containing model succession and
estate tax laws. 1926. 90p.

NATIONAL co-operation in education; reprinted from
the Educational record, Apr. 1926. Mann, C. R.

NATIONAL distribution conference. Bulletin of the
American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, Jan.
15, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 4-5, 7, 4-5.

NATIONAL distribution conference held by Chamber of
commerce of the United States. Pull and paper

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
BUDGET of public utility companies. (In Lager-
rust, Public utility finance. 1927, p. 596-615.)
OIL engine cost and test data, installation costs and
operating data of Diesel and semi-Diesel oil engines;
assembled from report by Primm movers committee
of the National electric light association. Power plant

PROCEEDINGS, 1923, 1924.
RATE research committee, convention report, 1926-27;
to be presented at the fiftieth convention, Atlantic
City, N. J., June 6 to 10, 1927. 22p.

NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION
CODE of practice for trade groups. Bulletin of the
4-5.
COST accounting and cost estimating for dry mixers
of fertilizers; prepared by the cost accounting commit-
tee; text and forms by B. A. McKinney. ed. 2.
1924. 71p. +forms.
COST accounting and cost estimating for plants pro-
ducing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate; prepared
by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by
B. A. McKinney. 1926. 63p. +forms.
MINUTES of the special convention of the fertilizer
industry held at Washington, D. C. Jan. 10, 1927.
69p.
REPORT of cost accounting committee. American
fertilizer, June 30, 1923, June 28, 1924, p. 64, 69-70;
66, 71.

NATIONAL fertilizer association. American fertilizer,
Nov. 28, 1925, p. 22-3.

NATIONAL finance. Morton, J. H.

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
REPORT of the committee on protection of records,

NATIONALFUNERAL DIRECTORS' ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL and cost accounting for funeral directors;
report of board of governors, forty fourth annual
convention. West Baden, Ind., Oct. 7, 8 and 9, 1925.
Chicago, Ill. 18p.

NATIONAL FURNITURE WAREHOUSEMEN'S AS-
SOCIATION
SYSTEM of standard accounting methods and cost
finding for household goods warehouse. Chicago, National
furniture warehousemen's association. 16p. +forms.

NATIONAL GLOVE AND MITTEN MANUFACTUR-
ERS' ASSOCIATION
COST finding in the leather glove industry; comp. by
Miller, Franklin, Basset and company, c1925. 17p.

NATIONAL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION OF THE
UNITED STATES
USE of automobiles by traveling salesmen. Philadel-
phia, c1926. 1p.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD
CHANGES in the cost of living, July, 1914-July 1923.
New York, National industrial conference board, inc.
c1923. 36p. (Research report number 63.)
INDUSTRIAL pensions in the United States. New
York, National industrial conference board, inc.
1925. 157p.
SALARIES paid to office employees in 18 cities of the
TAX burdens and exemptions. New York, National
industrial conference board, inc. c1923. 159p.
TAX burdens and public expenditures. New York,
National industrial conference board, inc. 1925.
70p.
WAGES in the United States. New York, National
industrial conference board, inc. 1926. 153p.

NATIONAL, industrial conference board's statement
relative to changes in the cost of living between July
1914 and Dec. 1923. Commercial and financial
chronicle, Jan. 26, 1924, p. 373.

NATIONAL KNITTED OUTERWEAR ASSOCIA-
TION
KNITTED outerwear industry at the beginning of
1923; a statistical study of the size and development
of the knitted outerwear industry in the U. S. A. 9p.
LUTZ, WERNER, and GORDON, STEPHEN R. Cost
accounting manual for the knitted outerwear
industry. New York, National knitted outerwear
association, inc. c1924. 145p.

NATIONAL markets and national advertising, 1926.
New York, Crowell publishing company, 1926.
241p.

NATIONAL merchant marine conferences, Nov. 16-17,
1925. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

NATIONAL MORTGAGE BANK (ARGENTINA)
NATIONAL territory of Misiones, with report and
statement of bank for year 1926. Buenos Aires,
Argentina. 1927. 47p.

NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
MODEL bond law; submitted by the committee on
municipal borrowing of the National municipal
league. New York, National municipal league.

MODEL city charter with home rule provisions recom-
manded for state constitutions; prepared by the
committee on municipal programme. New York,

NATIONAL officers honored by Boston cost account-

NATIONAL PAPER BOX MANUFACTURERS' ASSO-
CIATION
PROCEEDINGS of the fifth annual convention,
Indianapolis, Ind., May 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1923.
NATIONAL PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION
See also Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association, Harvard university, graduate school of business administration.

ACCOUNTING problems of the smaller store. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 30–5.)

DEBATE: stock should be taken in one evening. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 91–6.)

FIRST year of the insurance bureau. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 71–83.)

HARVARD report of expenses for 1924. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 61–3.)

HOW the controller should assist in merchandising. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 46–55.)

HOW the use of a larger net of stock shrinkage will help profits. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers, congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 28–32.)

MECHANICAL posting; unit vs. dual plan; savings to be effected by unit plan. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1924. p. 20–7.)

MERCHANTISE control through stock and purchase dissections. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 57–72.)

REPORT and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924, New York, The association. 142p.


REPORT and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. 200 Fifth avenue, New York, The association. 156p.

REPORT of the committee on inventory shortages. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 27–8.)

REPORT on public restaurants, their status, functions, methods of operation and operating expenses; prepared by Bureau of research and information, 200 Fifth avenue, New York, The association. Sept. 1924. 13p.

REPORT and digest of the proceedings, fourth annual convention, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. New York, National retail dry goods association. 130p.

RETAIL inventory method. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, fifth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 16, 17, 18, 19, 1924. p. 46–52.)


NATIONAL RETAIL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION
HARDWARE store; an intimate study of margin-expense-profit for the year 1922. Indianapolis, Ind., The association, 1923. 36p.

DEPRESION in your store; for year 1923. 1924. 48p.


NATIONAL SAND AND GRAVEL ASSOCIATION, INC.


NATIONAL standard petroleum oil tables. United States. Commerce, Department of.

NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION

PROCEEDINGS of the second national conference on inheritance and estate taxation, held Nov. 10, 1925. New York, National tax association. 92p.

NATIONAL TENT and AWNING MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
MANUAL of instruction for the installation and operation of the National cost and accounting system. St. Paul, Minn., The association, 1924. 90p. + supplement.

NATIONAL territory of Misiones with report and statement of bank, for year 1926. National mortgage bank (Argentina).

NATIONAL trade association; dates and places of meeting of conventions to be held, arranged alphabetically and by months, issued by organization service. Oct. 1, 1927. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

NATIONAL VARNISH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL BUSINESS YEAR
See Period.


NATURAL business year. Indiana association of certified public accountants.

NATURAL business year. Johns, Ralph Stanley.


NATURAL business year and thirteen other themes. Sells, Elijah Watt.

NATURAL business year for inventories and fiscal closings. Sells, Elijah Watt.


NATURE of cyclical fluctuations in electric power production data. Illinois, University of.

NATURE of income tax. Seeger, Charles F.

NAU, CARL H.


NAVAL STORES
Accounting

NAVIES

Accounting


SAME. 1926 ed. 35p.


NAYLOR, JOHN C.


NEACH, HARRY D.


NEALE, E. P.


NEAR, N. G.


NEBRASKA

H 252; an act to establish the Nebraska state board of accountancy, introduced 1924 (not passed).


AUDITOR

UNIFORM system of accounting for county treasurers in Nebraska. Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 1, 1924. 31p. + forms.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

RULING; letter dated Apr. 14, 1926.

INSURANCE, BUREAU OF

INSURANCE laws, amendments of 1927 session to compiled statutes of Nebraska, 1922. 24p.

SUMMARY of insurance business in Nebraska for the year 1926; also comparative figures of authorized companies for the years 1923, 1924 and 1925. 240p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

COMPiled statutes of Nebraska, 1922; chapter 57, public accountants. 1 typewritten page.

STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

RULES of the State board of examiners of public accountants of the state of Nebraska. 1p.

STATE TAX COMMISSIONER

ANNUAL report, 1923, 1924.

TRADE AND COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF

INSURANCE laws, compiled statutes of Nebraska 1922, as amended by 1923, 1924 and 1925 sessions. 160p.

NEBRASKA banking laws, 1925. 75p.

PRELIMINARY statement of insurance business, 1925. Lincoln, Neb.

TRADE AND COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF BUREAU OF INSURANCE

SUMMARY of insurance business in Nebraska for the year 1922; also comparative figures of authorized companies for the years 1919, 1920 and 1921. Lincoln, Neb. 179p.

NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXTENSION SERVICE

TAYLOR, E. L. Planning and analyzing the farm business. United States department of agriculture; co-operating with the University of Nebraska, 1924. 16p. (Agricultural college extension service, circular 800.)

NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS RESEARCH

CONTACTS of the state university with the manufacturers of Nebraska. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, July 1926. (Nebraska studies in business no. 16.)

CONTROL of retail credit. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 6.)

CREDIT control in wholesale distribution. Lincoln, etc., see other item, 1925. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 12.)

EXPENSES of life-insurance companies operating in Nebraska. Lincoln, Neb., Apr. 1926. 42p. (Nebraska studies in business, 1926.)

FINANCIAL statement ratios of general, grocery, hardware, and drug stores in 1923. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, 1924. 45p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 9.)

INFLUENCE of automobiles and good roads on retail trade centers. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division. University of Nebraska, March 1927. 59p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 18.)

LABOR turnover in Nebraska department stores. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1924. 19p.

OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska in 1921. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1922. 22p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 2.)

OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska in 1923. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1924. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 10.)

OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska in 1924. Lincoln, Neb., July 1925. (Nebraska studies in business no. 12.)

OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska in 1925. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, Oct. 1926. (Nebraska studies in business no. 17.)

OPERATING expenses of retail grocery stores in Nebraska in 1926. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1927. 38p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 20.)

OPERATING expenses of retail hardware stores in Nebraska in 1922. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 5.)

OPERATING expenses of retail shoe stores in Nebraska in 1922. Lincoln, Neb., Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. 21p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 4.)

OPERATING expenses of retail shoe stores in Nebraska in 1923. Lincoln, Neb., 1925. 23p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 13.)

OPERATING expenses of retail shoe stores in Nebraska in 1923. Lincoln, Neb., 1925. 27p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 1.)

STOCK turnover in Nebraska retail stores. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, 1922. 27p. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 7.)

WHAT to read on business; a selected list of books covering every phase of business activity. Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska, 1925. 45p. (No. 2, no. 12.)
NEEDEH, Raymond W.

Average system; from the Financial times. Accountant, Nov. 8, 1924, p. 681-5.

Death duties; the law and practice. Accountant, Jan. 5, 12, March 15, 22, 29, Apr. 5, 12, 19, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 15-33, 45-8, 497-8, 517-8, 562-50, 602-5.


Finance act, 1924. Accountant, Aug. 30, Sept. 6, 13, 17, 24, 1924, p. 291-1, 324, 355-6, 419.

Finance act, 1925. Accountant, July 18, Aug. 1, 6, 18, 24, 1925, p. 166-4, 204.


Finance bill, 1925. Accountant, July 4, 11, 1925, p. 4-5, 44-5.


Income tax, the distinction between capital and income. Accountant, June 6, 1925, p. 917-20.


NEEDHAM, W. R.


NEEDLES

See Pins, needles, etc.

NEESON, J. H.


NEGLECT


ACCOUNTANTS win appeal; need not pay brokers $2,000. New York herald-tribune, Feb. 21, 1925.


AUDITORS and the City equitable judgment. Accountant, May 31, 1924, p. 881-4, supplement, p. 53-68.


AUDITORS and the verification of securities, judgment in the City equitable fire insurance case. Public accountant, Aug. 1924, p. 45-64.

AUDITORS and verification of securities; City equitable insurance company, ltd. Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1924, p. 330-4.


AUDITORS' duties and liabilities, re City equitable fire insurance company, ltd. Incorporated accountants' journal, Aug. 1924, p. 286-93.


CITY equitable fire insurance company, ltd. Accountant, March 8, 1924, p. 381-402.

Accountant, Law reports, July 19, 1924, p. 81-102.


DUTIES and liabilities of company auditors, position where liable only for wilful neglect or default. Public accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 305-10.

EGGLESTON, W. WITT CARL. Liability of auditors. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 30-6.)


FERGUSON-McKINNEY frauds. 1925. Clippings from newspapers.


HALL, J. W. Law of professional negligence; with special reference to accountants and auditors. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of Lon-
NEGLECT——(Continued)
don. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p.
1–15.)
HAYDON, T. E. Recent cases of interest to account-
HOME bank auditor negligent. Canadian chartered
accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 186–90.
HONEST but dumb. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Dec.
1925, p. 91–4. L. R. B. & M. journal, Apr. 1926,
p. 9–14.
LEGAL responsibilities of auditors. Harvard business
review, July 1926, p. 500–4. Pulp and paper profi-
LEGAL responsibility of public accountants. Yale
law journal, Nov. 1925, p. 76–85.
LIABILITY of auditors. Commonwealth journal of
accountancy, Oct. 1926, p. 36.
LIABILITY of auditors. Accountant, May 22, 1926,
NEW YORK (state) Supreme court. No. 1211.
William R. Craig, Charles Slaughter and Thomas P.
Flaherty vs. James T. Anyon, Hardman Lever, A.
NEW YORK (state) Supreme court. Appellate
division, First department. William R. Craig,
Charles Slaughter and Thomas P. Flaherty, appel-
lants-respondents, vs. James T. Anyon, Hardman
Lever, A. Pyott Spence and Alfred A. Ritchie, im-
pleaded Civ., respondent-appellants, decided Feb. 20,
1925. Typewritten.
NEW YORK (state) Supreme court. Appellate
division, First department. William R. Craig,
Charles Slaughter and Thomas P. Flaherty, plain-
tiffs-appellants and respondents against James T.
Anyon, Hardman Lever, A. Pyott Spence and Alfred
A. Ritchie, defendants-respondents and appellants,
brevi for defendants-respondents and appellants.
213p.
NEW YORK supreme court, digest of decision in the
case of Craig et al., vs. Anyon et al. Certified public
"PHONEY" audits. American wool and cotton re-
porter, Nov. 12, 1925, p. 4382–3.
PROFESSIONAL negligence. Haskins and Sells bun-
PROPER accounting; Ferguson-McKinney auditor dis-
franchised. Robert Morris associates monthly bulle-
PROTECT the auditor. Journal of accountancy, Nov.
1926, p. 369–70.
RESPONSIBILITIES of auditors; City equitable fire
insurance case. Commonwealth journal of account-
TOPHAM, ALFRED. Case of the City equitable fire
insurance company. Accountants’ journal (England),

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
BLAIR, J. Bills of exchange. Accountants’ journal
(New Zealand), Nov. 1924, p. 157–62.
BKABA, A. Bills of exchange and promissory notes.
BUSINESS law. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923.
p. 1–87.)
FRASER, CECIL E. Commercial paper. (In (is
Problems in finance, 1927. p. 433–72.)
ILLINOIS. State Secretary of. Laws of Illinois
relating to negotiable instruments, in force July 1,
JUDGING the value of commercial paper. Harvard
KAVAUGHN, THOMAS J. Commercial paper and
trade acceptances—banker’s acceptances. (In his
Bank credit methods and practice, 1924. p. 43–79.)
KNIFFIN, WILLIAM H. Commercial paper ac-
ceptances and the analysis of credit statements.
ed. 3. New York, Bankers publishing company,
1924. 208p.
LANYON, H. T. Bills of exchange. Australian
MILLER, MAHLON D. Commercial paper. (In his
Bank lands on statement and character. c1927.
p. 383–414.)
PAROISE, L. M. Foreign exchange and financing.
(In Montgomery, Robert H., ed. Financial hand-
REDFIELD, ROY A. Law of negotiable instruments.
Banking law journal, Nov., Dec. 1926, Jan.–Aug.,
WALKER, C. E. Some interesting cases re bills of
exchange. Canadian chartered accountant, March
1925, p. 300–14.
NEILD, HORACE
Dissecting and calculating silk fabrics; a practical hand-
book on manufacturing broad and narrow fabrics, for
use on the mill, the office, and the school room;
formulas and examples for the analysis and construc-
tion of yarns and fabrics, with cost calculation forms
for silk and piece dyed silk and mixed yarn fabrics.
New York, Clifford and Lawton, 1924. 175p.
NEILL, ROBERT
Simplified accounting forms and procedure in operating
trust departments of national banks, system of fidu-
cial control developed by experience. Trust com-
NEILSON, A. G.
Case against coal ranges. American restaurant, Jan.
12, 1927, p. 68, 71, 89.
NEILSON, H. L.
Accountant as seen by a factory foreman. New York,
National association of cost accountants, Oct. 1,
1927. Typewritten.
(Continued)
Printed with: Accounting and the factory foreman, by
J. T. Otto.
NEILSON, C. HEWETSON
Accountant and public life. Accountant, Oct. 18, 1924,
1924, p. 35–42.
Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial
control. In (He) International accountants con-
gress, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 281–91. (In Interna-
tional accountants’ congress. Papers presented at
Amsterdam, 1926. 4E.) Accountant, July 31, 1926,
1926, p. 395–9. Indian railway accountants’ journal,
NEILSON, C. L.
Fixed capital records. (In American gas association.
Proceedings. 1923. p. 452–6.)
NEILSON, C. R. A.
Proper cost accounting for body builders. Automotive
1925, p. 245–51.
NEILSON, H. C.
Price ticketing of merchandise through the receiving
and marking room. (In National retail dry goods
association. Report and digest of the proceedings of
the controllers’ congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926.
p. 22–7.)
Yes—we have lots of pies. American restaurant, Oct.
1923, p. 55–6.
NEILSON, HENRY B.
Wisconsin income tax law; interpretation, rulings and
court decisions. Milwaukee, Wis., Trade publishing
co. 1923. 175p.
NEILSON, HENRY E.
Hotel finds economy in its own power plant. Engineer-
ing and contracting, Apr. 28, 1926, p. 184–5.
NEILSON, JAMES L.
One answer to the cabinet question. Ice cream trade
NELSON, L. N.
Stock record that saves time and labor. American
lumberman, Oct. 10, 1925, p. 44.
NELSON, O.
Evolution of a stores department. Railway review,
June 21, 1924, p. 1169–74.
NET income for 1925 shows improvement. Electric railway journal, May 1, 1926, p. 777–82.

NET losses. Miller, C. F.

NET profit jumps as jobber sets quota for each of his dealers. Motor world wholesale, Feb. 18, 1926, p. 12–3.

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

TAXES, Income taxes, corporations; substitution of the income tax for partnerships, associations, companies, institutions and bodies, by a company tax. (Company tax law, 1925.) Typewritten.

NETTLETON, A.


NEUBERT, J. V.


NEUNER, JOHN

See Ackerman, Saul B., joint author.

NEVADA

GASOLINE tax law, chap. 180, statutes of 1923; amended, chap. 131, 1925. 4p.

—— CONTROLLER

ANNUAL report. 1924.

—— FINANCE, STATE BOARD OF

BANKING law and other laws of interest to bankers. 1927. Carson City, Nev. 1927. 52p.

—— SECRETARY OF STATE


—— STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

INFORMATION in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, June 1925. Carson City, Nev. 1925. 6p.

RULES and regulations governing C. P. A. examinations. 1924. 1 typewritten page.

—— STATE, SECRETARY OF


—— TAX COMMISSION

BULLETIN no. 33, instructions to county assessors. Carson City, Nev. Jan. 12, 1925. 4p.

BULLETIN no. 34, assessment of railroad and public utilities for 1925. Carson City, Nev. June 1, 1925. 180p.

COMPARATIVE statements of segregations of the tax rolls by counties and classes, 1924–25. Carson City, Nev. 1925. 23p.

CONSTITUTIONAL and legislative provisions relating to the tax on the net proceeds of mines. 1p.

TAX commission law, chap. 177, statutes of 1917; amended, chap. 118, 1919. 9p.

NEVADA—a corporation may not have both par value and no par value stock. Corporation journal, Dec. 1923, p. 70.


NEVINS, A. B.

How we make it easy to apply the ounce of prevention in management. Factory, June 1924, p. 513–6, 932–8.

NEVINS, THOMAS D.


NEW accountant students' societies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 291.

NEW accounting classifications; tentative drafts prepared by I. C. C. Railway age, Dec. 4, 1926, p. 1113.


NEW act for accountants is valid, ruling from Illinois state journal, Sept. 9, 1925. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1926, p. 20–1.


NEW bankruptcy law now effective. American bankruptcy review, Sept. 1926, p. 35.

NEW bankruptcy legislation becomes effective. Northwest banker investor, Sept. 1926.

NEW bankruptcy rules, promulgated April 13, 1925. West publishing co.'s docket, May–June 1925, p. 2930–1.


NEW Chilean income tax law. United States. Foreign and domestic commerce, bureau of.


NEW developments in merchandise control. Stephenson, E. C.


NEW federal arbitration law. Brownsville (Tex.) herald, March 7, 1926.

NEW German and English dictionary. Breul, Karl.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

REGISTRATION of public accountants, chapter 270, public laws (1927), 1p.


—— BANK COMMISSIONER

ABSTRACT of the laws of New Hampshire relating to savings banks, trust companies, building and loan associations and state banks, 1925; amendment 1927. 77p.

—— BANK COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF

LETTER dated Aug. 12, 1925, regarding regulations. 1 typewritten page.

—— INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

REPORT. 1923.

—— PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.

Toll bridge; report to the public service commission. 3p.

—— STATE TAX COMMISSION

ANNUAL report. 1924.
NEW HAMPSHIRE—(Continued)

TAX COMMISSION

1925 supplement to tax laws of New Hampshire.


NEW income tax ruling. Trust companies, Apr. 1927, p. 473.


NEW JERSEY

GENERAL corporation act of New Jersey (revision of 1896), including all supplements and amendments thereto, to the end of the legislative session of 1923. Trenton, 1923. 194p.


TRANSFER inheritance tax act, chapter 228, laws of 1909. Trenton, 1924. 23p.

BANKING AND INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF


LAWS of New Jersey relating to banks and banking, trust companies and safe deposit corporations, 1926, revision 1899 with amendments and additional acts. Trenton, 1926. 161p.

LAWS of New Jersey relating to savings banks, act of 1906 with amendments and additional acts. Trenton, 1925. 38p.

BUREAU OF STATE RESEARCH

POLICE, firemen's and other local employees' pension systems in New Jersey. Newark, N. J., New Jersey state chamber of commerce, Feb. 1918. 24p. (State research, v. 5, section 3, no. 5.)

SOUND policy for municipal research. Newark, N. J., New Jersey state chamber of commerce. 1919. 24p. (New Jersey, v. 6, sect. 2, no. 8.)

INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES, DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNT classification and code symbol chart, state institutional accounting system. 1p.

DOCUMENT flow chart showing the routine of all documents and vouchers used in connection with the uniform accounting system. 1p.

MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS, COMMISSIONER OF

OUTLINE of uniform system of accounts for municipalities and handbook for municipal officials. Trenton, 1923. 67p.+forms.

SUPPLEMENT to outline of uniform system of accounts for municipalities and handbook for municipal officials, capital and trust divisions. Trenton, 1925. 39p.

MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS, DEPARTMENT OF


PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, DEPARTMENT OF

REPORT of the survey of accounting and business systems of the school districts in New Jersey, completed by the commissioner of education, Nov. 1921. 1923. 45p.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION

ANNUAL report. 1925.

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSIONERS

UNIFORM system of accounts for water utilities; first revised issue effective Jan. 1, 1925. Trenton, 1924. 80p.

STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS


STATE BOARD OF TAXES AND ASSESSMENT

REPORT, 1924–25.

TABLES for valuing telegraph and telephone lines. Trenton, 1924. 51p.

STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

UNIFORM arbitration rules of New Jersey, including arbitration act of 1923, forms of submission, arbitration, contract clauses, etc. Newark, N. J., 1923.

STATE, SECRETARY OF

ACT respecting associations not for pecuniary profit; approved Apr. 21, 1910, and acts relating thereto. Trenton, 1922. 19p.

NEW JERSEY clayworkers discuss tariff and cost accounting at well attended summer meeting. Clayworker, July 1927, p. 25–7.


NEW methods in authorizing customers' charges. Freelenthal, David.


NEW MEXICO

NEW MEXICO bank code 1927 to and including session laws of 1927. Santa Fe, J. A. A. Sedillo, 1927. 143p.

S 84; an act to amend section 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of chapter 181, session laws of 1921, concerning the creation of a state board of accountancy regulating the examination, qualification, registration and practice of public accountants and providing penalties for the violation of same; introduced Feb. 27, 1925 (not passed).

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

REPORTS for years 1921, 1922, 1924, 1925, 1926.

STATE BANK EXAMINER

INSURANCE laws of the state of New Mexico containing all of the enactments to date, December 1923. Santa Fe, 1923. 95p.

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

INSURANCE laws of the state of New Mexico. Santa Fe, 1925. 86p.
NEW MEXICO bank code, 1927; to and including session laws of 1927. New Mexico.

NEW modern illustrative bookkeeping; elementary and advanced courses. Mills, Edward C., and Leslie, E. Charles.


NEW statute for disputes, arbitration authorized under commercial law now effective, prompt economic settlement promised under recent measure. New Bedford (Mass.) standard, Feb. 21, 1926.

NEW system brings order from chaos. Foundry, June 15, 1925, p. 473-5.


NEW system for school child accounting; class for principals to open September 30. Spokane (Wash.) chronicle, Sept. 22, 1925.

NEW system of bookkeeping for solicitors. Emmet, Lewis E.

NEW tax bill nearly ready for wording; Mellon rates gaining in favor for income schedule. New Orleans (La.) Times, Oct. 28, 1925.


NEW U. S. arbitration act, disputes involving $3,000 or more may be brought in U. S. court. Topeka (Kan.) Journal, Feb. 18, 1926.

NEW U. S. arbitration act is now effective. South Bend (Ind.) tribune, Feb. 24, 1926.

NEW uses of insurance. Huebner, S. S.

NEW YORK (CITY). BOARD OF EDUCATION TEXTBOOKS, etc., authorized to be used in the day and evening high schools, boroughs of Manhattan, the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens and Richmond. New York, The board. 129p. +supplement.

COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS REPORT. 1921.

PENSIONS, COMMISSION ON REPORT on the pension funds of the city of New York. 3v. Municipal building, New York.


NEW YORK (STATE) ACT to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice; no. 1926, int. 1688, in assembly, March 19, 1927. 12p.

ACT to amend the general business law in relation to public accountants, the regulation of persons engaged in such practice; nos. 1112, 2022, int. 1051, in assembly Feb. 20, 1924. 11p.

ACT to amend the general business law in relation to public accountants, the regulation of the public practice of accountants, the regulation of the public practice of accountancy, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice; no. 772, int. 729, in senate, Feb. 14, 1924. 9p.

ACT to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice; nos. 1097, 1599, int. 1033, Feb. 19, 1924. 17p.

ACT to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, introduced by Mr. McGinnies, Feb. 19, 1924. 17p. (No. 1097, int. 1033.)

ACT to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, typewritten. New York, 1925. 9p. 11p.

BANKING law; constituting chapter 2 of the consolidated laws, being chapter 369 of the laws of 1914, as revised by the banking commission of 1914, with amendments to Jan. 1, 1924. Albany, 1923, 307p.

BANKING law; including all amendments to Jan. 1, 1928, constituting chapter 369, of the consolidated laws, being chapter 369, of the laws of 1914 relating to banking corporations and individuals . . . under the supervision of the banking department. Albany, J. B. Lyon company, 1927. 315p.

BANKING law; 1925 amendments. 11p.

CHAPTER 143; an act to amend the tax law, in relation to taxable transfers, March 16, 1925. 12p.

CHAPTER 144; an act to amend the tax law in relation to the transfer tax on contingent remainders, March 16, 1925. 6p.

CHAPTER 320; an act to amend the tax law by imposing an estate tax on estates of resident decedents, Apr. 2, 1925. 9p.

CHAPTER 325; an act to amend the tax law, in relation to deputy appraisers under the transfer tax law, Apr. 2, 1925. 1p.

CHAPTER 328; an act to amend the tax law, in relation to transfer tax assistants to surrogates, Apr. 2, 1925. 2p.

CORPORATION laws of the state of New York, revised to June 1, 1927. New York, Corporation trust company of America, 1927. 244p.

H 882; repeals article 8, and inserts new article 8, general business law, regulating practice of public accountancy; an act to create a board of accountants to conduct a similar practice; passed.) introduced Feb. 11, 1925. (Not passed.) Same as S 610.

H 907; int. 882; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced Feb. 11, 1925. (Not passed.)

H 1468; int. 1356; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to public accountants, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced March 2, 1925. (Not passed.)

H 1505; int. 1388; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to public accountants, and the regulation of persons engaging in such practice; introduced March 3, 1925. (Not passed.)

H 1627; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced by Mr. Hutchinson, March 17, 1926. (Not passed.)

LAW relating to retirement of officers and employees in the civil service; articles 4 and 5 of the civil service law; including amendments by legislatures of 1923, 1924 and 1926. Albany, N. Y. 20p.
NEW YORK (STATE)—(Continued)
MEMBERS of legislature for 1928. 5 typewritten pages.
NEW YORK laws affecting business corporations; amendments to the legislative session ending 1926. Ed. S. New York, United States corporation company.
NEW YORK laws affecting business corporations; revised to May 10, 1924; containing the amendments of the legislative session which adjourned Apr. 11, 1924. Ed. S. New York, United States corporation company.
NEW YORK laws affecting business corporations; revised to Apr. 4, 1927; containing the amendments of the legislative session which adjourned March 25, 1927. New York, United States corporation company.
S 638; int. 610; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice, and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced Feb. 10, 1925. (Not passed.)
S 1107; int. 1036; an act to regulate the practice of the profession of public accounting in New York and to prohibit the practice thereby authorized persons; to establish a state board of public accounting and to prescribe its powers and duties; to provide for the examination for practice and the licensing of certified public accountants; and to prohibit the unlawful use of any words, letters, abbreviations, symbols or other means of identification by unauthorized persons indicating that they are certified public accountants or public accountants under this act; to provide for the employment of unlicensed persons by certified public accountants and public accountants; to provide penalties for the violation of its provisions; and to repeal section one, article eight, of chapter twenty-five of the laws of the hundred and nine, entitled "An act relating to general business, constituting chapter twenty of the consolidated laws," as amended; introduced Feb. 27, 1925. (Not passed.)
S 1185; int. 1100; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice and providing for the appointment of board members by zones; introduced March 4, 1925. (Not passed.)
S 1290; an act to amend the general business law, in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy and the authorization of public accountants to engage in such practice and providing for appointment of board members by zones; introduced by Mr. Downing, March 22, 1926. (Not passed.)

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

CHARITIES, STATE BOARD OF
STATE charities law, mental deficiency law and portions of other laws affecting state charitable institutions. Albany, N. Y., 1924. 290p.

COMPTROLLER
REPORT of the comptroller on the operation of the state employees' retirement system. Albany, N. Y., 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926.


COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE
UNIFORM system of accounts for villages. Albany, N. Y., Bureau of municipal accounts, 1925. 17p.

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
REORGANIZED state government; including a syllabus of the Hughes report, the new state departments law with index, and provisions for further amendments; with an introductory statement by Governor Alfred E. Smith. Albany, N. Y., 1926. 105p.

FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF
CONSTITUTIONAL provisions, legal enactments and court decisions determining New York city's debt within the debt limit and statements of the constitutional debt incurring power of the city, as of Jan. 1, 1927, March 1, 1927, Apr. 1, 1927. 32p.

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR law, with amendments, additions and annotations to June 1, 1926. Albany, N. Y., 1926. 161p.

LIBRARY
FORTIETH annual report of the New York state library school. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1926. 77p. (University of the state of New York bulletin, Apr. 1, 1927, no. 873.)

PENSIONS, COMMISSION ON
REPORTS of the commission on pensions, 1920, 1921, 1925 and 1926. Albany, N. Y.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, FIRST DISTRICT
ANNUAL reports, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912.

STATE BOARD OF CHARITIES
ANNUAL report to the state board of charities. Albany, N. Y. Forms.

TAX COMMISSION

SPECIAL JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT

STATE TAX COMMISSION
TAX law of the state of New York, as amended to the close of the regular session of the legislature of 1923, including provisions of the state and federal constitutions and general laws relating to taxation. Albany, N. Y., 1923. 424p.
TAX law of the state of New York, provisions of the tax law of the state of New York relating to local assessments, being the first eight articles thereof and section 205, 219-J and 219-L, with all amendments,


TAX COMMISSION. INCOME TAX


MANUAL 23, supplement to personal income tax regulations, promulgated Nov. 8, 1923, issued pursuant to article 16 of the tax law. Albany, N. Y., 1923. 8p.

TAX DEPARTMENT


SPECIAL legislative bulletin for the information of assessors and other county, city, town and village officials. Albany, N. Y., June 1923. 5p.

TRANSIT COMMISSION

ANNUAL report. 1921. IN the matter of the determination of the chief engineer of the Transit commission under the contract, dated March 19, 1913, between the city of New York, acting by the Public service commission for the first district, and Interborough rapid transit company, of the cost paid or accrued to June 30, 1923, of contract 3, together with report of the cost in operation to June 30, 1922; thirty-eighth to forty-first quarterly determinations (June 30, 1923). June 30, 1924. 277p.

IN the matter of the determination of the chief engineer of the Transit commission under the contract, dated March 19, 1913, between the city of New York, acting by the Public service commission for the first district, and New York municipal railway corporations, known as contract 4, and under the certificates related thereto, of the costs paid or accrued to June 30, 1923, together with report of the cost in operation to June 30, 1923, and readetermination of cost to June 30, 1922, thirty-eighth to forty-first quarterly determinations (to June 30, 1923), Nov. 10, 1924. 569p.


UNIVERSITY

ANNUAL financial report of the board of education of central rural schools; procedure outlined by the state education department in the organization of central rural school districts under the provisions of article 4-B of the Education law amended by chapter 95 of the laws of 1927. Albany, N. Y., The university, 1927. 14p.


Same. June, 1924. 35p.

Same. June, 1925. 35p.

Same. June, 1926. 35p.


EDUCATION law as amended to July 1, 1925. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York press, 1925. 408p.


PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1898. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York 1899. 370p.

PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1900. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1900. 227p. (College department bulletin 14.)

PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1901. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1901. 188p. (College department bulletin 17.)

PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1902. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1902. 190p. (College department bulletin 19.)

PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1904. Albany, N. Y., New York state education department, 1904. 190p. (College department bulletin 26.)


PROFESSIONAL examination papers for the academic year 1909-10. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1910. 204p.

PUBLIC school finances in cities, villages under superintendents and other villages maintaining academic departments; also five-year tables showing total finances for all public schools for the school year ending July 31, 1922. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1923. 102p.

REPORT of higher education in the state of New York for the school year ending July 31, 1924. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1926. 706p.

NEW YORK (STATE) UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK (state). Library. Fortieth annual report of the New York state library school. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1926. 77p. (University of the state of New York bulletin, Apr. 1, 1926, no. 873.)

NEW YORK (STATE) UNIVERSITY. BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH AND NEW YORK WHOLESALE GROCERS' ASSOCIATION MOTOR truck cost accounting system. New York, New York university bookstore, 1924. 6p. + 7 forms.


NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD INSURANCE plans. 10p.

NEW YORK personal income tax law contrasted with the federal revenue act of 1926. Income tax review, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 11–111.

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD INSURANCE plans. 10p.

NEW YORK personal income tax law contrasted with the federal revenue act of 1926. Income tax review, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 11–111.

NEW YORK sociedad de accountants' yearbook. 1925.

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CLARK, A. W., and others. Composition and cost of commercial feeding stuffs in 1924. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 1925, 36p. (New York state agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 530.)


NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910.


NEW YORK STATE INSURANCE FUND BRIEF history of workmen's compensation insurance and the development of the state insurance fund. New York, State insurance fund, 1926, 33p.


NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE NEW YORK (state). Members of legislature for 1928. 5 typewritten pages.


NEW YORK state personal income tax guide, covering 1926 to be filed in 1927 by individuals, partnerships—fiduciaries resident and non-resident. Income tax review, March 1927, p. 1–31.


LETTER dated Apr. 8, 1927, regarding the compilation of a list of accountants available for service as arbitrators. 2p.

LETTER to the members dated Oct. 15, 1926. Type.

RECOMMENDATIONS to the congress of the United States for the modification and improvement of the federal revenue act; prepared and submitted by the committee on federal and state income tax, with approval of the members and directors of the society. New York, The society, 1925. 10p.


REPORT on legislation no. 6; the Cuvillier bill. New York, The society, Apr. 17, 1926.


YEARBOOK, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927.
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS—(Continued)


NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants; brief historical sketch of the first state organization of C. P. A.'s, objects of the society, charter members, present development and scope of society's activities. Pace student, Oct. 1926, p. 6–9.


NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

EMPLOYEES retirement plan, 1925. New York, 1925. 7p.

QUESTIONNAIRE for registered member firms. REPORT of the president. 1925–26, 1926–27.

REQUIREMENTS for original listing stock. 4 pamphlets. RESOLUTION adopted Oct. 22, 1924; resolved, that members of the exchange and firms registered thereon carrying member accounts for customers shall, as of the date of their answer to each questionnaire, cease to be made a complete audit of their accounts and assets. 1p.


NEW YORK tax service. Corporation trust company.


NEW YORK UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE


NEW YORK WHOLESALE GROCERS ASSOCIATION


NEW ZEALAND ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS ASSOCIATION

See also Incorporated institute of accountants of New Zealand.

REPORT, 1924.

NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS

ACT and regulations, 1924. 71p.


NEW ZEALAND society of accountants' library. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1924, p. 141–2.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY


NEWARK public library. This list tells you which of 400 business magazines deal with your business; 1926–27. 16p.

NEW YORK, A. B.

See Moton, John W., joint author.

NEWELL, R. J.


NEWER ideals of accountancy. Castenholz, W. B.

NEW PANG, OSCAR


NEWHALL, GUY

Unusual problems of law and practice encountered by fiduciaries; powers of executors before appointment and intricacies in dealing with joint accounts. Trust companies, Dec. 1927, p. 757–64.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLS


Practice set to be used with cost accounts. 2v. Washington, D. C., White press company, inc. Pt. 1, journals; Pt. 2, ledgers.


AND PRATT, LESTER AMOS


NEWBERGER, SAMUEL


Closing your books for income tax. Staruch laundry journal, Jan. 1926.


Don't take any chances; keep your records safe! Laundry age, Oct. 18, 1925.

Is accountant's service needed? monthly audits suggested as means of knowing better how business stands, also a protective measure. Brooklyn (N. Y.), Jan. 30, 1926, p. 37, 40.


Necessity of account books and a monthly audit. Citizen (Brooklyn), Dec. 2, 1925.


Use your trade journal. Staruch laundry journal, Aug. 1926.


NEWMAN, E. W.  
Presentation of trading and profit and loss accounts  

NEWMAN, H.  

NEWMAN, RALPH  

NEWMAN, W. E. E.  

NEWPORT, CECIL A.  

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY  
RETIREMENT allowance for employees; Jan. 1, 1915. 7p.

NEWS of local societies, Chamber of commerce, U. S. A.  

NEWS of local societies, Colorado society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Georgia society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Louisiana state society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Maryland association of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Massachusetts society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, New York state society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Spokane society of public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Texas society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of local societies, Wyoming society of certified public accountants.  

NEWS of state boards of accountancy, Mississippi.  

NEWSPAPER accounting and cost finding. Swindell, Walter B.

NEWSPAPER building. Rogers, Jason.

NEWSPAPER cost accounting. Hedland, E. W.


NEWSPAPER management. Thayer, Frank.

NEWSPAPER subscriptions. 1 typewritten page.

NEWSPAPERS  

METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Budgeting for the newspaper. New York; Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau.

PARR, R. E. Cost problem is big factor; newspapers must know all details of how money goes. San Bernardino (Cal.) sun, May 26, 1925.

ROGERS, JASON. Fundamentals of newspaper building; a brief consideration of the general business principles involved in starting a daily newspaper or turning a moribund property into a successful one. New York, Jason Rogers. c1922. 156p.

ROGERS, JASON. Newspaper building; application of efficiency to editing, to mechanical production, to circulating and advertising, with cost finding methods, office forms and systems. New York, Harper and brothers, 1918. 312p.


Accounting  
BRÜÈRE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the newspaper and magazine. (In their *Applied budgeting*, 1926, p. 94–107.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Goodwill of newspapers. (In his *Income-tax procedure*, 1926. p. 890.)


ROGERS, JASON. Fundamentals of newspaper building; a brief consideration of the general business principles involved in starting a daily newspaper or turning a moribund property into a successful one. New York, Jason Rogers. c1922. 156p.

ROGERS, JASON. Newspaper building; application of efficiency to editing, to mechanical production, to circulating and advertising, with cost finding methods, office forms and systems. New York, Harper and brothers, 1918. 312p.


SWINDELL, WALTER B. Newspaper accounting and cost finding. New York, Ronald press company, 1924. 87p. (Ronograph library, no. 16.)


Auditing  
BARTON, ALBERT E. *Newspapers*. (In his *Australasian auditing*. p. 293–6.)

Cost accounting  

SWINDELL, WALTER B. Newspaper accounting and cost finding. New York, Ronald press company, 1924. 87p. (Ronograph library, no. 16.)

Costs  

ROGERS, JASON. Budget system; the dead line theory of expense; meeting increasing costs. (In his *Newspaper building*, 1918. p. 85–7.)


Statistics  
NEWSPAPERS—(Continued)

Valuation

ROGERS, JASON. Finances and capitalization. (In his Newspaper building. 1918. p. 101-8.)

ROGERS, JASON. Newspaper valuation methods for judging the value of a profitable or losing property; a consideration of newspaper valuation in connection with income tax litigation. (In his Fundamentals of newspaper building. p. 70-5, 120-56.)

THAYER, FRANK. Newspaper valuation. (In his Newspaper management. 1926. p. 368-72.)

NEWTON, FRANK A.


Should the orders and findings of regulatory commissions be more specific? Public service management, Feb. 1925, p. 40-1.

NEWTON, LEONARD V.

Guessing at costs is only pulling the wool over your eyes. Power wagon, June 1927, p. 65-6.

NEWTON, W. K.


NEXT year—more attention to standard costs. Factory, Jan. 1926, p. 44-5.

NIAGARA FALLS POWER COMPANY

SERVICE pension rules adopted by the board of directors of the Niagara Falls power company, the Canadian Niagara power company, Niagara junction railway company, Niagara development company. Niagara Falls, The company. 15p.

NICHELLS, W. D.

Economic study of farms in Union and Henderson counties. Lexington, Ky., Kentucky agricultural experiment station, University of Kentucky, 1925. p. 137-33. (Bulletin no. 253.)

JETT, C. U., AND GALLOWAY, Z. L.

Study of farm organization and management in Mason and Fleming counties. Lexington, Ky., Kentucky agricultural experiment station, 1924. 84p. (Bulletin no. 254.)

NICHELLS, EDWARD

Estimating; a guide to systematic methods in taking off quantities and making up estimates of cost in building operations; revised by S. R. Noe. Chicago, Ill., American technical society, 1924. 100p.

NICHELLS, FREDERICK G.


NICHELLS, G. A.


NICHELLS, PHILIP

Taxing of real and personal property by cities and towns of Massachusetts; address at the meeting of the Massachusetts society of certified public accountants, Dec. 27, 1926. 23 typewritten pages.

NICHELSON, J. LEE

Cost accounting; records of material time reports; compilation and distribution of cost data; control of cost records by financial books; systems of cost accounting. Seattle, International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, 253C.)


NICHOLSON, T. O.

Advantages and routine of a purchasing department for mutual insurance companies. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 76-88.)

NICHOLSON, W. G.


NICKSON, THEODORE B.

See Payne, John B., joint author.

NIELSEN, ODIN

Room statistics; how they are compiled at the Palmer house. Alarm clock, March 1926, p. 8-10.

NILES AND NILES.


NIMMO, ADAM


1918—five years' operating costs—1922. Oil engine power, June 1923, p. 275-7.

1922 and 1923 railroad fuel costs of class 1 carriers. Coal review, March 26, 1924, p. 8.


1924 finds industry in the United States and workingman better off than a year ago, despite steady rise in the cost of living; National industrial conference board's summary of wage and living conditions reveals increase both in pay and household expenses, but former is greater; food, rents and clothing are up. New York, National industrial conference board, c1923. 1p.


1924 survey of accounting courses. Elwell, F. H.

1925 federal income and profits tax procedure and accounting. Walton school of commerce.

1925 manual, income tax procedure for 1924 returns. Castenholz, William B., and Johnson, Fred S.


1925; practical analytical income tax guide covering the New York state personal income tax for 1924. Income tax review, March 16, 1925, p. 3-27.
1926 budgets for automobile dealer; sales, profits, expenses, suggested set-ups showing departmental sales balances and maximums of expense that can be incurred and produce a minimum profit of 5% net. National automobile dealers association.

1926 federal income tax course. Walton school of commerce.

1926 stock investment plan. Du Pont (E. I.) de Nemours and company.


1927 consolidated United States income tax laws; with regulations and digest of court and board of tax appeals decisions and unofficial rulings. Kixmiller, William and A. R. Baar.


1927 year book of the American institute of accountants; officers, council, board of examiners, committees, members and associates, proceedings of the annual meeting at Del Monte, Cal., Sept. 20 and 21, 1927, minutes of council meetings, Sept. 19 and 22, 1927, reports presented at annual meeting, list of C. P. A. examiners, by-laws and rules of professional conduct, rules of the board of examiners. American institute of accountants.


NISSEN, J. W.
Apportionment in executorship accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1923, p. 149-52.

NISSELEY, WARREN W.


NITRIC ACID
See Chemicals.


NIVEN, JOHN B.

Relation of the American institute of accountants to accounting instruction. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 16-9.)


NIVEN, JOHN B.

NIVLING, S. T.
How the conference at Waldenwoods heard the reasons why cost knowledge comes first. Ice cream trade journal, July 1926, p. 53-6.

AND BECK, P. B.
Cost accounting in the ice cream business. Creamery, July 1926, p. 87-93.

NIXON, EDWIN V.


NO ill effects of restriction. Journal of accountancy, July 1924, p. 44.


NO par capital stock. Nolting, William T.

NO-par stock. Robbins, Carl B.

NO PAR VALUE STOCK
See Stocks—No par value.

NO par value stock. Hurdman, F. H.

NO-par-value stock. Metropolitan life insurance company.

NO set rule for charging depreciation. Railway age, Aug. 2, 1924, p. 188.

NOBLE, H. S.

NOCIONES de contabilidad mercantil. Arevalo, Alberto.

NOLTING, WILLIAM T.
No par capital stock. New York, American management association, c1926. 12p. (Financial executives' series: no. 14.)

NOMOTO, T.

NON-PAR-VALUE STOCK
See Stock—No par value.


NON-profits co-operative marketing act of 1923. Hensley, Harry C.

NON-voting common stocks. De Roode, Albert.

NON-voting stock. Index, Feb. 1926, p. 3-5.

NOONAN, T. W.

NORDEN, A. E.

NORDMAN, EDWARD
Land values as related to farm markets. Madison, Wis., Wisconsin department of markets, 1926. 14p. (Bulletin, v. 7, no. 1.)

NORDON, CHARLES L.

Companies bill in its application to auditors. Accountant, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 603.


NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
REGULATIONS governing the relief and pension department; effective July 1, 1917; relief division amended to July 1, 1924 inclusive; pension division amended to Dec. 28, 1923, inclusive. 42p.

NORMAN, E. R.
Gas consumers' accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 96-7.
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Practical costing of castings in iron foundries. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1924, p. 62–6.
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See also Benson, Philip, joint author.
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NORTH, RAYMOND E.

NORTH CAROLINA
CHAPTER 1099; an act to regulate the profession of public accounting in the state of North Carolina, and to prescribe its practice so as to afford protection to the public, and to repeal chapter 157 of the public laws of North Carolina, session of 1913, entitled "An act to create a state board of accounting and prescribe its duties and powers, to provide for the examination and issuance of certificates to qualified applicants, with the designation of certified public accountant, and to provide the grade of penalty for violation of the provisions hereof; approved March 10, 1925. (Not passed.)
REVENUE and machinery acts enacted by the general assembly, 1925. Raleigh, N. C., 1925. 188p.

CORPORATION COMMISSION,
BANKING DEPARTMENT
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REPORT, 1924.

STATE AUDITOR
PLAN of reorganization of state departments, boards and commissions, submitted by the state auditor to the governor and general assembly, 1923. Raleigh, N. C. 1923. 265p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
C. P. A. examinations, Nov. 1923. 10p.
C. P. A. examinations, June 1925. 10p.
INFORMATION in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, Sept. 10, 1923. 15p.
INFORMATION in regard to examinations for certified public accountants, May 1, 1925. 27p.

NORTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NORTH DAKOTA
ACCOUNTANCY regulations prescribed by board of administration of North Dakota. Approved May 16, 1922. 2 typewritten pages.
CHAPTER 2, H. B. no. 149; an act to create a state board of accountancy and prescribing its duties and powers; to provide for the examinations of, and issuance of certificates to qualified accountants, with the designation of certified public accountants; to provide the penalty for violations of the provisions thereof; and to repeal sections 540, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556 and 557 of the compiled laws of North Dakota for the year 1913 and all other acts or parts of acts in conflict therewith; approved May 7, 1923.
INCOME tax law, including all amendments up to and including the 1923 session. 24p.
LAW creating board of accountancy article 21, chapter 5 of North Dakota revised code of 1913, as amended. 2 typewritten pages.
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STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
NORTH DAKOTA C. P. A. law and regulations of the board.
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REVISED rulings and instructions covering state income tax law. Bismarck, N. D., Jan. 25, 1921. (Circular no. 1.)

NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
WILLARD, REX E. Farm costs and farm organization. Fargo, N. D., North Dakota agricultural college, agricultural division, 1925. 8p. (Circular 57.)


NORTHERN

NORTHERN Ohio chapter. American institute of accountants.


NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY OF WISCONSIN
IMPORTANCE of compiling and using statistics; as presented at the accounting sections, Wisconsin utilities association, Madison, Wis., Nov. 6, 1924. 7p.
WORK order system; as presented before Wisconsin utilities association. Madison, Wis., Nov. 6, 1924. 8p. + forms.

NORTHIROP, F. B.
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Methods of handling C. O. D.'s. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 148-9.)
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See Mills, H. Strycker, joint author.
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UTTÅLELSE av Kristiania autoriserte revisorer forelæg om den departementale leomkites instilling om lov om revisorer. Oslo, Norway, Det Mallingske Bøktrykkeri, 1925. 48p.
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NOTES on undistributed costs, both structural and corporate, and other elements of value, applicable to the used and useful property of the New York Edison company of July 1, 1928 and subsequent dates. Blossom, Francis.

NOTES on value and price. Stewart, W. H.

NOTES printed by accountants on their reports and official statements intended to provide some restriction as to the use which shall be made of material by clients, or possibly by others. Typewritten.

NOTES RECEIVABLE
NOTES receivable discounted. Blass, Andrew H.


NOTMAN, ARTHUR
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NO. 4256; H. Ely Goldsmith, certified public accountant of the state of New York, appellant vs. William Clabaugh, R. G. Rankin and John J. Miller, as members of and constituting the Board of accountancy. District of Columbia. Court of appeals.

NO. 14700; depreciation charges of telephone companies; no. 15100 depreciation charges of steam railroad companies submitted Apr. 19, 1924, decided Nov. 1926, United States. Interstate commerce commission.

NO. 15780; depreciation charges of carriers by water. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

NUNN, EDWARD WESTBY
See Westby-Nunn, Edward.
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NUTTER, GEORGE R.

NYSTROM, PAUL M.
Imperial analysis of the chain store. *Wilmington (Del.) wholesale trade journal*, July 1925, p. 1, 3-4.

OAKLEY, FRANCIS


OATMAN, MIRIAM E. See Blachly, Frederick F., joint author.
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OBJECTIVES of the accounting courses at Indiana university. Pickett, A. L.


OBSERVATIONS from the credit departments. Wall, Alexander.


OBSERVATIONS on accounting instruction. Pickett, A. L.

OBSOLETE See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.

OBSOLESCENCE. Bowker, W. T.

OBSOLESCENCE. Thwing, L. L.


OBSOLESCE of materials. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association.

OBSOLESCE of tools and patterns in electrical industry. Iron age, July 17, 1924, p. 151.


OFFERS uniform cost accounting plan to Philadelphia hospi ty mills; 25 at meeting hear proposal of R. C. Stevenson; to take up details at later gathering. New York women’s wear, Jan. 28, 1925.


OFFICE acoustics, illumination and ventilation. Hopf, H. A.


OFFICE APPLIANCES See Mechanical devices.

OFFICE arrangement and routing. Hopf, H. A.

OFFICE building. Clients’ service bulletin, American appraisal company, Sept. 1923.

OFFICE building accounts and records. National association of building owners and managers.


SHERIDAN, LEO J. Economic factors of the office building project. Engineering and contracting, March 25, 1925, p. 562-60.

Accounting


Costs

NATIONAL association of building owners and managers. 1925 office building experience exchange report; analysis of rental income, operating expenses, investment factors for 1925 in comparison with previous years. Chicago, The association, c1926. 54p.

OPERATING expenses and rental income; the national association’s experience exchange report for 1922 analyzes the accounts of 165 office buildings. Buildings and building management, Jan. 21, 1924, p. 25-6.

Statistics

NATIONAL association of building owners and managers. 1925 office building experience exchange report; analysis of rental income, operating expenses, investment factors for 1925 in comparison with previous years. Chicago, The association, c1926. 54p.


OFFICE MACHINERY See Mechanical devices.
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OFFICE machines, appliances and methods. Penndorf, Baldwin.


AMERICAN management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. New York, American management association, c1926. 35p. (Financial executives series: no. 17.)
OFFICE MANAGEMENT—(Continued)

BARNABY, JOHN. Office management. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 369-424.)

BILLINGS, D. L. Methods in effect in an endeavor to minimize peaks in office work. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. 1926. p. 4-6.)


CASSON, HERBERT N. Office procedure fifty years ago. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 3-4.)


DRIGE, GEORGE A. Experience of the Connecticut general life insurance company. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 17-9.)

FAIN, T. Reducing the fiscal year to minimize peak loads. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. 1926. p. 15-7.)


HAMMARSTROM, CHARLES A. *Know your own organization.* (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 7-10.)
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JONES, A. M. Experience of the Chase national bank. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 76-7.)
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SUPERVISION and control of the office staff. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 31, 1927, p. 120-1.

UHL, AUSTIN O. Experience of the Waldorf system incorporated. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 10-15.)
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OIL engine operating costs. Power, July 24, 1923, p. 140.

OIL engines as power cost reducers. Brick and clay record, July 6, 1926, p. 20-3.

OIL industry's answers; facts about oil business its critics and the public do not know; reprinted from the Oil and gas journal. Tulsa, Okla. 86p.

OIL power reduces costs in ice cream plant. Power plant engineering, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 399-401.

OIL REFINERIES
SYLVESTRE, L. A. Methods that will improve production and costs in continuous-process industry. Manufacturing industries, Apr. 1927, p. 257.

Accounting
MATTHEWS, R. D. Problems of oil refining and marketing costs; a paper read at one of the business sessions of the American petroleum institute, at its annual meeting at Fort Worth, Texas, Dec. 9, 10 and 11, 1924. Union oil company of California. Los Angeles, Cal., Author. 20p.


RALPH, HENRY W. Improved methods of accounting aid to management. National petroleum news, Aug. 5, 12, 19, 26, Sept. 2, 1925, p. 61-6, 63-6, 75-6, 80, 84-6.

WHAT budgeting means to oil refining companies. Petroleum age, July 15, 1926, p. 20-1.

Budgeting
CHATFIELD, J. C. Control of all refining operations achieved through budget system. National petroleum news, July 20, 1927, p. 106-12.

Cost accounting
COST accounting is being developed in refining industry. National petroleum news, Sept. 22, 1926, p. 55.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

OIL REFINERIES—Cost accounting—(Continued)

Costs

Oil refinery costs and accounts. McKee, R. W.

OIL TRADE

Accounting
Budgeting for marketers shows opportunities. Petroleum age, Aug. 1, 1926, p. 42.
Ross, Donald S. Accounting systems to fill jobbers’ need and what they can show. National Petroleum news, Oct. 12, 1923, p. 27, 29.
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Auditing

Budgeting

Costs
Suender, W. Frederick. Great variance in retail gasoline prices if actual sales costs were followed. National Petroleum news, Sept. 2, 1925, p. 79–80.

Stores systems

Oils
See also Oil leases; Oil refiners; Oil trade.
Oil industry’s answer; facts about oil business its critics and the public do not know; reprinted from the Oil and Gas journal. Tulsa, Okla. 86p.

Accounting
Budgeting for oil companies pays big dividends. Petroleum age, June 15, 1926, p. 20–1.
Humphreys, H. G. Payout status of oil and gas producing properties; address American petroleum
OILS—Accounting—(Continued)

institute, seventh annual meeting, held at Hotel Mayo, Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 7, 8, 9, 1926. The Institute.
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RALPH, HENRY W. Improved methods of accounting aid to management. National petroleum news, Aug. 1, 12, 26, Sept. 2, 1925, p. 61-6, 63-6, 75-6, 80, 84-6.
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WHAT budgeting means to oil refining companies. Petroleum age, July 15, 1926, p. 20-1.

Auditing

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Oil producing companies. (In their Specialised accounting. 1925. p. 271-84.)

Cost accounting


PROPOSED chart of revenue and expense accounts for oil industry. National petroleum news, May 25, June 1, 1927, p. 102-4; 91-4.

Costs


GEORGE, H. C. Costs vary in getting oil to surface. Oil industry's answer. p. 74-5.
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OSBORN, C. C. Producing cost and market value of oil. Oil and gas journal, July 31, 1924, p. 24, 152.
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Stores systems

HARRIS, JAY. Simple and accurate equipment inventory system. Oil trade, March 1925, p. 58-9.

Valuation

BROWN, ROBERT WESLEY. Practical valuation of oil lands. Oil and gas journal, June 21, 1923, p. 19, 124.


CUTLER, WILLARD W. Estimation of underground oil reserves by oil-well production curves. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 814p. (United States bureau of mines bulletin 228.)


OKLAHOMA


HOUSE bill no. 204; an act regulating the practice of auditing and accounting in the state of Oklahoma, creating the state board of accountancy and prescribing its powers and duties. (1927.)

IN the supreme court of Oklahoma no. 14,898. 23 typewritten pages.

SENATE bill no. 260, chapter 93, session laws 1923: abstract.

CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS, STATE COMMISSIONER OF REPORT, 1923, 1924.

STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT

LAWS with regard to banks, trust companies and building and loan associations. June 1926. 118p.
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OLD age pension. National civic federation.
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ON what basis should raw material be charged into production costs? Kemp, W. S.
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ONE hundred leading industries ranked according to ratio of energy cost to total value of product. *Magazine of Wall street*, July 17, 1926, p. 568.


ONE "tongue" needed in cost data. Weiser, M. R.

ONE way to widen profit margins is to use a standard cost system. *Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin*, Feb. 8, 1927, p. 3.

180 state bureaus are reduced to 18 in Hughes report sent to legislature. *New York times*, March 2, 1926.
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OPENING a private ledger. Bliss, Andrew H.


OPERATING budget. Porter, Edward.

OPERATING control through scientific analysis or analytical ratios in actual practice. Justin, W. H.


OPERATING costs in the lunch room. Lewis, Clifford M.


OPERATING expenses and rental income; the national association's experience exchange report for 1922 analyzes the accounts of 165 office buildings. Buildings and building management, Jan. 21, 1924, p. 25–6.


OPERATING expenses, gross margin, and stock-turn in department stores with net sales less than $1,000,000. Harvard university. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research.

OPERATING expenses, gross margin, net profit or loss, on stock-turn in retail jewelry stores in 1922. Harvard university. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research.

OPERATING expenses in department stores. American exporter, Jan. 1924, p. 43, 45.
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OPERATING reports and their usefulness to the management. Reed, Edwin H.
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OPPORTUNITIES in the accounting profession. Makay, Alexander F.
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OPPORTUNITY of trade associations in the statistical field. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States, Department of manufacture, Bulletin no. 37.)
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See Fruit.
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ORDINANCE imposing a license tax for the city of Portsmouth, Va., for the year beginning May 1, 1924. Portsmouth (Va.) star, Apr. 28, 1924.

ORE

See Mining and metallurgy.

ORE in course of settlement omitted from accounts, Queensland accountants and secretaries' Journal, Apr. 1926, p. 57-8.

OREGON

CHAPTER 316, general laws of Oregon, 1925; an act providing for the levying, collecting and paying of an income tax on individuals, partnerships and resident and nonresident corporations residing and incorporated within and without the state of Oregon, such tax being based upon said income for the calendar year 1923 only; providing rules and regulations and prescribing penalties for violations of this act, and providing for the commutation of taxes by the exemption of certain personal property from general taxation; providing for refunds and deductions of certain tax payments collected under chapter 279, General Laws of Oregon, 1923, and reenacting said chapter 279 only for a tax on income received during the calendar year from Jan. 1, 1923, to Dec. 31, 1923, both dates inclusive. 22p.

II 185; for an act to amend sections 7769, 7770, 7771, 7772, 7773, 7774 and 7776, Oregon laws, relating to the state board of accountancy, and to define the public practice of accounting... introduced Jan. 30, 1923 (not passed).
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OSGOOD, MERRILL W. Application of the principles of scientific management to a department store. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 130–4.)


OTIS, ALEXANDER See Gleason, Lafayette B., joint author.


OTTERSON, JOHN W.  
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Rittenhouse, Charles F.

OUR budget is a guide, not a tyrant.  
(In *Production control and cost finding*, c1925.  v. 5.  p. 22–35.)
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Connett, E. V.
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Fisher, Irving.
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Blass, Andrew H.
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Hurdman, Frederick H.

OUTLINE for the study of depreciation and maintenance.  
United States.  Treasury department.

OUTLINE in bank organization and administration.  
Berger, G. Fred.

OUTLINE of careers; a practical guide to achievement by thirty-eight eminent Americans.  
Bernays, Edward L., ed.

OUTLINE of municipal accounts.  
Beasley, Leonard.

OUTLINE of new basis of compensating salesmen.  

OUTLINE of 1924 income-tax law.  
Hunter, Joel.

OUTLINE of the English law of bankruptcy.  
Stable, W. N.

OUTLINE of the Indian income tax act, 1922.  

OUTLINE of the New York state system of taxation.  
Kendrick, M. Slade.

OUTLINE of uniform system of accounts for municipalities, and handbook for municipal officials.  
New Jersey.  Municipal accounts, commissioner of.

OUTLINES of accounting.  
Krebs, William S.

OVER the top of the world by bus.  

OVERBECK, E. B.  
Functions of the comptroller.  
(In American management association.  *Functions of financial and ac-
counting executives*.  New York, American management association, c1927.  p. 16–30.)

OVERHEAD  
See Cost and factory accounting.  
*Overhead*.

OVERHEAD accounting.  

OVERHEAD and the sheriff.  

OVERHEAD construction costs in public utilities.  
Anderson, De Laney company.

OVERHEAD during low-volume production.  
Stock, A. F., and Coffey, J. M.

OVERHEAD expense in wholesale hardware distribution.  
*Belting, transmission, tools and supplies*, Oct. 1923, p. 25.

OVERHEAD expense in wholesale hardware distribution, 1923; averages 1914 to 1923.  
National hardware association of the United States.

OVERHEAD in economics and accounting.  
Sanders, T. H.

OVERSTREET, H. A.  
Contributions of the new psychology to business as a profession and business as a creative unity.  

OVERTIME in cost finding.  

OVERTON, M. H.  
Study of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern Indiana.  
Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, June 1923.  24p.  (Agricultural experimental station bulletin no. 272.)

OVERZICHT, eenige bijzonderheden, reglement van arbeid, examen-programma, naanlijst der leden (vereenigingsjaar, 1927/28) Nederlandsche bond van accountants.

OVINGTON, R.  
Making your letters pay.  
*Australasian accountant and secretary*, June, July 1925, p. 185–90, 200–6.

OWEN, H. S.  
Control of inventory through the scientific determination of lot sizes.  

Experience with the Halsey premium plan.  
New York, American management association, c1925.  11p.  (*Production executives series: no. 12.*)

How to maintain proper inventory control.  

Our largest savings come from prompt costs.  

Preparation and administration of the budget; from National association of cost accountants' bulletin.  

OWEN, PAUL K.  
Arbitrate, don't litigate.  

OWENS, F. T.  
Importance of figuring taxes into costs.  

OWEN, W. F. L.  
Hire purchase agreements.  
*Australasian accountant and secretary*, March 1925, p. 80–2.

OWNERSHIP of accountants' working papers.  

OWNERSHIP of accountants' working papers in federal tax cases decided by court, commonwealth of Massachusetts, Suffolk, s.c.; superior court, in equity no. 2727. Ipswich mills vs. William Dillon, et al. *Income tax review*, Aug. 15, 1926, p. 3-6.

OWNING an apartment. Co-operative apartment association of Chicago.

OXALIC ACID Costs


OXALIC acid report on investigation of costs of production. United States. Tariff commission.

OXENREITER, A. E.

Expense budget as we work it. (In National retail dry goods association. *Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress*, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 36-8.)

PACE, HOMER S.

Accountancy epochs. 1p.

Accountancy instructor and professional standards; from *Journal of accountancy. Australasian accountant and secretary*, Nov. 1924, p. 334-8.


*Pace student*, May 1924, p. 84-6.


Why juniors remain clerks. 1p.

Will accountancy become overcrowded? 1p.

Will the accountants become the advisers of the business man? *Pace student*, March 1925, p. 53-5.

Reprinted from *Pace student*. 4p.


PACE men; biographical sketches from the *Pace student*. New York, Pace Institute, c1925. 45p.

PACHECO, MAX

Nuevo metodo para el rapido aprendizaje de la tene-duría de libros, sistemas por partida doble simplifi-

cado y ordinario con reglas nuevas para conocer a los deudores y acreedores. Lima, Peru. Talleres Graficos de la Penitenciaría, 1924. 381p.


PACIOLO, LUCAS


PACKING


Accounting

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Accounting system for a pork packing house. (In its *Special types of accounting systems*, c1924, p. 23-43.)


Auditing

CARPENTER, HARRY J., and WILSON, RICHARD P. Analysis of a packing statement. (In their *Analysis of financial statements*, c1923, p. 26-36.)

Cost accounting

CLEMEN, RUDOLF ALEXANDER. Cost accounting in the packing industry. (In his American livestock and meat industry. 1923, p. 410-3.)


Costs


PAINE, F. B. H.


PAINT

See Paint, varnish, etc.

PAINT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES


PAINT, VARNISH, ETC.

PAINT, VARNISH, ETC.—(Continued)

PAINT


Cost accounting


Statistics


PAINTING

Costs


PAKAPOO, from an accountancy aspect. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Nov. 1923, p. 161-2.

PALMER, ALFRED

Books, accounts and audit under the companies acts. Corporate accountant, Sept., Nov. 1927, p. 374-8, 411-5.


PALMER, J. L.


PALMER, JAMES L.

See also McKinsey, James O., joint author.

PALMER, PHILIP C.


Treatment of plating (materials and labour) for multiple costs. Cost accountant, July 1926, p. 56-8.


PALMER, WALTER S.


PAMLOUR, C. J. G.


Licentiate in accountancy, Sept. 1927, p. 185-98.

Palyam, S. R.


Pan American Union


Panama

LEY 37 de 1917 (de 27 de Febrero) por la cual se modifica el código de comercio. 3 typewritten pages.

Panayotopoulos, C.

System of lessons of accounting; based on an original scientific and pedagogical school—combined with the respective knowledge of commercial economy—commercial mathematics as well as of commercial legislation. Athens, Greece, P. D. Sakellarios, 1923.

Paper bags

See paper containers.

Paper boxes

Cost accounting


RYDER, JOHN C. Purpose of the cost system. (In National paper box manufacturers association. Proceedings of the fifth annual convention, Indianapolis, Ind., May 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1923. p. 165-76.)


Costs

BAUM, WILLIAM. High wages, increased production, decreased costs. (In National paper box manufacturers association. Proceedings of the fifth annual convention, Indianapolis, Ind., May 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1923. p. 63-76.)

Paper, cardboard, etc.

See also Stationery.

Bearce, George D. Production control in the newsprint industry. Mechanical engineering, Jan. 1926, p. 48-52.


Burke, Thomas J. Correct costs and proper profits. Pulp and paper profits, Sept. 1926, p. 4-5, 15.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PAPER, CARDBOARD, ETC.—(Continued)

COMPOSITE balance sheets of the pulp and paper industries, 1914, and 1925. Pulp and paper profits, Sept., 1927, p. 4-5.


COST association of the paper industry. Report given by secretary-treasurer at nineteenth semi-annual meeting held in Detroit, Mich., Oct., 21, 1927. Type-written pages.


CROCKER, C. A. Address; seventeenth semi-annual meeting of the cost association of the paper industry. Paper trade journal, Oct., 1926, p. 3-6.

DICTIONARY of papermaking terms. Paper, Apr., 17, 1924, p. 66-100.


Accounting


COST association of the paper industry. List of general ledger accounts. New York, Cost association of the paper industry. 8p.

GRAEF control in a paper mill. Paper trade journal, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 36.


OPERATION account number. Paper trade journal, Apr., 5, 1924, p. 80-1.


ROY, M. Distribution of expense to
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

PAPER CARDBOARD, ETC.—Cost accounting
(Continued)
manufacturing or production centers. Pulp and paper, 12-18.
WOLF, R. B. Advantages that have accrued to the newsprint industry from the establishment of uniform cost accounting. In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 11-3.)

Costs
CHILDS, STERRY HUNT. Profit and loss meters for steam plants. Paper trade journal, June 14, 1923, p. 57-62.
COST of de-inked newspaper. New print service bureau monthly bulletin, June 16, 1924, p. 12.
UNAAR, E. Oil engines; when high prime mover efficiency and low steam costs are compatible. Paper trade journal, July 21, 1927, p. 36-40.
WHY does roased wood cost more than peeled wood? Paper trade journal, Apr. 19, 1923, p. 54.

Valuation

PAPER CONTAINERS
See also Paper boxes.

Accounting

Cost accounting
WHITING, GRAFTON. Uniform cost accounting and its effect upon the industry. Carton age, Nov. 1924. Fibre containers, Nov. 1924.

PAPER industry. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 21, Dec. 1923, p. 3-4.

PAPER TRADE
SCHOENBUCHER, N. A. Find average value per order; by determining the average value per order shortcomings on the part of the salesmen will come to light and a remedy can be instituted to rectify them—mark up method analyzed. American paper merchant, Nov. 1924, p. 43-4.

Cost accounting

PAPPS, PERCY C. II. Analysis of life office accounts. (In Insurance institute of Toronto. Proceedings, 1904-5. p. 89-133.)


PARKE, DAVIS AND COMPANY EMPLOYES’ pension plan; revised rules, effective Jan. 1, 1921. Detroit, Mich. The company. 6p.

PARKER, AMASA J. Banking law of New York; chapter 2 of the consolidated laws and chapter 369, laws of 1914; supplement 1924, amendments, notes, annotations and references. Albany, N. Y. State printing and publications co. 1924. 29p. Insurance law of New York, chapter 28 of the consolidated laws and chapter 33 of 1909, including all amendments of 1926, with notes and annotations. Albany, N. Y. State printing and publishing company, 1926. 475p.


PARKER, GEORGE Professional accountancy. Pittsburgh accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 3.

PARKER, JOHN S., AND SMITH, J. B. R., ED.
Corporation manual; statutory provision relating to the organization, regulation and taxation of domestic business corporations, and to the admission, regulation and taxation of foreign business corporations, in the several states, territories, and districts of the United States. New York, United States corporation company, 1924. 2241p.
Sanc. ed. 27. 1926. 2381p.
———. Same. ed. 28. 1927. 2386p.

PARKER, L.
Accurate cost system used by E. Kahn sons company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Power wagon, Feb. 1927, p. 8–12.

PARKER, MELVILLE M.

PARKHOUSE, RUPERT

PARKHURST, FREDERIC A.

PARKINSON, KENNETH N.
Goodwill; its meaning, application and development. National income tax magazine, March 1927, p. 95–6.

PARKS, CHARLES E.


PARLEY planned here on cost accounting. New York commercial, March 6, 1924.

PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE

PARR, R. E.
Cost problem is big factor; newspapers must know all how money goes. San Bernardino (Cal.) sun, May 26, 1925.

PARROCK, H. P.

PASHALL, ERNEST V.
Where the commercial budget concerns the banker. Bank director, Oct. 1924, p. 17, 75.

PARSONS, A. B.

PARSONS, FLOYD

PARSONS, WILLIAM C.


PARTNERSHIP accounts. Lewis, H. S.


PARTNERSHIP agreement: correspondence. Type-written.


PARTNERSHIPS
BUDD, THOMAS A., and WRIGHT, E. N. Individual proprietorship and partnership. (In their Interpretation of accounts, 1927, p. 75–117.)
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Partnership dissolution. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925, p. 352–60.)
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Partnerships. (In his Auditing theory and practice. ed. 4. c1927. p. 666–74.)

PARTNERSHIP agreement: correspondence. Type-written.


ACCOUNTING
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute, Accounting for a partnership. (In its Accounting procedure, c1924, p. 5–31.)

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Proprietorship expansion; partnerships. (In his Basic accounting. c1925. p. 165–90, 489–518.)


DICKSEE, L. R. Partnerships. (In his Fundamentals of accountancy. 1921, pt. 2. p. 1–7.)


FINNEY, H. A. Partnerships. (In his Principles of accounting, 1923. ch. 6, 16–20.)


HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Partnership accounts: liquidation. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems, 1927, p. 417–29.)

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Partnership accounts: organization. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems, 1927, p. 400–16.)


KREBS, WILLIAM S. Economics of partnership. (In his Outlines of accounting, 1923. p. 344–91.)


PARTNERSHIPS—Accounting—(Continued)
SCOVILL, HIRAM T. Partnership accounts. (In his Elementary accounting. 1924. p. 413–23.)
SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Partnership accounts. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 162–91.)

Auditing
CUTFORD, A. E. Partnership. (In his Audits. 1923. p. 79–81.)

Law—Australia
CONTINUANCE of partnership business after dissolution by death; right of executors of deceased partner to share in profits. Public accountant, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 97–100.

England

United States
BUSINESS law. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 1–87.)

Management


PASLEY, ROBERT S.


PASSING examinations. Couchman, Charles B.


PAST and present of accountants in the United Kingdom and U. S. A. Watanabe, Yoshio.

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, ETC.
BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Patents, trade-marks, copyrights. (In their Auditing, 1924, p. 243–6.)
BLISS, JAMES H. Intangible fixed investments. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 345–55)
ESQUERRE, PAUL-JOSEPH. Valuation of intangibles. (In his Accounting, p. 185–215.)
FINNEY, H. A. Intangible fixed assets. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923, ch. 42.)
KESTER, KOV B. Intangible assets. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 343–53.)

REITER, PROSPER. Intangible assets. (In his Profits, dividends and the law. c1926. p. 144–54.)
SIMPSON, JOHN. Present worth of inventions must be considered in valuation. Gas age-record, July 12, 1924, p. 46.
STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. Patents, trade-marks and other rights. (In his How to read a financial statement. 1925. p. 254–64.)

PATENTS in the income-tax return. Toulmin, H. A.


PATON, F. A. R.

PATON, ROBERT

PATON, WILLIAM A.
Tendencies in accounting literature. (In American association of university instructors in accounting, Papers and proceedings, 1924. p. 64–9.)

PATTERNS, DRAWINGS, MODELS, ETC.
PATTERSON, C. A., COMP.  
Lunchroom as a money maker. Chicago, III., Patterson publishing co. c1921. 163p.

PATTERSON, HOMER L., COMP. AND ED.  

PATTERSON, STUART H.  

PATTON, A. E., AND GRESSEUS, O.  

PATTON, ALSON CURRIE  
See Crum, William Leonard.

PATTON, B. E.  

PATTICK, P. E.  
"Crowns and pence" as a decimal currency. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 166–70.

Functions of cost accountant. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1924, p. 148–56.


PAUL, CHARLES H.  
Construction plant, methods and costs. Dayton, Ohio, Miami conservancy district, 1925. 411p. (Technical reports, part 10.)

PAUL, ROBERT B.  

PAULY, ELMER G.  

PAVEMENTS AND PAVING
NEBISON, J. H.  

SMITH, HENRY BREVOORT.  

Cost accounting
EDDY, A. J.  

Costs
COMPTON, KEITH.  


CRAM, R. C.  
Does pavement maintenance cost more between tracks than elsewhere? American city, March 1924, p. 261.

EMMONS, W. J.  

HARRISON, J. L.  

HOUK, IVAN E.  


ROSENGARTEN, W. E.  
Some asphalt paving and maintenance costs. Highway engineer and contractor, Aug. 1927, p. 32.

SIMPSON, R. H.  

SIMPSON, R. H.  

SIMPSON, R. H.  

SLIPPY, R. B.  

SMITH, HENRY BREVOORT.  

TYPES and costs of paving on steep grades; New York state practice where grades are 5 per cent or greater. American city, Dec. 1927, p. 730.


PAY checks to curb crime. New York times, Nov. 21, 1925.


PAYMENT of dividends before restoring impaired capital. Schletter, Charles F.

PAYNE, HAROLD J.  

PAYNE, JOHN B.  


Why, in the installation of municipal accounting, the reports cannot be made in such a way that the statistics required by the Bureau of the census can be more accurately and easily collected? Comptroller, Sept. 1926, p. 42–5.

AND KEARFUL, JOHN M.  

AND NICKSON, THEODORE B.  

PAYOUT status of oil and gas producing properties. Humphreys, H. G.

PAYROLL administration. American management association.


PAYROLL and transportation expense control in retail traffic. Bibbs, Arthur D.


PAYROLL budgeting. Grassmuck, Chester P.


PAYROLL recapitulation. Pace student, May 1926, p.18.

PAYROLLS

AMERICAN photo-engravers association. Standard cost system bulletin; a payroll system for photo-en-
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PAYROLLS—(Continued)
gravers. Chicago, Ill., American photo-engravers
gravers. 4321.


BROWN, LEWIS J. Daily balanced payroll system, its use for the past two years in the plants of the American rolling mill company. Management and administration, Oct. 1923, p. 445-52.

CONNOLLY, L. Changes that will make; a study in a small town hotel payroll before and after it was found too large. National hotel review, Feb. 26, 1927, p. 64-72.

CROOKER, ORIN. Cutting payroll making expense in half. Factory, Aug. 1923, p. 177.


EMPLOYERS on payment of employees by check. Greater New York, July 28, 1924, p. 22.


GRASSMUCK, CHESTER P. Payroll budgeting. New York, American management association, c1925. 2p. (Annual convention series, no. 52.)

HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Ritchey machine company. (In its Harvard business reports, 1925, p. 143-6.)

HORWATH, ERNEST M. Hotel restaurant's payroll and laundry costs. Hotel management, March 1926, section 2, p. 36-8.


JAMISON, CHARLES L. Payroll methods. (In his "Finance, c1927. p. 253-75.)


KREBS, WILLIAM S. Payroll system in its relation to the voucher system. (In his Outlines of accounting, v. 2. c1927. p. 69-91.


MERCHANTS association of New York. Employers on payroll of employees by check; inquiry made by the Merchants' association through its industrial bureau reveals a difference of opinion regarding the practice of substituting checks for cash in meeting payroll obligations, but most employers favor it. New York, Merchants association of New York. 1p. (In its Proceedings, 1923. v. 79. p. 452-69.)

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Protecting payrolls. Women's apparel merchant, May-June 1927, p. 32.


PAYROLL recapitulation. Pace student, May 1926, p. 18.


READERS suggestion with respect to payroll summary. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 22.

REDUCTION of payroll and turnover by analysis and control. Store operation, Oct. 1927, p. 7-8, 27.

SANDFORD, HORACE E. General practices in payroll administration. (In American management association. Payroll administration. c1925. p. 3-10.


SHAPPICK, ELMR. Retail payroll forms. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 142-4.)

SIEGEL, MICHAEL L. Factory payroll control in the shirt industry. Management and administration March 1926, p. 311-5.

STEPHENSON, E. C. Methods of payment of salaries to employees without the use of time clocks and with special protection; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 1913, p. 61-5.)


PEACE


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Plan for international peace; an address at the meeting of The New York state society of certified public accountants, New York, Nov. 11, 1915. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924, p. 179-99.)

PEACOCK, ERLE E.


Cost system for water works in large towns and small cities. Journal of the American water works association, July 1924, p. 797-807.


PEARSON, A. M. Basing truck rates on a scientific mileage basis. Power wagon, Aug. 1926, p. 5-10.

PEARSON, E. LEIGH

PEAS
Costs
MILLS, H. STRYCKER, and NORTON, L. J. Growing peas for the canning factory. Ithaca, N. Y., New York State college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 24p. (Cornell extension bulletin 95.)

PEASE, E. E.

PEASE, J. BEAUMONT

PEAT, A. E.

PEDDLE points out some leaks in the contractor-dealer business. Electraigist, Sept. 1925, p. 27.

PEDEN, ROBERT W.
Control of equipment. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924. p. 120–5.)

PEEL, ARTHUR J.
Do cost accounts aid in estimating? the question is answered in the affirmative and the facts on which the answer is based are explained. American contractor, Dec. 20, 1924, p. 23–5.
How to make your "costs save money; reprinted from the American contractor. 40p.
Service department costs and income should be figured separately. American accountant, Nov. 1927, p. 44–6.
Unit labor costs are easily found. Concrete, Nov. 1925, p. 32–3.

PEEGER, JOSEPH D.

PEERY, D. F.

PEGLER, E. C.
See Spicer, E. E., joint author.

PEIRCE, M. F.

PEISCH, A. M.
Determination of taxable income derived from installment sales; prepared especially for retail music merchant. American music industries chamber of commerce, Feb. 15, 1924. 11p.

PEIXOTTO, JESSICA B.

PELOUBET, LOUIS G.

PELOUBET, MAURICE E.
Budget making and cost analysis for apartment buildings; a paper read at the National association of building owners and managers, June 21, 1926. 21 typewritten pages.

PELTON, CHARLES L.

PELTON, G. M.
Problems in applied budgeting. Manufacturers news, May 1927, p. 11–2, 58, 60.
Total cost of doing business—what it is, and why it should be considered. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Jan. 13, 1925, p. 1–2.
PENCE, WILLIAM D.

PENCIL makes a farm pay better; farm accounting reveals losing methods and points way to bigger profits. Watervliet (Wash.) empire, Feb. 4, 1926.

PENDERS, R. F.

PENDIN, WATERFORD

PENDENDORF, BURTON
(Die) Maschine in der buchfahrherrr anwendung und methode. (In (Het) Internationale accountants congress, Amsterdam, 1924. 52p.)

Office machines, appliances and methods. (In International accountants congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 92p.)

PENNER, BERNARD

PENNING, ARTHUR W.

PENNINGTON, GORDON

PENNSYLVANIA

H 1600; an act to amend sections five, sixteen and twenty-five of the act, approved the fourteenth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three (pamphlet laws, seven hundred and seventy-nine), entitled "An act for the registration and regulation of certain individuals and entities selling, offering for sale or delivery, soliciting subscriptions to or orders for, or undertaking to dispose of, inviting offers for or inquiries about, or dealing in any manner, in securities defined herein; conferring powers and imposing duties on the commissioner of banking, and otherwise providing for the administration of this act; prescribing penalties; and making an appropriation, by requiring the applicant for registration under this act to submit with the application a written report certified to by a certified public accountant who has registered with the commissioner of banking as herein directed; and by requiring additional reports, so certified, to be given subsequent to registration when requested by the commissioner of banking;" introduced March 25, 1923. (Not passed)

NO. 258; an act providing for the imposition and collection of certain taxes upon the transfer of property passing from a decedent who was a resident of this commonwealth at the time of his death, and of property within this commonwealth of a decedent who was a non-resident of the commonwealth at the time of his death; and making it unlawful for any corporation of this commonwealth, or national banking association located therein, to transfer the stock of such corporation or banking association, standing in the name of any such decedent, until the tax on the transfer thereof has been paid; and providing penalties; and citing certain acts for repeal, for repealing with other sections in the taxation of the transfer of property of non-resident decedents; approved 14th day of May, 1925. 3p.

NO. 416; an act to amend section two of the act, approved the twentieth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and nineteen (pamphlet laws five hundred and twenty-one), entitled "An act providing for the imposition and collection of certain taxes upon the transfer of property passing from a decedent who was a resident of this Commonwealth at the time of his death, and of property within this Commonwealth of a decedent who was a non-resident of the Commonwealth at the time of his death; and making it unlawful for any corporation of this Commonwealth, or national banking association located therein, to transfer the stock of such corporation or banking association, standing in the name of any such decedent, until the tax on the transfer thereof has been paid; and providing penalties; and citing certain acts for repeal," as amended, increasing the rate of the tax imposed by this act in certain cases. 5p.

AUDITOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF

EMERGENCY profits tax act no. 333, approved June 28, 1924, as amended, number of assembly, for printing the general and instructions for report of audit. Harrisburg, 1924. 16p.

STOCK transfer tax law (act of June 4, 1915, P.L. 828) and amendment of May 8, 1919, with rulings thereon by the auditor general governing the collection of taxes on transfers of shares of capital stock. Harrisburg, Pa. 14p.

HIGWAYS, DEPARTMENT OF
LAWS relating to second-class townships and duties and supervisors, also, auditors and tax collectors issued for the information of township supervision, auditors and tax collectors, 1924. Harrisburg, Pa. 1924. 157p. (Bulletin no. 12.)

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
LIST of persons, partnerships and corporations licensed as insurance brokers and excess insurance brokers showing licenses revoked and reinstated in Pennsylvania, quarter ending Dec. 31, 1926. Harrisburg, Pa. 1926. 41p.

SAME, quarter ending June 30, 1927. 52p.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

PUBLIC WELFARE, DEPARTMENT OF

STATE BOARD FOR THE EXAMINATION OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

EXAMINATION questions, Nov. 1920.

16p.

Nov. 1923. 18p.

Nov. 1924. 11p.

STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION

PROCEEDINGS of the nineteenth annual convention held at the Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 1926. Executive committee of Pennsylvania electric association. c1926. 448p.

REPORT of customers' records and billing methods committee; presented at the eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 1925. 20p.

REPORT of fixed capital records committee; presented at the eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 1925. 27p.

REPORT of purchasing and store room accounting committee; presented at the eighteenth annual convention, Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 1925. 6p.

PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS


PENNSYLVANIA railroad employees provident and loan association. Pennsylvania railroad system.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD SYSTEM

DECISIONS upon questions raised by employing officers in regard to regulations of the Pennsylvania railroad system, pension department, also age limit for employment. Philadelphia, Pa., The company. 14p.

EMPLOYEE representation; the Pennsylvania railroad plan, the joint work of its officers, and employees. Philadelphia, Pa., Pennsylvania railroad company. 95p.

PENNSYLVANIA railroad employees provident and loan association. Philadelphia, Pa., The company. 4p.


PENSION and benefit plan. Proctor-Gamble company.

PENSION and death benefit plans. Cleveland metal products company.

PENSION and relief plan. Standard oil company.

PENSION department, rules and regulations. . . Illinois central railroad company.

PENSION department rules and regulations. Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis railway.

PENSION fund. First and Old Detroit national bank.

PENSION fund. Louisville railway company.

PENSION fund, pension rules and regulations. Virginia bridge and iron company.

PENSION fund; rules and regulations; revised. Elgin national watch company. 1923.


PENSION plan. American express company.

PENSION plan. Electric storage battery company.

PENSION plan. International silver company.

PENSION plan. Pullman company.


PENSION system. Omaha and Council Bluffs street railway company.

PENSION system. Philadelphia and Reading railway company.

PENSION system. Southern Pacific company.

PENSION system adopted March 1, 1902, taking effect June 1, 1902, revised, June 1912. Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad company.

PENSION system as in force Apr. 1, 1923. Chicago and North Western railway company.

PENSION system, employees insurance plan. Vermont marble company.

PENSION system for the employees. Cleveland-Cliffs iron company.

PENSION system regulations. Interborough rapid transit company.


PENSION systems for municipalities. Thomas H. Ivor.

PENSIONS


AMERICAN express company. Pension plan. 10p.

AMERICAN management association. Pensions for industrial and commercial employees. New York, American management association, c1922. 24p. (Survey report no. 21.)


BALTIMORE (Maryland). Ordinance no. 553; an ordinance to exercise certain powers conferred by the general assembly of Maryland upon the mayor and city council of Baltimore, by establishing a general system of pensions and retirements for the benefit of its officers, agents, servants and employees . . . approved Feb. 1, 1926. 52p.

BALTIMORE (Maryland). Retirement system. Employees' retirement system of the city of Baltimore; a circular of information setting forth the privileges and obligations of employees and teachers under the provisions of the system. City Hall, Baltimore, Md., March 1, 1926. 16p.


BANCROFT (Joseph) and sons company. Bancroft endowment savings and insurance plan. Wilmington, The company. 14p.

BANCROFT (Joseph) and sons company. Endowment savings and insurance plan. Wilmington, June 1, 1923. 14p.

BANCROFT (Joseph) and sons company. Rules and regulations for employees. Wilmington, The company. 1921. 18p.


BEGG, DAVID. Pension and superannuation funds. Accountants' magazine, May–June, July 1926, p. 283–308. (52–78.)


BOSTON (Mass.). Boston retirement act (chapter 391, acts of 1922) with amendments to July 1, 1924 incorporated. 22 City Hall, Boston 9, Mass. 15p.
PENSIONS (Continued)

BOSTON (Mass.) Retirement board. Information relating to the Boston retirement system. City Hall, Boston, Mass.


CASHER (J. I.) threshing machine company. Regulations, on death and disability, organized Jan. 1, 1909, and pension system organized July 1, 1915; as amended to July 24, 1949, superseding all previous issues and the company. 40p.


CHICAGO. Pension plan relating to municipal employees' annuity and benefit fund of Chicago (as amended, 1923). City Hall, Chicago, Ill., Municipal employees' annuity and benefit fund of Chicago. 71p.

CHICAGO and North Western railway company. Pension system as in force Apr. 1, 1923. 23p.


CHICAGO, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha railway company. Pension system for the employees. Cleveland, Ohio, The company. 13p.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS iron company. Pension system for the employees. Cleveland, Ohio, The company. 13p.

CLEVELAND metal products company. Pension and retirement benefits.

COLORADO Fuel and iron company. May 1922 rules and regulations of the medical department, information concerning physical examination of applicants for and payment of service benefit plan. Denver, Colo., The company. 16p.


COMMONWEALTH Edison company. Employees' life insurance plan; effective Jan. 1, 1924. 60p.

COMMONWEALTH Edison company. Service annuity system; in effect Jan. 1, 1912. 9p.


CRAIG, JAMES D. Analysis of the cost of industrial pensions. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company. 7p.

DEERE and company. John Deere factory death, disability, and retirement plan. 10p.

DEERE and company. John Deere group benefit association life insurance and endowment plan. 11p.

DELAVAN, Lackawanna and Western railway company. Pension system adopted March 1, 1902, taking effect June 1, 1902, revised June 1912. New York, The company. 12p.

EDISON electric lighting company of Boston. Employees handbook; a summary of general information for and regulations pertaining to employees. Jan. 1, 1926. 40p.

EDWARDS, GURDEN. Retirement plans in industry; reprinted from the Annalist with the permission of the New York times company. 15p.


ELECTRIC storage battery company. Insurance manual for salaried employees. 20p.


ELGIN national watch company. Employees' relief fund; revised rules, Apr. 15, 1925. 7p.

ELGIN national watch company. Information for employees. 16p.

ELGIN national watch company. Pension fund; rules and regulations; revised. Elgin, Ill., The company. 30p.


GENERAL fire extinguishing company. Pension plan. Providence, R. I., Grinnell company. 8p.


HICKOK, CLIFTON E. Pension systems for municipal employees. City manager magazine, Feb. 1926, p. 16-8, 20.

HOHAUS, REINHARD A. Function and future of industrial pension plans; an address before the annual meeting of the Casualty actuarial society. New York, Metropolitan life insurance co. May 21, 1926, 13p.


INTERBOROUGH rapid transit company. Pension system regulations. 8p.


INTERNATIONAL harvester company. Benefit plan for the employees of International harvester company; revised issue of May 1, 1923. 48p.


INTERNATIONAL silver company. Pension plan; in effect July 1, 1912. Meriden, Conn., The company. 11p.

INTERSTATE public service company. Service annuity plan; effective Jan. 1, 1924. Indianapolis, Ind., 1923.

JOHN DEERE plow works. Sick benefit fund, July 1, 1917. 12p.

KIMBALL, INGALLS. Industrial pensions vs. state poor relief, reprinted from the Annalist. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company. 11p.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Questions and answers about the retirement plan for employees of the Metropolitan life insurance company. 14p.

METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Report on employee retirement plans and on group annuities available through Metropolitan life insurance company.


MURPHY varnish company. You and the Murphy varnish company. 7p.
NASHVILLE, Chattanooga and St. Louis railway. Pension department rules and regulations. Nashville, Tenn., The company. 7p.


NEW JERSEY. Bureau of state research. Police, firemen's and other local employees' pension systems in New Jersey. Newark, N. J., New Jersey state chamber of commerce, Feb. 1918, 24p. (State research, v. 5, section 3, no. 5.)


NEW YORK (state). Law relating to retirement of officers of the city service. Articles 4 and 5 of the civil service law; including amendments by legislature, of 1923, 1924 and 1926. Albany, N. Y., N. Y.


NEW YORK, Chicago and St. Louis railroad company. Rules governing the pension department; effective July 1, 1917; relief division amended to July 1, 1924, inclusive; pension division amended to Dec. 28, 1923, inclusive. 42p.

OMAHA and Council Bluffs street railway company. Pension system. Omaha, Neb., The company. 2p.


PARKE, Davis and company. Employees' pension plan; revised rules effective Jan. 1, 1921. Detroit, Mich., The company. 6p.

PENNSYLVANIA railroad system. Decisions upon questions raised by employing officers in regard to regulations of the Pennsylvania railroad system pension department, also age limit for employment. Philadelphia, Pa., The company. 140p.


PHILADELPHIA and Reading railway company. Pension system. Philadelphia, Pa., The company. 5p.


PHILADELPHIA electric company. Regulations of the secret annuity department; in effect May 1, 1911. 13p.


PITTSBURGH coal company. Regulations governing employees' relief department and pension fund; with amendments to Jan. 1, 1925. Pittsburgh, Pa., The company. 23p.

PITTSBURGH coal company. Service annuity foundation; established Sept. 24, 1919, with amendments to Dec. 1, 1925. 16p.


PROVIDENCE (R. I.) pension system. Chapter 89 of the public laws passed at the January session, 1923, entitled, an act to provide for the retirement of employees of the city of Providence. 23p.

PROVIDENCE. (R. I.) Retirement board. Employees' retirement system of the city of Providence; a circular of information setting forth the privileges and conditions of employment who become members of the system. City hall, Providence, R. I., Providence retirement board, Dec. 1924. 16p.

PUBLC forces insurance company of America. Service retirement allowances, service disability allowance, staff group insurance. 29p.

PULLMAN company. Pension plan; adopted by the board of directors, Nov. 12, 1913, effective Jan. 1, 1914, as amended to and including Apr. 24, 1923. Chicago, Ill., The company. 8p.

REPRINTED from the bank employees' an editorial reprinted from the Bank director for Apr. 12, 1926. New York, Metropolitan life insurance co. 7p.


SAN FRANCISCO. City employees' retirement system. Facts you should know about the retirement system. San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 1925. 24p.


SOUTHERN California Edison company. Pension agreement; effective from and after July 25, 1919. 12p.


STANDARD oil company. Pension and relief plan. ed. 5. Louisville, Ky., The company. 15p.

STUDEBAKER corporation. Studebaker co-operative pension plan, effective Jan. 1, 1925. South Bend, Ind., The company. 19p.

STUDENSKY, PAUL. Municipal pension systems; reprinted from the 1925 Municipal index. 5p.

STUDENSKY, PAUL. Sound municipal pension and old age security system and the supervision of all pension funds in New Jersey. Newark, N. J., New Jersey state chamber of commerce, 1917. 8p.
PEPPER, GEORGE WHARTON  
Federal reserve amendment. Credit monthly, Apr. 1927, p. 11–2.

PEPPERELL, WILLIAM S.  

PER capita costs in city schools, 1923–24. United States. Education, Bureau of;  
PER capita costs in city schools, 1925–26. Phillips, Frank M.


PERCENTAGES  

METHOD for the calculation of percentage. American accountant, March 1927, p. 53.


PERCY, ATLEE L.  
See also Rittenhouse, Charles F., joint author.  
Extension courses in accounting for commercial teachers (In American association of university instructors in accounting and proceedings, 1922, pp. 40–8.)  

PERIOD  
ACCOUNTANCY periods; provision for outstanding items at the end of each year, Pollak vs. Donald Campbell & co. Accountant, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 234.


FARNHAM, DWIGHT T. Adjusting the fiscal year to minimize peak loads. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work, c1926, p. 15–73.)


FOLSOM, M. B. Devices for making statements and statistics truly comparative. New York, American management association, c1927. 14p. (Financial executives' series; no. 22.)


INDIANA association of certified public accountants. Natural business year, 2p. (Monthly letter-bulletin.)

JOHNS, RALPH STANLEY. Natural business year. 1926. 118p.


MEASURES for relief. Journal of accountancy, Jan. 1927, p. 34.


PHILLIP, ALEXANDER. Term days. Accountants' magazine, July 1926, p. 386–8.

POTTER, A. G. Calendar year vs. fiscal year; address delivered Apr. 11, 1925, before the Northern Ohio chapter of the American institute of accountants. 6 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1925, p. 17 (rémisété).
PERIOD—(Continued)


SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Natural business year for inventories and fiscal closings. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes, 1924, p. 3-16.) Haskell and Sells bulletin, July 1921, p. 59-61.

STRATFORD, FRANK P. Fiscal years. Accounting and business quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 4-6.


PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS

See also directory at end.


LIST of periodicals of professional interest. (In Accountant’s and secretary’s yearbook. 1924-25. p. 177.)


PERKINS, C. L. What does it cost to do business in the building supply industry? Mississippi valley lumberman, Jan. 23, 1925, p. 22-5.


PERPETUAL inventory and stores control. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


PERPETUAL inventory of pieces—ready-to-wear and small wares. Stephenson, E. C.


PERRY, JOSEPH EARL Present status of tax abatements in Massachusetts. Phas, Nov. 1926, p. 3-4, 13-5.


PERSONAL ACCOUNT book. Kelley, Frances R., Higee, Margaret G., and Stevens, Janet M.

PERSONAL ACCOUNTS

HADLEY’S pathfinder personal accounting system, double entry. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, c1923. 11p. +forms.

HADLEY’S pathfinder, single entry personal accounting system. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company.


PERSONAL development. Pace, Homer S.


PERSONALITY


PERSONNEL RECORDS


PETER, WILLIAM P. Credit frauds. Dallas (Tex.) news, June 21, 1925.

PETERS, H. R.

PETERS, RICHARD

PETERS, ULRICH

PETERSEN, CARL E.

PETERSON, ARTHUR P.

PETERSON, ARTHUR P., AND DAVIS, LAURENCE W.
How you can figure overhead. Electraftist, Aug. 1926, p. 28-9, 32.

PETERSON, CARL T.
Better farm records. Wallace's farmer, Jan. 11, 1924, p. 73.


PETROLEUM
See Oils.


PETTENGILL, PAUL W.

PETTJOHN, CHARLES C.
Address at the second annual dinner of the Arbitration society of America, May 6, 1924. 8p.

PETTY, BEN H.

PETTY CASH

PHELAN, RAYMOND

PHELPS, CLYDE WILLIAM

PHILLY DODGE CORPORATION
BENEFIT plan for the employees; organized Jan. 1, 1910, reorganized Sept. 1, 1912. 23p.

PHIFER, C. G.

PHILADELPHIA AND READING RAILWAY COMPANY
PENSION system. Philadelphia, Pa., The company. 5p.

PHILADELPHIA AND READING RELIEF ASSOCIATION
REGULATIONS; taking effect Oct. 30, 1888, and as amended to Jan. 1, 1925. 53p.


PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
REGULATIONS of the service annuity department; in effect May 1, 1911. 13p.

PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT


PHILIP, ALEXANDER
Term days. Accountants' magazine, July 1926, p. 386-8.
Thirteen-month year. Accountants' magazine, Dec. 1926.

PHILIP, MACMILLAN, AND BLINKEN, M. H.
Federal income tax procedure 1924; a summary of income tax requirements under the revenue act of 1924, arranged for correspondence instruction. New Haven, Conn., Knights of Columbus, educational bureau, Home study division, c1924.


PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
S. 181 act to amend certain sections of act no. 3105, and for other purposes; approved Dec. 7, 1925. 4p.

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
ACT 3105 of the Philippine legislature regulating the practice of accountancy in the Philippine Islands; by-laws and rules and regulations of the board. Manila, F. I., Bureau of printing, 1923. 24p.
ACT 3105 of the Philippine legislature relating to the practice of accountancy in the Philippine Islands; by-laws and rules and regulations of the board and other information for candidates for the C. P. A. examination. Manila, P. I., 1924. 39p.
EXAMINATION, Nov. 1923. typewritten.

FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS—(Continued)

—— FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE


PHILIPPS, ARTHUR E.
Arbitration of commercial and business disputes. Monetary times, Dec. 5, 1924, p. 6, 8.

PHILLIPS, E. S.

PHILLIPS, ELROY M.

PHILLIPS, FRANK M.
Per capita costs in city schools, 1925-26. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1927. 9p. (United States bureau of education statistical circular no. 7.)

PHILLIPS, H. C.

PHILLIPS, H. F.

PHILLIPS, MICHAEL J.
Experience of seven fleet operators on truck costs. Power wagon, May 1925, p. 5-8.

PHILLIPS, MILTON J.
How they are solving labor turnover in these stores. Store operation, Jan. 1927, p. 19-20.

PHILLIPS, ROBERT W.

PHINNEY, ARTHUR H.

PHINNEY, Sedley H.


PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
See Phonographs.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
See Phonographs.


Accounting


PHOTO-ENGRAVING


LAWRENCE, W. B. How the cost and profit booklet is prepared. Photo-engravers bulletin, Feb. 1926, p. 35-40.


Accounting

AMERICAN photo-engravers association. Standard cost system bulletin, a payroll system for photo-engravers. Chicago, American photo-engravers association. 4p.

LAWRENCE, W. B. Some bookkeeping fallacies. Photo-engravers bulletin, June 1927, p. 31-5.


Cost accounting


AMERICAN photo-engravers association. Manual of the standard cost system for photo-engravers with suggestions for a uniform system of bookkeeping and a method for making the cost system part of the general bookkeeping system. Chicago, American photo-engravers association, c1925. 62p.

BARROW, W. H. Sectional cost campaign; how New England has been affected by our drive for cost systems. Photo-engravers bulletin, Aug. 1926, p. 64-77.


FLADER, LOUIS. How to induce trade association members to employ the uniform system. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York City, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 28-30.)


HURST, VICTOR G. Standard cost system is really simple. Photo-engravers bulletin, Nov. 1926, p. 3-6.

HURST, VICTOR G. Unknown losses are converted into profits by the cost system. Photo-engravers bulletin, Jan. 1927, p. 49-50.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Cost department at the convention. Photo-engravers bulletin, June 1924, p. 5-9.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Gossip from the cost systems. Photo-engravers bulletin, May 1927, p. 60-3.


LAWRENCE, W. B. How to use the standard cost system. Photo-engravers bulletin, Nov. 1925, p. 19-34.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Making the cost system "talk" turkey. Photo-engravers bulletin, July 1923, p. 9-14.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Right start for the New Year. Photo-engravers bulletin, Dec. 1925, p. 7-12.
PHOTO ENGRAVING—Cost accounting—(Continued)

LAWRENCE, W. B. Standard cost system and some lessons we have learned from it. Photo-engravers bulletin, Aug. 1923, p. 215-24.

LAWRENCE, W. B. Where the cost system helps the salesman. Photo-engravers bulletin, May 1924, p. 33-6.


Costs


AVERAGE cost per chargeable hour for the twelve months ending July 31, 1923. See Photo-engravers bulletin, 1923 to date.

AVERAGE cost of selected classes of plates for the twelve months. See Photo-engravers bulletin, 1923 to date.


COMPOSITE statement of hour costs. Photo-engravers bulletin, Feb., March 1925, p. 31-2, 24-5.

COMPOSITE statement of hour costs compiled from revised standard cost system covering the months of August, September, October and November 1925. Photo-engravers bulletin, Feb. 1926, p. 12.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Cost of small photo-engravings. Photo-engravers bulletin, March 1924, p. 18-23.


LAWRENCE, W. B. Square halftone costs in 1924. Photo-engravers bulletin, May 1925, p. 16-22.


Statistics


LAWRENCE, W. B. Some thoughts on profits in the photo-engraving industry. Photo-engravers bulletin, Dec. 1923, p. 5-10.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Accounting


PHYSICIANS

JOHNSON, CZAR C. Application of business principles to the practice of medicine. Association of professional men’s clubs quarterly, June 1926, p. 5-10.

Accounting


Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Doctors. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 312-3.)

PHYSICIANS’ record company. Samples, hospital record forms.

PIACITELLI, JOSEPH A.

Reducing unit labor cost 20%. Manufacturing industries, July 1927, p. 31-2.

PIANOS

Accounting

STEINWAY and sons, piano builders. Pace student, July 1924, p. 113-6.


Cost accounting


PICKETT, A. L.


PIECE-control system devised to meet successfully the requirements of the furniture department. Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, Nov. 1926, p. 22.

PIECE rate as a system for wage payment. Woodworker, Apr. 1926, p. 45.

PIERCE, E. M.


PIECE, NELLIE BREWER

Budgets: digest. (In Western states taxpayers association. Digest of proceedings, Western states taxpayers conference, held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6-7, 1924, p. 3-4.)

PIERCING the cloak of secrecy. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1924, p. 81-2.

PIERS

See Wharves.

PIERSON, LEWIS E.


PIETERS, J. S.

True cost of furnace failures. West coast lumberman, Oct. 15, 1924, p. 64.


PIKE, CLAYTON W.

Service standards for electric light and power companies. (In Cooke, M. L ed. Public utility regulation. c1924. p. 74-87.)

PILE, J. HOWARD

PILE, J. HOWARD—(Continued)

PILGRIM, E. P.

PILLSBURY, C. R.

PINEO, FRANK

PINKERTON, PAUL W.
Accounting for surplus. New York, Ronald press company, c1924. 120p. (Ronograph library, no. 21).

PINS, NEEDLES, ETC.
Costs

PIONEERING in the J. L. Hudson company. Clark, Carlos B.

PIPE LAYING
Cost accounting

Costs

PIPER, GEORGE D.
Methods of wage payment as related to costs. (In National association of cost accountants. *Yearbook 1923* and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 73–8.)

PIPES
Costs

PIPING
Costs

PITT, GEORGE STANHOPE
Presidential address; incorporated accountants' conference at Cardiff, Wales. 2p. *Incorporated accountants' journal*, Nov. 1923, p. 29–32.

PITTSBURGH STEEL FOUNDRY CORPORATION
PROFIT-sharing and co-partnership plan for purchase of stock by employees under the reorganization plan of the Pittsburgh steel foundry corporation. *Glassport*, Pa., 1925. 4p.

PITTSBURGHIAN; containing historical notes and photographs of members in attendance arranged by states...sixth annual convention of American society of certified public accountants. American society of certified public accountants.

PIXLEY, FRANCIS W.
Auditors; their duties and responsibilities under the companies acts, partnership acts, and acts relating to executors and trustees, and to private auditing. ed. 12. London, Sir Isaac Pitman & sons, ltd. 1922. 750p.
How to read the balance sheet of a commercial concern. ed. 6. London, Gee and company. 1924. 73p.

PLACE of accounting in industrial organization. Hatworth, T.

PLACEMENTS
See Employment.

PLAN by which employees may buy stock of Tide water oil company. Tide water oil company.

PLAN for employees' pensions, disability benefits and death benefits. Manufacturers' junction railway company. Western electric company, inc., American telephone and telegraph company and associated and allied companies, Jan. 1, 1924. Western electric company.

PLAN for international peace. Sells, Elijah Watt.

PLAN for self-management. Lord, Everett W.

PLAN for the organization and operation of the pension system of the Washington railway and electric company and subsidiary companies including Potomac electric power company; approved by board of directors Apr. 23, 1925. Washington railway and electric company.

PLAN for the taxation of property in the city of Bridgeport, Connecticut. Tax commissioner.

PLAN for the valuation of land. Litsinger, Edward R.

PLAN of benefits and pensions for all except Bayonne refinery employees. Tide water oil company.

PLAN of Managers securities company. General motors corporation.

PLAN of organization of the accountants committee. American arbitration association.


PLAN of pension disability allowance and life insurance for officers and clerical employees of the Commercial trust company of New Jersey. Commercial trust company of New Jersey.

PLAN of reorganization of state departments, boards and commissions submitted by the state auditor to the governor and general assembly, 1923. North Carolina. State auditor.

PLAN to aid employees to become stockholders. Electric storage battery company.

PLANNED control in manufacturing. Lichtner, William O.

PLANNING and analyzing the farm business. Taylor, E. L.
PLANNING expense budgets. Carthage, Philip I.

PLANNING for the physical inventory. Fitch, Stanley G. H.

PLANNING retail merchandising and retail store expense. Scull, E. H.

PLANNING retail store budgets. Mench, John.


PLANNING salesmen's territories. Bittner, G. E.

PLANNING your business ahead. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

PLANT records tell where the coal dollars go. Power plant operations, Oct. 15, 1925, p. 1051-3.

PLANTATION rubber industry in the middle east. Figart, David M.

PLATING

Cost accounting


PALMER, PHILIP C. Treatment of plating (materials and labour) for multiple costs. Cost accountant, July 1926, p. 56-8.

Costs


PLATTEN, ARTHUR J.

Farm records are forerunners of success. Banker-farmer, Dec. 1923, p. 5.

PLATTEN, J. HOMER


Motion pictures and the public; Will H. Hays organization is winning hard fight to stop improper exploitation and misleading advertising. Advertising, Feb. 26, 1925, p. 9-10.

PLATTS, T. HAROLD


PLENDER, WILLIAM


PLIMPTON, R. E.


PLUMBING

LANDIS, L. C. Importance of overhead. Sanitary and heating engineering, Jan. 1926, p. 27.


Accounting


BAILET, H. F. How to apply overhead. Domestic engineering, Apr. 26, 1924, p. 41-5.


Do you include your overhead expense? Domestic engineering, March 29, 1924, p. 46.


STEELSE, FRANK. Does it pay the sanitary contractor to employ a clerk or bookkeeper? Sanitary and heating engineering, Dec. 14, 1923, p. 314-6.

They include overhead and fool the sheriff. Domestic engineering, Apr. 24, 1924, p. 33-4.


Cost accounting


Costs


Statistics


PLUMBING SUPPLIES

See Hardware.

PLUMMER, NIXON


PODRASNIK, G. O.


Occupancy by percentage of revenue. National hotel review, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 66, 70.

POGSON, PERCY W.

Practical application of the theory of accounting for supplies. Accountants journal (New Zealand),
POWGDSON, PERCY W.—(Continued)


POWINTON, E. T.

POINTS arising in the completion of an audit. Graves, L. H.

POINTS arising in various classes of audits. Roberts, F. A.

POINTS on the finance act, 1922. Clinch, S. H.

POINTS on the new income tax legislation; summary of a lecture delivered before the incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Heathcote-Williams, H.

POLAK, N. J.
Increasing and diminishing returns in connection with cost price. (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 8E.) Increasing and diminishing returns in connection with the cost price. (In (H) International accountants congress, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 661-81.)

POLAKOV, WALTER N.
Allocating power costs to product. Management and administration, June 1925, p. 535-6.

General theory of incentives and its application, with specific reference to power house employees. New York, American management association, c1925. 11p. (Production executives series; no. 23.)


POLICE

Costs


POLICE, firemen's and other local employees' pension systems in New Jersey. New Jersey. Bureau of state research.

POLICIES. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1926, p. 41.

POLICIES of indemnity. American institute of accountants.

POLICY of a shoe manufacturer with regard to special orders. Harvard business review, Apr. 1925, p. 348-56.

POLITICAL effect of the Dawes plan on the United States. Crockett, H. G.

POLLARD, C. H.

POLLEYS, RHODES

POLLOCK, E. W.

POLWARTH, J. BRUCE


POND, G. A.
See Brierley, W. G., joint author.

PONTIFEX, BRYAN
Accountancy profession in Canada. Accountant, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 564-5.


POTOLE, GORDON C.

POOR'S PUBLISHING COMPANY
CLASSIFICATION of Poor's industrial manual; 1925. New York, Poor's publishing company, c1926. 60p.

POPE, F. A.

POPE, F. W.
Comparative costs. Electrician, Sept. 11, 1925, p. 291.

Cost of winding and insulating coils; discussion. Electrical review (London), Sept. 26, 1924, p. 487.

POPE, FREDERIC S.

Practical budget system for banks and trust companies. Trust companies, Sept. 1926, p. 281-4.

PORT administration and operation. Cunningham, Brysson.

PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY AND UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOME facts about margins and costs in marketing fruits and vegetables in the port of New York district. New York, 1925. 15p.

PORTE, R. T.
How to figure costs in a printing office. rev. ed. Salt Lake City, Utah, Porte publishing co. c1924.

Practical cost system for printing offices. rev. ed. Salt Lake City, Utah, Porte publishing co. c1920. 94p.

PORTER, DAVID B.

Charts. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 133-233.)

PORTER, EDWARD

PORTER, G. D.

PORTER, G. HARVEY

PORTER, P. L.
PORTER, W. LESLIE V.

PORTER, W. N.
Bookkeeping without books in use by the Nashville gas and heating company, Nashville, Tenn. (In American gas association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 470-3.)

PORTERS, R. J.
Double entry bookkeeping. Indian accountant, Nov. 1926, p. 179-80.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
UNIFORM depreciation rates in the cement industry. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 21, 1919.

PORTO RICO
ACT to provide revenue for the people of Porto Rico through the levying of certain income and excess profits taxes, and for other purposes. 11p.
LAWS and regulations regarding domestic and foreign corporations and associations. San Juan, Porto Rico, 1916.
NO. 14, act to amend act no. 66, approved July 16, 1921, known as the insurance law of Porto Rico, approved Aug. 29, 1923. 9p.
NO. 43, an act to provide revenues for the people of Porto Rico through the levying of certain income and excess profits taxes, and for other purposes; approved July 1, 1921. 22 typewritten pages.
NO. 66, act providing for the incorporation of domestic insurance companies, to regulate the insurance business in Porto Rico and for other purposes, approved July 16, 1921. 61p.
NO. 69, an act to amend sections 2, 5, 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 38, 44 and 47 and to repeal section 61 of act 66, to provide revenue for the people of Porto Rico through the levying of certain income and excess profits taxes, and for other purposes; approved July 28, 1923. 10p.

GOVERNOR
SPECIAL message to the eleventh legislature, first session, March 18, 1925. San Juan, Porto Rico.

PORTO RICO INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
PROYECTO de ley para reglamentar la practica de la contabilidad publica; creando una junta insular de contabilidad; disponiendo la concesion de certificados de contador publico autorizado (certified public accountant) y otros fines.

PORTS
CUNNINGHAM, BRYSSON. Port administration and operation; a review of systems of management in vogue in various countries. New York, John Wiley and sons, Inc. 1925. 179p.

POSODAS, JUAN


POSSIBLE political effect of the Dawes plan on the United States. Crockett, H. G.

POST, ALFRED P.

POST EXCHANGES
See Armies.

POST, HAROLD L.


POST OFFICES

Cost accounting

Costs
UNITED STATES. Congress. Cost of handling mail matter; letter from the postmaster general in response to senate resolution 269, agreed to Dec. 2, 1924, transmitting report on cost ascertainment showing the cost of handling the several classes of mail matter and of conducting the special services for the fiscal year 1923; with appendix. 2pts. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924.

POSTING

POTATOES
See Agriculture.

POTTER, A. A.

POTTER, A. J.
Calendar year vs. fiscal year; address before the Northern Ohio chapter of the Institute. Apr. 11, 1925. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, June 15, 1925, p. 17 (résumé).

POTTER, E. L.
Cost of producing beef on the ranges of eastern Oregon. Corvallis, Ore., Oregon agricultural college experiment station, 1925. 22p. (Station bulletin 220.)

AND LINDGREN, H. A.
Cost of producing mutton and wool on eastern Oregon ranges. Corvallis, Ore., Oregon agricultural college experiment station, 1925. (Station bulletin 219.)

LINDGREN, H. A., AND OLIVER, A. W.
Cost of producing pork. Corvallis, Ore., Oregon agricultural college experiment station, 1924. 12p. (Station circular 56.)

AND WITTYCOMBE, ROBERT
Costs and profits of sheep on irrigated farms. Corvallis, Ore., Oregon agricultural college experiment station, July 1925. 15p. (Station circular 62.)

POTTER, F. M.
Methods of coating in chemical works. Chemical age (England), June 2-9, 1923, p. 588-9, 612-5.

POTTER, H. D.
Cost-finding principles for furniture factories; a treatise on the principles which underlie all correct cost determination with explanations as to means of securing more accurate and analytical knowledge of costs. Grand Rapids, Mich., Periodical publishing co. c1924. 140p.

POTTER, N. W.

POTTER, W. G.
HUNT, C. A. Farm flock paid 80 cents an hour. Orange judd farmer, Feb. 15, 1923, p. 94.

POTTERY farm management (radio talk). Moffitt, Earl L.
Powelson, John A. See also Bell, William H.
Cases and questions. (In Bell, William H., and Powelson, John A. Auditing, 1924. p. 345–503.)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

POWELSON, JOHN A.—(Continued)

Solutions to cases and answers to questions by John A.
Powelson, based on the text— "Cases in Accounting" by William H.

POWER, E. D.


POWER, W. R.


POWER


POWER, a small percentage of manufacturing cost. Electrical world, Sept. 5, 1925, p. 472.

POWER COSTS

See also Electric light and power companies—

Costs.


BRENNER, ALLEN L. Cost analysis of feed-water softening. Electric light and power, Nov. 21, 1923, p. 17–9, 75.


BUCKLEY, M. Economy should govern power source. Power plant engineering, Nov. 15, 1925, p. 1145.


BURRUS, RAY C. Cutting power-plant costs. Electric light and power, Apr. 1925, p. 20–2, 104.


CHEAP power in combined steam and oil engine plant, Power, March 17, 1925, p. 404–5.

CHURCH, M. D. Industrial power. Paper trade journal, Nov. 21, 1924, p. 88, 100.


COMPARATIVE costs with different types of prime movers used in ice manufactures. Electrical world, July 14, 1923, p. 86.


COST of purchased power and private operation. Electrical world, March 22, 1924, p. 582.


DURFEE, JAMES E. Hot-water softener saves over $7,000 a year. Power, July 1, 1924, p. 11.


FARRELL, MORGAN G. Cost of power for industrial plants. Oil engine power, Jan. 1925, p. 38–42.

FARRELL, MORGAN G. Divided council costs money. Power plant engineering, June 1, 1926, p. 637–8.


GLAUCH, E. S. Modernized horst plant shows saving over purchased power. Power, Apr. 7, 1925, p. 522–3.


HENSCHEL, OTTOMAR H. Dollars and cents of low power factor. Industrial management, March 1925, p. 138–44.


LARSON, H. Purchased power shows marked saving over private plant. Electrical world, July 11, 1925, p. 73–6.


LINCOLN, P. M. Relation of plant size to power costs (National Lagerquist, Public utility finance. 1927. 475–87j.)


OIL engines as power cost reducers. Brick and clay record, July 6, 1926, p. 20–3.
POWER COSTS—(Continued)

ONE hundred leading industries ranked according to ratio of energy cost to total value of product. Magazine of Wall street, July 17, 1926, p. 568.


POWER PLANTS

See also Electric light and power companies.


FUWA, TYLER. How shall we calculate the cost of exhaust steam? Chemical and metallurgical engineering, July 28, 1924, p. 150.

LARKIN, WILLIAM H. How shall a manager control his power costs? Factory March 1926, p. 444.

SCHAPORST, W. F. How to figure the cost of tight belts. Belting, transmission, tools and supplies, March 1925, p. 92.


ACCOUNTING


ILLINOIS manufacturers' costs association. Distribution of power costs. Chicago, Ill., Illinois manufacturers' costs association, c1925. 12p.


Cost accounting


POLAKOV, WALTER N. Allocating power costs to product. Management and administration, June 1925, p. 535–42.


Costs

AUSTEN, P. S. Cost system for factory power plants. Manufacturing industries, Apr. 1927, p. 287.


PRACTICAL effects of varying income-tax rates on incomes of individuals, trusts, corporations. Fernald, Henry B.

PRACTICAL examples in dairy arithmetic. Ross, H. E., Guthrie, E. S., and Fisk, W. W.

PRACTICAL gas educational courses; accounting. National commercial gas association.


PRACTICAL method of cost accounting in a shipbuilding or a ship repair plant. Hedrick, L. V.

PRACTICAL problems in the development of bankers' acceptances. American acceptance council.

PRACTICAL short methods in rapid calculation. Bell, William O.

PRACTICE and procedure before the United States board of tax appeals. Commerce clearing house.


PRACTICE before the United States board of tax appeals. Korner, J. G.

PRACTICE before the United States board of tax appeals. Stolp, John A.


PRACTICE of workmen's compensation insurance. Ackerman, Saul B.

PRACTICE set to be used with cost accounts. Newlove, G. H.

PRACTICES of various companies in meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. Raasch, John E.

PRACY, G. W.


PRATT, EDWARD A.


PRATT, G. L.

Examinations from a student's viewpoint. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923. p. 112–28.)

PRATT, LESTER A.


PRECEPTS of professional conduct. American society of certified public accountants.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PRECEP'TS of professional conduct. Pittsburgh accountant, June 1926, p. 1, 5–6.


PRELIMINARY and indirect costs. Paine, F. B. II.

PRELIMINARY list of books on accounting, retailing, marketing, salesmanship and sales management, business correspondence, advertising. Wisconsin, University of.

PRELIMINARY training for the field of public accounting. Bennett, R. J.


PREMIUMS C0st of life assurance. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1923, p. 89-91.


PREMIUMS for non-participating life insurance. Cammack, E. E.


PRENTICE-HALL inheritance tax and transfer service, 1925-27. 3v. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc.

PRENTICE-HALL inheritance tax and transfer service, 1927-29. 3v. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc.


PREPARATION and administration of the budget. Owen, H. S.

PREPARATION and administration of budgets. Weger, Chester E.

PREPARATION and control of a budget. Tobey, J. R.

PREPARATION for examinations. Robinson, J.

PREPARATION for the accounting profession. Alexander Hamilton institute.

PREPARATION of a long term financial program. Rigtor, C. E.

PREPARATION of audited statements. Stempf, Victor H.

PREPARATION of budgets. Fernald, Henry B.

PREPARATION of landing field; methods of clearing, grubbing and seeding at United States naval air station, Lakehurst, N. J. Engineering and contracting, May 20, 1925, p. 1079-82.

PREPARATION of profit and loss statements for retail meat shops. United States. Agriculture, Department of.

PREPARATION of rate cases. Hamilton, F. C.

PREPARATION of reports, engineering, scientific, administrative. Baker, Ray Palmer.

PREPARATION of the bank's published financial statement. Wintermute, Lewis.


PRESBYTERIAN CATALOGUE and samples of treasurer's records, etc. Philadelphia, Pa., Westminster press.

PRESCOTT, A. S. Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant from the point of view of the commercial paper credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 9-12.


PRESENT-DAY accountant. Andersen, Arthur.

PRESENT-DAY merchandising. Metropolitan life insurance company.

PRESENT tendencies in business education. Jackson, J. Hugh.


PRESIDENT'S address, Railway accounting officers association. Bissonnet, G. E.


PRESSES See Printing presses.


PRICE, C. W. Macy's safety drive reduces accident cost sixty per cent in two months. Dry goods economist, Jan. 22, 1927, p. 15-6, 84.


GASKELL, NELSON B. Knowing the cost and making the price. Industrial management, Sept., 1926, p. 141-6.


GLYN-JONES, WILLIAM S. Price control; address before the Illinois manufacturers’ costs association, Dec., 17, 1926, 16p.


HARPER, W. G. Price changes in 1923 as applied to the important elements of property. American appraisers, Jan., 1924, p. 44-27.

HOWD, C. O. Choice R. Financial instability. (In his Industrial relations in the west coast lumber industry. 1924, p. 17-28.)

INDEX number of wholesale prices. See buildings monthly issue of Engineering and contracting, 1923 to date.


KEMP, WILLIAM S. Budgets and predetermination of costs. (In International accountants congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 8E. Cover reads: Increasing and diminishing returns in connection with cost price.)


MAJORS, F. M. Use of costs in setting selling prices. Accounting review, June, 1926, p. 72-6.


MOODY’s analyses of investments and security rating service: annual. New York, Moody’s investors service.


POLAK, N. J. Increasing and diminishing returns in connection with cost price. (In International
Prices—(Continued)

accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 8E.)

POWLINSON, KEITH E. Price cutting to increase sales is a fallacy. Cost and management, Nov. 1926, p. 149–50.


RETAIL materials. See Buildings monthly issue of Engineering and contracting, 1923 to date.


ROSENTHAL, RUDOLPH. Picking the profitable products; method used in a small plant to determine manufacturing and profit margin. Management and administration, May 20, 1925, p. 49–51.


VAN STRUM, KENNETH S. Forecasting stock market trends. New York, Barron's, 1927. 315p.


Agriculture


Brooms


Brushes


Coal


Flour

UNITED STATES. Senate. Wheat flour milling industry; communication from the chairman of the federal trade commission, transmitting the report of the commission on the wheat flour milling industry in response to senate resolution no. 212, 67th congress, second session; agreed to, Jan. 18, 1922. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1924. 130p. (68th congress, 1st session, senate document no. 130.)

Food


House furnishings


Iron and steel


Kitchen utensils

PRICES—(Continued)

Oils

OIL industry's answer; facts about oil business its critics and the public do not know; reprinted from the Oil and gas journal. Tulsa, Okla. 80p.

Pipes


Plumbing

UNITED STATES. Commerce, Department of. Wholesale prices of plumbing fixtures. Washington, D. C.

Plumbing fixtures

WHOLESALE prices of plumbing fixtures; big increase over commercial and financial chronicle, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 603. WHOLESALE prices of plumbing fixtures show relatively little change, but average 82.4 higher than in 1913. Commercial and financial chronicle, May 17, 1924, p. 2377.

Produce

UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Export prices. (In its Report on methods and operations of grain exporters. v. 2. p. 124–65.)

Railroads


Refrigerators


Sewing machines


Stoves


Vacuum cleaners


Washing machines


PRICES of farm products in New York. Warren, G. F.


PRICING the inventory. Vich, W. F.

PRICING the inventory. Paper trade journal, May 7, 1925, p. 63–4, 70.

PRICETT, A. L.


PRIEST, R. M.


PRIESTLEY, HERBERT


PRIME of costing. Ryall, R. J. H.

PRINCE, CECIL N.


PRINCE, FORD S.


PRINCIPLES and methods of rate regulation; reprinted from Yale review. Hadley, Arthur T.

PRINCIPLES and practice of farm bookkeeping. Foster, Leonard F.


PRINCIPLES and scope of budgeting. Bruère, Henry.

PRINCIPLES governing the amounts available for distribution of dividends. Couchman, Charles B.

PRINCIPLES of accounting. Finney, H. A.


PRINCIPLES of accounting. Kohler, Eric L., and Morrison, Paul L.

PRINCIPLES of accounting. Madden, John Thomas.

PRINCIPLES of auditing. Kohler, Eric L., and Petten-gill, Paul W.

PRINCIPLES of bond investment. Chamberlain, Lawrence, and Edwards, George W.

PRINCIPLES of business conduct. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

PRINCIPLES of city land values. Hurd, Richard M.

PRINCIPLES of corporation finance. Reed, Harold L., and Young, Allyn A.

PRINCIPLES of costing. Cathees, A.


**Accounting**

ACCOUNTANTS and accounting; conducted in cooperation with the Typothetae cost accountants association. See *Typothetae bulletin*.


GORDON, ROBERT W. Exhibit and book of instructions, Hadley’s “Pathfinder” straight line bookkeeping system. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, c1923.

Supplement to *Pathfinder* straight line bookkeeping system for printers.

HAND composition department accounts. *Typothetae bulletin*, June 1, 1925, p. 152.


SUGGESTED factory statement. *Typothetae bulletin*, June 1, 1925, p. 45.

TAXES. *Typothetae bulletin*, May 11, 1925, p. 98.


UNITED typothetae of America. Typothetae classification of accounts. (In its *Ratios for printing management*, 1927, p. 29–32–)


**Cost accounting**


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PAINTING—Cost accounting—(Continued)


Cost conference finishes work. Typhothetae bulletin, June 1, 1925, p. 145.

Cost system and enhanced value of equipment. Typhothetae bulletin, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 414.


Estimating printing costs. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Feb. 1926, p. 298.


Koch, Elmer J. Used costs should recover actual costs. Typhothetae bulletin, July 5, 1926, p. 230.


Metzger, William M. Business methods in the small plant; proof that every printer needs a cost system. Typhothetae bulletin, July 11, 1927, p. 229-30, 231.


Overtime in cost finding. Typhothetae bulletin, Sept. 7, 1925, p. 386.


Peel, Arthur J. Service department costs and income should be figured separately. American accountant, Nov. 1927, p. 44-6.

Porte Jr., R. How to figure costs in a printing office. Rev. ed. Salt Lake City, Utah, Porte publishing co. c1924.

Porte, R. T. Practical cost system for printing offices. Rev. ed. Salt Lake City, Utah, Porte publishing co. c1920. 94p.


SalaDe, Robert F. Cost of operating a printing business. Inland printer, Apr. 1926, p. 64.


United typhothetae of America. Standard cost finding system; principles and general information regarding the use of the standard cost finding system, together with a list of operations in the various departments of the printing business, classified to show the productive and non-productive items, prepared as a committee of the education. Ed. of June 1923. Chicago, Ill., United typhothetae of America, 1923. 24p.+forms.


Wright, Oscar T. Locals' responsibility in cost work. Typhothetae bulletin, July 11, 1925, p. 93, 100.


Costs

Cost of printing, last year. Inland printer, June 1926, p. 446.


High compositing-room costs. Typhothetae bulletin, Nov. 1925, p. 349.


UNITED typhothetae of America. Analysis of department costs. (In its Ratios for printing management. 1927. p. 23-8.)

UNITED typhothetae of America. Analysis of 1922 cost statement, prepared by accounting bureau, Department of research. 7p.+tables.


UNITED typhothetae of America. Hour costs from the 1922 composite. 1p.

UNITED typhothetae of America. Ratios for printing management; financial, operating and cost ratios for the year 1925, and how to use them as measures of management; compiled by the Department of research of the United typhothetae of America from the reports of members for the year 1925. Chicago, Ill., United typhothetae of America, 1927. 8p.


WHO has the small overhead? Typhothetae bulletin, July 16, 1923, p. 253.

Statistics


Stores systems


Printing presses


Privileged communications

See Confidential communications.


PRIZES
AMERICAN institute of accountants prize competition. Mercantile gazette, June 13, 1923.
AMERICAN institute of accountants foundation offers prizes. Writer, Sept. 1923, p. 137.
48 employees of C. E. Plant given awards. Albany (N. Y.) news, March 1, 1924.


PRIZES and bonuses make suggestive selling successful. Store operation, Dec. 1926, p. 11.

PROBABILITIES
LOVITT, WILLIAM V., and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Probabilities. (In their Mathematics of business. 1926. p. 124.)

PROBLEM.
Finney, H. A., and Baumann, H. P.


PROBLEM in joint costs. Cole, William Morse.


PROBLEM of costing under various wage systems. Sanders, Thomas H.

PROBLEMS
See Accounting, Problems.

PROBLEMS and exercises in cost accounting. Welti, R. J., and Amidon, L. Cleveland.

PROBLEMS in banking, money and credit. Chapman, John M., and Westerfield, Ray B.

PROBLEMS in finance, with introduction to the use of cases, by Arthur S. Dewing. Fraser, Cecil E.

PROBLEMS in industrial accounting. Sanders, Thomas Henry.

PROBLEMS of management revealed by accounting. Conick, M. C.

PROBLEMS of management to-day. Society of industrial engineers.


PROBLEMS of oil refining and marketing costs. Matthews, R. D.

PROBLEMS of the coal industry. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

PROBST, JOHN B.

PROCEDURE and practice before the United States board of tax appeals. KixMiller, William, and Baar, A. R.

PROCEDURE and practice before the United States board of tax appeals. Holmes, George E., and Brewster, Kingsman.


PROCEEDINGS of the eighth annual conference. National association of office managers.

PROCEEDINGS of the nineteenth annual convention. Pennsylvania electric association.


PROCEEDINGS, regional agricultural conference of agricultural and other industrial representatives (Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia). Chamber of commerce of the United States.

PROCHAZKA, GEORGE A.

PROCTOR, ARTHUR W., AND SCHUCK, ARTHUR A.

PROCTOR, E. M.
Keeping down the operating cost of standby pumping units. Fire and water engineering, Aug. 22, 1923, p. 345–6, 354.

PROCTER, HARRY

PROCTOR AND GAMBLE COMPANY
PENSION and benefit plan; revised Sept. 1. 1925. Cincinnati, Ohio. 24p.
REVISED plan of the employees' conference committee. Cincinnati, Ohio, Procter and Gamble company. 15p.

PRODUCE
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Average cost method not permitted; grain. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 719.)


Accounting

Cost accounting
PROFESSIONAL accountant in the shoe factory on a yearly basis. Kortjohn, Martin.


PROFESSIONAL co-operation between accountants and attorneys. Greeley, Harold Dudley.


PROFESSIONAL ETHICS


ADVERTISING pays. Hawkins and Sells bulletin, June 1924, p. 41.

ADVERTISING professional services. Chartered accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 3.


AMERICAN institute of accountants. Rules of professional conduct, including amendments and additions prepared by the committee on professional ethics and approved by the council Sept. 17, 1923. (In Its Yearbook. 1924, p. 223–4.)


ATKINS, ROBERT. Ethical advertising; reprinted from Administration, March 1922.


CASTNER charges are being probed. Birmingham (Ala.) news, Apr. 21, 1924.
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS—(Continued)


CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Principles of business conduct; a report of the committee on business ethics; to be submitted for con- sideration at the twelfth annual meeting, Cleveland, Ohio, May 6-8, 1924. Washington, D. C., Chamber of commerce of the United States.


CONCERNING professional ethics. Accounting, commerce, and industry, Jan. 1925, p. 314.


CONSISTENT advertising. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1925, p. 81.


Canadian chartered accountant, May 1925, p. 357-7.


DISCIPLINE of profession in U. S. A. Indian accountant, Apr.-May, 1925, p. 51.

DISCIPLINE of profession in United Kingdom. Indian accountant, Apr.-May, 1925, p. 51.


EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Professional conduct. (In its Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 27-9.)


Public accountant, March, Apr. 1924, p. 283-8, 297-303.


FLORIDA. State board of accountancy. Standards of professional conduct and rules defining ethical practice of public accountants, as provided for in section 12 of an act to amend sections 2507, 2508, 2510, 2512, 2513 and 5670 of the revised general statutes of Florida, adopted Aug. 12, 1927, 2 typewritten pages.


FOR the honor of the state. Journal of accountancy, Feb. 1928, p. 133.


Canadian chartered accountant, July 1924, p. 310.

FROM the abstract to the concrete. Journal of accountancy, Nov. 1923, p. 344-5.


ILLINOIS society of certified public accountants. Rules of professional conduct. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 31-2.)

IMPROPERly also from accountants' viewpoint. American accountant, Feb. 1927, p. 47.

INSTITUTE publicity number. Chartered accountant, April 1925.


NO ill effects of restriction. Journal of accountancy, July 1924, p. 44.


OLD offender exhumed. Journal of accountancy, July 1925, p. 44.


PACE, HOMER S. Accountancy instructor and professional standards; from Journal of accountancy. Australasian accountant and secretary, Nov. 1924, p. 354-5.


PRECEPTS of professional conduct. Pittsburgh accountant, June 1926, p. 1-5.


PROFESSIONAL. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 1323-57.)


PROFESSIONAL ETHICS—(Continued)


REMUNERATION dependent upon results. Public accountant, July 1923, p. 28-30.


RULES of professional conduct, unanimously adopted by the New York state society of certified public accountants; reprinted from News bulletin. Pace students, May 1926, p. 96.

RULES of professional conduct, unanimously adopted by the society as an amendment to the by-laws. New York state society of certified public accountants, March 17, 1924, p. 1-3.


STONE, WILLIAM M., and others. Professional ethics. (In their Accountants' and auditors' manual, 1925, p. 7-9.)


SUET uses of advertisement. Indian accountant, Apr.-May 1925, p. 49-50.

SWEET are the uses of advertisement. Journal of accountancy, Jan. 1925, p. 41-2.


TENNESSEE institute of accountants. Yearbook, 1925, 18p.


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Laws and regulations governing the recognition of attorneys, agents and other persons representing claimants and others before the treasury department and offices thereof. Washington, D. C., Aug. 15, 1923, 13p. (Department circular no. 230.)

— First supplement, Jan. 4, 1924.

— Second supplement, Feb. 15, 1924.

— Third supplement, Apr. 15, 1924.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Laws and regulations governing the recognition of attorneys, agents and other persons representing claimants and others before the treasury department and offices thereof. Washington, Office of secretary of the treasury, July 1, 1927, 14p. (Department circular no. 239 (revised.)


WHAT is a "business getter"? Journal of accountancy, Dec. 1925, p. 444-5.


PROFESSIONAL man as an investor. Peter, William B.

PROFESSIONAL MEN Accounting

COBB, WHITFIELD. Little essay on better bookkeeping for the professional man. Winston-Salem, N. C. Wood and Cobb, 1925, 12p.

MORLEY, AL-BAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., and COLINS, C. M. Professional men. (In their Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law. p. 253-6.)

Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Professional men. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 311-2.)


PROFESSIONAL obligations. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1925, p. 41.


ACCOUntants' INDEX

PROFIT AND LOSS

BALDWIN, H. G. Appraisals and the profit and loss

DETERMINING profitability and loss on basis of memoran-

KESLER, ROY B. Profit and loss summary. (In his *Accounting
theory and practice*, c1925, p. 89–110.)

LOVITT, WILLIAM V., and HOLTZCLAW, HENRY
F. Profit and loss. (In their *Mathematics of busi-
ness*, 1926, p. 114–23.)


PROFIT and loss. *Michigan manufacturer and financial

PROFIT and loss account. *Commercial education,
June 1925, p. 95–6.

SHORT, PERCIVAL. How to apply costing prin-
ciples to aggregate profit and loss accounts. *Cost

PROFIT and loss. *Michigan manufacturer and financial

PROFIT and loss account. *Commercial education, June
1925, p. 95–6.

PROFIT and loss, balance sheet and surplus statements for
semi-bituminous, bituminous or subbituminous coal or lignite coal. United States. Coal commission.

PROFIT and loss operating statements. *National associa-
tion of dyers and cleaners.*

PROFIT and loss statement, closing the ledger, the bal-
ance sheet. Cranston, Frederic H.

PROFIT and loss statements. Wintemute, Lewis.

PROFIT element. Rand, James H.

PROFIT in mining ventures. Kurtz, Wade.


PROFIT SHARING

See Wages, fees, etc. Profit sharing.

PROFIT sharing. Heilman, Ralph E.

PROFIT sharing and co-partnership plan for purchase of
stock by employees under the reorganization plan of the
Pittsburgh steel foundry corporation. Pittsburgh steel foundry corporation.

PROFIT sharing and stock ownership for employees.
James, Corton, Dennison, Henry S., Gay, Edwin F.,
Kendall, Henry F., and Burritt, Arthur W.

PROFIT SHARING as a method of compensation.
Heilman, Ralph E.

PROFIT SHARING contracts as affected by federal and
state taxes for 1924. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1924, 8p.

PROFIT sharing group insurance and savings investment
plan. Union trust company.

PROFIT sharing in banks and financial institutions.
Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders
service bureau.

PROFIT sharing plan. United States steel corporation.

PROFIT sharing plans. *Journal of accountancy, March
1924, p. 212–3.

PROFIT sharing schemes—the accountability aspect.
Askwith, M. E.

PROFIT sharing with employees. Boston consolidated
gas company.


PROFITS

ACCUMULATED losses and subsequent profits. *Account-

Australasian accountant and secretary, Aug. 1924, p. 238.

AS to profits from endowment securities. *Face student,

BARTON, ALBERT E. Profits available for divi-
dends. (In his *Australasian auditing*, p. 226–64.)

BENN, EVERETT. Are profits in itself? *Accountant,
Sept. 6, 1924, p. 347–8. Canadian chartered account-
ant, Sept. 1925, p. 109–12.

BOYD, OZANAK W. Valuation for profits determination.
(In American association of university in-
structors in accounting. Papers and proceedings,
1924, p. 3–9.)

CAPITALISATION of profits and payment of dividends
in specie. *Accountants' journal* (New Zealand)

CATCHINGS, WADDILL. Profits, reserves, divi-
dends and consumer purchasing power. New York,
American management association, c1926. 12p. (Finance
anthropology series no. 16.)

CHURCHILL, W. L. Fallacy of the 10 per cent profit.
*Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1926, p. 337–
40.

CHURCHILL, W. L. What should the net profit be?
*Management and administration in manufacturing in-

DE BENEDICTIS, EMERIC. How have my profits gone?
*Alarm clock, Nov. 1926, p. 6, 8.

DEWING, ARTHUR STONE. Role of economic profits in
the return on investments. *Harvard busi-

EPSTEIN, RALPH C. How much should my dollars earn?
*Journal*, Nov. 1924, p. 567.

EPSTEIN, RALPH C. Which business makes the highest profit?

72.)

FINNEY, H. A. Profits. (In his *Principles of ac-

FINNEY, H. A., and BAUMANN, H. P. Valuation
460–8.

FISHER, F. LINDSAY. Gross and net profit. *Ac-
countant*, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 793–8. *Accountants' jour-
accountant and secretary, July, Aug. 1925, p. 217–21,
247–51. Canadian chartered accountant, July 1925,
p. 36–51.

FORCE, HAROLD D. Price, profit and return on invest-
capital. Australasian accountant and secre-
tary, March 1925, p. 83–6. *Journal of accountancy,

FOSTER, WILLIAM TRUFANT, and CATCHINGS,
WADDILL. Profits. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
company, 1925, 468p.

GORDON, ROBERT W. Gross profit percentage
method. (In his *Exhibit and book of instructions
of Hadley's paper molder bookkeeping system, double entry
for wholesale and retail merchandising establishments.
c1923, p. 34.)

HAASE, ALBERT E. What do you earn on your sales?
Printers ink, May 20, 1926, p. 3–6, 156–8.

HARPER, J. GARNETT. Auditor's duty regarding
profits available for distribution. *Accountants' jour-

HARPER, J. GARNETT. Gross profit percentage and
how it is affected by independently fluctuating
items in the trading account. *Accountants' journal*
(England), March 1924, p. 607–9.

HARRISON, G. CHARTER. Where have my

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Problem of profits. (In
his *Accounting, its principles and problems*, 1927,
p. 240–58.)

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Profits available for
dividends. (In his *Accounting, its principles and
problems*, 1927, p. 280–95.)

HILL, A. BERTRAM. Economic aspect of profits.
317–4.

HIMMELBLAU, DAVID. Income tax on undis-
tributed profits. (In American association of uni-

PROFITS—(Continued)


KESTER, ROY B. Profit and its problems. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925, p. 412-38.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Disposition of profits. (In his Financial handbook. 1925, p. 585-92.)


ROSENTHAL, RUDOLPH. Picking the profitable products; method used in a small plant to determine manufacturing and profit margin. Management and administration, May 1925, p. 429-31.


SHEETS, HERBERT P. When is "profit" profit? Certified public accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 102, 127-8.


PROFITS. Foster, William Trufant, and Catchings, Waddill.

PROFITS available for distribution by limited company. Wark, John L.


PROFITS, dividends and the law. Reiter, Prosper.


PROFITS in bank stocks. Woodward, Walter H.


PROFITS, reserves, dividends and consumer purchasing power. Catchings, Waddill.


PROGRAMME, nineteenth annual conference. Special libraries association.

PROGRESS in accountancy. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March, June 1924, p. 299-70, 365-6.


PROGRESS in the paper-box industry. Kroeck, Arthur H.

PROGRESS in the tent and awning industry. WeiKert, C. I.


PROGRESSIONS


PROMOTION and accounts of a private limited company. Jenkinson, Mark Webster.

PROMOTION of arbitration through education, legislation, co-operation. Arbitration society of America.


PROPER analysis and distribution of commercial expenses. Illinois manufacturers' costs association.

PROPER handling of municipal accounts and accounting of municipal funds. Goddard, J. Percy.

PROPER handling of obsolete scrap material and equipment. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 520-9.

PROPER methods of prorating delivery department cost. Hunter, W. J.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PROPER segregation and distribution of labor and expense for accurate costs. Hansen, F. W.

PROPER treatment of variations from standard cost—direct labor. Immekus, Carl P.


PROPER treatment of variations from standard costs of materials. Bush, John M.


Accounting BALDWIN, H. G. Property account means more than ledger figures. Bookkeeper and auditor, Sept. 1927, p. 5-11.


PROPERTY card and plant ledger systems. Clients service bulletin, American appraisal company, and supplement. March 1926, p. 3-4.

PROPERTY records, their effect on profit and loss. Hull, H. B.

PROPHECY ez. history. Colley, Frederick G.

PROPHECY ez. history, budget operation as a necessity in credit granting. Colley, Frederick G.


PROPOSE super-co-op for farmers' elevators; I. A. A. hears plan for central auditing and information system. Orange judd farmer, Feb. 1, 1924, p. 69.


PROPOSED amendments, Dec. 12, 13, 1927. Florida institute of accountants.

PROPOSED bill amending the national bankruptcy act, for congressional action; approved at conferences held in the city of New York on Nov. 6, and Dec. 30, 1925, of representatives of the American bar association, the National association of credit men, the Commercial law league of America. 8p.


PROPOSED chart of revenue and expenses for oil industry. National petroleum news, May 25, June 1, 1927, p. 102-4, 91-4.


PROPOSED order for the construction of rural electric lines; tentative suggestions and criticisms. Hubbell, Charles H.


PROPOSED revenue act of 1926 as compared with the revenue act of 1924. Kinard, Caddie H.


PROPOSED revisions of the income tax. Phax, June 1927, p. 28.


PROPOSED system of fixed capital records. Conrad, F. L.


PROPOSED taxation of stock dividends. Matherly, Walter J.


PRORATING expenses on co-operative shipments of livestock. Morse, True D.

PRORATION of expenses; with discussion. Tily, H. C.

PROS and cons of installment finance. Norris, George W.


Know your own business. Radio dealer, June 1925.

PROSPECTS for building construction in American cities. Ayres, Leonard P.


"ACCOUNTANTS have been audited." Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 393-4.


HILLYER, CURTIS. Prospectuses. (In his Hillyer's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, 1927, p. 52-63.)

PROSPECTUSES—(Continued)


PROTECT your checks. Keller, Albert E.

PROTECTING the word "accountant." Accounting, commerce and insurance, Dec. 1923, p. 242-3. Indian accountant, March 1924, p. 44.


PROTEST against assembly bill no. 1097, to amend the general business law in relation to the regulation of the practice of public accountancy, filed with committees of the assembly and of the senate of the state of New York, March 8, 1924.


PROUSE, L. M.


PROUTY, N. H.

Bookkeeping. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, v. 590.)

PROUTY, N. H., ED.

Auditing and reports: Auditing, by R. J. Bennett; Audit procedure, by Charles J. Nasmyth; Special accounting examinations and reports, by Stuart Clouse; Graphis. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, v. 377.)


PROUTY, N. H., AND SUTTON, WILLIAM A.

Station agents' accounting for freight and passenger business. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, v. 417.)

PROUTY, N. H., AND OTHERS

C.P.A. coaching and municipal accounting. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1925. (International library of technology, v. 376)

PROVIDENCE (R. I.)

CHAPTER 489 of the public laws passed at the January session, 1923, entitled, an act to provide for the retirement of employees of the city of Providence. 23p.

RETIREMENT BOARD

EMPLOYEES' retirement system of the city of Providence; a circular of information setting forth the privileges and obligations of employees who become members of the system. City Hall, Providence, R. I. Providence retirement board, Dec. 1924. 16p.

PROVIDENCE buses show 7-month record of operation. Power wagon, Nov. 1923, p. 11.


PROVIDING for obsolescence. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, Nov. 1924, p. 3-4.

PROVINCE of sales management. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.

PROVINCIAL societies; Ontario, Canadian chartered accountant, July 1923, p. 58-62.


PROVISIONS of law in force, relating to the business corporations. Maine. Secretary of state.

PROVISIONS of law in force, relating to foreign corporations. Maine. Secretary of state.

PROVISIONS regarding income taxes of interest to gas men. Lynne, W. Sarel.

PROYECTO de ley para reglamentar la practica de la contabilidad publica. Porto Rico institute of accountants.

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

SERVICE retirement allowances, service disability allowance, staff group insurance. 29p.


PUBLIC accountancy act upheld by appeals body. Dallus (Texas) news, March 15, 1924.

PUBLIC accountancy law. Illinois. Registration and education.


PUBLIC accountant and company promotion. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 30, 1927, p. 59-61.

PUBLIC accountant in Austria. Certified public accountant, May 1927, p. 139-41, 143.

PUBLIC accountant in Maryland. Reik, Raymond C.


PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

See Accountants.

PUBLIC accountants. Philadelphia (Pa.) public ledger, Apr. 21, 1924.


PUBLIC accountants favorable to regulation. Denver (Colo.) news, Feb. 15, 1923.

PUBLIC accountants in Austria. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, March 15, 1927, p. 3.


PUBLIC accountants' reports from an executive viewpoint. Weberg, Chester L.

PUBLIC accountants sue for fees. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1926, p. 121.

PUBLIC accountants to war on credit crooks. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Sept. 26, 1925.

PUBLIC accounting in Holland. Van Oss, A.

PUBLIC accounting in Mexico. Lynde-Lockwood, J.

PUBLIC accounting law of Indiana. Orr, Lawrence F.

PUBLIC accounts of the province of Alberta for the year ending Dec. 31, 1926. Alberta.

PUBLIC acts of 1927 pertaining to the local assessment and collection of property and personal taxes; supplement to taxation document no. 218. Connecticut. Tax commissioner.


PUBLIC and its utilities. Raymond, William G.


PUBLIC auditors, 1924. Accountant, Feb. 16, 1924, p. 264–86.

PUBLIC protected by board of accountancy. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Sept. 12, 1925.

PUBLIC school costs in St. Louis. Rugg, H. O.

PUBLIC school finances in cities, villages under superintendent and other villages maintaining academic departments. New York (state) University.


PUBLIC SPEAKING


PUBLIC speaking for business men. Hoffman, William G.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
See also Electric and street railroads; Electric light and power companies; Express; Gas; Railroads; Telephone and telegraph; Water works.


PERROW, ARTHUR. Discussion. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 84–9.)

PUBLIC utilities. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 1181–1206.)


SIMPSON, JOHN. Valuation for ratemaking by commissions. Gas age-record, July 18, 1925, p. 73–5, 80.


Accounting
ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Accounting and auditing methods of public service corporations. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute. c1914. 27p. (Modern business report no. 52.)


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Accounting—(Continued)


MÜNN, ALLEN. Accounting of municipal public utilities. Municipal and county engineering, Jan., 1924, p. 40–1.

NASH, L. R. Accounting methods. (In his Economics of public utilities, 1925. p. 66–91.)


NORTHWEST power companies of Wisconsin. Work order system; as presented before Wisconsin utilities association. Madison, Wis., Nov. 6, 1924. 269 pages.

PUBLIC utilities. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923. p. 1181–1206.)


Uniform classification


Auditing


BAILLEY, WARREN G. and KNOWLES, D. E. Auditing procedure. (In their Accounting procedures for public utilities. 1926. p. 349–70.)

Cost accounting


Costs


MOODY’s analyses of investments and security rating service: annual. New York, Moody’s investors service.


SIMPSON, JOHN. What is a fair return? Gas age-record, Nov. 22, 1924, p. 737–8, 758.


YOUNG, E. PAUL. Cost of advertising by public utilities. (In Lagerquist, Public utility finance. 1927. p. 491–4.)

Finance


SIMPSON, JOHN. What is a fair return? Gas age-record, Nov. 22, 1924, p. 737–8, 758.

Government regulation and control


Law

CARPENTER, F. J. Statutory companies, some notes as to capital dividends and charges. Accountant, Dec. 6, 1924, p. 847.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Interstate commerce act, including text or related sections of other acts; revised to Aug. 1, 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office. 304p.

California

CALIFORNIA. Railroad commission. Public utilities act of the state of California; and constitutional provisions and other enactments relating to public utilities (with 1923 amendments). Sacramento, Calif., 1924. 70p.


Ohio

OHIO. Public utilities commission. Laws of Ohio relating to the public utilities commission, July 1, 1925. Columbus, Ohio, 1926. 150p.

West Virginia


Wisconsin

WISCONSIN. Railroad commission. Wisconsin statutes relating to the regulation of railroads, including street and interurban railways, express and telegraph companies and common carriers by automobile. Madison, Wis., 1924.
PUBLIC UTILITIES—(Continued)

Profits


Rates


BAUER, JOHN. Recent decisions by the supreme court of the United States, on valuation and rate-making. American economic review, June 1924, p. 254.

BAUER, JOHN. Reproduction cost has not been adopted by supreme court; further decisions on fair value for rate making. National municipal review, Nov. 1923, p. 644–8.


ESTIMATED reproduction costs in uncontradicted evidence case are arbitrarily reduced, says U. S. supreme court; special master in Brooklyn case makes important report, change in federal procedure on final hearing in rate cases becomes effective May 13th. American gazette association information service, Apr. 1925.


GOLDBERG, LEWIS. Reproduction cost unsatisfactory as basis for rate making. Electric railway journal, 1924, p. 665–73


HASBROUCK, H. C. When should depreciation be deducted to find the rate making value of public utility property? Quarterly, June 1925, p. 471–80.

IOWA, University of. Public utility rate making and regulation in Iowa. Iowa city, Iowa, University of Iowa, 1924. 138 p. (Bulletin no. 105.)


NEWTOWN, FRANK A. Should the orders and findings of commission be specific? Public service management, Feb. 1925, p. 40–1.


Reports


DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Public utilities commission. Annual report, 1924.


NEW YORK. Public service corporation. Annual report, 1925.


Societies


Statistics


PUBLIC UTILITIES—Statistics—(Continued)

NORTHERN states power company of Wisconsin. Importance of compiling and using statistics; as presented in recent decisions, Wisconsin utilities association, Madison, Wis., Nov. 6, 1924. 7p.


Stores systems

ANNUAL inventories of material and equipment. Journal of electricity, June 1, 1925, p. 527-9.


Valuation


BAUER, JOHN. Recent decisions by the supreme court of the United States on valuation and rate making. American economic review, June 1924, p. 254.

BAUER, JOHN. Reproduction cost has not been adopted by supreme court; further decisions on fair value pending. National municipal review, Nov. 1923, p. 644-6.

BAUER, JOHN. Supreme court speaks again on 'fair value.' National municipal review, Feb. 1927, p. 152.


BLOßSOM, FRANCIS. Going value of the New York Edison company as of July 1, 1924, and subsequent dates. New York, Sanderson and Porter. 27p.

BLOßSOM, FRANCIS. Notes on undistributed costs both structural and corporate, and other elements of value, with the used and useful property of the New York Edison company as of July 1, 1924, and subsequent dates. New York, Sanderson and Porter. 11p.


ESTIMATED reproduction costs in undistributed evidence cannot be arbitrarily reduced, says U. S. supreme court; special master in Brooklyn case makes important report; change in federal procedure on final hearing in rate cases becomes effective May 13th. American gas association information service, Apr. 1925.


MARSH, ARTHUR RICHMOND. Supreme court on the "value" of public utilities for rate-fixing purposes. Economic world, June 2, 1923, p. 759-60.


MATTEN, NATHAN. Effect of the recent decisions of the supreme court on reproduction costs as a test of utility law ratemaking. Feb. 1924, p. 431-63.


MUST consider present costs. Aera, July 1923, p. 1642-56.


NASH, L. R. Valuation. In "his Economics of public utilities, 1925, p. 114-75.)


PUBLIC utilities. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, pp. 1181-8.)

Ransom, WILLIAM L. Going value, decisions of courts and commissions from July 1, 1924 to July 1, 1925. New York, The author, 1925. 105p.


Raymond, WILLIAM G. Value of a public utility property. (In his Public and its utilities. 1925, p. 230-301.)


SIMPSON, JOHN. Discriminatory taxation by underestimating the property. Gas age record, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 163-4.
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Valuation—(Continued)
SIMPSON, JOHN. Going concern value as found by state commissions. *Gas age-record*, March 8, 1924, p. 279-80.
SIMPSON, JOHN. Present worth of inventions must be considered in valuation. *Gas age-record*, July 12, 1924, p. 46.
VALUATION principles and procedures used by utilities. *American accountant*, March 1927, p. 28.
VALUATION principles for utilities reaffirmed in important decisions of special statutory courts. *American gas association information service*, Apr. 1926.
PUBLIC utilities. McLean, Charles.
PUBLIC utility finance. Lagerquist, Walter E.
PUBLIC utility rate-making and regulation in Iowa. Iowa, University of.
PUBLIC warned on investment trusts. *Newark*er, Dec. 1927, p. 4, 22.
PUBLICITY
See also Professional ethics.
PUBLICITY in industrial accounts. Dickinson, A. Lowes.
PUBLICITY of accounts; some of Professor Ripley's positions are challenged. *New York times*, Aug. 30, 1926.
PUBLICITY of financial affairs of corporations. Sells, Elijah Watt.

PUBLISHED
Dicksee, Lawrence R.

PUBLISHING
See also Magazines; Newspapers; Printing.

Accounting
BRÜÈRE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for the newspaper and magazine. (In their *App lied budgeting*, 1926, p. 94-107.)
SWEETLAND, HORACE M., ed. Managing the department of accounts. (In his *Industrial publishing, the foundation, principles, functions, methods and general practice*. p. 233-44.)

Auditing

Stockkeeping
EGGLESTON, DEWITT CARL. Book publishers' inventories, illustrations and manuscripts. (In his *Auditing procedure*, 1926, p. 133-4.)
PUGH, E.
Equipping the testing laboratory; list of principal apparatus used in analyzing merchandise in retail stores, with approximate costs. *Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association*, Dec. 1927, p. 392-4.
PUGH, J. A.
PULFORD, T. C.
PULLMAN COMPANY
EMPLOYEES' stock purchase plan. Chicago, Ill., The company, 1925. 4p.
PENSION plan; adopted by the board of directors, Nov. 12, 1913, effective, Jan. 1, 1914, as amended to and including Apr. 13, 1923. Chicago, Ill., The company. 8p.

PUMPING
Costs
ARMSTRONG, L. V. Lowering pumping costs in small water works. *Fire and water engineering*, July 2, 1924, p. 11-2, 40.
COST of pumping water at Columbus, Ohio. *Engineering and contracting (water works)*, Sept. 1926, p. 450.
GAYTON, LORAN D. Selecting equipment for Western avenue pumping station. *Power*, June 1, 1926, p. 840-4.
PURCHASING—Costs—(Continued)


Proctor, E. M. Keeping down the operating cost of standby pumping units. Fire and water engineering, Aug. 22, 1923, p. 345–6, 354.


Pumping by water power, electricity and steam. Public works, May 1924, p. 143.


Pumping by water power, electricity and steam. Public works, May 1924, p. 143.

Punched card system of inventory control. Davidson, W. V.


Punching

Cost accounting


Pupil to practitioner. Temple, Cyril H.

Purcell, Chas. H. Profit and loss in road contracting. Engineering and contracting, June 3, 1925, p. 1197–9.


Purchase of mortgages. 3 typewritten pages.


Purchased power experience in Illinois coal fields. Electrical world, March 27, 1926, p. 668.

Purchased power vs. private electric plants in hotels. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 28, 1926, p. 179–83.

Purchases and stores committee reports. Railway review, June 19, 1926, p. 1169–82.


Purchasing


Bennett, Edgar E. Stores and purchasing. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 46–75.)


Liechten-Burchill, A. W. Purchasing routine and forms. (In his Planned control in manufacturing, 1924, p. 172–91.)


Metropolitan life insurance company. Business organization: functions of the purchasing agent. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau, 1926. (In his Life insurance company purchasing.)


Set-up of purchasing department and its place in organization. Store operation, July 1925, p. 12–3, 29.


Swan, John J. Cutting your inventory costs; how to get purchased materials delivered on time. Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1927, p. 353–6.


Purchasing

Mitchell, W. N.

Purchasing. Stock, A. F.
PURCHASING and stores officers hold annual convention. Railway age, May 33, 1925, p. 1275–85.

PURCHASING, its economic aspects and proper methods. Twyford, H. B.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

PROCEEDINGS, tenth annual road school. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1924. 84p. (Bulletin no. 5, Engineering extension service.)

PURCELL, HENRY G.


PURPOSE

and content of a course in governmental accounting. Morey, Lloyd.

PURPOSE and study of depreciation and maintenance.

Income tax review, Nov. 1, 1926, p. 3, 5.


PURPOSE of the cost system. Ryder, John C.

PURPOSES.

Arbitration foundation, inc.

PUTNAM, P. J.


PURITY, W. M.


PUTNAM, GEORGE E.


PUTNAM, LAWSON L.

Disturbing joker in the leading band; accountant cites instances of sharp business practices with consequent loss which attorneys and auditors might have avoided. Central manufacturing district magazine, Jan. 1926, p. 89–91.


Every good auditor undoubtedly earns his pay. Chartered accountant, Apr. 1926, p. 9–10.


Taxes, depreciation and dividends; their relation to financial burden in costs. Chartered accountant, Oct. 1927, p. 16–21.


PYLE, J. FREEMAN


QUAM, J. H.


QUARRIES AND QUARRYING


Accounting


Cost accounting


Uniform quarry costs. Rock products, July 30, 1921, p. 30.

Costs


Statistics


valuation


QUARTERLY bulletin, Agricultural experiment station, Michigan state college of agriculture and applied science. May 1925.


QUENTIN, G. W. Partial electrification leads to full use of central-station power. Electrical world, March 29, 1924, p. 632–3.


QUESTION box. Monthly number of Aera.


QUESTIONNAIRE for registered member firms. New York stock exchange.

QUESTIONS and answers on federal tax laws, based on revenue act of 1924 and treasury regulations and ruling as of Jan. 15, 1925. Irving bank-Columbia trust company.

QUESTIONS and answers on New York state income tax laws. Irving bank-Columbia trust company.


RAASCH, JOHN E. Practices of various companies in meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926. p. 20–6.)


RADIO APPARATUS


RADIO APPARATUS TRADE

HOLTZCLAW, HENRY F. Radio credit sales in Kansas. Lawrence, Kansas, University of Kansas. School of business. 1927. 26p. (Kansas studies in business no. 7.)

RYAN, S. J. Guarding against mistakes in merchandising radio this fall. Radio retailing, Sept. 1926, p. 64–5.

SUTLIFFE, RAY V. Charting sales and expenses enables this dealer to watch selling costs. Radio retailing, Apr. 1926, p. 367–9.

Accounting

HOW to get the correct mark-up and turnover. Radio retailing, July 1926, p. 53.


PROSNITZ, LUDWIG B. Know your own business. Radio dealer, June 1925.

RADIO manufacturing. 3 typewritten pages.

Costs


HOW music dealers are selling radio; sales methods and practices, and radio-department operating costs, as revealed from study of music trade. Radio retailing, Apr. 1925, p. 354–7.

KNOW your selling costs. Radio retailing, Nov. 1925, p. 668.


SUTLIFFE, RAY V. That sale you missed the other day may be the difference between loss and profit. Radio retailing, June 1926, p. 554–7.

WHAT it costs to operate a radio store. Radio retailing, Feb. 1926, p. 159.

WHITE, J. ANDREW. Where is the danger line in retail costs? Radio retailing, June 1926, p. 564–6.
RADIO APPARATUS TRADE—(Continued)

Statistics

How music dealers are selling radio; sales methods and practices, and radio-department operating costs, margins and profits, as revealed from study of trade. Radio reviewing, Apr., 1925, p. 354-7.


Sutliffe, Ray V. That sale you missed the other day may be the difference between loss and profit. Radio reviewing, June, 1926, p. 534-7.

What it costs to operate a radio store. Radio reviewing, Feb., 1926, p. 159.


Radio

Radio credit sales in Kansas. Holtzclaw, Henry F.


Radio manufacturing. 3 typewritten pages.

Radium

See Mining and metallurgy. Radium.

Railroad

Railroad accountant, an indispensable factor in business progress. Loomis, N. H.


Railroad accounts and statistics. Wermuth, Charles E.

Railroad facts no. 4. Western railways' committee on public relations.

Railroad facts no. 5; a handbook of railroad information. Western railways' committee on public relations.

Railroad valuation and credit. Boardman, George C.

Railroads

See also Electric and street railroads.


Brüer, Henry. First prize paper in co-operation contest; winner emphasizes budgeting as first important step in co-operative program. Railway age, June 28, 1924, p. 1802-6.

Capital vs. expense. Indian railway accountants' journal, June, 1926, p. 132-3.


Downs, L. A. Factors in the farm-railways situation; an address at the West Tennessee farmer's institute, Jackson, Tenn. July 20, 1927, 10p.


Henry, R. A. C. Budgeting financial requirements. New York, American management association, c1925, 8p. (Annual convention series: no. 30.)


In retrospect. Indian railway accountants' journal, Feb., 1926, p. 4-30.

Lehfeldt, R. A. Transport: railways. (In his Descriptive economics, 1927, p. 64-73.)


Need for a professional status of railway accountants. Indian railway accountants' journal, May, 1926, p. 96-7.


Accounting


Accounting officers meet at San Francisco. Railway age, July 11-13, 1924, p. 11-12.


Accounts and audit department of Indian railways. Indian railway accountants' journal, March, 1926, p. 50-1.

Applying the budget system to railroads; reader comments on the article published in our July issue. Industrial management, Sept., 1924, p. 161-3.


Capital vs. revenue. Indian railway accountants' journal, May, 1926, p. 132-3.

Downs, L. A. Factors in the farm-railways situation; an address at the West Tennessee farmer's institute, Jackson, Tenn. July 20, 1927, 10p.


Henry, R. A. C. Budgeting financial requirements. New York, American management association, c1925, 8p. (Annual convention series: no. 30.)


In retrospect. Indian railway accountants' journal, Feb., 1926, p. 4-30.

Lehfeldt, R. A. Transport: railways. (In his Descriptive economics, 1927, p. 64-73.)

RAILROADS—Accounting—(Continued)


GORDON, WILLIAM D., and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Railroad and its organization. (In their Modern accounting systems, 1924, p. 399-500.)

GUTHMANN, HARRY G. Railroad statement. (In his Analysis of financial statements, 1925, p. 142-45.)


KEEPING tab on transportation costs. Railway review, Nov. 18, 1926, p. 896-8.


LANGFORD, R. Paper read before the members of the Manchester and District branch on Dec. 9, 1925. Cost accountant, Feb. 1926, p. 239-35.


MACHINE tools will not last forever. Railway age, Nov. 3, 1925, p. 34-5.


NEW accounting classifications; tentative drafts prepared by J. C. C. Railway age, Dec. 4, 1926, p. 1113.

NORTON, J. S. Freight frauds; their cause, detection and remedies. Indian railway accountants' journal, June 1927, p. 118-21.


PROUTY, N. B., and SUTTON, WILLIAM A. Station accounting for freight and passenger business. Scranton, Pa., International textbook company, 1924. (International library of technology, n. 417.)


RAILWAY accountant and auditor; an address delivered at the Institute railway accountants and auditors, Calcutta. Indian railway accountants' journal, June 1927, p. 105-7.


RAILWAY accounting officers association. Agenda for thirty-eighth annual meeting, Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Canada, June 8-11, 1926. Washington, D. C., Railway accounting officers association. 347p.


RAILWAY accounting officers meet. Railway age, June 20, 1925, p. 131-5.


REVISION of railroad accounting classifications. Railway age, July 10-17, 1926, p. 44-83.

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Proposed plan for handling interline freight claims. (In his National business year and thirteen other themes, 1924, p. 203-67.)


SOMMERFIELD, VERNON. Capital "raised" and "provided" on accountants' books. (In National business year and thirteen other themes, 1924, p. 203-67.)

SOMMERFIELD, VERNON. What is capital expenditure? Accountant, Jan. 10, 1925, p. 52-3.

SOMMERFIELD, VERNON. What is "net revenue?" Accountant, Feb. 21, 1925, p. 301-3.
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SPROULE, WILLIAM. Efficient accounting, the executive’s view. Railway age, July 19, 1924, p. 113-5.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of the recovery and payment of excess net railway operating income under the provisions of section 15a of the Interstate commerce commission act, June 2, 1924. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1925. 2p.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Order, Jan. 8, 1925, railway operating statistics. 1p.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Rules governing the classification of steam railway employees and reports of their services and compensation, effective on July 1, 1921. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1921. 13p.


WHITE, JOSEPH L. Analysis of railroad operations. New York, Simmons-Boardman publishing company, 1927.


WYLIE, ALEXANDER. Accounting for facilities under leasing arrangement: correspondence. Railway age, June 7, 1924, p. 1352.

Uniform classification


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, Jan. 14, 1921. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, March 14, 1921. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, June 2, 1924. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1924. 3p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, July 25, 1925. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1925. 2p.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of sleeping car companies, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of the destruction of records of steam roads, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of steam roads, issue of 1914, March 1923. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of the recovery and payment of excess net railway operating income under the provisions of section 15a of the Interstate commerce commission act, June 2, 1924. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1925. 2p.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Order, Jan. 8, 1925, railway operating statistics. 1p.


UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Rules governing the classification of steam railway employees and reports of their services and compensation, effective on July 1, 1921. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1921. 13p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Rules governing the classification of steam railway employees and reports of their services and compensation, effective on July 1, 1921. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1921. 13p.


Auditing


GORDON, WILLIAM D., and LOCKWOOD, JEREMIAH. Railroad and its organization. (In their Modern accounting systems. 1924. p. 394–483.)
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Costs


BAXTER, W. W. Greater efficiency shown in railroad operation; material reduction in operating expenses and selected costs effected by class I lines in 1924. Railway review, July 11, 1925, p. 48-51.

BUREAU of railway economics. Comparison of transportation costs by rail and via barge canal. Washington, D. C., Bureau of railway economics, 1925, 16p. (Consecutive no. 293, miscellaneous series no. 36.)


CARR, O. O. Heavy tonnage trains are cheaper. Railway review, Dec. 11, 1926, p. 859-60.


COST data on operation of a cinder plant. Railway review, Aug. 23, 1924, p. 294-5.


ECONOMY in maintenance of equipment expenses. Railway age, Sept. 27, 1924, p. 531-2.


LONG engine runs on the Burlington; monthly savings exceed nine thousand dollars. Railway age, Apr. 18, 1925, p. 22-3.


1922 and 1923 railroad fuel costs of class 1 carriers. Coal review, March 26, 1924, p. 8.


THREE years' reduction in cost of railroad service. Railway age, Nov. 3, 1923, p. 800.
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Rates


ACCOUNTANTS prepare for "the appointed day!" Accountant, Oct. 29, 1927, p. 525-7.


BROWN, HENDER BLAKE. Defects in Mr. Justice Brandeis' theory of prudent investment as a rate base. California law review, May 1924, p. 383-301.


COMMERCE commission upholds differential freight rates. Broadstreet's, Feb. 21, 1925, p. 130.


EXAMINER favors denial of section IV applications. Railway age, July 26, 1924, p. 165-7.


HEARINGS on bills to change rules of ratemaking. Railway age, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 939-41.


JONES, ELIOT. Rates and rate making. (In his Principles of railway transportation. p. 71-182.)


POWELL, T. C. Regulation of competing rail and water carriers. Railway Age, Nov. 29, 1925, p. 945-4.


RAILWAY rates; a means of effecting a continuous check by the use of graphs or tables. Cost accountant, Aug. 1923, p. 105-7.


VAN METRE, THURMAN W. Railroad rates. (Engineering and contracts, p. 138.)


WESTERN railways committee on public relations. Truth about the railroads. Chicago, Ill., Western railways committee on public relations, May 1923.

WHAT, exactly, is a fair return? Railway review, Apr. 3, 1926, p. 634-5.
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Societies

ACCOUNTING officers meet at San Francisco. Railway age, July 19, 1924, p. 113-22.


PARKS, CHARLES E. Educational value of the railway accounting officers association. 10p.


RAILWAY accounting officers association. Agenda for thirty-eighth annual meeting, Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Canada, June 8-11, 1926. Washington, D. C., Railway accounting officers association. 347p.

CLANCY, J. T. Shop delivery proving economical. 

DELAWARE and Hudson has equipped store department. 

DENNEEN, J. L. and BROWN, KARL F. Modern 
stores control. Commerce journal, Feb. 1925, p. 5–7, 
29–30.

DENVER and Rio Grande Western cuts material han-
ning costs. 
Railway age, Nov. 21, 1925, p. 947–50.

DIXON, M. Duties and opportunities of the rail-
keeper. 
Railway age, June 17, 1924, p. 1658–9. 

Railway review, July 26, 1924, p. 124–5.

DUNCAN, H. R. Stores delivery on the Burlington. 
Railway age, June 6, 1925, p. 1377–8.

FIFTH convention of purchases and stores division. 
Railway review, June 21, 1924, p. 1204–11.

FRANCIS, C. J. Railway stores. 
Indian railway accountants’ journal, May 1927, p. 86–9.

GREAT NORTHERN stores officers discuss their 
problems. 


HALL, U. Relation of stores to other departments. 

INSURANCE company looks into stores practices on 
railroads. 

LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Control of material in railroad 
operation. 

MCKING, W. J. Improving the morale in stores or-
ganization. 
Railway age, July 11, 1925, p. 79–80.

MCNEIL, JOHN C. Procedure for material stores 
accounting available for railroads. Bookkeeper and audi-
tor, June 1927, p. 5–9.

MONON shows proficiency in handling car material. 

NELSON, O. Evolution of a stores department. 
Railway review, June 21, 1924, p. 1169–74.

NORTHERN Pacific purchases on pre-war basis. 

O’TEARN, F. M. Relation of stores and mechanical 
departments. 

PURCHASES and stores reports. 

PURCHASING and stores officers hold annual conven-
tion. 
Railway age, May 23, 1925, p. 1273–85.

RECORD attendance at stores convention. 

REED, FRANK D. Purchase of materials and sup-
diles. 
Railway age, Oct. 24, 1925, p. 750.

RESOURCEFULNESS seen in stores developments on 
Monon. 

STORES delivery of mailed and other materials at 
shops. 

STORES department activities on M. K. T. lines. 

STORES facilities rearranged. 
Railway age, Nov. 14, 1925, p. 911.

STUART, J. G. Problems and needs of store depart-
ments. 

TALLMADGE, G. E. Ratio of material balance may 
be misleading. 
Railway review, May 8, 1926, p. 817.

TIRRELL, W. W. Increasing stores efficiency. 

UNION PACIFIC centralizes control of stores oper-
ations. 
Railway age, May 9–16, 1925, p. 1146–50, 
1205–9, 1332–6.

UNIT plugging and standardization augment stores 
efficiency. 

WADE, J. W. Store methods on the Norfolk and 
Western. 

WILLIAMS, W. W. Duties and opportunities of a 
traveling storekeeper. 
Railway review, July 8, 1924, p. 6–7.

YOUNG, C. D. Budget control of purchases and 
stores. 

YOUNG, D. Stores reports of a travelling 
storekeeper. 

Valuation 
BOARDMAN, GEORGE C. Railroad valuation and 
credit; an address delivered before the annual con-
vention of the National association of 
secretaries at Milwaukee, Wis., June 16, 1923. 
11p.
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DEPRECIATED dollar and railroad valuation. Railway age, July 17, 1926, p. 82-3.

ESCH, FRED. Valuation of leased railroad property. Yale law journal, Jan. 1924, p. 272-84.


INTERSTATE commerce commission moving to bring railroad valuation down to date—important hearings. Commercial and financial chronicle, June 5, 1926, p. 316-4.


RANSOM, WILLIAM L., comp. Going value; decisions of courts and commissions from July 1, 1924 to July 1, 1925. 105p.

SAKOLSKI, A. M. Railroad valuation, where is it? Magazine of Wall street, May 9, 1925, p. 28-9.


UNITED STATES. Congress. Assessed valuations of railroads; letter from the chairman of the Interstate commerce commission transmitting, pursuant to senate resolution, to March 28, 1924, a report of assessed valuations for taxation purposes of the property of certain railroads for the year 1923. 16p. (8th Congress, 2nd session, no. 199).


WESTERN railways committee on public relations. Truth about the railroads. Chicago, Western railways committee on public relations, May 1923. 82p.


RAILWAY accountant and auditor; an address delivered at the Institute of railway accountants and auditors, Calcutta. Indian railway accountants’ journal, June 1927, p. 105-7.


RAILWAY ACCOUNTING OFFICERS ASSOCIATION


AGENDA for thirty-eighth annual meeting. Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Canada, June 8-11, 1926. Washington, D. C., Railway accounting officers association. 347p.

AGENDA for thirty-ninth annual meeting at Hotel Cosmopolitan, Denver, Colo., June 7-10, 1927.
РАЙЛЭЙ ОФИЦЕРЫ \ ACCOUNTING OFFICERS ASSOCIATION — (Continued)
FORTIETH report, San Francisco city meeting, July 9, 10 and 11, 1924. Washington, D. C., Railway accounting officers association. 1924. 360p.
MINUTES of meeting of committee on general accounts, held at Washington, D. C., Apr. 26, 27, 1927.
— S d by E. R. Woodson, 1926. 885p.
RAILWAY accounting opportunities. Sproule, William.
RAILWAY accounting procedure. Woodson, E. R.
RAILWAY BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
RAILWAY rates and cost of service. Ely, Owen.
RAINES, ROBERT S.
Department of hotel accounting. New York hotel review, June 25, July 2, 16, 1921.
RAINIER, L. B.
Where costs can be cut; a careful analysis of clay plant costs, showing what departments of the plant are often high in production cost. Brick and clay record, June 9, 1925, p. 908–10.
RAINSFORD, W. BRUCE
RAILS, BLAUNT
RALPH, HENRY W.
RALPH, HUGH R.
RAMAGE, R. G.
RAMSAY, ROBERT E.
RANCHES
See Agriculture; Livestock.
RANK, JAMES H.
RANDALL, H. W.
RANKIN, MARY T.
RANKING, D. F. DE L'HOSTE
Coaching and examinations in the old days and to-day. Accountant, Oct. 11, 1924, p. 509–12.
RANSOM, WILLIAM L.
See also Carter, Robert A., joint author.
Going value, decisions of courts and commissions from July 1, 1924 to July 1, 1925. New York. The author, 1925. 105p.
RASKOB, JOHN J.
RASMUSSEN, FRED
Accounting conference adopts direct cost finding plan. Ice cream trade journal, Apr. 1925, p. 50.
RASMUSSEN, FRED—(Continued)
Direct method of cost finding for the ice cream industry. Creamery, May 1925, p. 86.

RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM
Handling maintenance and repairs on 4,000 motors. Industrial engineer, Feb. 1926, p. 50-6, 81.

RASTALL, ERNEST S.

RATER fundamentals. American gas association.


RATING of return allowed electric railways. American electric railway association.


RATING structure. American gas association.

RATES


RATES per cent of depreciation fixed by the commissioner of taxes for allowances in income tax assessments. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Feb. 1925, p. 249.

RATHBUN, J. B.
Diesel engines. Pit age, Aug. 15, Sept. 1, 1925, p. 57, 59; 85, 87.

RATHE, WILLIAM J.

RATING AND VALUATION ACT

RATING law and practice; complete guide to general knowledge of the subject. Associated accountant, Oct., Nov. 1927, p. 38-45, 54-8, 60.


RATIO
See Statistics.

RATIO chart in business. Bivins, Percy A.


RATIO of fire losses on portland cement plants. 1 type-written page.


RATIONAL bookkeeping and accounting. Belding, Albert G., and Greene, Russell T.

RATIONAL cost accounting for the plant. Oil engine power, May 1926, p. 276-7, 279.

RATIOS
See Statistics.

RATIOS; a new method of financial statement analysis. Wall, Alexander.


RATIOS for printing management; financial, operating and cost ratios for the year 1925, and how to use them as measures of management. United typothetae of America.

RATIOS for printing management; financial, operating and cost ratios for the year 1926, and how to use them as measures of management. United typothetae of America.

RATIOS of composite printing costs. United typothetae of America.

RATTERMAN, L. F.
When and to whom should a reciprocal C. P. A. certificate be issued? Certified public accountant, Feb., March 1924, p. 41-2.

RATTRAY, JAMES

RAUSS, E. F.


RAUTENSTRAUCH, WALTER

RAWLINGS, A. LEE

RAWLINSON, A. W.
Claims in respect of losses under section 34. Accountant, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 609-14.
Income tax reliefs. Accountant, Tax supplement, Apr. 24, May 1, 1926, 229-12, 240-4.
Income tax reliefs under schedule D, which may be claimed at the end of the year of assessment. Accountant, Nov. 20, 1924, p. 905-9.

RAYMOND, WILLIAM G.


READJUSTMENT of relative freight rate schedules; report of special committee 3. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


READY-TO-WEAR stock control. Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.


SEIGMAN, EDMON R. A. Instalment selling in real estate. (In his *Economics of instalment selling*, 1927, v. 2, p. 1–5.)


Accounting AYFELDER, WILLIAM M. Owners accounting system. (In his *Contractors' accounting system*, 1924. p. 319–34.)


HADLEY'S pathfinder bookkeeping system for real estate agents. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company, c1924. 140p. +forms.

MORLEY, ALBAN CYRIL, TAIT, J. B., and COLLINS, C. M. Estate agents, (In their *Australian manual of accountancy and commercial law*, p. 240–3.)


OLIVER, H. M. How to keep a record of mortgages and interest payable. *Business*, Dec. 1912, p. 380–.

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Land development companies. (In their *Specialised accounting*, 1925. p. 209–27.)


ZILLMAN, JOHN L. Real estate accounts of estate agents and land and building companies and syndicates. Sydney, N. S. W., Law book company of Australasia, 1924. 194p.

Auditing BARTON, ALBERT E. Auctioneers and estate agents. (In his *Australasian auditing*, p. 290–1.)

NEWLOVE, GEORGE HILLIS, and PRATT, LESTER AMOS. Land development companies. (In their *Specialised accounting*, 1925. p. 209–27.)


REAL estate accounts of estate agents and land and building companies and syndicates. Zillman, John L.


REAL estate principles and practice. Benson, Philip, and North, Nelson L.


REAL estate transactions. North, Nelson L.


REASONABleness and justice of the service charge sustained and forcibly and clearly discussed by Missouri supreme court, valuation must include consideration of costs at time of inquiry, going value must be allowed. *American gas association information service*, Aug. 1925, p. 81–4.

REASONS for counting freight as part of goods cost. *Printers ink monthly*, June 1926, p. 121.


RECOMMENDATIONS
why the accrual basis is the correct method of accounting in determining the net income of a cotton mill. Hunter, Joel.

REBER, B. C.

REBURN, W. G.
Life assurance bookkeeping. (In Insurance institute of Toronto. Proceedings, 1922-23. p. 84-128.)


RECEIPTS


RECENT decisions by the supreme court of the United States on valuation and ratemaking. Bauer, John.


RECENT legislative enactments; laws with respect to appointment of company auditors presented. Pace student, Sept. 1926, p. 21-2.

RECIPROCAL states. Typewritten.


RECKITT, ERNEST
Professional ethics; address delivered at a regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Cleveland, Ohio, May 22, 1926. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1926, p. 88-96.


RECLAMATION
Costs

RECLAMATION SERVICE
Costs


RECOLLECTIONS of the early days of American accountancy, 1883-93. Anyon, James T.


RECOMMENDATIONS for study. Casualty actuarial society.

RECOMMENDATIONS should be considered. Journal of accountancy, Apr. 1925, p. 324.

RECOMMENDATIONS to the congress of the United States for the modification and improvement of the federal revenue act, prepared and submitted by the committee on federal and state income tax, with approval of the members and directors of the society. New York state society of certified public accountants.

RECONSTRUCTION of old gravel roads. Albright, C. C., and Mills, R. E.

RECONSTRUCTIONS
Colesworthy, H. E.


RECORD forms. American hospital association.

RECORD forms that save time for 100-bus system. Bus transportation, Dec. 1923, p. 567-70.


RECORD of the American Institute of actuaries. American institute of actuaries.


RECORDING sales transactions. Altman, George T.


RECORDS and accounts of county officials. Orr, Lawrence F.


RECORDS of cash receipts and disbursements for small retail meat shops. United States. Agriculture, Department of.


REDE, H. R.
Organization of large accountants' offices in connection with the accountants responsibility. (In (Het) Internationale accountanten kongres, Amsterdam, 1926. p. 785-803.) (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 10E.)

REDFIELD, ROY A.


REDUCING balance depreciation. Clients’ service bulletin, American appraisal company, Aug. 1924, p. 3.


REDUCING cost of milk bottle manufacture. Oil engine power, Dec. 1924, p. 647–8, 653.


REDUCING fuel costs in making refractories. Cement, mill and quarry, July 20, 1927, p. 25.

REDUCING inventory investment through turnover. Burke, J. J.

REDUCING inventory investment through turnover. Scanlon, John M.

REDUCING inventory investment through turnover. Stiles, J. F.

REDUCING inventory investment through turnover. Wildt, E. H.

REDUCING material handling’s cost. Canadian machinery and manufacturing news, Feb. 10, 1927, p. 34–43.


REDUCING the cost of business. Society of industrial engineers.

REDUCING the cost of Montana’s dry land wheat harvest. Wilson, M. L., and Murdock, H. E.

REDUCING the feed cost of milk production. Reed, W. T.


REDUCTION of cost of employee magazines. Thompson, A. R.

REDUCTION of payroll and turnover by analysis and control. Store operation, Oct. 1927, p. 7–8, 27.

REDUCTION of the cost of sales. Shaw, C. E.

REED, E. D.


REED, E. H.

Need for greater uniformity; accountants should give greater consideration to a more uniform system in the classification of subaccounts covering electric railway operating expenses. Aera, Dec. 1923, p. 801–4.


REED, FRANK D.

Purchase of materials and supplies. Railway age, Oct. 24, 1925, p. 750.

REED, HAROLD L., AND YOUNG, ALLYN A.


REED, W. B.

Should 1917 depletion be permitted mine lessees? Coal review, March 12, 1924, p. 11, 32.

REEBELIN, O. B.


REES, J. F.


REES’S cyclopaedia; or a New Universal dictionary of arts and sciences; bookkeeping. 1819. 26p.

REEVE, MAURICE E.


REFERENCE book of accounts. McIntosh, R. J.

REFERENDUM no. 44, on the report of the committee on postal service. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

REFERENDUM no. 49, on taxation committee’s report on state and local taxation. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

REFERENDUM no. 51, on report of the committee on Mississippi flood control. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

REFINERIES See Oil Refineries.

REFORMATORIES See Institutions.

REFRIGERATION

Accounting


Costs

COST of and return on refrigerator service. Electrical world, March 27, 1926, p. 670.


REFRIGERATORS

ROWLEY, A. W. Rate changes at end of season. Harder co-worker, July 1, 1924.

WHAT our storekeeping system does for us. Harder co-worker, July 1, 1924.

Cost accounting


Costs


REFUNDING internal revenue collections; communications from the president of the United States. United States. Congress.
REFUNDING taxes illegally collected. United States.
Congress.

REFUSE
Costs


GARBAGE and ash collection costs in Dayton, Ohio. American city, July 1923, p. 31.

GARBAGE collection in Milwaukee. Public works, March 1925, p. 82.


REFUSE collection in Waltham. Public works, July 1923, p. 228.


ST. LOUIS garbage disposal cost cut in half. Engineering news-record, March 6, 1924, p. 421.


WOOD, DANA M. Garbage collection and disposal in Belmont, Mass. Engineering and contracting (water works), May 1927, p. 193-5.

REFUSE collection in Waltham. Public works, July 1923, p. 228.


REGAN, ROBERT D.


REGIONAL meeting at American institute of accountants. Pace student, July 1925, p. 126.


REGIONAL meetings, American institute of accountants. Pace student, Jan. 1926, p. 31.


REGISTRATION of the accountancy profession. Accountant, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 219.

REGLAS aprobadas para la preparacion de los estados del balance general; traducido del ingles y anotado, por Rafael Mancora y Ortiz. United States. Federal reserve board.

REGNER, LAWRENCE G.

REGULATION of accountancy by law. Glover, P. W. R.

REGULATIONS. Philadelphia and Reading relief association.


REGULATIONS governing the relief and pension department. Norfolk and Western railway company.

REGULATIONS governing voluntary relief department. Interborough rapid transit company.

REGULATIONS no. 9, relating to the taxes on oleomargarine, adulterated butter and process or renovated butter, under the act of Aug. 2, 1886, as amended by act of May 9, 1902, revised June 1923. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS no. 34, governing the withdrawal of oleomargarine, playing cards, tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, from factories free of tax, for use of the United States, under section 3466, revised statutes, revised Oct. 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 40 (1924 edition), relating to the stamp tax on issues, sales and transfers of stock and sales of products for future delivery under the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 43, part 1, relating to the tax on admissions under the revenue act of 1924 and 1926; for tax on duties and initiation fees, see part 2 (revised May 1926). United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 43, part 2, relating to the tax on duties and initiation fees under the revenue act of 1924 and 1926, for tax on admissions, see part 1 (revised May 1926). United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 45, relating to the income tax under the revenue act of 1924, promulgated Oct. 6, 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 47 (revised March, 1926), relating to the excise taxes on sales by the manufacturer, of automobiles, pistols, revolvers and cereal beverages, under section 606 and 903 of the revenue act of 1926. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 48 (revised Aug., 1924), relating to the excise taxes on sales by the manufacturer, under section 606 of the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 48 (revised Aug., 1924), relating to the excise taxes on works of art and jewelry, under sections 603 and 604 of the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.
REGULATIONS 55, relating to stamp taxes on documents (except on issue, sales and transfers of certificates of stock and sales of products for future delivery) imposed by title 8 of the revenue act of 1924. 1924 ed. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 59 (1924 edition) relating to the special taxes on businesses and occupations and upon the use of boats under sections 701 (subsections 1 to 8 inclusive, and 703 of the revenue act of 1924.) United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS governing employees' relief department and pension fund; with amendments to Jan. 1, 1925. Pittsburgh coal company.

REGULATIONS of the Pennsylvania railroad employees' provident and loan associations, taking effect June 28, 1926. Pennsylvania railroad system.

REGULATIONS of the pension and benefit department. Huyck, F. C., and sons.

REGULATIONS 60, relative to intoxicating liquor, revised March 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 61, relative to the production, tax payment, etc., of industrial alcohol, and to the manufacture, sale and use of denatured alcohol, under title 3 of the national prohibition act of Oct. 28, 1919, and appendix, revised Sept. 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS of the service annuity department; in effect May 1, 1911. Philadelphia electric company.

REGULATIONS 64 relating to the capital stock tax revised under the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 65 relating to the income tax under the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.


REGULATIONS 67 (1924 edition), relating to gift tax under the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 68 (1924 edition), relating to estate tax under the revenue act of 1924. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 69, relating to the income tax under the revenue act of 1926. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 70, relating to estate tax under the revenue act of 1926. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS 71, relating to stamp taxes on documents. United States. Treasury department.

REGULATIONS to govern the destruction of records of electric railway companies, as prescribed in accordance with section 20 of the act to regulate commerce. United States. Interstate commerce commission.

REGULATIONS to govern the destruction of records of sleeping car companies, issue of 1920, effective on June 1, 1920 (superseding and cancelling orders effective Oct. 1, 1911 and Aug. 1, 1915.) United States. Interstate commerce commission.


REHEARING on depreciation asked; railroads desire more complete consideration of new system of accounting. Railway age, July 16, 1927, p. 95–7.


REIK, RAYMOND C. New Maryland law establishes public accountancy as a profession under complete board control. Certified public accountant, May 1924, p. 93–8.


REINSURANCE of retirement plans. Hohaus, Reinhard A.

REIS, BERNARD J. Depletion and other factors bearing on coal costs; address delivered before the Coal mining institute of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 14, 1922; reprint from Coal trade bulletin, Feb. 1 and 16, 1923. 29p.


REITELL, CHARLES Methods of 42 manufacturers in distributing expenses to product; selling and administrative expenses handled in four ways. Management and administration, Aug. 1925, p. 87–92. Requirements and opportunities of the accountant; address delivered before the graduating class, Pitts- burg school of accountancy. 7 typewritten pages.


RELATION between rents and agricultural land value in theory and in practice. Buechel, F. A.


RELATION of accountant to banker. McLaren, Norman L.

RELATION of accounting instructors to professional associations. Scovill, H. T.
RELATION of accounting to the business cycle. Little- 
ton, A. C.

RELATION of arbitration to the profession of account- 
ancy. Face student, Aug. 1924, p. 129–32.

RELATION of cost accounting to federal taxes. Fitch, 
Stanley G. H.

RELATION of cost accounting to production engineering. 
Fletcher, F. Richmond.

RELATION of cost of roads to the traffic. Agg, T. R.

RELATION of investment, earnings, and expenses in a 
growing business. Daniels, Nathan H.

RELATION of planning and dispatching to cost account- 
ing. Stock, A. F.

RELATION of plant size to power cost. Lincoln, P. M.

RELATION of professional accountants to accounting in- 
struction. Mayors, W.

RELATION of redistribution to major distribution in 
accounting. Adelquist, H. L.

RELATION of reserve for sinking to depreciation. Com- 
monwealth journal of accountancy, March 1924, 
p. 162.

RELATION of the accountancy instructor to the develop- 
ment of professional standards in the practice of 
accountancy. Face, Homer S.

RELATION of the American chambers of commerce 
abroad to United States and foreign governments. 
Field, William P.

RELATION of the American institute of accountants to 
accounting instruction. Niven, John B.

RELATIONSHIP between banker and the account- 
ant. Kennedy, J. A. C.

RELATIVE cost of live and exhaust steam. Power, 
Feb. 26, Apr. 1, May 20, 27, July 1, 1924, p. 339–40, 
538–9, 834–5, 874; 27.

RELATIVE cost of water and steam power. Power, 

REMARKABLE audit provision. Queensland account- 
ants and secretaries’ journal, Dec. 1, 1926, p. 189.

REMINGTON accounting machine system applied to 
insurance practice; Utica mutual insurance company. 
hadfield, E. J.

REMLEY, W. B. 
How farm accounting helps. California cultivator, 
March 14, 1925, p. 295, 310.

REMUNERATION dependent upon results. Public 
accountant, July 1923, p. 28–30.

REMUNERATION of liquidator in voluntary liquidation. 

RENAISSANCE in accountancy. Haskins and sells 

RENEWAL of certificates. Journal of accountancy, 

RENNIE, J. C. 
Patents and other industrial property. Accountant, 

RENO LD, C. G. 
What I expect of a cost accountant. Cost accountant, 

RENT problem in silk trade. Paterson (N. J.) call, 
March 26, 1924.

RENTAL figures given for small banks. Bulletin, 
National association of building owners and managers, 
Jan. 15, 1924, p. 83.

RENTS 
BARRETT, GEORGE K. How to plan out your space 

BRAY, W. REGINALD. Calculation of rentals. 

110.

GRIMES, W. E. Problem of interest and rent in cost 
determination. Journal of farm economics, Apr. 
1923, p. 79–85.

HARVARD university. Graduate school of business 
administration. Wetherell department store. (In 
the Harvard business reports, 1923, p. 447–52.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S. Rent and rental values. 
(In his Retail handbook. 1924. p. 28–30.)

KING, WILFORD I. Rent and interest as shares in 
the product of enterprise. Journal of land and 
public utility economics, Apr. 1926, p. 208–16.

PALE, J. FREEMAN. Determination of location 
standards for retail concerns. Harvard business 
review, Apr. 1926, p. 303–12.

RENT problem in silk trade. Paterson (N. J.) call, 
March 26, 1924.

SECrist, HORACE. Commercial rent as an ex-

pense and its relation to profits. Chicago, North-

western university school of commerce, Bureau of 
business research, 1923, 30p. (Series 2, no. 7.)

SHERIDAN, LEO J. Economic factors of the office 
building project. Engineering and contracting, 
March 25, 1925, p. 652–60.

TABLE for calculating rents for fractional parts of 
your month. Buildings and building management, 
Nov. 26, 1923, p. 90.

WHITE, PERCIVAL, and HAYWARD, WALTER 
S. Chain store. (In their Marketing practice. 
1924. p. 343–56.)

REORGANIZATION of the executive departments. 
United States Senate.

REORGANIZATION scheme with a definite object. 

REORGANIZATIONS 
BACon, ALBERT T. Corporate reorganizations as 
affected by the 1924 revenue act; presented at 8th 
annual tax congress conducted by the Illinois manu-

facturers costs association, Chicago, Feb. 26, 1925, 
7 typewritten pages. Income tax review, Jan. 28, 
1925, p. 10.

COLESWORTHY, H. E. Reconstructions. (In 
Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of the 
London.)

DEWING, ARTHUR STONE. Failure and reor-

ganization. (In his Financial policy of corporations. 
1926, p. 11622.)

KOHLER, ERIC L. Reorganizations and the federal 
income tax law. National income tax magazine, 

RANKING, D. F. DE L’HOSTE. Liquidations and 
690–4.

REORGANIZING the corporations. Face student, 

STAUB, WALTER A. Reorganizations of mining 
companies. (In American mining congress, Pro-
ceedings of the conference on mine taxation, held in 
conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention. 

WHINNEY, ARTHUR. Company reconstruction. 

Accounting 
BODDINGTON, A. LESTER. Company amalgama-
tions, absorption and reconstructions. Accountant, 

CORPORATIONS. (In Accountants’ handbook. 1923, 
p. 187–318.)

DICKSEE, L. R. Reconstructions. (In his Funda-
mentals of accountancy. 1921. pt. 2, p. 49–53.)

SEAMAN, A. M. Liquidation, amalgamation and 
reconstruction. Accountant’s journal (New 
Zealand), May 1924, p. 338–44. Australasian 
REORGANIZATIONS of mining companies. Staub, Walter A.

REORGANIZING executive and financial management functions. McKinsey, J. O.

REORGANIZING the corporations. Pace student, Apr. 1926, p. 7–9, 18–20.

REPAIR SHOPS

Accounting
NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Some debatable points in cost accounting. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 157–205.)


REPAIRS


SOCIETY of industrial engineers. Repairs and maintenance on plant and equipment should be charged to the reserve for depreciation rather than to current operations. (In its Reducing the cost of business. 1924, p. 181–218.)

REPARATION plan. Moulton, Harold G.

REPARATIONS
AGENT general for reparation payment. Execution of the experts' plan, first annuity year. Sept. 1, 1924 to Aug. 31, 1925; reports of the agent general for reparation payments and the commissioners and trustees. Berlin, Office for reparation payments, 310p.


AULD, GEORGE P. Starting the Dawes plan; address delivered Dec. 6, 1924 before the Chicago council on foreign relations, 140 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, 1sp. (Pamphlet no. 5.)


J. E. STERRETT reviews Dawes plan in operation—plan a factor in economic and political stabilization of European countries—disbursements under Commercial and financial chronicle, May 14, 1927, p. 2838–41.


RUARK, FLETCHER. Why reparation payments upset world trade. 4 typewritten pages.


REPORT, basis of gain or loss on sale or exchange of property (revenue act of 1921). Mitchell, Joseph J.


REPORT given by secretary-treasurer at 19th semi-annual meeting held at Detroit, Mich., Oct. 21, 1927. Cost association of the paper industry.


REPORT of accountants' committee, June 10, 1926. American arbitration association.


REPORT of committee on public affairs to the council of the American institute of accountants. American institute of accountants.


REPORT of committee on suggested plan to be followed in establishing a uniform accounting system for the oil industry. American petroleum institute bulletin, Dec. 31, 1924, p. 146–7.


REPORT of conference on invoice form simplification. United States. Commerce, Department of.


REPORT of customers' records and billing methods committee. Pennsylvania electric association.

REPORT of grain futures administration, 1924. United States. Agriculture, Department of.


REPORT of special committee on distribution of work, 1915. 6p. American institute of accountants.

REPORT of special committee on Massachusetts excise tax law; approved March 23, 1927. Massachusetts society of certified public accountants, inc.

REPORT of special committee on state C. P. A. reciprocity. American institute of accountants.

REPORT of the committee on budgetary control. (In Controllers, congress, National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 48-57.)

REPORT of the committee on protection of records, 1925. National fire protection association.

REPORT of the Georgia securities commission to the governor of the state for Feb. 1925 and 1926. Georgia. Securities commission.

REPORT of the president, May 1, 1926 to May 1, 1927. New York stock exchange.

REPORT of the president of the American institute of accountants. Gore, Edward E.

REPORT of the president of the American institute of accountants. Niven, John B.


REPORT of the special committee on co-operation with bankers. American institute of accountants.

REPORT of the special committee on practice in bankruptcy matter. American bar association.

REPORT of the staff of the joint committee on internal revenue taxation, on the subject of installment sales. Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, Dec. 1, 1927, p. 3-5, 15.

REPORT of the state reorganization commission headed by former governor Charles E. Hughes. New York times, March 2, 1926.

REPORT of the survey of accounting and business systems of the school districts in New Jersey, completed by the commissioner of education, Nov. 1921. New Jersey. Public instruction, Department of.


REPORT on a proposed plan for the regulation and supervision of departmental accounting; with provision for the compilation of necessary information relating to receipts and expenditures. Rhode Island. Tax commissioners, Board of.


REPORT on industrial thrift and savings plans prepared by Policymakers service bureau. Metropolitan life insurance company.

REPORT on methods and operations of grain exporters. United States. Federal trade commission.


REPORT on public restaurants, their status, functions, methods and operation and operating expenses. National retail dry goods association.

REPORT on the annual Chicago conference held by the department of manufacture, Oct. 28-29, 1924. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


REPORT on the operation of the Bureau of internal revenue since its organization in 1904., Posadas, Juan.


REPORT on uniform classification of accounts for Young Men’s Christian associations. Young Men’s Christian Associations.


REPORT on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies. United States. Federal trade commission.

REPORT, special committee on inventories. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, July 1925, p. 50-1.

REPORT of the national conference on estate and inheritance taxation, held at New Orleans, La., Nov. 10, 1925. National committee on inheritance taxation.


REPORT writing. Cutforth, A. E.

REPORT writing. Fitting, Ralph U.

REPORTING of financial facts. Rugg, H. O.

REPORTS


BELL, WILLIAM H., and POWELSON, JOHN A. Report. (In their Auditing. 1924. p. 335-41.)
REPORTS—(Continued)

BENNETT, GEORGE E. Audit report. (In his Auditing. 1925, p. 277-43.)

BERRY, HOWARD S. Executive uses of costs; character and scope of accounting information needed by executives and heads of departments in a big organization. Accounting, Jan. 1924, p. 59-73.

BLISS, JAMES H. Methods of analyzing financial reports. (In his Management through account. 1920, p. 130-45.)


CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Accountant's report—what it should cover. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 383-9.)

CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Model audit report. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 397-415.)

CHANGE, CASTENHOLZ, FINK, CUTFORTH, INTERNATIONAL FITTING, M LIGHTING NOTIES PRECISION MONTGOMERY, executives, organization. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925, p. 80-100.)


EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Audit working papers. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926, p. 258-88.)


KOHLER, ERIC L., and PETTENGILL, PAUL W. Audit report. In their Principles of auditing. 1924, p. 164-75.)

LIGHTING up the truth. Hashkins and Sells bulletin, June 1924, p. 4.

MCCARTHY, WESLEY JAMES, and AMIDON, L. CLEVELAND. Audit report. (In their Survey course in accounting. 1926, p. 455-69.)

MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Characteristic features of administrative reports. (In his Managerial accounting, v. 1. 1924, p. 139-53.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Auditors reports. (In his Auditing theory and practice, ed. 4, c1927, p. 406-31.)


NOTES printed by accountants on their reports and officialized so that they intended to provide some restriction as to the use which shall be made of material by clients, or possibly by others. Typewritten.


PRIESTLEY, HERBERT. Practical accountancy


REED, ALVIN H. Operating reports and their usefulness to the management. (In American electric railway accountants association. Proceedings, 1923, p. 92-105.)

REPORT notes. American institute of accountants, special bulletin no. 27, May 1926, p. 3-5.


SAVAGE, JAMES. Accountant and his reports. Accounting and business quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 16-8.


TRENDS; a summary; an aid to financial control. Accountant, Aug. 15, 1925, p. 240-3.

UNIFORM reports for credit purposes. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Nov. 15, 1927, p. 4-4.

WEBERG, CHESTER L. Address delivered before the regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1924. 5 type-written pages.

WEBERG, CHESTER L. Public accountants' reports from an executive viewpoint; address delivered before regional meeting, American institute of accountants, Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1924. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 20-1 (résumé).

WHY the increasing loss? Haskins and Sells bulletin, Sept. 1924, p. 70-1.


REPORTS for 1927, of the executive committee, treasurer, constitution; officers; members. American council on education.

REPORTS of corporations from secretary of state (all states).

REPORTS of fall meetings—state and national accountants' societies. Face student, Nov. 1926, p. 12-6, 23.


REPORTS on cost of business; Harvard bureau of business research advises dealers participating in accountancy investigation of results of survey; average expense 23.3% and net profit 1.1%; 4.5% stock turns. Tires, Sept. 1924.

REPORTS, their style and diction. Reckitt, Ernest.


REQUIREMENTS and opportunities of the accountant. Retell, Charles.


REQUIREMENTS of an audit. New Jersey. Municipal accounts, Department of.

REQUISITIONING of time. Accountant, March 6, 1926, p. 357-60.


RESEARCH

BELL, SPURGEON. Research work at Ohio state university. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 39-42.


INDUSTRIAL management research. (In Ohio state university, College of commerce and journalism, Bureau of business research. Proceedings of management week, 1925. Pt. 2. p. 72-5.)


LITTLETON, A. C. Research work at the University of Illinois. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 31-8.


MEMORANDUM from committee on research basis for and outline of a research program in accounting. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 128-32.


UNITED publishers' corporation starts new service. Printers ink, Dec. 3, 1925.


WILDMAN, JOHN R. Research program. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 43-60.


RESEARCH suggestions. (In Ohio state university.


RESERVES and reserve funds. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 200-1.

RESERVES and SINKING FUNDS


FINNEY, H. A. Reserves. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 45-6.)


HUNGERFORD, C. Reserves for unexpired fire insurance risks. Public accountant, Sept. 29, 1927, p. 82-6.

KESTER, ROY B. Reserves; sinking fund. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925, p. 442-73.)


RELATION of reserve for sinking to depreciation. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, March 1924, p. 162.


Reserves


BERRIGAN, EDMUND. Depreciation and reserves. (In his Elements of accountancy. 1926. p. 131-40.)


BLISS, JAMES H. Reserves. (In his Management through accountants. 1923. p. 386-97.)


COUCHMAN, CHARLES B. Reserves. (In his Balance sheet and its preparation, content and interpretation. 1924. p. 200-23.)


HALL, R. Reserves and reserve funds. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1923, p. 136-8.

HOLDSWORTH, JOHN J. Making sure your reserve is invested right. Accounting, commerce and insurance, 1923, p. 209-42.

RESERVES AND SINKING FUNDS—Reserves—(Concluded)

- ILLINOIS manufacturers costs association. Reserve for contingencies. (In its Financial burden in cost. c1925, p. 9-11.)
- INVESTMENT of the reserve. Accounting, commerce and insurance, May 1926, p. 29-30.
- RIED, HAROLD L., and YOUNG, ALLYN A. Surplus and special reserve accounts. (In their Principles of corporation finance. c1925, p. 273-34.)
- REITER, PROSPER. Reserves. (In his Profits, dividends and the law. c1926, p. 208-17.)
- RESERVES and reserve funds. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 200-1.

Secret reserves

BARTON, ALBERT E. Secret reserves. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 211-25.)

Sinking funds

HARRISON, J. GARNETT. Sinking funds on revenue and capital accounts. Accountants' journal (England), Sept. 1924, p. 370-1.

RESERVES for the retirement of property. Jackson, Carl D.


RESIDENCE in relation to income tax. Hughes, G. J.


RESPRESS, JAMES L.


RESPONSIBILITY of auditors; reprint from Journal of accountability. 11p.


RESTAURANT management. Dahl, J. O.

RESTAURANT operating costs. Horwath and Horwath.

RESTAURANT operating costs. American restaurant, Apr. 1927, p. 62, 64, 83-4, 104.

RESTAURANTS, CAFÉS, ETC.


COMSTOCK, LYNN M. Public restaurant. (In his Modern retail methods, records and accounting. 1925, p. 253-5.)


ERGAS, LOUIS. Pastry shop tests. Alarm clock, June 1926, p. 4-6.


HORWATH AND HORWATH. Sandwich shop profit and loss analysis. American restaurant, Nov. 1927, p. 64, 114.

IS profit sharing practical? Hotel management, Apr. 1924, p. 216-8.

PATTERSON, C. A., comp. Luncheon as a money maker. Chicago, Patterson publishing co. c1921, 163p.


UHL, AUSTIN O. Experience of the Waldorf system, incorporated. (In American management association. Meeting and minimising peaks in office work. c1926, p. 10-5.)


WINSLET, VICTOR G. Organisation and management of a restaurant; from Accountants' journal, Australasian accountant and secretary, Apr. 1926, p. 122.

Accounting

ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Accounting system for hotels and grill rooms. (In its Special types of accounting systems. c1924, p. 44-58.)
RESTAURANTS, CAFÉS, ETC.—Accounting—(Continued)

AROUSTY, ALBERT. Reconciliation of the monthly purchases figure. Alarm clock, Dec. 1923.

BILLS, C. M. Savarin accounting methods applicable to any chain operation. Alarm clock, May 1, 1926, p. 3.


DE BENKE, EMERIC. "Where have my profits gone?" Alarm clock, Nov. 1926, p. 6, 8.

DETERMINING daily food cost. Hotel management, Nov. 1926, p. 73-4.

GODDARD, CHARLES ABBOTT. Plankers bring fame to Ve bull pen inn. American restaurant, Feb. 1924, p. 54-7.

GREAT, HOWARD C. Restaurants, and soda fountains. (In his Chain store accounting. 1924. p. 265-83.)

HORWATH, ERNEST B. Budgeting the Savarins. Alarm clock, May 1, 1926, p. 5.


MENTZ, DONALD and JAMES E. Standardization, its application to restaurant portions. Alarm clock, Nov. 1926, p. 4-5.


MONY-SAVING restaurant plan. (In Patterson, C. A., comp. Lunchroom as a money maker. c1921. p. 92-4.)

SCHMIDT, ROYCE. How to operate a set of books for a small restaurant. Alarm clock, May-Oct. 1922.

TULLER, DALE K. Developing the follow-through in food control. Hotel management, Nov. 1926, p. 69-72.


Auditing

BARTON, ALBERT E. Restaurants and caterers. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 307-8.)


Cost accounting

CONNOR, C. B. Know your costs; why it is important for the restaurant to maintain a system of cost control and keep a comprehensive record of all expenditures as compared with the income. American restaurant, Aug. 1923, p. 39-40, 70.

ERLE, CHARLES H. Food cost accounting as applied to short loin. Alarm clock, Nov. 1922.

FABRE, ALFRED. Setting the right food portions. Hotel management, (suppl.) May 1924, p. 63-5.


HORWATH, EDMUND J. Food cost accounting as applied to the Savarins. Alarm clock, May 1, 1926, p. 4.


MCNAMARA, JAMES E. Standardization, its application to restaurant portions. Alarm clock, Nov. 1926, p. 4-5.


RIESENTER, EMILE. Further analysis of items as shown on our daily food cost accounting reports. Alarm clock, Oct. 1922.


ULL, AUSTIN O. Putting a selling price on labor as well as food. Hotel management, Aug. 1926, p. 28-32.

VIBLING, JOSEPH DOMMERS. Food cost finding and control for hotels, restaurants, caterers, clubs, institutions, department stores, industrial eating places, transportation companies and all other modern eating establishments. Chicago, Ill., Food research bureau of Chicago, 1926. 60p. + foreword.


Costs


CROWLEY, JAMES R. Why it costs so much to eat. Saturday evening post, Nov. 19, 1927, 6p.


ELLIS, J. A. Necessity for uniform methods of accounting; if your neighbor's food cost is 54% while your own is 48% you must know whether the two include the same identical things, if the comparison is to be worth while. National restaurant news, Dec. 1924, p. 18, 24.


HORWATH, EDMUND J. Restaurant operating costs. American restaurateur bulletin, Sept. 1925, p. 5-6.

HORWATH, ERNEST B. Analyzing lunch room failures. (In Patterson, C. A., comp. Lunchroom as a money maker. c1921. p. 22-37.)


HORWATH, ERNEST B. Classification of room and restaurant expenses. Hotel management, May 1924, p. 280-1.


HORWATH, ERNEST B. Hotel restaurant's payroll and laundry costs. Hotel management, May 1926, section 2, p. 36-8.


RESULTS of examinations held 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th, Nov. 1926. Society of incorporated accountants and auditors.


RESULTS of the twelve months' intensive work in the milk industry. Littel, R. E.

RÉSUMÉ of recent testimony and argument on depreciation before Interstate commerce commission. Jackson, Carl D.

RETAIL accounting and control. Hodge, Albert C.

RETAIL accounting method urged as giving better control of stock; more accurate and more frequent statistics on relation of expense to selling price possible than under old cost system. Baltimore controllers told. New York women's wear, Apr. 23, 1925.

RETAIL buying. Brisco, Norris A., and Wingate, John W.

RETAIL chemists' profits. Accountant, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 65.

RETAIL costs. Ashdown, Edward A.

RETAIL credit bureaus in Kansas. Blocker, John G.

RETAIL delivery costs and methods. Alexander Hamilton institute.

RETAIL furniture—percentages on the cost of doing business. I typewritten page.

RETAIL handbook. Hayward, Walter S.

RETAIL inventory method. National retail dry goods association.

RETAIL inventory method and store budget control. Ernst and Ernst.

RETAIL inventory method urged by store controller. New York women's wear, May 24, 1924.

RETAIL inventory only is best. Steinhauer, F.

RETAIL inventory shortages and remedies. Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.

RETAIL marketing of meats. Marshall, Herbert C.

RETAIL merchandising planning and control. Fri, James L.


RETAIL method of inventory. Freundenthal, D. M.

RETAIL method of inventory. McNair, Malcolm P.


RETAIL MONUMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS

REPORT of proceedings of the twentieth annual fall meeting held at Waco, Texas, Oct. 31, 1924. 20p.

RETAIL music stores. 1 typewritten page.

RETAIL payroll forms. Shappell, Elmer.


RETAIL PRICES OF BUILDING MATERIALS

See Buildings monthly issue of Engineering and contracting, 1923 to date.

RETAIL store problems. United States. Commerce, Department of.

RETAIL TRADE
See also Department stores; Names of various trades, e.g. Shoe trade.

ACCOUNTANT'S services to the retail trader. Accountant magazine, Feb. 1925, p. 100-100.


BIBBS, FORD. Payroll and transportation expense control in retail traffic. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of sixth annual convention, controllers congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1926. p. 102-5.)

BOLLING, CUNLIFFE L. Retailing. (In his Commercial management, 1925. p. 82-100.)


BUSH, A. L. Department in retail stores. (In United States Commerce, Department of Retail store problems. 1926. p. 71-92.)


KAUFMANN, OLIVER M. Effective payroll methods used by big Pittsburgh store. Store operation, Apr. 1926, p. 124.


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Reading of relation between newspaper advertising and rent. Dry goods economist, May 1926, p. 17.


LIBBEE, LEONARD W. Work room methods and control; controllers should take mystery out of figures and put this activity under proper supervision. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, June 1926, p. 25-7, 30.


MR. RETAILER, ask yourself these questions; a questionnaire prepared by the Pittsburgh association of credit men. Women's apparel merchant, Sept. 1926, p. 12-28.


NATIONAL retail dry goods association. How the controller should assist in merchandising. (In its Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 65-5.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Control of retail credit. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 6.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Stock turnover in Nebraska retail stores. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1922. (Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 1.)


NOVINS, J. K. How to figure salaries and sales bonuses. Store operation, Nov. 1925, p. 11-2, 36.

NOVINS, J. K. How to make satisfactory automatic salary adjustments. Store operation, Aug. 1925, p. 5-6, 18.


NOVINS, J. K. Practical ways to figure salaries and sales bonuses. Store operation, June 1925, p. 6, 18.


SET-UP of purchasing department and its place in organization. Store operation, July 1925, p. 12-3, 29.

SMITH, WALTER T. Accounting and control of leased departments. (In National retail dry goods association. 1927. Special annual meetings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 90-1.)
GREENWOOD’s approved business and income tax records. Chicago, Ill., Greenwood company.
HADLEY, ROBERT. Pathfinder bookkeeping in single entry. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company.
HANSEN, LAURENCE A. Budgetary control in retail store management. (In United States. Commerce Department of Retail store problems, 1926, 10-3-45.)
HOLMES, W. T. Method of handling transportation costs to each department. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 97–101.)
MENCH, JOHN. Planning retail store budgets; plans for budgeting sales, cost of operation, profits and loss, and for determining capital requirements. New York, Textile publishing company, c1923, 3p.
NICHOLSON, J. LEE. Mercantile business. (In his Profitable management. 1923, p. 100–12.)
PHILLIPS, MILTON J. Receiving and marking department methods at the Horse store. Store operation, March 1926, p. 5–8.
POWELL, JOHN A. Typical nominal accounts and loss statements; trading companies. (In his Introductory accounting, 1926, p. 496–513.)
RETAIL Accounting method used as giving better control of stock; more accurate and more frequent statistics on relation of expense to selling price possible than under old cost system, Baltimore controllers told. New York women’s wear, Apr. 23, 1925.
ROSENBAUM’s have substitute salary plan. Dry goods economist, May 8, 1926, p. 18.
SCHLIEFFER, CHARLES F. Departmental accounting for a trading concern. (In his Elementary cost accounting, 1927, p. 1–43.)
SCHNACKEL, H. G. Unit and dual plans in handling accounts receivable. Store operation, July 1926, p. 15–7.
RETAIL TRADE—Accounting—(Continued)


SIDLEY, ROBERT LONGFIELD. Storekeepers' accounts and office system; with appendix containing complete set of books written up and balanced. Sydney, N. S. W. Law book company of Australasia, 1924. 120p.

SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Bookkeeping for retail merchants. (In their Accounting principles and practice, p. 295–312.)

SOHMER, PHILIP. Taking the guesswork out of retail, or the development of efficient method of determining selling price prescribed for merchants seeking improved system. American cloak and suit review, Apr. 12, 1923. 87p.


SWEENEY, HENRY W. Classification of merchandise activities. (In his Bookkeeping and introductory accounting. 1924. p. 473–510.)


THOMPSON, WILLIAM R., and others. Accounting for retail and department stores, principles, procedure and special problems. Chicago, III., La Salle extension college, 1924. 200p.


Auditing

EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Retail store audits. (In his Auditing procedure. 1926. p. 416–24.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S. Auditing. (In his Retail handling, 1924. p. 504–5.)

Cost accounting


Costs


ANSWERS to your dealers' questions. Printers ink, June 78, p. 178.

BIBBS, ARTHUR D. Payroll and transportation expense control in retail traffic. (In National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925, p. 102–5.)


Note: Statistics are quoted from the publications of the Bureau of business research.


FRI, JAMES L. Expenses and profits classification and distribution of expenses. (In his Retail merchandising planning and control. 1925, p. 50–97.)


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Vital department store statistics; covering the principal operations of department and specialty stores. New York, Dry goods economist, c1927, p. 67p.


PUGH, F. Equipping the testing laboratory; list of principal apparatus used in analyzing merchandise in retail stores, with approximate costs. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Dec. 1927, p. 597–9.


WHITE, R. CRIYAL and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Retailing costs. (In their Marketing practice. 1924. p. 306.)

ZIEGLER, C. J. Seven ways by which we have cut operating costs. Store operation, Feb. 1927, p. 7–8.

Statistics

See also Monthly numbers of Federal reserve bulletin.

AVERAGE life of a business. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Apr. 30, 1927, p. 15.

FRI, JAMES L. Expenses and profits classification and distribution of expenses. (In his Retail merchandising planning and control. 1925, p. 50–97.)

LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Vital department store statistics; covering the principal operations of department and specialty stores. New York, Dry goods economist, c1926, 167p.


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Financial statement ratios of general, grocery, hardware, and drug stores in 1923. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1924. 45p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 9.)


PRODUCER gets .67 of consumer's $. Apparel gazette (Los Angeles, Calif.), Dec. 24, 1925.


SMITH, WALTER T. Accounting and control of leased departments. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926, p. 90–1.)


Stockkeeping

ADEQUATE small store stock control system. Dry goods economist, June 12, 1926, p. 19.

BRISCO, NORKIS A. Receiving and marking merchandise; new procedure. Controller's congress. (In his Principles of retailing. 1927. p. 102–63.)


RETAIL TRADE—Stockkeeping. (Continued)

EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Inventories, retail method. (In his Auditing procedure, 1926. p. 135.)

ERNST AND ERNST. Retail inventory method and store budget control. New York, Ernst and Ernst, 1926. 26p.

FILENE, EDWARD A. More profits from merchandising. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1925. 159p.

PREUDEVANTHAL, D. M. Retail method of inventory. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 64-7.)

HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Justin specialty store. (In its Harvard business reports, 1925. p. 46-33.)

HAYWARD, WALTER S. Merchandise and stock control. (In his Retail handbook, 1924. p. 172-93.)

HERE'S easily worked and effective way to keep slow merchandise moving. Dry goods economist, July 18, 1925, p. 24.

HODGE, ALBERT C. Stock control. (In his Retail accounting and control, c1925. p. 242-66.)


KASKELL, CHESTER C. Taking of physical inventories. (In National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 134-40.)

KESTER, ROY B. Merchandise stock-in-trade. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 145-75.)

KILDUFF, FREDERIC W. Retail method of inventory; taking and pricing the inventory of retail concerns. (In his Inventory practice and material control, 1925. p. 180-253.)


McNEAL, MALCOLM P. Retail method of inventory. Chicago, A. W. Shaw company, 1925. 143p.


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Inventories by dry goods and other retail dealers. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 731-4.)


PIÈCE control system devised to meet successfully the requirements of the furniture department. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Nov. 1926. p. 22.

PRACTICAL mechanics of an effective stock control. Store operation, May-Oct. 1925, p. 5-6, 9-11, 10-1, 9-10, 5, 18-20, 16-7, 25.


RETAIL inventory method urged by store controller. New York women's wear, May 24, 1924.


WESS, HAROLD B. Merchandise control; a scientific method for reduction of overhead and the elimination of dead stocks. New York, Dry goods economist, 1925. 126p.

WHITE, PERCIVAL, and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Merchandise. (In their Marketing practice. 1924. p. 303-6.)


RETAILERS announce uniform accounting system for furniture stores. Furniture index, July 1923, p. 115-16.

RETAILERS' expenses. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


RETIRED for an article and editorial reprinted from the Bank Director for Apr. 1926. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company. 7p.

RETIRED of preferred stock. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin No. 22, Feb. 1924, p. 3.

RETIRED plan. All America cables, inc.

RETIRED plans in industry. Edwards, Gariden.


RETROSPECTIVE appraisals. Kircaldie, W. I.

RETURN earned by private industries and public utilities. North, Raymond Edward.

RETURNED PURCHASES, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


GODLEY, E. A. Control of customers’ returns, for safety, efficiency and goodwill. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers’ congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 108-15.)


LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Returned merchandise by departments. (In his Vital department store statistics, 1926. p. 119-37.)


REUTER, F. J.

Break-even-point chart, a management tool. Management and administration in manufacturing industries, Apr. 1926, p. 290.

REVENUE

See Income.


REVENUE act of 1924. Commercial and financial chronicle, June 7, 1924, section 3.

REVENUE act of 1924 approved by the president June 2, 1924, in effect June 2, 1924, unless otherwise specially provided. United States. Congress.

REVENUE act of 1924, as compared with the revenue act of 1921. Kinnard, Caddie H.


REVENUE act of 1926; hearings before the committee on finance, United States senate, sixty-ninth congress Jan. 4, 5, 9, 12, 13 and 14, 1926. United States Senate.

REVENUE revision, 1924. United States. Congress.

REVENUE revision, 1925 hearings before the committee on ways and means, House of representatives Oct. 28, 29, 1925. United States. Congress.


REVISED plan for profit-sharing dividends for employees through stock ownership. Procter and Gamble company.

REVISED plan of the employees' conference committee. Procter and Gamble company.


REVISIIONS OG FORVALTNINGSI INSTUTET AARSBERETNING, 14 de regnskabsaar 1 Apr. 1925-31. Marts 1926.

DEVELOPMENT and present state of accountancy in Denmark. Kobenhavn, Denmark, 1926. 8 type-written pages.

PAMPHLETS on accountancy in Denmark. Ryegade 9, Aarhus, Denmark.

REX, F.


REYNOLDS, F. B.


REYNOLDS, J. C. H.


REYNOLDS, L. C.


RHODE ISLAND


RHODE ISLAND Poultry Pointers. Adams, G. E.

RHODE ISLAND SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS CONSTITUTION and by-laws, amended to Dec. 27, 1926. 21p.

RHODES, C. S.

See Ross, H. A., joint author.

RHODES, F. L.


RHODES, JULIUS E.


RHUBART, A. H.


RIBBON TRADE


RIBBONS

See Textiles.

RICE, DUNCAN


RICE, E. K.

Cost comparisons. Midland news, March 1925.

RICE Accounting


Costs


RICH, A. B.


RICH, W. W.


INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

ANNUAL report, 1925. (2v.)


STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

CHAPTER 34, of the state board of accountancy and certified public accountants. 4p.

EXAMINATIONS, Nov. 1922, June 1923.

RULES and regulations, 1926 amendment. 1 type-written page.

TAX COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF REPORT, 1923-24.

REPORT on a proposed plan for the regulation and supervision of departmental accounting, with provision for the compilation of necessary information relating to receipts and expenditures. Providence, R. I. Dec. 1, 1925. 78p.


RHODE ISLAND poultry pointers. Adams, G. E.

RHODE ISLAND SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS CONSTITUTION and by-laws, amended to Dec. 27, 1926. 21p.

RHODES, C. S.

See Ross, H. A., joint author.

RHODES, F. L.


RHODES, JULIUS E.


RHUBART, A. H.


RIBBON TRADE


RIBBONS

See Textiles.

RICE, DUNCAN


RICE, E. K.

Cost comparisons. Midland news, March 1925.
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RICH, A. B.


RICH, W. W.


RICHARDS, R. D.  

RICHARDS, R. V.  

RICHARDSON, A. O.  

RICHARDSON, A. P.  

RICHARDSON, E. W.  

RICHARDSON, GEORGE H.  

RICHARDSON, JOHN Y.  

RICHARDSON, LAWRENCE  

RICHARDSON, W. D.  

RICHBERG, DONALD R.  

RICHEY, ALBERT S.  

RICHMOND, C. K.  

RICHMOND, J. W.  

RICH, ADRIAN, ED.  
Contracts and concessions. (In Dunn, Robert W., American foreign investments. c1926. p. 189–406.)

RICHTER, F. E.  

RICHTER, H. L.  

RICHWINE, R. E.  

RIDDELL, F. T.  

RIDGWAY, JAMES L.  
Co-operative apartment accounting plan. American accountant, June 1927, p. 64.

RIDLEY, CLARENCE E.  

RIEGEL, C. L.  

RIEGEL, J. W.  

RIEGEL, ROBERT  

RIESENER, EMILE  
Further analysis of items as shown on our daily food cost accounting reports. Alarm clock, Oct. 1922.

RIESENER, G. J.  
Food storeroom; its arrangement and control. Alarm clock, Apr. 1, 1926, p. 3.

RIETZ, HENRY LEURS  
Mathematical statistics. Chicago, Open Court publishing company; for the Mathematical association of America, c1927. 181p. (Carus mathematical monographs no. 3.)

RIGGLEMAN, JOHN R.  

RIGGS, HENRY E.  

RIGHT, WAY and FRANCHISE.  
Goldstine, Harry.

RIGHT, TO EXAMINE CORPORATION BOOKS.  

RIGHTOR, C. E.  


RIGHTS of APPLICANTS.  

RINKLIF, GEORGE L.  

RIPLEY, ARTHUR H.  
RIPLEY, ARTHUR H.—(Continued)

RIPLEY, R. R.

RIPLEY, WILLIAM Z.
From Main street to Wall street. Atlantic monthly, Jan. 1926, p. 94–112.


RITTENBERG, MAX

RITENHOUSE, CHARLES F.
Massachusetts society discusses annual reports to com- missioner of corporations. Certified public account- ant, Apr. 1926, p. 12.

RITENHOUSE, CHARLES F.
Mills, Edward C. and Leslie, Charles E. New modern illustrative bookkeeping, elementary and advanced courses; based upon new modern illustrative bookkeeping, complete course; advanced course based upon the Neal and Cragin edition of modern illustrative bookkeeping advanced course, with revised classification of accounts and financial statements by Charles F. Rittenhouse, New York, American book company, 1923. 325p.

AND PERCY, ATLEE L.

RITTER, WILLIS W.

RIVER regulation in New York state. Empire state gas and electric association.

RIVINGTON, O.

RIX, S. M.

ROADS AND HIGHWAYS


Accounting
HIGHWAY maintenance accounting; extract from the report of the committee on maintenance, presented at recent meeting of advisory board on highway research. Engineering and contracting, March 4, 1925, p. 484.
ORR, LAWRENCE F. Records and accounts of county officials. (In Purdue university. Proceedings, tenth normal road school, p. 73–9.)
TINEY, B. C. Highway maintenance accounting. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets number), March 1927, p. 121–2.

Cost accounting
WASHBURN, C. L. Keeping record. Keeping a record to highway development. Good roads, July 1924, p. 3–5.

Costs
AGG, T. R. Relation of cost of roads to the traffic. (In Purdue university. Report, tenth annual road school, p. 63.)
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS—Costs—(Continued)


ALBRIDGE, C. C., and MILLS, R. E. Reconstruction of LaFayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1925. 15p. (Engineering extension service bulletin no. 9.)


COST of maintaining Rhode Island roads. Public works, June 1925, p. 207.


COST of roads per mile gives unfair comparison. Highway engineer and contractor, Nov. 1924, p. 23.


CREIGHTON, A. W. Concrete paving in Texas. Public works, Aug. 1926, p. 239.


HARVEY, B. C. Repair and maintenance of old water-bound macadam streets. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 6, 1926, p. 9-14.


HIGHWAY service and justifiable expenditure. Engineering and contracting, March 5, 1924, p. 574-7.


IOWA road and bridge expenditure. Iowa state highway commission service bulletin. Jan.-Feb.-March 1925, p. 65-.


MAINTAINING Nevada's gravel roads. Public works, March 1924, p. 80.

MALONEY, J. E. Engineering costs in highway work. Engineering and contracting, March 5, 1924, p. 545.


PETTY, BEN H. Why our road maintenance costs are increasing so rapidly. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1924. 7p. (Purdue university engineering extension service no. 6.)


STATE highway construction in 1923 and 1924. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 2, 1924, p. 36-51.


STATE highway construction in 1925 and 1926. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 6, 1926, p. 22-34.


TRAFFIC density and maintenance costs. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 701-2.


WILSON, H. C. Keeping road maintenance costs. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets number). May 1927, p. 204.


Finance

HEWES, LAWRENCE I. Highway bonds; a compilation of data and an analysis of economic features affecting construction and maintenance of highways financed by bond issues, and the theory of highway bond calculations. Washington, Government printing office, 1917. 78p. (United States Department of agriculture bulletin no. 136.)

Statistics

ANDERSON, ANDREW P. Rural highway mileage, income, and expenditures, 1921 and 1922. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 88p. (United States Department of agriculture department bulletin no. 1279.)

Stores systems

ROBBINS, CARL B.
No-par stock: legal, financial, economic and accounting aspects. New York, Ronald press company, 1927,
228p.

United States. Court of claims.

ROBERT MORRIS ASSOCIATES
MEMBERSHIP list, 1924, 1925.
REPORT of committee on co-operation with public accountants. Robert Morris associates monthly bul-

ROBERT MORRIS associates. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Nov. 15, 1925, June 15,
1927, p. 5-7, 3-4.

ROBERTS, A. CARSON

ROBERTS, ALFRED E.

ROBERTS, E. D.
75-80.

ROBERTS, E. F.
How we keep costs on their proper level. Factory, Nov. 1924, p. 650-3, 710.

ROBERTS, F. A.
Points arising in various classes of audits. Incorporated accountants' journal, June 1926, p. 333-9. (In
incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1925.
p. 214-32.)

ROBERTS, FREDERICK
Everyday economics; a few notes for students, social workers and general readers. London, Gee and com-
pany, 1925, 1926, 1927.
1926, p. 503-10, 664-9, 856-9, 738-46, 434-8, 145-
23, 505-10, 598-604.

ROBERTS, GEORGE E.

ROBERTS, JOHN W.
Basis for property acquired for stock. Journal of accoun-
tancy, Aug. 1925, p. 100-7.
Constitutionality of special profits tax on government contracts. Income tax review, Apr. 30, 1925, p. 3-5.

ROBERTS, OWEN
Banker as a lender; his attitude to the balance sheets of traders and joint-stock companies. Business or-

ROBERTSON, C. GRANT

ROBERTSON, D. CLAUDE

ROBERTSON, E. G.
Use of standard labor costs in the manufacture of men's clothing. New York, National association of cost
accountants, July 1, 1926. p. 790-7. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 7, no. 21.)

ROBERTSON, F. E.
See Hopper, H. A., joint author.

ROBERTSON, JAMES P.
Revenue act of 1924. West coast lumberman, Aug. 15, Sept. 1, 15, 1924, Jan. 1, 1925, p. 28, 30-1, 22; 72.

ROBERTSON, LYNN
Making the farm inventory. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university. Department of agricultural extension,
1925. 8p. (Extension bulletin no. 138.)

ROBERTSON, M. E.
How consolidated balance sheets are prepared. Bank-
er's monthly, July 1926, p. 65.

ROBINSON, ARCHBOLD H.
How we avoid excess stocks while eliminating the pro-

ROBINSON, H. K.
See Bowes, L. C.

ROBINSON, HARRY
Graphs; their construction and utility in cost accounting. Cost accountant, Sept., Oct., 1923, Jan. 1924,

ROBINSON, J.
Preparation for examinations. (In Incorporated ac-
countants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921.
p. 16.)

ROBINSON, J. C.

ROBINSON, J. S.
Concept of cost. (In American association of uni-
Some doubtful elements of costs. Accounting review,

ROBINSON, J. W.
Neglected phase of cost accounting. Management and administra-
tion, Jan. 1926, p. 44.

ROBINSON, J. WATTS
Robinsonian building-loan interest tables; a complete refer-
cence book for the use of building-loan and co-
Robinsonian, 5, 6, 7 and 8 per cent interest book and tables of interest on daily balances on any amount
from $1,00 to $100,000,000.00. Chicago, Ill., Robin-
sonian interest book company. c1925.
Robinsonian universal interest tables, etc. Chicago, Ill., Robinsonian interest book company, 1923.

ROBINSON, JOSEPH

ROBINSON, LELAND REX
1925. 6p.
ROBINSON, LELAND REX—(Continued)
British investment trusts. Washington, Government printing office, 1923, 35p. (United States department of commerce trade information bulletin no. 83.)
Investment trust; the culmination of investment service. New York, American founders trust, c1926. 22p.
Pioneering in the American trust field; reprinted from the Bankers' magazine, June 1926. 9p.
Some observations on American investment trusts, answering the question, “What is an investment trust?” reprinted from the Bank director, Nov. 1925.

ROBINSON, LEONARD G.
See Ham, Arthur H., joint author.

ROBINSON, NATHANIEL
See Fifus, Nathaniel, joint author.

ROBINSON, WILLIAM J.

ROBINSON AND STEINMAN

ROBINSONIAN building-loan interest tables. Robinson, J. Watts.

ROBINSONIAN, 5, 6, 7 and 8% interest book and tables of interest on daily balances on any amount from $1.00 to $100,000,000.00. Robinson, J. Watts.

ROBINSONIAN universal interest tables, etc. Robinson, J. Watts.

ROBOTKA, FRANK

ROCHESTER BUREAU OF MUNICIPAL RESEARCH


ROCK ISLAND LINES

STOCK-purchase plan. Chicago, Ill.; The company. 3p.

RODGERS, W. E.
Western cost problem; program for engravers beyond the Mississippi. Photo-engravers bulletin, Sept. 1927, p. 13–6.

RODRIQUES, O. V.

ROE, C. E.

ROE, JOSEPH W., AND LYTLLE, CHARLES W.
Wage payment and timekeeping. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 909–88.)

ROEGLER, R. E.
Getting at costs by the "point method." Factory, May 1924, p. 662–3.

ROGERS, CHARLES A.
Taking inventory and depreciation to meet tax requirements. Store operation, Jan. 1926, p. 15–7.

ROGERS, E. L.
Treatment and distribution of expenses. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 121–8.)

ROGERS, FRANK F.

ROGERS, JASON
Fundamentals of newspaper building; a brief consideration of the general business principles involved in starting a daily newspaper or turning a moribund property into a successful one. Jason Rogers, c1922. 156p.
Newspaper building; application of efficiency to editing, to mechanical production, to circulation and advertising; with cost-finding methods, office forms and systems. New York, Harper and bro. 1918. 312p.
Newspaper valuation methods for judging the value of a profitable or losing property; a consideration of newspaper valuations in connection with income tax litigation. p. 70–5, 120–56.

ROGERS, JOHN C.
Deciding whether to lease or operate. Hotel management, June 1926, p. 432–3.

ROGERS, R. H.
Manual and guide for teaching farm record keeping. Bismarck, S. D., South Dakota state college of agriculture and mechanic arts, Sept. 1926. 23p. (Extension circular 252.)

ROHR, W. H.

ROLLING MILLS
See Foundries—Iron and steel; Iron and steel.

ROLLING STORES
See Traveling stores.

ROLLINS, H. T.
See Thompson, Sanford E., joint author.

ROLNIK, MAX
Claims for abatement, credit and refund of income and profits taxes. Income tax review, Jan. 31, 1925, p. 15–6.

ROMAN, NANCY M., AND SPENCER, HAZEL L.
4-H club homemaking programs. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of home economics at Cornell university, June 1926. 11p. (Cornell junior extension bulletin no. 16.)

4-H club member's record book; home furnishing, elementary. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of home economics at Cornell university, Oct. 1926. 7p. (Cornell junior extension bulletin no. 22.)

RONALD, W. S.
Beneficiaries of tax reduction. Canadian chartered accountant, March 1926, p. 323.

ROOD, J. T.
Street-lighting costs; from the Wisconsin engineer, April 1924. Engineering and contracting, May 7, 1924, p. 1007.
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Cost accounting


Costs


ROSE, BERNARD Responsibility of auditors; from the Journal of accountancy. *Indian accountant*, Feb. 1924, p. 36.


ROSEBERRY, L. H. Why the investment trust plan is not adaptable to pooling of trust investments. *Trust companies*, Nov. 1927, p. 629–34.


ROSENBURG’s have substitute salary plan. *Dry goods economist*, May 8, 1926, p. 18.


ROSENMANN, ARTHUR H. See also Madden, John T., joint author.


ROSENTHAL, HENRY S. Cyclopedia of building, loan and savings associations; how to organize and successfully conduct them; embracing the origin and history of co-operative societies, objects and benefits of building associations, how to organize and successfully conduct them, leagues, legislation, constitution and by-laws, forms and description of books, blanks, and papers, interest and dividend tables, auditing and supervision, and a comprehensive variety of practical and useful information and suggestions, with special features relative to advertising. Ed. 5, revised and enlarged. Cincinnati, American building association news publishing co. 1923. 554p.


ROSEIN See Tar and tar products.


ROSS, DONALD Accounting systems to fill jobbers’ need and what they can show. *National petroleum news*, Sept. 12, 1923, p. 27, 29.


ROWLAND, FLOYD H.

ROWLEY, A. W.
Extra incentives for foremen in the Harder manufacturing company. New York, American management association, c1925. 11p. (Production executives series, no. 15.)
Rate changes at end of season. Harper co-worker, July 1, 1924.
Salary vs. extra financial-incentive methods of compensating supervisors. New York, American management association, c1926. 14p. (Production executives series, no. 47.)

ROWLEY, ERIC N.

ROXBURGH, RONALD F.

ROYAL AIR FORCE


ROYAL charter for the accountants of New Zealand. Australasian accountant and secretary, May 1926, p. 144-5.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS

ROYSTER, P.
See Read, T. T., joint author.

RUARK, FLETCHER
Why separation payments upset world trade. 4 typewritten pages.

RUBBER
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

RUBBER—(Continued)

Accounting

FIGART, DAVID M. Variation in accounting practice. (In his Plantation rubber industry in the middle east, 1925, p. 48-9.)


Cost accounting


Costs

DISSECTING crude rubber costs. India rubber world, June 1, 1923, p. 549-50.

ELEMENTS of cost in a 29 by 4.40 balloon tire. India rubber world, Aug. 1, 1926, p. 259-60.

FIGART, DAVID M. Plantation rubber industry in the middle east, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 317p. (United States Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Trade promotion series no. 2.)

FINANCING, producing and marketing plantation rubber. India rubber world, June 1, 1923, p. 551-2.


RUBBER GOODS


Cost accounting


RUBBER goods

RUBBER WIRE

Costs

MANUFACTURERS apply overhead to labor. Elec- trograss, Sept., 1925, p. 25.

Overhead to labor

Rubber covered wire and insulated cables—143-308%; average 200%.


RUDEAUX, HOWARD M. Operating a fleet of 18 trucks in the gas business. Power wagon, Oct., 1926, p. 44.


RUEDMANN, P. See Johnson, R. H., joint author.


Reporting of financial facts. (In Judd, C. H. Survey of the St. Louis public schools. v. 3. p. 185-98.)


RULE against perpetuities applied to trusts. Vierling, Frederick.


RULES and regulations for employees. Bancroft (Joseph) and sons company.

RULES and regulations governing students examinations. Institute of chartered accountants of Manitoba.

RULES and regulations governing the adminstration of the federal water power act, with copy of the act and of amendment thereto. United States Federal power commission.

RULES and regulations, 1926 amendment. Massachusetts. State board of accountancy.

RULES and regulations, 1926 amendment. Rhode Island. State board of accountancy.

RULES and regulations of the pension department. Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad company.

RULES and regulations of the pension fund. First national bank of Chicago.


RULES for computing interest. Bookkeeper and auditor, Apr. 1927, p. 16.


RULES governing subscriptions by employees. Buffalo, Niagara and Eastern power corporation.


RULES governing the classification of steam railway employees and reports of their services and compensation, effective on July 1, 1921. United States Interstate commerce commission.


RULES of practice, July 1924. United States. Board of tax appeals.

RULES of procedure, revised to Nov. 1, 1923. California. Railroad commission.

RULES of professional conduct. American institute of accountants.


RUMMERY, V.

RUMP, GUY H.

RUNGE, E. T.

RURAL highway mileage, income and expenditures, 1921 and 1922. Anderson, Andrew P.

RUSLANDER, S. LEO


RUSS, A. R.
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Rock dusting of coal mines; efficiency methods and costs. Mining congress journal, July 1924, p. 297, 302.
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RYDER, JOHN G.
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SCOTT, GEORGE G.

Budget accounting and budgetary methods; address delivered at the annual meeting of the Florida league of municipalities held at West Palm Beach, Fla., Dec. 9, 1926, 16p.


Mechanical system of budgetary control accounts, adopted by the city of Knoxville, Tenn. Charlotte, N. C., Scott, Charsley & company. 51p.
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SCOTTISH CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS' GENERAL EXAMINING BOARD
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SCOVELL, CLINTON H.
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Analysis of sales records. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, p. 82–8.)
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Some things to consider in figuring truck operating costs. Power wagon, July 1927, p. 42, 44.
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SECOND supplement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed and amendments made by the nineteenth Wyoming state legislature and session laws of Wyoming, 1927. Wyoming. Insurance, Department of.

SECRET reserves. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Oct. 1926, p. 169–70.
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SECURITY speculation. Sloan, Laurence H.


SEDGEWICK, R. M.
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SEEFURTH, NATHANIEL


SEEGER, CHARLES F.


SEEING through the bookkeepers' eyes. Hanneman, H. H.


SEELEY, H. P.
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SEGAL, CLIFFORD

Accounting for unapplied or overapplied burden. Industrial management, July 1926, p. 19-20.

SEGGE, J. STEWART
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NATIONAL association of cost accountants. Administrative and selling costs. (In its Yearbook, 1925, p. 29.)


NATIONAL distribution conference held by Chamber of commerce of the United States. Pulp and paper brokers, Jan. 18, 1926, p. 3, 15.


PORT of New York, New Jersey and United States. Department of agriculture. Some facts about margins and costs in marketing fruits and vegetables in the metropolitan district. New York, 1925. 15p.


SALES budget, important administration question in industrial firms to be considered in final decision. Manufacturers news, Dec. 29, 1923, p. 18.

SANDER, THEODORE. Field sales organizations. New York, American management association, c1925. 280p. (In series: no. 20.)

SCULL, E. H. Analysis of sales records. (In Controllers’ congress, National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 82–8.)


TIPPER, HARRY. Competition makes marketing costs run as high as 20%. Automotive industries, May 15, 1924, p. 1088–9.


TO reduce the cost of selling. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, March 11, 1925, p. 1.


WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-ups that yield the most profit. Distributing and selling fortnightly, Sept. 23, 1925, p. 36, 78.
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Law


SELLING and administrative costs, their definition, analysis and distribution. Landin, C. L.


SELLING EXPENSES

BULLARD, J. E. Cost of selling; highly paid salesmen will lower the cost of marketing appliances. American gas journal, July 23, 1927, p. 18–19.


JOHNSON, WILLIAM A. Selling and administrative costs, their definition, analysis and distribution. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924. p. 276–81.)
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Accountant of 1917; an address delivered at the annual dinner of the students of New York university school of commerce, accountants and finance, Hotel Astor, New York, N. Y. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 85-91.)
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Corporate management compared with government control; response to a toast, "The American association of public accountants," at a banquet of the Society of certified public accountants of the state of New Jersey, at its tenth anniversary, Newark, N. J., Jan. 20, 1908. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 145-59.)
Cost accounting; an address before the National association of accountants, and motor manufacturers and vehicle manufacturers at Chicago, Nov. 29, 1909. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 69-85.)
Inaugural address; delivered at the annual meeting of the American association of public accountants, Columbus, Ohio, on the occasion of his being elected president, Oct. 24, 1906. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 105-13.)
Natural business year and thirteen other themes. Chicago, W. Sells company, 1924. 27p.
Natural business year for inventories and fiscal closings. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 8-16.)
Plan for international peace; an address at the meeting of the New York state society of certified public accountants, New York, Monday, Jan. 11, 1913. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 179-99.)
Proposed plan for handling interline freight claims. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 203-67.)
Publicity of financial affairs of corporations; an address delivered before the convention of Associated advertising clubs of America, Boston, Aug. 1911. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 129-42.)
What shall be done to put education for accountancy on a professional basis? A symposium from the Journal of accountancy. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 95-102.)
Why not lessen the evils of present taxation; a paper read before the Accountants' club, Hotel McAlpin, New York, July 13, 1921. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 163-76.)
You can't judge your business by the past three years; from the American magazine, March 1921. (In his Natural business year and thirteen other themes. 1924. p. 19-38.)

SELZ, J. HARRY
What is the banker's attitude toward inventory? Store operation, Sept. 1925, p. 17-8.


SEMI-finished and finished stock control Typhoethete bulletin, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 414.

SENATE bill no. 282; an act to amend sections 2507, 2508, 2512, 2513 and 3670 of the revised general statutes of Florida; to increase the powers of the state board of accountancy and to empower the said board to promulgate and enforce rules and regulations for the practice of public accountancy in Florida, to provide that the violation of certain rules or regulations promuligated by the said board be a misdemeanor, and to prescribe penalties therefor; approved by the Governor, May 1, 1927. Florida state board of accountancy.

SENATE bill no. 484, chapter 749; an act to amend section 563-a of the penal code, relating to false entries (approved by the Governor, May 25, 1927). California.

SENATE committee's action on tax revision bill—corporation tax increased to 14%—estate tax reduced to 25%. Commercial and financial chronicle, Apr. 5, 1924, p. 1614-6.

SENATE inquiry into income-tax refunds on to-day. New York evening world, March 19, 1924.

SENIOR, JOHN H.

SENOUR, HARRY G.
Administration of the budget. New York, National association of cost accountants, Dec. 15, 1924. 11p. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 6, no. 8.)


SERVICE annuity foundation; established Sept. 24, 1919, with amendments to Dec. 1, 1923. Pittsburgh coal company.

SERVICE annuity plan, effective Jan. 1, 1924. Interstate public service company.

SERVICE annuity system. Commonwealth Edison company.


SERVICE pension rules adopted by the board of directors of the Niagara Falls power company, the Canadian Niagara power company, Niagara junction railway company, Niagara development company. Niagara Falls power company.

SERVICE retirement allowances; service disability allowance; staff group insurance. Prudential insurance company of America.

SESOICENTENNIAL

SESSIONS, E. O.
Some immediate problems of industry. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1922.


SETTLEMENT of disputes by arbitration. Houston, Alfred N.


SET-UP of purchasing department and its place in organization. Store operation, July 1925, p. 12-3, 29.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

SEVEN years' view of sales and expenses of retail clothiers, 1916 to 1922. Secrist, Horace.


SEWAGE DISPOSAL
See also Sewerage.

Costs


SEWERAGE

Costs
HARVEY, B. C. Cutting catch-basin cleaning costs in Rockford, Ill. American city, Jan. 1925, p. 5-6.

SEWERS
Costs


Cost of sewers at Providence, R. I. Engineering and contracting, Dec. 9, 1925, p. 1262.

Cost of sewers in Providence, R. I. Engineering and contracting (water works), July 1926, p. 322.


SEWING MACHINES
Costs


SHAPPELL, ELMER Retail payroll forms. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 142-4.)

SHARE capital of a public limited company. Ashworth, Robert.

SHARES See Stock.

SHARLES, F. F. See de Boni, G., joint author.


SHEAFFER, WILLIAM ADAM, AND MGINTOSH, R. J. Common sense course in accounting; consists of texts, blanks, papers, checking results, reading guide complete for home reading course. Chicago, Metropolitan textbook co., 1923. 740p.


SHEEHAN, ANDREW F. Generated or purchased power in the paper mill. Power, Oct. 6, 1925, p. 539-40.


Money saved in power is money earned. Power plant engineering, Nov. 15, 1925, p. 1155-6.
SHEEHAN, ANDREW F.—(Continued)

SHEET METAL WORK
See Metal work.

SHEETS, FRANK T.

SHEETS, HERBERT P.
When is "profit" profit? Certified public accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 102, 127-8.

SHELLARD, R. CHARLES

SHENK, M. L.

SHEPARD, GEORGE H.
Industrial fatigue. Manufacturers news, Feb. 1927, p. 35-6, 55.

SHEPHERD, H. I.

SHEPPARD, C. C.

SHERER, G. J.
How much will I net this year? Motor world wholesale. June 10, 1926, p. 12-3, 64.

SHERIDAN, E. J.

SHERIDAN, LEO J.
Economic factors of the office building project. Engineering and contracting, Mar. 25, 1925, p. 652-60.

SHERMAN, CHARLES W.
See Classon, W. G., joint author.

SHERMAN, JOHN F.

AND MARIE, GEORGE L.

SHERILL, CLARENCE O.

SHERROD, J. ROBERT

SHERWOOD, J. F.

SHEVIT, FRANK H.
Figuring depreciation for income tax. Hotel management, March 1924, p. 155.

SHIBLEY, FRED W.
Banker and the budget; address delivered to the Ohio bankers association, Cleveland, Ohio, June 10, 1926. New York, Bankers trust company. 17p.
Bankers relation to industrial reconstruction since 1920; address delivered to Association of reserve city bankers, Dallas, Texas, Apr. 16, 1924. New York, Bankers trust company. 19p.
Industrial and statistical department of a modern bank. New York, National association of cost accountants, May 15, 1925. 14p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 18.)
Scientific industrial management; address to the Illinois manufacturers' costs association on Apr. 28, 1925. New York, Bankers trust company. 31p.

SHIDELER, H. K.
Gravel road maintenance in Lisle county, Kansas. Engineering and contracting, July 2, 1924, p. 21-5.

SHIDLE, NORMAN G.
Automotive factory labor costs cut 10 to 50% in last two years. Automotive industries, Sept. 10, 1925, p. 401-3.

SHEILS, GEORGE R.

SHEILS, WILMER

SHIP and her work. Abell, W. Cott.

SHIP board writes off 5 per cent depreciation. New York evening sun, Oct. 6, 1924.

SHIP men will outline policy on depreciation. New York tribune, May 23, 1924.

SHIPBUILDING
Accounting

Cost accounting

Costs
FERGUSON, WILLIAM B. Supervising executives check up improvement in cost cutting. Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1927, p. 343-8.

SHIPBUILDING
American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 8, Feb. 1921, p. 11.

SHIPBUILDING
American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 8, Feb. 1921, p. 11.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

SHIPMENTS

BIBBS, ARTHUR D. Payroll and transportation expense control in retail traffic. (In National retail dry goods cooperation. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 13, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 102-5.)

DUNN, B. W. Packing for shipment. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 1119-68.)

HANEY, LOUIS H. Traffic and shipping. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 1169-1204.)


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Business organization; the traffic management. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders service bureau.

SCHAPPERT, JOSEPH M. From "order received" to freight-car door; how our complete shipping system works. Factory, July 1924, p. 45-7.


WHITE, PERCIVAL, and HAYWARD, WALTER S. Transportation. (In their Marketing practice. 1924. p. 50-65.)


SHIPPING finance and accounts. Paul, Robert B.

SHIPS

See Shipbuilding; Ships and Shipping.

SHIPMENTS AND SHIPBUILDING

ABELL, WESTCOTT. Ship and her work. London, Geo and J. A. Sampson, 1923, 114p.


GADSDEN, PHILIP H. Government or private ownership of merchant shipping; address at fifteenth annual meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Washington, D. C., Chamber of commerce of the United States. 1927.


ACCOUNTING


UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by carriers by water, Jan. 14, 1921. 1p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. In the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of carriers by water, Apr. 6, 1922. 8p.

UNITED STATES. Interstate commerce commission. Order at a general session of the Interstate commerce commission, held on the 13th day of December, in the matter of freight commodity statistics of carriers by water. 1p.

Costs


BUREAU of railway economics. Comparison of transportation costs by rail and via barge canal. Washington: Bureau of railway economics, 1925, 16p. (Consecutive no. 293, miscellaneous series no. 36.)

CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Relative construction and operating costs of American and foreign vessels. (In its National merchant marine conferences, Nov. 16-17, 1925. p. 102-12.)


HOW the Shipping board is reducing operating costs. Marine engineering and shipping age, Jan. 1924, p. 14-6.


JANSSON, A. H. Quick way to find fuel costs. Marine review, Nov. 1924, p. 422-6.


TOWNSEND, C. McD., Relative cost of water and rail transportation with discussion. World ports, June 1925, p. 71-93.


Rates


Stores systems


SHIRTS

See Clothing.

SHLJOM, J.

Income tax notes. Mediator, Jan. 1, 1926.

SHOE factory accounting and cost keeping. Cobb, Howard P.


SHOE TRADE

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

SHOE TRADE—(Continued)

Costs


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail shoe stores in Nebraska in 1921. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. 21p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 4.)

NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail shoe stores in Nebraska in 1924. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska Aug. 1925, 23p. (Nebraska studies in business no. 19.)


SELLING cost vs. factory costs. Shoe and leather reporter, Jan. 28, 1926, p. 25-30.


Statistics


Stockkeeping


WEISS, HAROLD B. Dissecting the shoe department; controlling the shoe. (In his Merchandise control; 1925, p. 8-26.)

SHOEMAKER, R. W.

Steel-pole line built for $4,700 per mile. Electrical world, July 14, 1923, p. 83.

SHOES

KORTJOHN, MARTIN. Professional accountant in the shoe factory on a yearly basis; reprinted from American shoemaking, May 19, 1926. Pace student, Aug. 1926, p. 4.


SHOES; international accounting. Lynn (Mass.) item, Oct. 2, 1925.

THOMPSON, SANFORD E., and FREELAND, WILLARD E. Management factors in the shoe industry. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 75-76.


Accounting


Cost accounting


DURKEE, A. A. Cost control; abstract of address delivered at the ninth annual meeting of the Associated industries of Massachusetts. Illinois manufacturers' cost association monthly bulletin, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 4. Industry, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 3-4.


Costs

HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Darrow shoe company. (In its Harvard business reports. 1925, p. 97-106.)


POLICY of a shoe manufacturer with regard to special orders. Harvard business review, Apr. 1925, p. 348-56.

SELLING cost vs. factory cost. Shoe and leather reporter, Jan. 28, 1926, p. 25-30.


Store systems


THOMPSON, SANFORD E., and FREELAND, WILLARD E. Management factors in the shoe industry. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 73-81.

SHOES; international accounting. Lynn (Mass.) item, Oct. 2, 1925.

SHOOK, EARL S.


SHOOK to install city accounting. Bridgeport (Conn.) post, Jan. 24, 1926.

SHOPBOOK rule. Tiffany, B. E.

SHOPS

See also Machine shops.


Cost accounting


SHORT, A. LEE


SHORT, D. E.

Practical course in advanced accounting; excerpt from an address delivered at the National commercial teachers' convention. Balance sheet, March-Apr. 1925, p. 17, 38.

SHORT and easy method after which shopkeepers may state, post, and balance their books of compts. Sneil, Charles,
SHORT discussion on the allocation of costs. Vincent, G. I.

SHORT system of farm costing. Holmes, H. R. J.

SHORTAGES and how to cover them. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Jan. 1927, p. 2-4.


SHOULD accountancy be a closed profession? Accountant, Apr. 26, 1924, p. 694-700.

SHOULD all traders be obliged to keep books of account? Business organisation and management, Sept. 1924, p. 444.

SHOULD an auditor resign? Queensland accounts and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1926, p. 120.

SHOULD detailed cost work be centralized in the head office? Montgomery, W. B.


SHOULD material be charged at cost or replacement value? with discussion. Rittenhouse, Charles F.

SHOULD research be charged to sales expense? Printers, ink, Sept. 24, 1925, p. 57-60.


SHOULD the words "public accountant" be protected? Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1925, p. 8.


SHOUVIN, PAT Oil and gas engines. American petroleum institute bulletin, Apr. 12, 1926, p. 88-94.


SICK benefit fund, July 1, 1917. John Deere plow works.


SIDEWAYS See Pavements and paving.

SIDEY, ROBERT LONGFIELD Storekeepers' accounts and office system; with appendix containing complete set of books written up and balanced. Sydney, N. S. W., Law book company of Australasia, 1924. 120p.

SIEGEL, MICHAEL L. Factory pay-roll control in the shirt industry. Management and administration, March 1924, p. 311-5.


SIGNIFICANCE of the budget. Metropolitan life insurance company.


SIGNIFICANT economic developments since the armistice. Boettler, Herbert F.

SIGNS Costs Trautschold, Reginald. What will it cost to advertise our building? Factory, Sept. 1926, p. 467-76.


SILK Nadel, Benjamin. Financial survey; published in the interests of Raw and thrown silk credit men's association, New York City. 1926. 8p.

NEILD, HORACE. Dissecting and calculating silk fabrics, a practical handbook on manufacturing broad and narrow fabrics; for use in the mill, the office, and the school room; formulas and examples for the analysis and construction of yarns and fabrics, with cost-calculation forms for skein and piece-dyed silk and mixed yarn fabrics. New York, Clifford and Lawton, 1924. 175p.


Cost accounting Neild, Horace. Dissecting and calculating silk fabrics, a practical handbook on manufacturing broad and narrow fabrics; for use in the mill, the office, and the school room; formulas and examples for the analysis and construction of yarns and fabrics, with cost-calculation forms for skein and piece-dyed silk and mixed yarn fabrics. New York, Clifford and Lawton, 1924. 175p.
SILK—Cost accounting—(Continued)
RENT problem in silk trade. Paterson (N. J.) call, March 26, 1924.
SILK industry discusses uniform cost accounting. Journ of commerce, Nov. 29, 1924.

Stores systems

SILCOX, L. K.

SILOS
Cost accounting

SILVER exchange accounting in Oriental trade. Carson, August J.

SILVERMAN, H. A.

SILVERMAN, NATHANIEL

SILVERWARE
WELLS, RALPH G. Producing sterling silverware with material loss of only ¾ of 1%. Manufacturing industries, Dec. 1926, p. 439-42.

SILVESTER, REGINALD F.

SIMMONS, A. E.
Bonus plan that encourages year-around work. System, Apr. 1924, p. 490-1.

SIMMS, J. W.

SIMON, PAUL
While hotel operation does not result in larger profits. Alarm clock, Nov. 1924, p. 3.

SIMMONDS, ALVAN T.

SIMMONDS, ALVIN P.

SIMMONS, H. R.
Determining the selling price of machine tools; figuring costs on five-year averages. Iron trade review, July 3, 1924, p. 35-8.

SIMONS, A. J.


SIMPLE farm accounts. Willard, Rex E.


SIMPLE poultry account record. Wallace's farmer, March 6, 1925, p. 354.

SIMPLICITY in Texas asked; objections to income tax law raised by accountants. Dallas (Tex.) news, Jan. 3, 1926.


SIMPLIFICATION and costs. Phelan, Raymond.

SIMPLIFICATION of examination requirements. Certified public accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 264-5.


SIMPLIFIED cost accounting plan as submitted at the seventh annual meeting, Feb. 5, 6 and 7, 1925. Hollow building tile association.


SIMPLIFIED factory accounting and routing. Waldron, Frederick A.


SIMPLIFIED school accounting. Peel, Arthur J.


SIMPLIFIED treatment of ordinary annuities. Small, Lloyd L.

SIMPLIFYING and safeguarding industrial securities. Weale, G. J.
SIMPLIFYING real estate records. Office economist, June 1927, p. 5-6, 13.

SIMPLIFYING the allocation of costs. American accountant, July 1927, p. 44.

SIMPLIFYING the compilation of multi-company consolidated statements. Donaldson, William R.

SIMPSON, F.

SIMPSON, JAMES
What is more important than fast turnover? System, July 1923, p. 21-3.

SIMPSON, JOHN
Going concern value as found by state commissions. Gas age-record, March 8, 1924, p. 279-80.
Present worth of inventions must be considered in valuation. Gas age-record, July 12, 1924, p. 46.
Valuation determined with regard to higher costs. Gas age-record, Jan. 26, 1924, p. 99-100.
What is a fair return? Gas age-record, Nov. 22, 1924, p. 737-8, 758.

SIMPSON, KEMPER

SIMPSON, R. E.
Relation of routine to office machinery. Accountants' journal (England), Nov. 1925, p. 529-35.

SIMPSON, R. H.

SIMPSON, W. B.

SIMS, MARK

SIMS, R. M.
Fundamentals of correct charges for various classes of trust service; cost elements to be considered. Trust companies, Dec. 1923, p. 727-30.

SIMSON, LESLIE N.

SINCLAIR, ALEX

SINCLAIR, JOHN F.

SINCLAIR, MURRAY AND COMPANY

SINEX, G. H.
Value of certified statements to a building and loan association assisting sales. (In Texas society of certified public accountants. Bulletin no. 3, p. 8-10.)

SINGH, DALIP
Indian accounts and income-tax with Indian income-tax act, 1922, and rules made thereunder as amended up to date. Lahore, India, Mercantile press, 1926. 374p.

SINGH, GURMUKH
Future of direct taxes in India. Indian accountant, Jan. 1925, p. 3-8.


SINGLE-ENTRY, the business man's language. Peloubet, Maurice R.


SINKING fund payments. Finney, H. A., and Baumann, H. P.


SINKING FUNDS
See Reserves and sinking funds.


SISSON, H. A.


SIX wage-payment plans that have stood all tests. Atkins, Paul M.

SIXTH annual convention; program. American society of certified public accountants.


SJOSTROM, P. ROBERT

SKEAT, WALTER W.

SKELETON plan of accounting for a small store. Blanke, T. L.

SKETCHES of past history of California associations. Fields, J. L.

SKETCHES of past history of the building and loan associations of California. Fields, J. L.

SKINNER, E. B.

SKINNER, EDWARD B.

SKINNER, EDWARD M.
How concentration and turnover build a retail business. Printers ink monthly, May 1925, p. 17-8, 82.
Other side of turnover and its effect on prices. Printers ink monthly, Sept. 1925, p. 25.
Six ways to increase the rate of turnover. System, March 1924, p. 305-9, 431.

SKINNER, HERBERT H.
Creating a perspective of your commercial progress. Gas age-record, Apr. 28, 1926, p. 299-301.

SKIPPER, F. H.
Why the practical accountant should have a thorough knowledge of the science of salesmanship. Australian accountant and secretary, Dec. 1923, p. 360-2.

SHOTT, PERCIVAL
How to apply costing principles to aggregate profit and loss accounts. Cost accountant, Oct. 1925, p. 168.


SLACKS, JOHN W.

SLATE

Cost accounting

SLATER, C. P., AND GREENE, HARRY A.
Administration of the school budget. Iowa city, Iowa, University of Iowa, Apr. 15, 1925. 24p. (Extension bulletin no. 122.)

SLATER, J. E.
Analyzing railroad shop output and costs. Railway review, Apr. 11, 1925, p. 698-701.

Statistics as an aid to railroad operation. Railway review, Aug. 8, 1925, p. 201-4.

SLAUGHTER, R. KEMP

SLEDS
Accounting
CHURCH, ELLIOT. Simple but efficient accounting systems; requires no specially printed forms. Automobile trimmer and painter, Oct. 1924, p. 43-4.

SLEIGHT, REUBEN B.
Appraisals based on number of meters connected. Electrical world, June 28, 1924, p. 1322-3.

SLIPPY, J. C.

SLIPPY, R. B.

SLOAN, GEORGE S.
Something further on accountants’ services. Accounting and business quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 1.

SLOAN, LAURENCE H.


SMALL, LLOYD L.

SMAILS, R. G. H.
Shares without nominal or par value. Canadian chartered accountant, May 1924, p. 362-73.
Shares without par value. Canadian chartered ac- countant, Nov. 1924, p. 183-5.

AND WALKER, C. E.


SMALL reduction in operating costs. American lumberman, May 2, 1925, p. 61.

SMALL stockholders. Broderick, John T.

SMALL store advertising. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


SMALLEY-BAKER, C. E.

SMELSNER, C. R.
On uniform operating accounts. Burroughs clearing house, Sept. 1926, p. 31-3, 56.
SMELTING
See Mining and metallurgy.

SMITH, A. J.

SMITH, BRADFORD B.

SMITH, C. A.
Secretary and/or accountant in perspective. Australasian accountant and secretary, May 1926, p. 153.

SMITH, C. E.

SMITH, C. HANNEFORD-
See Hanneford-Smith, C.

SMITH, C. J.

SMITH, DARRELL H.

SMITH, DONALD B.

SMITH, DWIGHT L.

SMITH, EDGAR LAWRENCE

SMITH, ERNEST E.
Timber merchants' accounts. ed. 2. London, Gee and company. 1924. 114p. (Accountants' library, v. 35.)

SMITH, F.

SMITH, FRANCIS R.
Selling costs, a marketing factor. Typhothea bulletin, Feb. 9, 1925, p. 393, 402.

SMITH, HAROLD D.

SMITH, HENRY BREVOORT

SMITH, HENRY J.

SMITH, J. B. R.
See Parker, John S., joint author.

SMITH, J. C.

SMITH, J. DIXON

SMITH, J. G.

SMITH, JAMES G.

SMITH, LAWRENCE E.
Uses profit and loss record to show efficiency of tools. National petroleum news, Jan. 30, 1924, p. 32E.

SMITH, LEONARD C. L.

SMITH, LESLIE
Balance sheet audit—its verification and the accountant's liability; an address delivered before the eighth regional convention. Midwest district, American institute of accountants. Omaha, Nebr., May 24, 1924. 3p.

SMITH, M. J.

SMITH, McGRREGOR

SMITH, N. G.

SMITH, N. J.
Three ways to reduce trucking costs; from System. Power wagon, Aug. 1923, p. 13-5.

SMITH, R. H.
Ice production costs for the engineer. Ice and refrigeration, Apr. 1926, p. 421-3.

SMITH, R. R.

SMITH, T.
SMITH, T. L.
Our experience with the Bedaux wage system. In-
dustry, Apr. 21, 1923, p. 1–2.

SMITH, W. CARRINGTON
Balance sheets of joint stock companies and traders
from the point of view of the banker as a lender. Jour-

SMITH, W. G.
Lloyds, the greatest marine insurance market in the
world. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Aug.
1923, p. 49–52.

SMITH, W. H.
Cost accounting for slate quarry operation. Rock
Food cost accounting and its intricacies. Alarm clock,

SMITH, W. P.
Pricing of lumber inventories. Bulletin of the Na-
tional tax association, Nov. 1926, p. 46–50.

SMITH, W. R.
Keeping construction cost records. Municipal and

SMITH, W. W.
More business on less inventory. Factory, May 1927,
p. 874–5.

SMITH, WALTER T.
Accounting and control of leased departments. (In
National retail dry goods association. Report and
digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress,
May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 90–1.)

SMITH, WILLIAM A.
Notes on cost-controlling accounts. Cost accountant,

SMITH, WILLIAM HENRY
Graphic statistics in management. New York, Mc-

SMITH, WILSON A.
Gas cuts cost of fusing enamel on to metal. Manu-

SMITH bears boom boosted at hearing. New York
times, May 3, 1924.

SMITTEY, ROBERT L.
Bibliography of books on business economics. New
York, Dixie business book shop, Inc.
Course of study for brokerage, stock exchange, invest-
ment banking, including direction on economic factors
affecting prices. New York, Dixie business book

SMYTH, LUDLOW S.
Consolidation of accounts and consolidated tax returns.
23 typewritten pages.

SNELL, CHARLES
Short and easy method; after which shopkeepers may
state, post, and balance their books of accounts.
London, Printed for Tho. Norris at the Looking
Glass on London-Bridge and Dan. Midwinter at the
Bound with: Ayres, John. Arithmetick made easie
for the use and benefit of trades-men wherein the
use of fractions both vulgar and decimal, are taught
by a new and exact method also the mensuration of
surfaces and superfices.

SNELLING, W. E.
Dictionary of income-tax and super-tax practice, in-
corporating the provisions of the consolidation act
of 1918, the finance acts of 1919 to 1922, for the use
of professional and business men, accountants,
householders, etc. ed. 5. New York, Prentice-
Hall, Inc. 1923. 516p.

SNIFFIN, PHILIP J.
When you should swap your motor truck. American

SNIFFIN, PHILIP L.
Motor truck operation. American paper merchant,
What do you pay for motor truck delivery? Coal
Budget; its preparation and administration. (In
Lagerquist's Public utility finance. 1927. p. 593–6.)

SNOW, HARRY A.
Management charts for central stations. Electrical
world, July 5, 1924, p. 12–6.

SNOW, M. P.
Tax money saved by decisions of board of appeals.
What repairs are deductible. Paper industry, July

SNOW, M. P., COMP.
Important changes in the 1926 income tax law. Lefax,
Apr. 1926, p. 29–34.

SNOW REMOVAL
Costs
BURTON, V. R. . Cost analysis of snow removal in
COMFREY, JOSEPH J. Snow-removal costs cut
GENEST, R. B. Keeping track of snow-removal
361–2.
GRAY, B. E. Snow removal in West Virginia with
245–6.
ISABELLE, N. M. Cost of highway snow removal in
Wisconsin. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 2,
1924, p. 65.
1923, p. 317.
ROGERS, FRANK F. Methods and cost of snow re-
moval. Municipal and county engineering, Jan.
1924, p. 12–5.
SNOW removal from Wisconsin highways. Public
works, March 1924, p. 90.
TERHUNE, E. A. Cost of snow removal by tractors.
VAN DUEZER, W. A. Snow removal on Pennsylvania

SNOW removal from Wisconsin highways. Public
works, March 1924, p. 90.

SNOWDEN, ERNEST
Colwyn committee on national debt and taxation.

SNOWDEN, PHILIP

SNYDER, BLAKE, AND LIPPINGCOTT, WILMOT,
EDS.
Real estate handbook; ed. by Blake Snyder and Wilmot
Lippingcott. New York, McGraw Hill book com-
pany, 1925. 724p.

SNYDER, CARL
New index of the general price level from 1875. Jour-
nal of the American statistical association, June 1924,
p. 189–95.
New measures of the business cycle. Harvard busi-

SNYDER, FREAS B.
Installment credits. Robert Morris associates monthly
SOAP

SOAPSTONE PRODUCTS
Cost accounting
ROESLER, R. E. Getting at costs by the "point method." Factory, May 1924, p. 662-3.


SOCIAL WORK

Accounting
PROCTOR, ARTHUR W., and SCHUCK, ARTHUR A. Budgeting revenue and expenditure; fair dealing with citizen stockholders. (In their Finishing of social work, p. 71-87.)

SOCIETIES
See Accountants' societies; Societies, clubs, etc.


SOCIETIES, CLUBS, ETC.
See also Investment companies. Societies.
—— Same. 1926. 31p.
—— Same. 1927. 30p.
CHENEY, O. H. Banker's view of trade associations; address delivered before the Sheet metal ware association. Dec. 8, 1925. 15p.
HOMERSHAM, M. M. Some notes on registered societies. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 128-52.)
HUNT, EDWARD EYRE. Conferences, committees, conventions and how to run them. New York, Harper and brothers, 1925. 218p.
NEW YORK (state). Chamber of commerce. Classified list of trade and allied associations and publications in the city of New York; with appendix of governmental offices.
ROBERT MORRIS associates. Membership list. 1924.
ROMAN, NANCY M., and SPENCER, HAZEL L. 4-H club homemaking programs. Ithaca, N. Y., New York state college of home economics at Cornell university, June 1926. 11p. (Cornell junior extension bulletin no. 16.)
UNITED STATES. Congress. S292; a bill to incorporate the American bar association; introduced Dec. 6, 1923. 5p.
UNITED STATES. Congress. S3731; a bill to permit meetings of societies, benevolent, educational, and so forth, organized under the laws of the District of Columbia, to be held outside of said district, introduced Dec. 16, 1924. 2p.
VON ROSEN, URBAN F. Business methods for club women; address delivered before the Lakewood council of parent-teacher associations, Feb. 17, 1925. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Apr. 18, 1925, p. 18-9 (résumé.)
WOLFE, IRA W. General outline of the proposed association. 20 typewritten pages.

Accounting
BYRNE, JAMES A. Accounting system suitable for use of a club. Pace student. Apr. 1924, p. 66-70.
McCANDLESS, JAMES W. Managing association finances. (In his Association administration. 1925. p. 193-218.)
VON ROSEN, URBAN F. Business methods for club women; short talk given before the Lakewood council of parent-teacher associations, at Ponca, 6 typewritten pages.
WILLARD, RAYMOND D. Boylston. (In his System building and constructive accounting. 1924. p. 141-3.)

Auditing
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Club and hotel accounts. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 341-5.)
SOCIETIES, CLUBS, ETC.—Auditing—(Continued)

SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY


DIRECTORY OF members. Newark, The society. 8p.

ROSTER, Nov. 1927. The society. 7p.

SOCIETY OF INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS


INCORPORATED accountants fortieth anniversary. London, 1925.

RESULTS of examinations held 5, 6, 7 and 8th May, 1924. 4p.

RESULTS of examinations held, 8, 9, 10 and 11th Nov. 1926. 3p.

SUMMARY of presidential address, May 19, 1927. 4p.

SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

PROBLEMS of management to-day; report of proceedings, twelfth national convention, Cleveland, Ohio, May 6, 7, and 8, 1925. Chicago, Society of industrial engineers, 1925. 231p. (c. 8, no. 1.)

REDUCING the cost of business; report of proceedings, eleventh national convention, Buffalo, N. Y., Apr. 30, May 1 and 2, 1924. Chicago, Society of industrial engineers, 1924. 280p. (c. 7, no. 1.)

SOCIETY OF LOUISIANA CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS


QUARTERLY meeting, Feb. 18, 1926, Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, La. 4p.


SOCIETY'S examinations, March 1924. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), May-July 1924, p. 363-4, 393-6, 27-32.

SOCIETY'S examinations, May 1924. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), May-July 1924, p. 363-4, 393-6, 27-32.


SOHMER, PHILIP


Perpetual inventory; revolving system of inventory gives a constant check on all piece goods and finished garments. Garment manufacturers' index, Oct. 1921.

Taking the guesswork out of retail cost competition; efficient method of determining selling price, prescribed for merchants seeking improved system. American clock and watch review, Apr. 1922, p. 87-8.


SOLICITORS

See Lawyers.

SOLOMON, V. L.


SOLUTIONS to cases and answers to questions; by John A. Powelson based on the text—Auditing by William H. Bell. Bell, William H., and Powelson, John A.

SOLUTIONS to cost accounts. Newlove, G., 11.

SOLUTIONS to Mathematical principles of finance. Kent, Frederick Charles.

SOLUTIONS to problems and answers to questions in Principles of accounting. Finney, H. A.

SOME applications of economic theory to accounting. Hauhart, William F.

SOME applications of farm cost accounts. Thorfinnson, T. S.


SOME aspects of grocery-store failures. Nebraska, University of. College of business administration. Committee on business research.

SOME aspects of joint costs. Dohr, James L.

SOME aspects of reserve accounting. Hornberger, Donald J.


SOME aspects of the valuation of private property for public uses. Ransom, William L.

SOME aspects of valuation and income determination. Daines, H. C.


SOME corporate problems created by income tax laws. Himmelblau, David.

SOME cost objectives. McCullough, E. W.


SOME deficiencies of cost accounting and their uses. Cowin, R. B.

SOME difficulties in practice. Lynn, A. J.

SOME economic aspects of the recent emergency housing legislation in New York. Lindsay, Samuel McCune.

SOME economic fallacies common among cost accountants. Cowin, R. B.

SOME facts about margins and costs in marketing fruits and vegetables in the port of New York district. Port of New York authority and United States department of agriculture.

SOME facts about music store turnover; an analysis based on figures presented by approximately one hundred music dealers. Music trade news, March 1926.


SOME fundamentals of business education. Lynn, A. J.

SOME hints as to usual credit union practice for treasurers of newly organized credit unions; relating chiefly to savings, loans, interest rates and earnings. Credit union national extension bureau.


SOME important problems in textile cost accounting. Szepesi, Eugene.

SOME inventory methods as developed by the Western electric company, Chicago. Hicok, E. M.


SOME major aspects of employee representation. Metcalf, Henry C.

SOME new fields for the application of the punch card and tabulating machine to office operations. Dvorak, B. E.

SOME new figures on overhead. Electrical record, March 1925, p. 173.


SOME notes on registered societies. Homersham, M. M.


SOME notes on the law of banking. Sales, C. A.

SOME notes on the legal profession. Crew, Albert.

SOME notes on "the problem of wages." Cost accountant, May 1927, p. 365–6.

SOME observations on American investment trusts. Robinson, Leland Rex.

SOME observations on costs. O'Grady, Standish H.


SOME of the tangible results from uniform cost accounting in the biscuit and cracker industry. Green, Weston.


SOME phases of accounting investigations for refinancings, consolidations and mergers; balance-sheets and profit-and-loss account. Friedman, J. P.

SOME phases of accounting investigations for refinancings, consolidations and mergers; tax phases and certification of results. Staub, Walter A.

SOME phases of railroad accounting. Bell, L. A.

SOME phases of the no-par-value stock problem. Hurdman, F. H.

SOME phases of vessel accounting. Blood, R. A.

SOME points on corporation profits tax. Allen, William.


SOME practical applications of budget methods. Duncan, W. W.

SOME practical applications of budget methods. Lazarus, Arthur.

SOME practical notes on bankruptcy. Mahony, D.

SOME practical notes on deeds of arrangement. Mahony, D.

SOME printed aids for school business officers. Kansas City public library.

SOME problems and facilities of a large modern hotel. Browne, Richard.

SOME problems connected with branch accounting. Ashdown, Cecil S.

SOME problems in city school administration. Strayer, George D.


SOME problems in loan valuation simplified. Fraser, Edward.

SOME problems in the installation of accounting systems Ulrich, William A.

SOME professional obligations. Covington, J. Harry.

SOME questions on no-par-value stock. Hurdman Frederick H.

SOME recent decisions in income-tax law. Montgomery Robert H.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

SOME remarks recently addressed by the secretary of a company to senior members of his office staff. Commonwealth journal of accountancy, Nov. 1926, p. 81-2.


SOME sources of information on stocks and bonds. Cavanaugh, Eleanor.


SOME thoughts on modern tendencies. Freeman, Herbert C.

SOME thoughts on reorganizations. Spicer, Ernest Evan.

SOME variations in inventory valuations. Sanders, T. H.

SOME weaknesses of production systems. Du Brul, Stephen.


Capital "raised" and "provided." Accountant, Jan. 31, 1925, p. 183-5.


What is capital expenditure? Accountant, Jan. 10, 1925, p. 52-3.

What is "net revenue"? Accountant, Feb. 21, 1925, p. 301-3.


SOONER or later the distributor of oil products will be forced to departmentalize. Petroleum age, May 1, 1927, p. 18-9, 60, 64.


SOUND employee retirement systems. Metropolitan life insurance company.

SOUND municipal pension act and central supervision of all pension funds in New Jersey. Studensky, Paul.

SOUND policy for municipal research. New Jersey. Bureau of state research.

SOURCES of cost information. Metropolitan life insurance company. Policyholders' service bureau.

SOURCES of foreign credit information. Hillyer, A. S.


SOURCES of information on accounting. Illinois chamber of commerce.

SOUTH AFRICAN ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES. GENERAL EXAMINING BOARD MEMBERSHIP lists, Aug. 1923; the Transvaal society of accountants, the Natal society of accountants, the Cape society of accountants and auditors, the Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, the Rhodesia society of accountants. Johannesburg, Union of South Africa, 1923. 79p.

—— Same. May, 1927. 1927. 70p.


SOUTH CAROLINA ACT (as amended by the 1924 session of the general assembly), to require certain corporations to make annual reports and to pay annual license fees, and to prescribe methods for enforcement and rates pertaining thereto. 6p.

ACT to raise revenue for the support of the state government by levy and collection of a tax on gifts, inheritances, devises and bequests and legacies, in certain cases, approved Feb. 23, 1922, as amended March 26, 1924, 21p.

—— Same. 18p.

ACT to require certain corporations to make annual reports and to pay annual license fees, and to prescribe methods for enforcement and rates pertaining thereto; as amended by the 1924 session of the general assembly. 6p.

AN act to raise revenue for the support of the state government; approved March 26, 1923.

EXTRACTS from act of 1925, levying certain supplementary taxes (approved Apr. 10, 1925). 7p.

INCOME tax act of March 13, 1922, as amended March 26, 1924. 7p.


NO. 34, an act to amend an act entitled "an act to provide for a state system of hard surface top soil and other dependable types of highways in this state," known as act no. 731 of the acts of 1924, so as to reduce the license of automobiles and increase the tax on gasoline. 8p.

REGULATIONS covering stamping of cigarettes, cigars, smoking tobacco, etc. 1p.


RAILROAD COMMISSION ANNUAL report. 1923, 1924.

TAX COMMISSION ANNUAL report 1924, 1925, 1926.

TABLE for use in computing the value of life estates, annuities for life, intermediate estates, and remainderers. (See section 2 of the act.) 3p.

TABLE showing rates of taxation of inheritances under the act of Feb. 3, 1922. 1p.


SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER 115, laws of 1925; an act relating to the administrative functions of the state government, to redistribute and consolidate such functions, to abolish certain state departments . . . 67p.

—— Abstract.

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF BENEDICT, R., and WORSHAM, C. G. Handbook on South Dakota farm production costs and crop statistics, including the annual report of the South Dakota department of agriculture for the year 1923. Pierre, 1924. 75p. (South Dakota department of agriculture, circular no. 8.)

BANKS, SUPERINTENDENT OF LAWS relating to banks and banking, trust companies, building and loan associations, complete with 1927 amendments. 104p.
BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY

LAWs and rules for the examination of applicants for certificate as certified public accountants, effective from July 1, 1916. 14p.

CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.

BOARD OF

Bdennial report. 1924.

INSURANCE, COMMISSIONER OF


Same, 1925 session. 8p.

Same, 1927 session. 3p.


STATE PENITENTIARY, WARDEN

OF


STATE TAX COMMISSION

BULLETINS. Pierre, S. D.


TAX COMMISSION


SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY

PENSION agreement; effective from and after July 25, 1919. 12p and supp.

SOUTHERN

employees earn bonus for 1925. Railway age, March 14, 1925. p. 740.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY

PENSION system; rules and regulations effective June 1, 1922, original rules effective Jan. 1, 1903, amended Apr. 10, 1906 to Sept. 17, 1925. New York, The company. 22p.

SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION


SOUTHERN

stores' turnovers; Ohio compensation methods. Dry goods economist, March 29, 1924. p. 16.

SOWERS, DON C.


SPACKMAN, E. T.


SPAHR, WALTER EARL


SPANDAU, H. M.


SPANIER, D. H.


SPATZ, ALVIN P.


SPAULDING, HARRISON B.


SPEAKER, LAWRENCE M.


SPEARS, HOWARD


SPECIAL accounting examinations and reports. Chase, Stuart.

SPECIAL BULLETINS


SPECIAL features of municipal account. Collins, Arthur.

SPECIAL inheritance tax bulletin—state of New York. American tax-payers' league.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

PRELIMINARY report on findings of the committee on methods. May 1923. 31p.

PROGRAMME, nineteenth annual conference, King Edward hotel, Toronto, Canada, June 20, 21, 22, 1927. 8p.

SPECIAL phases of accounting. Alexander Hamilton institute.

SPECIAL problems in advanced accounting. Alexander Hamilton institute.


SPECIAL sales in retail merchandising. Grether, Ewald T.

SPECIAL survey showing prospects for the remainder of 1927. United States. Labor, Department of Employment service.

SPECIAL types of accounting systems. Alexander Hamilton institute.

SPECIAL wholesale hardware study. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, June 1923, p. 18.


SPEER, HOWARD

See Ginz, William T., joint author.

SPENCE, G. M.

Treatment of fluctuating exchange in foreign merchants books. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 122–38.)

SPENCER, HAZEL L.

See Roman, Nancy M.

SPENCER, W. H.

Legal training of the accountant. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924. p. 79–84.)
SPENCER, WARREN D.


SPICER, ERNEST EVAN


AND PEGLER, E. C.

SPIELMAN, WINIFRED

SPLAWN, W. M. W.


SPOFFORD, CHARLES B.
Indian supertax decision. *Commerce reports*, Nov. 8, 1926, p. 369.

SPOILAGE
See Scrap, waste, etc.

SPOONER, F. EUGENE

SPRAGUE, A. E.

SPRAY, E. L.


SPREAD of ethics. *Journal of accountancy* July 1923, p. 32.

SPRING Valley water company to Union trust company of San Francisco, trustee, trust indenture dated as of May 1, 1923. 155p.

SPRINGER, DURAND W.


SPRINGER, ROY M.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. WATER COMMISSIONERS

SPRINGMAN, J. C.

SPROUL, A. HUGH
See Jackson, J. Hugh, joint author.

SPROULE, WILLIAM


SPRY, F. W.

SPRY, H. E.

SQUIRE, E. C.

SQUIRES, FREDERIC W.


STAAL, C. P.

STABILIZING of profit and employment in industry through production control. Tingley, Edward H.

STABLE, W. N.


STAFF manual as of June 1, 1925. 12 typewritten pages.

STAFF preparation and editing of reports. Bell, William H.

STAFFELBACH, ELMER H.
STAFFORD, P. H.

STAFFORD, ROGER B.
Accounting system for small marketer shows what each station is doing. National petroleum news, May 19, 1926, p. 92–3.

STAGGERED billing but one of many ideas advanced at controllers' meeting. Dry goods economist, July 4, 1925, p. 167–83.

STAHIL, C. J.

STALICK, ANNA V.
My experiences in the grocery business; address delivered at the annual convention of the Retail merchants' association of Colorado at Manitou, Colo., Jan. 19–21, 1925. Boulder, Colo., Bureau of business and governmental research, University of Colorado, 1925. 24p. (Business bulletin no. 2.) Bound with: Co-operative advertising by retail service grocers, by Sam Freed.

STALKER, W. H.

STAMP, JOSIAH
Economic outlook in Germany. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 30, 1927, p. 57–9.

STAMP, JOSIAH C.


STAMP tax changes. Canadian chartered accountant, July 1923, p. 57.


STAMPER, W. H.

STAMPING
Cost accounting


STANDARD cost finding system. United hypothetae of America.


STANDARD cost system bulletin; a payroll system for photo-engravers. American photo-engravers association.


STANDARD costs and variations. Harrison, G. Charter.

STANDARD costs as a basis of management and industrial control. De Haas, J. Anton.

STANDARD costs as a basis of management and industrial control. Nelson, C. Hewetson.

STANDARD costs as a basis of management and industrial control. Volmer, J. G. Charles.

STANDARD costs for sheet metal workers. Baruch, Alfred.


STANDARD forms. Woodson, E. R.

STANDARD forms and enclosures. National association of credit men.

STANDARD forms and financial reports of colleges, universities and technical schools.

STANDARD forms and reports. Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching.


STANDARD OIL COMPANY
PENSION and relief plan. ed. 5. Louisville, Ky., The company, 15p.
STOCK purchasing plan for employers. ed. 4. Louisville, Ky., The company, 16p.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY, KENTUCKY

STANDARD simplified invoice form. New York, National association of cost accountants, June 1, 1927, p. 914–6. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 8, no. 19, sec. 2.)

STANDARD STATISTICS COMPANY, INC.

________ 1925 ed. 642p.
________ 1926 ed. 857p.
________ 1927 ed. 1016p.
________ 1928 ed. 1244p.

STANDARD syllabus for schools of accountancy. Young Men's Christian association.


STANDARD time wage system of the Westinghouse electric and manufacturing company. Arlin, H. W.


STANDARDIZATION
STANDARDIZATION—(Continued)

BRENNER, PRICE H. Finding a key to the printing industry. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 98–104.
BLISS, JAMES H. Planning accounting classifications and systems. (In his Management through accounts, 1924, p. 780–836.)
BYTH, E. Uniform methods of costing. Cost accountant, Sept. 1923, p. 120–5.
BRITISH tin box manufacturers; report of a meeting of the federation held in London on May 2, 1925. Cost accountant, May 1925, p. 40–1.
CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Looking forward in uniform cost accounting. (Department of manufacture, news bulletin no. 8.)
CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. Second annual Chicago conference on uniform cost accounting. 4p. (Department of manufacturers’ news bulletin no. 7.)
CHAMBER of commerce of the United States. What is your own cost? Do’s for your Washington, D. C., Chamber of commerce of the United States. 3p. (Fabricated production department, bulletin no. 22.)
CONFER on uniform cost accounting. New York journal of commerce, March 26, 1924.
Cost accounting. (In Science and business) (1924, p. 135–6.)
Cost committee has been exceedingly active; this committee representing the American seed trade association will report at June meeting. Seed world, May 21, 1924, p. 18–9.
ELLIS, J. A. Necessity for uniform methods of accounting; if your neighbor’s cost is 54%, while your own is 48%, you must know whether the two include the same identical things, if the comparison is to be worth while. National restaurau news, Dec. 1926, p. 3–4.
FLADER, LOUIS. How to induce trade association members to employ the uniform system. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 28–30.)
GASKILL, NELSON B. Legal aspects of statistics. (In United States. Foreign and domestic economics. Bureau of Trade association activities. 1923. p. 31–43.)
GREEN, WESTON. Some of the tangible results from uniform cost accounting in the biscuit and cracker industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 8–11.)
HARDWOOD manufacturers’ institute. Trade association statistical activities; collection of pamphlets. HARDWOOD manufacturers’ institute. (1924.)


MEETING on uniform cost accounting ends. New York women’s wear, March 26, 1924.


MILLER, W. A. N. How the Chamber of Commerce uses the cost statistics by the United typothetae. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 34-8.)


SLOW process towards standardisation. (In Incorporated accountants’ journal, Apr. 1924, p. 179-80.)


TRENDS in cost accounting—“standard costs.” Chamber of commerce of the United States, News bulletin no. 9.

STANDARDIZATION—Continued
UNIFORM cost accounting system. Face student, March 1925, p. 64.
UNIFORM cost system needed, say executives. New York herald, March 26, 1924.
UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission. Federal trade commission vs. United Typothetae of America and others, docket no. 459.
WHITING, GRAFTON. Effect on the industry; the corrugated and fiber box line. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 12-5.)
WILL discuss legality of trade association work. Journal of commerce (New York), March 27, 1924.
WOLF, R. B. Advantages that have accrued to the newsprint industry from the establishment of uniform cost accounting. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 11-3.)
STANDARDIZED and comparable hospital statistics; your per-capita-diem cost figure. American hospital association.
STANDARIZING cost-finding methods. Foundry, June 1, 1924, p. 448-9.
STANDARDS
STANDARDS of professional conduct and rules defining ethical practice of public accountancy, as provided for in sec. 12 of ion act of 1923. Cost accountant, June, Sept. 1924, p. 139-41.
STAPLES, RONALD. Dominion (including the Irish free state) income-tax relief law and practice. London, Gee and company, 1925. 136p.
STARK, LINDEN L. D. Standardized practice in handling trust-department securities. Trust companies, May 1927, p. 661-5.
STARKEY, WARREN L. See Cowles, Clarence E., joint author.
STATE BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY
See also American institute of accountants. Yearbooks, Bulletins of the American institute of accountants.
STATE BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY—(Continued)


DOWNING, AUGUSTUS S. Functions of the state boards of accountancy. Certified public accountant, June 1924, p. 123-4, 141.


NEWS of state boards of accountancy. See Bulletins of the American institute of accountants.


STATE highway construction in 1923 and 1924. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 2, 1924, p. 36-51.


STATE highway construction in 1925 and 1926. Engineering and contracting, Jan. 6, 1925, p. 22-34.

STATE inheritance taxes in relation to investments, 1924. Sinclair, Murray and company.

STATE law and board of administration rules for examination of candidates for the certificate of certified public accountant. Kansas, University of.


STATE or governmental bodies—employment or practice of accountants. 1925. Typewritten.

STATE regulation of depreciation rates. American electric railway association.

STATE regulation of motor bus common carriers. American electric railway association.

STATE requirements as to municipal accounting and budget making. American city, May 1927, p. 667.

STATE societies. May 25, 1924. 3 typewritten pages.

STATE tax commissioner addresses certified public accountants. Connecticut society of certified public accountants.

STATE work for C. P. A.'s. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1924, p. 73.

STATEMENT as of January 1, 1921, concerning the International harvester company's profit sharing and kindred systems. International harvester company.

STATEMENT of application of funds. Finney, H. A.

STATEMENT on surplus is issued. Income tax review, Feb. 1926, p. 20.

STATEMENTS


BUDD, THOMAS A., and WRIGHT, E. N. Analysis of statements. (In their Interpretations of accounts. 1927, p. 387-405.)


KÁVANAUGH, THOMAS J. Theory of statement analysis, importance of statement analysis and analyzing a financial statement. (In his Bank credit methods and practice. 1924. p. 121-75.)

KLEIN, JOSEPH J. Advanced forms of final statements and statement of affairs and deficiency account. (In his Elements of accounting, 1927. p. 209-37, 258-76.)

Consolidated

See also Consolidations.

BELL, WILLIAM H. Consolidated statements. (In his Accountants' reports. 1925. p. 185-213.)

BLISS, JAMES H. Consolidated income statements. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 645-57.)


CONSOLIDATED statements. (In International library of technology, p. 379.)

CONSOLIDATED statements. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, Sept. 1924, p. 130.


FINNEY, H. A. Consolidated balance sheet, consolidated profit and loss statement, consolidated surplus statements. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 48-54.)


KESTER, ROY B. Consolidated statements. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 533-94.)


STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. Consolidated financial statements. (In his How to read a financial statement. c1925. p. 375-406.)

Financial


"ACCOUNTS have been audited." Journal of accountancy, May 1925, p. 393-4.


AMERICAN institute of banking. Financial statement; statement analysis. (In its Credits. c1924. p. 141-247.)

ANDERSEN, ARTHUR. Accounting and business analysis for credit purposes. (In Association of reserve city bankers. Proceedings, fifteenth annual convention, Atlanta, Ga., Apr. 28-30, 1926, p. 42-56.)


AUDITORS' liability and auditors' statements for credit purposes. News bulletin, New York state society of certified public accountants, March 6, 1925, p. 4-13.


BELSER, FRANK C. Auditor's comments. (In Association of reserve city bankers. Proceedings, fifteenth annual convention, Atlanta, Ga., Apr. 28-30, 1926.)


BERTCHER, SAMUEL. Who is responsible for false financial statements? Credit monthly, Dec. 1925, p. 10.


BLISS, JAMES H. Methods of analyzing financial reports. Management and administration, March 1924, p. 299-308.

BLISS, JAMES H. Story told by the financial and operating statements. Management and administration, Jan. 1924, p. 25-30.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX
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Caldwell, T. J. Relation between the certified public accountant and the banker. Certified public accountant, May 1927, p. 70.


Carpenter, Harry J., and Wilson, Richard D. Analysis of financial statements; one of a series of lectures in a systematic course. Chicago, LaSalle extension university, c1923. 38p.


Committee activities, special committee on cooperation with bankers, July 15, 1926, p. 4-9.


Dutton, Henry P. Accounting and executive control. (In his Business organization and management). 1926. p. 205-19-


Federal reserve bank of Kansas city. Form no. CD-1.


Financial statement drops in funeral dignity; Metropolitan life shows how a real selling message can be built around a financial statement. Printers ink, Apr. 16, 1925, p. 153-9.


Gibson, Howard B. Providing the operating executive with control statements. American accountant, June 1927, p. 22.


Grappling the significance. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1924, p. 44-5.


HaaSe, Albert E. What do you earn on your sales? Printers ink, May 20, 1926, p. 3-6, 156-9.


Hurd, Frederick. Committee on cooperation with public accountants of the Robert Morris associates, delivered at Cleveland, May 22, 1926. 14 typewritten pages.

Hutchinson, D. J. Balance sheet organization. Pit and quarry, Jan. 1, 1925, p. 87-90.


Jarmar, T. J. Analyzing the credit risk. Credit man, March 1926.


Kilduff, Frederick W. Financial statements and forms. (In his Auditing and accounting hand-... 1925, p. 393-435.


Lawrence, B. Preparation of analytical statements; comparative statements. (In his Cost accounting, 1925, p. 851-84.


Lewis, W. W. Auditing financial statements within ten days after closing. New York, National asso-
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

STATEMENTS—Financial—(Continued)


MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Analysis of financial statements; interpretation of financial statements. (In his Managerial accounting, v. 1, 1924, p. 217-70.)

MACMILLAN, R. B. Banking relations. (In Management’s handbook, 1924, p. 1401-13.)


MARYLAND association of certified public accountants—Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Nov. 15, 1925.


MAYERS, W. Certified public accountants’ certificate; impressions of meeting of St. Louis chapter of the Robert Morris associates and the Missouri society of Certified public accountants. Accounting, Apr. 1926, p. 15.


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Analysis of borrowers’ statements. (In his Financial handbook, 1925, p. 1200-21.)


MUNN, GLENN G. Financial statements; statement analysis, estimated future balance sheets. (In his Bank credit, principles and operating procedure, 1925, p. 84-148.)


NEW YORK stock exchange. Questionnaire for registrants. (In their Supplementary report, Aug. 1926, p. 146.)


OKLAHOMA. Senate bill no. 260, chapter 93, session laws 1923: abstract.

OLSON, EMERY B., and HALLMAN, J. W. Financial record and its interpretation. (In their Credit management, c1925, p. 134-64.)


QUALIFIED certificates. Certified public accountant, March 1927, p. 66.


RATIO method of statement analysis. Pulp and

paper proofs, June, Aug., Sept. 1926, Jan., 1927, p. 11
15-4, 5-12.


REED, HAROLD L., and YOUNG, ALLYN, A. Nature of the income statement; testing the income statement. (In their Principles of corporation finance, 1925, p. 195-200, 254-67.)


REPORT of organization contact committee. Robert Morris associates monthly bulletin, Dec. 1926, p. 234-44.

RICHMOND, J. W. Precedent established by United States district court; action showing the importance of the income statement. (In their Principles of corporation finance, 1925, p. 195-200, 254-67.)


SCOVELL, Wellington and company. Financial audit as viewed by bankers, statement analysis, suggested methods for a credit index; publications of the Robert Morris associates condensed, rearranged, and commented on by Scovell, Wellington and company. c1922. 56p.

SCOVILL, GRAM T., and BAILY, HENRY HEATON. Practical aspects of financial statements. (In their Elementary accounting: part 2, accounting procedure, 1926, p. 331-40.)

SECURITY offering sheets. Hashkin and Sells bulletin, Nov. 1927, p. 84-6.

SELECTING the responsible contractor; standard questionnaires and financial statement for use in investigating qualifications of bidders on private and public construction. Engineering and contracting, Sept. 16, 1926, p. 77-9.

SINEX, C. H. Value of certified statements to a building and loan association in assisting sales. (In Texas society of certified public accountants bulletin no. 3, p. 8-10.)

SLOAN, GEORGE S. Something further on accountants’ services. Accounting and business quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 1.

SMAILS, R. G. H., and WALKER, C. E. Interpretation of financial statements. (In their Accounting principles and practice, c1923, p. 322-3.)


STATEMENTS in bankers’ circulars about which some question has arisen; income statements; 3 typewritten pages.
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Accounting


ARMISTEAD tells of need of new state accounting system. (Texas) (Jan. 24, 1927).


GODDARD, J. PERCY. Relation of accountability to the tax problem: digest. (In Western states taxpayers' association. Digest of proceedings. Western states taxpayers' conference held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6 & 7, 1924. p. 4-8.)

IT is an accountant's position. Dallas (Texas) morning news, Nov. 12, 1924.


OKR, LAWRENCE F. Public accounting law of Indiana; address before the Municipal league of Indiana, Oct. 23, 1924. 7 typewritten pages.


SOUTH DAKOTA. Chapter 115, laws of 1925; an act relating to administrative functions of the state government, to redistribute and consolidate such functions, to abolish certain state departments ... 78p.

TUTTLE, MARK. Uniform accounting system: digest. (In Western states taxpayers association. Digest of proceedings. Western states taxpayers conference held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6-7, 1924. p. 2-3.)

Auditing

ARKANSAS. Act 255, an act creating state auditorial department, passed by the 1917 general assembly and amendment. 14p.

MISSISSIPPI. Chapter 325, senate bill no. 197; an act to provide for the inspection and supervision and auditing of public offices, and to establish a uniform system of public accounting and auditing. (In its Laws passed at a regular session commencing Jan. 8, 1924, ending Apr. 12, 1924. p. 557-67.)

Costs

WHAT one newspaper has done to show the cost of government; reprints of a series of special articles and editorials in the Denver chronicle, on the cost of government in Rochester and Monroe county, N. Y., New York state and the United States.

Finance


RHODE ISLAND. Tax commissioners, Board of. Report on a proposed plan for the regulation and supervision of departmental accounting with provision for the completion of necessary information relating to receipts and expenditure. Providence, R. I., Dec. 1, 1925. 76p.


Government

NEW YORK (state). Executive chamber. Reorganized state government; including a syllabus of the Hughes report, the new state departments law with index, and provisions for further amendments; with an introductory statement by Governor Alfred E. Smith. All, N. Y. 1926. 105p.


180 state bureaus are reduced to 18 in Hughes report sent to legislature. New York times, March 2, 1926.

REPORT of the state reorganization commission headed by former Governor Charles E. Hughes. New York times, March 2, 1926.

Law

VERMONT. Acts and resolutions passed by the general assembly at the twenty-eighth biennial session, 1925. Montpelier, Vt. 411p.

Reports


NEVADA. Controller. Annual report, 1924.

OHIO. Auditor of state. Annual report, 1924, 1925, 1926. Columbus, Ohio.

SOUTH DAKOTA. Charities and corrections, Board of, Biennial report, 1924.


WASHINGTON. Department of efficiency. Financial history of the state of Washington for the period of statehood to March 31, 1921.

WASHINGTON. Department of efficiency. Financial history of the state of Washington for the period of statehood to March 31, 1923.


— Same 1923. 1925. 147p.

— Same 1924. 1926. 140p.

— Same 1925. 1927. 131p.

— Same 1926. 1927. 133p.

Supplies

SCOTT, WALTER G. Results of the Pennsylvania plan for standardization and purchasing supplies. Annals of the American academy of political and social science, May 1924, p. 298-305.


STATIONERS


Costs

EVERETT, T. B. Cost of doing business chart; expenses based on total sales of three successful stationers in the United States; presented to the Southeastern division convention, National association of stationers, office outfitters and manufacturers, New Orleans, La., Apr. 19-20, 1923. 2p.
STATIONERY


STATISTICAL matter for the chief executives: with discussion. Vorenberg, Fred.

STATISTICAL methods applied to economics and business. Mills, Frederick Ceci

STATISTICAL report on newspaper costs. Inland printer, July 1923, p. 558.

STATISTICAL work of the national government. Schmeckebier, Lawrence F.

STATISTICAL work, United States government. United States. Congress.

STATISTICS


ATKINS, PAUL M. Cost statistics and their graphic presentation. (In his Industrial cost accounting for executives. 1923. p. 250-7.)

ATTORNEY GENERAL and trade associations; the question of right of the United States to collect and distribute statistics to be taken up anew by Secretary Hoover. Iron age, Apr. 17, 1924, p. 1155.

BLISS, JAMES H. Industries have definite characteristics and operating ratios. (In his Management through accounts. 1924. p. 53-91.)


BODDINGTON, A. LESTER. Importance of statistics in commerce. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 193-209.)

BODDINGTON, A. LESTER. Nov. 1921 examinations, questions in statistics. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 60-7.)


CHICAGO, Board of trade. Annual reports, 1924, 1925, 1926.


DUTTON, HENRY P. Accounting and executive control. (In his Business organisation and management. 1926. 218-19.)


GASKILL, NELSON B. Legal aspects of statistics. (In United States. Foreign and domestic commerce, bureau of. Trade association activities. 1923. p. 31-43.) Papyrus, a monthly journal, May 1923, p. 31-43.

GIDNEY, HARRY DEAN. Developing the statistical department. Management and administration, Jan. 1924, p. 413-22.

HAASE, ALBERT E. What do you earn on your sales? Printers ink, May 20, 1926, p. 3-6, 156-8.

HALL, J. A. Accounting for printers: correspondence. New York, Commercial printers association.


HOW far is it proper for a trade association to distribute confidential information among members? (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference. New York, Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 245-308.)

HOWD, CLOICE R. Financial instability. (In his Industrial relations in the West coast lumber industry, 1924, p. 17-28.)


STATISTICS—(Continued)

JUSTIN, W. H. Operating control through scientific analysis or analytical ratios in actual practice; an address delivered before eighth regional convention, Midwestern American institute of accountants, Omaha, Neb., May 24, 1924. 10p.


KELLOGG, R. S. Use of cost data by trade associations. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbookings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.; Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 246-62.)


LANE, MORTIMER B. Statistics as an aid to industry. Pulp and paper profits, March 1926, p. 4-7, 15.


LITTLETON, A. C. 2 to 1 ratio analyzed. Certified public accountant, Aug. 1926, p. 244-6.


MONTGOMERY, Thruston H. Analysis of borrover's statements. (In his Financial handbook. 1925. 1200-21.)

MOODY's analysis of investments and security rating service; annual. New York, Moody's investors service.


NORTHERN states power company of Wisconsin. Importance of compiling and using statistics; as presented at the accounting sections, Wisconsin utilities association, Madison, Wis., Nov. 6, 1924.

Olsen, Emery E., and Hallman, J. W. Analytical comparisons of significant ratios. (In their Credit management, c1925, 165-82.)

OPPORTUNITY of trade statistics in the statistical field. Chamber of commerce of the United States, Department of manufacture. (Bulletin no. 37.)


PRODUCER gets .67 of consumer's $1. Apparel Gazette (Los Angeles), Dec. 24, 1925.


REQUIREMENTS for statisticians and their training.
STATISTICS—(Continued)

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 272–91.)

WHYTE, JOHN. Statistics and the business man; how should a business man approach statistics? Credit monthly, March 1924, p. 12, 32.


WOOTON, PAUL. Legal status of trade associations cleared up by supreme court ruling in maple flooring and cement cases. Coal age, June 11, 1925, p. 879.


STATISTICS as applied in business. Young, Benjamin Franklin.


STATISTICS in the service of insurance administration. Kopf, Edwin W.


STATISTICS of railways in the United States. Interstate commerce commission.


STATUS of bonds under the federal income and state taxes and coupon directory. Standard statistics company.


STATUS of public accountancy. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July 1924, p. 85–6.


STATUTES of Virginia relating to banks, trust companies and the banking business, with amendments as enacted by general assembly of 1924: amendments enacted by general assembly of 1926. Virginia. Banks, Examiner of.


STAY, E. ELMER


STAUDA, W. H.


STAUDA, WALTER A.

See also Montgomery, Robert H., joint author.

Controller recognized as executive in retail store management. American accountant, March 1927, p. 8, 50–1.


STAVELY, EARL B.


STEADMAN, FREDERICK

Credit, international trade and foreign exchange. Accountant, Aug. 18, 1923, p. 235–42.

STEADY pace in 1926 forecast by the Magazine of Wall street’s business men’s questionnaire. Magazine of Wall street, Jan. 2, 1926.

STEAM PLANTS


Cost accounting


Costs


FARRELL, M. G. Cost of power for industrial plants. Oil engine power, Jan. 1925, p. 38–42.


ORROK, GEORGE A. Water-power costs versus steam-power costs. Mechanical engineering, Jan. 1924, p. 11–2.

STEAM PLANTS—Costs—(Continued)


SALEM station production costs in 1923. Electrical world, Apr. 26, 1924, p. 832.


WHAT it costs to evaporate steam. Factory, Apr. 1927, p. 670.

STEAM vs. electric or gasoline drive for centrifugal pumps. Power, Nov. 6, 1923, p. 735–6.

STEAMSHIPS

See Ships and shipping.

STEDMAN, E. A.


STEEL

See Iron and steel.

STEEL FABRICATORS want uniform cost system. Canadian machinery, Nov. 27, 1924, p. 25–6.

STEEL FURNITURE

See Furniture, Metallic.


STEEL STAMPS

See Stamps.

STEERE, F. R. CARNEGIE


STEILE, FRANK

Does it pay the sanitary contractor to employ a clerk or bookkeeper? Sanitary and heating engineering, Dec. 14, 1923, p. 374–6.

STEILE, J. GORDON


STEERE, F. W.


STEGEMERTEN, G. J.

See Maynard, Harold B., joint author.

STEINER, W. H.


STEINHAUSER, H.

Retail inventory only is best. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings of the controllers' congress, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1926. p. 90–7.)

STEINWAY and sons, piano builders. Pace student, July 1924, p. 113–6.

STELLING, ROBERT


Trial costing for a housing scheme. Cost accountant, Aug. 1923, p. 88–90.


STEMPF, VICTOR H.


STEPHAN, A. C.


STEPHENS, D. K.


STEPHENS, RODERICK


STEPHENSON, E. C.

Methods of payment of salaries to employees without the use of time clocks and with special protection: with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 61–5.)


Perpetual inventory of pieces—ready to wear and small wares. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925. p. 78–83.)

This inventory method has been an unusual check for accuracy. Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, June 1926, p. 22–4.

STEPHENSON, JAMES


STERLING, C. W., AND JACOBS, E. A.


STERRETT, JOSEPH E.


STEVENS, B. S.

STEVENS, CHARLES E.  

STEVENS, F. L.  

STEVENS, FRANK W.  
Depreciation in public regulation of railroads; pt. 1, its proper treatment in ascertaining rate making value. New York, New York central railroad co.

STEVENS, JANET M.  
See Kelley, Francis R., joint author.

STEWARDS, W. MACKENZIE  
See McKay, A. W., joint author.

STEVENSON, CHARLES R.  
Future of trade association cost work. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference, at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 297-301.)  

STEVENSON, RUSSELL A.  
Co-operative commerce courses. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Proceedings, 1922, p. 31-8.)

AND TAYLOR, R. EMMETT  

STEVENSON, SPENCER B.  

STEWART, ANDREW  
See also Higginbotham, W. H., joint author.  
Administrative and selling costs: their nature and distribution. Accountant, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 799-802.  

STEWARD, E. A.  

STEWARD, ESTELLE M.  

STEWARD, ETHELBERT  

STEWARD, ROBERT  

STEWARD, W. H.  
Notes on value and price. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922, p. 139-54.)

STILES, JAMES F.  
Inventory turnover. Manufacturers news, July 4, 1925, p. 5, 23.  
Reducing inventory turnover through turnover. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1925, p. 20-3.)

STILLMAN, KENNETH W.  

STINSON, EARL  
How a road can forecast its tie requirements. Railway age, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 993-4.

STINSON, H. H.  
What it costs to retail in other industrials. Electragist, May 1925, p. 29-30.

STOCK, A. F.  

STOCK,过后. Lindsay.  

STOCK,过后. Lindsay.  

STOCKMAN, Vernay P.  
Relation of planning and dispatching to cost accounting. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference, at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 224-9.)

STOCK,过后. Lindsay.  
To what extent should foremen be given cost information? with discussion. (In National association of cost accountants. Papers and discussions, third New England regional cost conference. p. 18-31.)

AND COFFEY, J. M.  

STOCK,过后. Lindsay.  
ASHBY, FORREST B.  

BUCK,过后.  

DIVERSIFIED,过后.  
Trustee shares; an analysis of the features of a fixed investment trust. United States investor, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 28-9.

ESQUIRE,过后.  
Valuation of investments. (In his Accounting, p. 316-57.)

FRANK,过后.  

HILLIARD,过后.  
CURTIS,过后.  
Stock. (In his Hillier's corporate management and by-laws, with forms, 1927. p. 261-99, 664-743.)

MAKIN,过后.  
NANKA,过后.  

RYAN,过后.  

VAN STRUM,过后.  
KENNETH S.  

WOODWARD,过后.  
WALTER H.  

CAPITAL  
BADGER,过后.  
RALPH EASTMAN.  

BLISS,过后.  
JAMES H.  
Net worth—capital stock. (In his Management through accounts, 1924, p. 398-419.)

STOCK—Capital—(Continued)


HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Capital stock. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems. 1927. p. 171-230.)


IS IT PRACTICAL? Haskins and Sells bulletin, July 1924, p. 53-5.

ISSUE of share capital. Canadian chartered accountant, July 1924, p. 4-5.


VALUATION of company shares: Mackie vs. Thomson and co. North China daily mail, Aug. 8, 1928.


VALUATION of shares in private companies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 792.


Forfeited


Founders


No par value


DELAWARE. Amends reducing number of shares of issued no-par-value stock may be made under section 26 of the general corporation law. Corporation journal, Oct. 1924, p. 180-1.

DELAWARE. Incorporation of first prominent interest under recent amendments to Delaware corporation law, allowing for no-par-preferred stock. Corporation journal, May 1925, p. 292.


ESQUERVE, PAUL-JOSEPH. Capital stock of no par value. (In his Accounting, p. 339-49.)


FINNEY, H. A. No-par-value stock. (In his Principles of accounting. 1923. ch. 9, p. 1-8.)


GUNDELINGER, S. Prize essay; principles which should govern the determination of the amounts available for distribution of dividends in the case of corporations, with special reference to the system of capital stocks without a par value. Journal of accountancy, May-July 1924, p. 321-48, 420-31, 31-41.

HILVER, CURTIS. Non-par-value stock. (In his Illyer's corporative management and by-laws, with forms, 1927. p. 355-98.)


HURDAN, FREDERICK H. Outline for discussion on stock of no par value, American institute of accountants, 1925. 1p.


NIVADA. Corporation may not have both par value and no par value stock. Corporation journal, Dec. 1923, p. 70.


NOLTING, WILLIAM T. No par capital stock. New York, American management association, 1926. 40p. (Financial series; no. 14.)

NON-PAR-VALUE shares present franchise tax difficulty. Phase, Sept. 1926, p. 5.


POWELL, WELDON. Accounting for no-par-value capital stock. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1923. p. 34-34.)
STOCK—No par value—(Continued)


ROBBINS, CARL B. Synopses of the no-par stock laws. (In his No-par stock. 1927, p. 173—206.)

SERTLING, the non-par value question in California. Phx, Jan.—Feb. 1927, p. 7, 12.

SMAILS, R. G. H. Shares without nominal or par value. Canadian chartered accountant, May 1924, p. 362—73.


STOCK of no par value. Wall street journal.


STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. No par-value stock. (In his How to read a financial statement. c1925. p. 206—19.)

SUBSTITUTING no par stock. Gas age-record, July 12, 1924, p. 47.


WALTON school of commerce. Radio department lectures. 1925.


Non-voting


DE ROODE, ALBERT. Non-voting common stocks. New York, American management association, c1926. 6p. (Financial executives' series: no. 18.)


NON-VOTING stock. Index, Feb. 1926, p. 3—5.

RIPLEY, WILLIAM Z. From Main street to Wall street. Atlantic monthly, Jan. 1926, p. 94—112.

Preferred


Treasury

SIGNIFICANCE of treasury stock Haskins and Sells bulletin, July 1923, p. 52—3.


Trustees

DIVERSIFIED trustee shares. Haskins and Sells bulletin, June 1925, p. 43—5.

STOCK-brokerage audit for surety bond purposes. Seidman, J. S.

STOCK BROKERS

See Brokers.


STOCK control in department stores. Lazarus, Arthur.

STOCK DISTRIBUTING

See Wages, fees, etc. Stock distributing.


STOCK DIVIDENDS

See Dividends.


STOCK dividends defined as income of trust. Trust companies, May 1926, p. 660.

STOCK EXCHANGE

See also Brokers.

AMENDMENTS to by-laws of stock clearing corporation approved by governing committee of New York stock exchange corporation to clear for present clearing members and other members of exchange. Commercial and financial chronicle, June 4, 1927, p. 3291.


LIEFFEL, R. A. Finance stock exchange. (In his Descriptive economics. 1927. p. 91—6.)


NEW YORK stock exchange. Questionnaire for registered member firms.


NEW YORK stock exchange. Requirements for original listing stock. 4 pamphlets.

NEW YORK stock exchange. Resolution adopted Oct. 22, 1924; resolved, that members of the exchange and firms registered thereon, carrying margin accounts for customers shall, as of the date of their answer to each questionnaire, cause to be made a complete audit of their accounts and assets .... I p.

STOCK EXCHANGE—(Continued)

OUR leading share market. Monetary times, Jan. 30, 1925, p. 7.


VAN STRUM, KENNETH S. Forecasting stock market trends. New York, Barron’s, 1927. 315p.


STOCK-exchange accounts. Killik, Stephen H. M.


“STOCK house” peril in the ladies’ garment industries. Berdon, David.

STOCK IN TRADE

See Inventories.

STOCK of no par value. Wall street journal.

STOCK of no par value. Thornton, Frank W.


STOCK ownership and investment plan. International harvester company.

STOCK purchase contract. Pittsburgh coal company.

STOCK purchase plan. Rock Island lines.

STOCK purchasing plan for employees. Standard oil company.


STOCK subscription. United States steel corporation.


STOCK-transfer tax law (act of June 5, 1915, P. L. 828) and amendment of May 8, 1919 with rulings thereon by the auditor general governing the collection of taxes on transfers of shares of capital stock. Pennsylvania. Auditor general, Department of the.

STOCK turnover in Nebraska retail stores. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.


STOCK without par value under the Delaware corporation law. Corporation service company.

STOCKBROKERS

See Brokers.

STOCKS, CARL W.


STOCKTON, EDWIN


STOCKWELL, HERBERT G.

How to read a financial statement; adapted especially to needs of credit men, bankers and investors. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 443p.


STODDARD, W. L.

Analyzing trust department income. Trust companies, Apr. 1924, p. 536.

STODOLA, GILBERT I.

Bloomingdale remote delivery system found successful. Store operation, March 1927, p. 15–6.


STOKERS

Costs


STOKES, PERCY C.


STOKES, STANLEY


STOLL, CLARENCE G.

Production control. Mechanical engineering, March 1927, p. 201–11.


STOLP, JOHN A.


STONE, CALEB

See Johnson, David C., joint author.

STONE, C. N.

Deere and company’s piece-work system. New York. American management association, c1925. 8p. (Production executives series: no. 141)

STONE, H. B.


Efficiency as applied to cost work. Manufacturers news, March 1, 8, 1924, p. 13, 15, 11–2.

STONE, JOSEPH E.


Commercial calculations. Accountants’ journal (England), Nov. 1926, p. 539–42.


Hospital accounts. (In Incorporated accountants’ students’ society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922.) p. 37–60.

Hospital accounts and financial control. London, Sir Isaac Pitman and sons, 1924. 146p.
STONE, JOSEPH E.—(Continued)


STONE See Quaries and quarrying.

"STOP, look, listen!" *Clients' service bulletin*, Sept. 1926.

"STOP, look, listen!" or "Wolf—wolf—wolf!" Dolge, William.

STOP, look, listen! the shareholder's right to adequate information: discussion. Riple, William Z.


STORAGE See Cold storage; Warehouses.


STOREKEEPERS' accounts and office system. Sidey, Robert Longfield.


STOREROOM system for an industrial plant. Alexander Hamilton institute.


ALEXANDER HAMILTON institute. Storeroom system for an industrial plant. New York, Alexander Hamilton institute, c1914. 29p. (Modern business report no. 33.)


ATKINS, PAUL M. Receiving, storing and issuing factory material. *Industrial management*, Feb. 1924, p. 120–1.


BENNETT, GEORGE E. Stores and purchasing. (In his Accounting systems, principles and problems of installation. 1926. p. 46–75.)


DUTTON, HENRY POST. Stores. (In his Factory management, 1924. p. 148–64.)


GORDON, ROBERT W. Stock record or stores ledger system. (In his Exhibit and book of instructions of Hadley's pathfinder bookkeeping system double entry, for wholesale and retail merchandising establishments, c1923, p. 56.)


STORIES SYSTEMS AND STOCK RECORDS—(Continued)

HANDLING cost reduced by rearranging stock room. Trade, Apr. 9, 1925, p. 1056-7.


HARRIS re-order system results in a perpetual inventory. Printers Ink monthly, June 25, 1925, p. 64, 67.

HARTY, E. Handling $12,000,000 worth of stores a year. Management and administration, Sept. 1924, p. 287-8.

HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration; Beckwell machine company. (In its Harvard business reports. 1925, p. 119-20.)

HILL, H. Stock and production control chart; Machinery, Sept. 1925, p. 15-6.


KESTER, ROY B. Merchandise stock-in-trade. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 145-75.)


LANSBURGH, RICHARD H. Physical basis for inventory control; storeroom operation. (In his Industrial management. 1923, p. 380-401.)

LAW, A. Material storage and consumption; valuation of material. (In his Cost accounting. 1925, p. 115-54.)


LICHTNER, WILLIAM O. Duties of storekeeper. (In his Planned control in manufacturing. 1924. p. 128-38.)


MACINNES, DUNCAN G. Control of stock in warehouse. Iron Age, Nov. 27, 1924, p. 1401.

MCKINSEY, JAMES O. Materials control. (In his Managerial accounting. v. 1. p. 554-73.)


MARRSHALL, F. M. Purchasing and storekeeping (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 485-568.)

METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Policyholders service bureau. Group insurance division. Control of material. New York: Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders' service bureau. Group insurance division. 4p. + forms. (Business leaflets no. 4.)


PENNING, ARTHUR W. Material control and stores records. Cost accountant, July 1927, p. 54-60.


ROBINSON, ARCHIBOLD H. How we avoid excess stocks while eliminating the production peak. Factory, Nov. 1925, p. 720-1, 818.


SUGGESTIONS for storeroom accounting. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1918.


WILLIAMS, CHARLES A. Human element in material control. New York: National association of cost accountants, Aug. 1, 1925. 9p. (Official publications no. 23.)


WILLIAMS, RUSSELL BYRON. Proper care of stock parts, tools and supplies. Dun's international review, June 1926, p. 58-60.

WILLIAMS, RUSSELL BYRON. Space-saving ways to protect supplies and stocks. Store operation, June 1926, p. 9-11.


STORY of gas and electric rates. Hubbell, Charles H.

STORY of our accounting department. American gas association monthly, Jan. 1924, p. 25-6, 63.

STORY of the chain store situation. Konsberg (E. T.) and company.


STOVES, FURNACES, ETC.

Accounting

BRÜERE, HENRY, and LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Budgeting for metal-working establishments. (In their Applied budgeting. 1926. p. 123-34.)
STOVES, FURNACES, ETC.—(Continued)

Costs

STOWE, W. D.
"With my small establishment I have practically no overhead." Iron trade review, Sept. 24, 1925, p. 742-3.

STRACHAN, WALTER

STRACHAN, WILLIAM


STRANGFORD, W. O.

STRANGWAYS, T. J.

STRATFORD, FRANK P.

STRAUSS, LEON


STRAVER, GEORGE D.

STREET, A. L. H.
Control over power rates. Power, July 31, 1923, p. 198.

STREET CLEANING
Accounting

Costs


STREET LIGHTING

Costs
COST of installing street lighting equipment. Electrical world, June 16, 1923, p. 1419.

STREET OILING
Costs

STREET RAILROADS
See Electric and street railroads.

STREETS
See Roads and highways.

STRETON, E.

STRIKES
ASKWITH (LORD). Accountants and strikes. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. "Lectures and transactions for the year 1923, comprising the lectures delivered before the members of the society and the report of the committee for 1923."
 CAMPBELL, REGINALD. Industrial strife: some causes and remedies. Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1927, p. 4-6.
 LEAGUE for industrial rights. Building trades strikes against open shop products are unlawful. New York, League for industrial rights, 1927. 31p.
 SARGENT, NOEL. Cost of industrial disputes; a statistical study. 6p. New York, National association of manufacturers.
STUDY of farm organization and management in Mason and Fleming counties. Nicholls, W. D., Jett, C. U. and Galloway, Z. L.

STUDY of housewives' buying habits in Columbus, Ohio. 1924. Croxtom, Frederick E.

STUDY of methods of mine valuation and assessment, with special reference to the zinc mines of south-western Wisconsin. Uglow, W. L.

STUDY of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern Indiana. Overton, M. H.

STUDY of the cost of producing wheat and oats in central and southern Indiana (data from Washington and Hancock counties). Indiana. Agricultural experiment station.

STUDY of truck operating costs. Municipal engineering, Oct. 1923, p. 192, 194.

STUBING, W. G.

Lift-truck system cuts handling costs. Canadian machinery and manufacturing news, July 14, 1927, p. 25.

STULTS, W. R.


STURGES, WESLEY A.

Commercial arbitration; address before the Connecticut society of certified public accountants, Dec. 1926. 19 typewritten pages.


STUTSMAN, H. R., AND CUMMINS, ELMER T.

Depletion; its meaning and how to compute it. Cement, mill and quarry, Aug. 5, 1935, p. 23–6.

SUBDIVIDING—want slips—turnover. Dry goods economist, March 15, 1924.


SUBSCRIPTIONS

NEWSPAPER subscriptions. 1 typewritten page.


SUSTITUTING no-par stock. Gas age-record, July 12, 1924, p. 47.


SUCCESS

HUNTER, JOEL. What is success in life? 1 typewritten page.


SUCCESSFUL experience with the production budget. Mathewson, Park.

SUCCESSFUL serial association. Wilson, Andrew J.


SUDbury, F. T.

SUENDER, W. FREDERICK
Great variance in retail gasoline prices if actual sales costs were followed. National petroleum news, Sept. 2, 1925, p. 79-80.

SUFFERN, EDWARD L.

SUGAR
MARTIN, E. N. Method to fix fair selling prices, used in the sugar-refining industry to guard against losses from no-profit orders. Manufacturing industries, July 1926, p. 37-8.

Accounting
BEET sugar companies. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 20, Sept. 1923, p. 4-5.

Cost accounting
CRAWFORD, F. L. Cost accounting in the domestic beet sugar industry. New York, National association of cost accountants, Nov. 1, 1924. 11p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 5.)

Costs
MARTIN, E. N. Method to fix fair selling prices, used in the sugar refining industry to guard against losses from no-profit orders. Manufacturing industries, July 1926, p. 37-8.
SUGAR hearing by the tariff commission on the cost of production completed. Louisiana planter, Jan. 26, 1924, p. 66-7.

Statistics

Valuation

SUGDEN, F. E.


SUGGESTED factory statement. Typothetae bulletin, June 1, 1925.


SUGGESTED uniform cost system for sand and gravel plants. Rock products, Jan. 30, 1918, p. 35.


SUGGESTIONS for storeroom accounting. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1918.

SUGGESTIONS for the course in cost accounting. Ross, F. E.


SUGGESTIONS on segregations in cost accounting, from the viewpoint of the manufacturer, in reference to maintenance accounts. Day, Henry S.

SUGGESTIVE budget for families of small income. Associated charities.

SUTS
See Clothing.

SULLIVAN, C. A. E.

SULLIVAN, F. J.

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY

SULPHURIC ACID
Cost accounting
NATIONAL fertilizer association. Cost accounting and cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate; prepared by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by B. A. McKinney. 1926. 63p. + forms.

Costs
NATIONAL fertilizer association. Cost accounting and cost estimating for plants producing sulphuric acid and acid phosphate; prepared by the cost accounting committee; text and forms by B. A. McKinney. 1926. 63p. + forms.


SUMMARY of insurance business in Nebraska for the year 1926, also comparative figures of authorized companies for the years 1923, 1924 and 1925. Nebraska. Insurance, Bureau of.

SUMMARY of Kansas corporation laws. Kansas, Secretary of state.
SUMMARY of presidential address, May 19, 1927.
Society of incorporated accountants and auditors.

SUMMARY of proceedings of the fifteenth annual meeting of members. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), Sept. 1924, p. 65-79.

SUMMERFIELD, VERNON

SUNDERLAND, W. W.

SUNLEY, W. T.


SUPERINTENDENT and the controller. Wright, W. T.


SUPERVISION and control of the office staff. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 31, 1927, p. 120-1.


SUPPLEMENT to Minnesota insurance laws, 1925 session. Minnesota Insurance, Commissioner of.

SUPPLEMENT to Minnesota insurance laws, 1927 session. Minnesota Insurance, Commissioner of.


SUPPLEMENTING the work of cost system installation. Atkins, Robert.

SUPPLIES
See Stores systems and stock records.


SURETY INSURANCE
See Insurance, Surety and fidelity.

SURFACE, FRANK M.
See May, Richard A., joint author.

SURPLUS


BLISS, JAMES H. Net worth—surplus analysis—surplus accounts and dividends. (In his Management through accounts, 1924, p. 420-49.)


PAPER trade journal, July 1, 1926, p. 61-3.


HATFIELD, HENRY RAND. Surplus and reserves. (In his Accounting, its principles and problems. 1927, p. 296.)

KESTER, ROY B. Surplus. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925, p. 439-57.)


MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Surplus. (In his Financial handbook, 1929, p. 592-5.)

NET income and surplus. (In Accountants' handbook, 1923, p. 299-318.)

PINKERTON, PAUL W. Accounting for surplus. New York, Ronald press company, c1924, 130p. (Ronograph library, no. 21.)

REED, HAROLD L., and YOUNG, ALLYN A. Surplus and special reserve accounts. (In their Principles of corporation finance, c1925, p. 223-34.)

STATEMENT on surplus is issued. Income tax review, Feb. 1926, p. 20.

STOCKWELL, HERBERT G. Surplus earned and otherwise acquired. (In his How to read a financial statement, c1925, p. 320-44.)

SURPLUS. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 203-4.


SURPLUS. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 203-4.


SURTAX

SURTAX and the taxpayer. Fitch, Stanley G. H.

SURVEY course in accounting. McCarty, Wesley James, and Amidon, L. Cleveland.

SURVEY of the St. Louis public schools. Judd, Charles H.

SUTER, J. PAUL
Easier than palm ing a rabbit is this method of control for the household finances. Business, May 1927, p. 20-1, 54-5.

SUTHERLAND, JAMES B.

President's address; Dominion association of chartered accountants. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 130-6.

SUTLIFF, M. J.

SUTLiffe, Ray V.
Charting sales and expenses enables this dealer to watch selling costs. Radio retailing, Apr. 1926, p. 367-9; That sale you missed the other day may be the difference between loss and profit. Radio retailing, June 1926, p. 554-7.

SUTTON, WILLIAM A.
See Prouty, N. H., joint author.

SVENDSEN, GEORGE P.
SWAIN, JOHN
Taxation of inherited wealth. Accountants' journal (England), May 1926, p. 64-70.

SWAN, JOHN J.
Classification and symbols. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 459-84.)

SWANSTON, DOUGLAS

SWAREN, J. W.

SWARTHOUT, A. V.

SWAYNE ALBERT W.

SWEDEN
Förslag till lag om handelsböcker och handelsräkningar (to be introduced in the 1927 Riksdag). 13p.
KUNGL. församling ang. handelsböcker och handelsräkningar, with amendments.

SWEENY, HENRY W.

SWEENY, JOHN R.

SWEET, EVERETT L.

SWEET, HOMER N.

SWEET are the uses of advertisement. Journal of accountancy, Jan. 1925, p. 41-2.

SWEET uses of advertisement. Indian accountant, Apr.—May 1925, p. 49-50.

SWEET, F. L.
Executive use of costs. Manufacturers news, Jan. 30, 1926, p. 5-6, 21.


SWEITZER, CHANNING E.
Why be an average merchant—or less? Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Sept. 1926, p. 16-7, 43.

SWEITZER, J. W.

SWENSON, ARTHUR S.
Accounting procedures for contractors. Face student, March 1925, p. 49-52, 58.

SWETLAND, HORACE M. ED.

SWICK, EDGAR

SWIFT AND COMPANY
MANUAL of information for office employees. 30p.

SWIFT, JAY

SWINDELL, WALTER B.
Newspaper accounting and cost finding. New York, Ronald press company, 1924. 87p. (Konograph library, no. 16.)
Setting depreciation rates for hotel property; recent decision of the board of tax appeals that will result in savings for the wide-awake manager. Hotel management, Jan. 1926, p. 35.

SWINT, ROY H.


SYLVESTER, A. E.

SYLVESTER, L. A.
Holding labor costs to standard. Manufacturing industries, June 1927, p. 441-4.
Methods that will improve production and costs in continuous-process industry. Manufacturing industries, Apr. 1927, p. 257.
Overtime will defeat purpose of incentive wage plans. Manufacturing industries, Jan. 1927, p. 31-5.

SYMBOLS
See Classification.
SYMBOLS and their use in costing. Polwarth, J. Bruce.

SYMES, W.

SYMONS, W. E.

SYNDICATES
Accounting


SYSTEM building and constructive accounting. Willard, Raymond D.


SYSTEM of accounting for depreciation; Interstate commerce commission announces hearing to be held on plan to be prescribed for electric railways submitted for its consideration. Electric railway journal, Feb. 5, 1927, p. 264–5.

SYSTEM of accounts for co-operative warehouses. Wilson, C. N., and Heisman, M. J.

SYSTEM of bookkeeping for auctioneer and valuer; correspondence. Accountant, Apr. 17, 24, 1926, p. 581–2, 611.


SYSTEM of cost accounting under the supervision of the cost accounting committee. National cereal products laboratories.


SYSTEM of farm cost accounting. Ladd, C. E., and Ball, James S.

SYSTEM of labor control for pay roll and cost purposes. Jung, Peter C.

SYSTEM of lessons of accounting. Panayotopoulo, C.


SYSTEM of pedigree hatching and record keeping for poultry. Hall, G. O.

SYSTEM of registered public accountants proposed in Austrian legislation. 1p.

SYSTEM of standard accounting methods and cost finding for household goods warehouse. National furniture warehousemen's association.


SYSTEMATIZING and cost accounting. Tanner-Gilman schools, inc.

SYSTEMS
See Accounting; Cost and factory accounting.

SZEPESI, EUGENE
Engineer's field in industrial economics. Mechanical engineering, Mid—Nov. 1924, p. 841–8.


T. D. 3555 income-tax, distribution from depletion or depreciation reserves, article 1548 of regulations 62, amended. Treasury decisions, Feb. 28, 1924, p. 25.


TABLE for use in computing the value of life estates, annuities for life, intermediate estates, and remainders. (See section 2 of the act.) South Carolina. Tax commission.

TABLE of factors for obtaining true values to the exact day, of bonds or notes having a life of any number of years, months or days, on a basis of semi-annual compound interest. Little, Arthur S., and Financial publishing company.

TABLE of formulae for obtaining from ordinary bond tables, values for bonds called at premium. Little, Arthur S.

TABLE of interpolation multipliers for obtaining through the means of calculating machines, intermediate rates, bond values at yield intervals of one ten-thousandth per cent. Little, Arthur S.

TABLE showing rates of taxation of inheritances under the act of Feb. 23, 1922. South Carolina. Tax commission.

TABLE showing state certificates under which certified public accountants are practicing; prepared Sept. 1, 1925. Certified public accountant, Dec. 1925, p. 164–5.

TABLES

FINANCIAL publishing company. Acme tables of bond values showing net returns from 2% to 10% on bonds and other redeemable securities paying interest semi-annually, giving values accurate to the nearest cent on $1,000,000. Boston, Mass., Financial publishing company. c1923. 773p.

GLOVER, JAMES W. Tables of applied mathematics in finance, insurance, statistics; compound interest functions and logarithms of compound interest functions, life insurance and disability insurance functions, probability and statistical functions and seven-place logarithms of numbers from 1 to 100,000. Ann Arbor, Mich., George Wahr, 1923. 670p.


INWOOD'S tables of interest and mortality for the purchasing of estates and valuation of properties including logarithms of natural numbers and logarithmic interest and annuity tables, by William Schooling. ed. 32, rev. London, Crosby, Lockwood and son, 1924. 430p.

JOHNSON, DAVID C., STONE, CALEB, CROSS, MILTON C., and KIRCHER, EDWARD A. Yields of bonds and stocks in per cent, correct to the nearest five ten-thousandths of 1%, and tables for the ready determination of yields of bonds to be repaid at a premium. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc. 1923.

KENT, FREDERICK C., and KENT, MAUD E. Compound interest and annuity tables; values of all functions to ten decimal places for 1–100, 1–200, 1–300 years; rates of interest one-fourth of 1% to 10 1/2%; conversion factors and logarithms. New York, McGraw-Hill book company, inc. 1926. 214p.

KILDUFF, FRANCIS. Tables and miscellaneous accounting information. (In his Auditing and accounting handbook. 1924. p. 481–784.)
TABLES—(Continued)

LITTLE, ARTHUR S. Table of formulae for obtaining from ordinary bond tables, values for bonds called at premium. St. Louis, Mo., A. S. Little, c1926, 44p.

LITTLE, ARTHUR S. Table of interpolation multipliers for obtaining through the means of calculating machines, intermediate rates, bond values at yield intervals of one-tenth-thousandth per cent. Boston, Mass., Financial publishing company, c1927, 29p.

LITTLE, ARTHUR S. and Financial publishing company. Table of factors for obtaining true value to the exact day, of bonds or notes having a life of any number of years, months or days, on a basis of annual compound interest. Boston, Mass., Financial publishing company. c1926, 127p.

MACFARLANE, JOHN J. Conversion tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and money with comparisons of prices per pound, yard, gallon or bushel. United States money and prices per kilo, meter, liter or hectoliter in foreign money, trade terms and abbreviations. ed. 7, rev. and enl. Philadelphia, Pa., Foreign trade bureau, Philadelphia commercial museum, 1924. 105p.


ROBINSON, J. WATTS. Robinsonian 5, 6, 7 and 8% interest book and tables of interest on daily balances on any dollar amount, from $1.00 to $100,000,000. Chicago, Ill., Robinsonian interest book company, c1989.

ROBINSON, J. WATTS. Robinsonian universal interest tables, etc. Chicago, Ill., Robinsonian interest book company, 1923.


STUBBINS, T. K. Tables of the present value of annuities payable by monthly, quarterly, and half-yearly instalments, at from 3 to 8% by intervals of 1/2%, together with other tables and a practical treatise on the values of outstanding instalments due to building societies, the advantages to borrowers, etc., ed. 2, rev. and enl. London, Charles and Edwin Layton, 1905. 98p.

TEXAS. Industrial accident board. Discount tables showing the present value of $1.00 per week due at any number of weeks from one to four hundred, under the employer’s liability act at 6% per annum compound interest. Austin, Texas, 1924. 8p.


UNITED STATES. Federal farm loan bureau. Semiannual installment 6% amortization tables, Aug. 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 86p. (Circular no. 15.)

WALLACE, L. W., and HOLDEN, PAUL E. Tables and statistics. (In Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 5–80.)

TABLES for use in settling claims in connection with automobile, fire, theft and collision losses. 1924. Nash, Monroe.

TABLES for valuing telegraph and telephone lines. New Jersey. State board of taxes and assessment.

TABLES of applied mathematics in finance, insurance, statistics. Glover, James W.

TABLES of the present value of annuities payable by monthly, quarterly, and half-yearly instalments, at from 3 to 8% by intervals of 1/4%. Stubbins, T. K.

TABLOID business library. Scanton, Pa., International textbook company. Contents: How to sell

your services, by William L. Fletcher; Financial calculation, by Stuart Chase; Audit procedure, by Charles J. Nasmith; Special accounting examinations and reports, by Stuart Chase; Coaching for C. P. A. examinations, by Stuart Chase.

TABULATING AND SORTING MACHINES

See Mechanical devices, tabulating and sorting machines.

TACKS

See Nails, tacks, etc.

TAGGART, H. F.

Cheaper depreciation. Accounting review, Sept. 1926, p. 31-44.

Construction company accounts. Accounting review, June 1926, p. 29–32.


TAGGART, HERBERT F.


TAILORING

Accounting

HADLEY’S pathfinder bookkeeping system for tailors. Los Angeles, Calif., Charles R. Hadley company. (Supplement to Hadley’s pathfinder bookkeeping system, double-entry.)

Cost accounting

HOW to figure your costs. Women’s apparel merchant, July 1926, p. 10–1.

TAIT, J. B.

See also Morley, Alban Cyril, joint author.


TAKING of physical inventories. Haskell, C. C.


TALBOT, CHARLES


Hauling road material. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets number, Apr. 1927, p. 187.)

TALBOT, CHARLES L.


TALKS on tax subjects. Gall, Charles A.

TALKS on taxes. New York telegram. March 6, 1926.

TALLMADGE, G. E.

Ratio of material balance may be misleading. Railway review, May 8, 1926, p. 817.

TALVENSAAARI, EDWARD


TANDY, CHARLES W.


TANNER, JOHN B.

Analysis, discussion and solution, problem no. 1 of accountancy paper; Wisconsin C. P. A. examination, Nov. 1924. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1925, p. 175–86.
TANNER, JOHN B.—(Continued)
Solution to problem no. 2 of Tennessee examination questions. Certified public accountant, March 1926, p. 75-6.
Solution to problem no. 3 in practical accounting, Michigan C. P. A. examination, Nov. 1926. Certified public accountant, June 1927, p. 117.
Solution to problem no. 8 of Connecticut examination questions. Certified public accountant, May 1926, p. 149-52.

TANNER-GILMAN SCHOOLS, INC.
Same. c1924.
Credits and credit administration and answers. Lessons G71-G80. Chicago, Tanner-Gilman schools, c1919.

TANNERS and glove manufacture. 1 typewritten page.

TANNING

Accounting

Cost accounting

Costs
TANNERS and glove manufacture. 1 typewritten page.

TANNING EXTRACTS

Cost accounting

TAPESTRY

See Textiles.

TAR AND TAR PRODUCTS

Accounting

TARBELL, THOMAS F.
Determination of acquisition and field supervision cost by lines of business of casualty insurance. Spectator, June 5, 1924, p. 25-8.

TARBOX, P. S.
Keeping costs and pooling experience will help refinery efficiency. National petroleum news, Apr. 21, 1926, p. 60-1.


TARIFF

UNITED STATES. Congress. Comparison of tariff acts of 1909, 1913, and 1922 (revised to June 1, 1924), with index. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 287p.

TARSHES, GEORGE
Value of cost accounting records. Pittsburgh accountant, July 1, 1927, p. 1, 4-5.


TASK of the congressional joint committee on internal revenue taxation.

TAUSSIG, F. W.
Labor costs in the United States compared with costs elsewhere. Quarterly journal of economics, Nov. 1924, p. 96-114.

TAX
See Taxation; taxes.


TAX board of appeals, letter to senate finance committee, March 10, 1924. American institute of accountants.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX


TAX cases enrich ex-treasury men. New York evening world, March 20, 1924.

TAX committee appointed. Black diamond, Nov. 1, 1924.


TAX-FREE ex. taxable bonds; a chart showing the effect of federal income tax on yield from tax-free and taxable bonds in 1923. New York, Bond buyer of New York (Bankers trust company), c1923. 1p.


TAX law of the state of New York, provisions of the tax law of the state of New York relating to local assessments, being the first eight articles thereof and sections 205, 219–j and 219–i, with all amendments to the end of the legislative session of 1925. New York (state). State tax commission.

TAX maze. May, George O.


TAX on living expenses. Cull, J. A.

TAX on surplus. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 7, 1922.


TAX problems of the naval-stores industry. Devlin, Philip.


TAX record. 3 typewritten pages.

TAX reduction and amendments to federal revenue act. Merchants' association of New York.


TAX revision bill reported to senate by Senator Smoot; comparisons with house bill and present law; inspection of returns. Commercial and financial chronicle, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 1852–4.


TAXABLE income. Ballantine, Arthur A.

TAXABLE income and accounting biases for determining it. May, George O.

TAXABLE or not taxable. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Sept. 1927, p. 70–2.


GIBBS, WILLIAM E. Fair cash values and property tax. Old colony magazine, May 1923, p. 12–35.


RECOMMENDATIONS should be considered. Journal of accountancy, Apr. 1925, p. 324.

RONALD, W. S. Beneficiaries of tax reduction. Canadian chartered accountant, March 1926, p. 313.

TAXATION—(Continued)


SWAIN, JOHN. Taxation of inherited wealth. Accountants' journal (England), May 1926, p. 64-70.


UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce. Bureau of. Washington, D. C. (Special circulars, Division of commercial laws, 72, 75, 89, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 99, 100.)


Banks

See Banks and banking; Taxation.

Inheritance


Municipal


Sales


TAXATION, ANTIGUA

Income and excess profits

ANTIGUA. No. 9, of 1923, an ordinance to impose a tax upon incomes and to regulate the collection thereof. Antigua, Leeward Islands, Colonial secretary's office. 12p.

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

—— Supplement 1. 1924.

—— Supplement 2. 1924.

—— Supplement 3. 1925.

—— Supplement 4.

TAXATION, ARGENTINA


Income and excess profits


TAXATION, ARIZONA

ARIZONA. State tax commission. Biennial report. 1924.

TAXATION, ARKANSAS


Corporations


Inheritance


TAXATION, AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA. Taxation, 1915-23, 27 pamphlets.

AUSTRALIA. Western Australia land tax and income tax, no. 41 of 1922, as amended by no. 17 of 1923, an act to impose a land tax and an income tax; assented to December 23, 1922. 40p.


AUSTRALIA. State of Queensland. Taxation, 1922. 3 pamphlets.

AUSTRALIA. State of South Australia. Taxation, 1919-22. 4 pamphlets.

AUSTRALIA. State of Tasmania. Taxation, 1921, 1923. 2 pamphlets.


AUSTRALIA. State of Western Australia. Taxation, 1903, 1907, 1921, 1922. 4 pamphlets.

Dickson, RAYNIE. Present-day taxation and some of its anomalies. Federal accountant, March 1926, p. 25-38.


GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

—— Supplement 1. 1924.

—— Supplement 2. 1924.

—— Supplement 3. 1925.

—— Supplement 4.


Writing up value of assets; income tax position discussed. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Apr. 1, 1927, p. 29-70.

Income and excess profits


TAXATION, AUSTRIA

Municipal
HEINGARTNER, ROBERT W. Vienna municipal taxation system. Commerce reports, July 5, 1926, p. 41.

TAXATION, BARBADOS
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

TAXATION, BASUTOLAND
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

TAXATION, BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

TAXATION, BELGIUM
CARROLL, MITCHELL B. Taxation and business methods in Belgium. Commerce reports, Apr. 5, 1926.

Income and excess profits

TAXATION, BOLIVIA
Inheritance

TAXATION, BRAZIL
Income and excess profits
BRAZIL. Income tax regulations (reprinted from Wilemans Brazilian review) approved by decree no. 16584 of Sept. 4, 1927; free translation into English by Mr. George Marr, secretary of the British chamber of commerce in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Sept. 1924. 36p.

INCOME tax in Brazil. Commerce reports, Jan. 14, 1924, p. 89.

TAXATION, BRITISH HONDURAS
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

TAXATION, BULGARIA
Income and excess profits

TAXATION, CALIFORNIA

Corporations

Inheritance

TAXATION, CANADA
CANADA. Prince Edward island; the income and personal property taxation act, 1924. Charlotte-town, Prince Edward island, 1924. 92p.
FIVE months' stay for Canada's sales tax, effective Jan. 1—government decides it would be unfair to business to make levy operative too soon. Commercial and financial chronicle, July 21, 1923, p. 289.
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

TAXATION, SOUTH AFRICA

Corporations

Income and excess profits
BUSINESS profits war tax act, 13-14 George V, chap. 34; an act to amend the business profits war tax act, 1916; assented to June 30, 1923. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 191.
CANADA. 13-14 George V, chap. 70; an act to amend the Special war revenue act, 1915, assented to June 30, 1923. Ottawa, Canada. p. 431-41.
TAXATION, CANADA—Income and excess profits
—(Continued)

CANADA. 14-15 George V, chap. 46; an act to amend the income war tax act, 1917, assented to July 19, 1918. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 120-3.


INCOME tax amendment. Canadian chartered accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 252-4.

INCOME war tax act, 13-14 George V, chap. 52; an act to amend the income war tax act, 1916, assented to June 30, 1923. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 178-84.


Sales


Stamp
STAMP tax changes. Canadian chartered accountant, July 1923, p. 57.


Turnover

TAXATION, CHILE

Income and excess profits
UNITED STATES. Foreign and domestic commerce. New Chilean income tax law. (Special circular no. 27, commercial laws division.)

TAXATION, CHINA
MOSER, CHARLES K. Likin, China's inland trade tax. Commerce reports, June 7, 1926, p. 592-5.

Income and excess profits

TAXATION, COLORADO
COLORADO. Tax commission. Annual report, 1924.

TAXATION, CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. Information relative to the assessment and collection of taxes 1923. Hartford, 1923. 52p. (Taxation document no. 206.)

— Same. 1925. 100p. (Taxation document no. 217.)


CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. Public acts of 1927 pertaining to the local assessment and collection of property and personal taxes; supplement to taxation document no. 218. Hartford, 1927. (Taxation document no. 225.)

CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. Statutes pertaining to the assessment and collection of property and personal taxes as applied to towns, cities, boroughs, school, fire and other tax districts with cross references and with court annotations and including a local assessment calendar. Hartford, Conn., Apr. 1926. 261p. (Public document no. 48, taxation document no. 220.)


CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. Information relative to the assessment and collection of taxes, 1924. Hartford, Conn., 1924. 52p. (Taxation document no. 210.)

CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. '1923 legislation in so far as it concerns tax collections. Hartford, Conn., July 1925. 8p. (Taxation document no. 213.)

CONNECTICUT. Tax commissioner. Unlisted property and the penalty tax by Carlos S. Holcomb, Hartford, Conn., Sept. 1923. 5p. (Taxation document no. 204.)

HINCKS, WILLIAM T., and SPEER, HOWARD. Taxation of securities in Connecticut. Hartford, Conn., Tax commissioner, 1923. 8p. (Taxation document no. 205.)

HOWARD, CHARLES W. Tax collector and his duties. Hartford, Tax commissioner, Sept. 1923, 16p. (Taxation document no. 206.)

LINDER, THOMAS. Office records of assessors. Hartford, Conn., Tax commissioner, Sept. 1923. 9p. (Taxation document no. 207.)


Municipal

Corporations
CONGRESS and corporations. Pulp and paper profits, July 1927, p. 3-4.

NON-PAR-value shares present franchise tax difficulty. Phax, Sept. 1926, p. 5.


TAXATION, CUBA
(EL) IMPUESTO sobre utilidades en su relacion con la contabilidad industrial. Boletin oficial de la camara de comercio de la republica de Cuba, Octubre, 1927, p. 388-96.

TAXATION, CZECHOSLOVAKIA


TAXATION, DANSZG

TAXATION, DELAWARE
Income
DELAWARE. State tax department. State income tax law 1923. Wilmington, Del. 30p.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

TAXATION, DENMARK

TAXATION, DOMINICA
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4.

TAXATION, ECUADOR

TAXATION, FIJI
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4.

TAXATION, FRANCE

Corporations

Income and excess profits
JONES, CHESTER LLOYD. French income tax on non-resident foreigners. Washington, D. C., Aug. 1925, p. 30–2. (United States Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 100.)

TAXATION, GEORGIA
GEORGIA. Instructions to the tax collectors of Georgia, 1925. Atlanta, 1925. 104p.
GEORGIA. Instructions to the tax receivers of Georgia, 1925. Atlanta, Ga. 122p.

Inheritance
GEORGIA. Estate and inheritance taxes; approved Aug. 27, 1925. 2p.
HUNTER, FRANK. Death duties in Georgia of an estate of $150,000.00; an address before the Georgia field agents' club of the Mutual life insurance company of New York, Aug. 15, 1925. 4p. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Dec. 15, 1925, p. 12 (résumé).

TAXATION, GERMANY
COFFIN, WILLIAM. Taxation in Germany, as revised in 1922. Commerce reports, Sept. 17, 1923, p. 761–2.
GERMANY reduces turnover and certain other taxes. Commerce reports, May 17, 1926, p. 433.
MANY German taxes cut—reduction in sales tax and stock exchange transfer tax. Commercial and financial chronicle, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 2483.
MILLER, DOUGLAS. German corporation tax decision. Commerce reports, Jan. 3, 1927, p. 51.
SCHOENFELD, R. E. Taxation in Germany. Washington, Government printing office, Nov. 1924, 14p. (United States department of commerce, Trade information bulletin no. 287.)
TAXATION of foreign agents in Germany. Accountant, Tax supplement, Sept. 18, 1926, p. 495.

Corporations
CORPORATE rights of silent partnerships taxed in Germany. Commerce reports, June 8, 1925, p. 592.

TAXATION, GOLD COAST COLONY
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4.
Accountant, Tax supplement. Jan. 2, 1926 to date.
INSTITUTE of chartered accountants in England and Wales. Joint committee on councils of the Chartered accountants of Scotland, Society of Incorporated accountants. Statement and resolution to be submitted to the committee on national debt and taxation, Sept. 19, 1924.

Corporations


Income and excess profits

ALLEN, WILLIAM. Some points on corporation profits tax. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1923. p. 30-42.)
CLINCH, S. H. Points on the finance act, 1922. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1922. p. 155-73.)
COMMITEE on national debt and taxation. Accountant, Nov. 13, 1924, p. 583.
DOUBLE income tax: explanation of agreement with Irish free state. Incorporated accountants' journal, June 1926, p. 317.
ELGAR, W. D. Finance act, 1921. (In Incorporated accountants' students' society of London. Lectures and transactions for the year 1921. p. 108-27.)
INCOME accountants' journal, June 1927, p. 308-17.
INCOME accountants' journal, June 1925, p. 228-30.
INCOME accountants' journal, June 1926, p. 311-6.
GREAT BRITAIN. Collection of acts of the parliaments of Great Britain and of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, relating to the death duties; including sections incidentally affecting those duties; from the legacy duty act, 1796 (36 Geo. 3, ch. 5), to the finance act, 1924 (14 & 15 Geo. 5, ch. 5). London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1925. 548p.
NEEDHAM, RAYMOND W. Average system; from the Financial times. Accountants, Nov. 8, 1924, p. 681–5.


NEEDHAM, RAYMOND W. Finance act, 1925. Accountants, July 8, Aug. 1, 1925, p. 86, 163–4, 204.


NEEDHAM, RAYMOND W. Income tax, the distinction between capital and income. Accountants, June 6, 1926, p. 917–20.


RAWLINSON, A. W. Claims in respect of processes under section 34. Accountants, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 609–
14.


RAWLINSON, A. W. Income tax relief under schedule D which may be claimed at the end of the year of assessment. Accountants, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 805–9.


SNEILLING, W. E. Dictionary of income tax and super-tax practice, incorporating the provisions of the consolidations act of 1918, the finance acts 1919 to
TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN—Income and excess profits—(Continued)


STAPLES, RONALD. Income tax and super-tax law and cases. London, Gee and company, 1925. 691p.


TOLLEY, CHARLES H. Income tax as relating to companies. Accountant, Tax supplement, Sept. 25, 1925, 239p.


"TOCSAW." Back duty cases. Accountants' magazine, July 1927, p. 484.


Inheritance


HARVEY, EUSTACE J. Estate duty; its collection and incidence. Accountant, Nov. 8, 1924, p. 673-80.


Municipal


Stamp


TAXATION, GREECE

GREECE. Pamphlets on taxation received 1926.

Income and excess profits


TAXATION, GRENADA

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923, 374p.

— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4. 1925.

Income and excess profits

GRENADA. No. 18 of 1923; an ordinance to impose a tax upon incomes and to regulate the collection thereof. Colonial secretary's office, Oct. 1, 1925. 83p.

TAXATION, GUERNSEY

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923, 374p.

— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, HOLLAND

Income and excess profits


TAXATION, HONDURAS

Corporations


Income and excess profits


TAXATION, HUNGARY


Corporations


TAXATION, IDAHO


TAXATION, ILLINOIS

ILLINOIS. Laws enacted by the fifty-fourth general assembly, 1925. Springfield, Ill. 670p.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

TAXATION, INDIA
See also Indian accountant.

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4.

INDIA. Taxation enquiry committee. Replies to questions on income-tax from the questionaire issued by the Indian taxation enquiry committee. 10p.


Income and excess profits

CHAND, GYAN. Function of the income tax in the fiscal system of India. Indian accountant, Apr.–May 1925, p. 60–72.


INCOME tax law—auditing of assesssees' accounts. Indian accountant, Feb. 1924, p. 25.


TAXATION, IOWA

INDIANA. Tax commissioners, State board of. Indiana law relating to the assessment and taxation of property comprising the duties and powers of taxing officers and an appendix containing forms and general information; revised May 1925. Indianapolis, Ind. 329p.

INDIANA. Tax commissioners and county assessors, State board of. Annual report 1924.

INDIANA. Tax commissioners and county assessors, State board of. Proceedings. 1924.

Inheritance


IOWA. Auditor of state. Revenue law, assessment of property and collection of taxes revised Nov. 1, 1924; including acts of the fourth general assembly (extra session). Des Moines, Iowa, 1924. 156p.


TAXATION in the Irish free state. Commerce reports, Apr. 28, 1924, p. 246.

Income and excess profits


TAXATION, ISLE OF MAN

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4.

Inheritance


TAXATION, JAMAICA

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4.

TAXATION, JAPAN

Japan. Tax levied upon foreign corporations in Japan. 1 typewritten page.


Income and excess profits


TAXATION, KANSAS


Kansas. Tax commission. Revised instructions.
Taxation, Kansas—(Continued) to be observed in the assessment and equalization of property both real and personal for purposes of taxation, revised Dec. 1921, reprinted Feb. 1924. Topeka, Kansas, 1924. 111p.

KANSAS. Tax commission. Supplementary instructions regarding the assessment of personal property for the year 1925. Topeka, Kansas, 1925. 8p.

Taxation, Kenya

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.
— Supplement 4.

Taxation, Latvia

MAIER, C. J. Trading under the laws of Latvia. Washington, D. C., June 30, 1925. 5p. (United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 88.)

Taxation, Louisiana

LOUISIANA. Tax commission. Annual report. 1924.

Inheritance

NATIONAL committee on inheritance taxation. Report to the national conference on estate and inheritance taxation, held at New Orleans, La., Nov. 10, 1925; reprint containing model successions and estate tax laws. 1926. 90p.

Taxation, Maine

MAINE. State assessors, Board of. Laws relating to taxation, constitutional provisions, chapters 9, 10 and 11 of the revised statutes of 1916 as amended to July 7, 1923, and miscellaneous statutory provisions. Auburn, Maine, 1923. 142p.

MAINE. State assessors, Board of. Maine state valuation 1924, basis on which state and county taxes are assessed during 1925 and 1926. 274p.

Taxation, Maryland


Taxation, Massachusetts


Same. Apr. 1, 1924. 39p.


Nichols, Philip. Taxing of real and personal property by cities and towns of Massachusetts; address at the meeting of the Massachusetts society of certified public accountants Dec. 27, 1926. 23 typewritten pages.


Corporations

ACCOUNTANTS work to amend corporation excise tax law. American accountant, March 1927, p. 47.


Massachusetts society of certified public accountants. Massachusetts corporation excise tax; immediate action necessary. The society, Oct. 6, 1925. 2p.


Taxation, Mexico

DYE, ALEXANDER V. Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, March 5, 1925. 7p. (United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 72.)

DYE, ALEXANDER V., and WYTHE, GEORGE. Trading under the laws of Mexico. Washington, D. C., July 20, 1925. 5p. (United States bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Division of commercial laws, Special circular no. 94.)

Mexico. Mexican income tax law and regulations; translated for its members by the American chamber of commerce of Mexico. Mexico, Bland brothers 1924. 20 + 4p.

Income and excess profits


EVERETT, GUERRA. New Mexican income tax developments. Commerce reports, Apr. 20, 1925, 171.


MEXICO. Income tax, Apr. 10, 1925; from the Diario official, Apr. 2, 1925. 19p.


Taxation, Michigan


Taxation, Minnesota


Taxation, Mississippi


MISSISSIPPI. State tax commission. Taxation.

Income and excess profits


Inheritance

TAXATION, MISSOURI

TAXATION, MONTANA

TAXATION, NEBRASKA
NEBRASKA. State tax commissioner. Annual reports. 1923, 1924.

TAXATION, NETHERLANDS

TAXATION, NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Taxes. Income taxes, corporations; substitution of the income tax for partnerships, associations, companies, institutions and bodies by a company tax. (Company tax law, 1925.) Typewritten.

TAXATION, NEVADA
NEVADA. Gasoline tax law, chapter 180, statutes 1923; amended, chapter 131, 1925. 4p.
NEVADA. Controller. Annual report. 1924.
NEVADA. Secretary of State. 1924. 6p.

Corporations

TAXATION, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW HAMPSHIRE. State tax commission. Annual report. 1924.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Tax commission. 1925 supplement to tax laws of New Hampshire.

TAXATION, NEW JERSEY
NEW JERSEY. State board of taxes and assessment. Table in valuing telephone and telephone lines. Trenton, N. J., 1924. 51p.

Inheritance

TAXATION, NEW YORK (CITY)

TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)
NEW YORK (state). State tax commission. Tax law of the state of New York as amended to the close of the regular session of the legislature of 1923, including provisions of the state and federal constitutions and general laws relating to taxation. Albany, N. Y., 1923. 424p.

Corporations

Income and excess profits
CORPORATION trust company. Supplement to the New York income tax service, money capital tax, court decision, July 15, 1924; reprinted July 16, 1924.
TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)—Income and excess profits—(Continued)


NEW YORK court upholds state’s right to stock tax dividends as income. Income tax review, Sept. 15–30, 1925, p. 15.

NEW YORK personal income tax law contrasted with the federal revenue act of 1926. Income tax review, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 11-11.


1925 practical analytical income tax guide covering the New York state personal income tax for 1924. Income tax review, March 16, 1925, p. 3-21.


Inheritance


NEW YORK (state). Chapter 143, an act to amend the tax law, in relation to taxable transfers, March 16, 1925. 12p.

NEW YORK (state). Chapter 144, an act to amend the tax law in relation to the transfer tax on contingent remainders, March 16, 1925. 6p.

NEW YORK (state). Chapter 320, an act to amend the tax law by imposing an estate tax on estates of resident decedents, Apr. 2, 1925. 9p.

NEW YORK (state). Chapter 323; an act to amend the tax law, in relation to duty appraisers under the transfer tax law, Apr. 2, 1925.

NEW YORK (state). Chapter 328, an act to amend the tax law, in relation to transfer tax assistants to surrogates, Apr. 2, 1925. 2p.

TAXATION, NEW ZEALAND

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.

— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1924.
— Supplement 4. 1925.


Income and excess profits


TAXATION, NORTH CAROLINA

NORTH CAROLINA. Revenue and machinery acts enacted by the general assembly, 1925. Raleigh, N. C., 1925. 188p.

NORTH CAROLINA. Revenue, Commissioner of. Report. 1924.

TAXATION, NORTH DAKOTA

Income and excess profits

NORTH DAKOTA. Income tax law, including all amendments up to and including the 1923 session. 24p.

NORTH DAKOTA. State tax commissioner. Revised rulings and instructions covering state income tax law. Bismarck, N. D., Jan. 25, 1921. (Circular no. 1.)

TAXATION, NYASALAND PROTECTORATE

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.

— Supplement 1. 1924.
— Supplement 2. 1924.
— Supplement 3. 1925.

TAXATION, OHIO


OHIO. Tax commission. Annual reports. 1924, 1925.

OHIO. Tax commission. Annual report forms. 13 pamphlets.

OHIO. Tax commission. Inheritance tax law of Ohio, as effective July 8, 1923. Columbus, Ohio, 1923. 24p.


OHIO. Tax commission. Tax laws of Ohio, codified and revised for 1924, as far as the same relate to the assessment of real and personal property by county auditors, assessors and boards of revision with instructions. Columbus, Ohio, 1924. 80p.


Corporations

OHIO. H. B. no. 338, an act to provide for the determination, charging and collection of a corporation franchise tax for the privilege of exercising and doing business within this state...passed March 27, 1923. 5p.

OHIO. Tax commission. Domestic and foreign corporations, franchise tax, Apr. 23, 1925. 3p.

OHIO. Tax commission. Domestic corporation, form letter no. 1. 1p.

Inheritance

OHIO. H. B. no. 252, an act to amend sections...of the general code...relative to the assessment of inheritance tax, approved Apr. 7, 1925. 4p.

TAXATION, OREGON


Income

OREGON. Chapter 316, general laws of Oregon, 1925; an act providing for the levying, collecting and paying of an income tax on individuals, partnerships and resident and non-resident corporations, residing and incorporated within and without the state of Oregon, such tax being based upon said income for the calendar year 1923 only. 1923. 22p.
TAXATION, PENNSYLVANIA


Corporations


Pennsylvania. Auditor general, Department of. Stock transfer tax laws, revised and amended, of June 4, 1915, (P. L., 828) and amendment of May 8, 1919, with rulings thereon by the auditor general, governing the collection of taxes on transfers of shares of capital stock, Harrisburg, Pa., 14p.

Inheritance

Pennsylvania. No. 258; an act providing for the imposition and collection of certain taxes upon the transfer of property passing from a decedent who was a resident of this Commonwealth at the time of his death, and of property within this Commonwealth of a decedent who was a non-resident of the Commonwealth at the time of his death, approved 20th day of June, 1919.

Pennsylvania. No. 391; an act to amend section one and section two as amended of the act, approved the twentieth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and nineteen (pamphlet laws, five hundred and twenty-one), entitled "An act providing for the imposition and collection of certain taxes upon the transfer of property passing from a decedent who was a resident of this Commonwealth and of property within this Commonwealth of a decedent who was a non-resident of the Commonwealth at the time of his death. 1925. 3p.

Pennsylvania. No. 416; an act to amend section two of the act, approved the twentieth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and nineteen (pamphlet laws five hundred and twenty one), entitled "An act providing for the imposition and collection of certain taxes upon the transfer of property passing from a decedent who was a resident of this Commonwealth at the time of his death, and of property within this Commonwealth of a decedent who was a non-resident of the Commonwealth at the time of his death. 1919. 3p.

TAXATION, RHODE ISLAND


Inheritance


TAXATION, RHODESIA

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

---

Supplement 1. 1924.

Supplement 2. 1924.

Supplement 3. 1925.

Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, ROUMANIA

FOUCHE, SProuLL. Roumania abolishes super tax on certain exports. Commerce reports, July 5, 1926, p. 41.

TAXATION, RUSSIA


TAXATION, ST. CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

---

Supplement 1. 1924.

Supplement 2. 1924.

Supplement 3. 1925.

Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, ST. LUCIA

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

---

Supplement 1. 1924.

Supplement 2. 1924.

Supplement 3. 1925.

Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, ST. VINCENT

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.

Income and excess profits

MARTINEZ, JOSE A. Manual de "income tax" y de contabilidad (el único escrito en castellano). San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1924.

PORTO RICO. Act to provide revenue for the people of Porto Rico through the levying of certain income and excess profits taxes, and for other purposes. 11p.

PORTO RICO. No. 69, an act to amend sections 2, 5, 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 38, 44 and 47 and to repeal section 61 of an act to provide revenues for the people of Porto Rico through the levying of certain income and excess profits taxes, and for other purposes, approved July 28, 1923. 10p.

PORTO RICO. Governor. Special message to the eleventh legislature, first session, March 18, 1925. San Juan, Porto Rico.

TAXATION, PORTSMOUTH, VA.

ORDINANCE imposing a license tax for the city of Portsmouth, Va., for the year beginning May 1, 1924. Portsmouth (Va.) star, Apr. 28, 1924.
TAXATION, ST. VINCENT—(Continued)

—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, SCOTLAND

Income and excess profits


TAXATION, SEYCHELLES

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.
—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, SOUTH AMERICA


TAXATION, SOUTH CAROLINA


SOUTH CAROLINA. Act to raise revenue for the support of the state government. 18p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Act to raise revenue for the support of the state government by levy and collection of a tax on gifts, inheritances, devises, bequests and legacies, in certain cases, approved Feb. 23, 1922, as amended March 26, 1924. 21p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Act to raise revenue for the support of the state government; approved March 26, 1925. 12p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Extracts from act of 1925 levying certain supplementary taxes (approved Apr. 10, 1925). 1p.


SOUTH CAROLINA. No. 34, an act to amend an act entitled “An act to provide for a state system of hard surface top soil and other dependentable types of highways in this state” (known as act no. 731 of the acts of 1922) as to reduce the license of automobiles and increase the tax on gasoline. 8p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Regulations covering stamping of cigarettes, cigars, smoking tobacco, etc. 1p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Tax commission. Annual report. 1924, 1925.

Corporations

SOUTH CAROLINA. Act (as amended by the 1924 session of general assembly) to require certain corporations to make annual reports and to pay annual license fees, and to prescribe methods for enforcement and rates pertaining thereto. 6p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Act to require certain corporations to make annual reports and to pay annual license fees, and to prescribe methods for enforcement and rates pertaining thereto; as amended by the 1924 session of the general assembly. 6p.

Income

SOUTH CAROLINA. Income tax act of March 13, 1922, as amended March 26, 1924. 7p.

Inheritance

SOUTH CAROLINA. Act to raise revenue for the support of the state government by levy and collection of a tax on gifts, inheritances, devises, bequests and legacies, in certain cases, approved Feb. 23, 1922, as amended March 26, 1924. 21p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Tax commission. Table for use in computing the value of life estates, annuities for life, intermediate estates, and remainders. (See section 2 of the act.) 3p.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Tax commission. Table showing rates and taxation of inheritances under the act of Feb. 23, 1922. 1p.

TAXATION, SOUTH DAKOTA


TAXATION, SPAIN


Inheritance


TAXATION, STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.
—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, SUDAN

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 347p.
—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, SWAZILAND

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.
—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, SWITZERLAND


TAXATION, TANGANYIKA TERRITORY

GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department. Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. London, His Majesty’s stationery office, 1923. 374p.
—— Supplement 1. 1924.
—— Supplement 2. 1924.
—— Supplement 3. 1925.
—— Supplement 4. 1925.

TAXATION, TENNESSEE

TENNESSEE. Chapter 2, house bill no. 12; an act to impose a special privilege tax upon sales and/or distribution, by gift or sales in this state, of cigars, cigarettes, manufactured tobacco and snuff, sold and/or distributed by any person, firm, association, joint stock company, syndicate or corporation in this state, and to provide methods and penalties for its enforcement. 4p.

TENNESSEE. Chapter 30, acts 1925, senate bill no. 409; entitled “An act to impose a special privilege
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tax upon sales and/or distribution, by gift or sale, in this state of cigars, cigarettes, manufactured to-
bacco, andigmoid sold in the state or distributed by any per-
tson, firm, association, joint stock company, syndicate or corporation in this state and to provide methods and
penalties for its enforcement;" approved Jan. 30, 1925.
TENNESSEE. Chapter 58, acts 1923, with amend-
ment made 1924.
TENNESSEE. Law of 1927, revenue bill. An act en-
titled "An act to provide for general revenue for the state
of Tennessee and the counties and municipalities thereof:"
to be known as the general revenue bill. 105 typewritten pages.
TENNESSEE. Revenue bill, effective May 1, 1925.

68p.

TAXATION, TOBAGO
BAKER, HENRY D. Taxation in Trinidad and To-
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department.
Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the
laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the
British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. Lon-
don, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
Supplement 1. 1924.
Supplement 2. 1924.
Supplement 3. 1925.
Supplement 4.

TAXATION, TRINIDAD
BAKER, HENRY D. Taxation in Trinidad and To-
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department.
Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the
laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the
British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. Lon-
don, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
Supplement 1. 1924.
Supplement 2. 1924.
Supplement 3. 1925.
Supplement 4.

TAXATION, TURKEY
TURKEY adopts amusement and consumption tax.
Commerce reports, May 3, 1926, p. 304.

TAXATION, UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
GREAT BRITAIN. Inland revenue department.
Income taxes in the British dominions; a digest of the
laws imposing income taxes and cognate taxes in the
British dominions, colonies, protectorates, etc. Lon-
don, His Majesty's stationery office, 1923. 374p.
Supplement 1. 1924.
Supplement 2. 1924.
Supplement 3. 1925.
Supplement 4.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES
AMERICAN exchange national bank. Due dates of
New York City, New York state, New Jersey and
federal taxes, 1924. New York, American exchange
national bank, c1924. 24p.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Correspond-
ence regarding taxation, Dec. 1923. Typewritten.
ATKINS, ROBERT. Realty tax exemption—a grow-
ing menace. Citizen, June 1927, p. 4, 18.
CRAWFORD, L. U. Who pays the tax bill? Kansas
citizen, Jan. 30, 1924, p. 493.
GÉNEZ, MAURICE V. Lost, a tax case and why.
Certified public accountant, May 1926, p. 137.
HAMEL, CHARLES D. Joint congressional commit-
tee on internal revenue taxation. National income
HAMEL, CHARLES D. United States board of tax
appeals practice and procedure. New York, Prentice-
Hall, inc. 1926. 222p.
LETTER-bulletin of the American institute of ac-
countants, May 1924, p. 15-3.
NATIONAL industrial conference board. Tax bur-
dens and exemptions. New York, National industrial
conference board, c1925. 159p.

NATIONAL tax association. Digest and index, 1907-
25, prepared by Roy G. Blakey and Gladys C. Blakey.
New York, National tax association, c1927. 549p.
PRENTICE-HALL tax diary and manual, 1926, 1928.
New York, Prentice-Hall, inc.

UNITED STATES. Congress. Investigation of Bu-
eral of internal revenue; hearings before the select
committee to investigate the Bureau of internal re-
venue, United States senate, sixty-eighth congress,
first session, pursuant to S. Res. 168, authorizing the
appointment of a special committee to investigate the
Bureau of internal revenue. Washington, D. C.,
WESTERN states taxpayers association. Digest of
proceedings, Western states taxpayers conference held
at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6-7, 1924. 19p.
ZOLLER, J. FRANK. Taxation of the manufacturing
industry. Illinois manufacturers' costs association
monthly bulletin, Oct. 16, 1917.

Banks
See Banks and banking.—Taxation.

Corporations
GORE, EDWARD E. From Wickerson to Mellon. 
HIMMELBLAU, DAVID. Some corporate problems
created by income taxes; address before State bar
association of Wisconsin at Kenosha, June 24, 1926.
18p.
McLAREN, N. L. Securities and the corporation in-
come tax. Address delivered before the annual con-
vention of the California bankers association at Del
Monte, Calif., May 27, 1926. 3 typewritten pages.
MODERN corporation affords basis for co-operative
SMYTH, LUDLOW S. Consolidation of accounts and
consolidated tax returns. 23 typewritten pages.

Income and excess profits
ACCOUNTANT group discusses taxes. Nashville
(Tenn.) banner, Jan. 10, 1926.
ACCOUNTANT tells of "tax fixers." Washington
(D. C.), herald, March 27, 1924.
ACCOUNTANTS and the Treasury department.
ACCOUNTANTS going into the taxation problem.
Baltimore, Sept. 1925, p. 11.
ACCOUNTANTS hold revenue system still unsimpli-
ACCOUNTANTS necessary in tax practice. Journal
ADMINISTRATION and tax reform. Journal of
ALVERSON, LYL R. Consolidated returns and in-
vented capital. National income tax magazine, June
1924, p. 165-8, 182.
AMERICAN federal tax reports; a convenient collec-
tion of unbridged court decisions from every Ameri-
can court, state and federal, that has had before it
problems arising under the federal tax laws, decisions
have been included from the date of the earliest acts
up to Nov. 1923. 3v. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc.
1924.

Supplement. 1924.

Supplement. 1925 subscription.

1926 subscription.

1926 subscription.

AMERICAN institute of accountants. Collection of
data on the United States income tax and Board of
appeals.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Copy of brief
submitted by George O. May, chairman, committee
on federal legislation, Nov. 22, 1917. Typewritten.
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Report of spe-
cial committee on form and administration of income-
tax laws. (In its 1924 yearbook. p. 184-6.)
AMERICAN institute of accountants. Tax board of
appeals, report to seminar at national finance committee,
March 10, 1924. Typewritten.
AND this is not Coventry. Journal of accountancy,
ANDERSON, HAROLD C. Limitations on assess-
ments and refunds fixed by law. National income tax
ANGELL, RAYMOND R. How banks and trust
companies can effect a saving in payment of income
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BAAR, ARNOLD R. Taxation of dividends and other corporate distributions. In (American mining congress, proceeding of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24-29, 1923. p. 145-70.)

BACON, ALBERT T. Corporate reorganizations as affected by the 1924 revenue act; presented at fifth annual tax congress conducted by the Illinois manufacturers' council association, Chicago, Feb. 26-27, and 7 typewritten pages. Income tax review, Jan. 28, 1925, p. 10.


BANK of New York and trust company. Federal income and estate tax laws correlated and annotated; being a compilation and annotation of all federal income and estate tax laws since the organization of the federal government and a correlation of the revenue acts of 1913, 1916, 1918, 1921, 1924 and 1926. Washington, D. C., John Byrne and company, 1926. 707p.

BARTON, WILLER, E., and BROWNING, CARROLL L. Federal income and estate tax being a compilation and annotation of all federal income and estate tax laws since the organization of the federal government and a correlation of the revenue acts of 1913, 1916, 1918, 1921, 1924 and 1926. Washington, D. C., John Byrne and company, 1926. 549p.


BILLS, C. M. Income tax return. National hotel review, Feb. 12, 1927, p. 64, 70.

BILLS, C. M. Preparing the hotel's income tax return. Alarm clock, Feb. 1927, p. 2-5.


BOARD of tax appeals. Clippings. 1925.

BOARD of tax appeals refusal to issue and hearings in income and profits tax cases under the revenue act of 1924. Income tax review, Jan. 31, June 15, 1925, p. 4-6, 3-5.

BROOKS, NORMAN G. Revenue act of 1926 compared with 1924 act. Income tax review, Feb. 15, 1926, p. 31-12.


CONFERENCES and discussions held in connection with the sixty-eighth congress and approved by President Coolidge. Journal of commerce and commercial bulletin, p. 3, 1926, sec. 2.


CONGRESS asked to remove double tax on income, double tax on income derived from installment sales; change income from business to cash basis; keeping accounts declared to cause double taxation. Income tax review, Nov. 1927, p. 3–4.

COOLIDGE enlarges tax appeals board. New York times, March 19, 1925.

COPELAND, WILEY. Internal revenue collection accounting. Face student, June 1924, p. 97–8, 110–2.


CORPORATION trust company. Supplement to federal income and war tax services. New York, Corporation trust company, c1924. (Bulletins 1–5, series of 1924.)


CRAWFORD, L. U. Taxable income as defined under the statutes. National income tax magazine, Nov. 1926, p. 886–90.

CULL, J. A. Tax on living expenses. Accounting, commerce and insurance, March 1924, p. 318–9.


DIGEST of decisions of the United States board of tax appeals for the monthly review, March 31, 1925 to date.

DIGEST of rulings applicable to the revenue act of 1924, reported in the Internal revenue bulletin. Income law, Dec. 30, 1925 to date.


DOHR, the board of tax appeals and net income. Income tax review, Aug. 1, 1926, p. 3–7.


ELKINS, W. L. When will income tax be decreased? Accounting and business quarterly, Sept. 1923, p. 9–11.


ERROR of six millions. Chicago journal of commerce, May 14, 1925.

EXAMINATION of income tax returns and determination of tax by the commissioner. Income tax review, July 15, 1926, p. 3–5.

EXCESS profit tax ruling of the treasury department. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Jan. 18, 1918.


FEDERAL income tax administrative procedure under the revenue act of 1924. National income tax, May 15, June 1, 1927, p. 3–5, 3–9, 3–7, 13, 15.


FITCH, STANLEY G. H. Surtax and the taxpayer. 5 typewritten pages.


FRASER, EDWARD. Discussion of the Mellon plan. 4 typewritten pages.

FRAZER, GEORGE E. Effect of section 204 of internal revenue act of 1921 on concerns whose fiscal year ends during the calendar year. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Sept. 13, 1922.


GERSTENBERG, CHARLES W. How to prepare a tax brief. Brief use in hearing before the tax unit, before the review division of the solicitors office, before the Board of tax appeals, with suggestions for drafting and example of petition to be filed with the Board of tax appeals. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc. 1925. 32p.

GIBBS, WILLIAM E. Important tax matter. Old colony magazine, March 1922, p. 7–8, 12.
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GORE, EDWARD E. Address. Chicago commerce, Apr. 12, 1924. 55p.


GORE, EDWARD E. Public accountants will help simplify and collect the income tax. Chicago commerce, Sept. 12, 1925.

GORE, EDWARD E. Remarks. 7p.


GRIFFITH, HORACE P. Mellon tax plan; an ad- dress delivered over the radio from station WFI, Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa., Apr. 15, 1924. 6 typed pages.


HAIJ, R. BEANKRAY. Analysis of the federal revenue act of 1926, exemptions increased, surtax reduced, capital stock tax "repealed"; mine discovery clause added and depletion at 27 ½% in lieu of discovery. Engineering and mining journal, March 6, 1926, p. 411–3.


HAMEL, CHARLES D. Practice before the Board of tax appeals. Certified public accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 120–3.


HAMEL, CHARLES D. United States board of tax appeals hearing held at the 17th annual meeting of the National tax association at St. Louis, Mo., 14p. Bulletin of the National tax association, Nov. 1924, p. 44–51.


HIMMELBAU, DAVID. Some corporate problems created by income tax laws; address before State bar association of Wisconsin at Kenosha, June 24, 1926. 18p.


HOLMES, GEORGE E. Federal income tax; including also war profits, stamp and capital stock taxes.
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KILDUFF, FREDERIC W. Federal income taxes. (In his Auditing and accounting handbook. 1924. p. 785-804.)

KINNARD, CADDIE H. Proposed revenue act of 1926 as compared with the revenue act of 1924. 10 typewritten pages.

KINNARD, CADDIE H. Revenue act of 1924 as compared with the revenue act of 1921; before the Rotary club, El Dorado, Nov. 26, 1924. 16 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 20 (résumé).


KIXMILLER, WILLIAM, and BAAR, A. R. United States tax cases. Second supplement. New York, Commerce clearing house, c1925. 1v.


KLEIN, JOSEPH J. Board of tax appeals; address before the Accountants' Square club, June 4, 1925. 8 typewritten pages.


KORNER, J. GILMER. United States board of tax appeals; an address before thirteenth annual meeting, Chamber of commerce of the United States. 16p.


LONGWORTH proposed compromise bill—proposal to put through resolution providing for immediate reduction of 25% in 1923 taxes. Commercial and financial chronicle, March 8, 1924, p. 1904-5.


MCLAREN, N. L. Securities and the corporation income tax; a paper delivered before the annual convention of the California bankers association at Del Monte, Calif., May 27, 1926. 3 typewritten pages.
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MALINA, ARTHUR. Depletion deductions by life tenant under the income tax law. Trust companies, May 1924, 66-74.


MAY, GEORGE O. Letter dated Feb. 15, 1926. 4 typewritten pages.


MERCHANTS’ association of New York. Tax reduction and amendments to federal revenue act; report by committee on taxation and public revenue. New York, c1925.

MERRILL, C. F. Net losses; a study of the provisions of the effective act of 1926 relative to ‘net losses’ and deductions therefrom from ‘taxable income’ of subsequent years. Oklahoma City, Technical papers corporation, 1927, 12p.

MILLER, ROBERT N. Special relief in excess profits tax cases: appreciated value as a ground. Thax, Jan.-Feb. 1927, p. 1, 2, 13-5.

MILLIONS in refunds if tax ruling holds; Appeals board reverses Blair in reducing invested capital by excess profits charges; will aid corporations; thousands may file claims for sums unlawfully collected since 1917, expert says. New York times, Nov. 17, 1925.

M. GORE explains how congress is working out the new tax law. Chicago commerce, Jan. 23, 1926, p. 7-8, 10.

MITCHELL, JOSEPH J. Comparative income tax tables showing effect of rate changes on capital investments under the present law and under the proposed “revenue act of 1924” (Mellon bill). New York, 1926.


MITCHELL, JOSEPH J. How to calculate the amount of tax. Credit monthly, Dec. 1924, p. 21.

MITCHELL, JOSEPH J. Income tax tables 1923 showing amounts by which federal income tax is reduced by losses or increased by gains for the year 1923, and analogous amounts of tax for 1923 on income from $6,000 to $100,000, amount of tax under reduced rates of 1924 recommended by Secretary Mellon. New York, Sinclair, Murray and company, Dec. 1923.

MITCHELL, JOSEPH J. 1925-federal income tax chart, 1925. New York herald-tribune (supplement).

MITCHELL, JOSEPH J. Age for use, 1926.


Same. 1926. c1926. 1905p.


MUSIC industries chamber of commerce. Federal income tax returns on installment sales prepared especially for retail music merchants. New York, Trade service bureau, Music industries chamber of commerce, 1925, 10p.

MYSTERY clause of tax act cost U. S. $37,500,000; Solicitor Greggo so declares at house hearing in criticizing allowances for mine, oil well depletion. New York herald-tribune, Oct. 28, 1925.

NATIONAL association of real estate boards. Memorandum submitted to the senate committee on internal revenue concerning regulations covering (a) taxation of members of syndicates and of other joint adventures subdividing and selling real property; and (b) taxation of members of syndicates buying land on installment basis. Chicago, National association of real estate boards, 33p.


NEW income tax ruling. Trust companies, Apr. 1927, p. 473.

NEW tax bill nearly ready for wording; Mellon rates gaining in favor for income schedule. New Orleans (La.) times, Oct. 28, 1925.

NEW YORK state society of certified public accountants. Recommendations to the congress of the United States for the modification and improvement of the federal revenue act, prepared and submitted by the committee on federal and state income tax, with appropriate letters and reports of the society. New York, 1925, 10p.

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Closing your books for income tax purposes, Sixth edition. New York, c1926.

NEWBERGER, SAMUEL. Don’t take any chances; keep your records safe! Laundry age, Dec. 18, 1925.
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Same 1925 ed. 642p.

Same 1926 ed. 857p.

Same 1927 ed. 1016p.

Same 1928 ed. 1244p.


T. D. 3555 income-tax, distribution from depletion or depreciation reserves, article 1546 of regulations 62 amended, October 1925, p. 23.

TALKS on taxes. New York telegraph, March 6, 1926.


Tax cases enrich ex-treasury men. New York evening post, March 20, 1924.


TAX refunds. Certified public accountant, March 1927, p. 6 in.


TAX revision bill reported to senate by senator Smoot; —comparisons with house bill and present law; inspection of reports. Commercial and financial chronicle, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 1852-4.


TAXATION. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923. p. 1545-622.)

TAXES accrué as income is earned; supreme court ruling. Vol. IX which does not pave way to future funds. New York journal of commerce, Feb. 9, 1926.

Banker and tradesman, Feb. 13, 1926.


TREASURY asks tax board be made a court. New York herald-tribune, Oct. 29, 1925.

UNITED STATES. Federal revenue act of 1926, approved 10:25 a.m., Feb. 26, 1926; federal income tax, estate tax (including gift tax for 1924 and 1925); stamp tax and miscellaneous taxes. New York, Bankers trust company, 1926. 234p.

UNITED STATES. Board of tax appeals. Docket no. 45, certiorari of Osterling machine company.

UNITED STATES. Board of tax appeals. Docket no. 210, appeal of Farmers' fuel company, Kansas City; short reply to Government's oral argument regarding taxation as affected by "control." Washington, D. C.

UNITED STATES. Board of tax appeals. Docket no. 7024, appeal of Flying box company; re: Commissioner of internal revenue, respondent. 36p.


UNITED STATES, Bureau of internal revenue. Joint committee on internal revenue, twenty-ninth congress; pursuant to section 1203 (b) (6), revenue act of 1924. 4 parts. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1927.


UNITED STATES. Congress. Comparison of revenue acts of 1921 and 1924, with index; prepared for the use of the committee on ways and means by Clayton E. Moore, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 242p.

UNITED STATES. Congress. H. R. 1, an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; approved Feb. 26, 1926. 136p. (Public document no. 20, 68th congress.)

UNITED STATES. Congress. H. R. 1, an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; in the Senate of the United States, Dec. 21, 1925, 334p.

UNITED STATES. Congress. H. R. 6715; an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; approved June 2, 1924. Washington, 115p.


UNITED STATES. Congress. Internal revenue bill of 1926, report no. 52.

UNITED STATES. Congress. Internal revenue taxes illegally collected; communication from the president of the United States. Washington, D. C. 2p. (Document no. 528, 68th congress, 2d session.)


UNITED STATES. Congress. Refunding internal revenue tax receipts; communication from the president of the United States. Washington, D. C. 3p. (Document no. 75, 68th congress, 1st session.)
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UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Rules of practice before the United States board of tax appeals; revised to Apr. 1, 1926. Mimeographed.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1922, including statistics from capital stock tax returns and federal estate tax returns; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue, by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 398p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1921, including statistics from federal estate, tax returns; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue, by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 248p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1923, including statistics from federal estate tax returns and federal gift tax returns; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 248p.


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Statistics of income from returns of net income for 1924 filed by individuals; compiled under the direction of the Commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. (Preliminary report.). Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 18p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Tips for taxpayers. 1p.


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Treasury decisions amending or relating to regulations 62, promulgated under the income tax and war-profits and excess-profits tax provisions of the revenue act of 1921. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 21p.


WALTON school of commerce. 1925 federal income and profits tax procedure and accounting. Chicago, c1924–25.

1926. c1926–27. (Not pagd.)

WALTON school of commerce. Radio department lectures.


WILL study federal income tax. Providence magazine, Sept. 1925, p. 413.


Same. 23p.


WITTE, E. E. Summary of some features of the federal and state income tax laws; a paper presented at the fifth annual national income tax law, promulgated by the National tax association. Bulletin of the National tax association, Nov. 1924, p. 43–6.

WOULD simplify taxes; accountants start campaign to clear up abuses. Spokesman-review (Spokane, Wash.), Jan. 3, 1926.


ZANGEREE, JOHN A. Are our taxes burdensome? Comptroller, Jan. 1927, p. 9, 11.


Art


Capital stock


Jubs

TAXABLE or not taxable. Haskins and Sells bulletin, Sept. 1927, p. 70–2.
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Dues

Exemptions

Gas

Gifts

Instalments
CORPORATION trust company. Instalment sales under the instalment act of 1926; reprinted from advanced income tax law on corporations; series 1926–27, prepared under the auspices of the training section, department of revenue, New York, Corporation trust company, 1927. 21p.


REPORT of the staff of the joint committee on internal revenue taxation on the subject of instalment sales. Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, Dec. 1, 1927, p. 3, 15.


Insurance

Jewelry

Liquor

Mining and metallurgy


HAIG, ROBERT MURRAY. Analysis of the federal revenue act of 1926, exemptions increased, surtax reduced, capital stock tax repealed; mine discovery clause more liberal; oil well depletion flat 27 ½% in lieu of discovery. Engineering and mining journals, March 6, 1926, p. 411–3.

KIRKLAND, W. L. Retroactive appraisals; their use in determining invested capital, depreciation and depletion. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24–29, 1923. p. 59–75.)


MCGRAV, T. O. Inventory regulations and the income tax law. Mining congress journal, March 1925, p. 100–3.


TAX committee appointed. Black diamond, Nov. 1, 1924.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Memo- randum 2039 in re revaluation of copper and silver ore, 1924. 3p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Schedule for capitalized development, underground mines. 7p.

UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Schedule for substantiation of valuations, depletion, and depreciation in royalty interests in metal mines. 43p. 1925. 7p.—(May 1924.)


Oil

Paper, cardboard, etc.

Patents, copyrights, etc.


Playing cards

Real estate

Inheritance
BANK of New York and trust company. Inheritance taxes in relation to investments 1925, tax rates and exemptions of each state, taxable of stocks and bonds owned by non-resident decedents. 32 Wall street, New York, c1925. 32p.


BRADFORD, RUSSELL L. Brief survey of important court decisions during 1926 affecting administration of trusts and trusts. Trust companies, Jan. 1927, p. 17–20, 104.

FAR-REACHING inheritance tax decision by the United States supreme court in Frick appeal. Trust companies, June 1925, p. 137–41.
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GALL, CHARLES A. Talks on tax subjects; inheritance taxes. Indianapolis, Ind., C. A. Gall and company, 1923. 73p.

GLEASON, LAFAYETTE B., and OTIS, ALEXANDER. Treatise on the law of inheritance taxation and the federal estate and gift taxes; with statutes, decisions and forms. ed. 4. Albany, N.Y., Matthew Bender and company, c1925, 1461p.

GREELEY, HAROLD DUDLEY. Inheritance taxation of property held, July 25, 1925, p. 113–8.


LÓMAN, HARRY J. Digest and analysis of the federal estate tax law and the various state inheritance tax laws. (In his Taxation, 1927, p. 121–254.)


MURPHY, JOHN M. Important changes in the revaluing gift tax, 1924, and in the administration of estates and trusts. Trust company, March 1926, p. 335–40.


UNITED STATES. Treasury department. Federal income tax on estates and trusts; issued under the direction of the training section, staff division income tax unit, Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1923. 49p.


Moneyed capital
See Banks and banking-Taxation.

Municipal

LAUGHLIN, H. C. Address. (In National association of comptrollers and accounting officers. Twenty-sixth annual convention held in the city of Rochester, N. Y., July 21, 22, 23, 1925. p. 28–34.)

Sales


Stamp


States

See also Names of the various states under Taxation.


PROFIT-sharing contracts as affected by federal and state taxes for 1924. New York, Prentice-Hall, inc. 1924. 8p.


WITTE, E. E. Summary of some features of the federal and state income tax laws and of the model personal income tax law promulgated by the National tax association. Bulletin of the National tax association, Nov. 1923, p. 43–6.

TAXATION, UTAH


TAXATION, VERMONT


TAXATION, VIRGINIA


VIRGINIA. State tax commission and segregation acts; chap. 147, tax commission act; chap. 576, segregation act; chap. 183, examiners of records and commissioners of revenue act; reprinted from the acts of assembly session, 1926. Richmond, 1926. 59p.


TAXATION, WASHINGTON


TAXATION, WEST VIRGINIA

TAXATION, WISCONSIN
WISCONSIN. Tax commission. Wisconsin tax laws; a compilation of the general laws of the state relating to the assessment and collection of taxes, including all amendments to date, with explanatory notes and decisions. Madison, Wis., 1920. 221p.

Income

Income and excess profits
NELSON, HENRY B. Wisconsin income tax law, interpretation, rulings and court decisions. Milwaukee, Wis., Trade publishing co. 1923. 175p.

Inheritance

TAXATION, WYOMING
WYOMING. State board of equalization. Tax laws, including constitutional provisions and all laws as amended up to and including the legislative acts of 1923. Cheyenne, Wyo. 134p.

Inheritance

TAXATION

TAXATION and tax-exempt income. United States. Senate.

TAXATION for state purposes in Pennsylvania with notes on tax laws in other states. Fox, Leonard P.

TAXATION in Belgium. Wight, E. V. D., and Wolfe, A. J.


TAXATION in Germany. Schoenfeld, R. E.

TAXATION in the Irish free state. Commerce reports, Apr. 28, 1924, p. 246.

TAXATION of American business in Europe. Carroll, Mitchell B.

TAXATION of American business in Germany; reprint from Commerce reports, Oct. 18, 1926. United States. Commerce, Department of.

TAXATION of dividends and other corporate distributions. Baar, Arnold R.

TAXATION of foreign agents in Germany. Accountant, tax supplement, Sept. 18, 1926, p. 495.


TAXATION of inheritance. Shultz, William J.


TAXATION of no-par stock. Warshow, H. T.

TAXING of real and personal property by cities and towns of Massachusetts. Nichols, Philip.


TAXATION PROBLEM
Canada
CANADIAN tax. 1 typewritten page.

TAXATION—substantial progress in tax reduction. Fernald, Henry B.

TAXES
BONUS and income tax. Australasian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1925, p. 64.
HOLD taxes and interest on unproductive property now may be capitalized. Pulp and paper profits, Apr. 1926, p. 3, 15.
TAXES. Typhoseia bulletin, May 11, 1925, p. 98.
TAXES as expense. Gas age-record, June 14, 1924, p. 830.
VON ROSEN, URBAN F. Getting taxes into costs; short talk given at the Feb. 18, 1925 meeting of the Cleveland chapter of the National association of cost accountants. 7 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, May 15, 1925, p. 16 (résumé).
TAXES. Typhoseia bulletin, May 11, 1925, p. 98.
TAXES accrue as income is earned. Banker and tradesman, Feb. 13, 1926.
TAXES accrue as income is earned; Supreme court ruling in Yale and Towne case does not pave way to refunds. Journal of commerce (New York), Feb. 9, 1926.
TAXES and their incidence. Ewing, Robert.
TAXES as expense. Gas age-record, June 14, 1924, p. 830.
TAX-EXEMPT securities and the surtax. Hardy, Charles O.
TAYLOR, P. MILES
Audit working papers. Indian accountant, June 1923, p. 208-9.

TAYLOR, R. B.
System of municipal accounts. Canadian chartered accountant, Sept. 1924, p. 82-97.

TAYLOR, R. EMMETT
See also Stevenson, Russell A., joint author. Municipal budget making. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1925. 233p.

TAYLOR, STEPHEN H.

TEA ROOMS
See Restaurants, cafés, etc.

TEACHERS' manual of basic accounting, with solutions to accounting problems. Bennett, George E.

TEACHING accounting at Boston university. Lord, Everett W.

TEACHING costs in thirty-nine junior high schools. United States. Education, Bureau of.

TEAD, OORDWAY


TECHNICAL costs and estimates. Miller, Andrew.


TECHNICAL subjects presented at the meetings of the Hotel accountants association. Hotel association of New York city.

TECHNIQUE for the determination of unit school costs. Gribble, Stephen Charles.

TEEVAN, JOHN C.
C. P. A. law questions (of the Board of examiners, American institute of accountants) and answers. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 190p. (Monograph library no. 39.)


TELEGRAPH
See Telephone and telegraph.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH


LIVINGSTON, CHARLES A. Cost men visit Western electric plant. Manufacturers news, March 6, 1926, p. 11, 26.

Accounting


HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Caldwell telephone company. (In its Harvard business reports, 1925, p. 460-4.)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH—Accounting—(Continued)


Morsack, C. Accounting in the long lines department. Bell telephone quarterly, Apr. 1924, p. 100-12.

National association of railroad and utilities commissioners. Special report of committee on statistics and accounts of public utility companies—on accounting for telephone companies. (In its Proceedings, 1923, p. 299-303, 457-61.)


Uniform classification


United States. Interstate commerce commission. Accounting; order at a session of the Interstate commerce commission, division 4, on 8th of Jan. 1925, in matter of uniform system of accounts to be kept by telephone companies. Washington, D.C., Government printing office, 1925. 4p.

United States. Interstate commerce commission. Order at a session of the Interstate commerce commission, division 4, held at its office in Washington, D. C., on the 9th day of Dec. 1923, on the subject of statistical returns from class D telephone companies. 1p.

United States. Interstate commerce commission. Order at a session of the Interstate commerce commission, division 4, held at its office in Washington, D. C., on the 24th day of July 1923, the subject of modern system of accounts to be prescribed for and kept by telephone companies being under consideration. 1p.

Auditing

Castañholz, William B. Telephone companies. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 256-8.)

Cost accounting


Costs

Cost of operation of American telephone and telegraph company. (In Lagerquist’s, Public utility finance. 1927, p. 488-91.)

Finance


Rates


Supreme court of the United States on rates and valuations of utilities. 1, B. A. of A. bulletin, June 30, 1923, p. 266-80.

Telephone raise figures paddled, expert charges. New York world, May 16, 1924.


Wright, C. A., and Judd, D. B. Standardization of telephone rates. Columbus, Ohio, Engineering experiment station, Ohio State university, 1923, 74p. (Ohio state university bulletin no. 23.)


Statistics


Valuation

Must consider present costs. Aera, July 1923, p. 1642-58.


Supreme court of the United States on rates and valuations of utilities. 1, B. A. of A. bulletin, June 30, 1923, p. 266-80.

Telephone directory, income tax unit, Washington, D. C., corrected to June 1, 1926. Mitchell, Joseph J.

Telephone raise figures paddled, expert charges. New York world, May 16, 1924.

Tells of public accountants. Topeka (Kans.) Journal, March 20, 1924.


Indian accountant, May 1924, p. 88-90. Pupil to practitioner; a philosophical discourse concerning the accountancy profession. London, E. Mariborough and co. 1924. 83p.


Ten-payment-plan of retailing men’s clothing. Comer, H. D.

Ten per cent for depreciation. Inland printer, March 1921, p. 1004.


Tenants for life and remainderman; incidence of repairs. Accountant, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 47.

Tendencies in accounting literature. Paton, William A.


Tennessee


Chapter no. 2, house bill no. 12; an act to impose a special privilege tax upon sales and/or distribution, by gift or sale in this state, of cigars, cigarettes, manufactured tobacco and snuff sold and/or distributed by any person, firm, association, joint stock company, syndicate or corporation in this state, and to provide methods and penalties for its enforcement. 4p.

Chapter 30, acts 1925, senate bill no. 409, entitled “An act to impose a special privilege tax upon sales and/or distribution, by gift or sales, in this state, of cigars, cigarettes, manufactured tobacco and snuff sold and/or distributed by any person, firm, association, joint stock company, syndicate or
TENNESSEE—(Continued)
corporation in this state and to provide methods and penalties for its enforcement," approved Jan. 30, 1925.
CHAPTER 33, an act to establish a state board of accountancy and to prescribe its duties and powers, to provide for the granting and revoking of certificates to accountants who qualify under the provisions of this act; the registration and licensing of public accountants in practice; and to provide penalties for violation of this act; approved March 26, 1925. 10 typewritten pages.
CHAPTER 38, acts 1923, with amendatory acts of 1925.
H. 330, to establish a state board of accountancy; introduced Jan. 23, 1925 (not passed).
H. 381, to create a state board of accountancy; introduced Feb. 5, 1925 (not passed).
H. 461, to establish a state board of accountancy; introduced Feb. 9, 1925 (not passed). Same as S. 358.
LAW of 1927, revenue bill. An act entitled "An act to provide for general revenue for the state of Ten-
nese and the counties and municipalities thereof," to be known as the general revenue bill. 105 typewritten pages.
REVENUE bill, effective May 1, 1925. 68p.
S. 390, to create a state board of accountancy; introduced Feb. 1925 (not passed).
S. 358, to establish a state board of accountancy; introduced Feb. 3, 1925 (not passed).

INSURANCE AND BANKING, COM-
MISSIONER OF
ANNUAL reports, 1923, 1924.

STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
BANKING act of 1913, being chapter 20 of the public acts 1913, general session, with subsequent amend-
ments and amendments. Apr. 14, 1927. Nash-
ville, Tenn., 1927. 30p. + 4p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

TENNESSEE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS YEARBOOK, 1925. 18p.


TENTATIVE valuation, Pennsylvania company. Rail-
way age, Oct. 18, 1924, p. 707.

TENTS
TISCHE, F. F. Development of accounting in the tent and awning industry. Accounting review, Mar-
ch 1926, p. 85–92.

Accounting
GATES, R. O. What we thought was unproductive time just saved our business. System, Sept. 1926, p. 320–6, 361.

Cost accounting
PEASE, E. E. Tent and awning industry. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Pro-
WEIKERT, CLAIRE I. How we have organized the tent and awning industry for uniform cost accounting. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924. p. 15–6.)

TEPERMAN, EDWARD C.
Budget your advertising appropriation. Women's apparel merchant, May 1926, p. 10, 41.

TERHUNE, E. A.

TERMINALS
See Ports.

TERMINOLOGY
ACCOUNTING and accountancy. 2 typewritten pages.
ACCOUNTANCY definitions. Pace student, Jan. 1925, p. 28.
ute of accountants. Yearbook, 1923. p. 167–70.)
BOSTON chamber of commerce. Workable classification of office jobs. Boston, Mass, Bureau of commerci-
al and industrial affairs, committee on clerical salaries, Boston chamber of commerce. 8p.
CÔLE, WILLIAM MORSE. Confusion of terms; from Journal of accountancy. Licentiate in account-
COST committee proposes definitions for basic cost departments. Bulletin, American foundrymen's asso-
DEMENT, GEORGE E. Proposal relative to an ac-
GIVES definition of "certified public accountant." American accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 60.
GLOSSARY. (In Accountancy's handbook. 1923. p. 1509–44.)
GREELEY, HAROLD DUDLEY. Definitions. (In his Estate accounting, 1924. p. 2–12.)
SHERWOOD, J. F. Accounting terminology. (In his Accountancy. c1925. p. 409–24.)
SUDBURY, F. T. Accounting terminology. Licenti-
TERMINOLOGY department. Journal of account-
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX


TEXAS BANKING COMMISSIONER STATE banking law of Texas; digest of 1923 with related statutes of the state of Texas and the federal reserve act. Austin, Texas. 266p.


COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS HORACE C. HENRY, appellant, vs. the state of Texas, appellee. Appeal to the El Paso county court at law, supplemental brief of appellee. 9 typewritten pages.

OPINION—Horace C. Henry, appellant vs. State of Texas, Judge Morrow rendering decision March 12, 1924. 6 typewritten pages.


INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT BOARD DISCOUNT tables showing the present value of $1.00 per week due in any number of weeks from one to four hundred, under the employers liability act at 6% per annum compound interest. Austin, Texas, 1924. 5p.

SECRETARY OF STATE 1923 blue sky law. Austin, Texas. 10p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY APPLICATION for certificate as certified public accountant; statutory requirements. (1924.) 4p.


TEXAS law relating to certified public accountants and a roster of those who are certified in Texas. Texas society of certified public accountants.

TEXAS; selling bookkeeping system through local agents on orders approved at home office held interstate commerce notwithstanding agreement covering installation. Corporation Journal, Nov. 1925, p. 42.

TEXAS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS BULLETIN no. 3. Fort Worth, Texas, Office of secretary, Dec. 1, 1924. 26p.


TEXAS law relating to certified public accountants and a roster of those who are certified in Texas. Fort Worth, Texas, Office of secretary, 1925. 23p.

Same. 19p.


TEXTBOOK of industrial cost accounting. Atkins, Paul M.


TEXTILES See also names of various textiles, e.g. Cotton; Silk.


Accounting


THARP, CAREY E. Budgeting the textile industry. Management and administration, Jan. 1926, p. 29–34.

TOMKINSON (Rowland) co. Discussion of the application of accounting machine methods in the textile industry. New York, Rowland Tomkinson co., inc. c1925. 23p.

Auditing


Cost accounting

LOCATION of expense in refinishing defective material. Face student, Nov. 1926, p. 19.


HAYES, FREDERICK A. Predetermined costs with variables eliminated, furnish a measuring stick for production and sales. Textile world, July 9, 1927, p. 29–33.
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Costs

Stockkeeping

Stores systems

THACKARA, A. M.

THARP, CAREY E.


THATCHER, DEVELLE

THAYER, FRANK

THEATERS
Accounting

Auditing
BARTON, ALBERT E. Amusement theatres. (In his *Australasian auditing*, p. 299-302.)
EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Theaters and amusement enterprises. (In his *Auditing procedure*, 1926. p. 433-9.)

Stockkeeping
EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL. Inventories; theatrical properties. (In his *Auditing procedure*, 1926. p. 134.)


THEISS, E. C.

THEISS, E. L.

THEN and now. *Haskins and Sells bulletin*, Nov. 1926, p. 81.

THEORY and practice of public utility valuation. Maltbie, W. H.

THEORY of accounts. Prouty, N. H., ed.

THEORY of accounts. Scott, D. R.


THEORY of debit and credit as applied to expense and revenue accounts. Taggart, Herbert F.


THEY include overhead and fool the sheriff. *Domestic engineering*, Apr. 1924, p. 33-4.

THEIES, M. H.

THEISS, E. L.
See Castenholz, William B., joint author.

THINGS a banker sees in financial statements. *Bookkeeper and auditor*, June 1927, p. 11-2.

THIRD annual dinner of the Manchester and district branch of the Institute of cost and works accountants. *Cost accountant*, Nov. 1926, p. 165-75.

THIRD congress, June 1925. International chamber of commerce.

THIRLWALL, J. C.

THIRTIETH anniversary dinner. New York state society of certified public accountants.


THIS correspondent doesn't need any bankruptcy amendment. *Bankers' weekly*, Sept. 31, 1925.

THIS list tells you which of 400 business magazines deal with your business. Newark public library.


THIS 23-bus system believes in contracting for major repairs. *Bus transportation*, March 1925, p. 113-5.

THOM, HARRY

THOMAN VS. STATE BOARD OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (LOUISIANA)

THOMAN, ANTHONY J. vs. State board of certified public accountants; judgment 157870 in civil district court. . . of State of Louisiana, Aug. 16, 1927.

THOMAN, ANTHONY J. vs. State board of certified public accountants; judgment 157870 in civil district court . . . of State of Louisiana, Aug. 16, 1927.

THOMAS, ARTHUR G.

THOMAS, E. M.
President's address 1925, Railway accounting officers. association. 12p.
THOMAS, FRANK A.

THOMAS, G.

THOMAS, H. IVOR

THOMAS, H. KERN

THOMAS, JAMES ALLEN


THOMAS, JOHN W.

THOMAS, R.

THOMAS, WILLIAM
Accounts-payable methods. (In National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, sixth annual convention, controllers' congress, June 15, 16, 17, 18, 1925.: p. 149–51.)


THOMPSON, A. R.
Reduction of cost of employee magazines. (In American management association. Costs of representative employee magazines. c1926. p. 11–8.)

THOMPSON, CHARLES E.

THOMPSON, GAYLORD G.

THOMPSON, H. J.

THOMPSON, J. H.

THOMPSON, J. S.

THOMPSON, J. W.
Fraud due to lack of verification. Pace student, May 1925, p. 88.

THOMPSON, JOSEPH

THOMPSON, R. R.

THOMPSON, SANFORD E., AND FREELAND, WILLARD E.
Management factors in the shoe industry. Management and administration, July 1924, p. 75–81.

AND ROLLINS, H. T.

THOMPSON, WILLIAM R.
Accounting systems, their design and installation. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1926. 743p.

AND OTHERS
Accounting for retail and department stores; principles, procedure and special problems. Chicago, La Salle extension university. 158p.

THOMSON, A. A. V.

THOMSON, EDWARD H.
Farm bookkeeping; revision by James S. Ball. Washington, D. C., Government printing office. 62p. (Farmers' bulletin 511, corrected Dec. 1923.)

AND BALL, JAMES S.
Farm bookkeeping. Washington, Department of agriculture. 1920. 30p. (Farmers' bulletin no. 511.)

THOMSON, J. A. M.

THOMSON, R. R.

THORFINNson, T. S.
Some applications of farm cost accounts. Agricultural extension division, North Dakota agricultural college, 1924. 19p. (Circular 61.)

THORFINNson, H. B.

THORNTON, FRANK W.
Incomes for 1922 as shown by the report of the secretary of the treasury. Journal of accountancy, Feb. 1925, p. 93–8.
THORP, WILLARD LONG, AND MITCHELL, WESLEY C.
Business annals, United States, England, France, Germany, Austria, Russia, Sweden, Netherlands, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Australia, India, Japan, China. New York, National bureau of economic research, inc. 1926. 380p.


THREE court decisions. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 4-6, 27.


THREE sets of store figures, and a chart for a perpetual inventory. Dry goods economist, Feb. 26, 1924, p. 19, 22.


THREE years' reduction in cost of railroad service. Railway age, Nov. 3, 1923, p. 800.

THRESHER, B. A.

THRIFT

THUERK, H. C.
Central station service most economical. Electrical world, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 1112-4.

THURLBY, HAROLD HAZEN
See Schell, Erwin Haskell, joint author.

THWAITES, R. L.

THWING, L. L.


TIDE WATER OIL COMPANY
PLAN by which employees may buy stock of Tide water oil company. New York, The company, 1925. 10p.
PLAN of benefits and pensions for all except Bayonne refinery employees; effective June 1, 1925. New York, The company. 10p.

TIDE WATER OIL COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
CREDIT organization chart. Credit monthly, Aug. 1927, p. 20-1.

TIES

STINSON, EARL. How a road can forecast its tie requirements. Railway age, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 993-4.
WOOD preservers discuss problems at annual convention. Railway engineering and maintenance, Feb. 1925, p. 56-63.

Costs

TITTANY, B. E.


TILE

Costs
STUBER, JOSEPH. Cutting costs to third by improved methods of handling materials, modern brick and hollow tile plant. Manufacturing industries, Nov. 1927, p. 357-60.

TILLEY, C. L.
See Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.

TILLSON, BENJAMIN F.

TILLYARD, FRANK

TILTON, FREDERIC A.

TILY, H. C.

TIBER
See Lumber.

TIBER merchants' accounts. Smith, Ernest E.

TIME
See also Period; Time studies; Timekeeping.


Idle
ALDEN, WILLIAM H. Handling the expense of idle time. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook, 1924, p. 115-20.)
COSTING systems and the half-idle factory. Business organization and management, May 1926, p. 57.
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TIME sheets. 2p.

TIME STUDIES


HÄsselhorn, WALTER. Value of training and standardization in time-study work. Manufacturers weekly, May 1926, 35–6, 82.


LYTLE, CHARLES W. Motion-time analysis—is it new? Standardizing industries, Jan. 1927, p. 59.

ROE, JOSEPH W., and LYTLE, CHARLES W. Operation study and rate-setting. (In Management’s handbook. 1924. p. 797–908.)

TIME study. Davis, R. C.

TIME STUDY

TIMEKEEPING


STEPHENSON, E. C. Methods of payment of salaries to employees without the use of the time clocks and with special protection: with discussion. (In Controllers’ congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923., p. 61–5.)


TIMEKEEPING; a technical study. Vega, W. J.


TIPPER, HARRY
Competition makes marketing costs range as high as 20%. Automotive industries, May 15, 1924, p. 1085–9.


Reduction in indirect costs more important than lower wages. Automotive industries, Apr. 12, 1923, p. 836–7.


TIPPERMAN, SIMON
Accounting principles underlying accounts receivable sold or assigned to finance companies. Certified public accountant, Aug. 1925, p. 55.

TIPSON, FREDERICK S.


TIRE costs for highway transportation; comparative cost of tires for trucks, motor buses and passenger cars. India rubber world, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 81.


TIREs
See also Automobile trade.

NOVINS, J. K. Checking the credit account. Tires, Nov. 1924.

TIRES—(Continued)

Cost accounting


Costs

COST of producing plantation rubber. India rubber world, Apr. 1925, p. 399.

DAWSON, JOSEPH J. Problems of the smaller tire manufacturer. India rubber world, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 400–2.


TIRRELL, WILLIAM W.


TISCHE, F. F.

TISDALE, F. S.

TITCOMB, G. E.

TITLE


TO budget. Fountain, H. A.

TO encourage the young accountant. Journal of accountancy, July 1923, p. 28–9.


TO study foundry costs. Iron age, Apr. 29, 1926, p. 1194.

TO what extent and in what manner should detailed cost figures be given to department heads? Lamb, L. M.

TO what extent should foremen be given cost information? with discussion. Stock, A. F.

TOBACCO

UNITED STATES. Congress. American tobacco company and the Imperial tobacco company; message from the President of the United States transmitting the report of the Federal trade commission. Washington, Government printing office, 1926. 129p.

Costs

UNITED STATES. Agriculture, Department of. History and status of tobacco culture. (In its Yearbook. 1922. p. 395–468.)


Stores systems

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H. Average cost method permitted; tobacco industry. (In his Income tax procedure, 1926. p. 718–9.)

TOBEY, J. R.

“TOBESAW”

TOD, J. N.
Costs and costs for woolen manufacturers. Manchester, Emmott & company, 1924. 66p.

TODMAN, FREDERICK S.

TODT, P. W.

Two problems of the stores department. Electrical world, Feb. 9, 1924, p. 308–9.

TOLIN, C. A.

TOLL bridge rates. American electric railway association.

TOLLEY, CHARLES H.


TOLLEY, H. R., BLACK, J. D., AND EZEKIEL, M. J. B.
Input as related to output in farm organization and cost-of-production studies. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 44p. (United States department of agriculture, Department bulletin no. 1277.)

AND MENDUM, S. W.

TOMATOES

Costs

MILLS, H. STRYCKER, and NORTON, L. J. Growing tomatoes for the canning factory. Ithaca, New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, 1924. 26p. (Cornell university extension bulletin 166.)

TOMKINSON, ROWLAND, CO.

TONER, JAMES Y.
See Eiwell, Fayette H., joint author.


TOOGOOD, GEORGE


TOOL INDUSTRY

Cost accounting


JOBING-shop cost system. Machinery, Apr. 1924, p. 593–6, 621.

TOOLS

ALDRICH, JOHN G. Tool storage and issue. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 569–96.)

CHRISTENSEN, ANKER L. Worthington method for tool storage, use and repair. Management and administration, May 1925, p. 467–70.


TOPHAN, A. F.


TOPHAN, ALFRED


TOPPING, VICTOR


TORBET, ALBERT W.

Depreciation; should it be based on original cost or replacement cost? (In Society of industrial engineers. Problems of management to-day. 1925. p. 142–7.)


TORRENCE, GERALD A.

Hours—a key to truck costs. Ice cream trade journal, May 1926, p. 48–50.

TOSDAL, HARRY R.


TOSSWILL, ROBERT T.


TOOTH, LOUIS


TOULMIN, H. A.


TOWNSEND, C. MED.

Relative cost of water and rail transportation; with discussion. World parts, June 1925, p. 71–93.

TOWNSEND, GEORGE H.


TOWNSEND, WALTER


TOWNSIN, C. W.


TOWNSIN, C. W.


TOYS

Cost accounting


TRACTOR-trailers cut transfer costs for world’s largest fleet. Power wagon, March 1925, p. 20–1.

TRACTORS AND TRAILERS


Cost of operation


SAUVE, E. C. Tractor operation costs. (In Quarterly bulletin, Agricultural experiment station, Michigan state college of agriculture and applied science, May 1925, p. 135–7.)

Costs


CONLON, W. T. Tractor handles coal at a cost of $0.026 per ton. Electrical world, March 22, 1924, p. 580.


INDUSTRIAL tractors save cost in one year. Electrical world, March 14, 1925, p. 570–1.

WILLARD, REX E. Farm costs and farm organization. Fargo, North Dakota agricultural college, agricultural division, 1923, 8p. (Circular 57.)


TRACY, STANLEY J.

See Clark, Lindley-D., joint author.

TRADE

See Commerce; Export trade; Merchandising; Retail trade; Wholesale trade.

TRADE acceptances, what they are and how they are used. Treman, Robert H.

TRADE association activities. United States. Foreign and domestic commerce.


TRADE association declared lawful; exchange of facts not commerce restraint, U. S. supreme court holds. New York world, June 2, 1925.


TRADE ASSOCIATIONS


TRADE bills renewed. Bray, W. Reginald.

TRADE facts and the trade association. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

TRADE in Philippine copra and coconut oil. Gotherwaite, E. D.

TRADE MARKS
See also Patents, copyright, etc.

KESTER, ROY B. Trade marks. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 353-4.)

TRADE practices and costs of the retail coal business in Lincoln, Nebr., in 1922. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.

TRADE relations. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

TRADE SECRETS
KESTER, ROY B. Trade secrets. (In his Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 353.)

TRADE UNIONS
GUNN, J. ALEXANDER. Trade unions and trusts. Melbourne, Commonwealth accountants' students' society, 1925. 28p.


Accounting

TRADE unions and trusts. Gunn, J. Alexander

TRADE MARKS


TRAFFIC density and maintenance costs. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 1, 1925, p. 701-2.

TRAFFIC forecasts, facility estimates and rate regulation. Nason, Frank W.

TRAFFIC increased by use of new cars. Electric railway journal, May 1, 1926, p. 765-5.

TRAFFIC management. Walden, Charles F.


TRAGER, CHARLES A.

TRAILE, NETTIE A.

TRAINING for accounting at Northwestern university. Heilman, Ralph E.

TRAINING in accountants in England. Sanders, T. H.

TRAINING of office apprentices and how we take care of peak loads of work with them. Jasbring, Elizabeth.

TRAINING required for the work of the cost accountant. Rayson, E. C.


TRAMWAYS
See Electric and street railroads.


TRANSFER COMPANIES Accounting


TRANSPORTATION
HANEY, LEWIS H. Traffic and shipping. (In Management's handbook. 1924. p. 1169-1204.)

MASON, ROBERT T. Transportation is important factor in reducing inventories and costs. Iron trade review, Aug. 19, 1926, p. 433-5, 440.

REASONS for counting freight as part of goods cost. Printers ink monthly, June 1926, p. 122.

Costs

TRANSPORTATION budget. Railway age, Nov. 1, 1924, p. 774-5.

TRANSUJERTION costs and problems in Texas rural schools. Marrs, S. M. N., and Borden, L. D.


TRANSPORTATION rates. Van Metre, Thurman W.

TRANSPONIONS See Errors.

TRAUSTCHOLD, REGINALD
What will it cost to advertise our building? Factory, Sept. 1926, p. 467-76.

TREASURERS See Corporations, officers.

TREASURY asks tax board be made a court. New York herald-tribune, Oct. 29, 1925.
TREASURY decisions amending or relating to regulations 45 (1920 edition) promulgated under the income tax and war-profits and excess-profits tax provisions of the revenue act of 1918. United States. Treasury department.

TREASURY decisions amending or relating to regulations 62, promulgated under the income tax and war profits and excess profits tax provisions of the revenue act of 1921. United States. Treasury department.


TREASURY department to revalue copper companies for re-taxing. Engineering and mining journal-press, March 21, 1925, p. 504.


TREASURY STOCK
See Stock-Treasury.


TREAD, D. S.

TREATISE on American business law. 1918-21. Walton school of commerce.

TREATISE on stock without par value, of ordinary business corporations. Wickersham, Cornelius W.

TREATISE on the law of inheritance taxation and the federal estate and gift taxes. Gleason, Lafayette B., and Otis, Alexander.

TREATISE on the practical accounting systems for printers. United Typothetae of America.

TREATMENT of expenses. Rogers, E. L.

TREATMENT of appreciation of fixed assets in the accounts and balance-sheet and for income tax purposes. Moss, Albert G.


TREATMENT of fluctuating exchange in foreign merchants' books. Spence, G. M.

TREATMENT of no-par-value stock in New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts. Brundage, Percival F.

TREATMENT of replacement reserve funds. Nau, Carl H.

TREATMENT of reserves. Anderson, Harold G.

TREGOE, J. H.
Address. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 9, 1918.

TREMAN, ROBERT H.
Trade acceptances, what they are and how they are used. New York, American acceptance council, 1919. 53p.

TREND of business training. Pelton, G. M.

TREND of costs for concrete buildings 1914 to 1923. Concrete, Dec. 1923, p. 244.


TREND of modern accountancy. Reckitt, Ernest.


TRENDS in cost accounting—'standard costs.' Chamber of commerce of the United States. (News bulletin no. 8.)

TRIAL BALANCE

FOSTER, CLARENCE H. When the trial balance doesn't balance; an improved method of locating the difficulty in one-third the usual time. Denver, Colo., The book house. 9p.


TRIALS


TRIENNIAL report . . . including tenth, eleventh and twelfth annual reports, for the period July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1924. Arizona. Corporation commission.

TRIGG, ERNEST T.

TRIPKE, WILLIAM H.
Retail banking for the multitude. Chartered accountant, July 1927, p. 23-5.

TRIST, H. J.

TROLLEYS
See Electrical and street railroads.


TRUCK and garage cost keeping. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 8, 1918.

TRUCK fleet operators tell engineers how to reduce service costs. Automotive industries, Apr. 26, 1923, p. 911-3.

TRUCK operating costs. Petty, Ben H.


TRUCKING
See Transfer companies.

TRUCKS
See Automobiles.

TRUE, JAMES


TRUESELL, ARTHUR E.
TRUESDELL, PAUL
Making the refinery show a profit by reducing operating costs. National petroleum news, Dec. 5, 1923, p. 35-42.

TRUMAN, NEVIL P.

TRUSTEES
TRUSTEE
TRUSTEES
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST

TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST
TRUST

Accounting
TRUMBULL, G. W.

TRUMBULL

TRUMBULL

TRUST
Graber, J. J.

TRUST
Vierling, Frederick.

TRUST

TRUST COMPANIES
See also Banks and banking—Trust companies.

Accounting
TIPPERMAN, SIMON.
Accounting principles underlying accounting receivable sold or assigned to finance companies. Certified public accountant, Aug. 1925, p. 55.

TRUST
Companies; statutes of Commonwealth of Massachusetts; general laws and amendments to Jan. 1, 1926. Massachusetts. Banks, Commissioner of.

TRUST DEPARTMENT
See Banks and banking, Trust department.

TRUST
Departments in banks and trust companies. Herrick, Clay.

TRUST
Fund. 4 typewritten pages.

TRUST
Moneys; compulsory audit of accounts. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Oct. 1925, p. 158.

TRUSTEE SHARES
See Stock.

TRUSTEES
See Executors and trustees.

TRUSTEES
See Executors and trustees.

TRUSTS
CONSOLIDATIONS and combinations. Manufacturers news, Jan. 1927, p. 44.

GUNN, J. A.

JONES, J. H.

JONES, J. H.
 Syndicates in industry. Accountant, Nov. 28, 1925, p. 841-3.

KER, H. M. B.

PRINGLE, W. HENDERSON.

PRINGLE, W. HENDERSON.

WRIGHTINGTON, SYDNEY A.

Law
COST accountants advocate revision of Sherman law. Pace student, Apr. 1924, p. 77.

TRUTH
About the railroads. Western railways, committee on public relations.

TRUTH
In figures; from Manchester (Eng.) guardian. Cost accountant, Nov. 1926. p. 175-6.

TRUTH

TRYON, F. G.
AND HALE, SYDNEY A.

TUCK, D. H.

TUCKER, ARTHUR R.
Have professional accountants been lax in their methods? New York commercial, Sept. 29, 1926, p. 8.


TUCKER, C. L.

TUCKER, EDWARD J.


TUCKER, ROBERT H.

TUFTS, JOHN F.

TULLER, DALE K.
Developing the follow-through in food control. Hotel management (food service number), Nov. 1926, p. 69-72.

TUNELL, GEORGE G.

TUNNELS
Cost accounting

CHICAGO'S new intake tunnel. Engineering and contracting (water works number), May 1927, p. 183-92.
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TUNNELS—(Continued)

Costs
MUCKING costs below mining costs. *Engineering and contracting* (buildings number), May 1927, p. 205-14.

TUPHOLME, C. H. S.

TUPPER, T. C.

TUPY, L. T.

TURK, G. E.

TURKEY
PAMPHLETS on bookkeeping. Constantinople. 5 pamphlets.

TURKEY


TURNBULL, D. P.

TURNER, C. L.

TURNER, J. D.

TURNER, JAMES

TURNER, RICHARD C.

TURNER, S. G.

TURNOVER
See also Labor turnover.
COLESWORTHY, HENRY. Turning over stocks; from Business organisation and management. *Australasian accountant and secretary*, July 1925, p. 221.

COPELAND, MELVIN THOMAS. Stock-turn. (In his Principles of merchandising, 1924, 289-327.)
FRI, JAMES L. Stock turn. (In his Retail merchandising planning and control, 1925, p. 122-52.)
HAHN, LEW, AND WHITE, PERCYIAL, eds. *Mark-up, profits and turnover*. (In their Merchants' manual, 1924, p. 373-97.)
NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Stock turnover in Nebraska retail stores. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1922. (Nebraska studies in business bulletin no. 1.)
PRODUCTS. The 67th consumer's 81. Apparel gazette (Los Angeles, Calif.), Dec. 24, 1925.
SIMPSON, JAMES. What is more important than fast turnover? *System*, July 1923, p. 21-5.
SKINNER, EDWARD M. Other side of turnover and its effect on prices. *Printers ink* monthly, Sept. 1923, p. 25.
STILES, JAMES F. Reducing inventory investment through turnover. (In National association of cost accountants. *Yearbook*, 1925, p. 20-3.)
TURNOVER—how it may be calculated. *Accounting, commerce and insurance*, Feb. 28, 1927, p. 297-8.
WEISS, EUGEN B. Turnover. (In his Merchandise control, 1925, p. 79-90.)
WHAT is turnover? *Australasian accountant and secretary*, Feb. 1924, p. 34-5.
WHY turnover is important. *Drugist*, Feb. 1925, p. 53.

Automobile service stations

Automobile trade
TURNOVER—(Continued)

Book trade
CROWELL, CEDRIC R. Stock turnover. (In his Book shop accounts and records.) 1926. p. 4-6.

Chain stores
FARRINGTON, FRANK. Turnover. (In his Meeting chain store competition. p. 105-15.)
HA YWARD, WALTER S., and WHITE, PERCIVAL. Turnover. (In their Chain stores, their management and operation. 1925. p. 143-51.)

Chocolate, cocoa, etc.
CHOCOLATE and chocolate products. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924. p. 8. Turnover 6.75%

Clothing jobbers
SCHNEIDER, THEODORE I. Velocity ratios in budgetary control. (In his Budgetary control for the cloak and suit industry. 1924. p. 107-18.)

Confectionery
CHOCOLATE and chocolate products. American institute of accountants, Special bulletin no. 23, Apr. 1924. p. 8. Turnover 6.75%

Department stores
COHN, MAX. Selling only four or five good brands brings rapid turnover. Dry goods economist, Jan. 1927, p. 41-44.


LAMB, Graham and company. Wisconsin department and dry goods stores; operating and financial comparisons. 2p.

LAZARUS, ARTHUR. Turnover by departments. (In his Vital department store statistics. c1926. p. 69-82.)

REDUCTION of payroll and turnover by analysis and control. Store operation, Oct. 1927, p. 7-8, 27.
SOUTHERN stores' turnovers; Ohio compensation methods. Dry goods economist, March 29, 1924, p. 16.


SWEITZER, CHANNING E. Why be an average merchant—or less? Bulletin, National retail dry goods association, Sept. 1926, p. 16-7, 43.

Drug trade
COLORADO, University of, bureau of business and governmental research, and Colorado pharmacal association. Operating expenses of retail drug stores in Colorado in 1924; reprinted from the Rocky mountain druggist, Aug. 1925. Boulder, Colo., 1925. 12p. (Business bulletin no. 3.)


Dry goods
HARVARD university. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research. Rate of stock turn. (In its Operating expenses in the wholesale dry goods business in the South, in 1923. p. 22-3.)

Rates.

LAMB, Graham and company, Wisconsin department and dry goods stores, operating and financial comparisons. 2p.

Rates.


SOUTHERN stores' turnovers; Ohio compensation methods. Dry goods economist, March 29, 1924, p. 16.

SUBDIVIDING; want slips; turnover. Dry goods economist, March 15, 1924.

Electric contractors


Electric jobbers
OPERATING expenses of electrical jobbing houses. 1 typewritten page.

Electric shops
BARKER, G. W. Retail stock is turned sixteen times each year. Journal of electricity, Sept. 15, 1925, p. 221.


Furniture trade

Groc ery trade
COLORADO, University of. Bureau of business and governmental research, and Retail merchants' association of Colorado. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Colorado in 1923, 1924. Boulder, Colo., 1925. 28p. (Business bulletin no. 1.)

COLORADO, University of, bureau of business research, and Retail merchants' association of Colorado. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Colorado, 1924. Boulder, Colo., 1925. 23p. (Business bulletin no. 4.)


NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of retail grocery stores in Ne-
Music trade

Some facts about music store turnovver; an analysis based on figures presented by approximately one hundred music dealers. *Music trade news*, March, 1926.

Printing


Radio apparatus trade

How music dealers are selling radio; sales methods and practices, and radio-department operating costs, margins and profits, as revealed from study of music trade. *Radio retailing*, Apr. 1925, p. 354-7.


Retail trade

Hayward, Walter S. Turnover. (In his Retailing handbook., 1924, p. 194-207.)


Nebraska, University of. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Stock turnover in Nebraska retail stores. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1922. 27p. (*Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 1*).


White, Percival, and Hayward, Walter S. Merchandise. (In their *Marketing practice*. 1924. p. 303-6.)

Ribon trade


Shoe trade

He produced 60% more shoe sales with inventory cut in two. *Dry goods economist*, March 6, 1926, p. 13-4.


Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Operating expenses of shoe stores in Nebraska in 1921. Lincoln, Extension division, University of Nebraska, 1923. 27p. (*Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 1*).

Turnover, mark-up figures show good distribution. *Dry goods economist* (gifts and jewelry section), March 12, 1927, p. 109.

Lumber


Meat trade

Marshall, Herbert C. Stock turn. (In his *Retail marketing of meats*. 1925. p. 81-2.)


Rates.

**Turnover—Grocery trade**—(Continued)

Nebraska, University of. Committee on business administration. Some aspects of grocery-store failures. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1920. 22p. (*Nebraska studies in business, bulletin no. 14*).

Hardware trade


Same for 1923. 1924 ed. 48p.

Same for 1924. 1925 ed. 48p.

Hotels


Ice cream


Jewelry trade

Harvard university. Graduate school of business administration. Bureau of business research. Common figures on 90 firms according to the rate of stock turn. (In its *Operating expenses in retail jewelry stores in 1923*. p. 44-8, 76.)

Rates.


**Turnover**, mark-up figures show good distribution. *Dry goods economist* (gifts and jewelry section), March 12, 1927, p. 109.

Lumber


Meat trade

Marshall, Herbert C. Stock turn. (In his *Retail marketing of meats*. 1925. p. 81-2.)


Rates.
TUTTLE, J. H.

TUTTLE, MARK
Uniform accounting system; digest. (In Western states taxpayers association. Digest of proceedings. Western states taxpayers conference held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6–7, 1924, p. 2–3.)

TWEEDLE, E.

TWEEDY, R. L.

TWENTIETH annual report; showing condition of state banking institutions as of June 30, 1927. Rhode Island. Bank commissioner. Providence, R. I.

TWENTIETH century commerce and bookkeeping. Barton, John S.


TWENTY years' profits from an apple orchard. Hedrick, U. F.

TWO accountancy bills before the legislature; regulating certification of accountants operating in Tennessee. Knoxville (Tenn.) sentinel, Feb. 10, 1925.


TWO-minute talks on the electric light and power industry; regulation as protection for the public. N. E. L. A. bulletin, Nov. 1927, p. 670.


TWOSE, HERBERT H.
Standard costs in the clothing industry. Clothing trade journal, June 1926.

TWYFORD, H. B.

TYLER, CHAPLIN
Cost analysis in chemical production. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Apr., May 1926, p. 204–9, 278–82.

TYLER, LEONARD
Forecasting the manufacturing program. Iron age, Oct. 22, 1925, p. 1102, 1155.

TYLER, M. C.

TYPES and costs of paving on steep grades; New York state practice where grades are 5% or greater. American city, Dec. 1927, p. 730.


TYRER, W. H.

TYRELL, S. C.

U.

U.

UGLOW, W. L.
Study of methods of mine valuation and assessment, with special reference to the zinc mines of southwestern Wisconsin. Madison, Wis., 1914. 73p. (Wisconsin geological and natural history survey bulletin no. 41; economic series no. 18.)

UHL, AUSTIN O.
Experience of the Waldorf system, incorporated. (In American management association. Meeting and minimizing peaks in office work. c1926, p. 10–5.) Putting a selling price on labor as well as food. Hotel management (food service section), Aug. 1926, p. 28–32.

ULLOM, C. W.

ULLRICH, WILLIAM A.

ULMAN, ELLA G.

ULMANN, A.

ULRICH, PAUL.

UNAFLOW engines; when high prime-mover efficiency and low steam costs are compatible. Paper trade journal, July 21, 1927, p. 36–40.


UNCLE SAM, accountant. Tucson (Arizona) citzen, March 2, 1925.

UNCOSTLY cost-accounting system. Barron, W. A.

UNCOVERING fraud; investors protected through periodic audits by established firms of certified public accountants. National business review, June 1, 1927, p. 6.
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UNDERTAKING
Cost accounting

UNDERWEAR
See Knit goods.

UNDERWOOD, CHARLES N.

UNDERWRITING
earthquake hazards. Willis, Bailey.

UNDEVELOPED

UNEMPLOYMENT

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
See Insurance, unemployment.

UNEVENNESS

UNEXHAUSTED

UNEXPECTED

UNHOLY

UNIFORM
accounting committee issues approved balance sheets. Oil and gas journal, March 18, 1926, p. 76, 80.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
accounting system: digest. Tuttle, Mark.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
accounting system manual for Dodge brothers dealers; over fifty cars. Dodge brothers, inc.

UNIFORM
arbitration rules of New Jersey, including arbitration act of 1923, forms of submission, arbitration, contract clauses, etc., New Jersey. State chamber of commerce.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for electrical utilities (classes C and D). National association of railroad and utilities commissioners.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for water companies; effective July 1, 1915, revised to Dec. 31, 1918. Maine. Public utilities commission.

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for water utilities. Oregon, Public service commission.

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for water utilities (classes A and B); effective Jan. 1, 1924. West Virginia. Public service commission.

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for water utilities (classes A and B); effective Jan. 1, 1925. Wisconsin. Railroad commission.

UNIFORM
classification of accounts for water utilities (classes C and D); effective Jan. 1, 1924. West Virginia. Public service commission.

UNIFORM CLASSIFICATIONS
See Standardization; names of various industries and trades.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
cost accounting in trade associations, organization of activities. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

UNIFORM
cost accounting in trade associations, the cost committee. Chamber of commerce of the United States.

UNIFORM
cost accounting methods in the printing industry. United typothetae of America.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
cost accounting system. National association of ice industries.

UNIFORM
cost accounting system. Face student, March 1925, p. 64.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
cost system for grinding wheel manufacturers. Grinding wheel manufacturers’ association.

UNIFORM
cost system needed, say executives. New York herald, March 26, 1924.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
invoice. Ford motor company.

UNIFORM

UNIFORM
invoice; standard form prepared and distributed by Ford motor company. Face student, May 1926, p. 22.

UNIFORM
quarry costs. Rock products, July 30, 1921, p. 30.

UNIFORM
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UNIFORM system of accounting for county treasurers in Nebraska. Nebraska. Auditor.

UNIFORM system of accounts and general instructions for state departments and institutions. Washington inspection and supervision of public offices, Bureau of.


UNIFORM system of accounts for hotels. Forster, W. J.

UNIFORM system of accounts for hotels. Hotel association of New York city.


UNIFORM system of accounts for motor carriers operating within the state of Kansas. Kansas. Public service commission.


UNIFORM system of accounts for retail furniture dealers. Greer, Howard C.

UNIFORM system of accounts for taxicab companies. National association of taxicab owners.


UNIFORM system of accounts for water utilities; first revised issue, effective Jan. 1, 1925. New Jersey. Public utility commissioners.


UNIFORM through export bill of lading. United States. Foreign and domestic commerce, Bureau of.


UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM EMPLOYEES' stock-purchase plan. Omaha, Nebr., the company. 3p.

PENSION taking effect Jan. 1, 1903, with amendments to Oct. 1, 1925. Omaha, Nebr., the company. 12p.


UNIONS See also Trade Unions. REPORT on trade unions. Incorporated accountants' journal, Sept. 1924, p. 307.


UNIT cost of laying cast iron pipe. Fire and water engineering, July 25, 1923, p. 165.

UNIT merchandise control. Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.


UNITED HOSPITAL FUND HOSPITAL expenses, 1923. 1 typewritten page. REPORT form.


UNITED publishers corporation starts new service. Printers ink, Dec. 3, 1925.

UNITED STATES—AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF See also Port of New York authority.


-- Same for 1924, 1925, 1252p.


GRAIN futures; daily data. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 25p. (Statistical bulletin no. 6.)


RECORDS of cash receipts and disbursements for small retail meat shops; a preliminary report. Washington, D. C., Nov. 1924. 9p.


DAHLBERG, ARNOLD O., and MATHIESON, K. J. Manufacture of cottage cheese in creameries and milk plants; revised by K. J. Matheson, Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 12p. (United States. Department of agriculture. Department bulletin no. 576.)
UNITED STATES—AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF—(Continued)


HEWES, LAWRENCE I. Highway bonds; a compilation of data and an analysis of economic features affecting construction and maintenance of highways financed by bond issues and the theory of highway bond calculations. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 78p. (United States. Department of agriculture. Department bulletin no. 136.)

HUNTER, BYRON, and NUCKOLS, S. B. Farm costs and relative profitability of seven crops, Terra Firma colony, Idaho, 1919 and 1920; agricultural experiment station of the university of Idaho and the United States department of agriculture co-operating. Moscow. (Research bulletin 2.)


LADD, C. E., and BALL, JAMES S. System of farm cost accounting employed in the United States Department of agriculture, 1924. 16p. (United States. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 572.)


MARSHALL, HERBERT C. Retail marketing of meats; agencies of distribution, methods of merchandising, and operating expenses and profits. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 8p. (United States. Department of agriculture. Department bulletin no. 1317.)


TAYLOR, E. L. Planning and analyzing the farm business. United States department of agriculture co-operating with the University of Nebraska. 1924. 16p. (Agricultural college extension service, circular no. 5.)

THOMSON, EDWARD H., and BALL, JAMES S. Farm bookkeeping. Washington, D. C., Department of agriculture, 1920. 39p. (United States. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 511.)


AGRICULTURE, SECRETARY OF


ATTORNEY GENERAL

ANNUAL report. 1925.

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

DOCKET no. 7024; Pioneer box company, petitioner, vs. Commissioner of internal revenue, respondent. 36p.


BUDGET, DIRECTOR OF THE

BUREAU OF THE

ANNUAL report to the President of the United States. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 1925.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

JOINT committee on internal revenue taxation, sixty-ninth congress; pursuant to section 1763 (b) (6), revenue act of 1926. 4 parts. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1927.

CENSUS, BUREAU OF


Same for 1925.


Same for 1923. 571p.

Same for 1924. 551p.

Same for 1925.


Same for 1923. 147p.

Same for 1924. 140p.

Same for 1925. 131p.


CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

RULES respecting review of decisions of the United States board of appeals. Oct. 8, 1926. Type-written.
UNITED STATES COAL COMMISSION


WHAT the commission found; an authoritative summary by the staff. Baltimore, Md., The Williams and Wilkins company, 1925. 416p.

COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF

ABRIDGED volume correction table for petroleum oils. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 4p. (Supplement to circular no. 154.)


MANAGEMENT week and simplified practice. Washington, D. C., Department of commerce, Oct. 15, 1926. (Monthly news bulletin no. 19.)

NATIONAL standard petroleum oil tables; prepared by the U. S. Bureau of standards, approved by the American petroleum institute, the Bureau of mines, Bureau of standards. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 175p. (Circular of the Bureau of standards, no. 154.)

PROPERTY accounting 1924. 8p. (Department circular no. 204, ed. 3.)

REPORT of the conference on invoice form simplification, Feb. 16, 1927.


SUMMARY of the general conference on commercial forms, Jan. 14, 1925. 10p. + forms.


WHOLESALE prices of plumbing fixtures. Washington, D. C.

COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF


CONTROLLER OF THE CURR

ENCY


INSTRUCTIONS relative to the organization and powers of national banks, together with the regulations of the Federal reserve board relating to member banks, 1926. Washington, D. C., Government printing office. 144 + 73p.


TEXT of the annual report, 1924.

CONGRESS

AMERICAN tobacco company and the Imperial tobacco company; message from the President of the United States transmitting the report of the Federal trade commission. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 129p.

ASSESSED valuations of railroads; letter from the chairman of the Interstate commerce commission transmitting, pursuant to senate resolution 199, agreed to March 28, 1924, a report of assessed valuations for the purpose of determining fair valuations of railroads for the year 1923. 16p. (68th congress, 2d session, senate document no. 199.)


COMPARISON of tariff acts of 1913, 1922 (revised to June 1, 1924) with index. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 287p.

COST of handling mail matter; letter from the postmaster general in response to senate resolution 269, agreed to Dec. 2, 1924, transmitting report on cost ascertaining or estimating showing to the several classes of mail matter and of conducting the special services for the fiscal year 1923; with appendix. 2 pts. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924.


H. R. 1; an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; approved Feb. 26, 1926. 136p. (Public document no. 20, 69th congress.)

H. R. 1; an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; together in the senate of the United States, Dec. 21, 1925. 334p.

H. R. 6715; an act to reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue and for other purposes; approved June 7, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 39p.


INTERNAL revenue bill of 1926, report no. 52. 39p.

INTERNAL revenue taxes illegally collected; communication from the president of the United States. Washington, D. C. 2p. (68th congress, 2d session, document no. 528.)

INVESTIGATION of Bureau of internal revenue; hearings before the select committee on investigation of the Bureau of internal revenue, United States senate, sixty-eighth congress, first session; pursuant to S. Res. 168, authorizing the appointment of a special committee to investigate the Bureau of internal revenue. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924-25. Pt. 3. 5. 18.


REFUNDING internal revenue collections, communication from the President of the United States. Washington, D. C. 3p. (68th congress, 1st session, document no. 75.)

REFUNDING taxes illegally collected; communication from the President of the United States. Washington, D. C. 3p. (68th congress, 2d session, document no. 490.)

REPORT of tax simplification board, Dec. 10, 1923. 20p. (68th congress, 1st session, House of representatives document no. 193.)
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UNITED STATES CONGRESS—(Continued)
REVENUE act of 1924 approved by the President June 2, 1924, unless otherwise specially provided. New York, Corporation trust company. 98p.
REVENUE revision, 1924; hearings before the committee on ways and means, House of representatives, Jan. 19, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 
S 292; a bill to incorporate the American bar association; Sept. 16, 1923. S 1039; an act to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States" approved May 27, 1916. 7p.
STATISTICAL work, United States government. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1912. 400 p. (2d session, document no. 194.) 
WADSWORTH-WILLIAMS bill to amend the Federal trade commission act. 19p. 

COURT OF CLAIMS

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA
IN the matter of L. Frank and company, bankrupt; no. 2545. 4 typedwritten pages.

EDUCATION, BUREAU OF
PER capita costs in city schools, 1923–24. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 7p. (Statistical circular no. 4.)
TEACHING costs in thirty-nine junior high schools. Washington, D. C., Government printing office 1924. 7p. (City school leaflet 16.) 

FEDERAL FARM LOAN BUREAU
SEMI-ANNUAL installment 6% amortization tables, Aug. 31, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 86p. (Circular no. 18.)
TEXT of law providing for federal intermediate credit banks, rules and regulations of the Federal farm loan board and for the African American and European American colonies. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 24p. (Circular no. 15.)

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
ACCOUNTING bulletin no. 1; information and instructions relating to the accounting for cost of obtaining licenses. Washington, D. C., Nov. 14, 1923. 4p. 
ACCOUNTING bulletin no. 2; instructions relating to the accounting for the cost of railways, roads, trails, bridges, etc., and interpretations of fixed-capital accounting. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 184p.
ACCOUNTING bulletin no. 3; relating to accounts, records and reports for fixed capital, with particular reference to reports showing "basis for determination of net investment." Washington, D. C., Federal power commission, Apr. 22, 1923. 4p. 
RULES governing the administration of the federal water power act, with copy of the act and of amendment thereto. Second revised issue; contains an amendment to and addendum. Apr. 7, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 69p. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
REGULATIONS ebadidas para la habilitación de los estados del balance general; traducido del ingles y anotado por Rafael Mancera y Ortiz. Mexico, Antigua imprenta de Murguia. 56p. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
ACCOUNTING conditions, methods and problems. (In its Report on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies, p. 9–19. 
FEDERAL trade commission vs. United hypothet of America and others; docket no. 459. 
REPORT on war-time costs and profits of southern pine lumber companies. v. 2. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1922. 94p. 
UNITED STATES. Congress. Wadsworth-Williams bill to amend the Federal trade commission act. 19p. 
UNITED STATES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE, BUREAU OF


UNIFORM through export bill of lading. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 44p. (Trade information bulletin no. 335.)


GOLD AND SILVER INQUIRY, COMMISSION OF EUROPEAN currency and finance, report pursuant to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry, foreign currency and exchange investigation by John Parke Young. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 548p. (Serial 9, v. 1.)

FOREIGN currency and exchange-investigation; foreign exchange, quotations and government service to S. Res. 469, 67th congress, 4th session, creating the commission of gold and silver inquiry by H. M. Lawrence. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 147p. (Serial 8, serial 2, revised.)

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF THE


INTERNAL REVENUE, BUREAU OF See United States. Treasury department.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

ACCOUNTING—order at session of Interstate commerce commission division 4, on Jan. 8, 1925, in matter of uniform system of accounts to be kept by telephone companies. Washington, Government printing office, 1925. 4p.


CLASSIFICATION of accounts for the use of electric railways; prescribed by the Interstate commerce commission and adopted as standard by the American electric railway accountants' association; to which has been added an index and decisions by the Interstate commerce commission upon questions raised under the classification of accounts. New York, American electric railway association. 134p.


IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by carriers by water, Jan. 14, 1921. 1p.

IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, Dec. 20, 1920. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.
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UNITED STATES, INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION—(Continued)
IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, Jan. 14, 1921, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.
IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, March 14, 1921, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.
IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, Aug. 19, 1921, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1921. 3p.
IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, June 2, 1924, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 3p.
IN the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads, July 25, 1925, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 2p.
IN the matter of rules to govern the destruction of records of electric railway companies, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.
IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of express companies, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.
IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of sleeping car companies, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.
IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of steam roads, Apr. 6, 1922. 1p.
IN the matter of regulations to govern the destruction of records of steam roads, June 22, 1923. 1p.
IN the matter of the recovery and payment of excess net railway operating income, under the provisions of section 15a of the Interstate commerce act; at a session of division 4, on the 2d day of June 1924. 2p.
INTERSTATE commerce act, including text or related sections of other acts; revised to Aug. 1, 1923.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Government printing office. 304p.
NO. 14700, depreciation charges of telephone companies; no. 15100, depreciation charges of steam railroad companies; submitted Apr. 19, 1924, decided Nov. 1926.
NO. 15780, depreciation charges of carriers by water. Apr. 12, 1924. 18p.
ORDER at a general session of the Interstate commerce commission, held on the 13th day of Dec., A.D. 1921, in the matter of freight commodity statistics of carriers by water. 1p.
ORDER at a session of the Interstate commerce commission, division 4, held at its office in Washington, D. C., on the 2d day of June 1924, in the subject of a uniform system of accounts to be prescribed for, and kept by telephone companies, being under consideration. 1p.
ORDER at a session of the Interstate commerce commission, division 4, held at its office in Washington, D. C., on the 8th day of Dec. 1923; the subject of statistical returns from class D telephone companies. 1p.
ORDER at session of Interstate commerce commission, division 4, on the 2d day of June 1924; the matter of a uniform system of accounts to be kept by steam roads. 1924. 3p.
ORDER, Jan. 8, 1925, railway operating statistics. 1p.
ORDER, Nov. 20, 1924, railway operating statistics. 1p.
REGULATIONS to govern the destruction of records of electric railway companies as prescribed in accordance with section 20 of the act to regulate commerce. Final copies on May 1, 1913. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 16p. (Reprint with slight changes.)
RULES governing the classification of steam railway employees and reports of their service and compensation; effective on July 1, 1921. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1921. 1p.
STATISTICS of railways in the United States, 1925.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
PROCEEDINGS of the thirteenth annual meeting of the International association of industrial accident boards and commissions, held at Hartford, Conn. Sept. 14–16, 1926. 243p.

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF. WOMEN’S BUREAU

WOMEN’S employment in vegetable canneries in Delaware. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1927. 47p. (Bulletin of the women’s bureau, no. 62.)

LABOR STATISTICS, BUREAU OF
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PROCEEDINGS of the eleventh annual meeting of the International association of industrial accident boards and commissions held at Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 17-33, 1925. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 218p. (Bulletin no. 406.)


RETAIL prices, 1890 to 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 207p. (Bulletin no. 371.)


TRADE agreements, 1925 Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 151p. (Bulletin no. 448.)


UNION scale of wages and hours of labor, May 15, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 207p. (Bulletin no. 388.)

WAGES and hours of labor in cotton-goods manufacturing, 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 27p. (Bulletin no. 345.)

---- Same for 1924. 1925. 42p. (Bulletin no. 371.)


---- Same for 1923. 1924. 32p.

WAGES and hours of labor in the automobile industry, 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 70p. (Bulletin no. 358.)

WAGES and hours of labor in the boot and shoe industry, 1907 to 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 107p. (Bulletin no. 374.)


WAGES and hours of labor in the iron and steel industry, 1907 to 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 163p. (Bulletin no. 381.)

WAGES and hours of labor in the men's clothing industry, 1911 to 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 39p. (Bulletin no. 329.)

WAGES and hours of labor in the men's clothing industry, 1911 to 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 31p. (Bulletin no. 387.)

WAGES and hours of labor in the paper and pulp industry, 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 142p. (Bulletin no. 365.)

WAGES and hours of labor in the slaughtering and meat-packing industry, 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 177p. (Bulletin no. 373.)


WAGES and hours of labor in woolen and worsted goods manufacturing, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 36p. (Bulletin no. 377.)


WHOLESALE prices, 1890 to 1925. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. (Bulletin no. 415.)


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS


MINES, BUREAU OF

COLLECTION of pamphlets on asphalt. CUTLER, WILLARD W. Estimation of underground oil reserves by oil-well production curves. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 114p. (United States bureau of mines, bulletin 228.)

NAVY DEPARTMENT


---- Same for 1926. 1925. 35p. (Accounting bulletin no. 1, pt. 2.)
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT


PRESIDENT

ADDRESSES of the President of the United States and the Director of the Bureau of the budget at the sixth regular meeting of the business organization of the government; at Memorial continental hall, Jan. 24, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 222p.

MESSAGE of the President of the United States transmitting the budget for the service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and budget statement. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 96p.

PRESIDENTS' CONFERENCE COMMITTEE


SENATE

BAKERY combines and profits; letter from the chairman of the Federal trade commission transmitting in response to senate resolution no. 163, sixty-eighth congress, first session, a preliminary report dealing with the bread baking industry. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 18p. (Document no. 212.)


REVENUE act of 1926; hearings before the committee on finance, United States senate, sixty-ninth congress... Jan. 4, 5, 9, 12, 13 and 14, 1926. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 225p.


WHEAT flour milling industry; communication from the chairman of the Federal trade commission transmitting the report of the commission on the wheat flour milling industry, in response to senate resolution no. 211, 67th congress, second session, adopted to Jan. 18, 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 130p. (67th congress, 1st session, Senate document no. 130.)

SUPREME COURT

AMENDMENTS to rules adopted June 8, 1925, effective July 1, 1925. (In W. H. Publishing company, Nation reporter system, Supreme court reporter, July 1, 1925, p. v-xvii.)

FIRST national bank of Mobile, Alabama, appellant, vs. the United States of America, appellee; appeal from the district court of the United States for the southern district of Alabama. 1924. 30p.

GENERAL order in bankruptcy no. 5, entitled “Frame of petition”; amendment promulgated Apr. 13, 1925. 5p.

INDIANAPOLIS water company case New York, Sanderson and Porter. 27p.


MALCOLM DOUGLAS and BERT C. ROSS, appťts. to, Lee, Senate Jan. 19, 1925, entitled “Frame of petition”; amendment promulgated Apr. 13, 1925. 5p.

REVIEW rules of the supreme court of the United States; adopted June 8, 1925, effective July 1, 1925 (act of Feb. 13, 1925, printed as appendix), Washington, D. C., 1925. 36 + 10p.

TARIFF COMMISSION

BARIRUM dioxide; differences in costs of production of barium dioxide in the United States and in competing foreign countries, as ascertained pursuant to the provisions of section 315 of title 3 of the tariff act of 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 9p.


AXILIC acid; report on investigation of costs of production of the United States, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 8p.

PRELIMINARY statement of information secured in the pending investigation for the purposes of section 315 of the tariff act of 1922 with respect to cost of production of butter, subject of a public hearing to be held at the offices of the tariff commission on Apr. 21, 1925. 2 pts. Washington, D. C., 1925.

WHEAT and wheat products; differences in costs of production of wheat, wheat flour and wheat mill feed in the United States and Canada, as ascertained pursuant to the provisions of section 315 of title 3, of the tariff act of 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 71p.

TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF


DOCKET no. 45; appeal of Oesterlein machine company.

UNITED STATES, TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF

— (Continued)

REPORTS. Washington, United States Board of tax appeals, v. I, Dec. 1, 1924 to date.


TREASURY


TREASURY DEPARTMENT

ANNUAL reports of the Commissioner of internal revenue. 1922, 1923, 1924.

BULLETIN "A" (revised Feb. 15, 1923), income tax forms, revenue act of 1921; this bulletin contains copies of forms used in the administration of titles 2 and 3 of the revenue act of 1921 and the collection of taxes levied under those titles. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, Apr. 1923, 111p.

BULLETIN "A" (revised Jan. 1, 1924), income tax forms, revenue act of 1921; this bulletin contains copies of forms used for the taxable year 1923 in the administration of title 2 of the revenue act of 1921. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 111p.

BULLETIN "A" (revised Jan. 1, 1925), income tax forms, revenue act of 1924; this bulletin contains copies of forms used for the taxable year 1925 in the administration of title 2 of the revenue act of 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 120p.


CITATOR of internal revenue treasury decisions and regulations showing where decisions nos. 1-3415, inclusive, are cited, amended, reversed, etc. Dec. 29, 1899 to Dec. 2, 1922. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923.

CITATOR of internal revenue, treasury decisions, regulations, decisions of U. S. board of tax appeals and court decisions relating to the internal revenue, showing where treasury decisions (internal revenue) nos. 1-3692, inclusive, and other decisions are cited, amended, reversed, etc. Apr. 1, 1923 to Apr. 1, 1925. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 219p.

CONFERENCE and practice requirements, bureau of internal revenue: Revision of July 1, 1925. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925. 18p.

CORPORATE income and excess-profits tax for 1921, letter from the secretary of the treasury transmitting in response to senate resolution no. 115 of Jan. 9, 1924, information showing the amounts of net income and excess profits tax, by industrial divisions and excess-profits tax brackets, related to the treasury department in the corporate income and excess-profits tax returns for 1921. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 82p. (68th congress, 1st session, document no. 67.)


FEDERAL income tax on estates and trusts; issued under the direction of the training section, staff division income tax unit, Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1922. 40p.


LAWS and regulations governing the recognition of attorneys, agents and other persons representing claimants and others before the department and offices thereof. Washington, D. C., Office of secretary of the treasury, July 1, 1927. 14p. (Department circular no. 230, revised.)

LETTER from the secretary of the treasury to the acting chairman of the committee on ways and means. Washington, D. C., Nov. 10, 1923. 6p.

MEMORANDUM 2039, in re valuation of copper and silver properties. Dec. 11, 1922. 3p.

OUTLINE for the study of depreciation and maintenance; prepared by the Bureau of internal revenue, Washington, D. C., Treasury department, 1926. 25p.

REGULATIONS 9, relating to the taxes on oleomargarine, adulterated butter and process or renovated butter, under the act of Aug. 2, 1886, as amended by act of May 21, 1920; revised June 27, 1921. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923. 101p.

REGULATIONS 34, governing the withdrawal of oleomargarine from the market or after distillation, at a discount. Butter, margarine, oleomargarine, lard, lard oil, lard cake and cigarettes, from factories, free of tax for use of the United States under section 3404, revised statutes, revised Oct. 21, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 5p.


REGULATIONS 43 (part 1), relating to the tax on admissions under the revenue act of 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 79p.

REGULATIONS 43 (part 1), relating to the tax on admissions under the revenue act of 1926. For tax on dues and initiation fees see part 2, revised May 1926. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 67p.

REGULATIONS 43 (part 2), relating to the tax on dues and other charges relating to membership in any society under the revenue act of 1926. For tax on admissions see part 1, revised May 1926. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 74p.


REGULATIONS 45, relating to the income tax under the revenue act of 1924; promulgated Oct. 6, 1924. New York, Corporation trust company. 219p.


REGULATIONS 47 (revised March, 1926), relating to the excise taxes on sales by the manufacturer under the revenue acts of 1924 and 1926. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926. 30p.

REGULATIONS 48 (revised Aug. 1924), relating to the excise taxes on works of art and jewelry under section 602 and 604 of the revenue act of 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924. 18p.


REGULATIONS 59 (1924 edition), relating to the special taxes upon businesses and occupations and upon the various boats, under sections 72 to (I) to (8) inclusive, and 703 of the revenue act of
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REGULATIONS 60, relative to intoxicating liquor, revised March 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 35p.


REGULATIONS 64, relating to the capital stock tax, revised under the revenue act of 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 32p.


REVENUE act of 1924. Washington, Government printing office, 1924. 115p. (Supplement to treasury decisions, 7 D. 5615.)


RULES of practice before the United States board of tax appeals; revised to Apr. 1, 1926. Mimeographed.

SCHEDULE D, for capitalized development, underground mines. 2p.

SCHEDULE for substantiation of valuations, depletion, and depreciation in royalty interests in metal mines. (See Form D, May 1923.)

SCHEDULES for substantiation of valuations, depletion, and depreciation, metal mines. 4p. (See Form D, revised Jan. 1921; supersedes Form A, B, C.)

STATISTICS of income from returns of net income for 1921, including statistics from federal estate tax returns; compiled under the direction of the commissioner of internal revenue. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923, 185p.

STATISTICS of income from returns of net income for 1922, including statistics from capital stock tax returns and federal estate tax returns; compiled under the direction of the commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1923, 398p.


STATISTICS of income from returns of net income for 1923, including statistics from federal estate tax returns and federal gift tax returns; compiled under the direction of the commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 245p.


STATISTICS of income from returns of net income for 1924, filed by individuals; compiled under the direction of the commissioner of internal revenue by the statistical division, income tax unit. (Preliminary report.) Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1925, 18p.

TIPS for taxpayers. 1p.

TREASURY decisions amending or relating to regulations 45 (1920 edition), promulgated under the income tax and war profits and excess profits tax provisions of the revenue act of 1921; compiled Nov. 15, 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 55p.

TREASURY decisions amending or relating to regulations 62, promulgated under the income tax and war profits and excess profits tax provisions of the revenue act of 1921; compiled May 15, 1924. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926, 20p.


TREASURY DEPARTMENT


SCHMEECKEBIER, LAURENCE F., and EBLE, FRANKS X. A. Bureau of internal revenue; its history, activities and organization. Baltimore, Md., The Johns Hopkins press, 1923. 270p. (Institute of government research, service monographs of the U. S. government no. 25.)


VETERANS' BUREAU


WAR DEPARTMENT

BOOKKEEPING; instructors guide for all arms; prepared at the Finance school, Fort Hunt, Va., 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 71p. (United States army training manual no. 74.)

BOOKKEEPING; students manual for all arms; prepared under direction of quartermaster general, army, 1923. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1924, 162p. (United States. Army training manual no. 73.)

YARDS AND DOCKS, BUREAU OF

ANNUAL report of the chief, to the secretary of the navy. Washington, D. C., Government printing office, 1926.


UNITED STATES and the world court; the present status of the question. American foundation.


UNITED STATES arbitration law and its application. Arbitration foundation.

UNITED STATES board of tax appeals. Korner, J. Gilmer.


UNITED STATES board of tax appeals practice and evidence. Hamel, Charles D.


UNITED STATES CORPORATION COMPANY DELAWARE corporations; a digest of the decisions and the law. ed. 5. Dover, Del., United States corporation company, c1925. 126p.

NEW YORK laws affecting business corporations, revised to Apr. 27, 1925; containing the amendments of the legislative session which adjourned March 27, 1925, ed. 6. New York, United States corporation company. 1925. 303p.

UNITED STATES cost plan criticized. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Feb. 1, 1919.

UNITED STATES district court in Alabama renders important decision in the Mobile gas company case. American gas association information service, Apr. 1924.


UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION PROFIT sharing plan. New York, The company. 2p.


UNITED STATES supreme court sanctions collection and dissemination of lumber statistics. American lumberman, June 6, 1925, p. 42-5.


UNITED STATES tax cases. Kixmiller, William, and Baar, A. R.


UNITED typothetae and the Federal trade commission. Legg, Chester Arthur.


HOUR costs from the 1922 composite. 1p. Same for 1924. 1p. RATIOS for printing management, financial, operating and cost ratios for the year 1925, and how to use them as measures of management; compiled by the department of research of the United Typothetae of America from the reports of members for the year 1925. Chicago, United typothetae of America, 1927. 18p.

RATIOS for printing management; financial, operating and cost ratios for the year 1926, and how to use them as measures of management. Chicago, United typothetae of America, 1927. 32p.

RATIOS of composite printing costs for 1923. Chicago, United typothetae of America. 15p. Same for 1924. 15p. STANDARD cost finding system; principles and general information regarding the use of the standard cost finding system, together with a list of operations in the various departments of the printing business, classified to show the productive and non-productive items; prepared by the committee on education. 1p.


Same. ed. 1925. 38p. + forms.

TREATISE on the practical accounting systems for printers. Chicago, United typothetae of America, 1921. 38p.

UNIFORM cost accounting methods in the printing industry, Aug. 1, 1921. 3p.


UNITED typothetae of America; distribution of statistics: collection of data.


UNIVERSITY of Minnesota. Heilman, E. A.

UNIVERSITY of Oklahoma. Newton, W. K.


UNPAID legacy—interest—rate of interest. Accountant, Jan. 8, 1927, p. 68.


UNSWORTH, A. J.

Necessary records governing trust procedure in setting up court, private and agency accounts. Trust companies, Jan. 1926, p. 79-82.


UPDEGRAFF, ROBERT R.


UPLEGER, ARTHUR C.


My classification; an address made before the Waco rotary club, Feb. 2, 1925. 13p.

UPON searching the record. Journal of accountancy, July 1925, p. 31-2.

UPSON, ALFRED F.


George Washington, the accountant. Pace student, Feb. 1926, p. 3-6.

UPSON, C. A.


UPSON, LENT D.

URGES clarity in bills of internal revenue collectors. 


USE and occupancy insurance; its relation to the accountancy profession. Wolfe, Lee J.

USE of accounting information and statistical data in a department store. Hodge, A. C.


USE of automobiles by traveling salesmen. National hardware association of the United States.

USE of budgets in reducing overhead. Darnell, Ray W.


USE of cost accounts in control of administrative expenses. Frazer, George E.

USE of cost accounts in control of selling expense. Frazer, George E.

USE of cost and expense records by factory executives for cost control. Bechtel, V. R.

USE of cost data by trade associations. Kellogg, R. S.


USE of Elliott Fisher machines in insurance work. Jacobs, Carl N.


USE of punch cards in accounting and statistical work. Walsh, Daniel P.

USE of punched card tabulating equipment in multiple correlation problems. Smith, Bradford B.

USE of select tables for the calculation of survivorship benefits. Buchanan, James.

USE of standard costs. Camman, Eric A.

USE of standard costs. Illinois manufacturers’ costs association.

USE of standard labor costs in the manufacture of men’s clothing. Robertson, E. C.


UTAH. EQUALIZATION AND ASSESSMENT, STATE BOARD OF

BIENNIAL report. 1923–24.

STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT

BANKING and trust laws of state commercial banks, state savings banks and trust companies, together with miscellaneous laws relating to the business of banks, banking and trust companies. Salt Lake City, Utah. 1927. 36p.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

CERTIFIED public accountants, 1923 amendment. 1 typewritten page.

UTAH ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS

CONSTITUTION and by-laws. 3 typewritten pages.


UTHOFF, FRANKLIN


UTILITY accountant’s obligation to the public. Lewis, Dwight N.


VACUUM CLEANERS

Costs


VAILANT, STEPHEN


VALUATION


BALDWIN, H. G. On appraising buildings by the square or cubic foot methods. *Clients’ service bulletin, American appraisal company* (supplement), May 1926.

BALLY, H. W. Basis of values. (In Incorporators' handbook of accountants' society of London, Lectures and transactions for the year 1924, p. 174-245.)


BENSON, PHILIP A. and NORTON L. NELSON L. Valuation of real estate. (In their Real estate principles and practice, 1926, p. 158-73.)


BLISS, JAMES H. Fixed property investments—valuation. (In his Management through accounts, 1924, p. 295-318.)


COUCHMAN, CHARLES B. Valuation of assets. (In His Balance-sheet, its preparation, content and interpretation, p. 39-47.)

CRAIGIN, RAYMOND T. Appraisal of industrial property. (In Real estate handbook, 1925, p. 68.)


CRUMP, ARTHUR W. Rate of return in valuation, American appraisal news, March 1925, p. 61-8.

DAINES, H. C. Some aspects of valuation and income determination; read before the November meeting of the Illinois society of C.P.A.'s. 28 type-written pages.

DE BOST, WILLIAM L. Appraiser. (In Real estate handbook, 1925, p. 29-34.)

DEPRECIATION and appraisal values of machines. Canadian machine and manufacturers news, July 26, 1923, p. 16-7.

DETERMINING property values. Michigan manufacturer and financial record, Nov. 5, 1927, p. 12, 32.

DEWING, ARTHUR STONE. Valuation of a going business for the purpose of promotion. (In his Financial policy of corporations, c1926, p. 258-73.)


ESIQUE, PAUL-JOSEPH. Valuation of tangible fixed assets. (In his Problems in finance, 1927, p. 153-84.)


FRASER, CECIL E. Valuation, combination and reorganization. (In his Problems in finance, 1927, p. 621-712.)


GOOD, E. L. and BUCHER, H. How to make appraisals, practical application of provisions, to taxation of mining ventures. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24-29, 1923, p. 97-112.)


HALL, H. B. Industrial appraisals and insurance. New York, National association of cost accountants, Apr, 15, 1925, 16p. (N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 6, no. 16.)

HALL, H. B. Value; an address delivered before a convention of the Central states group of security commissioners at Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 23, 1922, Milwaukee, American appraisal company, 16p.


HURD, GEORGE A. Land values. (In Real estate handbook, 1923, p. 70-93.)


KESTER, ROY B. General principles of valuation. (In his Accounting, theory and practice, c1925, p. 111-23.)

KIRCALDIE, W. I. Retroactive appraisals; their use in determining invested capital, depreciation and depletion. (In American mining congress. Proceedings of the conference on mine taxation held in conjunction with the twenty-sixth annual convention, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24-29, 1923, p. 59-75.)


LAWRENCE, W. B. Use of appraisals. (In his Cost accounting, 1925, p. 307-8.)


MATHEMATICS. (In Accountants' handbook. 1923, p. 168-96.)


MURPHY, LOUIS S. Misuse of sales in valuing forest property. (In National tax association. Proceedings, 1924, p. 231-6.)


OLSON, L. H. Appraisal of property records. Milwaukee, Wis., American appraisal
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PROPERTY card and plant ledger systems. Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company (supplement), March 1926, p. 3-4.


RANSOM, WILLIAM L. Comp. Going value; decisions of courts and commissions, from July 1, 1924, to July 1, 1925. 105p.


SHACKEL, R. H. Valuation of assets for statement on balance sheets of companies. Canadian chartered accountant, Nov. 1923, p. 154-65.


VALUATIONS, methods and basis. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1926, p. 127-30.


WEBB, JAMES A. Appraisal of city property. (In Real estate handbook, 1925, p. 35-61.)


VALUATION and assessment of farm lands. Eveland, H. L.


VALUATION arguments before I. C. C. Railway age, March 13, 1926, p. 799-800.

VALUATION based on present-day costs upheld in Atlantic case by special master. 10% going concern value allowed. American gas association information service, Oct. 1924.

VALUATION for profit determination. Boyd, Orton W.


VALUATION for the balance sheet and profit. Clark, J. M.


VALUATION of capital stock. Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, Sept. 15, 1926, p. 3.


VALUATION of company shares; Mackie vs. Thomson and company. North China daily mail, Aug. 8, 1925.

VALUATION of contracts for film companies. Schlessinger, Max.


VALUATION of industrial securities. Badger, Ralph Eastman.

VALUATION of intangible property before Board of tax appeals. Dohr, James L.


VALUATION of oil and gas lands. Brown, Robert Wesley.

VALUATION of public-service corporations; legal and economic phases of valuation for ratemaking and public purchase. Whitten, Robert H.

VALUATION of public utilities. Harward business review, Jan. 1927, p. 239-44.


VALUATION of securities for inheritance-tax purposes. Seefurth, Nathaniel.


VALUATION of shares in private companies. Accountants' journal (New Zealand), March 1924, p. 292-4.


VALUATION principles and procedures used by utilities. *American accountant*, March 1927, p. 28.

VALUATION principles for utilities reaffirmed in important decisions of special statutory courts. *American gas association information service*, Apr. 1926.

VALUATIONS for tax purposes. Frazer, George E.


VALUE. Hall, H. B.

VALUE and necessity of budget control in its broadest interpretation. Musil, Louis F.

VALUE and use of trade association statistics. Chamber of commerce of the United States.


VALUE of certified statements to a building and loan association in assisting sales. Sinex, C. H.

VALUE of cost accounting to our industry. McCullough, E. W.


VALUE of taxpayers’ associations in solving state and local problems. Mackenzie, A. G.

VALUE of the accountant to the industry. Grier, A. Monroe.

VALUE of the budget to management in the control of operating expenditures. White, Lee Heyer.


VALUING good will in business and estates. *Trust companies*, June 1925, p. 802.


VALUING the inventories of motion-picture producers. Donaldson, William R.

VAN ARDSALL, H. P.


VAN BRUNT, G. A.


VAN BUREN, DE WITT

See North, Nelson, L., joint author.

VAN COURT, LEWIS


VANDEGRIFT, ROLAND A.


VANDERBLUE, HOMER B.

See also Crum, William L., joint author.

— AND CRUM, WILLIAM L.


VAN DEVENTER, JOHN H.


VAN DIEN, E.


VAN DOREN, A. E.


VAN DORN, JOSEPH H.


VAN DUZER, W. A.


VAN KLECK, MARY


VAN METRE, THURMAN W.


VANNAIS, LEON E.


VAN ORSDELL, E. C.

VAN OSS, A.

VAN SAARLOOS, A. E. G.

VAN STRUM, KENNETH S.
Forecasting stock-market trends. New York, Bar- 
or's, 1927. 315p.

VAN TUYL, GEORGE H.

VAN WAGENEN, H. R.

VAN WINKLE, R. N.

VAN WYE, H. F.
Proper standards for cost calculation. *Society of indus-
trial engineers bulletin*, June 1924, p. 8.

VARAY, HENRY

VARIATION in net profit. Finney, H. A., and Bau- 
mann, H. P.


VARIATIONS from standard costs. (In National asso- 


VARIOUS valuation points considered. *Electric railway 
journal*, July 7, 1923, p. 16-8.

VARIOUS wage systems in relation to factory indirect 
charges. Thompson, R. R.

VARLEY, H.
Reduction of production costs. *Industrial management* 

VAUGHAN, A. G.

VEGA, W. J.
Timekeeping—a technical study. (In American manage-
ment association. *Payroll administration*, c1925, p. 10-3.)

VEHICLES
Accounting
CHURCH, ELLIOT. Simple but efficient accounting 
system; requires no specially printed forms. *Auto-

Cost accounting
SELLS, ELIJAH WATT. Cost accounting; an ad-
dress before the National association of agricultural 
implement and vehicle manufacturers, at Chicago, 
Nov. 29, 1909. (In his *Natural business year and 
thirteen other themes*, 1924, p. 69-81.)

VEHICULAR traffic, congestion and retail business. United States. Foreign and domestic commerce.

VEHLING, JOSEPH DOMMERS
Food cost finding and control for hotels, restaurants, 
cafeterias, clubs, institutions, department stores, 
industrial eating places, transportation companies 
and all other modern eating establishments. Chi-

cago, Food research bureau of Chicago, c1923. 60p. 
+ forms.

VENEER
See Woodwork.

VENTURES
See Joint ventures.

VERBAND DEUTSCHER BUECHERREVISOREN

VERDELIN, H.
Practical system of accounting for newly established 
165-8.

VERHEY, H. A.
Accounts of local authorities. (In Het *Internationaal 
accountants congres*, Amsterdam, 1926. p 517-48.)

VERIFICATION of accounts receivable. *Journal of ac-
countancy*, Apr., May, July 1926, p. 286-9, 357-8, 35.


VERIFICATION of securities in transfer; suggested form 
for verification of stocks in transfer. *News bulletin, 
New York state society of certified public accountants*, 

VERKEY, H. A.
Accounts of local authorities. (In International ac-
countants congress. *Papers presented at Amsterdam*, 
1926. 6E.)

VERMONT
ACTS and resolves passed by the general assembly at 
the twenty-eighth biennial session, 1925. Montpelier, 
Vt. 411p.

AMENDMENTS to general laws of the state of Ver-
mont relating to insurance, enacted by the general 
assembly of 1925. 3p.

GENERAL laws relating to banks, published by au-
thority, 1918: amendments 1919 to 1927. Mont-

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
REPORT for year ending Dec. 31, 1926; fire, life, fi-

PUBLIC WELFARE, DEPARTMENT OF 

STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACC-
COUNTANCY
APPLICATION for examination and certificate as 
certified public accountant; general laws, 1924, 1927.

TAXES, COMMISSIONER OF 
BIENNIAL report, 1924.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY
PENSION system; employees' insurance plan. Proctor, 
Vt., The company. 15p.
VERNER, JOHN R.

VESSELS
See Shipbuilding; Ships and shipping.

VETERANS'

VETERANS' BUREAU

VEOTES

VICISSITUDES

VICKERS

VICKERS'

VIEH, WALTER F.


VIELING, FREDERICK


VIESSMAN, WARREN

VIETH, A. B.
Keeping the factory in running order. *Industrial management*, July 1927, p. 11–4.

VIEWS

VINAL, EUGENE R.
Mathematics for the accountant. Chicago, Ill., Gregg publishing company, 1923.


VINCENT, G. I.

VINER, JACOB

VIRGINIA

STATE tax commission and segregation acts; chap. 147, tax commission act, chap. 576, segregation act, chap. 188, examiners of records and commissioners of revenue act; reprinted from the acts of assembly session 1926. Richmond, Va., 1926, 59p.

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
VIRGINIA tax laws, 1924. Richmond, Va., 1924, 420p.

BANKS, EXAMINER OF
STATUTES of Virginia relating to banks, trust companies and the banking business, with amendments as enacted by general assembly of 1924; amendments enacted by general assembly, 1926. Richmond, Va., 1926, 32p. + 13p.

PUBLIC WELFARE, STATE BOARD OF
PUBLIC welfare and juvenile laws of Virginia. Richmond, Va., 1923, 87p.

STATE ACCOUNTANT
ANNUAL report, 1923.
COMPARATIVE cost of local government; statement of receipts and disbursements of the counties of Virginia. Richmond, Va., 1925.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
EXAMINATION, Nov. 1922. 18p.
Same. Nov. 1923. 17p.


STATE LIBRARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY of taxation in Virginia since 1910. Richmond, Va., The library.

VIRGINIA bond and mortgage corporation to West End bank of Richmond, Va., as trustee, collateral trust agreement of Feb. 20, 1925, 16p.

VIRGINIA BRIDGE AND IRON COMPANY
PENSION fund, pension rules and regulations. Roanoke, Va., The company 8p.

VIRGINIA SOCIETY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, INC.
CONSTITUTION and by-laws; revised to Sept. 1924. Richmond, Va., the society. 12p.

LIST of members, Oct. 9, 1926. 4p.

VISIBLE

VITAL

VIVIAN, G. W.

VLIER, DONALD F.

VOGELSTEIN, THEODOR M.

VOKE, ALBERT F.

— CUTRIGHT, HAROLD G.
VOLLERTSEN, E. P.
Bank operations and earnings as they affect the trust department; controlling costs through scientific analysis and standardization. Trust companies, June 1926, p. 835-40.

VOLMER, J. G. Ch.
Standard costs as a basis of management and industrial control. (In (Ed) International accountants' congress, Amsterdam, 1926, p. 314-40.) (In International accountants' congress. Papers presented at Amsterdam, 1926. 4E.)

VONAIChS, FRED
Swiss method of handling the daily deposits of commercial banks. Pace student, Nov. 1926, p. 20-1.

VON HAAST, H. F.
Some forms of securities. Accounting, commerce and insurance, June 1925, p. 71.

VON HUHN, RUDOLF

VON ROSEN, URBAN F.

VON ROSEN, W. F.

Getting taxes into costs; short talk given at the Feb. 18, 1925, meeting of the Cleveland chapter of the National association of cost accountants. 7 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institution of accountants, May 15, 1925, p. 16 (résumé).


VOORHEES, GEORGE N.

VOORHEES, EDWIN C.

VOORHEES, JAMES A.

VOORHIS, WARREN R.

VORENBERG, FRED
Statistical matter for the chief executives; with discussion. (In Controllers' congress, National retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 65-73.)

VORLOF, HENRY

VOS, G. W.

vosbury, W. de witt
Diesel engine-driven pumping station. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 95-100.


VOTING TRUSTS
See Corporations.

VOTING trusts. Cushing, Harry A.


VOUCHER system as compared with accounts payable ledger system; with discussion. Duffy, R. H. (In Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 90-3.)

VOUCHERS
BERRIGAN, EDMUND. Voucher system. (In his Elements of accounting. 1926. p. 212-22.)

DUFFY, R. H. Voucher system as compared with accounts payable ledger system; with discussion. JAMISON, CHARLES L. Vouchers. (In his Finance, c1927, p. 231-53.)

KESTER, ROY B. Voucher system. (In His Accounting theory and practice. c1925. p. 48-70.)


KREBS, WILLIAM S. Voucher system. (In his Outlines of accounting, v. 2, c1927, p. 1-68.)

POWELLSON, JOHN A. Voucher system. (In his Introductory accounting. 1926, p. 536-67.)

USE of journal vouchers. Pace student, June 1926, p. 10.


VYLE, GILBERT C.
Accountant as an aid to management. Accountant, Apr. 19, 1924, p. 654-60.


WADDELL, THEODORE N.
Address. (In National association of comptrollers and accounting officers, Twentieth annual convention, held in the city of Rochester, N. Y., July 21, 22, 23, 1925. p. 44-9.)

WADDOLE, W. W.
Branch accounts. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Aug. 1925, p. 131-2.

Depreciation and depreciation funds. Accounting, commerce and insurance, Sept. 1923, p. 163.


WADE, FESTUS J.

WADE, J. W.

WADLEY, GEORGE F.

WADSWORTH, RALPH K.
Pricing and mark-ups that yield the most profit. Advertising and selling fortnightly, Sept. 23, 1925, p. 36, 70.

What should it cost you to sell by mail? Printers ink, May 15, 1924, p. 33-6.


WAGE incentive systems. Monroe, M. M.

WAGE incentives for office workers. Wilson, Paul H.

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX


WAGES and hours of labor in the boot and shoe industry, 1907 to 1924. United States. Labor statistics, Bureau of.

WAGES and hours of labor in the iron and steel industry, 1901 to 1924. United States. Labor statistics, Bureau of.

WAGES and hours of labor in the men’s clothing industry, 1911 to 1924. United States. Labor statistics, Bureau of.


WAGES and hours of labor in woolen and worsted goods manufacturing, 1921, 1924. United States. Labor statistics, Bureau of.


WAGES, FEES, ETC.

See also Monthly labor review.


AMERICAN management association. Extra incentive wage plans. New York, American management association, c1925. 25p. (Production executives’ series, no. 24.)

AMERICAN management association. Extra incentive wage plans for inspectors. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Production executives’ series, no. 22.)

AMERICAN management association. Extra incentive wage plans for maintenance forces, clean-up gangs, watchmen, janitors, etc. New York, American management association, c1925. 19p. (Production executives’ series, no. 21.)


ANDERSON, A. G. Successful wage payment plans. **Manufacturing industries**, July 1926, p. 31-6.


ARLIN, H. W. Standard time wage system of the Westinghouse electric and manufacturing company. New York, American management association, c1925. 16p. (Production executives’ series, no. 10.)

ATKINS, PAUL M. Six wage-payment plans that have stood all tests. (In **Production control and cost finding**, c1925, v. 6, p. 36-47.)


BLANCHARD, DONALD D. Letter regarding the piece-work payment of service station mechanics by the technical editor of Motor world wholesale. 1 typewritten page.


BRINKMAN, E. E. Extra financial incentives for supervisors. New York, American management association, c1926. 20p. (Production executives’ series, no. 48.)

BRINKMAN, E. E. Extra incentive wage plans for stock keepers, stock handlers, loading and unloading gangs, etc., report of a group covering methods of the Hopleproof hosier company. New York, American management association, c1925. 16p. (Production executives’ series, no. 23.)


CRAIG, DAVID R. Compensating retail salespeople. New York, American management association, c1925. 15p. (Survey report no. 16.)


LABOR and salaries. **Commonwealth journal of accountancy**, Nov. 1924, p. 80.


LYTLE, CHARLES W. Mathematical analysis of compensation plans. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. (Special paper no. 9.)

MANAGEMENT. (In **Accountants’ handbook**. 1923, p. 1275-8.)


WAGES, FEES, ETC.—(Continued)


MORGAN, W. WILLIAM. Making the plan fit the business. Advertising and selling foringly, Jan., 13, 1926, p. 27, 54, 56.


PILE, J. HOWARD. How to install and operate the flat-rate system in the repair shop. Motor world, May 23, 1923, p. 22-5.

POLAKOV, WALTER N. General theory of incentives, with systematic reference to power-house employees. New York, American management association, c1925. 11p. (Production executive series, no. 5.)


ROE, JOSEPH W., and LYTTLE, CHARLES W. Wage payment and timekeeping. (In Management's handbook. 1924, p. 909-88.)

ROWLAND, F. L., HARPER, W. J., and MYERS, P. H. Extra incentive wage plans for office employees. New York, American management association, c1925. 16p. (Business management series, no. 11.)

ROWLEY, A. W. Salary vs. extra financial incentive methods of compensating supervisors. New York, American management association, c1926. 14p. (Business management series, no. 47.)


SCRIBNER, CHARLES F. Special work done under wage incentive plan. Woodworker, Dec., 1925, p. 49.


SOME notes on "the problem of wages." Cost accountant, May 1927, p. 365-6.

STUDEBAKER corporation. Studebaker co-operative plans; effective Jan. 1, 1925. South Bend, Ind., The company. 10p.

SYLVESTER, L. A. Overtime will defeat purpose of incentive wage plans. Manufacturing industries, Jan., 1927, p. 31-5.


Same. May 15, 1923. 24p. (Bulletin no. 354.)

Same. May 15, 1924. 21p. (Bulletin no. 388.)


UNITED STATES. Labor statistics. Bureau of Wages and hours of labor in lumber manufacturing, 1923. 32p. (Bulletin no. 326.)


UNITED STATES. Labor statistics. Bureau of Wages and hours of labor in the lumber manufacturing, 1923. 35p. (Bulletin no. 355.)

UNITED STATES. Labor statistics. Bureau of Wages and hours of labor in coal mining manufacturing, 1925. 42p. (Bulletin no. 371.)

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

WAGES, FEES, ETC.—(Continued)


—Same. 1924. 36p. (Bulletin no. 377.)


WOODBRIDGE, C. C. Compensation of salesmen. New York, American management association, c1924. 15p. (Sales executives series, no. 2.)

Accountants

ACCOUNTANTS' appeal fails. Accountant, May 21, 1927, 780.


ACCOUNTANTS' fees. Accounting, commerce and insurance, July, Nov. 1925, March 1926, p. 105-6, 198, 309-10.


ACCOUNTANTS' fees in India and abroad. Indian accountant, Nov. 1925, p. 173-5.


AUDITOR's sue for fees. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, June 1926, p. 84.

AUDITOR'S claim for extra services. Indian accountant, July 1924, p. 150-1.


CLAIM for accountancy work. Incorporated accountants' journal, Dec. 1927, p. 89.


CLAIM for professional services. Accountant, Apr. 9, 1927, p. 560-1. Incorporated accountants' journal, July 1927, p. 155.

CONTINGENT fees. Indian accountant, Jan. 1924, p. 2.


PUBLIC accountants sue for fees. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Aug. 1926, p. 121.

RENUMERATION dependent upon results. Public accountant, July 1923, p. 28-30.

SANDERS, THOMAS H. Problem of costing under various wage systems. Paper trade journal, March 20, 1924, p. 57-60, 64.

STONE, C. CHARLIE M., and others. Earnings of accountants. (In Their Accountants' and auditors' manual, 1925, p. 6.)


Accounting

BECHTEL, V. R. Methods of wage payment as related to costs (a differential piece-rate plan). (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 1923, p. 71-72.)


METHODS of wage payment as related to costs. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923: p. 41-86.)


PIPER, GEORGE D. Methods of wage payment as related to costs. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 73-5.)

SANDERS, THOMAS H. Problem of costing under various wage systems. (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 44-56.)

WOODS, CUTHBERT B. Methods of wage payment as related to costs (bonus procedure). (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 57-65.)
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
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**Bonus**


ATKINSON, LYNN S. Simple bonus system effective. *Engineering and contracting*, July 2, 1924, p. 49.


BECK, EARL. Installing wage-incentive systems that work. (In *Production control and cost finding*, ch. 5, p. 3-22.)


BONUS payments to groups of employees mean better wages, higher costs. *Illustrated manufacturers’ associations monthly bulletin*, Dec. 6, 1926.

BONUS plan—glass. 1 typewritten page.

BONUS plan applied to tool department. *Iron age*, Nov. 6, 1924, p. 1219.


BONUSES to non-selling service departments and office employees. (In Controllers’ congress, National retail dry goods association. *Report and digest of the proceedings*, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923, p. 121-4.)


DELANY, JAMES H. How to sell a bonus plan to workers—and have it stay sold. (In *Production control and cost finding*, ch. 2, v. 5, p. 11-22.)


HORNE, A. Salary and bonus plan is a winner. *Dry goods executive*, Nov. 28, 1926, p. 17.

JENSEN, ANDREW. Wage incentive for non-productive workers. *Industrial management*, June 1927, p. 3-4.


METROPOLITAN life insurance company. Bonus and the budget. New York, Metropolitan life insurance company, Policyholders service bureau, Group insurance division. 8p. (Report no. 83.)


MOODY, RALPH D. Extra incentive wage plans of the electric railway and light company. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. *(Production executives series, no. 18.)


OWEN, H. S. Experience with the Halsey premium plan. New York, American management association, c1925. 11p. *(Production executives series, no. 13.)


ROWLEY, A. W. Extra incentives for foremen in the Harder manufacturing company. New York, American management association, c1926. 11p. *(Production executives series, no. 15.)


WOODS, KEITH B. Methods of wage payment as related to costs (bonus procedure). (In National association of cost accountants. *Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourteenth conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.*, Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923, p. 57-65.)
WAGES, FEES, ETC.—Bonus.—(Continued)


Piece work

BECHTEL, V. R. Methods of wage payment as related to costs (a differential piece-rate plan). (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923, p. 313-21.)


PIERCE-RICHARDSON as a system for wage payment. Woodworker, Apr., 1926, p. 45.


STONE, C. N. Deere and company’s piece work system. American management association, c1925. 8p.

Premium

See Wages, fees, etc. Bonus.

Profit sharing


BOSTON consolidated gas company. Profit sharing with employees. (Production executives series, no. 20.)


CHARLES, S. F. Profit sharing or wage incentives, which? Woodworker, Oct., 1925, p. 88-9.


HARRISON, C. M. Dividing the profits; Andersen lumber company. Printers ink monthly, Aug., 1926, p. 17-19.


HEILMAN, RALPH E. Profit sharing. New York, American management association, c1925. 10p. (Production executives’ series, no. 8.)

HEILMAN, RALPH E. Profit sharing as a method of compensation. New York, National association of cost accountants, Feb., 2, 1925. 15p. (N.A.C.A. bulletin, v. 6, no. 11.)


INTERNATIONAL harvester company. Statement as of Jan. 1, 1921, concerning the International harvester company’s profit sharing and kindred systems. New York, Farrar and brookhiser, c1924.


JOHNSON, GEORGE F. President’s letters to his workers, how should profits be divided? System, Dec., 1924, p. 724-8.


MULLIN, S. S. Now we have no more ten o’clock salesmen; Dallas paper company profit sharing plan. Sales management, Nov., 28, 1925, March 1926, p. 212-3.


PITTSBURGH steel foundry corporation. Profit sharing and co-partnership plan for purchase of stock by employees under the reorganization plan of the Pittsburgh steel foundry corporation. Glassport, Pa., 1925. 4p.


RUTHERFORD, H. R. How the principle of profit sharing has been developed in banks and trust companies; results obtained from various plans. Trust companies, Jan., 1924, p. 9-12.


Stock distributing

AMERICAN telephone and telegraph company. Employees’ stock plan; a plan for subscriptions for stock, May 1, 1921, including amendments to May 8, 1925. New York, American telephone and telegraph company, 7p.

AMERICAN telephone and telegraph company. Employees’ stock plan; a plan for subscriptions for stock of the American telephone and telegraph company, May 1, 1921, including amendments to Sept., 30, 1922. New York, American telephone and telegraph company, 6p.


DU PONT de Nemours and company. 1925 stock investment plan; adopted Nov. 17, 1924. 7p.
INDEX
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DU PONT de Nemours and company. Savings plan; adopted Nov. 17, 1924. 6p.

ELECTRIC storage battery company. Plan to aid employees to become stockholders. Apr. 1923.


INTERNATIONAL harvester company. Stock ownership and investment plan. Chicago., Ill., July 1, 1924.

NATIONAL association of corporation training. Employee stock-ownership plans. New York, National association of corporation training, 1921. 108p. (Confidential report series; Report no. 7.)


PULLMAN company. Employees stock purchase plan. Chicago, Ill., The company, 1925. 4p.


ROCK ISLAND lines. Stock purchase plan. Chicago, Ill., The company. 3p.

STANDARD oil company. Stock purchasing plan for employees. ed. 4, Louisville, Ky., The company. 16p.

TIDE water oil company. Plan by which employees may buy stock of Tidel water oil company. New York, The company, 1925. 10p.

UNION PACIFIC system. Employees’ stock purchase plan. Omaha, Nebr., The company. 3p.


WAGES in the United States. National industrial conference board, incorporated.

WAGNER, E. H.

How can I make a client understand that the work performed has its limitations? Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, March 16, 1925, p. 9–10 (abstract).

WAGNER, EDWARD S.


WAGNER, HERBERT A.

Accounting operations and public relations. (In National electric light association. Proceedings, 1924. p. 385–9.)

WAITE, L. M.


WAIVERS, credits and refunds. Staub, Walter A.

AKEFIELD, E. E.


WALDEN, CHARLES F.


WALDO, FRANK


WALDO, RUSSELL J.


WALDRON, FREDERICK A.


Plant maintenance. (In Management’s handbook. 1924, p. 1035–80.)

Simplified factory accounting and routing. New York, Ronald press company, c1925. 133p. (Romo graph library no. 35.)

WALKER, C. C.


WALKER, C. E.


WALKER, CARBIS A.


WALKER, EDMUND.

Filing capital stock tax returns. Fourth estate, Nov. 7, 1925.

WALKER, F. S.


WALKER, FORREST.

Some practical objections to compulsory publicity of accounts of industrial enterprises. American economic review (supplement), March 1927, p. 34–6.

WALKER, FRANK R.

How practical forms increase contractors profits. Chicago, Frank R. Walker company, c1924. 64p.

Practical accounting and cost keeping for contractors; illustrating and describing in easy, understandable language, bookkeeping and accounting system for contractors, giving complete instructions and examples of the proper methods of keeping time and compiling costs on all classes of construction work. Chicago, Ill., Frank R. Walker company. 1924. 169p.

WALKER, G. H.


WALKER, PERCY H.


WALKER, R. G.

Governmental budget as an instrument of control. Accounting review, June 1926, p. 20–47.


WALKER, W.


WALKER, W. B.


WALKER, WILLIAM L.


WALKLEY, W. G., AND ARCUS, J. L.

 Solicitors’ accounts and audits. Wellington, Accountancy and educational publications, ltd.
WALL, ALEXANDER
Observations from the credit departments. (In Association of reserve city bankers. Proceedings, fifteenth annual convention, Atlanta, Ga., Apr. 28-30, 1926. p. 68-81.)
WALLACE, D. G.
Rural 6,000-volt line costs $1,393 per mile. Electrical world, Sept. 30, 1923, p. 611.
WALLACE, G. W.
WALLACE, JOHN G.
Had no cost system and so they died. Typhoid vaccine bulletin, July 30, 1923, p. 275-6.
WALLACE, L. W., AND HOLDEN, PAUL E.
Tables and statistics. (In Management's handbook, 1924, p. 3-80.)
WALLACE, WILLIAM CARROLL
See Rosenkampff, Arthur Henry, joint author.
WALLER, ALLEN G., AND WEISS, HARRY B.
Costs, profits and practices of sweet potato industry in New Jersey, 1922. Trenton, New Jersey department of agriculture. Bureau of statistics and inspection, 1923. 55p. (Circular no. 70.)
WALLER, O. L.
Cost of pumping for irrigation. Pullman, State college of Washington extension service, 1923, 23p. (Washington agricultural extension bulletin 103.)
WALLIS, PERCY
Accounts of the coal trade. Accountant, May 1, 1926, p. 629-30.
WALNUTS
See Nuts.
WALSH, DANIEL P.
Use of punch cards in accounting and statistical work. (In National association of mutual casualty companies and National association of automotive mutual insurance companies. Accounting, office management and statistical conference, Hotel Astor, New York City, Apr. 9 and 10, 1926. p. 9-30.)
WALSH, J. S.
WALSH, M. B.
WALTERS, F. Y.
WALTERS, R. T.
Four years of report suggested by section 113 of the companies consolidation act, 1908. Accountant, May 21, 1927, p. 785-8.
WALTERS, R. T.
WALTHER, JOHN L.
Operation control through a cost system; results secured in producing dress goods and cloth. Management and administration, Dec. 1923, p. 709-14.
WALTON, VICTOR
WALTON SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
ADVANCED accounting. 2v. Chicago, Ill., Walton school of commerce.
COST accounting. Chicago, Ill., Walton school of commerce.
1925 federal income and profits tax procedure and accounting. Chicago, Ill., c1924-25.
1926 federal income tax course. Chicago, Ill., Walton school of commerce, c1926-27 (not pagd).
RADIO department lectures, 1925.
TREATISE on American business law. 7v. Chicago, Ill., Walton school of commerce, 1918-21. (Walton series, Business law.) Contents: v.1, Elementary law; contracts by Frank Hall Childs. v. 2, Agency; partnership by Frank Hall Childs. v. 3, Sales, negotiable instruments by Frank Hall Childs. v. 4, Property, real and personal. v. 5, Unfair competition by Frank Hall Childs; Bailments and carriers by John B. Heinemann. v. 6, Corporations by John B. Heinemann; Debtor and creditor bankruptcy by Nathan S. Blumberg. v. 7, Banks and banking, insurance, surety, and guaranty by Nathan S. Blumberg.
WAR and cost systems. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Dec. 12, 1918.
WAR-tax service, 1924. Corporation trust company.
WARBASSE, AGNES D.
A B C of co-operative housing. New York, Co-operative league, 1924. 20p.
WARD, CHARLES A.
Selling electric truck transportation. Electric light and power, July 1925, p. 74-80.
When comparing electrics with horses, use the same cost basis. Power wagon, Sept. 1925, p. 65-7.
WARD, GILBERT
WARD, GORDON H.
WARD, J. S. M.
How trade has been gained by using statistics. Accountant, Dec. 20, 1924, p. 913-7.
WARD, R. F.
WARD, WALTER
WARDAUGH, JOHN B.


WARDWELL, SHELDON E.


WARE, G. ANDREW


Budgetary control and standard costs in the newprint paper industry. *New York, National association of cost accountants*, Nov. 15, 1927. p. 267-77. *(N. A. C. A. bulletin, v. 9, no. 6, section I.)*


WAREHOUSE accounting and auditing. Saxe, Emanuel.

WAREHOUSING general merchandise. American warehousemen's association.

WARK, JOHN L.


WARMING, JANS


WARNER, L. P.

Trailer economy saves brick company $124,000 in one year. *Power wagon*, Aug. 1924, p. 31-3.

WARNER, A. O.


Company law as it affects accountants. *Accountant*, June 14, 1924, p. 973-80.


WARNEN, G. F.


---

AND OTHERS

Cost accounts for six years on some successful New York farms; in co-operation with the Bureau of agricultural economics of the United States department of agriculture. Ithaca, N. Y., Agricultural experiment station, Cornell university, Feb. 1923. 139p. *(Bulletin 414.)*

WARNEN, JAMES S.

What will the next five years bring forth in hotel construction? *Hotel management*, Nov. 1926, p. 375-80.

WARNEN, P. D.


WARNEN, PHILLIP BARTON


WARNEN, ROBERT E.


WARNEN, THOMAS

Inventory as a tool of management. *Factory*, Jan. 1924, p. 33-4, 86.

WARNEN, WILLIS D. P.


WARSHOW, H. T.


WARSHOW, H. T.


WASHBURN, EARLE L.

WASHBURN, H. L.
Keeping maintenance cost as an aid to highway development. Good roads, July 1924, p. 3-5.

WASHBURN, R. S.

WASHING MACHINES
Costs
UNITED STATES. Federal trade commission, Washing machines. (In its Report on the house furnishings industry. v. 3. p. 25-63, 308-14.)

WASHINGTON, GEORGE
Upson, Alfred F. George Washington, the accountant. Face student, Feb. 1926, p. 3-6.

WASHINGTON (STATE)
BOARD OF TRADE
ANNUAL report, 1924.

DEPARTMENT OF EFFICIENCY
FINANCIAL history of the state of Washington for the period statehood to March 31, 1921. 2v.

INSPECTION AND SUPERVISION OF PUBLIC OFFICES, BUREAU OF
UNIFORM system of accounts and general instructions for state departments and institutions. Olympia, Wash., 1920. 48p.

LICENSES, DEPARTMENT OF
LAW governing license or registration as certified public accountant. 1924. 8p.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS, DIVISION OF
STATEMENT of taxes, 1922, 1923, 1924.

SECRETARY OF STATE

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
RULES of board, 1923 amendment. 1 typewritten page.

STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
MINUTES and official proceedings, 1925.

SUPERVISOR OF BANKING
ANNUAL reports, 1924, 1925, 1926.

TAXATION AND EXAMINATION, DEPARTMENT OF. DIVISION OF BANKING
BANKING and trust company laws, 1921: amendments 1926 and 1927. 125p. + 38p. + 34p.

WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

WASHINGTON RAILWAY AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PLAN for the organization and operation of the pension system of the Washington railway and electric company and subsidiary companies including Potomac electric power company; approved by board of directors Apr. 23, 1925. 7p.

WASHINGTON RAILWAY RELIEF ASSOCIATION
CONSTITUTION and by-laws; revised July 26, 1926. 16p.
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WATERWORKS—(Continued)

MAFFITT, McKean. Waterworks office system. Engineering and contracting (waterworks), Apr. 1927, 159-60.


Accounting


CROWLEY, C. M. Up-to-date waterworks accounting system. Engineering and contracting, June 10, 1925, p. 1279-87.


EVANS, E. EARL. Accounting as an aid to the executive head. 5 typewritten pages.


HAMMOND, W. M. Accounting methods and procedure for electric, gas and water utilities. Chicago, La Salle extension university, 1925, 412p.


Uniform classification

CALIFORNIA. Railroad commission. Annual report (electric, gas and water utilities) to the Railroad commission of California for the year ending... 1927.

MAINE. Public utilities commission. Uniform classification of accounts for water companies, effective July 1, 1915, revised to Dec. 31, 1918. Augusta, Me., 1918. 52p.

NEW JERSEY. Public utility commissioners. Uniform classification of accounts for water utilities; for the revised issue effective Jan. 1, 1925. Trenton, N. J., 1924. 80p.


Auditing

CASTENHOLZ, William B. Water companies. (In his Auditing procedure. 1925. p. 260-1.)

Cost accounting


Costs

ARMSTRONG, L. V. Lowering pumping costs in small waterworks. Fire and water engineering, July 2, 1924, p. 11-2. 40.


COST of delivering water. Engineering and contracting, March 11, 1925, p. 540.

COST of operating Ford runabouts by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 108.

COST of operating Ford trucks by a water department. Engineering and contracting, July 9, 1924, p. 73.

COST of treating water at St. Louis. Engineering and contracting, Sept. 9, 1925, p. 596.


COST of water main construction at Pasadena, Calif. Engineering and contracting, Apr. 9, 1924, p. 761.

COST of water purification at Columbus, O. Engineering and contracting (waterworks), Aug. 1926, p. 1066.

COULTER, WALDO S. Have water rates kept pace with operating costs? Fire and water engineering, July 2, 1925, p. 153-4.

COUPLE of pages from recent waterworks reports. Engineering and contracting, May 14, 1924, p. 1058-60.


HILL, NICHOLAS S. Comparison of cost of purchasing and installing meters and of additional water supply. American city, July, Aug. 1923, p. 8-12, 158-61.
**WATERWORKS—Costs** (Continued)


**Finance**


**Management**


**Rates**


**Reports**

CLEVELAND. Public utilities, Department of. Report, 1925, division of water and heat. Cleveland, Ohio.


**Valuation**


**WATERWORKS** practice. American waterworks association.

WATKINS, ALLEN


WATKINS, EDGAR

Better business morals will reduce credit frauds. *Pace student*, May 1925, p. 89.

WATKINS, JOEL H.


WATSON, ROY


WATSON, WILLIAM


WATTERSON, R. J.


WATTERSON, R. J.


WATTS, E. M.


WAYNE, B. R.


WE even budget our factory forms. Keith, James P.


WEALE, G. J.

WEALTH of the Indies. Armistead, George.

WEALTH, public debt and taxation. United States Census, Bureau of.


WEBB, F. A.
How we came to invest in electrics for retail milk delivery. Power wagon, Feb. 1927, p. 73-4.

WEBB, JAMES A.
Appraisal of city property. (In Real estate handbook, 1925, p. 35-61.)

WEBB, WARFIELD

WEBER, A.
Foundry refinements reduce auto costs. Foundry, March 1, 1925, p. 178-9, 188.

WEBER, WILLIAM

WEBERG, CHESTER L.
Address delivered before a regional meeting of the American institute of accountants, Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1924. 5 typewritten pages.

Public accountants' reports from an executive viewpoint; address delivered before regional meeting, American institute of accountants, Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1924. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Feb. 16, 1925, p. 20-1 (rèsumé).

WEBNER, FRANK E.

WEBSTER, W.

WEBSTER, W. R.

WEGER, CHESTER E.
Financial budgeting technique. New York, American management association, c.1926. 28p. (Financial executive series, no. 17.)


WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
MACFARLANE, JOHN J.
Conversion tables of foreign and domestic weights, measures and moneys, with comparisons of prices per pound, yard, gallon or bushel, in United States money and prices per kilometer, liter or hectoliter in foreign money, trade terms and abbreviations. ed. 7, rev. and enl. Philadelphia, Pa., Foreign trade bureau, Philadelphia commercial museum, 1924. 108p.


WEIKERT, CLAIRE I.
How we have organized the tent and awning industry for uniform cost accounting. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States, Report, uniform cost accounting conference, Drake hotel, Chicago, Oct. 23, 1923, p. 13-8.)


WEINHOLD, B. M.
Methods of marking merchandise: with discussion. (In Controllers' congress National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 19-22.)

WEIR, PAUL

WEISER, M. R.
Cost finding and departmental efficiency control for power laundry; reprinted from Laundry age, March 1926, p. 10.

Good bookkeeping an aid to departmental efficiency control and cost finding. Starchroom laundry journal, May 15, 1926, p. 182.


One "tongue" needed in cost data; reprinted from Laundry age, Dec. 1925.

WEISS, HARRY B.
See Waller, Allen G., joint author.

WEISS, J. M., AND DOWNS, C. R.
What machinery is necessary for the management of industrial research; an accounting system for a development department and a convincing argument for its use. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Apr. 7, 1924, p. 549-54.

WEISS, W. F.

WEISSINGER, CHARLES
Dodge sale; address delivered before the Furniture dealers' association of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, May 21, 1925. 2 typewritten pages. Bulletin of the American institute of accountants, Sept. 15, 1925, p. 11 (rèsumé).

WELCH, HARVEY L.

WELCH, JAMES F.
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX

WELD, L. D. H.
What size store is most profitable? System, Nov. 1923, p. 571–3.

WELDING
Cost accounting
STANDARDIZING cost-finding methods. Foundry, June 1, 1924, p. 448–9.

Costs


WELLINGTON, C. OLIVER
Crime tendency in business; an address before the Rotary club of Boston, Jan. 7, 1925. 10 typewritten pages.

WELLS, H. G.
Rate structures with a service charge. American gas association monthly, July 1924, p. 387–94.

WELLS, RALPH G.
Producing sterling silverware with material loss of only 1/4 of 1%. Manufacturing industries, Dec. 1926, p. 439–42.

WELLS, ROY T.

WELLS, FARGO AND COMPANY
Benefit and pension system; effective June 1, 1916. 15p.

WELSH, JAMES W.

WELSON, J. B., AND HAMMOND, E. J.

WELTI, R. J., AND AMIDON, L. CLEVELAND

WENDT, EDWIN F.

WENDT, WILLIAM H.

WENNERLUND, E. KARL
Quantity control of inventories. Management and administration, June 1924, p. 651–82.

WENTWORTH, IRVING

WERMUTH, CHARLES E.

WERTS, JOHN DE M.

WERTZLER, L. J.

WESS, HAROLD B.
Merchandise control; a scientific method for reduction of overhead and the elimination of dead stocks. New York, Dry goods economist, 1925. 126p.

WEST, A.
See Harris, G. G., joint author.

WEST, G. S.

WEST, WILLIAM H.

WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
NATIONAL reporter company. St. Paul, Minn. West publishing co. Apr. 1924 to date.

WEST VIRGINIA
H 350, regarding the examining and licensing of accountants, introduced Jan. 26, 1925. (Not passed.)

ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
LAW relating to the examination for certificate as certified public accountant and rules and regulations of the board of examiners. 9p.

BANK COMMISSIONER

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

STATE BOARD OF CONTROL
BIENNIAL report, 1920 (2 v.)

STATE TAX COMMISSIONER

WEST addresses alumni association. Pace student, May 1926, p. 10–1.

WEST will address accountants Saturday. New York commercial, Apr. 14, 1926, p. 2.
WESTBROOK, F. A.

WESTBY-NUNN, EDWARD

WESTFIELD, RAY B.
See also Chapman, John M., joint author.

WESTERN
Australia land tax and income tax, no. 41 of 1922, as amended by no. 17 of 1923, an act to impose a land tax and an income tax; assented to Dec. 23, 1922. Australia.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
PLAN for employees’ pensions, disability benefits and death benefits, Manufacturers’ junction railway company. Western electric company, inc., American telephone and telegraph company and associated and allied companies, Jan. 1, 1924. New York, The company.

WESTERN RAILWAYS’ COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS
RAILROAD facts, no. 3. Chicago, Ill. Western railways’ committee on public relations, Apr. 1925, 48p.
RAILROAD facts, no. 4. Chicago, Ill. Western railways’ committee on public relations, June 1926, 62p.
RAILROAD facts, no. 5. Chicago, Ill. Western railways’ committee on public relations, 1927, 84p.
TRUTH about the railroads. Chicago, Ill., Western railways committee on public relations, May 1923, 82p.

WESTERN STATES TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION
DIGEST of proceedings, Western states tax payers conference held at San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6-7, 1924, 19p.
RESOLUTION adopted by the Western states taxpayers conference held in San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 6-7, 1924.

WESTFOLD-SCOTT, E.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
CERTIFICATE of membership in the relief fund and regulations governing relief department. Pittsburgh, Pa., The company, 33p.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ACTIVITIES beneficial to employees. 16p.

WESTON, R. A.

WESTON, WILLIAM B.
Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the investment bank credit man. *Certified public accountant*, Jan. 1927, p. 12-3.

WESTRON, CHARLES W.

WETHERALL, A.

WETTACK, FRANK S.

WETTON, W.

WHARTON, MEL
Three efficiency ideas that make this fleet a model to study. *Power wagon*, Apr. 1927, p. 5-10.

WHARTON, T. F.

WHAT a business man should know about printing and bookmaking. Conkey (W. B.) company.

WHAT a cost-finding system has done for us. Connett, E. V.


WHAT advantage is gained by studying to qualify for membership of one of the recognised accountancy institutes? Australian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1924, p. 35.


WHAT are profits? Silvester, Reginald F.


WHAT constitutes doing business by a corporation in states foreign to the state of its creation, revised to Oct. 1, 1924. Corporation trust company.

WHAT cost systems can and should do for you. *Dry goods merchants trade journal*, May 1921, p. 26.

WHAT do you mean—month? the demand for a sensible calendar is spreading rapidly and warrants careful study by retailers. *Bulletin, National retail dry goods association*, Dec. 1926, p. 8-9, 38.

WHAT does it cost to do business? National automobile dealers association.

WHAT does it cost to feed a calf? *Dairy farmer*, June 1, 1923, p. 23.

WHAT information does the banker want in connection with commercial loans? Johnson, Walter H.


WHAT is a certified public accountant? Pace student, Dec. 1926, p. 8-9.

WHAT is a certified public accountant? his profession defined—his function in the business world—his value in securing credit, cost finding, tax reports, and in locating and lessening defalcations. Watertown (N. Y.) standard, Feb. 20, 1926.


WHAT is an "accountant?" Indian accountant, Nov. 1924, p. 234.


WHAT is cost of freight train delays? Railway age, Apr. 12, 1924, p. 925-6.

WHAT is good for our souls? Journal of accountancy, Nov. 1927, p. 262.

WHAT is gross profit? Australasian accountant and secretary, Jan. 1926, p. 23.


WHAT is revealed by our power questionnaire? Industrial management, March 1925, p. 177-8.

WHAT is success in life? Hunter, Joel.

WHAT is the basis of a power factor solution? Electrical world, Nov. 3, 1925, p. 898.

WHAT is the matter with accounting? Hatfield, Henry Rand.

WHAT is the rôle of accounting in business? Putnam, L. L.


WHAT is turnover? Australasian accountant and secretary, Feb. 1924, p. 34-5.

WHAT is your cost system doing for you? Chamber of commerce of the United States. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, March 20, 1923.


WHAT it costs to evaporate steam. Factory, Apr. 1927, p. 670.

WHAT it costs to make tin plate. Blast furnace and sheet plant, Nov. 1923, p. 381-2.

WHAT it costs to operate a radio store. Radio retailing, Feb. 1926, p. 159.

WHAT keeps workers contented? Cheney, Charles.


WHAT one newspaper has done to show the cost of government; reprints of a series of special articles and editorials from the Democrat and Chronicle on the cost of government in Rochester and Monroe county, N. Y., New York state and the United States.

WHAT our storekeeping system does for us. Harder co-worker, July 1, 1924.

WHAT price audits. Whitney, Harvey E.

WHAT shall be done to put education for accountancy on a professional basis? Sells, Elijah Watt.

WHAT should be charged to the advertising appropriation? Printers ink, July 15, 1926, p. 96.

WHAT should dictate the rates for gas service. Gas age-record, Nov. 29, 1924, p. 769-71.


WHAT standard accounting system did for Hurlbut. Electrigast, Sept. 1925, p. 43.

WHAT the bankers tell us. Haskins and Sells bulletin, March 1925, p. 18-9.

WHAT the coal commission found. United States. Coal commission.


WHAT the index is. Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1923, p. 120-1.


WHAT to expect in business. Gore, Edward E.

WHAT to read on business. Nebraska university. College of business administration. Committee on business research.

WHAT type of central administrative leadership is essential to business management as defined in this course? Follett, M. P. (In Metcalfe, Henry C., ed. Business management as a profession. 1927. p. 355-69.)


WHAT we think of Morris plan; reprint from United States investor, June 5, 1926. Bennett, Frank P., Jr.


WHAT'S on your cars? Electric traction, Jan. 1924, p. 11.


WHEAT

See also Agriculture.

Statistics


WHEAT flour milling industry. United States. Senate.

WHEAT situation. United States. Agriculture, Secretary of.

WHEELER, BLEECKER L.


Amortization; the final disposition of an important feature of the tax problem. Industrial management, March 1924, p. 163-6.
WHERRY, HENRY P.
New methods increase production 100%. Manufacturing industries, Jan. 1927, p. 41-4.

WHERRY, WILLIAM M.
Some legal aspects of the ratemaking problem. Gas age-record, Feb. 7, 14, 21, 28, March 7, 1925, p. 179-31; 223-4, 248; 257-9; 305-6, 322; 341-3.


WHINNEY, ARTHUR
Directors and financial and statistical control; abstract. Accountant, March 27, 1926, p. 492-3.

WHIPPLE, G. J.
Profit-sharing for house employees. Management, Aug. 1924, p. 52-3, 80.

WHITACRE, JESSIE

WHITAKER, JOHN R.
See Doubmann, J. Russell, joint author.

WHITE, B. P.
 Financing imports and exports. Accounting, commerce and insurance, May 1925, p. 34-6.

WHITE, E. M.

WHITE, EDWARD

WHITE, FRANK

WHITE, J. ANDREW
Where is the danger line in retail costs? Radio retailing, June 1926, p. 564-6.

WHITE, JEROME C.

WHITE, JOSEPH L.
Analysis of equipment maintenance expenses. Railway age, March 1, 1924, p. 507-10.
Analysis of railroad operations. New York, Simmons-Boardman publishing company, c1925. 381p.
Analysis of the cost of freight-car repairs. Railway age, July 5, 1924, p. 21-4.

WHITE, LEE HEYER
Value of the budget to management in the control of operating expenditures; address delivered before the New York state society of certified public accountants, Dec. 1926. 3p. Certified public accountant, Apr. 1927, p. 113-4.
WHITE, LESTER H.

WHITE, M. J.

WHITE, PERCIVAL
See also Hahn, Lewis, and Hayward, Walter S., joint authors.

WHITEHEAD, A.

WHITEHEAD, STANLEY
Local authorities—rating and accounts. Accountants' journal (England), May 1924, p. 60–73.

WHITEHORN, W. J.

WHITELEY, F. OGDEN

WHITESTONE, S. J.

WHITING, GRAFTON
Effect on the industry—the corrugated and fiber box line. (In Chamber of commerce of the United States. Proceedings, second conference on uniform cost accounting, Hotel Astor, New York city, March 25, 26, 1924, p. 12–51.)
Uniform cost accounting and its effect upon the industry. Carton age, Nov. 1924. 577p.

WHITLOW, J. A.

WHITMAN, ARTHUR H.

WHITMAN, J. E.

WHITMAN, ROGER B.

WHITMORE, EUGENE

WHITNEY, HARVEY E.

WHITNEY, N. R.
See Langston, L. H., joint author.

WHITNEY, R. F.

WHITNEY, WILLIAM H.

WITTEMORE, MURRAY
See Controllers' congress of the National retail dry goods association.

WHITTEN, ROBERT H.
Valuation of public service corporations; legal and economic phases of valuation for ratemaking and public purchase. ed. 2, revised and enlarged by Delos F. Wilcox. New York, Banks law publishing company, 1928. 2v. 2081p.

WHITTON, F. E.

WHITWORTH, CHARLES R.
WHITWORTH, CHARLES R.—(Continued)

WHO has the small overhead? Typotheta bulletin, July 16, 1923, p. 253.
WHO is the owner of the accountant’s work sheets? Phax, Sept. 1926, p. 7.
WHOLESALE distribution costs of rubber goods. India rubber world, Jan. 1, 1926, p. 196.
WHOLESALE prices of plumbing fixtures. United States. Commerce, Department of.
WHOLESALE prices of plumbing fixtures show relatively little change, but average $2.4 higher than in 1915. Commercial and financial chronicle, May 17, 1924, p. 2377.

WHOLESALE TRADE
See also Names of various trades, e.g., Shoe trade. HOW to run a wholesale business at a profit; a report. ed. 1, rev. Chicago, Ill., A. W. Shaw company, c1925. 222p.
NEBRASKA university. College of business administration. Committee on business research. Credit control in wholesale distribution. 1925. 24p. (Nebraska studies in business, no. 11.)

Accounting
ALTMAN, GEORGE T. Recording sales transactions. New York, Ronald press company, c1924. 92p. (Monograph Library no. 23.)
THOMPSON, WILLIAM RODNEY. System for a wholesale house. (In his Accounting systems, their design and installation. 1926, p. 431–91.)

Costs
WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-ups that yield the most profit. Advertising and selling forthrightly, Sept. 1925, p. 36, 78.

Statistics
PRODUCER gets $67 of consumer’s $1. Apparel gazette (Los Angeles, Calif.), Dec. 24, 1925.
WADSWORTH, RALPH K. Pricing and mark-ups that yield the most profit. Advertising and selling forthrightly, Sept. 23, 1925, p. 36, 78.

WHO’S who in America; a biographical dictionary of notable living men and women of the United States. v. 13, 1924–25. Chicago, A. N. Marquis & company, c1924.
WHO’S who in the Detroit board of commerce; from the Detroit. 2p.
WHO’S who, 1926; an annual biographical dictionary with which is incorporated “Men and women of the time.” London, A. & C. Black, ltd., c1926. 3218p.
WHY a bank’s directors are its real administrators. Castenholz, William B.
WHY accountancy is a profession. Dolge, William.
WHY an accounting system? Newberger, Samuel.
WHY and how of the clearing house examiner system. American bankers’ association.
WHY balance sheets are audited. Bulletin of the California state society of certified public accountants, March 1926.
WHY corporations flock to Delaware. Phax, Nov. 1926, p. 1, 2, 12–3.
WHY cost figures changed our 165-year-old policies. Phillips, E. S.
WHY does rossed wood cost more than peeled wood? Paper trade journal, Apr. 19, 1923, p. 54.
WHY good-will was not appraised for Kodak’s sale of factories. Printers ink, Aug. 7, 1924, p. 10, 12.
WHY juniors remain clerks. Pace, Homer S.
WHY keep cost accounts? Moffitt, Earl L.
WHY not have the facts beforehand? Orange Judd farmer, Jan. 15, 1923, p. 28, 48.
WHY not lessen the evils of present taxation? Sells, Elijah Watt.
WHY our road-maintenance costs are increasing so rapidly. Petty, Ben H.
WHY pay employees with cash? Boston chamber of commerce.

WHY reparation payments upset world trade. Ruark, Fletcher.

WHY statistics? Parsons, Floyd.


WHY the budget? Vich, Walter F.

WHY the increasing loss? Haskins and Sells bulletin, Sept. 1924, p. 70-1.

WHY turnover is important. Druggist, Feb. 1925, p. 53.

WHY western railways cannot reduce rates. Felton, Samuel M.

WHY you should know what other hotels are doing. Hotel accountants' association.


WICKERSHAM, CORNELIUS W. Treatise on stock without par value, of ordinary business corporations. Albany, Matthew Bender and company, inc., 1927. 188p.


WIG, JOSEPH Surfaced four sides, a few remarks on the lumber industry. American appraisal news, Feb. 1924, p. 35-43.


WIGHTMAN, EARL C. See Glover, James W., joint author.


Activities of American institute. American accountant, Feb. 1927, p. 34.


Educational program of the institute. (In American association of university instructors in accounting. Papers and proceedings, 1924, p. 33-6.)


Research program. Accounting review, March 1926, p. 45-60.


WILDIT, E. H.

WILEY, ALBERT J.

WILEY, GEORGE M.
Analysis of school costs, including local and state expenditures, 1917 to 1923. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1924. 40p. (Bulletin no. 897.)
Instructional school costs in cities and villages of New York state. Albany, N. Y., University of the state of New York, 1925. 24p. (Bulletin no. 834.)

WILEY, RODMAN

WILEY, ACCOUNTING SERIES

WILKES, JAMES T.

WILKINSON, A. O.

WILKINSON, ADAM

WILKINSON, GEORGE

WILKINSON, NOEL

WILKINSON, W.

WILKINSON, W. C.
Auditing with cash registers. (In Controllers' congress, national retail dry goods association. Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 77-8.)

WILL contest. Judd, Orrin R.
WILL discuss legality of trade association work. New York journal of commerce, March 22, 1924.

WILL study federal income tax. Providence magazine, Sept. 1925, p. 413.

WILL the accountant become the adviser of the business man? Pace, Homer S.

WILLARD, RAYMOND D.

WILLARD, REX E.
Farm costs and farm organization. Fargo, N. D., North Dakota agricultural college, agricultural division, 1923. 8p. (Circular 57.)

WILLATT, W. A.

WILLETT, ALLAN H.

WILLETT, GLENN


WILLIAMS, C. B.

WILLIAMS, C. C.

WILLIAMS, CHARLES A.
See also Cutter, William O., joint author.
Human element in material control. New York, National association of cost accountants, Aug. 1, 1925. 9p. (Official publications, v. 6, no. 23.)

WILLIAMS, D. O.

WILLIAMS, F. E.

WILLIAMS, FRANK H.
Operating plan of large creamery fleet of electric trucks. Power wagon, Sept. 1926, p. 68-72.

WILLIAMS, FRED M.

WILLIAMS, GEORGE C.

WILLIAMS, H. LIONEL
Cost by units and not by buses. Operation and maintenance, Aug. 10, 1926, p. 23, 39.
WILLIAMS, H. LIONEL—(Continued)
Frequent inspection, the secret of successful bus maintenance. Operation and maintenance, May 10, 1926, p. 10-1, 50.
74 cents a good net profit per truck-day. Motor transport, June 10, 1925, p. 35.

WILLIAMS, H. S.

WILLIAMS, HENRY H.

WILLIAMS, J. E.
Costing and cost accounts for wool textiles; revised by E. Sudworth. London, Gee and company, 1927. 70p.

WILLIAMS, JOHN H.

WILLIAMS, R. B.

WILLIAMS, ROBERT T.

WILLIAMS, RUSSELL BYRON
Proper care of stock parts, tools and supplies. Dun's international review, June 1926, p. 58-60.
Space-saving ways to protect supplies and stocks. Store operation, June 1926, p. 9-11.

WILLIAMS, S. H.
Income tax and the merchant; convention of Texas retail dry goods association, San Antonio, Texas, June 10, 1925. 25p.

WILLIAMS, THOMAS A.

WILLIAMS, W. W.
Duties and opportunities of a traveling storekeeper. Railway review, July 5, 1924, p. 6-7.

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAMSON, A.


WILLIAMSON, B. A.
Method of calculating electrolysis depreciation; means of determining rate of decay in metals subject to electrolysis, offered to fill urgent need. Journal of electricity, May 15, 1925, p. 367.

WILLIAMSON, RUTHERFORD

WILLINGS, G. C.
Sales budget practices and principles. New York, American management association, cl925. 10p. (Sales executives series, no. 22.)

WILLIS, B. A.
What do you know of your assets? Rural New Yorker, Jan. 9, 1926, p. 37.

WILLIS, BAILEY
Underwriting earthquake hazards; read before the 49th annual meeting of the Fire underwriters' association of the Pacific. 15p.

WILLOUGHBY, W. F.

WILLS

WILLSON, C. O.
Cost of refining a barrel of crude; factors entering into refinery costs and production of a gallon of gasoline, set forth in non-technical terms. Oil industry's answer. p. 53-8.

WILLY, JOHN
Hotel monthly rack and card system and other hotel office supplies. Chicago, Ill., John Willy, c1924. 64p.

WILMETH, GEORGE M.

WILMOT, HAROLD

WILSON, A. J.

WILSON, A. J. H.
WILSON, ANDREW J.

WILSON, C. N., AND HEISMAN, M. J.
System of accounts for co-operative warehouses. Madison, Wis., Wisconsin department of markets, 1925. 35p.

WILSON, E. F.

WILSON, ELLA GRANT

WILSON, GEORGE

WILSON, GORDON

WILSON, H. C.
Keeping road maintenance costs. Engineering and contracting (roads and streets), May 1927, p. 204.

WILSON, H. L.
Treatment of surplus from appreciation of depreciable property. Haskins and sells bulletin, July 1927, p. 50–3.

WILSON, J. MCKINLEY

WILSON, JAMES J.
Legal problems and professional opportunities for the C. P. A. Certified public accountant, May 1923, p. 106–9.

WILSON, M. L., AND MURDOCK, H. E.
Reducing the cost of Montana's dry-land wheat harvest. Bozeman, Mont., Montana state college, 1924. 53p. (Agricultural extension bulletin 71.)

WILSON, NORMAN

WILSON, P. B.
Executive and the cost accountant; different kinds of information required by plant superintendent, manager and president. Monetary times, Apr. 17, 1925, p. 18.

WILSON, P. McC.

WILSON, PAUL H.

WILSON, R. A.
Cheque and kindred banking instruments. Accountant, Jan. 12, 1924, p. 64–8.

WILSON, R. H., AND MUELLER, W. A.

WILSON, RICHARD P.
See Carpenter, Harry J., joint author.

WILSON, WILBUR M.

WINCHELL, PRENTICE

WINCHELL, S. D.

WINCHESTER, J. F.
Factors in the economic operation of large fleets. Power wagon, June 1924, p. 5–9.

WINDER, A.

WINDING-UP, COLESWORTHY, H. E.

WING, DAVID L.
Figures tell story of coal industry's struggle to adjust itself following the war. Coal age, Apr. 30, 1925, p. 635–7.

WINGATE, JOHN W.
See Brisco, Norris A., joint author.

WINHALT, E.

WINKLER, W. O.

WINS right to earn eight per cent on present value retirement, reserves should not be deducted from reproduction cost in fixing present value, right of gas company to fix and promulgate reasonable rates sustained in Michigan. American gas association information service, May 1925.

WINSLET, VICTOR G.
Organisation and management of a restaurant; from Accountants' journal. Australasian accountant and secretary, Apr. 1926, p. 122.
WINSLET, VICTOR G.—(Continued)


WINTER, S. G.


WINTERMUTE, LEWIS


WINTERS, GEORGE F.


WIPRUD, A. C.


WIRE

Cost accounting


Costs


Statistics


WIRELESS

See Radio.

WIRING profits; an analysis of mark-up and net profits for different classes of electrical construction; based on seventy replies received to a recent questionnaire. *Electricalist*, Aug. 1924, p. 34–5.

WISCONSIN


BANKING, COMMISSIONER OF

ANNUAL report of the condition of the building and loan associations. 1921, 1925.

BANKING law and other laws relating to and governing the organization of banks and conduct of the banking business, revised to Sept. 1, 1925, with amendments, Madison, Wis., 1927. 195p.


INSURANCE, COMMISSIONER OF

INSURANCE laws as amended by the legislative session of 1927. Madison, Wis., 1927. 353p.

MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF


KIRCH, WILLIAM. History and accomplishments of the Wisconsin cheese producers' federation. Madison, Wis., Wisconsin department of markets, Nov. 15, 1925. 23p. (Bulletin no. 5, 5, 6.)


RAILROAD COMMISSION

ANNUAL report of securities division. 1923–24.

UNIFORM classification of accounts for water utilities (classes A and B) effective Jan. 1, 1925. Madison, Wis., 1924. 103p.

WISCONSIN statistics relating to the regulation of railroads, including street and interurban railways, express and telegraph companies and common carriers by automobile. Madison, Wis., 1924.

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY


EXAMINATION, May 1923.

EXAMINATION, Nov. 1925.

1925 rules and regulations. 1p.

OFFICIAL notice, 1925. C. P. A. examination, Nov. 4, 5 and 6, 1p.

RULES and regulations of the board 1923, 1 typewritten page.

TAX COMMISSION

BULLETIN no. 18, aggregate year ended June 30, 1923. Madison, Wis., 1923. 46p.


INHERITANCE tax laws, with notes of decisions, opinions and rulings, 1925. Madison, Wis., 1925. 59p.


WISCONSIN tax laws; a compilation of the general laws of the state relating to the assessment and collection of taxes, including all amendments to date; with explanatory notes and decisions. Madison, Wis., 1920. 221p.

WISCONSIN tax system. Madison, Wis., 1923. 100p.

UNIVERSITY OF

ACCOUNTING methods. 3 typewritten pages + forms.

PRELIMINARY list of books on accounting, retailing, marketing, salesmanship and sales management, business correspondence, advertising. Madison, Wis., University of Wisconsin, 1925. Typewritten.

WISCONSIN dealers hear about cost system. American lumberman, July 4, 1925, p. 45.

WISCONSIN income tax law; interpretation, rulings and court decisions. Nelson, Henry B.

WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CONSTITUTION and by-laws; adopted Dec. 18, 1922.

MESSAGE to the bankers of Wisconsin.
WISCONSIN university starts a cost survey; in cooperation with Secretary R. G. Nuss, Prof. F. H. Elwell begins accounting study in retail farm equipment field. Implement and tractor trade journal, Feb. 7, 1925, p. 9, 22.


WISHART, W. C.

WISSLER, WILLIS

WITHERSPOON, J. J.

WITHEY, S. HOWARD


WITHYCOMBE, ROBERT
See Potter, E. L., joint author.

WITLEY, S. HOWARD


WITTE, E. E.
Summary of some features of the federal and state income tax laws and of the model personal income tax law, promulgated by the National tax association. Bulletin of the National tax association, Nov. 1923, p. 43-6.

WOLF, FRED L.

WOLF, H. CARL

WOLF, R. B.

WOLFE, A. B.

WOLFE, A. J.
See Wight, E. V. D., joint author.

WOLFE, FRANK B.

WOLFE, IRA W.
General outline of the proposed association. 20 typewritten pages.

WOLFE, LEE J.

WOLFE, M. S.

WOLFE, O. HOWARD

WOLFE, S. H.
East side, west side, all around town, pay subway deficit. New York herald-tribune, Jan. 25, 1925.

WOLFENDEN, E. S.

WOLFF, GEORGE F.

WOLFF, HERMAN E.

WOLFF, L. R.

WOLFF, RICHARD A.

WOLLABER, A. B.
See Moulton, J. S., joint author.

WOLMAN, ABEL


WOMEN


WOMEN—(Continued)


MISS ETHEL WATTS. Accountant, Jan. 19, 1924, p. 54.


WOMEN accountants. Bookkeeper and auditor, Sept. 1926, p. 11.

WOMEN as public accountants. New York times, Aug. 21, 1923.

WOMEN as public accountants find call for their services. New York times, Apr. 26, 1925.


WOMEN accountants. Bookkeeper and auditor, Sept. 1926, p. 11.

WOMEN as public accountants. New York times, Aug. 21, 1923.

WOMEN as public accountants find call for their services. New York times, Apr. 26, 1925.


WOMEN in Tennessee industries. United States Labor, Department of.


WOMEN’S employment in vegetable canneries in Delaware. United States Labor, Department of.

WOOD, A. ROYAL


WOOD, ALBERT C.


WOOD, C. A.


WOOD, DANA M.


WOOD, F. L.


WOOD, GEORGE H.


WOOD, GILBERT


WOOD, HENRY M.

Trailer shuttle system that cut costs forty per cent. Power wagon, July 1926, p. 45-6.

WOOD, J.


Records from which farm accounts can be prepared and farm bookkeeping systems. Accountants’ magazine, March 1927, p. 195-201.

WOOD, L. A. S.


WOOD, ROY A.

See Godridge, Primus E., joint author.

WOOD, W. R.


WOOD preservers discuss problems at annual convention. Railway engineering and maintenance, Feb. 1925, p. 56-63.


WOODBRIDGE, C. K.

Compensation of salesmen. New York, American management association, c1924. 15p. (Sales executives series, no. 2)

WOODBRIDGE, FREDERICK W.


WOODBURY, W. F.

Treatment of distribution costs. Accounting review, June 1927, p. 124.

WOODHULL, PAULINE

How Habne’s store operates its delivery department. Store operation, Oct. 1925, p. 5-6, 23.

WOODFIELD, C. G.


WOODLOCK, THOMAS F.


WOODS, CLINTON E.


WOODS, J. B. COLLINGS

Social agency and its accounts. Better times, Feb. 4, Apr. 7, June 9, 1924, p. 18b-24a, 26b, 28a; 14b-15a; 15a, 20b-21a; Better times (supplement), p. 11-2, 20.

WOODS, J. T.


WOODS, KEITH B.

Methods of wage payment as related to costs (bonus procedure). (In National association of cost accountants. Yearbook 1923 and proceedings of the fourth international cost conference at Statler hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1923. p. 57-65.)
WOODSON, E. R.  

WOODWARD, E. L.  
See Lacher, W. S., joint author.

WOODWARD, F. G.  

WOODWARD, F. L.  

WOODWARD, JOSEPH H.  
Financing pension plans. New York, American management association, c1926. 28p. (Financial ex. cessities series, no. 19.)

WOODWARD, WALTER H.  

WOODWORK  
See Woodworking.

WOODWORKING  
ADVANTAGES of better bookkeeping. Woodworker, May 1925, p. 38.


SCRIBNER, CHARLES F. Special work done under wage incentive plan. Woodworker, Dec. 1925, p. 49.

Accounting  


Cost accounting  

BARUCH, ALFRED. Distribution of indirect expense. Woodworker, Jan. 1924, p. 70-3.


EASTERN woodworkers cost information bureau. Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, Nov. 20, 1919.


INTERESTING joint meeting of hardwood operators. Lumber trade journal, Feb. 15, 1925, p. 11, 27.


PURVIANE, W. M. Millwork cost system. Woodworker, June 1926, p. 59-60.


Costs  

COST exhibit for mantel. Timberman, Feb. 1926, p. 80.


Statistics  

Stockkeeping  

WOODWORTH, A. E.  

WOOL AND WORSTED  


Cost accounting  


WALTHER, JOHN L. Operation control through a cost system; results secured in producing dress goods and cloth. Management and administration, Dec. 1923, p. 709-14.

WILLIAMS, J. E. Costing and cost accounts for wool textiles; revised by E. Sudworth. London, Gee and company, 1927. 70p.

WOOL BROKERS  
Auditing  
BARTON, ALBERT E. Wool brokers. (In his Australasian auditing. p. 302-3.)

WOOLHOUSE, THOMAS L.  

WOOLLEY, FRED  

WOOLSTON, A. G.  
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

WOOTON, PAUL
Draft bill for compulsory cost return to trade commission. Coal age, Nov. 29, 1923, p. 828.
Legal status of trade associations cleared up by supreme court ruling in Maple flooring and cement cases. Coal, June 11, 1925, p. 879.

WORCESTER, WILLIAM F.

WORD for the examiner. Face student, March 1926, p. 2.


WORK of the cashier’s case. Todman, Frederick S.

WORK order system. Northern states power company of Wisconsin.


WORK room methods and control. Libbey, Leonard W.


WORKABLE classification of office jobs. Boston chamber of commerce.

WORKING out a cost finding system. American lumberman, July 12, 1924, p. 69.

WORKING PAPERS
ACCOUNTANTS’ papers. Phas, Jan.–Feb. 1927, p. 13.
AUDIT schedule and index company. Audit schedule and index to work paper. New York, Audit schedule and index company. c1924. 3p.
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Illustrative audit, working papers. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925. p. 431).
CASTENHOLZ, WILLIAM B. Working papers of an audit. (In his Auditing procedure, 1925. p. 391-6).

IPSWICH mills to get accountant’s sheets. Boston (Mass.) herald, July 13, 1926.
UNITED STATES. Supreme court. First national bank of Mobile, Ala., appellant, vs. the United States of America appellee, appeal from the district court of the United States for the southern district of Alabama. 1924. 30p.
WHO is the owner of the accountant’s worksheets? Phas, Sept. 1926, p. 7.
WORKING papers of accountants; question of ownership; with copy of decision. Associated accountant, Sept. 1927, p. 27-9.
WORKING papers of accountants; question of ownership; with copy of decision. Associated accountant, Sept. 1927, p. 27-9.
WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION
ACKERMAN, SAUL B. Practice of workmen’s compensation insurance; a treatise upon the necessity for and development of workmen’s compensation insurance, together with much information as to its practice. New York, Spectator company, 1925. 699p.
NATIONAL bureau of casualty and surety. List of references on state insurance—particularly workmen’s compensation state funds (both monopolistic and competitive). New York, The bureau. 8p.
WOULD change 1924 to the year 1 G. C. New York times, Dec. 12, 1925.


WOULD simplify taxes; accountants start campaign to clear up abuses. Spokesman-review (Spokane, Wash.), Jan. 3, 1926.


WOULD tighten up city accounting system by perpetual audit plan. Film (Mich.) journal, Apr. 28, 1924.


WRENN, V. C.

WRIGHT, ALLAN F.
Their "sold" the service charge. Burroughs clearing house, March 1927, p. 8–9, 38.

WRIGHT, C. A., AND JUDD, D. B.
Standardization of telephone rates. Columbus, Ohio, Engineering experiment station, Ohio state university, 1923, 74p. (Ohio state university bulletin no. 23.)

AND McKinney, F. L.
Determination of telephone rates. Columbus, Ohio, Engineering experiment station, 1920. 28p. (Ohio state university bulletin no. 7.)

WRIGHT, EDMUND
Relation between the credit man and the certified public accountant; from the point of view of the commercial credit man. Certified public accountant, Jan. 1927, p. 6–8.

WRIGHT, EDWARD N.
See Budd, Thomas A.

WRIGHT, H. WINFIELD

WRIGHT, JAMES

WRIGHT, OSCAR T.
Local's responsibility in cost work. Typhoetide bulletin, May 11, 1925, p. 93, 100.

WRIGHT, R. A.
Adapting moves to school room work. Pittsburgh accountant, Nov. 1, 1927, p. 1, 6.

WRIGHT, W. T.
Superintendent and the controller. (Is Controllers' congress National retail dry goods association, Report and digest of the proceedings, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 1923. p. 79–81.)


WRITING up value of assets; income tax position discussed. Queensland accountants and secretaries' journal, Apr. 1, 1927, p. 69–70.
WRIGHTINGTON, SYDNEY R.
Law of unincorporated associations and business trusts.

WRY, CHARLES E.

WULPI, M.

WUNDERLICH, O.

WUNDERLY, E. E.

WURTH, WILLIAM
See McKana, G. E., joint author.

WYATT, BERT I.

WYCOFF, J. T.

WYLER, RICHARD S.

WYLIE, ALEXANDER
Accounting for facilities under leasing arrangement: correspondence. Railway age, June 7, 1924, p. 1352.

WYLLIE, JAMES

WYMANN, WALTER F., AND MORSE, HENRY H.

WYOMING

INHERITANCE TAX COMMISSIONER


INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF

FIRST supplement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed and amendments made by the eighteenth Wyoming state legislature and session laws of Wyoming, 1925. Cheyenne, Wyo., 1925. 16p.

SECOND supplement to 1921 insurance code; being laws passed and amendments made by the nineteenth Wyoming state legislature and session laws of Wyoming, 1927. Cheyenne, Wyo., 1927. 6p.

STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

TAX laws, including constitutional provisions and all laws as amended up to and including the legislative acts of 1923. Cheyenne, Wyo. 134p.

WYOMING SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CONSTITUTION and by-laws; approved Dec. 13, 1924. 11p.

WYON, ALBERT W.

Organisation of large accountants' offices in connection with the accountants' responsibility. (In (Het)


WYTHE, GEORGE
See Dye, Alexander V., joint author.

YANG, J. M.

YARDSLEY, J. L. M.

Some relations between maintenance and operating costs. Industrial engineer, Dec. 1924, p. 566–70, 601.

YEAR
See Period.


YEAR book, 1927–28; comprising council and committee; annual report and accounts; report of eighteenth annual general meeting; list of members, branch secretaries, etc. New Zealand society of accountants.


YIELDS of bonds and stocks in per cent, correct to the nearest five ten-thousandths of one per cent, and tables for the ready determination of yields of bonds to be repaid at a premium. Johnson, David C., Stone, Caleb, Cross, Milton C., and Kircher, Edward A.

YNTEMA, THEODORE O.


YOU and the Murphy varnish company. Murphy varnish company.

YOU can't judge your business by the past three years. Sells, Elijah Watt.

YOUNG, ALLYN A.
See Reed, Harold L., joint author.

YOUNG, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

YOUNG, BENJAMIN LORING
Budget system as a preventive measure against public extravagance. (In National tax association. Proceedings, 1924. p. 104–50.)

YOUNG, C. D.


YOUNG, CHRIST

Practical cost accounting; a discussion of the subject emphasizing the point that to profit by a system, sheet metal contractors must apply the data. Sheet metal worker, Apr. 24–May 22, 1925, p. 196–7, 218, 233–4, 267–9, 297.
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

YOUNG, D. RICHARD

YOUNG, E. F.

YOUNG, E. PAUL
Cost of advertising by public utilities. (In Lagerquist’s Public utility finance, 1927, p. 491–4.)

YOUNG, GEORGE J.

YOUNG, ROBERT

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS
REPORT on uniform classification of accounts for Young Men’s Christian Associations; by the commission on business administration of the city department of the international committee. New York, Association press. 37p.

Accounting
McCANDLESS, JAMES W. Managing association finances. (In his Association administration. 1925. p. 193–218.)

YOUR business and his. Illinois society of certified public accountants.

YOUR cost policies from your banker’s viewpoint.
House, J. A.

YOUR money’s worth; a study in the waste of the consumer’s dollar. Chase, Stuart, and Schlink, F. J.

ZANGERLE, JOHN A.

ZASS, M.

ZELLER, C. F.

ZELLEY, HENRY R.

ZIEGLER, C. J.
Seven ways by which we have cut operation costs. Store operation, Feb. 1927, p. 7–8.

ZIEGLER, JULIUS

ZIEGLER, WILLIAM G.
Slowing down depreciation on the fixed equipment. Industrial management, May 1927, p. 279–82.

ZILLMAN, JOHN L.
Real estate accounts of estate agents and land and building companies and syndicates. Sydney, N. S. W., Law book company of Australasia, 1924. 194p.

ZIMMERMAN, J. P.

ZIMMERMAN, T. J., ED.
Credits and collections; the factors involved and the methods pursued in credit operations. ed. 2. Chicago, The system company, 1904. 1906p.

ZIMMERMAN, WILLIAM F.

ZINC
See Mining and metallurgy, Zinc.

ZINN, ROLAND H.

ZITKOWSKI, H. E.

ZOLLER, J. FRANK


ZORN, D. F.
DIRECTORY

See also Accountants' Index, 1920, p. 1567-78 and Accountants' Index Supplement, 1921-23, p. 590-599.

Accountancy, Penton bldg., 1207-35 W. Third street, Cleveland, O.

Academy of political science, Morningside Heights, New York, N. Y.

Accountancy and commerce journal, New York institute of accountancy and commerce, 215 W. 23 street, New York, N. Y.

Accountancy and educational publications, ltd., P. O. Box 1283, 131 Featherston street, Wellington, New Zealand.


Accountant, official journal of the society of public accountants, Spokane, Wash.

Accountant's association of New York, inc., 130 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.

Accountant's blue book corporation, 945 Pennsylvania avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Accountant's club of America, inc., Hotel Belmont, New York, N. Y.


Accountant's journal (New Zealand), 39 Johnston street, Wellington, New Zealand.


Accountants' magazine, William Blackwood and sons, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Accountants' supply company, inc., Farmers bank bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Accounting, Japan society of public accountants, 33-32 Tokio Kaijo bldg., Marunouchi, Tokio, Japan.

Accounting, concrete club, P. O. Box 305, Richmond, Va.

Accounting, commerce and insurance, Accountancy and educational publications, ltd., Wellington, New Zealand.

Accounting review; published quarterly by the American association of university instructors in accounting; 309 Commerce bldg., Ohio state university, Columbus, O.

Accounting systems company, Inc., Box 236, City hall station, New York, N. Y.

Accredited news, Jamestown, N. Y.

Actuarial society of America, 346 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Advertising, 18 E. 41 street, New York, N. Y.

Advertising and selling fortnightly, 9 E. 38 street, New York, N. Y.

Aera, 292 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Agricultural bulletin; published monthly by the Bermuda department of agriculture, Agricultural station, Paget east, Bermuda.

Agricultural engineering; American society of agricultural engineers, St. Joseph, Mich.

Agricultural experiment station, New Brunswick, N. J.

Ahrens publishing company, inc., 30 E. Ontario street, Chicago, Ill.


Alarm clock, Horwath and Horwath, 105 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

Albany news, Albany, N. Y.

Alexander Hamilton institute, Astor place, New York, N. Y.

All America cables, Inc., 89 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Allentown Pa. chronicle and news item, 12 S. Center street, Allentown, Pa.

American acceptance council, 111 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American accountant, 225 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American appraisal news; American appraisal company, 165 Michigan street, Milwaukee, Wis., 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American arbitration association, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.


American association of engineers, V. E. Adams street, Chicago, Ill.


American association of university instructors in accounting, 309 Commerce bldg., Ohio state university, Columbus, O.

American automobile association, Pennsylvania Avenue, at 17 street, Washington, D. C.

American automobile digest, 22 E. 12 street, Cincinnati, O.

American bakers' association, 1135 Fullerton avenue, Chicago, Ill.

American bankers' association, 110 E. 42 street, New York, N. Y.

American bar bankruptcy review, 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American bar association journal, 1405 Citizens national bank bldg., Baltimore, Md.

American book company, 88 Lexington avenue, New York, N. Y.

American book association, 413 Chamber of commerce bldg., Cleveland, O.

American building association news publishing company, 19 W. Sixth street, Cincinnati, O.

American business bureau, Mead bldg., Rockford, Ill.

American ceramic society, Lord Hall, Ohio state university, Columbus, O.

American chamber of commerce of Cuba, 320-24 Horton bldg., Obispo Y, Havana, Cuba.

American city, 443 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

American cloak and suit review, 458 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.


American contractor, 131 N. Franklin street, Chicago, Ill., 119 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

American cooperative journal; American cooperative publishing company, 309 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.

American county, Taft, Cal.

American drop forging institute, 1001 Union bank bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.


American economic review, Yale station, New Haven, Conn.

American educational Association, 451 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

American electric railway accountants' association, 8 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

American electric railway association, 292 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

American exchange national bank, 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American exchange service, 35 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

American exporter, 370 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.

American federation weekly, 68 E. Washington street, Chicago, Ill.

American federationist, American federation of labor, Wash., Washington, D. C.


American florist, 60 W. Washington street, Chicago, Ill.

American foundation, Inc., 565 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

American founders trust, 50 Pine street, New York, N. Y.

American foundrymen's association, 140 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

American fruit grower magazine and jobber, 53 W. Jackson bldg., Chicago, Ill.

American garage and auto dealer, 775 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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American gas association monthly, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
American gas journal, 53 Park place, New York, N. Y.
American hospital association, 22 E. Ontario street, Chicago, Ill.
American institute of accountants, 135 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.
American institute of actuaries, 720 N. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
American institute of banking, 15 W. 37 street, New York, N. Y.
American institute of electrical engineers, 33 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
American institute of laundering, Joliet, Ill.
American institute of steel construction, 350 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
American law book company, 272 Flatbush avenue ext., Brooklyn, N. Y.
American auction, Room 302, Hall of records, New York, N. Y.
American library association, 86 E. Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
American lumbra, 431 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
American medical, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.
American management association, 20 Vesey street, New York, N. Y.
American management review, 20 Vesey street, New York, N. Y.
American metal market and daily iron and steel report, 11 Cliff street, New York, N. Y.
American mining, 431 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
American mining congress journal, Munsey bldg., Washington, D. C.
American mutual alliance, 730 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
American merchant, 440 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
America petroleum institute, 250 Park avenue, New York, N. Y.
American photo-engravers association, 862-63 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
American press, New York county chapter, 598 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
American restaurant, 123 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill.
American school board journal, 354 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
American school of home economics, 58 street and Drexel avenue, Chicago, Ill.
American shoemaking, 683 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.
American smelting and refining company, Nashville, Tenn.
American society for steel treating, 4600 Prospect avenue, Cleveland, O.
American society of civil engineers, 33 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
American stationer and office outfitter, 10 E. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
American theatrical association, 236 Wooster street, New York, N. Y.
American sugar refining company, 117 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
American system company, 23 1/4 Church avenue, W., Roanoke, Va.
American telephone and telegraph company, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
American thresherman, Clarke publishing company, Madison, Wis.
American university of commerce students' bulletin, 38 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
American works association, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
American wool and cotton reporter, 530 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.
American zinc institute, 27 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.
American zinc, lead and copper journal, Frank Eberle and company, Joplin, Mo.
American times square, New York, N. Y.
Antigua imprenta de Murgia, Avenida 16 de septiembre 54, Mexico City, Mexico.
Anyon, James T. (George F. Cuff), Room 2735, Equitable bldg., New York, N. Y.
Apparel gazette, Los Angeles, Cal.
Appleton (D) and company, 35 W. 32 street, New York, N. Y.
Arbitration foundation, 65 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.
Arbitration society of America, 115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Architectural forum, 383 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Assoc. fait de comptables de catalunya, San Horonat, 7, pral, Barcelona, Spain.
Associated charities, 614 Electric bldg., Cleveland, O.
Associated corporations of New York, 50 E. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Associated general contractors of America, 1038 Munsey bldg., Washington, D. C.
Associated industries of Massachusetts, 950 Park square bldg., Boston, Mass.
Associated knit under manufacturers of America, 323 Main street, Union station, Utica, N. Y.
Associated Penn. constructors, Harrisburg, Pa.
Association française des praticiens de la comptabilité, 32 Rue Saint-Marc, Paris, France.
Association management, 505 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Association of accountants and C. Dors in Ontario, 4 Richmond street, E. Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada.
Association of accountants in Montreal, Robert Wilson, Jr., sec.-treas., 42 St. Sacramento street, Montreal, Canada.
Association of collegiate schools of business, William A. Rawles, sec., School of commerce and finance, Bloomington, Ind.
Association of electrogas, 15 W. 37 street, New York, N. Y.
Association of the bar of the city of New York, 42 W. 44 street, New York, N. Y.
Association press, 34 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway system, 5 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Atlantic monthly, 8 Arlington street, Boston 17, Mass., 200 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Audit schedule and index company, 52 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Australian accountant and secretary, Aberdeen house, 528-30 Collins street, Melbourne, Australia.
Australasian institute of secretaries, inc., 312 Flinders street, Melbourne, Australia.
Automobile digest, 22 E. 12 street, Cincinnati, O.
Automobile trimmer and painter, 128 Opera place, Cincinnati, O.
Automotive industries, Chestnut and 56 streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Automotive manufacturer, Trade news publishing company, 153 Waverly place, New York, N. Y.
Automotive news, Portland, Ore.
Automation, 225 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Ayer (N. W.) and son, 308 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Baker, Voorhees and company, 45 John street, New York, N. Y.
Bakers' weekly, 45 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Baking technology; published by the American institute of baking, 1135 Fullerton avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Balance sheet; a magazine for commercial teachers, South-western publishing company, Third and Vine streets, Cincinnati, O.
Baltimore, Baltimore association of commerce, Baltimore, Md.
DIRECTORY

Baltimore and Ohio railroad company, Baltimore, Md.
Bancroft (Joseph) and sons, Wilmington, Del.
Bank of America, 320 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y. (Ala.)
Bank of New York and trust company, 52 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Banker and financier. Sec Bank director.
Bankers' building, 522 First national bank bldg., Madison, Wis.
Bankers' development corporation, 31 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' equipment-service bulletin, Rand McNally and company, 270 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' home magazine, 90-28 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' magazine, 71-73 Murray street, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' monthly, Rand McNally and company, 336 S. Clark street, Chicago, Ill.
Bankers' publishing company, 71 Murray street, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' trust company, 16 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Bankers' service company, 88 Broad street, Boston, Mass.
Banking law journal, 71 Murray street, New York, N. Y.
Banque nationale franaise du commerce extérieur, 2 Rector street, New York, N. Y.
Barrons, 44 Broad street, New York, N. Y.
Bell telephone quarterly, American telephone and telegraph company, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Beling, translation, tools and supplies, 542-55 Monadnock bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Bender (Matthew) and company, 109 State street, Albany, N. Y.
Benett accountancy institute, S. E. corner Broad and Spring Garden streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bentley publishing company, 921 Boylston street, Boston, Mass.
Best (Alfred M.) company, inc., 76 Fulton street, New York, N. Y.
Better fruit, 281 12 street, Portland, Ore.
Better times, 100 Gold street, New York, N. Y.
Beverage journal, 431 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Billings, Frutty and Tompkins, 716 Commonwealth bldg., Des Moines, Ia.
Birmingham (Ala.) news, 2200 Fourth avenue, Birmingham, Ala.
Black diamond, Manhattan bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Blackwood (William) and sons, ltd., 32 Thistle street, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Bank (R.) audit company, 25 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Blec turquoise and steel plant, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Board of public education of the school district of Pittsburgh, 725 Fulton bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bobbs-Merrill company, 185 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Boer maker, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y.
Boletín oficial de la cámara de comercio industrial y navegación de la isla de Cuba, Marta Abreu 11, 20 Piso, Havana, Cuba.
Bond buyer of New York, 67 Pearl street, New York, N. Y.
Book house (The), P. O. Box 1348, Denver, Col.
Bookkeeper and auditor, 1240 Engineers bank bldg., Cleveland, O.
Bookkeeping and public service, Sockane, Wash.
Bookkeeper's journal; official publication of the American bookkeepers' association, 413 Chamber of commerce bldg., Cleveland, O.
Boat and shoe recorder publishing company, 207 South street, Boston, Mass.
Boston consolidated gas company, Minot bldg., Boston, Mass.
Bowker (R. R.) company, 62 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Bradstreet's, 148 Lafayette street, New York, N. Y.
Bradgon, Lord and Nagle company, 334 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Brass world and platers' guide, 153 Waverly place, New York, N. Y.
Braunworth and company, 105 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
Breck, 407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Bridge, Credit union national extension bureau, 5 Park square, Boston, Mass.
British library of information, 44 Whitchall street, New York, N. Y.
British pottery manufacturers' federation, Piccadilly, Tunstall, Stoke-on-trent, England.
Brooklyn weekly published weekly by the Brooklyn chamber of commerce, 32 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brown alumni monthly, Providence, R. I.
Brown (Douglas) lighting laboratory, 121 E. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
Burt, publishing company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Buffalo live wire, Chamber of commerce bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, Niagara and eastern power corp., 713 Lafayette bldg., Lockport, N. Y.
Building age, 289 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Building age and national builder, Building age publishing company, 239 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Building association league of Illinois, Maurice E. Vasey, sec., Quincy, Ill.
Building congress news, Grand central terminal, New York, N. Y.
Building owner and manager; the official publication of the building owners' and managers' association of Philadelphia, 929 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Buildings and building management, 139 N. Clark street, City hall square bldg., Chicago, Ill., 100 E. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin, American foundrymen's association, Marquette bldg., 140 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Bulletin, Joseph Froggatt and company, inc., 25 Church street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of American zinc institute, 27 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of business research, college of commerce and journalism, Ohio state university, Columbus, O.
Bulletin of the National association of accountants, 135 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of the general contractors' association, 51 Chamber street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletins of the National association of wool manufacturers, 50 State street, Boston, Mass.
Bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, 225 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of the National tax association, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of the National wholesale grocers' association of the United States, 6 Harrison street, New York, N. Y.
Bulletin of the Pan American union, Washington, D. C.
Bulletin of the Taylor society, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Bureau of railway economics, Transportation building, Washington, D. C.
Burroughs adding machine company, 1201 E. Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Bus transportation, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.
Business; published by Burroughs adding machine company, Second blvd. and Burroughs avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Buyers' red book business directory, inc., 152 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Byrne (John) and company, 1324 Eye street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Byrnes publishing company, 208 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
California bankers' association, 628 Mills bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
California building and loan commissionner, 343 Sansome street, San Francisco, Cal.
California citrogaph, 908 Story bldg., Broadway at Sixth street, Los Angeles, Cal.
California culittor and livestock and dairy journal, Los Angeles, Cal.
California law review, Boalt hall of law, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
California state society of certified public accountants, H. Ivor Thomas, pres., Bartlett bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Callowhill and company, 12 Warren street, New York, N. Y.
Canadian chartered accountant, Continental life bldg., Toronto, Canada.
Canadian engineer, 24 St. Sacrament street, Montreal, Canada.
Canadian finance, 47 Alkins bldg., Winnipeg, Canada.
Canadian foundryman and metal industry news, Toronto, Canada.
Canadian machinery and manufacturing news, MacLean publishing company, ltd., 217 Richmond street W., Toronto, Canada.
Canadian manufacturer and business methods, 51 Wellington street W., Toronto, Canada.
Canadian mining journal, Gardenvale, Que., Canada.
Canadian society of cost accountants, 95 King street E., Toronto, Canada.
Canadian textile journal, Gardenvale, Que., Canada.
Canning age, 27 Pearl street, New York, N. Y.
Canning trade, 107 S. Frederick street, Baltimore, Md.
Capses and capstone auditors, Grant & Trumbull bldg., Longmarket street, Capetown, Union of South Africa.
Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching, 522 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Carton age, 326 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill.
Case (J. L.) threshing machine company, Elgin, Wis.
Cashier, 541 Pearl street, New York, N. Y.
Cassier's industrial management. See Industrial management (England).
Cassiday coal association, 75 Fulton street, New York, N. Y.
Cavagnaro (Prof. Tullo), Roma 10, Corso Umberto N. 504, Italy.
Cement, mill and quarry, 542 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
Central manufacturing district magazine, 1310 First National bank bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Certified public accountant; published by the American society of certified public accountants, 421 Woodward bldg., Washington, D. C.
Certified secretary, 16 Lune street, Preston, England.
Chamber of commerce of the state of New York, 65 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.
Chamber of commerce of the United States, Mills bldg., Washington, D. C.
Chapter notes, New York chapter, American institute of banking, 110 E. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Chartered accountant, Institute of chartered accountants, 625 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
Chemical and metallurgical engineering, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.
Chemical engineer and mining review, Tait publishing company, Scottish house, 90 William street, Melbourne, Australia.
Cheney (Edward J.), 91 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Chicago association of commerce, 10 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago banker, 431 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago commerce, 10 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago evening post, 12 S. Market street, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha railway company, St. Paul, Minn.
Chinese accountants' association of Shanghai, 36 Avenue Edward VII, Shanghai, China.
Chrysler sales corporation, 341 Massachusetts avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Citizen (The), 280 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
City manager magazine, Lawrence, Kans.
Class journal company, 239 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Clay worker, 211 Hudson street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Cleveland association of building owners and managers, Cleveland, O.
Cleveland-Cliffs iron company, Cleveland, O.
Cleveland plain dealer, Cleveland, O.
Clients' service bulletin, American appraisal company, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Clifford and Lawton, 373 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Clothing trade journal, 76 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Coal age, McGraw-Hill company, inc., Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.
Coal and coal trade journal, 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Coal industry, 108 Smithfield street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Coal merchants' association of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Coal mine management, Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
Coal review; published by the National coal association, Southern bldg., Washington, D. C.
Coal trade journal, 14 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
Coast banker, 576 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.
Cobb, Whitfield, 2001 Elizabeth avenue, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Cohoes ware company, inc., 461 Eighth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Colegio de doctores en ciencias economicas y contadores publicos nacionales, Av. de Mayo, 749, 4 piso, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Cole's book arcade, 346 George street, Sydney, Australia.
Collins service, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colorado fuel and iron company, Boston bldg., Denver, Col.
Colorado pharmaceutical association, 1627 Lawrence street, Denver, Col.
Colorado, University of, Boulder, Col.
Columbia law review, Kent hall, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Combustion, 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Commerce and finance, 16 Exchange place, New York, N. Y.


Commerce clearing house, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Commerce journal, School of commerce and business administration, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

Commerce reports; a weekly survey of foreign trade; United States department of commerce, Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, Washington, D. C.

Commercial and financial chronicle, William B. Dana company, 138 Front street, New York, N. Y.

Commercial digest, 701 Van Nuys bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Commercial education, P. O. box 2020, Calcutta, India.

Commercial law review, 36 W. 44 street, New York, N. Y.

Commercial newspaper company, 38 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

Commercial west, Minneapolis, Minn.

Committee on public relations of the eastern railroads, 143 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.

Commonwealth students' society (Victoria division), 59 William street, Melbourne, Australia.

Commonwealth institute of accountants, Melbourne, Australia.

Commonwealth journal of accountancy, 59 William street, Melbourne, Australia.

Composed air magazine, Phillipsburg, N. J.

Comptroller, 501 City hall, Chicago, Ill.

Concrete, 139 N. Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

Concrete highway magazine, 114 W. Washington street, Chicago, Ill.

Conde Nast press, Greenwich, Conn.

Confidential bulletin of the National retail dry goods association, 225 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.

Congressional record, Washington, D. C.

Connecticut society of certified public accountants, Warren M. Brown, sec., 750 Main street, Hartford, Conn.

Consensus, National economic league, 6 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Consolidated gas company of New York, 130 N. 15 street, New York, N. Y.


Constitution, Atlanta, Ga.

Constructor, Munsey bldg., Washington, D. C.

Contemporary review, Leonard Scott publishing company, 249 W. 13 street, New York, N. Y.

Contact record and engineering review, 347 Adelaide street, Toronto, Canada.

Contractors' and engineers' monthly, 443 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Contractors' association of Northern California, 625 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Contractors' companies of the National retail dry goods association, 225 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.

Co-operation, Co-operative league, 167 W. 12 street, New York, N. Y.

Co-operative apartment association of Chicago, 1418 Consumers' bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Co-operative league, 167 W. 12 street, New York, N. Y.

Cornell law quarterly, Ithaca, N. Y.

Corporate accountant, 121 W. George street, Glasgow, Scotland.

Corporation journal, Corporation trust company, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Corporation trust company, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.


Cost and management, 81 Victoria street, Canada.

Cost association of the paper industry, 18 E. 41 street, New York, N. Y.


Country life, Garden City, N. Y.

Creamery and milk plant monthly, 327 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.

Credit man, St. Paul association of credit men, 141 E. Fifth street, St. Paul, Minn.

Credit monthly, 41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

Credit union national extension bureau, 5 Park square, Boston, Mass.

Credit union, suggestion and advice, College of business administration, Boston university, Boston, Mass.

Crops and markets; published weekly by the United States, department of agriculture, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.


Crowell, Thomas Y., 393 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.


Daily news-record, 8 E. 13 street, New York, N. Y.

Daily record, 15 E. Saratoga street, Baltimore, Md.

Dairy farmer, Des Moines, Ia.

Dairy products merchandising, 1026 Maple street, Detroit, Mich.

Dakota farmer, Aberdeen, S. D.

Dallas (Tex.) news, Dallas, Tex.

De Bedryseconom, Valeriusstraat 89, Amsterdam, Holland.

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad company, 90 West street, New York, N. Y.


Democrat and chronicle, Rochester, N. Y.

Denver (Col.) news, Denver, Col.

Denver (Col.) post, 1544 Champa street, Denver, Col.

Denver public schools, 414 13 street, Denver, Col.

Detroit bureau of governmental research, inc., 316 E. Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Detroit united lines, Tracton bldg., Highland Park, Mich.

Detroit; Detroit board of commerce, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond walnut news, 1745 E. Seventh street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Dormitory of directors company, 72-74 Pine street, New York, N. Y.

Dixie business book shop, 140 Greenwich street, New York, N. Y.

Dixie miller, Chandler bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Dodge brothers, Systems division, Detroit, Mich.

Domestic engineering, 1900 Prairie avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Dominion association of chartered accountants, Keith Brennan, sec-treas., 205 Montreal trust bldg., Winnipeg, Canada.

Doubleday, Page and company, 285 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Druggist, 161 S. Front street, Memphis, Tenn.

Dry goods economist, 239 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.

Dunn's international review, R. G. Dunn and company, 220 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

du Pont de Nemours and company, 1007 Market street, Wilmington, Del.

Dymock's book arcade, ltd., 428 George street, Sydney, Australia.

Eason and son, 40 and 41 Lower O'Connell street, Dublin, Ireland.
Eastern commercial teachers' association, Paul S. Lomax, pres., New York university, 32 Waverly place, New York, N. Y.

Eastern supply association, 261 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Eastern underwriter, 86 Fulton street, New York, N. Y.

Eau Claire book and stationery company, Eau Claire, Wis.


Economic world, 128 Water street, New York, N. Y.


Electric lighting company of Boston, 39 Boylston street, Boston 10, Mass.

Editor and publisher, 1700 Times bldg., New York, N. Y.


Electrical; official journal of association of electricians, 15 W. 37 street, New York, N. Y., Utica, N. Y.

Electric journal, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Electric light and power, 360 N. Michigan ave., Chicago, Ill.

Electric power club, B. F. Keith bldg., Cleveland, O.

Electric railway journal, McGraw-Hill company, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.

Electric traction, 901–903 Manhattan bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Electric merchandising, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.

Electric record, Gage publishing company, 461 Eighth avenue, New York, N. Y.


Electrical world, McGraw-Hill company, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.


Elgin national watch company, Elgin, Ill.

Elliott-Fisher company, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Elston, James S., Travelers insurance company, Hartford, Conn.

Emont and co., 65 King street, Manchester, England.

Encyclopedia Britannica company, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.


Engineering and contracting, 151 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.

Engineering and mining journal, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.

Engineering journal, 176 Mansfield street, Montreal, Canada.

Engineering and 36 street, New York, N. Y.


Engineering world, 53 W. Jackson bldv., Chicago, Ill.

Engineers of Western Pennsylvania, William Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Engravographia, 531 Fisk bldg., Broadway and 57 street, New York, N. Y.

Enterprise; University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

Ernst and Ernst, 27 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.

Ex libris; A. W. Shaw company, Cass, Huron and Erie streets, Chicago, Ill.


Pacheco, J. M., 1532 Larkin street, San Francisco, Cal.

Executive Consolidated with Industrial management, See Factory and industrial management.


Famous Players-Lasky corp., 485 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Farmers and mechanics savings bank, Minneapolis, Minn.

Farming, Brownlow bldg., Knoxville, Tenn.

Federal accountant, Collins house, 360 Collins street, Melbourne, Australia.

Federal food administration for Minnesota, University farm, St. Paul, Minn.

Federal institute of accountants, Collins house, Melbourne, Australia.

Federal reserve bank of Kansas City, Kansas City, Kans.

Federal reserve bulletin, Federal reserve board, Washington, D. C.

Federal trade information service, 22 Thames street, New York, N. Y.

Fibre containers, 326 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill.

Financial age, 132 Nau sea street, New York, N. Y.

Financial digest, Trust bldg., Hartford, Conn.

Financial publishing company, 7 Newbury street, Boston, Mass.

Fire underwriters' association of the Pacific, 936 Merchant Exchange bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

First national bank of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

First Wisconsin national bank of Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis.

Flat iron, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Fleur-de-lis, St. Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.


Food research bureau, 731 Melrose street, Chicago, Ill.

Food research bureau of Chicago, 545 N. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Forbes (S. C.) publishing company, 120 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Ford motor company, Detroit, Mich.

Foreign affairs, 25 W. 43 street, New York, N. Y.

Foreningen auditoriserade revisor, Prof. Oskar Sillen, pres., 11 C. Blasieholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

Forging, stamping, heat treating, 29 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.

Foundry, Benton bldg., Cleveland, O.


Fourth estate, 232 W. 59 street, New York, N. Y.

Franklin accountant, Transportation bldg., Washington, D. C.

Free press printing company, 189 College street, Burlington, Vt.

Freeborn and company, 120 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.

Frognatt, Joseph and company, inc., 25 Church street, New York, N. Y.

Fuel oil; Oil trade journal, inc., 350 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Fuels and furnaces, House bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Funk and Wagnalls company, 354 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Furniture manufacturer and artisan, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Furniture record, Grand Rapids, Mich., 105 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

Garment manufacturers' index, 1225 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gas age-record, 9 E. 38 street, New York, N. Y.


Gas industry, 68 W. Huron street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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General electric company, 925 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, O.
General electric review, Schenectady, N. Y.
General fire extinguisher company, Grindle company, Providence, R. I.
General motors corporation, 224 W. 57 street, New York, N. Y.
General public, Georgetown law journal association, Washington, D. C.
Gillette blade, Gillette safety razor company, 47 W. First street, South Boston, Mass.
Ginn and company, 70 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y., 15 Ashburton place, Boston, Mass.
Glass industry, 50 Church street, New York, N. Y.
Glassworker, Eighth and Penn avenues, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Good roads, 53 Park place, New York, N. Y.
Goodrich (B. F.) company, Akron, O.
Gordon and Gotch proprietary, ltd., Wellington, New Zealand.
Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Grand Rapids manufacturers institute, Grand Rapids chamber of commerce, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Great Northern railway company, St. Paul, Minn., 32 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Greater New York; bulletin of the Merchants' association of New York, Woolworth bldg., New York, N. Y.
Greenwood company, 712 Federal street, Chicago, Ill.
Gregory Mayer and Thom company, Cadillac square, Detroit, Mich.
Grell company, Providence, R. I.
Guaranty news, 140 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hadley (Charles R.) company, 606 Streteley square bldg., New York, N. Y., Los Angeles, Cal.
Haley, Stuart and company, 14 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Handelswetenschappen, Netherlands.
Harder co-worker, Harder manufacturing corporation, Cobleskill, N. Y.
Hardwood manufacturers institute, 1020 S. Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Harper and brothers, 49 E. 33 street, New York, N. Y.
Harpers magazine, 49 E. 33 street, New York, N. Y.
Harvard business review, Cass, Huron and Erie streets, Chicago, Ill.
Haskins and Sells company, 30 Broad street, New York, N. Y.
Health (D. C.) and company, 231–41 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Heating and ventilating magazine, 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Herdrich and Boggs, 1014 Merchants bank bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett and company, 211 E. North Water street, Chicago, Ill.
Hill and leather, 136 W. Lake street, Chicago, Ill.
Highway engineer and contractor, 542–55 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
Highway magazine, Middletown, O.
Highway transportation, Elizabeth, N. J.
Hoard's dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Hollow building tile association, Shale Hill brick and tile company, Chillicothe, Mo.
Holstein-Friesian world, City bank bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
Hol (Henry) and company, 1 Park avenue, New York, N. Y.
Hotel association of New York city, 221 W. 57 street, New York, N. Y.
Hotel management, 30 E. Ontario street, Chicago, Ill.
Houghton-Mifflin company, 386 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Houston; official organ of the Houston chamber of commerce, Houston, Tex.
Houston (Tex.) post, Houston, Tex.
Huyck (F. C.) and sons, Kenwood mills, Albany, N. Y.
I. B. A. of A. bulletin; Investment bankers' association of America, 111 W. Monroe street, Chicago, Ill.
Ice and refrigeration, Nickerson and Collins company, 5707 W. Lake street, Chicago, Ill.
Ice cream trade journal, 171 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Industrial bankers' association, 208 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Illinois Central railroad company, 32 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Illinois journal of commerce; published monthly by the Illinois chamber of commerce, 10 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Illinois law quarterly, College of law, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Illinois manufacturers' costs association monthly bulletin, 231 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Illinois municipal league, Urbana, Ill.
Illinois municipal review, Illinois municipal league, Urbana, Ill.
Illinois society of certified public accountants, 605 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Illinois, University of Agricultural experiment station, Urbana, Ill.
Implement and tractor trade journal, Graphic arts bldg., Kansas City, Kans.
Institute of pharmacy, paderia de Rambla, Bouza y Ca, Pi y Margall, Numa, 33 y 35, Havana, Cuba.
Income tax review and federal and state tax reporter, 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Index, New York trust company 100 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
India rubber world, 25 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Indian accountant, Nisbet road, Lahore, Punjab, India.
Indian institute of professional accountants, Nisbet road, Lahore, Punjab, India.
Indian railway accountants' journal, Railway accounts club, c/o Auditors and accountants department M and S M Railway, Park Town, Madras, India.
Indian association of certified public accountants, 819 State life bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Indiana department of public instruction, Indianapolis, Ind.
Industrial and engineering chemistry, American chemical society, 25 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Industrial engineer, 7 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Industrial extension institute, 11–17 E. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Industrial management. See Factory.
Industrial power, 440 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Inland printer, 632 Sherman street, Chicago, Ill.
Insecticide and disinfectant manufacturers' association, Holbrook, Mass.
Institute for government research, 26 Jackson avenue, Washington, D. C.
Institute of actuaries students' society, Staple inn hall, Holborn, England.
Institute of chartered accountants, inc., 625 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
Institute of chartered accountants in Ireland, 39 Fleet street, Dublin, Ireland.
Institute of chartered accountants of British Columbia, Erling H. Glace, pres., 1104 Dominion bank bldg., Vancouver, B. C., Canada.
Institute of chartered accountants of Manitoba, 208 Royal bank bldg., Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
Instituto de contadores publicos titulados de Mexico, 5 de Mayo 32, Mexico, D. F.
Insurance actuaries' association, Myles Walsh, pres., Niagara fire company, 95 Maiden lane, New York, N. Y.
Insurance advocate, 177 William street, New York, N. Y.
Insurance institute of Toronto, 20 Victoria street, Toronto, Canada.
International accountants' congress, Nittoerend comite, Harengbracht 477, Amsterdam, Holland.
International accountants' society, 3411 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
International chamber of commerce, Washington, D. C.
International laundry company, 606 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
International motor company, 235 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
International review of science and practice of agriculture, Villa Umberto I, Rome, Italy.
International silver company, Meriden, Conn.
International textbook company, Scranton, Pa.
Interstate public service company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Investment bankers' association of America, 103 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.
Investment bankers' company, 22 William street, New York, N. Y.
Iowa certified public accountants, 213 Seventh street, Des Moines, Ia.
Iowa state college of agriculture and mechanic arts, Ames, Ia.
Iowa state highway commission, Ames, Ia.
Iowa, University of, Iowa City, Ia.
Iron age, 239 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Iron and steel wire work news, 614 Race street, Cincinnati, O.
Iron trade review, Penton bldg., Cleveland, O.
Irving bank-Columbia trust company, 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Journal of G. H. H. Co. company, inc., 130 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Jersey bulletin and dairy world, 402 Printcrd bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Johns Hopkins press, Baltimore, Md.
Journal of accountancy, 155 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.
Journal of agricultural research, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Journal of business, Liberal arts bldg., Iowa City, Ia.
Journal of commerce and commercial bulletin, 46-48 Barley street, New York, N. Y.
Journal of farm economics, American farm economic association, Washington, D. C.
Journal of home economics, 1211 Cathedral street, Baltimore, Md.
Journal of land and electric utility economics, Cass, Huron and Erie streets, Chicago, Ill.
Journal of political economy, University of Chicago press, New York, N. Y.
Journal of the American institute of electrical engineers, 33 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Journal of the American bankers association.
Journal of the American ceramic society.
Journal of the American statistical association, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
Journal of the American waterworks association; published by the American water works association, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Journal of the Boston society of Civil engineers, 715 Tremont temple, Boston, Mass.
Journal of the department of agriculture, Department of agriculture, Melbourne, Australia.
Journal of the department of agriculture of Porto Rico, Department of agriculture and labor, San Juan, Porto Rico.
Journal of the department of agriculture of Victoria, director of agriculture, Melbourne, Australia.
Journal of the department of lands and agriculture, Eason and son, 40 and 41 Lower O'Connell street, Dublin, Ireland.
Journal of the society of automotive engineers, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Journal of the western society of engineers, 723 Lake street, Oak Park, Ill.
K. B. printing company, 17 and Webster streets, Omaha, Neb.
Kansas city journal, Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas institute of certified public accountants, J. D. M. Crockett, sec.-trea., Continental bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas municipalities, Lawrence, Kans.
Kansas state league of building and loan associations, J. L. Hersh, 102 E. Sixth avenue, Topeka, Kans.
Kentucky agricultural experiment station, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Key city gas company, John H. Maclay, Dubuque, Ia.
Kimman (J. I.) and company, Old national bank bldg., Spokane, Wash.
Kiwiana magazine, Mount Morris, Ill.
Knoxville (Tenn.) sentinel, Knoxville, Tenn.
Konsberg (E. T.) and company, 53 W. Jackson bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Kottemann's bulletin, William C. Kottemann and company, 916 Pacific finance bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
L. R. B. & M. journal, 110 William street, New York, N. Y.
Lamb, Graham and company, Oshkosh, Wis.
LaSalle extension university, Michigan avenue and 41 street, Chicago, Ill.
Laundry age, Laundry age publishing company, East Stroudsby, Pa.
Monetary times, Church and Court streets, Toronto, Canada.
Money and commerce, 702-18 Ferguson bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Montclair state college of agriculture and mechanic arts, Bozeman, Mont.
Monthly bulletin of the American chamber of commerce, Havana, Cuba.
Monthly catalogue, United States public documents, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Monthly list of stenographers, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Monthly labor review, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Monthly review of credit and business conditions, Bankers' trust company, 16 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Monthly review of foreign commerce, Bank of Commerce and Exchange, 2 Rectory street, New York, N. Y.
Monthly review of foreign commerce of the United States, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
Monthly picture journal, 2099 N. Jackson street, Dallas, Tex.
Monthly review of clothing and textile manufacturers, 729 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.
Monthly picture producers and distributors of America, 469 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Motion pictures today, 140 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Motor transport, Chilton class journal company, Chestnut and 56 streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Motor ship, 27 Pearl street, New York, N. Y.
Mountain states banker, Tabor opera house bldg., Denver, Col.
Municipal industries, 413 Chamber of commerce bldg., Denver, Col.
Municipal and county engineering, Wulsin bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Municipal index; published by American city magazine, 443 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Municipal review of Canada, 70 McGill College avenue, Montreal, Canada.
Music industries chamber of commerce, 105 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
Music trade news, 25 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
N. A. C. A. bulletin, National association of cost accountants, 25 W. 44 street, New York, N. Y.
N. A. C. D. review, Railway exchange bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis railway, Nashville, Tenn.
Natal society of accountants, 204 Longmarket street, Pietermaritzburg, Union of South Africa.
Nation, 20 Vesey street, New York, N. Y.
National association of automobile mutual insurance companies. See National association of mutual casualty companies.
National building owners and managers, Edison bldg., Chicago, Ill.
National association of certified public accountants, 945 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C.
National association of comptrollers and accounting officers official journal, Comptrollers office, Chicago, Ill., 6801 South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
National association of corporation training. See American management association.
National association of cost accountants, 26 W. 44 street, New York, N. Y.
National association of credit men, 41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.
National association of dyers and cleaners, Mills bldg., Washington D. C.
National association of ice industries, 163 W. Washington street, Chicago, Ill.
National association of leather glove and mitten manufacturers, Union station, Utica, N. Y.
National mutual casualty companies, 730 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
National association of officer managers, Fort Wayne, Ind.
National association of ornamental iron and bronze manufacturers, 614 Race street, Cincinnati, O.
National association of railroad and utilities commissioners, James B. Walker, sec., 270 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
National association of real estate boards, 310 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
National association of stationers, office outfitters and manufacturers, 403-408 Conway bldg., 111 Washington street, Chicago, Ill.
National association of taxicab owners, John G. Williams, sec., Yellow Cab manufacturing company, 5801 Dickinson street, Chicago, Ill.
National association of wool manufacturers, 50 State street, Boston, Mass.
National automobile chamber of commerce, 366 Madison avenue and 46 street, New York, N. Y.
National automobile dealers association, K. D. Lally, office manager, 320 N. Grand avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
National bank of commerce in New York, 31 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
National boot and shoe manufacturers' association, Inc., 1224 Canadian Pacific bldg., 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
National bottlers gazette, 99 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
National bureau of commerce and industry, 120 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
National bureau of economic research, 474 W. 24 street, New York, N. Y.
National cereal products laboratories, 2026 Eye street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
National city bank of New York, 60 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
National civic federation, Metropolitan tower, New York, N. Y.
National cleaner and dyer, 120 Ann street, Chicago, Ill.
National commercial gas association, 61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
National engineering, 407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
National fertilizer association, 616 Investment bldg., Washington, D. C.
National fire protection association, 40 Central street, Boston, Mass.
National footwear, 224 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.
National furniture warehousemen's association, 765 Oakwood bldg., Chicago, Ill.
National hardware association of the United States, 505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.
National hotel review, Gehring publishing company, 119 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
National income tax magazine, Illinois merchants bank bldg., Chicago, Ill.
National industrial conference board, 247 Park avenue, New York, N. Y.
National institute of public administration, 261 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
National knitted outerwear association, inc., 347 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
National laundry journal, 461 Eighth avenue, New York, N. Y.
National machine tool builders' association, 630 Vine street, Cincinnati, O.
National municipal league, 261 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
National municipal review, 261 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
National petroleum news, 812 Huron road, Cleveland, O.
National petroleum publishing company, 812 Huron road, Cleveland, O.
DIRECTORY

National real estate journal, 139 N. Clark street, Chicago, Ill., 100 E. 42 street, New York, N. Y.

National restaurant news, Mutual bldg., 13 and Oak streets, Kansas City, Mo.

National retail dry goods association, 225 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.

National retail hardware association, 915-35 Meyer-Kiser bank bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

National retail lumber dealer, 226 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill.


National sand and gravel association, 903 Munsey bldg., Washington, D. C.

National sample retailers association, 224 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.

National stockman and farmer, Pittsburgh, Pa.

National tax association, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

National manufacturers' association, 445 Endicott bldg., St. Paul, Minn.


National wholesale grocers' association of the United States, 6 Harrison street, New York, N. Y.

National wholesale women's wear association, 1115 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Nation's business, Mills bldg., Washington, D. C.

Nation's health, 22-24 E. Ontario street, Chicago, Ill.

Natural gas, Periodicals publishing company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Nederlandse organisatie van accountants, Secretariaat, Valeriusstraat 89, Amsterdam, Holland.

New Jersey agricultural experiment station, New Brunswick, N. J.

New Jersey state bureau of psychology, Newark, N. J.

New Jersey, State department of education, Trenton, N. J.

New Jersey state chamber of commerce, 786 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

New reclamation era, Bureau of reclamation, Department of interior, Washington, D. C.

New west trade, Spokane, Wash.

New York building congress, Grand central terminal, New York, N. Y.

New York, Chicago and St. Louis railroad company, Cleveland, O.

New York commercial, 38 Park row, New York, N. Y.

New York credit men's association bulletin, 320 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

New York evening post, 75 West street, New York, N. Y.

New York evening herald-tribune, 225 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

New York Herald trade journal, 285 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad company, New Haven, Conn.

New York produce review and American creamery, 173 Chambers street, New York, N. Y.

New York professional examination bureau, State department of education, Albany, N. Y.

New York accountants, Philip L. Nieser, sec, 150 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

New York (state) chamber of commerce, 65 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.

New York state college of agriculture at Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

New York society of certified public accountants, 110 William street, New York, N. Y.


New York telegraph, 73 Dey street, New York, N. Y.

New York times, 229 W. 43 street, New York, N. Y.

New York tribune, 225 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.

New York university alumni, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

New York university bookstore, Washington square E., New York, N. Y.

New York university bureau of business research, 90 Trinity place, New York, N. Y.

New York university bureau of public information, 331 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

New York wholesale grocers association, 105 Hudson street, New York, N. Y.

New York world, Pulitzer bldg., New York, N. Y.

New Zealand society of accountants, Accountants' chambers, Johnston street, Wellington, New Zealand.

Newarker; published monthly by the chamber of commerce of the city of Newark, 24 Brantford place, Newark, N. J.

New Jersey, State society of certified public accountants, 110 William street, New York, N. Y.

New York service bureau, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Niagara Falls power company, Box 617, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Niles and Niles, 60 Broadway, N. Y., 53 State street, Boston, Mass.

North Carolina electric company, Charles street, at Mulberry, Baltimore, Md.

North Carolina agricultural experiment station, State college station, Raleigh, N. C.

North Carolina association of certified public accountants, George E. Wood, sec.-treas., 138 Brevard court, Charlotte, N. C.

North Dakota agricultural college, Extension division, Agricultural college, N. D.

Northern states power company of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Northwest banker-investor, Seattle, Wash.

Northwest commercial bulletin, Box 1386, Minneapolis, Minn.

Northwestern merchant, Seattle, Wash.

Northwestern university, School of commerce, Bureau of business research, 31 W. Lake street, Chicago, Ill.

Nova Scotia, Dominion news, Waukegan, Ill.

Office economist, Art metal construction company, 369 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Office equipment catalogue, inc., 21 E. Huron street, Chicago, Ill.

Office for reparation payments, Luisenstrasse 33, Berlin, Germany.

Official bulletin, Heating and piping contractors' national association, 50 Union square E., New York, N. Y.

Ohio state university, Agricultural college extension service, Columbus, O.

Ohio state university bulletin, Columbus, O.

Ohio teacher, 71 E. State street, Columbus, O.

Ohio woman voter, Columbus, O.

Oil and gas journal, Tulsa, Okla.

Oil engine power, 220 W. 42 street, New York, N. Y.

Oil news, 350 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Oil, paint and drug reporter, 12 Gold street, New York, N. Y.

Oil trade, 350 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater, Okla.

Okie magazine, 8 E. 34 street, New York, N. Y.

Ocean lines, 105-11 North street, Olean, N. Y.

Omaha and Council Bluffs street railway company, Omaha, Neb.

Open shop publishing company, 122 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Open-shop review, 23 S. LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill.

Operation and maintenance, Chilton class journal company, Chestnut and 56 streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Orange Judd Illinois farmer, 212 W. Monroe street, Chicago, Ill.

Oregon experiment station, Corvallis, Ore.

Oregon voter, Worcester bldg., Portland, Ore.
Organizacio, Sant Honorat, 7, prati, Barcelona, Spain.

Oxford book company, 111 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.


Pace student. Closed publication.

Pacific bottler, 57 Post street, San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific municipalities, Pacific bldg, San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific printer and publisher, 121 Second street, San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific rural press, 547 Howard street, San Francisco, Cal.

Pan American union of American republics, Washington, D. C.

Paper, 1480 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Paper and pulp industry; issued by the American paper and pulp association, 18 E. 41 street, New York, N. Y.

Paper industry, Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.

Paper mill and wood pulp news, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Paper trade journal, 10 E. 39 street, New York, N. Y.

Parke, Davis and company, Detroit, Mich.

Parke company, 12 S. Carroll street, Madison, Wis.

Paton (Hugh) and sons, St. James square, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Patton (N. J.) call, Paterson, N. J.

Paterson publishing company, 558-60 First national bank bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Penn state farmer; published monthly at the Pennsylvania state college, State College, Pa.

Pennsylvania electric association, 212 Octua street, Harrisburg, Pa.

Pennsylvania railroad company, Broad street station, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania state chamber of commerce, State chamber bldg., Harrisburg, Pa.

Penton publishing company, Cleveland, O.


Personal efficiency, Michigan avenue and 41 street, Chicago, Ill.

Petroleum age, 500 N. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Platts Dodge corporation, 99 John street, New York, N. Y.


Philadelphia electric company, S. W. corner Tenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.


Photo-engravers bulletin; official journal of the American photo-engravers association, 863 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.

Physicians record company, 509 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Pitt and quarry, Complete service publishing company, 538 S. Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

Pittsburgh (Isaac) and sons, 2 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.

Pittsburgh accountant; Pittsburgh school of accountancy, State theatre bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh coal company employees' association, Box 64, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh steel foundry corporation, Glassport, Pa.

Plumbers trade journal, 239-41 W. 30 street, New York, N. Y.

Political science quarterly academy of political science, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Polk (R. L.) and company, 524 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Pore publishing company, 33 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Porto publishing company, 952 E. 21 street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Porto Rico, office of the executive secretary, San Juan, Porto Rico.

Potter's weekly journal, 334 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.


Power; published by McGraw-Hill publishing company, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.

Power plant engineering, 53 W. Jackson bldv., Chicago, Ill.

Power wagon, 536 Lake shore drive, Chicago, Ill.

Prentice-Hall, inc., 70 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Printers ink, 185 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Printers ink monthly, 185 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Private school news, 11 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Producer, American national live stock association, 515 Cooper bldg., Denver, Col.

Professional engineer, 63 E. Adams street, Chicago, Ill.

Progressive farmer, Birmingham, Ala.

Providance magazine, Providence, R. I.

Public accountant, 77 King street, Sydney, Australia.

Public business; published by the Detroit bureau of government research, 51 Warren avenue W., Detroit, Mich.

Public ownership, 127 N. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Public ownership league of America, 127 N. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Public roads, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.

Public service management, 431 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Public utilities reports, inc., Rochester, N. Y.

Public works, 243 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.

Pulp and paper profits; Cost association of the paper industry, 18 E. 41 street, New York, N. Y.

Pullman company, Pullman bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Purdue university; agricultural experiment station, Lafayette, Ind.

Pettit (George) and sons, 2 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.


Quarterly review, Leonard Scott publishing company, 249 W. 13 street, New York, N. Y.

Queensland's journal, Union truste chamber, Queen street, Brisbane, Australia.

Questions comptables. See Les questions comptables.

Radio dealer, 1133 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Radio retailing, Tenth avenue and 36 street, New York, N. Y.

Railway, 1116 Woodward bldg., Washington, D. C.

Railway age, Simmons-Boardman publishing company, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y.

Railway and locomotive engineering, 136 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.


Railway electrical engineer, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y.

Railway engineering and maintenance, Simmons-Boardman publishing company, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y.

Railway mechanical engineer, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y.

Railway review, 249 W. 13 street, New York, N. Y.

Railway signal engineer, Simmons-Boardman company, 608 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Raw and thrown silk credit men's association, 462 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Reading company, Reading terminal, Philadelphia, Pa.

Real estate board of New York, 7 Deey street, New York, N. Y.

Real estate record and builders' guide, 119 W. 40 street, New York, N. Y.
Reclamation record, Reclamation service, Department of interior, Washington, D. C.
Record of the American institute of actuaries, Equitable of Iowa bldg., Des Moines, Ia.
Refrigerating engineering, 35 Warren street, New York, N. Y.
Refrigerating world, 25 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Remington, Candler bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Remington export review, Remington typewriter company, 374 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Results; Monroe calculating machine company, Inc., Orange, N. J.
Retail ledger, 1346 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
Retail merchants association of Colorado, 619 Denham bldg., Denver, Col.
Retail monument dealers' association of Texas, Roy Anderson, sec., Brownwood, Tex.
Revisiois og Forvaltnings Institutet, 2 Vestre blvd., Copenhagen, Denmark.
Revista de ciencias economicas, Calle Charcas 1835, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Rhode island state college, Kingston, R. I.
Rhodesia society of accountants, Board of executors bldg., Salisbury, Rhodesia.
Roads and streets, Gillette publishing company, 221 E. 20 street, Chicago, Ill.
Roll of British & Irish associate monthly bulletin, Lansdowne, Pa.
Robinsonian interest book company, 537 Federal street, Chicago, Ill.
Rochester alumni review, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
Rochester commerce; issued weekly by the Rochester chamber of commerce, Rochester, N. Y.
Rock Island herald, Rochester, N. Y.
Rock Island lines, LaSalle street station, Chicago, Ill.
Rock products, Tradepress publishing corp., 542 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Rogers, John K., druggist, 1627 Lawrence street, Denver, Col.
Ronald press company, 15 E. 26 street, New York, N. Y.
Rotarian, 221 E. 20 street, Chicago, Ill.
Rowland Tompkinson company, inc., 17 E. 42 street, New York, N. Y.
Rubber age, 250 W. 57 street, New York, N. Y.
Rural New Yorker, 333 W. 30 street, New York, N. Y.
Russe1 Sage foundation, 130 E. 22 street, New York, N. Y.
Ryerson press, Toronto, Canada.
S. Paul (Minn.) dispatch, St. Paul, Minn.
Sales management, Dartnell corp., corner Leland and Ravenswood avenues, Chicago, Ill.
Salt Lake mining review, top floor Walker bank bldg., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Sample case, 638 N. Park street, Columbus, O., Mount Morris, Ill.
Sanderson and Porter, 52 William street, New York, N. Y.
Sanitary and heating engineering, 225 W. 34 street, New York, N. Y.
Sash door finish, 309 Montgomery bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
Saunders, Richard W., comptroller, Famous Players-Lasky corp., 485 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
School review: department of education, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Scott, Charnley and company, 126-28 Brevard court, Charlotte, N. C.
Scovell, Wellington and company, 110 State street, Boston, Mass.
Scripophily (Charles) sons, 597 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Scudder, Stevens and Clark, 32 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
Seed world, 1018 S. Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Service field, Frank H. Williams, 815 S. Van Ness avenue, Santa Ana, Cal.
Shaw (A. W.) company, Cass, Huron and Erie streets, Chicago, Ill.
Sheet metal contractors' association of Pa., 7253 Frankstown avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sheet metal ware association, 342 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Shaw metal worker, 45 W. 45 street, New York, N. Y.
Shoe and leather reporter, 100 Gold street, New York, N. Y.
Shreveport; official publication of Shreveport chamber of commerce, Shreveport, La.
Sibley journal of engineering, Ithaca, N. Y.
Silk association of America, 468 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Silver, Burdett and company, 39 Division street, Newark, N. J.
Simpson-Boardman publishing company, 30 Church street, New York, N. Y., 608 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Sinclair, Murray and company, 565 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Skadden publishing company, Toledo, O.
Smith-Digby company, 926 Commerce street, Tacoma, Wash.
Society of accountants and auditors in the Orange free state, Ficharde chambers, Maitland street, Bloemfontein,
Orange Free State, Africa.
Society of American foresters, 930 F street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Society of automotive engineers, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.
Society of certified public accountants of the state of New Jersey, Julius E. Flink, sec., 1060 Broad street, Newark, N. J.
Society of industrial engineers, 608 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Society of Louisiana certified public accountants, George A. Treadwell, sec., Union Indemnity bldg., New Orleans, La.
South Carolina and company, 11 A Nisbet road, Lahore, Punjab, India.
South African accountants' societies' general examining board, Royal chambers, P. O. Box 2995 Johannesburg, Union of
South Africa.
South African journal of industries, P. O. Box 373, Pretoria, Union of South Africa.
South Carolina agricultural experiment station, Clemson agricultural college, Clemson College, S. C.
Southwestern publishing company, 104 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.
Southern banker, 101 Marietta street, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern California business, 130 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Southern California Edison company, Edison bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Southern engineer, Grant bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Southern lumberman, J. H. Baird publishing company, Presbyterian bldg., Nashville, Tenn.
Southern Pacific company, 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Southwestern miller, 915 Wyandotte street, Kansas City, Mo.
Special libraries, 688-72 University avenue, New York, N. Y.
Special libraries association, Washington, D. C.
Spectator company, 135 William street, New York, N. Y.
Spectator, Hamilton, Canada.
Sphinx talks, Miller, Franklin, Bassett and company, 347 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.
Spokane society of public accountants, Spokane, Wash.

Spokesman-review, Spokane, Wash.


Standard oil company, Louisville, Ky.

Standard statistics company, 200 Varick street, New York, N. Y.

Starchroom laundry, Cincinnati, O.

State college of agriculture; University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.

State college of Washington, Pullman, Wash.

State printing and publishing company, Albany, N. Y.

State law reporting company, Woolworth bldg., New York, N. Y.

Steam coal buyer, Planters bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Steck (E. L.) company, Austin, Tex.

Stohlmann, J. E., 129 Park Row, New York, N. Y., 809 N. Charles street, Baltimore, Md.

Stokes (Frederick A.) company, 443 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Stoughton and Webster journal, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Store operation, 205 Caxton bldg., Cleveland, O.

Straus investors magazine, 565 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Street. (Discontinued.)

Studebaker corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Success, P. O. Box 2020, Calcutta, India.

Successful farming, Des Moines, la.

Sugar, 153 W. Forty-First street, New York, N. Y.

Sullivan machinery company, 122 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Survey of current business, United States department of commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D. C.

Sweetes, Hart bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

System, Case, Huron and Erie streets, Chicago, Ill., 1 Park avenue bldg., New York, N. Y.

Tanner-Gilman schools, 2626 S. Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Taylor society, 29 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.

Teachey college, Columbia university, 525 W. 120 street, New York, N. Y.

Teachers' retirement system of the city of New York, Municipal bldg., New York, N. Y.

Technical papers corporation, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Telegraph and telephone age, 253 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Telephone engineer, Seyer block, Chicago, Ill.

Telephony, 608 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.

Texas agricultural experiment station, Agricultural and mechanical college of Texas, College Station, Tex.

Texas retail dry goods company, 310 Simpson-Wineman bldg., Dallas, Tex.

Texas society of certified public accountants, 1000 Lipscomb street, Fort Worth, Texas.

Textile colorist, 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Textile publishing company, 239 W. 39 street, New York, N. Y.

Textile world, Bradford, Lord and Nagle, 334 Fourth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Tide water oil company, 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Timberman, 616 Spalding bldg., Portland, Ore.

Tires, 420 Lexington avenue, New York, N. Y.

Tobacco record, 175 Shepherd avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Topeka (Kans.) journal, Topeka, Kans.

Topeka, Kansas merchants journal, Topeka, Kans.

Trade press publishing company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Trade winds, Union trust company, Cleveland, O.

Transactions of American society for steel treating, 4600 Prospect avenue, Cleveland, O.

Transvaal society of accountants, P. O. Box 2995, Johannesburg, Union of South Africa.

Treasury decisions, Government printing office, Washington, D. C.

Trenton; under direction of Trenton chamber of commerce, Trenton, N. J.

Trust companies, 55 Liberty street, New York, N. Y.

Tulsa (Okla.) tribune, Tulsa, Okla.

Turner contractor, Turner construction company, 241 Madison avenue, New York, N. Y.

Typothetae bulletin, 600 W. Jackson bldg., Chicago, Ill.

U. P. C. book company, 15 E. 26 street, New York, N. Y.

Union Pacific system, 1416 Dodge street, Omaha, Neb.

Union trust company, Congress and Griswold streets, Detroit, Mich.

United hospital fund of New York, 134 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.


United States corporation company, 150 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

United States steel corporation, 71 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

United Typothetae of America, 173 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill.

University journal of business, Box 10, Faculty exchange, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

University of California, College of agriculture, Berkeley, Cal.

University of Chicago press, 5750 Ellis avenue, Chicago, Ill.

University of Minnesota, Department of agriculture, University farm, St. Paul, Minn.

University of Missouri, College of agriculture, Agricultural extension service, Columbia, Mo.

University of Pennsylvania law review and American law register; students of law school of University of Pennsylvania, S. W. corner 34 and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

University of the state of New York, Albany, N. Y.

University of Toronto press, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

Van Nostrand (D.) company, 8 Warren street, New York, N. Y.

Veiling, J. D., 731 Melrose street, Chicago, Ill.

Vermont marble company, Proctor, Vt.

Virginia bridge and iron company, Roanoke, Va.

Virginia society of public accountants, George T. Durham, sec.-treas., P. O. Box 1716, Richmond, Va.

Voucher; issued by Deloitte's staff club, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Waco Times-Herald, Waco, Tex.

Wall street journal, 42 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Wallace's farmer, Des Moines, la.

Walton school of commerce, 225 N. Michigan bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Ware Brothers company, 1010 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington agricultural experiment station, Pullman, Wash.

Washington law reporter, 518-20 Fifth street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Washington law school; University of Washington law school, Seattle, Wash.

Washington loan and trust company, 900-902 F street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Washington university studies, St. Louis, Mo.

Water works; published by Gillette publishing company, 221 E. 20 street, Chicago, Ill.
Weather crops and markets. See Crops and markets.
Webb book publishing company, 55–79 E. 10 street, St. Paul, Minn.
Weekly news bulletin, published by the American chamber of commerce of Mexico, Apartado 82 bis, City of Mexico, Mexico.
Weekly review; Chamber of commerce of the United States of America, Washington, D.C.
Weekly underwriter, 80 Maiden lane, New York, N.Y.
Welding engineer, 608 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
West Coast lumbermen's association, 6644 White-Henry-Stuart bldg., Seattle, Wash.
West publishing company docket, 50 W. Third street, St. Paul, Minn.
Western electric company, 195 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Western golfer, Massachusetts bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Western institute of accountancy, commerce and finance, Leary bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Western municipal news, Winnipeg, Canada.
Western railways' committee on public relations, Transportation bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Western society of engineers, 1736 Monadnock block, Chicago, Ill.
Western states taxpayers' association, Kearns bldg., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Westinghouse air brake company, P.O. Box 428, Wilmerding, Pa.
White, Orr and company, 156 Fifth avenue, New York, N.Y.
White press, Departmental bank bldg., Washington, D.C.
Wiley (John) and sons, 60 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Williams (C.F.) and sons, inc., 36 Beaver street, Albany, N.Y.
Williams and Wilkins company, Mt. Royal and Guilford avenues, Baltimore, Md.
Willimantic chronicle, Willimantic, Conn.
Willy (John), 443 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill.
Wilmington wholesale trade journal; Wilmington chamber of commerce, Wilmington, Del.
Wilson (H.W.), 960 University avenue, New York, N.Y.
Wire, 401 Fourth avenue, New York, N.Y.
Wisconsin society of certified public accountants, George Einbecker, sec., 425 E. Water street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin utilities association, 443–45 Washington bldg., Madison, Wis.
Women's apparel merchant, 455 Seventh avenue, New York, N.Y.
Women's wear, 8 E. 13 street, New York, N.Y.
Wood construction, Xenia, O.
Woodworker, Wulsin bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
World book company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, N.Y.
World convention dates, 116 W. 39 street, New York, N.Y.
World's work; published by Doubleday Page and company, Garden City, N.Y.
Wose and Coigne, inc., 136 Liberty street, New York, N.Y.
Writer, P.O. Box 1905, Boston 6, Mass.